Psychic may have
gone too far.
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Task force meets to alter the "K" Plan

Matt Sikora

"It's much more than a calendar discussion and decision," Cook said. "We spent
most of our four meetings during the fall quarter and a large
share of the retreat talking
about the educational goals
and mission of the college,
how we can build on the successes we've had and improve
the educational process for the
best undergraduate education
in our style."
Committee members generated a list of approximately 20
criteria for a new calendar, according to Cook. The II-member task force decided any possible system should use the
present campus, be financially
feasible, retain the qualities of
liberal arts education and
maintain current levels of faculty and staff.
Committee
members
agreed any proposed system
must provide options for some
form of foreign study, career
development and individualized study.
'II would say the group
reached some strong consensus on a number of issues including the concept of our internationalism, our hands-on
approach to education, the individualized approach to
classroom study," Cook said.
"Those are the things that the
entire group agreed that we
want to keep doing. There is no
threat to the Kalamazoo brand
of education if what is meant
by that is the on-off pattern, the
best of experiential and on
campus work."
During the last day of the
retreat task force members began examining different calendar options attempting to find
systems that link well with

centers abroad and satisfy the
task force's criterion.
"We are concentrating on
models that match best with
our university affiliations
abroad," Cook said. "The international programs are important to us and we would like
to keep those affiliations and
meet their needs as best we
can. We examined the calendars for those sorts of matches,
then we turned back to the on
campus programs."
Cook said only a "handful"
of calendar systems exist, including the traditional semester systems, quarter systems,
and modified semester systems that feature short breaks

Foreign study budget healthy

Repairs are underway after
a fire severly damaged
Quadstop kitchen equipment
early last month.
Marriott Food Services was
using the kitchen to prepare
food for a wedding party taking place in the Old Welles dining room. The exact cause of
the fire is still unknown, according to Mike Leeuw, Food
Service Director. Leeuw said it
was possibly due to a malfunction of the temperature control
on a grease fryer. When the
grease fryer reaches a certain
temperature, a built-in control
will activate to shut down the
fryer. This control may have
not come on, thus causing the
fire, he said.
An extinguisher system
that dumped a dry chemical
powder on the flames worked,
but, according to Head of Se-

Index Staff

After four meetings and a
four-day retreat at the Stryker
Center last quarter, the Calendar Task Force developed a list
of goals for a new calendar system and began examining the
feasibility of various models
according to Provost Richard
Cook, task force chair.
"We're in the nitty-gritty of
finally getting to more of the
detail," Cook said. "Now
we're getting around to how
this would look. What would
faculty teaching responsibility
look like? What would student
course responsibility look like?
How long need the term be?
How many times a week
would courses meet? That's
where we are right now."
President Lawrence Bryan
established the task force last
fall to examine concerns with
the current "K" plan such as
lack of continuity among faculty and students, administrative problems caused by the
quarter system, and a growing
number of deviations away
from the traditional "Plan A"
and "Plan B" schedules.
Cook said the group spent
much of its time reviewing
general aspects of education at
Kalamazoo College and developing a list of criteria for what
a new calendar system must
do.
Task force members discussed curriculum issues, how
the experiential aspects of the
"K" plan relate to classroom
learning, the international aspects of the program, community service, campus life, and
liberal arts education in general.

Patrick Burlingham
Index Staff
Rumors that the Foreign
Study Office has a budget deficit are unfounded, according
to Michael Vande Berg, Director of Foreign Study. Rising
costs are due to the higher costof living abroad, he said.
"We are recruiting more directly than we have in the past,
"said Vande Berg, to counter
the program's expenses. The
recruitment is why there are
more non-"K" students using
the foreign study program.
Non-"K" students from the
Great Lakes College Association schools and other colleges
have used the program in the
past with the majority of those
students visiting "K'"s African

sites, according to Vande Berg.
He said including more students outside of "K"'s student
population should help alleviate some of the cost for the institution since those students
pay the full price and do not
benefit from the subsidies "K"
students receive.
The college will continue to
use the same formula for calculating the cost of the foreign
study program fur "K"- students, Vande Berg said.
The cost of the traditional
programs for 1993-94 are:
-Short Term (one
quarter) $6658 Full Tuition
-Long Term (two
quarters) $9987 Full Tuition
and Half the second quarter
Continued on Page 2.

between semesters or short
terms following the final semester or preceding the fall
term.
"We are basically looking at
modified semester systems,"
said Cook. '1t means they can
be shortened to something between traditional semesters
and a quarter. But we have not
discarded the traditional semester system. We have three
or four models that are still
under discussion."
Task force member Paul
Olexia, professor of biology,
said the group has also examined four-one-four systems.
Olexia said typical four-onefour plans feature a 12 to 13

week semester in the fall, a
period of study in a concentrated area during January; and
another 12 to 13 week semester beginning in February.
Olexia said he also suggested reorganizing the current on-off pattern of the quarter system as well as the positioning of career development
and foreign study as one possible solution.
"I do not see the quarter
system as an antiquated system," Olexia said. There are
some fine institutions built on
the quarter system. That does
not mean that I'm advocating
Continued on Page 2.
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Quadstop burns during break
Joseph Brennan
Index Staff

curity Glenn Neville, the fire
reignited. A Marriott employee and security guard
Dale VanHorn tried to contain
the fire with five hand-held extinguishers.
The fire department was
called, and successfully extinguished the flames. Neville
said there was probably only
a 10 to 15 minute time interval
between when the fire was first
noticed and when it was finally extinguished.
According
to
Paul
Manstrom, director of Facilities Management, the fire
caused an estimated $10,000 to
$15,000 worth of damage. This
includes costs of cleaning, labor, and repairing and restoring the original frying and
grilling equipment. Manstrom
said a few thousand more dollars will be spent to replace
that equipment.
Damage to the kitchen included extensive smoke dam-

age to the walls and ceiling as
well as damage to the frying
and grilling equipment. Most
of the cleaning was done over
the break period, and a new
ceiling was put in. Currently
the walls behind the serving
counter are smoke-blackened,
and the equipment has been
removed.
The fire has caused
Quadstop's hours of operation
to be shortened. Quadstop
cannot offer the meal exchange
due to lack of necessary equipment. Currently the hours are
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Leeuw said he
hopes toresurne norrnaI hours
on February 1, but this is
dependant upon the arrival
and installation of new equipment.
In the meantime, the dim .er
hours for the New Welles dining area have been extended
until 7:30 p.m. to accommodate students.

___J.an.uary
.....12.,.199_4.I<aIamaz
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Crime Beat
- Larceny occurred in
'frowbridge Hall on January
8 between one and onethirty a.m. A Staggs Vending machine was broken
into, causing ~75 worth of
damage. Anyone with any
information should contact
Security at 7321. Glenn
Nevelle, Head of Security,
warned that if this continues
to happen Staggs may de-

cide to remove all vending
machines.
- As of Monday, January
10, all cars were supposed
to be registered. Any car not
registered will be ticketed,
and after two tickets, the car
will be towed in accordance
with college policy. If your
car is not registered, see Security in Hicks Center immediately.

- Monday, January 17: A six-week recorder
class for beginners will start at 7 p.m. in the
light Fine Arts Building at Kalamaz.oo College.
~~rJI The cost is $40. It is sponsored by the
Kalamazoo College Music Center and will be
taught by Judith Whaley, certified teacher and
boani member of the American Recorder S0ciety. To register, call Whaley at 375-8843.

,.:.; ::
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- Wednesday, January 26: At 4:30 p.m. in
the Olmstead Room, the lecture "Young Girls
and Mature Women in Greek Medical Writers"
will be presented by Ann Ellis Hanson, Adjunct Associate Professor in Classical Studies
at the University of Michigan.
-Thursday, January 27: At 8 p.m. in the
Olmstead Room, Susan Morris, from the Art

"i~;:l ':~:I Department at Michigan State Universi ty, will

fl

give a Latin American Studies lecture called
"Art of Contemporary Latin America."

NEW S

MeNeeee to head
Student Commission
Monica Sanchez

Index Staff
Improved communication
and greater student involvement are two goals Student
Commission President Senior
Jessica McNeece said she
hopes to achieve this quarter.
Judging from the activity in
the Student Commission
room, McNeece has been getting down to business, though
not necessarily business as
usual. While McNeece
said"it's always a big transition to go from one leader to
another," she also said she expects the change of leadership
from former president Jason
Baker to be a relatively smooth
one.
According to McNeece, the
top priority on her agenda is
communication. By opening
the lines of communication,
McNeece said she hopes to
strengthen student/ administration and student/faculty
ties. In addition to these, she
said she also hopes to promote

Foreign study plan
Continued from Page 1.
-Extended

Term

(three quarters> 16645 Two

Full Tuition and Half third
quarter
After students pay their
part of the cost for foreign
study, the remaining costs are
subsidized by money from the
light Fund, a private grant,
and institutional funds which
the college has used since the
introduction of the '1("-Plan.
There are only eight programs
which are not paid for in this

manner.
Ideally the college would
like to try to put the program
in "the financial shape that
would allow the institution to
contribute somewhat less than
it has in recent years," Vande
Berg stated.
''We'd much more prefer to
do that than risking the cost to
our own students," Vande
Berg said. He also said he
thinks keeping institutional
contributions down is a responsible way to manage the
budget.
Although the costs for the

Foreign Study Programs have
risen steadily over the years,
the rise has been particularly
great in the last five to six
years, said Vande Berg. According to him, the only additional reasons for an increase
in cost for the future, apart
from the expected costs of
travel fares, could come from
foreign colleges. He said he
expects some countries will
probably end their subsidies
for foreign students in the future.
'1(" students are allowed to
carry over all of their financial
aid of all types, although students from other colleges are
not, according to Vande Berg.
This is true with the exception
of eight programs, which are
considered "category three"
programs on the Foreign
Study's approved list. These
programs, which include sites
such as India, Egypt and Denmark, ~ not used by many
students, Vande Berg said.
"For the short run the Foreign Study program should be
financially healthy for the coming years," Vande Berg said.

better communication within
the Commission itself. "Communication is how you get
things
accomplished,"
McNeece stated.
This quarter Jessica
McNeece said she would like
to see more student involvement, not only in the form of
attendance at Commission
meetings, which she said is often difficult at '1(", but also in
the forms of student opinions,
participation in surveys and in
the use of dorm representatives.
She stressed that while
"students don't always have a
vote, they have a voice".
To accomplish her goal of
an interactive student body,
McNeece said she plans to
have student representatives
on renovation committees to
improve the satisfaction of the
students. She is meeting with
Vaughn Maatman, Dean of
Residential Life, to discuss this
issue.
McNeece is also represent-

Jessica McNeese
ing a student viewpoint on a
multi-culturalism committee
as well as working on the Calender Curriculum 1ask Force.
Other issues McNeece
plans to address during her
term are concerns about Foreign Study arrangements at
'1(", the alcohol policy and organizational budgets.
McNeece also wants a column in The Index to keep students informed about Student
Commission meetings and activities.

Task force looks at "K" Plan
Continued from Page 1.

-Friday, January 28: Benson Prigg, Joyce
Scholar-in-Residence, will speak at the Chapel
Service, at 10 a.m. in Stetson Chapel.

Page 2

that we stay on it, but I don't
see any serious problems. I

think it's still an option."
With a list of goals and objectives established, Cook said
the task force will analyze the
more specific details of each
system.
Calendar Task Force members hope to make the final re-

port regarding a new system
by the end of spring quarter.
Cook said the chances for
implementing the recommendations depend on the
committee's ability to present
a better system than the current plan.
''There will not be any calendar that is perfect from the
standpoint of every criteria on
that list," Cook said. "It's g0ing to be a matter of compro-

mise. I'm hopeful that we'll
come up with an improvement
on how we conduct the 'K'
Plan.
I would say that we're approaching it with conservative
optimism that we will find a
way to improve Kalamazoo
College education, and that we
will bring the community into
the process, and that in the end
the community will embrace it,
and we'll go ahead and do it."

Student COll1ll1ission Briefs

The first Student Commission Meeting for Wmter Quarter was held Monday, January 10. The
organizational budgets were discussed; all organization heads must meet to defend their budgets on Sunday, January 16.
Results of Student Commission Elections Are:
Vice-President Garth Miller
ClerklVice-President of Finance: Jeff Hotchkiss
Secretary: Shivika Befna
Educational Policies Committee: Kelly Roberts and Kate Spangler
Campus Life Committee: Jerry Craft, Jr. and Andrew Schleicher
Hall Representatives:
DeWaters: Mike DeWaele
Trowbridge: Mike Westphal and Ryan Murphy
Hoben: Amanda Quick
Harmon: Rayline Latchaw
Severn: Christine Perry
Crissey: Ann Dibble
Lan a Houses: Scott Aseltine
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Winter yeas and nays
Wmter is here and we are
beyond the basics like remembering to wear our
moon boots and hats and
are now to bigger and better things: like how to avoid
getting sick.
With what seems like
half the campus and at least
a quarter of our staff out of
commission with various
bugs, we can't help but
wonder if the inconsistent
dorm temperatures might
have something to do with
our symptoms. Some students in Trowbridge and
DeWaters keep their windows open all day and night
in an effort to combat
scorching temps in the 80's
and 90's. And we thought
summer quarter was awful!
In addition to the energy
wasted by escaped heat, students are incovenienced by
noisy shoveling and snow
plows racing past their open
windows.

On the other end of the
spect:ruIn. some folks in Severn
are freezing in sub-65 degree

temps. In effort to capture
some heat, the residents of
Severn 300 have resorted to
putting towels in their window sills. They hoped that the
ice would melt off the inside
of their windows but instead
they're left with frozen bath
towels pennanently attached
to their windows.
It seems ironic that the
wasted energy in Trowbridge
and DeWaters is compensated
for by the freezing fingers and
toes of students down campus.
We agree that there needs to be
more consistency in heating
the dorms, not only for the
sake of student comfort and
minimal Health Center traffic,
but to save some of our hardearned tuition dollars.
In addition to the heating
inconsistencies, we'd like to
address a few outdoor issues.
First, we'd like to thank the

people who drive the golf-

cartl snow plOW machines
around campus. The drivers, who, according to Facilities Management includea number of groundskeepers, are extremely courteous, always stopping to
let groups of students pass.
Thanks for not running us
over.
Although the snow removal on campus sidewalks and streets has been
exceptionally well this year,
stairways and curbs seem to
be the most neglected part
of snow removal. The stairways behind Humphry
house, the Fine Arts building and those between the
tennis courts and Dow
seem to be frequently
missed. Instead of stairways, they look like toboggan runs. Maybe we can
inquire to the MIAA about
a Kalamazoo College
bobsled team.

The new Friday night entertainment
STEW MARKEL

Have you ever
been sitting with a
group of people in a
room, or at a table eating dinner and tried to picture each
other's brain waves?
This isn't something I ever
thought about until one day
while two of my close friends
and I were sitting together and
Irene suddenly said one of the
strangest things I've ever
heard.
She told us that she could
imagine an alien race looking
down on the room we were in,
and wi th a special alien device,
they could see our brain
waves. And what would they
see, you ask? In this particular case, Irene determined
what they would see is three
different set of waves each fly-

ing off in totally different
directions and patterns.
After almost falling of
my chair with laughter,
I began to think about
what she said. And
guess what? She was absolutely correct. The three of us
had been sitting there not having a coherent conversation,
our heads filled with completely different thoughts each
having nothing to do with each
other.
Needless to say, nothing
more could be said and I left
ina hurry.
After that, I began to imagine what the brain waves of
different people around me
would look like.
Sometimes I saw two
people in a deep meaningful
conversation, and I could tell
that their brain waves would
be very similar, almost identical.

Other times, in class, if a
professor was lecturing and I
looked around the room and
saw a student not paying attention,like doodling or something, I imagined their brain
waves passing right by the
prof and out the window.
I think the government
should invest millions of dollars to invent glasses that
would let you sec brain waves.
People would love to have a
pair, and I am sure pay great
amounts of money for them.
If you could see other's
brain waves, you would know
instantly whether or not shel
he was someone you wanted
to meet or talk to. We could
use them to look at political
candidates to decide if they
were really people we wanted
in charge of things.
Now if we could only do
something about the National
Debt.

en
ange
not the ans"Wer
who attend schools with semester systems, there is an inherent '1ag" in the program
during the weeks following
midterms. Fourteen of fifteen
To the Editor:
weeks is just too long for proI felt both concern and dis- fessors (and students) to keep
trust when, upon receiving my up the kind of pace we here at
copy of the Index, I read the "K" "enjoy" for ten weeks
headline "Committee to con- straight. In this longer period,
sider changing the "K" plan". students at semester-type
I wasn't concerned that the schools accomplish no more
beloved "K" plan might un- than we do in our quarters. So
dergo examination and pos- much for more time to "absible change; rather, I won- sorb" the information; it just
dered whether the headline it- doesn't happen, and such a lag
self was accurate or merely a has no place at a school like
euphenism, meaning instead, "K" a "premier" institution
"The administration has de- with a $20,000 per year price
cided that a change in the K- tag.
plan was needed. Following
Despite this prejudice
is a list of changes deemed by against semester programs, I
the powers above to be neces- also suscribe to the "If it's not
sary for the continued aca- broken, don't fix it" attitude,
demic (economic?) success of and in reading the article in
the college." It seemed all too Fall Quarter's Issue 2, I find
convenient that such a pro- most of the arguments forposal would be introduced warded by President Bryan,
now, while almost the entire Dean LaPlante, and Provost
junior and senior classes are off Cook to be unfounded, irrelcampus. These are students evant, and contradictory. To
who have experienced the K- elaborate, Dean LaPlante explan, with its onloff sequences pressed concern over the varyfor CD's, foreign studies, and ing activity of student organiSIPs and are also the people zations due to the ever~g
who are most likely to voice ing composition of the student
strong and well-founded op- body. But is this not a sort of
position to such changes. "natural selection"', conformSophomores and Freshman, ing to fit the needs and intertake no offense - your expe- ests of the students on camriences will be called as testi- pus? Why should Student
Commission shell out money
mony in short ...
I can appreciate the difficul- to a group that has no memties the administration and bers on campus, just to be convarious departments have sistent?
Next, President Bryan
with planning organizational
meetings. This does create a stated that "Kills late start in
logistical problem which may the Fall caused "concern"
affect the college as a whole, among entering students. I ask
but would changing the you, Freshman. were you mdly
school's calendar solve the that concerned? I don't reproblem? Would all professors member feeling too distressed
then be "on" all the time? aboutil
Also, several trends were
Surely, some would still do offcampus research, serve as mentioned in an attempt to
guest professors at other prove the need for a change (to
schools, or go on sabbatical; quarters). One was the trend
instead of being off for a quar- among students to opt for a Kter, they would be gone for a plan with "only" one quarter
semester. No solution there. of foreign study and the other
And I wonder, do our current students to deviate and be
inter-<{uarter breaks not offer "off" in the summer. I say, we
enough time for the faculty to know what is the best K-plan
gather (briefly, of course, I for us. We are the ones who
know they need their vacation best understand our personal
time too) and make necessary preferences and economic situplans? Is the administration ation. Let us decide what our
unable to schedule these meet- K-plans should look like. Afings far enough in advances to ter all, we're paying for it.
allow professors to plan their
Not only do I find their artravelling around them?
guments poor, but their proDespite my cynicism, I am posed solutions are worse.
not predisposed against any Most would have students
changes to the existing calen- studying for a longer period of
dar. I am as open-minded to consecutive terms. Now, I ask
any changes, as I would like to the sophomores, how did you
think the administration is feel last spring, during our
open to our input. My entire third quarter of classes in a
concern comes from hearing row? Administration, if you
my parents' mutual disap- want student burn-out, a
pointment when they first higher drop out rate, and a reheard that MSU, their alma volving-door trend, stick with
mater, was switching to a se- this nine-month-with-threemester system. As I heard
from them and from friends Continued on page 4
Editor's note: Mr. Nichols is
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plying to the IIrticie, ·Committu to
consider chilnging the 'K' pllln, - Issue 2, FiliI Qwu1er.
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Premise that"K" students are snobs incorrect
ELIZABE'IH
GRAY

There is an attitude,
both in high schools
and in other colleges,
that all Kalamazoo
College students are wealthy
snobs. It's hard to say whether
or not this is a point of pride
for Kalamazoo College students and faculty. Perhaps it
is a vigoriously denied notion
that simply can't be put down.
But somehow the impression
prevails.
It was certainly a fear for me
before I came here. There were
two things I heard about ''K'':
it was a prestigious, academically-challenging school, and it
was full of bratty rich kids who

had already travelled
the globe and loved
to brag about it As a
lower-middle class
student who hasn't
made it past Canada
yet, the prospect of
meeting up with
people who had already been
everywhere and done everything was threatening. I envisioned discussing parents:
"So what do your parents
do, Bob?"
"Well, my mom's an architect and my dad's an exec at
GM. How about your parents,
Uz?"
"Oh, well, uh, ... well, my
dad's a steel worker and my
mom's a secretary."
Please don't get me wrong.
I am not ashamed of my par-

ents. They're intelligent, creative people who are simply underemployed. But

51% of the student body is on
need-based
financial aid.
imagining a world where family background really mattered, I feared that I might be
judged by my family instead
of myself. Paranoia, I guess.
Once I arrived here, I found
that both the facts and my experiences belied the persistent
rumor. According to Joellen
Silberman, head of the Finan-

cial Aid Office, 51 % of the stu-

dent body is on need-based financial aid. An even greater
number of students may receive merit-based scholarships
or have non-need-based loans.
And for current ''K'' students
who demonstrated need, the
average need was over
$10,000. This is surely convincing evidence that not all
I<aIamazoo students have m0guls for parents.
On a personal level, I also
found that there were far more
kindred spirits on the "K"
campus than there were adversaries. Most of the people I've
met here come from backgrounds similar to mine. Even
students from wealthy backgrounds are generally unpretentious and friendly. Instead

of being overwhelmed by foreign travel stories, these tales
typically have to be pried out
of my friends.
I'm not sure why I was so
convinced that "K" would be
full of rich snobs. Some sociologists claim that class/ status
relations are even more difficult than racial relations in this
country. Fortunately, I realized
the truth about I<aIamazoo before the idea was cemented in
my mind.
However, I think that both
faculty and students should
work to ensure that future students don't come here with the
same misconception, or even
worse, don't come here at all.
This school claims diversity,
and as it turns out, that includes economic diversity too.

War on drug dislllal failure--try legalization
exist but they are available to few. Of an estimated 6.5 million drug
addicts in 44 states, only
Thanks to Sur350,000 were in treatgeon General Dr.
ment in 1989, and only
Joycelyn Elders,
263,510 in 1991.
drugde<lriminaliza- '----....:.
The money saved in
tion and legalization may fi- law enforcement, legal costs,
nally move into the realm of and incarceration through Iepublic discourse. The main galization can be used to fund
reason for the increased popu- better treatment programs.
larity of these measures is that
they would likely reduce the
numbers of our most unpopuLegalizing
lar citizens - criminals. Still,
proponents of the status quo
drugs will
claim that legalization would
doubtlessly
greatly increase drug usage
increase drug
and undermine public morality.
Usage.
One problem with the discussion of legalization at
I<aIamazoo College and elsewhere is that we tend to en- Without effective treatment,
dorse or denounce lega1ization the increased drug use can lead
without discussing the nature to more unemployment and
and impact of the programs violent behavior. Drug legaland policies that must accom- ization, however, might inpany it. These programs crease crime through another
would have to be equipped to means. An unknown number
deal with problems associated of men and women currently
with legalization. Otherwise, make their living by selling
America's condition might drugs. How would legalizagrow even sicker.
tion affect them?
For instance, legalizing
One might argue that legaldrugs will doubtlessly increase ization will create many new
drug usage. How much use jobs in the legal narcotics inincreases depends on how dustry. My bet, though, is that
cheap and widely available drug dealers are the type of
they are. If one goal of legal- people that will benefit the
ization is to plunder the illegal least from new jobs in any indrug industry and reduce dustries, and many would concrime, they should be cheap tinue to make a living through
and readily available.
crime. Maybe we would be
The obvious way to temper able to afford more welfare,
the surge in drug use is to pro- education, job training, and
vide universal access to effec- government-created jobs for
tive drug prevention and treat- them. Perhaps the narcotics
ment. Effective treatments do industry should be required to
PAUL
lflRSCHFIELD

Calendar changes
From page 3

terms "solution".
In the end, President
Bryan's admission that the
problems of "'the lack of continuity in academic planning, in
administrative offices and in
student life'" would still remain in a new calendar seems
reason enough to me to forfeit

the whole idea. At the very
least, postpone making any
concrete decisions until more
"seasoned'" students are on
campus. Let us work together,
so they can experience the best
of what "K'" has to offer.
Bill Nichols, K'95

Er1angen. Germany

hire a certain percentage of
former drug dealers.
It's about time that some
government officials acknowl-

edge that the war on drugs has
been a dismal failure. An emphasis on prevention and treatment would be a more effec-

tive and cheaper battle tactic.
Legalization or decriminalization would enable us to fight
this other war.

An open letter to an old friend
(Editors Note:
The general Index policy is
not to publish anonymous /etters.
However, under special circumstances such as this one, they are
considered for publication.)
Dear Friend,
I'm sorry I condemned you
to hell.
Do you remember ... what
am I saying, of course you remember. I'm thinking of that
night several years ago when
the topic of homosexuality
came up. We were sitting in a
group of several people and I
opened my big mouth and said
I was convinced that all homosexuals would end up in
"hell" .
Well, I've regretted those
words so often since then. My
religious views have changed
in the last few years. I know
more about the bible and the
ways in which the writers were
affected by the (often
homophobic) societies they
lived in. I know more about
the themes of love and acceptance that run through the

books. As for literal interpretation, it's out the window. I
don't even believe in hell as a
place anymore.
I haven't talked to many
people about how I felt back
then, because, frankly, I'm embarrassed by my self-righteous
assertions. By learning to concentrate on my own challenges, I've become less aware
of the "faults" of others. Not
that I still see homosexuality as
a fault, of course.
I found out recently that
you're gay. The news didn't
come as a complete shock to
me; that is, until I remembered
that night SO long ago. I'm
embarrassed and appalled
with myself. Although I know
I can't take away the hurt I'm
sure I caused you, I hope this
belated apology will do some
good.
Friend, you are the most
gentle, loving person I think
I've ever mel I can't believe
anyone would ever insinuate
you'd end up in "hell", much
less myself. Truly, with all
you've done for me, I can say

you're more of an angel than a
devil.
We recently spoke for the
first time in many months. I
want you to know that I've
missed you and, if you can
stand it, I hope we'll be closer.
Looking back, I guess it was
after that night that we began
to drift apart. It all makes so
much more sense now.
So although it wasn't the
revelation of your sexual orientation that changed my
opinion, I certainly wanted
you to know my feelings ~
changed. I'm not using your
name because I don't think
you've decided to let the campus in on your sexuality. I'm
not signing my name either,
because it would be nice if
more than one person could
believe this letter was written
for them.
I wish I had the courage to
say this to you in person. Forgive me.
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We care.
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• AFFORDABLE birth control
including emergency contraception
(the "MORNING AFTER PILL' )
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800·559·9093, ask for Education
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Gutter cats are squirrels of Swaziland
and out of trash cans.

SUZANNE
BAUMANN
In attending a foreign university, Iobviously expected to encounter differences. This center lacks many things which
are taken for granted back at
Kalamazoo, such as laundry
machines, computer labs and
outspoken liberal professors.
Then there are other things,
conunon fixtures of the American college scene, that I'm
sometimes thankful to have
escaped, and at the same time,
their absence leaves a void in
my soul unable to be filled.
The university has no squirrels.
It was the simplest of pleasures at "'1(", crossing the quad
as chubby, bushy-tailed rodents cavorted about, racing
up and down the trees and in

But alas! None of that
is here.
I have, however,
managed to find a decent
substitute.
They're a little larger,
a little louder, and they don't
come up to students looking
for food, but they'll do all the
same for now. I ca\I them guttercats.
The buildings on this campus are connected to one another by a vast network of
open-air corridors. A cleaning
service is omni-present from
morning to night, sweeping,
buffing and waxing the concrete walkways.
Gutters are constructed Oil
either side of the walk to drain
away the dirty mop water and
to provide transportation for
the numerous wild cats that
live here.
But don't get too excited
about this wild African cat

stuff. They're not leopards or
cheetahs or anything. They're
just undomesticated "domestic" cats, not unlike how your
typical American pet would be
had it never known the luxuries of Hartz flea collars and
yearly dental check-ups.
I'm quite certain they have
had no shots and have all of
their reproductive organs, so
they differ enough from the
cats I'm familiar with to seem
wild to me.
For the most part, the gutter cats are entertaining. In the
middle of a boring lecture, I
can usually look at the window and count on seeing a few
of them climbing trees and
grooming or relieving themselves on the roof. They'd be
perfectly charming if they'd
just keep their mouths shut
I remember reading once in
one of those "Globe Mini
Mags" sold in supermarket
check-out lines that wild cats

don't meow as much as their
catnip-sniffing, "Whiskas
Chunks in Gravy"-fattened
counterparts. I forgot their explanation for this, but I believe
it is true.
The air here is filled 24
hours a day with various eerie
yowls, howls and snarls, but I
have yet to hear a meow. Usually it's difficult to detect
where the noise is coming
from, since the cats can be
overhead (on the awnings
above the corridors) or underfoot (in the gutters crouched
under the grate).
The best place to go to get a
rea1Iy good look at the cats is
behind the kitchen at night It's
common to spot ten or more at
a time swarmed around the
dumping ground of that
evening's beef or chicken dinnero
One of the cooks once spotted me outside, watching the
scavengers. "Take one," he

urged. "Take a small one. You
can tame the small ones."
I thought about it I could
comer one of the kittens in the
gutter one night and bring it up
to my room where it would be
fed regular meals, sleep on a
bed and say meow. But what
would happen come June
when I return to my beloved
squirrels? Would I leave it behind or send it back - alone,
well fed and pampered to the
gutter cats?
It would have to learn a
whole new language, plus
adopt to a whole new social
system and do without all the
modern conveniences it would
have grown to expect. Would I
rea1Iy want to impose a Foreign
Study experiment on my cat?
In the end I decided no. But
maybe if everyone on this campus would just sneak some
food out at lunch time and give
it to them, the cats would tame
themselves.

Bisha hopes to add feminine perspective
Shannon Colemm
Index Staff
Among other things, new
instructor Ms. Robin Bisha intends
to
bring
a
Mherstory"perspective to
Kalamazoo College's History

~

pined "'I('"'s faculty last fall, completed her
graduate studies at Indiana
University. Particularly intrigued by the former Soviet
Union, she focused on Russian
history and researclled her dissertation (Women in 18th Century Russia) while living in
Leningrad from 1989-1990.
According to Bisha, most of
her graduate studies concentrated on the female experience. -when I was in undergraduate school. American history classes included a chapter
on the Women's Liberation
movement and that was it. I
didn't pursue topics about
women until I started at Indiana University. A few professors encouraged me to look
into it I became interested and
then focused my research in
that area.'"
Today Bisha brings both of
her specialties - Russian and
Women's history - to the "'1("
curriculum. Uast quarter she
taught a Freshmen Seminar on

"K". She especially invites stuwomen's biography and His- a course is run," she said. '1 am tions."
Bisha looks forward to dents interested in Russian
tory of Russia I: Building the currently organizing my
Empire. This quarter her classes and am open to sugges. meeting many new people at and women's studies to visit.
schedule includes History of
Russia II: From Enlightened
Absolutism to Present as well
asa new course, Women in the
Modern Vtbrld.
Bisha called her freshmen
r-==Wh=at is the most exciting change .... _..._
seminar, Creating the Female
initiated thus far?
___iii
Historical Self, an "activist
class.M The mapr component
of the course was researching
'By: Jennifer Mrozows~ .
and writing the biography of
Photos
by: Jamie Korma
an elderly local woman.
"I rea1Iy like to see younger
women crossing generational
"I like the bright and
"Presently 1 think Saga
borders by learning about
colorful fruit juices
is now a four-star
older women's experiences,"
because they're pretty
restaurant. .. and 1 think
Bisha said. "We are fighting
to
look
at
Oh!
And
the
President
Perot is
the same battles over and over.
abundance of tangerdoing a great job, too."
Perhaps if we listen, we will be
able to learn from our past and
ines can't be beat!"
-Bill Thoms
move forward."
-Alice Bare
Women in the Modern
K'95
"I don't like the Wok
K'96
World takes a cross-cultural
Bar. It stinks! 1 do
look at women's historical exlike the idea of a
periences from the 18th century to present Topics include
Wellness Bar...but it
the beliefs that define women's
always has the same
roles in society, the effects of
stuff. But 1 really do
national, class and racial differlike the ice-aeam
ences and the female struggle
"I scream, you scream,
"Bubblegum ice-aeam
tbink!"
for equal rights.
we all scream for iceis
the shit, but thank
Bisha encourages students
cream!!!"
God Seth is still here."
to share ideas and personal
experiences during class. "It
-Amy Clement
-Blake Vulpe
-Kris Kracker
is very important for students
K'96
K'96
K'96
to have an impact on the way

Off the Quad
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Psychic ends show with bang
Curt Korten
A&E Editor

Last Friday night in Dalton
Theater, psychic Craig Karges
entertained and appalled a
rowdy audience for about an
hour and a half with his mental tricks.
The majority of the show
was pure enjoyment. The
tricks were spectacular and
mind boggling. The whole
audience was spellbound as he
"read" their minds and pulled
off some impressive illusions.
The tricks which the audience
seemed to enjoy the most were
when he joined three
gentlemen's rings together, the
"Firestarter trick", and the
dancing table. Through audience participation, he kept interest and spirits high during
most of his performance.
A few of Karges' illusions
were standard tricks of the
trade, but he managed to put
a unique enough spin on them
to keep them entertaining.
There were a few spots where
he slipped up, particularly
when he lingered a little too
long around the box in the
Firestarter skit, but he managed to maintain the air of
mystery for most of the night.
One trick of his that I
haven't figured out is the
phone number trick. Karges
selected a woman from the
audience to pick a number out
of a phone book. He even had
a second person come on stage
to tell her when to stop. 1ben,
he unrolled a piece of paper

Dancin'
in
the
Streets
Curt Korten
A&tE Editor

Residential tife has scheduled its third annual Street
Party on Saturday January 22
at 9 PM. To be held in Old
Welles, the dance promises
food, fun, and dancing for all.
According to Beth Gregory,
Hoben Hall Director and Student Activities Coordinator,
Old Welles will be transfonned

into a mock street mmplete
with trash cans, road signs,
and the mmmencement platfonn from Facilities Management. Duct tape will be run
up the stairs of Old Welles to
add to the atmosphere.
"Students can expect free
popcorn and pop," said Gregory. "We are even talking
about having a dance mnlest."
The prizes for the contest will
be decided later.

The Street Party will be deejayed by Music Unlimited who
handled the music for Bahama
Boogie and Homecoming '93.
They will play a variety of
music ranging from golden
oldies to techno pop to Top 40,
Gregory said.
Similar to last year, admission will be $1 or a non-perishable food item. All money
and canned goods will go to
assist the community ministry
of Loaves and Fishes.
According to Vaughn Maatrnan,
Associate Dean of Residential
tife, the Street Party last year
raised "just over 400 pounds of
food."
'1 think that it [the street
party] is a real positive event,"
said Maatman. "1t is just one
small way in which we can
make a contribution to the
community."
According to Corey
Harbaugh, Harmon Hall Director and Housing Coordinator, the Street Party evolved
out of a campus need. "Residential Ufe decided to listen to
the students who said that
there weren't enough things to
do on campus," he said. "We
decided that this would be a
fun constructive alternative,
and its does good for the community."

and the correct number was
written there. I've seen different variations on that numerous times , but each time I fail
to figure out how it is done.
The second trick I was
puzzled by involved audience
members telling him a different detail about a car. After 1istening to the description, he
called a woman on-stage. He
reached into a sealed wallet,
brought out a sealed envelope,
and had the woman read the
information he claimed to
have written down during a
plane flight to Kalamazoo. Of
course the information
matched. I thought I had figured that one out until a friend
of mine, one of the participants, denied being fed any
information.
Unfortunately, one of the
most appalling tricks I have
ever seen perfonned on stage
occurred that night. Karges
had three guns(loaded with
blanks) up on a table on stage.
The guns were labeled one
through three.
He called a man on stage
and had himself blindfolded.
After he was blindfolded, the
man moved the numbers
around behind the guns.
Karges then claimed to the audience that he knew which gun
was empty and called off the
first number. The man picked
up that weapon and fired into
the air. He then told the man
to take the second gun and put
it to Karges' head. 1be man
did and Karges told the man
to pull the trigger. Luckily for
Karges, he chose the correct
gun. Afterwards, Karges fired
two rounds from the remaining pistol into the air.
Granted, Karges warned
everyone of the trick before-

hand. He urged all those who
may be offended to leave and
assured us of his support for
gun control. I suppose I
should have listened to his
warning instead of waiting
around to watch this grotesque
spectacle.
I overheard a remark as I
left the building from a woman
who said that she would probably have nightmares from
that image. All I could think
of as Karges was up there
blindfolded with a gun to his
head was a picture taken during the Vietnam War. ASouth
Vietnamese soldier had his
gun to the head of a North
Vietnamese prisoner. You
could tell from the picture that
the prisoner was fearful for his
life and that the soldier wanted
to shoot him.
I am not saying that the volunteer was anxious to shoot
Karges. Instead I consider
myself lucky that I wasn't
called up on stage to do that
trick. I probably couldn't have
handled putting a working
handgun (even without bullets) to anyone's temple. H the
man was confident enough in
his knowledge that it was all
just a trick to follow Karges'
instructions, that is his prerogative. All I know is that I
couldn't have done it.
Hollywood has had two
stars die by misjudging the
power of blanks. The former
star of the children's show
"Voyagers" died playing Russian roulette with a gun loaded
with blanks. Brandon Lee died
because someone didn't properly calculate the force of the
blanks used in a movie stunt.
With all the deaths cause by
handguns each year, Karges'
stunt was irresponsible.
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Hoops, Back in Black
Ouistine Perry
Sports Editor

In the preseason MIAA
coaches' poll, Kalamazoo's
Men's Basketball team was
picked to win the conference.
This marked the first time in
history that either Hope of
Calvin was not the favorite.
Earlier in the season the
Hornets captured the WQSN
Holiday Oassic (Decembe!- 2930) for the sixth straight year.
Senior
captain
Jeff
VanderWiere was named the
tournament MVP for the second year, scoring 36 points and
grabbing 23 rebounds.
Kalamazoo headed into last
weeks games on a roll, despite
the injuries of junior starters
Tarik Lester and Dean
Woolcock, having won four
straight games.
Hope
entered
last
Wednesday's nights contest
with an 8-4 record. It was a full
house Wednesday as Anderson Athletic Center was
packed with £wdents, faculty
and parents from Hope and
Kalamazoo. Hope's sophomore Duane Bosma and squad
took the Hornets by storm.
Kalamazoo suffered a heartfelt
loss. The Junior Varsity squad
also had similar fate.
The Varsity team was able
to rebound Saturday to defeat
Calvin 58--56. It was the first
time the Hornets have defeated the Knights since the

1988-89 season.
Kalamazoo played an outstanding defensive game and
was able to keep Calvin under
control. Sophomore Jeremy
Cole led the Hornets in scoring with 17 points. Senior Jeff
VanderWiere was the second
leading-scorer with 11 points.
VanderWiere led the Hornets
in rebounding at 17.
The Hornets are now 1-1 for
MIAA competition.Before the
Nomen's Basketball Team be-

The lady Hornets swarmed
past Elmhurst College 66-47.
The
victory
over
Elmhurstmatched
Kalamazoo's win total of last
season when the Hornets finished with a 6-18 overall mark.
Sophomore Sara Musser had a
strong game scoring 14 points
and grabbing 12 rebot!!\ds.
The Hornets did not fair as
well against league teams
Hope and Calvin. Kalamazoo
was defeated at Hope Wedm,3-

Defense Stings <::alvin
gan MIAA play last week, the
Hornets split a pair of games
against non-league Aquinas
College and Elmhurst College.
The Aquinas game was
close; however, the Hornets
were unable to capture the victory, dropping 50-48. Senior
Lisa Vedmore led the team
with 21 points.

Photo by Jamie Kozmn

"1("

day and at Calvin Saturday, 7549. '1t was a very emotional
game," said Musser. She also
noted that their coach Jim Hess
is very confident in the team
and is trying hard to coordinate their talents.
The women are now 6-6 for
the season and 0-2 for MIAA
competition.

Off With A Splash
Amy Trenlde
Index Staff
Kalamazoo
Co llege' s
women's swimming team is
off with a splash. This years
roster includes 17 swimmers
and two divers, 13 of which are
freshmen. Although the team
is young, it holds a plethora of
talent and dedication from
both upper and lowerclassmen.
On December 9, both men's
and women's swimming
teams left for an intensive
seven day training session in
Bradenton, Florida. On the
way down they competed
against nationally ranked
Emory University (Georgia)
and Carleton College (Minnesota). Although the Hornets

fell to both, Carelton and
Kalamazoo were neck and
neck throughout the meet.
Divers Katie Rosenfeld and
Rachel Wawro spent December 17-29 at the International
Swimming Hall of Fame pool
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida
practicing and perfecting their
dives.
Earlier, on December 4, the
women's team recorded their
first league win with a convincing victory over Adrian.
By sheer number of swimmers,
however, the Kalamazoo
women were able to defeat the
Bulldogs.
The 1993-94 team is led by
senior captain Amy Lancaster.
''With our dedication and hard
work we will have a successful season," Lancaster said. "I

don't think our lack of experience in college competition
will hurt us."
Senior Melanie McCormack
is also a captain, however she
has taken a leave ofabsence to
work on her SIP in Texas. Senior Bess German has also
been named captain, but she
has not been able to swim due
to health problems.
The women will be competing in back-to-back meets on
January 14 and 15 at Grand
Valley State University and
Alma, respectively.
Two important meets for
the lady Hornets are Friday,
January 21 at 6:00 p.m. and
Saturday, January 22 at 1:00
p.m. as they try to defeat Lake
Forest and league rival Calvin
College.

Intramurals and Club Track are Back
Ouistine Perry
Index Staff
Just when you thought
there was nothing to do Wmter Intramurals are back.
Intramural participation is
open to students, faculty, and
staff. Students who are members of a J.V. or Varsity athletic
team are not eligible for competition in that sport. - i.e.
Kalamazoo College tennis
team members would not be
allowed to play in the I.M. tennis ladder.
Basketball - Five on five.
One division only unless there

are three or more female teams.
In that case there will be men's
and women's leagues. As it is
now, teams can be all male, all
female, or 00-«1. Roster limit
is 10.
Entries due in the Anderson
Athletic Center office by January 14. Play begins the week
ofJanuary 17.
Volleyball - Six on six. One
division or league only. Teams
can be all male, all female, or
coed. Roster limit is 10. Entries due in the Anderson Athletic Center by January 14.
Play begins the week of January 17.

Racquetball Ladder Tournament - Men's and women's
divisions. A blind draw will
determine the original positions on the ladder. Challenge
one or two positions above
you.
Losers cannot immediately
challenge the same person.
They first must defend a challenge or play the other person
(of the two) above themselves.
Playa minimum of once per
week. The preference is two
or more times. Games to 15 win by two. Lag to determine
the server.
Report scores to the athletic

office in Anderson. Entries
due in Anderson Athletic office
by January 14. Play begins the
week of January 17.
Tennis LadderTQurnament
- One division - men and
women combined. A blind
draw will determine the original positions of the ladder.
O\al1enge one or two positions
above you. Losers cannot immediately challenge the same
person. They first must defend
a challenge or play the other
person (of the two) above
themselves.
Badminton - One or two
day toumament depending on

the number of entrants. Entries due in the Anderson Athletic Center office by Friday,
January 14. Tournament date
to be announced.
H indoor sports aren't your
thing, how about running for
the Kalamazoo Track Club.
The Gub coordinator is religion teacher Pete Gathje.
They meet in the lobby of
Anderson Athletic Center
Mondays and Wednesdays at
4:30 p.m. The Gub is open to
men and women and focuses
on the distance aspects of running. Gym credit will be given
to all participants.
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Introducing The Great Apple Campus Deal

The
Apple
Computer

loan
Macinlosb LC 475 418J, Apple Color Plus 14" Display, '
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Introducing The Great Apple Campus
Deal. Right now, buy any Select Macintosh
or PowerBoot computer, and you'll also
get seven useful software programs. Its all
included in one low price. (The software
alone has acombined SRP of $596~) And,
the new Apple Computer Loan offers low
monthly payments that make the deal
even better. App~ by January 28,1994, and
your first payment is deferred for 90 days.
All you have to do is qualify. So, what
are you waiting for? An Apple"computer.
It does more. It costs less. Its that simple.
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It costs less.

Its that simple.

For more information visit your Campus Computer Information Center.
To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products and fmancing,
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Student retention rate increases
Matt Sikora
Index Staff
Kalamazoo College lost approximately 11 percent of its
student body during the 199293 school year, a sharp increase
from the previous five-year
withdrawal average of95 percent, according to Dean of Students Marilyn LaPlante. Despite the drop in enrollment,
LaPlante said she thinks the
activation of recommendations by last year's Retention
Task Force will improve the
retention rate in the future.
"Our goal is to improve on
our three-year average retention," LaPlante said. "And we
definitely want to improve
from last year's number. We
want that to be a fluke, not a
trend."
Despite the implementation
of several task force recommendations last quarter, the
attrition rates from fall 1993
remained similar to fall 1992.
Thirty-two students left during fall 1992 while 28 did not
return after fall 1993.
If last year's 11-percent attrition rate continues for the
next four years instead of the
previous average of 9.5 percent, projections estimate the
enrollment would shrink from
an approximate student body
of 1275 to 1185 for the 1997-98
school year.

"From a budget standpoint, of corresponding figures from
a trend in that direction would the GLCA (Great Lakes Colbe disastrous to us," LaPlante lege Associa tion)," while elite
said. 'There is a size of the col- institutions such as Harvard,
lege that is efficient in tenns of Yale, and Princeton enjoy
expenditures. That size is higher retention rates.
somewhere between 1250 and
"If we want to be classified
1300 people. There is also an as a highly selective college,"
optimum size for the kind of LaPlante said, "we also need
community that we'd like to to ha ve a better retention rate."
be."
According to LaPlante, the
If the college improves its eight-member Retention Task
current three-year average re- Force identified finances, acatention rate by 15 percent in demics and campus environthe next five years, a goal pro- ment as the top three reasons
posed by President Lawrence students choose to leave the
Bryan in a memo to faculty and college.
staff, approximately 1311 stuLaPlante said she thinks a
dents would be enrolled in noticeable increase in financial
1997-98.
aid or a decrease in tuition
Bryan established the task would have the most signififorce last year before adminis- cant impact on retention numtrators predicted the increased bers, but the college's current
attrition rate to study ways to situation prevents such
retain 'more students than the changes.
current average of 65 percent
"From one perspective, the
from first-year students easiest people to recruit are
through graduation.
those students for whom we
"Even with this troubling pay everything," LaPlante
dip in the data, overall the col- said. 'The logical conclusion of
lege retention from matricula- this is if we dIdn't charge any
tion as first-year students tuition or if we gave everythrough to the degree is still body huge financial aid grants,
well above the national aver- we would not have a retention
age for four-year independent problem. But that's obviously
liberal arts colleges," Bryan not realistic."
said. ''We realized that was still
Both LaPlante and Bryan
not good enough and we blamed part of last year's dewanted it to be better."
creased retention rate on the 10
LaPlante said the college's percent tuition increase from
retention rate is at "the low end the 1992-93 to 1993-94 school

year. According to Bryan, the "That doesn't necessarily
task force recommended the mean that they did poorly."
Board of Trustees limit tuition
The task force recomincreases to six percent.
mended that the college en''We are now looking at tu- courage students to have realition increases that are signifi- istic expectations for their percantly less than what was in formance as well as regular
effect between 1992-93 and evaluations of their progress,
1993-94," Bryan said. ''I cannot encourage parents to be supspeak for the board in advance, portive of the students and
but I would think in that [six encourage students to use repercent] range."
sources such as faculty office
A six percent increase hours.
would place tuition for the
LaPlante said other stu1994-95 school year at approxi- dents withdraw because of dismately $21,172. A 10 percent satisfaction over a lack of s0increase of the current $19,974 cial activities, feelings that the
tuition would result in an esti- campus is too liberal or consermated cost of $21,971.
vative, or a bad personal expeSince financial restrictions rience with a faculty member
prohibit tuition decreases, or administrator.
Task Force recommendaLaPlante said the college must
tions
to address these probincrease efforts to answer stulems
include
increased social
dent concerns about academic
activities,
the
reinstatement
of
programs and the campus environment, which do not nec- administrator fireside chats, a
public relations board in the
essarily entail a higher cost.
According to LaPlante, lobby of Hicks Center, and imwhile some students leave the provements in food service.
liberal arts curriculum for proLaPlante said she was disfessionally orientated pro- appointed an apparent imgrams or a broader selection of provement in campus atmocourses, other students with- sphere last quarter did not imdraw because their grades fall prove the retention statistics
below their expectations.
for the fall.
"Students were more apt to
''From the feelings the Stuleave if there was a discrep- dent Services staff and the reancy between what they ex- ports that I got from other facpected to do academically and ulty, I would have said the
what they actually did aca- Continued on Page 2.
demically," LaPlante said.

Budget meeting explains tuition hike
Janice Dropiewski
Index Staff
President Lawrence and
some members of the
President's Advisory Committee held a meeting to explain
raisin!; tuition and other aspects o~ the college budget last
Wednesday, January 19.
The President's Advisory
Council includes: Dean of Students Marilyn La Plante, Director of Finance Tom Ponto,
Dean of Admissions Teresa
Lahti, and Jacob Bass, VicePresident for Planning and Development.
The meeting's purpose was
to help students feel more involved with how the school is
run and explain certain financial decisions, according to
Bryan. Several explanations
were offered as to why tuition
needs to be at the current
amount and why it will probably increase over the next several years.
Ponto said the main prob-

lem cited for causing higher
expenses for the college is the
increasing retention rate problem. He said that for the past
few years, the percentage of
freshmen and sophomores returning has decreased. Between last year and the current
school year, only 82.1 percent
of the freshman class returned
and only 85.7 percent of the
sophomore class returned, according to Ponto. The committee reported that these percentages need to be at least in the
90 percent range.
La Plante said in order to
combat this downward sloping percentile, the committee
set up a task force that was to
try and find out why students
are leaving and create solutions to these problems. She
said two of the main reasons
students cited for leaving were
concerns about the impact of
"K"'s small size on their social
life and students' voice concerning school decisions and
policies.

In response to these concerns the school has tried to
make an effort to provide more
social activities on campus and
make students feel more in-

volved with what is happening on the administrative end,
according to La Plante. Ponto
said the budget meeting was
one such attempt to keep stu-

dents informed about how
their tuition money is being
spent and what factors go into
Continued on Page 2.
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Monte Carlo: the excitement begins
Elizabeth Gray
Index staff

• Wednesday, Februuy 2: Donald Duquette,
clinical professor of law at the University of Michigan Law School, will present a lecture called, "The
Emerging Rights of the Child" at 8 p.m. in the
Olmstead Room.
• Thursday, Februuy 3: At 8 p.m. in Dalton
Theatre, Michael Walzer, professor of social science
at the Institute for Advance Study, School of Social
Science, Princeton, will present the Scholars' Day
Lecture.

:::
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• Friday, Februuy 4: Micheal Walzer will give
the Scholars' Day Convocation at Stetson Chapel
at 10 a.m.

Tuition hike explained
Continued from Page 2

determining financial aid.
Ponto explained to students
that the college only has four
basic sources of revenue that
allow it to operate. Onesource
is auxiliuy enterprise, such as
when the school rents out the
chapel for weddings, which
accounts for approximately
14% of the total revenue. Another source is annual· gifts
from individual donors at
about 8% and a third. is tuition,
accounting for approximately
67% of the total revenue.
"Any student that comes
here, even if they pay the full

tuition, only pays for 67% of
the costs that it takes to run this
school," Bryan said.
Ponto said the last source of
revenue is the school's endowment fund, which the committee is trying to increase. The
fund, which accounts for 10%
of the revenue currently, is a
type of savings account made
up of money to which mainly
large companies have contri~
uted, according to Ponto.
It is through this fund that
the Upjohn Company contri~
uted 10 million dollars that allowed the school to pay cash
for the Dow Science building,
he said.

Monte Carlo, the main s0cial event of winter quarter,
will be on Friday, February 5th,
in Hicks Center from 9 p.m. to
2 a.m. It has two parts, gambling and a dance.
According to Beth Gregory,
Student Activities Coordinator, the Las Vegas-style gambling will be in Old Welles
from 9 to 11 p.m. The game
tables will be staffed by professors moonlighting as casino
dealers, Gregory said. Students can try their luck with
play money, exchanging $1
real money for $5000 play
money, she said.
The Millionaire's Shop will
be open from 9:30 p.m. to 12
These four sources of revenue go into paying for school
expenditures, Ponto stated.
One expendi ture is teacher salary which makes up 37% of
total expenses. Anotheris support services, such as the Career Development Center,
which accounts for about 30%.
Bryan said the next biggest expenditure is student aid, which
private schools across the
country have had to quadruple
in past years because of state
and national cutbacks.
Ponto said the end of the
expense
list
is
the
maintainence of the physical
plant at about 8% of the total
expenditures. According to
Bryan, the good news is that
the school's only large debt is
$1,320,000 still owed on the
Anderson Athletic Facility.
The committee also addressed the issue of what to
expect in the next couple of
years. Tuition will increase
about 65% each year with financial aid increasing 27.3%
next year and about 18.8% the
following year, they said.

a.m., where players can cash in
their winnings, said Gregory.
A variety of prizes will be
available, ranging from gift
certificates for area stores and
restaurants to novelty items
and t-shirts from this year's
Monte Carlo and other past
events, according to Gregory.
A dance will be held in the
QuadStop from 10 p.m. to 2
a.m. Gregory said the music
will be provided by Music
Unlimited, who also worked
for HomeKoming and the
Street Dance.
Gregory said the theme for
this year's celebration is
"Cruise off the coast of Monte
Carlo," so Hicks Center will be
redecorated as a cruise ship.
Old Welles will masquerade as
the upper deck, while

Quad Stop will be transformed
into the lower deck, she said.
Housing Coordinator
Corey Harbaugh said a photo
service will take place in
Harmon Hall for those who
want to preserve special
memories. The photo shoot
will begin at 6:30 p.m., and a
modest fee will provide extra
pictures.
For students who would
like to be involved from the
inside, Gregory said she is still
looking for volunteers to act as
runners or work in the
Millionaire's Shop. Also, any
parents that might like to help,
or employers or parents who
would like to make a donation
to the Millionaire's Shop
should contact Gregory at 3377207.

Retention Rates Up
Continued from Page 1.

morale among students in
the fall was the best it's been
for some time," laPlante said.
"That's the most discouraging
thing. The environment was
more positive but it didn't
have an impact in this one
quarter. Maybe we'll see it
later."
LaPlante and Bryan said
they believe increased awareness of the importance of retention will help raise the retention rate in the next few

years.
"On the positive side,
we've talked more about retention than we have in the last
ten years," LaPlante said.
''People are beginning to think
about that as an important issue. I think there was a period
of luxury when you could say,
'This is who we are and what
we do. If you like it then join
us, if you don't like it then another student will take your
place.' I don't think we're in
that kind of environment any
more."

Call-waiting
is on hold
Patrick Burlingham

March 18 - 25, 1994
Enjoy the excitement and non-stop fun of Spring Break
at the MOST POPULAR RESORT DESTINA T70N
... cholce of 5 Beachfront hotels!

INCLUDES:
• Roundtrip .Ir from Detroit (Fri. evening departure/retum) • 7 Nlghtl hotel
• Transfers between C.ncun Airport & hotel • Tour rep servlCfi In C.ncun

Club Las Perlas

Calinda Beach

I 94-room hotel on beach, minutes
&om downtown with 2 small pools,
I pool bar, plus two restaurants.

470·room hotel with a laJgt beach,
wacerspons facility, pool, 2 bars!
restaurants, and close to nightclubs.

Triple
Qu.d

$559
'519

CasaMaya
327 rooms featuring I-BR Oceanview
Suites with living room, ,.,mgeramr,
cable TV, 2 pools, watersports
facility, 3 bars & 3 restaurants.

TrIpI.
Qu.d

$729
'679

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Deluxe BfUlchfront

Cancun Palace Hotel

TripI.
Qued

'659
$599

Oasis Cancun

• VEIIY UIlIRD SPACE.
965 room mega-resort on huge
beach with 3 giant pools, tennis
a>wts, 4 bars, 5 restaurants, and
entertainment night Ilc day.

TrIpI.
Qued

'699
'629

~

TflD11 tblftlf
INT5RNATIOMAL

For reservations. see your local travel agent or call:
ACCENT
TRAVEL

ADVENTURE
TRAVEL

BON VIVANT
TRAVEL

ERMISCH·MTA
TRAVEL

616·382·1575

616·382·3475

616·382·6800

616·382-2000

Index staff
Pormer Student Commission President Jason Baker's
efforts to have call-waiting installed in the residence halls
may be thwarted for financial
reasons.
Janet Price, Director of
Computer Services, said to install call-waiting it would also
be necessary to receive callwaiting cancel, a service for
students who did not want the
other service.
Call-waiting cancel enables
students to disconnect callwaiting by dialing a particular number, Price stated.
At the time of inquiry, the
price for installation of these
two services was set at $4642,
she said.
Baker said there are several
possibilities for financing the
services, such as a surplus of
money in the Student Commission budget in June. The
remainder of the cost could be
paid with a loan from the Business Office, he said.
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resent your
College student 10 and
receive a free small
drink with any sub
purchase.
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Campus greets MLK
Day with apathy

Last week's headlines in the Kalamazoo Gazette and even the Western Herald screamed
news of both celebration and controversy over the observance of Martin Luther King Jr.
Day on Monday, January 17. What a disappointment that The Index has no similar news to
print.
Once again, the campus community has failed to live up to our claims of a commitment to multiculturalism and diversity. Although a few people took it upon themselves
to honor and remember King, the general campus response was pathetic. WE MUST DO
MORE.
"Kills only organized event was a MLK remembrance by Von and Fran Washington on
Wednesday, January 12. Despite the fact that someone took the time to plan and execute
this ceremony, we fell far short of packing Stetson Chapel. Although The Index included a
small reminder about the remembrance, an extensive preview story was never written.
Gasses took place as usual, with many professors and students failing to even acknowledge King and the civil rights struggle. Bravo to those like Benson Prigg, who
began class by lighting candles in honor of important figures in black history, as well as
David Strauss and Larry Poncini, who revolved class discussions around King and his
work.
As students, we claim to be concerned about multicultur~ issues. If we e:>.:pect anyone
to take us seriously (always an issue at this school), we must start transforming our words
into action; this means not only speaking up in class when professors ignore the relevance
of people like King, but organizing ceremonies and celebrations of our own.
Obviously, we can't wait for the administration. They, too, spout assertions of a commitment to diversity, only to fail miserably time and again. For all their official concern
about minority recruitment and retention, MLK Day would have provided an opportunity to prove sincerity. How long can we hope to fool prospective minority students and
their families with empty rhetoric?
Although students grumb!ed about the fact that classes were held, the compla~ts were
often selfish: many of us were hoping for a day off not to honor and remember Kmg, but
rather to sleep in, catch up on homework or frolic with our friends.
A day away from classes would not help to educate those of us who need it most.
Instead, we must encourage more class discussions on King's life and struggles. With a
little "creativity, these issues can be made relevant to most any discipline. So much of
King's struggle focused on this education, and, ideally, that is what's supposed to be going on in our classrooms.
.,.
.
Of course, there is no way to force professors to include King m therr classes. A memo
from the president to faculty members reminding them .that the college e~coura~ relevant discussions might be enough. However, accordmg to WMU President Diether
Haenicke, a similar note from him failed to elicit much response. Let's hope our faculty
would provide a better showing.
. .
.
We, as a community, need to challenge ourselves by questiorung the reasons behind
our apathy last week. This was our opportunity to raise awareness on campus byeducating ourselves and off campus by showing the city of Kalamazoo that we care. We can
always hope for next year, but as for now, shame on us.

Cold weather brings out warmth
Greg Miller
So how cold
is cooold? Hopefully,
this past week gave
us an idea. lce-covered glass,
frosty breath and unwillingly
extracted tears. We didn't even
appreciate those gracefully
meandering campus side-

walks. Shorter trails
were blazed. And then
someone blazed a
shorter trail than that.
The goal was to get there
and get there fast.
To every cloud there is
a silver lining and, so, to every
icicle there comes a thaw.
What did we learn from these
sub-zero temperatures? Hope-

fully, a lot.
How many of us have
dead batteries in our cars?
While we cursed the cold and
the quality of our vehicles, perhaps vowing never to buy
those models again, there were
lessons and benefits.
Not having a car may
have taught us the value of
walking and self-reliance. And

Editorial Letters
Supporting annual fund
the wrong thing to do
At the recent Senior
Breakfast sponsored by the
Gass of 1994, the class of 1994
was asked to donate money to
the Annual Fund. There are
several reasons to do this, our
hosts said. The college often
gets funds form corporations
or endowments that reflect the
level of support the college
gets from alumni. Also, the
level of alumni support, as
shown in the percentage that
contribute to the college, is one
of the factors used in analysis
of colleges. The logic is that if
Newsweek prints that 40% of
Kalamazoo College graduates
are happy enough with the
college to contribute after
graduation, then more and better students will apply to the
college. Further, more employers will know that "K" is
highly ranked and you will be
more likely to get a job. These
are only some of the reasons to
contribute to the Annual Fund,
they said.
I, however, urge you
not to contribute to the Annual
Fund. I base this suggestion on
reasons of conscious and moral
responsibility, rather than financial interests. I am not willing to give money to an administration that has acted in a c0vert as well as heavy handed
manner. The only way that we,
and I am addressing the underclassmen as well as the seniors, can let the administration know that we are unwilling to accept this behavior is if
we tell them by withholding
our support and dollars. This,
unfortunately, is the only way
they will listen to us.
I remind readers of recent Kalamazoo College history. This is part of the problem, because our corporate
memory is so short. Perhaps
you will remember in the
Spring of 1992, the administration was proposing to change
the Humphrey House into tile
Admissions Office, thereby
taking the most beautiful
building on campus away
from the daily use of students
and making it a place to awe
the prospective student. That
visit, as a prospective, would
be the last visit he or she would
make to Humphrey House.
This was stopped only after
graduating seniors protested
and made it clear that they
would not support the college
if this plan became fact.
During the break between the Spring and Summer
quarters, the Quad was further
deforested in order to better
display
that
grand
archetectural achievement,

Hoben. The administration
admitted that it cut down
those trees during the break in
order to avoid confrontation
with students.
The last incident of
heavy handedness to mention
is one I believe only the seniors
will appreciate. I mean, of
course,
the
renovated
Quadstop. Seniors will remember how Quadstop used
to be; dark and cozy, a comfortable place to hang out or do
homework. It had graffitied
wooden tables and paneling
that gave one a sense of the
human legacy that is
Kalamazoo College. This was
changed because the administration felt that "modem" was
the look the college should
project in order to attract more
students. If I wanted to relax
at Bill Knapp's, I would go
there. The present Quadstop
is an abomination of the
senses, a violation of the
student's wishes, and a symbol of the administration's con-

if we couldn't drive, we
couldn't spend money on frivolities - an exercise in self
constraint.
Perhaps we learned
that we can't manipulate every
situation. Today, that's a hard

lesson. We want everything
fixed "just like that." We don't
like to be reactionary, but
rather "actionaries."
The cold may have
Continued on Page 4.

"I cannot
give money to
an administration I distrust."
cern
with
attracting
prospectives rather than providing an environment for
learning.
In order to change
this, we students have to hit
the administration in the only
place they understand: their
budget. We should withhold
our donations to the college in
order to inform them of our
dissatisfaction. We should no
longer rewan:l those cowards
who are, at the same time, bullies. I can not give money to
an administration that I distrust.
To continue to donate
under the present conditions
would be a disservice to future
classes, who would have an
administration that thinks it
can do anything it wants. The
biggest problem here at "K" is
apathy. This time, however, I
want you to be lazy and not
write that check or fill out that
form. And when the college
changes, I urge you to support
it with as many dollars as you
can. That's how the administration learns.
Jordan Rankin
K'94
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Marriage necessary for a child's optimal development
mistake. Children
who grow up in onePaul Hirschfield
parent homes are ec0nomically disadvanDo you remember
taged. They also
last quarter when
have higher rates of
Geoff Keller, writing in
just about every pahis column, urged us '----~
thology imaginable
to abandon marriage as an opemotional, behavioral,
pressive and antiquated insti- health, and academic probtution? I wanted so much for lems, to name a few (See the
his article to be a call for reform book Fatherless Children by
- an wgentplea to make mar- Adams, Milner and Schrepfs
riage more egalitarian and for a review).
open to gays and lesbians.
And it's not just a money
No such luck. His views problem, either. Even studies
represent an ideological trag- which compare those children
edy in this country, which, if in similar economic situations
put to wide use, could spell with both one or two parents
disaster for our society. I must have turned up significant difvindicate this "ailing institu- ferences.
tion" Geoff urges us to abanThese problems, arguably,
don in hopes of saving our make children in one-parent
children.
families more of a strain on
Marriage does not merely society than children raised in
mandate that women relin- two-parent homes. Furtherquish their sexual freedom. more, a child is~reofa "conRather, legal marriage exists straint" for one parent than
mainly to sanction a pair-bond, two.
which functions to foster optiHow many of us really
mal development in children. know someone who is
Is the commitment to one's equipped to play both "mothchildren too constraining for erly" and "fatherly" roles?
Geoff's tastes as well?
The higher prevalence of
Urging people with chil- problerns among children with
dren to remain single or sepa- an absent parent does not rerate on a whim would be a big ally show that marriage is bet-

ter for children, however. The
key question is, would those
children who are in one-parent
families be better off if their
parents had stayed together?
Unfortunately, we don't know
the answer to that question. At
present, social scientists aren't
equipped with the tools to find
out "what would have happened."
Children who grow up in
happy single-parent families
or stepfamilies might actually
be better off than children who
grow up with feuding parents.
Still, the best caretakers of a
child are two happily married
parents. The love and guidance of two parents is better
than that of one. Surveys show
that this is the kind of situation
adults are most likely to thrive
in as well. Therefore, we
should collectively strive to
bring this environment to the
largest portion of children and
parents possible.
I don't believe we can solve
a problem without knowing its
causes. I hold that family
nonformation and break-up is
not always a result of parents'
weak ideals of commi tment to
each other and to their children. Countless factors besides libertarian values get in

the way of people getting married and having long happy
family lives. Still, I believe
there are preventive steps,
large and small, which we can
take towards the two-parent
family goal:
-To &em the endemic trend
of non-marital child-bearing,
we must provide free contraceptives and abortions, as well
as comprehensive sex education.
We should encourage unwed people to delay childbearing by providing childless
women greater access to education, job training, and affordable housing.
- In the meantime, let's
make low-income males more
"marriageable." In addition to
training them, hiring them,
and transporting them to jobs,
we should also encourage, and
train them to assume more familial responsibility.
-We must follow the steps
of a feminist agenda legi timizing families in which the
mother is the principal wageearner, so children of Murphy
Brown moms can have a participating father.
-Then we should provide
economic incentives for
couples to get and stay mar-

ried. Our welfare system, as
we all know, discourages marriage.
- Next, reform requires providing free marriage and
couples counseling as well as
free and mandatory drug and
alcohol treatment services to
help parents resolve their
problems.
-Quit putting so damn
many mothers and fathers in
prisons and morgues. Ban
small fire arms and legalize
drugs.
I'm only talking about prevention here. Of course we
should also work to alleviate
the problems faced by single
parents and their children. I'm
also aware that I am advocating liberal government initiatives (except for the third
point, which involves a change
of consciousness), which will
never be implemented in their
most effectual forms.
By somehow eliminating
the machinations of a chaotic
and exploitative economy we
could greatly increase the portion of two-parent families.
But for now, we must do what
we can to improve and
strengthen the institution of
marriage for ourselves and our
children.

Campus apathy reviewed by Commission, Student Services
Jeff Hotchkiss
Recent steps
have been taken by
the "K" College Student Commission
to break down two of the biggest problems on campus: student body apathy and a misunderstanding of campus affairs. With decisions that will
allow for better campus communication, pUblicity and
most importantly, an increase
in student body participation
in campus affairs, the commission is making solid, overall
progress.
Perhaps the most important
footnote is that the college's
administration, with full support from President Bryan, has
agreed to work along with the
commission in every way p0ssible to insure a more workable
and communicable campus
environment.
In recent weeks, commission president Jessica McNeece
and other top commission officials have met wi th members
of the administration to work
out details and set the agenda
for a smooth transition that
will simultaneously please the
faculty, administration, and
student body.
McNeece's goals from the
outset of her term have been
to work on "improved communication" and "greater student involvement"
Both
LaPlante
and
Volgelsang gave their full support and cooperation to
McNeece to solve the problems of campus apathy and to
do it in a thorough. productive
manner. Currently, McNeece

and other commission
members, including the
avid support and cooperation of Immediate
Past President Jason
Baker, have laid down
floor plans to accomplish these objectives.
With the initiative taken by
the administration, a new task
force to deal with the pros and
cons of the current campus alcohol policy will be created.
Although the specific details
on what subjects will be covered are still undecided, it is
certain that the task force will
work with the administration
and Student Services. Student
Commission will have two
representatives on the task
force.
Student positions in the college committees that have vacant student posts are also being established. Vogelsang
said she is willing to help in
"looking into" this. The college committees consi& of faculty members, admini&ration
members, as well as students
that make the decisions of the
college's programs and assist
in forming policies. This
would include committees like
Foreign Study, Educational
Policies, and so forth.
With the current problem
of campus apathy, McNeece
feels it is essential to convey to
the student body the problems
that are at hand, as well as revealing how Student Commission in working with the college is going to deal with them.
In response to this situation, an
elaborate plan is being produced that would emphasize
the improvement of publicity
about Student Activities and
Student Commission.

Finally, the commission
hopes to pave the way in solving these problems by making
some key amendments to the
commission's constitution.
This will knock out old restrictions and rules that no longer
apply and will better fit the
commission's present needs,
as the current constitution hinders rather than helps.
Overall, college apathy and

misconceptions of what is actually taking place must be
struck down in order to improve the campus's environment.
It would be foolish to plead
with the general student body
to change and work with their
elected officials to solve this
problem, since it is an obvious
assumption that many students don't care. But it is essen-

tial to point out that this is not
the responsibility of the students anyway; it is the responsibility of the commission to
initiate it and work with the
college in achieving it. Hopefully, then the student body
will in tum be more informed
and knowledgeable of the
college's affairs and be willing
to take part in campus activities.

Cold weather teaches lessons
Continued from Page 3.
taught us lessons in kindness.
After telling an acquaintance
my battery was dead, he told
me to call him if I needed help;
problems offer chances for selfimprovement and self-sacrifice, something hard to come
by these days. If we didn't
have problems, we wouldn't
have the opportunities to be
kind.
The cold may have taught
us the value of good conversation and self-entertainment.
With more people confined to
campus and staying inside
buildings, we were tested on
our ability to live within a community. We couldn't leave

campus for entertainment.
Confinement to buildings
meant we passed each other in
the halls and congregated in
rooms more often in search of
warmth.
But were we spiritually
warm in addition to physically
warm? Did we speak to those
we might not have otherwise?
Did we find we had things in
common rather than silently
passing each other?
We saw scarves, hats,
gloves, coats, as armor against
the cold. We retired to the security of buildings and to our
beds at night. But what of the
homeless with their tattered
coats and fingerless gloves on
the benches when there are no

shelters?
Perhaps we could donate
something to charity to help
those in need. Warmth doesn't
come from just fire and cloth,
it comes from the heart. We go
inside buildings because
they're warm; maybe, if we
went in our hearts, it would be
warm there too.
Despite the fact that we hurried from building to building,
the cold and the snow were
beautiful. Evenings were
crisp. Snow-covered branches
stretched over the white Quad.
The sky was clear, dark. My
eyes climbed the Quad to the
chapel and up the glowing and
illuminating tower. God was
here. And it was warm.

The Quarter is far from over! If
you're plauged by an empty resume,
join the Index Staff and beef it up.
Call the Index office at 7216 to become part of the team.
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Woman Recounts Abuse of Prostitution
Erick Trickey

Index Staff
After Ms. Smith's boyfriend
introduced her to prostitution
and crack cocaine, he lived for
five years off the money from
her "dates" and physically
abused her when she tried to
leave him or leave prostitution.
The experiences Ms.
Smith-not her real namehad in prostitution in
Kalamazoo are far from
unique. Rather, her story is repeated often in studies and
oral histories of prostitutes.
'1 guess you could call him
my pimp," Ms. Smith said
about the man who suggested
she enter prostitution.
''Then I didn't consider him
my pimp. I looked at him as
my man. As I look back, I see
some things differently."
Emotional manipulation of
women through a feigned
"love" relationship is a common tactic pimps use to prepare women for prostitution,
according to Kathleen Barry's
study of prostitution, entitled
Female Sexual Slavery. The pimp
then convinces the woman to
turn tricks to support the two
of them.
The main reason Ms. Smith
entered prostitution, she said,

was for the money. She had
children to support, and "the
way I liked to live took more
than just welfare," she said. In
prostitution, she started making "good money."
The man who got her into
prostitution "didn't take anything" from her, Ms. Smith
said. '1 gave it to him."
She would make $400 to
$500 daily, she said, or $250 on
a slow night.
But he did take trips using
money Ms. Smith had earned,
she said.
"I sent him to California
and the Bahamas," she said. '1
never went, he did."
The man "had other
women," Ms. Smith said, although she added that she
"took care" of the money he
got from them.
The same man also introduced her to crack cocaine.
"My life got unmanageable" because of cocaine use,
she said, until she was turning
tricks to support her habit.
Studies of prostitution have
found that pimps commonly
offer drugs to women, getting
them addicted so that they enter prostitution and stay in it
to support their addictions.
Ms. Smith, who said she
keeps in contact with some

people she knows from her
days in prostitution, said drug
addiction among Kalamazoo
street prostitutes is common.
"What people really need to
understand is that the girls out
there now are out there for
their sickness," she said.
"They're out there just for
drugs."
Other reasons keep women
in prostitution as well. Berry's
study found that pimps commonly use physical violence to
threaten women into prostitution and keep them there.
Three other studies also
show such violence to be common. In a collection of ex-prostitutes' oral histories produced
by the Minneapolis-based
group WHISPER (Women
Hurt In Systems of Prostitution
Engaged in Revolt), 15 of the
19 women interviewed had
been beaten by their pimps.
When Ms. Smith tried to
leave the man, or leave prostitution, he too would keep her
in place through violence.
"He used to beat me up,"
she said. "I've been beaten
with objects and tied up. When
I used to try to leave him, he'd
hit me. I'd leave him, and he'd
find me.
"1 used to try to stop hooking, and he'd find me."

It was also impossible for
Ms. Smith to work as a prostitute independent of a pimp.
'1 got into money so well
that even if I left him, I'd try to
hook," she said. "But if he
didn't see me, his friends
would.
They wouldn't let me work
without giving someone
money."
The women interviewed by
WHISPER experienced the
same thing; all 19 of them "had
been harassed, assaulted,
raped, kidnapped, and/or
forced to turn tricks by a pimp
or a gang of pimps," according
to an essay by Evelina Giobbe,
WHISPER's founder.
Eventually, Ms. Smith began retaliating against her
pimp.
'1 tried to hit him," she said,
"tear up his clothes, bum his
clothes, threaten his women.
"He made me bold. I acted
like he acted."
Ms. Smith said the man
moved away five years ago to
avoid her retaliations.
"He took a girl from here
and one from somewhere else
and left me," she said.
Once he moved, she said,
she left prostitution and "got
her life together," going
through rehabilitation for her

crack addiction.
While in prostitution, the
most danger Ms. Smith ever
encountered from someone
besides her pimp was from a
client who pulled a gun on her
so he wouldn't have to pay, she
said.
'1t's more dangerous now
than when I started," she said.
Many of the women she was
on the streets with, she said,
"have turned up dead or cut
up."
In the WHISPER oral histories, 14 of 19 women interviewed reported that they had
been the victims of some sort
of assault by customers.
In 1993, KDlamazoo Gautte
coverage highlighted two
murders of Kalamazoo prostitutes. In one case, DannySpenCer went on trial in the summer for the 1991 murder of
Barbara Schmidt. Meanwhile,
the August murder of Eunice
Evans, a friend of Ms. Smith,
remains unsolved.
"Eunice was a good person,
a good heart," Ms. Smith remembered. "And people act
like they didn't care."
More understanding of the
conditions of prostitutes is
needed, Ms. Smith said.
"People don't understand
unless they do it themselves."

SIPs, CDs prove 'world is our campus'
Greg Miller
Index Staff
LIFE'S A WITCH AND
TIIEN YOU FLY... So read one
T-shirt at a vendor's booth in
the
city
of
Salem,
Massenchusetts where I SIPed
last quarter.
I worked for the House of
the Seven Gables, believed to
be the source for Nathaniel
Hawthorne's novel of the same
name since his cousin
Susannah Ingersoll inhabited
the house for a time. The
house's history goes back to
1668 when it was constructed
by the Turners, a seafaring
family, who were the subject of
my research covering about
150 years.
Mine is one of many interesting SIPs possible under the
"K" plan.
Salem is notable because of
its renowned 1692 witch trials
where approximately 20
people were hanged and one
pressed to death.
Visitors can see Judge
Jonathan Corwin's house, who
heard preliminary hearings for
the accused in his bedroom.
The bedroom was the warmest room in the house, and it
was believed that heat drew
out the devil in the accused.
One can see Charter Street
Cemetery where prominent
Salem citizens are buried and
markers display foreboding
skulls with wings.
Today, the city has an "official witch", Laurie Cabot, who
lives in a gambrel-roofed clapboard house.
The city was also the site of
vigorous maritime trade for
over two centuries.

Gracious and large Federal
style homes line many streets
as testimony to the wealth of
the city during the late 1700s.
Elias Haskett Derby is
touted by the city as America's
first millionaire before 1800.
The Peabody Museum
houses a vast collection of
Salem's maritime history in- ,

"Last quarter,
'K' was represented globally
as students
completed
CD'S and
SIP's."
eluding Oriental porcelains,
delicately carved ivory furniture and whaling artifacts. It
was a place of sedated beauty,
brick sidewalks, elegant
homes and rich history.
Last quarter, "K" was represented globally as students
completed CDs and SIPs.
Students learned practical
application of the theories
taught in classes, flexibility in
adapting to new environments
and co-workers, problem-solving skills and other things.
The CD center offers much
information for off-campus experiences, but students should
talk to professors and other
students before finalizing their
plans.
Some of last quarter's CDs
and SIPs were as follows:
eAmber Rehling, K'96,

taught children in Madras, India for her CD. She taught geography, french and scripture
to various grade levels, including kindergarten students.
Madras Christian College
Campus School and The Good
Earth school were located in
the jungle where it was rumored monkeys came in the
open windows and stole the
chalk.
• Kristin Robinson, K'94,
completed her SIP in Horence,
Italy. She studied Renaissance,
High-Renaissance and Mannerist frescoes in the church of
Santissima
Annunziata.
Florentines are "very friendly"
and hospitable to foreigners,
Robinson said. The city boasts
Horence's famed Duomo cathedral and the Ponte Vecchio
(Old Bridge), the only bridge
in Florence spared by Nazis
during World War 11.

• Marc Wietzke, K'94,
worked as a loan processor
and accounts analyzer for
Source One Mortgage in the
Detroit area. His SIP also ineluded a paper which explained the process of obtaining a mortgage in simple terms
which the company may use to
help clients understand the
mortgage process, terminology and the mortgage
provider's perspectives on the
process.
• Anne Betzner, K'94,
worked at a small non-profit
organization in St. Paul, Minnesota for her SIP. WHISPER
(Women Hurt in Systems of
Prostitution Engaged in Revolt) provides referral and advocacy programs to help
women in prostitution fight
the exploitive sexual industry
and influence public policy
and awareness.

We listen. We explain.
We're private.
We're aHordable.
We care.
• FREE pregnancy testing
Tuesdays & Thursdays 4:45 -7 PM
• AFFORDABLE birth control
including emergency contraception
!the 'MORNING AFTER PILL')
• CONFIDENTIAL STD meening
and ANONYMOUS HIV tests
• 5-YEAR Norplant and
3-MONTH Depo-pravera
• ANSWERS to your questions:
800·559-9093, ask for Education
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Syracuse University
Division or International Programs Abroad
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Toby's Touch . The Uncanny X-Men: an update
Kevin Houldsworth
Index Staff
I

admit

it

freely!

1'~vetJread-

comicbooks! So what if comps
are coming up? A person
needs a break every now and
then from the drudgery of winter quarter. That's why God
put comic books on this
earth-specifically, The Uncanny X-Men. For those of you
who consider yourself too
"cultured" to enjoy a nice slice
of Americana, you might as
well tune out for this feature.
What I've always considered the most endearing quality of The Uncanny X-Men
which you don't always get in
other comic ti ties is realism.
No, I'm not talking about
people born with mutant abilities like super-human healing
or telepathy. But any fan of the
X-Men can tell you that the
writers of the various X-TItles,
Scott Lobdell and Fabian
Nicieza, portray their characters as more than just men and
women in tights spoutingrighteous cliches. As the implicit
irony of the story-lines goes,
the X-Men have always found
their greatest obstacle to be
convincing normal humans
that mutants are human too.
Thebookdealswithexceptionallyadultmoralandsocial
issues, from the science-versus-religion question to the
AIDS-reminiscent Legacy Virus. Various political and social perspectives are represented in the characters and
how they deal with a world
that seems to be falling apart.
Most importantly, the book
deals with prejudice and acceptance, and sets a nice, big
mirror in front of its readers'
faces as it poses a number of
questions.
The story-lines remain facused on about a dozen or so
characters of various backgrounds and how they have
been brought together by their
fellow mutant and mentor,
Professor Charles Xavier. Although the team has changed

a great deal over the years,
their goal remains the same: to
protect humanity from itself
and the abuses of mutant
power. So for those of you
who for some reason or another just can't find the time to
pop by the nearest comic store,
here's an update on the status
of the team.
Probably the most earthshaking news for the X-Men of
late is the defection of Piotr
Rasputin (a.k.a. Colossus) to
the side of the X-Men's bitter
foe, Magneto, and his team of
followers, the Acolytes. The
Legacy Virus that is scourging
mutant kind has already
claimed Colossus' little sister,
lllyana (formerly Magik of the
X-Men's junior team, The New
Mutants), in what may have
been the most provocative and
emotional moment found in an
X-Book. The British telepath
Revanche, once known as
Psylocke, is also infected and
in a progressed stage of the
disease. Whether Professor
Xavier and the other brains of
the team, Beast (a.k.a. Hank
McCoy) and Forge will discover a cure remains a mystery.
Magneto's recent slug-fest
with the X-Men was a definite
watershed point for the team.
Professor X'sruthless ravaging
of Magneto'S psyche has left
the X-Men with the question of
whether or not the professor's
dream of peace comes at too
high of a price. And perhaps
the most popular character on
theX-Men'sroster, Wolverine,
was critically wounded in the
confrontation with Magneto as
the adarnantium-Iacing of his
skeleton was literally ripped
out of his body. Despite his
super-healing power, Wolvie
has left the team for an undisclosed amount of time. (BeIieve me, folks, it was serious!)
Sti1I another worry of the XMen - as if they didn't have
enough of them already - is
the professor's decision towelcome the former Marauder
and all-around bad guy
Sabertooth to the X-Men's
school. Whether he will tum

out to be a success story of rehabilitation, like Wolverine
and Rogue, or a traitor is yet
to be seen as Creed remains
under surveillance in a confinement cell.
So far,
Sabertooth has hinted at some
dramatic new developments
concerning Rogue's family (a
possible brother?) and
Gambit's unlawful history.
As far as the most recent issues are concerned, Warren
Worthington ill (a.k.a.Archangel) seems to be experiencing
an identity crisis as he tries to
accept his transformation (at
the hands of Apocalypse) into
a metal-winged, blue-skinned
version of his former self. He
and the new Psylocke attend a
Hellfire Oub gala and end up
in a tussle with Shinobi Shaw,
son of Sebastian Shaw and the
new Black King of the Lord's
Cardinal, when Shinobi tries
first verbal persuasion, then
with violence, to convince
Archangel to join him. We're
given a much more extensive
glimpse at Shinobi's obscure
background, and Warren
seemstogleansomethingfrom
the confrontation as well.
Last but definitely not least,
X-Fans will be happy to know
that team leader Scott Summers (a.k.a. Cyclops) and Jean
Grey are FINALLY getting
married! As a friend of mine
commented, those two have
quite a brood of progeny running around (time travelers
Rachel Summers and Cable)
for an unwed childless couple.
Their honeymoon promises to
be interesting and will be detailed in theC~opsand Phoenix Umited ries on sale in
March.
And for those of you who
like your entertainment spoonfed to you, just tune in to the
somewhat weaker-caliber XMen cartoon on the FOX network Saturday mornings at
11:00. And keep your eyes
posted in the next year or so
for a live-action X-Men movie
to be directed by James
Cameronof Aliens and Terminator fame!

The power behind 'The Piano'
Katie Lowrie
Index Staff

~

~

Please remember
to recycle this
week's Index!

A quick review of The Piano cannot grace it with the
tribute it deserves. This film
succeeds in masterfully creating realistic characters and
conflicts, a Tare treat in modem cinema.
The strength of the film lies
in its portrayal of interpersonal
communication. All the characters have created distinct
ways of communicating
(sometimes nonverbally) with
each other. Holly Hunter, in
the lead role of Ada, manages
to communicate more with her
eyes than what others can say
with words. Her physical performance is one of the high
points of the picture.
I will not ruin this movie by
giving away too much of the
plot. What I can safely tell you
is that Ada (Hunter), a 19th
century woman with a young

illegitimate daughter, has been
sent off to New Zealand by her
father to wed a man she's
never met. The opening shot
has her on the beach with all
of her belongings, including a
piano shipped from Australia.
Ada refuses to speak for undisclosed reasons. Instead, she
expresses herself by stroking
her piano's keys, or through
elaborate sign language with
her daughter. Their delicate
relationship will be treasured
by movie-goers for years to
come.
The trouble is, not many
people have the ability to
"hear" her, including her new
and bland husband. He refuge5 to have the piano transported from the beach to the
home until Baines, his partner,
suddenly desires music lessons from Ada.
They strike a deal: the piano
and lessons for a nice land parcel Ada's husband has had his

eye on.
The result is the start of an
intense unraveling of Ada's
notions regarding men as well
as the union of two strong
souls. She has a listener and
her "voice" grows confident
and strong as she indulges in
self-discovery. Through tender eroticism, she fills her
voids.
Some will say that she falls
prey to men-becomes a victim of false love. I say that she
finds refuge in the one relationship in which she is an active
participator, thinker, and contributor.
Some will say force is used
to invade or degrade Ada. I
say that some reasonable force
is used to convince her to trust
once again-to care and open
herself up to someone willing
to give back.
I recommend that everyone
savor this film before it leaves
the theaters... Scoot!
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Boys in black shine
in weekend meets
Scott Alexander
Index Staff
"No rest for the wicked" is
a phrase that definitely applies
to Kalamazoo's Men's swimming and diving team.
The majority of the swimmers opted to spend their
Christmas break training in
Bradenton, Horida, returning
to Michigan just two days before Christmas, which was better than the divers' schedule,
which prevented them from
returning to their families until after Christmas.
Now before you start thinking that the team spent their
holiday on the beach, let me
point out that the swimmers
worked out twice a day in an
outdoor pool, rain or shine, 55
or 80 degrees. The divers persevered through cold (45 degrees on one day) and windy
practices.
There were some highlights
to the trip, however.
Some swimmers managed
to escape the ordeal with suntans. The divers got the opportunity to work out with Olympic Gold Medalist Mark Lenzi
and several other divers from
the U.5. Olympic team. including Patrick Jeffries and Mary
Ellen Oark at the Intemational
Swimming Hall of Fame Complex. Grant Rickoff, Paul
Blowers, and Greg "Blue
Whale" Raczniak made headlines after going the extra mile
to join the divers in Fort lauderdale after the conclusion of
their training in Bradenton.
After nearly a month of
training since returning to
campus just two days after
Christmas, the men were both
tough and fast last weekend,
defeating Lake Forest on Friday night and MIAA foes
Calvin College on Saturday
afternoon.
The victories came during
a very rigorous part of the season, as the swimmers work out
three times a week at 6:00 a.m.
in addi tion to their daily afternoon practices that routinely
spill into the evenings.
The meets don't provide

much rest, either. For example,
Friday night's meet didn't
keep Head coach Robert Kent
from scheduling morning
practice that day. On Saturday
morning following the meet
the night before, the team got
to "sleep in" until 9:30 a.m.,
when they met for breakfast,
and then it was back to the
pool for the remainder of the
day.
Spectators who made it to
K-College's
Natatorium
(which I personally believe
should be named the Robert
Kent Natatorium of Champions) this weekend were treated
to great swimming performances by Charles Kemeny
(LM., breaststroke events) and
Grant Rickoff (fly, back).
Coach Kent was visibly excited
over Ryan LaBudda's strong
swim in the 400 LM.
Greg Raczniak kept his cool
after impressive swims in LM.,
the 1,000 yard freestyle, and
the breaststroke, leaving quite
an impression on the excited
crowd, which included several
swimmers from MIAA nemesis Hope College.
Oberlin College Head
Coach Dick Michaels was also
on hand to see his son, Anthony, lead a strong freshman
class with a narrow victory in
the 200 LM. This year's rook-

ies undoubtedly comprise the
best recruiting class in the
MIAA, coming from Illinois,
Ohio, Connecticut, Louisiana
and, of course, Michigan. Under the leadership of two-sport
student-athlete Steve Tack, the
rookies keep the meet running
smoothly with quick lane
marker maneuvers and other
busy work necessary on and
around the pool deck.
While the diving events
were fairly uneventful Friday
night, sophomore Erik CabbIe
starred with first place finishes
on both the one and three
meter boards.
On Saturday, the divers put
on outstanding performances
for the crowd. Even hard-toplease diving coach Ron
Bramble was impressed with
Cabbie and freshman standout
Garth Miller, as they swept the
diving.
Miller, who iscurrentIydiving injured, won the event but
barely missed qualifying for
the NCAA Championships,
after just fOUT days of practice
since his return to the boards
last week.
The team's next opportunity to prove themselves will
come this Friday as they travel
to Crawfordsville, Indiana to
take on a very tough team from
Wabash College.
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tennis tourney
WOlllen's teallllllakes waves MAC
Christine Perry
Amy Trenlde
Co-Layout Editor
On January 14, the
women's swimming and diving team traveled to Grand
Valley State where they competed in their first meet since
fall quarter.
Although the Hornets fell
105-127, they had an abundance of good performances.
Freshman Christine Mungall
set the school record in the 100
yard butterfly with a time of
1:01.33. MungaIlbrokethetwo
year-old record set by Tiffany
Greenman (class of '92).
The following day the team
took to the road again, this
time to battle against the

mighty Scots. Unfortunately,
the lady Hornets were not able
to defeat the toughAJma team.
After a week of intense
practices and recovery from illnesses, Kalamazoo hosted
back-to-back meets against
Lake Forest (Illinois) and
l'.!ague-rival Calvin College,
respectively.
The women fell to the Foresters. But the score is somewhat questionable due to a
referee's call on diving. Had
he ruled in Kalamazoo's favor,
diver Rachel Wawro would
have placed first, thus allowing Kalamazoo to win the

meet
But that was not the case
and the points and the win-

ning record went to Lake Forest Mungall, however, managed to break her week-old
record by swimming 1:01.05 in
the 100 yard butterfly.
With the bitter taste of defeat still in their mouths, the
Hornets returned the following day to race Calvin.
Even though the desire and
effort were there, the women
were not able to capture a victory and fell to Calvin.
The lady Hornets swim tonight at SI. Mary's and face rival Hope on February 2. They
will wrap up their dual meet
season with back-to-back
meets against Wheaton on
February 4 and Albion on February5.

Sports Editor
Several Kalamazoo College
players saw action this past
weekend (January 14-15) at the
Mid-American Conference
Tennis Championships.
The tournament, hosted by
Western Michigan University
and the West Hills athletic
Oub, was sponsored by Billie
Jean King's World Team Tennis.
Kalamazoo College along
with host Western, Miami
(Ohio), Akron, Ball State, Eastern Michigan, Toledo, and
Bowling Green participated in
the tournament.
Competing for the Hornets
WE:re seniors Jackie Aurelia

and Billee Lighvoet of the
women's tennis team. Senior
Andy Alaimo and freshman
Pat Noud represented
Kalamazoo's men's tennis
team.

Kalamazoo fell to Bowling
Green, 26-25, but won its final
two contests and took fifth
place.
Kalamazoo also defeated
Toledo, in consolation round
play, 25-20. In the consolation
finals, the Hornets beat Ball
State, 25-17.
Aurelia, a three time AlIAmerican, led Kalamazoo,
winning all three of her singles
matches for the tournament
Western Michigan won the
event, defeating Eastern
Michigan in the finals, 29-13.

The Backpage:
Twelve Things They Never Tell Prospectives:
Researched by Peter B. Sanderson
for the Backpage

1.
2.
3.
4.

Vaughan Maatman and company assign incoming roommates during TGIF.
Macintosh vs. MS-DOS gang wars prevail in basement hallways of Dewing.
Bozos from Kalamazoo get infree if they major in maths or sciences l •
No matter what, Kalamazoo College will be open (until 3:30) even if the rest
of the county is closed due to inclimate weather.
5. Six to ten percent tuition increase each year due to "inflation")
6. Two words: lake - effect.
7. The mean time for a rumor to go from fourth floor DeWaters to basement
Severn, and become fact: 2.36590813427 seconds.3
8. The Damn Squirrels don't eat, don't sleep, don't hibernate, don't even spend
time procreating4 - they are always there, just like in "Alien."
9. "Deviant" always written in big, cruel, red letters on all official documents
by Registrar Office staff.
10. Even if you buy $350 worth of books you will still have 350 pages to read on
closed reserve in the library.
11. Comps: Like we were supposed to just know. 5*
12. This really is the entire campus.
1 Hence the ever-present Philosophy/English/lAS/Theatre/Voice/Math (or Biology) majors
2 Includes administrative egos and other politicking.
3 Figure accurate according to 1989 PhysicslEngineering SlP.
4 They bud - 1832 Physiology/Sociology/Theatre SlP.
S Not mentioned to first-year students. either.

About adollar aslice.

About adollar aday.
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The Maclnlosh LC 475 4180, Apple CoIar
PIllS 14" DisfJIay. ApfJIe Keyboard 1/ and m"lISe.

Introducing the new Apple Computer Loan. Right now, with this spe- January 28, 1994, your first payment is deferred for 90 days. Its an
cial financing program from Apple, you can buy select Macintosh and incredible deal no matter how you slice it. So, why should you buy an
PowerBook' computers for ahout $30' a month. Or about a dollar a Apple computer? It does more. It costs less. It's that simple. "day. (You could qualify with just a phone call.) And if you apply by

tI

For more information visit your Campus Computer Information Center.
To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products and fmancing,

CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - f Men's hoopsters hope
for another win.
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Campus Prepares to Honor Student Workers
Joe Brennan
Index Starr
For the first time Student
Employment Appreciation
Week will be celebrated at
Kalamazoo College and in
Kalamazoo County.
President Lawrence Bryan
has designated February 14-18
to celebrate student workers.
The Kalamazoo County Board
of Commissioners passed a
proclamation on January 18.
The week, the first time it
has been celebrated at 'K', was
designated to recognize the
contributions that student employees make to the campus.
Student Employment Appreciation Week has been held
at Western Michigan University for approximately seven
years. Jackie Srodes, Internship
Coordinator at the Career De-

velopment Center, said she
was contacted by Western
Graduate Assistant Steve
Miller last October about
bringing the event to "K".
Srodes and Miller began planning with representatives from
Kalamazoo Valley Community
College and Davenport in November to bring the event onto
their respective campuses and
expand it.
Srodes said she and the
other committee members
from the area colleges also sent
out approximately 2000 letters
to area employers notifying
them that Student Appreciation Week is from February 1418 and encouraging them to
celebrate the week. "We tried
to pinpoint a lot of the big employers that hire college students and encourage them if
they wanted to do anything

special that week that that
would be very much encouraged," Srodes said.
According to Marian
Conrad of Financial Aid, 42%
of "K" students hold campus
jobs. More than three in ten
''K'' students have work-study
awards for this school year and
there are 220 students on this
quarter who hold work-study
jobs.
To celebrate the week
Srodes said she encouraged
supervisors from the different
departments around campus
to nominate exceptional student workers for recognition.
Students who receive a nomination will be invited to a reception on February 14, at
which Bryan will speak and
present certificates to those
being honored, according to
Srodes.

Multicultural Report Completed
Janice Dropiewski
Index Starr
The Cultural Diversity Coordinating Committee will
present a fina1 report this week
with the goal of restructuring
policies that effect campus climate, faculty and student recruitment and retention, and
the school's curriculum.
These policies were formulated by four different committees under the leadership of
former Associate Provost John
Dobbs, according to Dean of
Students Marilyn La Plante.
La Plante said at the end of
fall
quarter,
President
Lawrence Bryan asked the
committee to take the four
original committee reports and
review them for contradictions
and conflicts.
The committee was then to
make a new package out of
these recommendations and
make further reports to monitor continued progress. This
package would then be reviewed by Bryan before being
sent to the Board of 1h1stees.
The committee is comprised of administrators, students and faculty members.
Administrators on the committee include: La Plante, Associate Dean of Residential
Life Vaughn Maatman, and Director of Multicultural Affairs
Jeanne Baraka-Love.
Student organization representatives are: Coalition on
Race and Diversity (CORD)
member Sean Gavin, Black
Students Organization (B5O)
member Karow Gordon, Asian

Students Association (ASA)
members Miho Ashima and
Kevin Sepert, and Student
Commission President Jessica
McNeece.
Faculty members are:
Barnard Palchick, Kathy
Smith, Gary Dorrien, Paul
Alexander, Marigene Arnold,
and Bob Kent.
"Our job was not to change
the original reports," La Plante
said. "A committee worked
for a whole year on them; we
tried to only change the nature
or the recommendations when
two were in conflict with each
other."
Many of the recommendations in the report have already
been implemented, according
to La Plante. She said the reports target student recruitment that the school already
focuses on: African-American,
Hispanic-American, Native
American, and Asian-American.
Not all strategies, however,
are equal for each ethnic
group, according to La Plante.
As of now, there isn't much
recruitment for Native American students because, La
Plante said, the college does
not have the support services
and curriculum to support recruitment of Native American
background.
Despi te the college's efforts
to increase the minority population on campus, students of
these targeted ethnic groups
still have to meet the same requirements as other students
in order for their applications
to be accepted, according to La

Plante.
The college does not have to
make decisions between accepting two students who are
equally qualified because of
their race because the college
accepts every qualified student
who applies, she said.
One aspect that is not in the
proposal, however, is a recommendation for college holidays
on federal holidays, such as
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day.
According to La Plante, the
college response to this is that
Kalarnawo College was originallya Baptist college and the
nature of the college is still a
Baptist heritage.
"We are unlikely to add religious holidays that deviate
from that tradition and we also
don't recognize holidays with
cultural and ethnic differences," La Plante said.
To make up for the non-observance, La Plante said students with particular needs on
an individual basis are allowed
to observe holidays in whatever way they feel is necessary.
Faculty has been instructed to
acknowledge days like MLK
day in some way in their
classes that day if possible.
The committee will bring
the report to the college community of faculty, staff, and
students and allow for input
and feedback that will be sent
to Bryan along with the
committee's recommendation
package.
The original committee's
reports are on close reserve in
the library u!;lder Dobbs for
interested students.

The city of Kalamazoo will
also present a plaque at the reception to honor the college
student employees.
At press time, Srodes had
received nominations for 39
students to be recognized. Approximately 60 departments or
offices employ students on
campus.
There will also be a bulletin
board placed in Hicks Center
displaying a group photo of
nominated students and remarks that supervisors have
made about them.
According to Srodes, department supervisors are very
enthusiastic about the program. "A lot of the feedback
that I've been getting from the
departments is that they think
it's a wonderful idea ... they
hope to continue this type of
honoring," Srodes said.

Srodes noted that they
hoped to continue the program
and possibly expand it for next
year, depending on the kind of
response received.
Kay O'Boyle, Administrative Assistant to the Director of
the Library, said student workers are "invaluable" to the operation of the library.
The library, one of the larger
employers of students on campus, has from 30 to 38 students
working each quarter performing roles such as controlling
the circulation desk, assisting
in the reference department,
and shelving and retrieving
books.
O'Boyie said she thought it
was a good idea to involve the
entire campus in recognizing
the efforts of student workers.
"I hope we do it again next
year," she said.
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Fire in Trowbridge
Jessica English
Editor-in-Chief
Plans for repairs are underway after a small fire damaged
a first floor Trowbridge room
two weeks ago.
According to Vaughn
Maatman, Associate Dean of
Residential Life, the fire started
at approximately 12:20 p.m.
when a student emptied ashes
from incense into her wastebasket, located inside her
closet, and then left for lunch.
Custodian John Laskovy
discovered the blaze after tracing the smell of smoke to the
room. "He saw the smoke
coming out of the door,"
Maatrnan said, "and luckily it
was a custodian who had the
right key and could get into the
room."
The fire department was
called, Maatman said, but
Laskovy extinguished the
blaze before they arrived. According to Head of Security
Glenn Nevelle, four fire engines, including a ladder truck,
as well as at least nine public
safety squad cars responded to
the call.
'1f we call and tell them we
believe we have a fire in a residence hall," Maatman said,
"and they know that is usually
a multiple story building and
will involve a fair amount of
people they really respond
Continued from Page 1.

leave the summer for internship or research opportunities
• a four-one-four system in
which two semesters are separated by a time of intense study
in one area during January.
Both German and McNeece
said the committee is far from

strongly."
Because Laskovy responded so quickly, he said, a
potential disaster was averted.
"We were dam lucky he was
there," Maatman stated.
Flame damage was contained to thecloset, he said, but
the walls suffered smoke damage and the heat from the blaze
dispersed fire extinguisher
dust throughout the room.
The student, who also had
some of her belongings damaged, was moved to another
room.
Because burning incense is
not against residence hall
policy, Maatman said no disciplinary action will be taken.
He also stated that this incident has few implications for
future policies.
'There's nothing specific to
incense itself that would lead
me to prohibit that, unless
we're also going to prohibit
other things like cigarettes that
leave ashes," he said. '1 don't
anticipate that."
Maatman also said that
during the fire alarm a number of students never left their
rooms, which is a violation of
college, city and state fire
codes. "As a result of that,"
Maatman said, "Glenn Nevelle
followed up with a letter saying, 'Listen, when we pull the
alarm you've got to evacuate.'
We had a fire here!"
recommending any permanent changes and student input from the forum will be introduced into task force discussions.
''Nothing is set in stone,"
McNeece said. ''We just have
exciting ideas right now. We
would like to share them so we
can work to improve from
where it is now."

CrilTIebeat

RA positions to be cut in spring
Joe Brennan
Index Staff
Some resident assistant
(RA) positions will be cut for
spring quarter for financial
reasons, according to Vaughn
Maatman, Associate Dean of
Students for Residential Life.
Due to a round of budget
cuts instituted across the college, the residential life department cannot afford to hire the
full number of RA's needed to
completely staff the residence
halls and language houses,
said Maatman.
Maatrnan said the attrition
rate caused the budget cuts.
Since the college is highly dependent of student tuition,
room and board fees for income, the retention rate forced
budget cuts throughout the entire college, he said, explaining, '1f we have fewer students
here than we think we are going to have, that has a budget
impact."
RA stipends are the largest
portion of the residential life
budget and the easiest to reduce, according to Maatrnan.
He said he plans on hiring only
22 or 23 RA's for spring quarter, instead of 26, the number
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needed to fully staff ''K.''
Maatman said he has no
concrete plans at this time regarding the effects of the RA
cuts. He said he does not know
which residence halls will be
effected by the staff shortage or
how RAduties will be altered
to avoid greatly increasing
their workloads.
There are several possibilities to implements the changes,
Maa tman said, such as removing an RA from three or four
halls, reducing programming
events and the number and
length of rounds, and involving.hall directors more in the
duties and responsibilities. He
said details will be worked out
in the upcoming weeks.
The sole reason for this
shortage is budgetary, according to Maatman. He said it
was not unusual for the residence life staff to be short several RA's for spring quarter
due to junior RA's who choose
three quarters of foreign study
and senior RA's who decide
not to work.
Maatman also said RA's
will not be taken out of the language houses. "We made a
commitment that we would
live with it for a year or two

(keeping RA's in the houses)
and then we would re-evaluate," he said.
The upcoming shortage
will not change RA recruiting
in the spring quarter, either,
according to Maatrnan. Ever
year 15 to 20 RA'sare hired, he
said, depending on such factors as the number of junior
and senior RA's who will be on
in the fall. Last spring 20
people were hired.
Each RA is guaranteed two
quarters of work per year, according the their contract. This
guarantee will not be affected
by the budget cuts, Maatrnan
said. RA's who will not be
hired for work spring quarter
are those who would have
picked up a third quarter of
work, according to Maatman.
'1t's not an impact that any of
the people on staff will feel, in
terms of the kind of financial
aid package they have," he
said.
The residential system has
been run with as few as 14
RA's, but "it's not the way we
prefer to do business," he
stated.
In some halls,
Maatman said, an RA might
just be a little harder to find
when needed.
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Looking for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?

Enjoy the excitement and non-stop fun of Spring Break
at the MOST POPULAR RESORT OESTINA nON
... cholce of 5 Beachfront hotels!
INCLUDES:
• Roundtrip air from Detroit (Fri. evening departure/return) • 7 Nights hotel
• Transfers between Cancun Airport 8. hotel. Tour rep services In Cancun

Club Las Perlas

Calinda Beach

194-room hotel on beach, minutes
from downtown widt 2 small pools,
I pool bar, plus two restaurants.
TrIple $559
Quad $519

470-room hotel with a large beach,
watersports facility, pool, 2 barsl
restaurants. and close to nightclubs.

CasaMaya
327 rooms featuring I-BR Occanview
Suites with living room, refrigerator.
cable TV, 2 pools, Wlltersports
facility, 3 bars & 3 restaurants.

3.75 GPA and up=$l,500 Scholarship
3.50 GPA and up=$l,OOO Scholarship
Study abroad grants based on need also available.

Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites in
Florence, Italy
London, England
Harare, Zimbabwe
Madrid, Spain
Strasbourg, France
SU credit. Field trips/Traveling seminars. Internships. Study for a semester, year or summer
Courses taught in English and in host country language

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD. 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse. New York 132444170
1-800-235-3472.315-443-3471

TrIple
Quad

$729
$679

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Deluxe Beachfront

Cancun Palace Hotel
PrlCH Of. I"" I""son .nd In USS, plus
135 lor deportu,. tax.. • nd "/POt! I....
Clwfar PortIc/pIfIl Ag-..nl roqulrwd.

Triple
Quad

$659
$599

Oasis Cancun

• VERY U ..'TED SPACE'

965 room mega-reson on huge
beach widt 3 giant pools, tennis
courts, 4 bars, 5 restaurants, and
entertainment night & day.

Triple
Quad

$699
$629

~
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INTERNATIONAL

For reservations, see your local travel agent or call:
ACCENT
TRAVEL
616·382·1575

ADVENTURE
TRAVEL
616-382·3475

BON VIVANT
TRAVEL
616-382·6800

ERMISCH-MTA
TRAVEL
616.382.2000
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Index seeking permission
to attend calendar meetings
One of the hottest topics
of the '93-94 school year has
been the possibility of revamping "Kills calendar.
President Bryan established
a task force of faculty, administrators and students
to study the possibility of
different academic calendars and their ramifications
to the student body.
As the "eyes and ears" of
the campus, the Index staff
questions the committee's
closed door policy. We believe we have both a right
and a responsibility to
know the task force's discussions and decisions so
we can report those findings back to you, the campus community.
The Index has asked to sit
in on these hearings. We
anticipate an answer in the
next few days and hope the
committee members recognize the importance of our
request.
Although we appreciate
the time Cook has devoted
to speaking with us, we believe our role as the campus
newspaper could be better
served if we were allowed
to hear the entire task force
proceedings. We could
then discern more than
Cook is able to tell us in limited interviews.
Furthermore, if the committee grants us permis-

sion, we could ask Cook more
concise questions than we are
currently able to pose; instead
of seeking general informa tion
about the possible changes, we
could focus in on their ramifications. In other words, we
would have more background
and could ask more intelligent
questions.
We understand there are
possible objections to our attendance. These include concerns over misquoting and
misrepresentation of ideas
brought up at the meetings.
However, it seems only logical
that we would be less likely to
misrepresent committee members than if Cook spoon feeds
us our information.
Some might also argue that
meetings open to students can
often end up in chaotic public
debate. However, not only do
we try to behave as professional journalists (who seldom
incite chaos), but we are asking only to observe, not participate.
Finally, some people might
say that our attendance could
hinder the free flow of ideas in
those who would not want
their opinions printed. After
all, the purpose of these types
of committees is to encourage
''brainstorming''. The Index
does not believe that faculty,
administrators or students
should be intimidated by the
presence of a student newspa-

per. Weare not "outto get"
anyone, we just want to report the facts.
There is a prevailing
notion among "K" students
that the administration
tends to make decisions
withou t incorpora ting
large amounts of student
input. In turn, the excluded student body becomes suspicious of the
administration's "secret
meetings." Rumors and
distrust flourish.
As this week's story reports, campus forums are
being planned by the
commi ttee's student representatives. This is a start,
but in order for students to
gain relevant information
and ask the right questions
at these forums, they need
the information the Index
could provide following
our attendance at the task
force meetings.
Were the Index allowed
to report on the calendar
task force's meetings, perhaps some of the discontent and misunderstanding
would be alleviated. We
want to bridge the gap of
miscommunication that
separates us from the administration. Permission to
cover the committee meetings is a step in the right
direction, and we hope the
members agree.

Shannon
Coleman
Index Staff

I was recently sitting
around chatting with a bunch
of girlfriends when the topic of
ever-ra pidl y-a pproaching
Valentine's Day came up. ''1
need a man!" one friend stated
firmly. The rest of us just nodded our heads and sighed in

Editor's note: Block is replying to a letter by Jordan Rankin
printed in the January 26 issue.
Dear Jordan,
I represent the College
with corporations and foundations. I'm most often the
culprit who asks alumni and
trustees to consider the message they are sending to the
outside by their support, or
lack of it, for the College. Too
often nowadays we are required to speak in code to
outside donors such as foundations and corporations.
The competition for philanthropic dollars is brutal, and
the staffs that screen proposals are small and buried under stacks of requests. One of
the shorthand screening devices they use is to ask colleges the percentage of closest constituents (alumni and
trustees) that give their stamp
of approval via unrestricted
gifts to the college. It may not
be the best indicator of a
healthy school, but it is the
one that is used most often.
The program that invited
you to breakfast the other day
was designed to help seniors
understand the role of a good
alumnus. The breakfast was
one of many events planned

33°A> of our

alumni do
support the
Annual
Fund.

to offer seniors an opportunity
to meet and talk with the
people who work on behalf of
the external relations of the
College. The program is intended to let you grill us about
how this place really works
outside of the classroom. It
tries to open discussion before
you all graduate and head out
in ten different directions.
Clearly, the primary reason
to support your College is not
to persuade strangers. The
goal of the Senior Pledge Pr<r
gram is to help you all understand the complicated realities
that come into play in financing higher education. If
alumni did not support this
College, it could not survive.
The combined tuition and endowment revenue covers only
65% of the costs that make this
financially independent and place work.
responsible for themselves, the
In the whole scheme of
same idea is not always ap- things, 33% of our alumni do
plied emotionally.
support the Annual Fund, and
I think there's a lot of truth alumni joined with faculty,
to Williamson's statement. parents and friends gave $1.2
Our culture has a fairy tale million in unrestricted gifts last
image oflove, which seems to year. Yes, foundations and corhold true for both men and porations also make a differwomen. The handsome prince/ ence, but they tend to support
beautiful princess will come and enhancements which are secwhisk me off of my feet, make my ondary to the backbone support of the Annual Fund.
The health of this College as
Continued on Page 4.

Be your own Valentine this holiday
agreement. From the expressions on our faces,
one would think that not
having a significant
other on February 14
was a fate worse than
death ...
Later that evening, I remembered a lecture gi ven by
renowned author and speaker
Marianne
Williamson.
Williamson said that although
most people agree that both
males and females should be

Editorial Letters
an independent institution relies greatly on the generosity
of its alumni and friends.
Tying stability to decor and
other issues that you find personally annoying is not pr<r
ductive. By all means, speak
up and let your opinions be
known. But are you sure that
you want to connect your annoyances with the health of the
College as an institution?
We're all in this together,
and we're not perfect, but the
people I work with (from the
President on down) care an
awful lot about the viability of
this College as well as the daily
details of its existence. Colors
will change and trees will be
trimmed and yes, even cut
down, and often I too will
shake my head in annoyance.
However, there is so much that
is so good here that I wish our
alums could occasionally hear
our cheers.
- Jan Block, Director of
Capital and Social Projects

Rankin replies:
I apologize to Jan Block for
my inability to communicate
effectively. Based upon her
response to my article, it is
clear that she thought that I
was concerned about financial
matters. This is not so. My
argument rests on moral issues, specifically, the propriety
of rewarding those who have
treated one shabbily. I speak,
of course, about the Senior
Pledge in which the school
asks that we donate money in
a show of support for an administration that has repeatedly acted in a covert and
heavy-handed manner.
Ms. Block believes that I am
being out-of-line by "tying
[the] stability [of the school as
an institution] to decor and
other issues that you find personally annoying." I would
like to point out that the issues
I raised were merely symptoms of a greater ill, namely the
administration's attitude of
insolence and disrespect for
the concerns of the student
body.
I would suggest that this
attitude is indicative of the
poor health of this institution.
I ask the seniors, if you had
known what you know now
about the callousness of the
administration, would you
have chosen Kalamazoo College?
I really care about "K," and
that is why I am speaking out.
I am concerned about the true
long term health of Kalamazoo
College. It is impossible to live,
learn, and love here without
investing oneself in this institution. That is why I would
like to make a positive suggestion.
I would like to propose that
the school institute a binding
student referendum on major
policy decisions, and building
and grounds alterations. The
administration has consisContinued on Page 4.
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Alcohol policy needed to ensure safety of students
Index
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Kalamazoo
College alcohol policy needs to
be revised. This is not about
whether or not I believe underage drinking is right, it's about
stifety. The policy includes provisions that promote unsafe
actions which frequently occur
here on campus by students
who chose to drink.
The evidence is abundant
every weekend, and not just on
our campus. College drinking
occurs everywhere. At big
universities and small colleges
alike, it is an accepted part of
the American college culture.
Students walk and drive
home every weekend from
parties off campus or from
dorms other than their own.
Walking or driving around
drunk at one or two in the
morning is not my idea of
safety. Plus, the fact that students do party off campus is a
direct result of the policy.
I will not argue whether it
is morally wrong or right. And
I will not argue whether it is
'.

:.~~

.~~

legally wrong or right. The
sole point of my argument
is that the alcohol policy
promotes unsafe actions by
underage Kalamazoo College students who choose to
drink. Furthermore, I feel
that safety is more important than the federal guidlines
and the state law which the
policy is currently structured
around.
When the college's alcohol
committee created a new alcohol policy three years ago in
attempts to restructure it into
the federal government's
guidlines, they neglected the
safety ramifications. The government was going to cut off
all federal funding to the college if the old policy of open
campus drinking was not
changed. And when the committee met to change the
policy, they structured it solely
to fit it around federal rules,
ignoring what I believe are the
more important reasons behind the philosophy of an alcohol policy: safety and a realistic method of enforcing underage abstenance.
The basis for my arguement
is evident in the college's
handbook. On pages 35 and
36, under Alcohol Policy, there

is nothing stating that alcohol
consumption does occur on
campus.
Secondly, there is nothing
written about the safety measures that should be enacted
when it does occur. Although
a statement in the handbook

When the college's
alcohol committee
created a new
alcohol policy
three years ago.
they neglected the
safety
ramifications.
including my first point might
be contradictory to the very
purpose of the law, I feel it is
needed because of its relevance. It is the truth and
should not be denied or ignored.
The policy summarizes the
Michigan law and states it is illegal for minors to consume alcohol. The college's statement
goes on to discuss the numerous negative ramifications of
alcohol consumtion and its direct and adverse effects.
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Continued from Page 3.

tently shown itself unable
to effectively respond to student concerns on these issues.
The way I see it working is
this: the administration would
post in Hicks, one month
ahead of time, its proposal.
This would give students
the time to become familiar
with the issues and for debate
to be carried out in the Index.
It would do away with
those "forums," which, let's
face it, don't really work.
Student Commission could
be given the role of judging
whether or not an issue is important enough to go to referendum.
A referendum would
finally give students a feeling
of real participation and a say
in how these things affecting
their lives are decided.
It would also give the administration the ability to deny
responsibility when something
goes wrong.
We asked you if it would be
OK to fire all the profs.and replace

them with squirrels. Don't blame
us if you can't find anymore
granola.bars.
Plus, this plan would combat student apathy and declining retention rates. I noticed
~

in the last Index that these issues concern the administration.
Before I close, I would
like to invite Ms. Block and

I would
like to
invite Ms.
Block and
President
Bryan to
my room
fora
sleepover.
President Bryan to my room
(Harmon 274) for a sleep-<)ver.
They can sleep on my crummy
mattress and then decide just
how minor these issues of "decor" are. You see, Ms Block,
you have little right to comment on what I consider to be
issues here at ''I(."

.................
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Students, including those
who chose to drink and those
who don't, have heard this a
million times. Everyone is
quite aware that it is illegal to
consume alcohol under the age
of 21. It is becomming redundant and therefore should not
be emphasized as much as
other more realistic options.
This article is not about
ways to better promote alcohol
abstinance in our society.
Rather, my argument goes a
step further and accepts the
fact, proven by national studies, that a large percentage of
minors tend to ignore these
warnings and drink anyway.
More specifically, I propose
looking into a more realistic
policy to replace the old one,
which because of its current
guidlines ignores safety and
the fact that underage drinking
does occur.
I have accepted this opinion, and this is precisely where
I separate myself from an opposing viewpoint which hovers around the argument that
underage drinking is legally
wrong and thus the law should
be enforced, with no questions
asked. This stance prohibits
any effective, reasonable
chance for a solution that will

February as Black
History Month.
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Dave Best
Index Staff
Since about 90% of
us at "K" never read
a newspaper while inside the
Ivory Tower, I thought I'd
share a few things I've
stumbled upon. From the
front page to the sports page,
from politics to ice skating,
there is something for everyone in the news these days.
"Let's take government
back from the insiders and
wheeler-dealers!", Ollie North
said, announcing his bid for
the Virginia Senate two weeks
ago. I had to laugh when I read
this. Are we supposed to believe the Iran-Contra Scandal
never happened, and North
wasn't the most famous
"wheeler-dealer" of the 80s?
Oddly enough, Ollie has a
chance. This is primarily due
to his main competitor, current
Democratic Senator Charles
Robb. Robb has some controversy on his record as well: an
alleged tryst with an ex-Miss
Virginia, along with a wiretapping fiasco by his staff (a la
Watergate, but not exactly).
Also, the fact that Republicans
in Virginia won the major elections last November could
mean that the infamous North
will gain a seat in Congress.
Another riveting story has
chronicled the lovable
Menendez brothers from California. Erik and Lyle have now
been in jail, without bail, for
the last four years after allegedly murdering their parents.
According to news reports, the
brothers spent their "inheritance" of $14 million on

Rolexes, fancy sweaters, and lawyers' fees.
However, they
have yet to be found
guilty of first degree
murder. Apparently
a few of the jurors
were unable to determine ''beyond a reasonable doubt" that the brothers shot mom and dad in the
head about ten times each.
How much more evidence
does one need after even the

Are we supposed
to believe IranContra never
happened?
accused have admitted to the
gruesome act? Mistrials have
been declared for both cases.
Soon, we'll be exposed to
some new eye-catching headlines. Now that Congress is
back in session after their two
month vacation to collect campaign funds for re-election, we
will be bombarded even more
with the issues of Crime and
Health Care Reform. Bob
Packwood, along with his diaries, will be back in action, and
maybe Ed Rollins will open his
big mouth a ain. I can't wait.

work.
The above statement leads
me back to this college's current alcohol policy. I argue for
a total overhaul taking into account that underage drinking
does occur and that the wellbeing of those who choose to
drink is being neglected.
This very argument, I believe, justifies the creation of
the recently formed alcohol
task force which is made up of
the original committee that
created the alcohol policy three
years ago plus two enrolled
students. I encourage the committee to push for changes and
reforms in the policy
emphasising the two factors I
have repeadedly stated.
I will not spend time in this
article discussing specific solutions, as proposed solutions
should be left to the newly created task force.
I have simply offered a
valid justification for changes,
rather than arguing that the
alc<;>hol policy should be
dropped or ignored.
Instead, it should be modified to better suit the safety and
well-being of the students instead of accomodating state
laws and federal guidelines
alone.

Love ...
continued from page 3

life perfect, and we'l/live
happily ever llfter• .•
Don't get me wrong.
I'm certainly not against
love or relationships. Perhaps one of the most beautiful things imaginable is a
couple devoted to learning
and growing together. The
sweet sentiments of a Hallmark card and Valentine's
candy are also great. It's
wonderful to know that
somebody else cares.
But how can you truly
love another person when
you don't love yourself?
Loving yourself means taking full responsibility for
the physical, financial,
mental and emotional aspects for your existence. It
takes two whole people to
make one healthy, whole
relationship. If you're
waiting for somebody else
to come around and "complete" you, then you're
missing out on life.
Personally, I still want
the "happily ever after". I
am beginning to realize,
however, that the only person who is going to be able
to whisk me off my feet is
myself. Any prince will
just be along for the ride.

Beef up your resume
by writing for the
Index! Call 7216 and
leave a message if you
want the details.
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students practice oldest martial art

Shannon Coleman

years.

IndexSWf

Tae Kwon Do "teaches you
self-defense, physical fitness
and boosts your self confidence," he said.
According to Chung, attitude makes one successful in
Tae Kwon Do. It is important
for students to attend class
regularly and practice the techniques.One is only able to take
the promotion test after two
months, 16 classes or by
instructor's permission.
"Mental strength is more
important than physical
power," Chung stressed to his
class. ''(If you are in) a dangerous situation, don't panic!" he
said. "Smile, concentrate and
relax. You have to trust yourself. Don't fight right away; the
techniques are for emergency
only. This is called wisdom and
common sense."
Along with training individuals in self-defense, the
class teaches the traditions of
respect and discipline, works
to build self-<:onfidence, and
helps students to develop
physical and mental strength.

"Cha Reut!" Grand Master
Tae Kwon Do instructor Mr.
Sun Hwan Chung shouts, calling his students to attention.
Three rows of students
dressed in white linen uniforms bow to their teacher and
await their third lesson in the
unique form of martial art.
Tae Kwon Do, the oldest
known form of the martial arts,
is being offered as a
Kalamazoo College physical
education activity. It is a Korean form of self-defense in
which students are required to
master a particular set of kicks
and movements before they
move from one level to the
next.
Ranking is based on a traditional color belt system. The
majority of pupils in this
quarter's class wear the
beginner's white belt.
Chung, who holds a ninth
degree black belt, has taught
Tae K won Do in the
JCalamazoo area for the past 23

-_.

.Chung's Tae Kwon Do students

Chung's Academy also focuses
on women's self-defense, using the martial arts as a rapeprevention technique.
Students study Tae Kwon

Picture ...

Do for various reasons. "I'm
taking it to improve my focus,"
stated Josh Hippely, K '95. ''If
you really concentrate, it
works!"
Caterina Hernandez, K '96,
said she signed up for the
course in order to better her
coordination. "I have bad
knees and this class is helping
me to strengthen them," she
said.

Cliff Lampe, K '95, called
Tae Kwon Do "strenuous," but
said, "I really enjoy the class
and hope it proves to be fruitful."
Chung urges "K" students
to learn more about the martial arts. Interested individuals can contact Chung's Black
Belt Academy And TIger Tae
Kwon Do to receive further
information.

Peace, Protest and
Peter Gathje
Greg Miller
IndexSWf

Peace Corps Visits
Kalamazoo College
February 9-10 (Wed-Thurs)
Visit Our Information Table
Wednesday--all day
Hicks Center Lobby
Come to the Film and Info. Session
Wednesday evening at 7:00-8:00
Hicks Center-Presidents Lounge
Schedule an On-Campus Interview
Thursday, 8:00-10:00 a.m.
Call the Career Development Center
for location, appt. & application
(616) 337-7183
(A completed application is
required for an interview)

Yourself
in Africa
or in one of over 84 countries

Peter Gathje's colorful history of social and religious activism has brought added diversity to the college since he
began teaching at "K" in Fall
of '92.
When asked what brought
him here to "K", Gathje laughingly responded, "my wife,"
who is Terry Lahti, Dean of
Admissions.
Before coming to "K" he
completed his undergraduate
studies in religion at St. John's
University in Collegeville,
Minnesota.
Gathje then taught high
school before returning for his
Master's at the Candler School
of Theology at Emory University in Atlanta.
He said he hopes to finalize his Ph.D. studies this
spring.
His doctoral dissertation is
a study of the theological ethics of Philip and Daniel
Berrigan. The Berrigan brothers, both Catholic priests,
gained national attention in
1968 after removing about 500
draft files from a draft office in
Catonville, Maryland, Gathje
said.
They burned the files with
homemade napalm to protest
the burning of children with
the same chemical in the VietnamWar.
In the 19805 they entered a
Ipissile manufacturing facility
and symbolically disarmed a
missile by pounding on it with

hammers and pouring blood
on it and the blueprints, according to Gathje.
This act was to give life to
the Biblical passage of "beating swords into plowshares,"
Gathje said.
According to Gathje, his
dissertation explored "the reasons that they (the Berrigans)
give for those kinds of actions
and also how those actions
emerge out of their vision of
Christianity."
He also lived with Phil
Berrigan and his wife at a
Christian resistance community to help with his research.
Gathje said Berrigan, whose
son is currently a student here
at "K", is no longer a Catholic
priest.
Gathje also participates in
social and religious activism
on issues of militarism, war
and the homeless. He said he
has protested in Atlanta,
blocked doors at the Pentagon,
and has been "hauled out of"
immigration offices for protesting the return of immigrants to Haiti.
At "K"Gathje has taught
War and Peace in the Christian
Tradition, Theological Ethics
and freshman seminar on nonviolence in a violent world.
This quarter he is teaching
Classical Christian Thought, a
survey of readings and discussion of St Augustine, St Thomas Aquinas, Martin Luther
and John Calvin. He will also
teach a course on contemporary Catholic theology in the
spring.

.......................................
Kalapalooza rocks the State
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Bill Duane
Index Staff
For most "K" students, last
weekend might be remembered as an opportunity to discover who would pass out
drunk at the Monte Carlo festivities this year. For the outside world, however, last
weekend was a three day celebration of music, body piercing, tattoos, and flannel. It was
the third annual Kalapalooza,
a music and art festival that
centers on local talent of every
description. There were 16
bands scheduled for the three
days, ranging from reggae to
synth-driven industrial. My
three day mission - find out
what the heIl was going on.
The festival was at the State
Theater, the high temple of the
K-Zoo music scene. The opulent former vaudeviIle palace
provided a baroque background to the proceedings.
The flannel-fest included art
such as earrings, (or rings for
whatever body part tickles
your fancy), rave hats, jewelry,
tie-dyes and much more from
local craft-people. Boogie
Records, the main sponsor of
the gig, sold t-shirts and tapes
and CDs of all the performing
acts, as well as coupons redeemable at the store. Throw
in a couple thousand culturetweaked kids and the festival
soup was complete.
Thursday night featured
two of "K"'s favorite bands,
Groove Spoon and the Jah
Kings. These were the last two
bands to play on that night and
benefited from the larger
crowd, whereas the earlier two
bands, Momhandy and Saucy
Jack, played solid if uninspired
rock sets to a crowd that could
fit in a dixie-aJp.
Friday night was covered
by the intrepid Katie Lowrie
who noted that the crowd was
young and enthusiastic. Her
picks for the night were Doxie,
Sleestacks, and God Bullies.
The place was within a hundred seats of selling out this
night. Although going to "K"
and not encountering the
Sleestacks is like not seeing

g
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squirrels on the quad, the other
two were a welcome new experience for most attendees.
Perennial favorite Knee ~p
Shag drew a fervent response
as well.
Saturday's line up sold out
before the first band got on
stage. By now a significant
portion of the crowd represented Kalapalooza veterans
and lounged around during
the less popular bands. They
seemed to be saving their energy for the last three bands:
Mustard Plug, RoIling Head,
and twitch.
Before Mustard Plug, the
bands started to blend together. A significant exception
to this was Vatican, a synthindustrial band that tried to
give us a view of the future
similar to William Gibson's: a
high-tech hyper violent cyber
experience. The difficulty of
programming all those computers, synching them with the
live synth-drums, choreographing an excellent video
show and presenting it on two
large screen TV suspended
from the stage made people
ignore their monotonous music.

Mustard Plug evoked the
Mighty Mighty Boss Tones in
terms of style and performance
vim (and vigor, too). The hom
section was tight and the rest
of the band rocked out. To sum
up:
Mustard Plug
KalapaIooza Find '94.
Rollinghead and twitch
checked in with their usual
hard rocking set that drove the
crowd crazy. These are the two
"most successful" bands in the
Kzoo area, having been signed
to local labels with national
and worldwide distribution
through the multinational
record companies like WEA
(Warner, Elektra, Atlantic) or
Sony.
According to JW Farris,
manager of Boogie Records,
the quality of local bands has
greatly increased in the last 22
years that Boogie Records has
been supporting local music.
This was evident at the festival. None of the bands were
bad, either in technical proficiency or general style. What
separated the best from the
others was an interaction with
the crowd (a few bands didn't
have a crowd to excite on
Thursday).

Sleestacks give trade secrets and their phone number
Katie Lowrie
Index Staff
The five member band, the
Sleestacks, are very near and
dear to many "K" students and
alumni. After all, Mike
Limbert, the vocalist, is a 1991
graduate. The band has
played at several infamous
Quadstocks as well as local
Kalamazoo bars since their
debut in 1989. Their specialties include "rock operas" and
songs which "start as humming sessions after a shower
and a poop," Umbert said.
Nathan
McLaughlin,
rhythm guitarist, when asked
about the quality of their performance at the recent
KaIapalooza, said that "technical and electronic difficulties
got in our way." "The dynamite under one of the seats

never went off," Limbert said
with mock disappointment.
"And the robot monster and
parachute man never came out
of the sky." Did I mention how
humorous these fellows were?
Despite technical difficulties, the audience was receptive to the band's music. lWo
unfortunate fellows got too
excited in their moshing and
had to be carried out of the theater on stretchers.
Most audience members
though, were there to vent
some harmless energy. John
Kasdorf, the drummer, said he
is "glad that we can instill energy [in the kids]-our music
creates electrochemical responses in teenage brains."
He continued, "What's fun
about KaIapaIooza is playing
for young kids who can't come
to bars to hear bands. They

buy a lot of our merchandise,
too."
"We all shared equipment-no competition, only
friendly exhibition," Limbert
said.
The band members said
they find playing out of town
tiring and prefer Kalamazoo
gigs because people aren't usually out to hear "frat boy rock."
"Kalamazoo is the only town I
know of that has a band on
every street comer," Kasdorf
said.
The band members said
their concept of an ideal audience ranges anywhere from
"wax people," to "the Prince of
Denmark" or "a K college
crowd" to "anybody willing to
enjoy themselves." One thing
they all agreed upon was the
secret of their success. "The
trousers and our people-per-

son attitudes," they said.
Martijn Veltman, trumpeter, claimed tha t the band
members all have distinctly
different personalities so they
tease each other constantly.
"It's one inside joke after another," he said.
As for influences, the band
members said they included
"inanimate objects, schooling,
Dr. Herbert Bogart [of "K" English Department fame], and
what we did last year."
The future goals of the
band, McLaughlin said include '1eaving on good terms,
still enjoying music and each
other after we all give up, plus,
having all our fingers when we
leave."
None of the Sleestacks are
shy. In fact they invite any and
all to phone them at 383-3836
to set up a coffee and chatting

session. "We want calls. We're
too used to Consumer's Power
calling us," Umbert said.
Support them if you're so
inclined. They are a friendly,
energetic, honest group
(aside from Limbert's extreme hyperboles) and in my
opinion, a talented conglomeration.

GREEKS fI CLUBS
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$50 . $250
FOR YOURSELF
plus up to $500 for
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week. Call DDW and receive a free gift.

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
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Men's Hoops: "underdog"
status a plus for Hornets
Laurie Kamego
Index Staff
To be the underdog" is to be
at ease: no reputation to play
up to, no stress to play
through. Being the best is
tough. You are expected to always be "on", to outplay your
opponent, and to always play
consistently.
In addition, you are expected to be in the right place
at all the right times: to make
the inside pass, to beat the
press, to shoot the game winning basket. In short, you are
supposed to perfonn your best
at every game.
Kalamazoo College Men's
Basketball team was picked to
win the MIAA in pre-season
polls. The squad carne into the
season with a focused goal: to
live up to the reputation given
to them while snatching the
league title. The team carne
into the season with the ability to win it all, and the squad
has played as tough as expected.
The team has had its ups
and downs this season: winning some great competitions
and losing the difficult ones.
However, this is a college team
composed of talented athletes
and excellent scholars. Unlike
professional teams, "K" has
split priorities: they are students before they are players.
This means the team steps onto

the court carrying their stress
from the classroom, as well as
the pressure of meeting preseason poll expectations.
While carrying a heavy
load, the men's team has made
some impressive victories.
Coach Haklin's players defeated Calvin earlier this season; an accomplishment he
had not seen since his second
season as head coach.
Senior Jon Njus, a First
Team All-Conference guard
last season, played outstanding defense and lead the Hornets in their defensive attack
on the Knights.
Sophomore Jeremy Cole
shot a game high with 17
points and freshman Brian
Blattert sunk two free throws
with four seconds remaining
on the clock to bring "K" to a
58-53 lead.
After an upset by Albion,
the Hornet's moved on to defeat Olivet, 77-71.
By playing with the strong
defense that Coach Haklin
stresses in practice, the team
held the Cornets to a 36%
shooting average.
Junior Dean Woolcock
sunk a basket with 2:15 left to
clinch the win. Team captain
Jeff VanderWiere had three
blocks in addition to ten
points.
This win left Kalamazoo
with a 11-4 overall record.
Following the upsets

to Hope1lnd Calvin, the team
carne together and focused on
a win over Albion. The team
was confident, poised, and
ready to play in the position of
the "underdog."
No longer needing to play
up to a reputation, the Hornets
concentrated on their defense
and desire to beat the Britons.
Hard work, desire, and tough
practices prepared the team for
a challenging victory.
Leading 28-26 at the half
after alternating the lead, "K"
secured the win after
outscoring Albion in the second half. VanderWiere and
Junior Andy Hobik both had
three-point plays; Njus totaled
17 points.
The team worked together,
injured guardTarik Lester was
back, and the men's play carne
from their hearts. The victory
was well deserved; The Hornets once again proved their
ability as a forerunner.
"K" has an overall record of
15-6 and has clarified their focus on the upcoming league
tournament. The Hornets will
be practicing and perfecting
team coherency while getting
prepared for the tournament;
going in the tournament as the
"underdog" gives them the
advantage.
Expecting to play with a
strong defense, Coach Haklin
said, "The Hornets will truly
be a force to reckon with."

Kent issues challenge to
men's swimmers and divers
Scott Alexander
Index Staff
Kalamazoo College's Men's
swimming and diving team
completed the dual meet portion of their season last weekend, chalking up a 3-2 MIAA
record (8-4 overall).
With losses this season to
Emory Universtiy, Wabash,
Hope, and Albion, disappointment is easy to spot within and
around this year's Hornet
team.
Few swimmers or divers
are pleased with their performances thus far. According to
Head Coach Robert Kent, the
slow start is due not only to
the sickness of team members,
but also to the toughness of the
season.
'1n Holland, we were simply out-swum by a better
team," said Kent of the Hornets' loss to Hope.
In the Hornets' three other
losses, the opposition was
rested and therefore able to
swim very fast.
"Our emphasis is on the
[MIAA] championship meet,"
he stated, "so we don't rest or
shave for dual meets."
"We have the potential on
our team to have several individual MIAA champions," he
said, "but in this meet the top

twelve places score, so every
member will be counted on to
contribute."
The meet's scoring may allow the wet Hornets to capitalize on a strength they can't
exploit in dual meets: team
depth. This year's MIA A

"We have the
potential on
our team to
have several
individual
MIAA
champions."
Championships, a four day
event, is hosted by Albion and
starts next Wednesday.
Coach Kent said he has
made the challenge: "Our
rookies need to rise up and act
like veterans." The freshmen
have not answered that call in
the most recent meets, he
added, with a few notable exceptions.
Scott Jablonski has made a
major contribution to the
sprint free relay, holding off

Albion College standout Chris
Behling with a :49.4 split in the
last leg of the final event last
Saturday. Tony Michaels also
shined that day, turning in season bests in the Individual
Medley (2:05.57) and backstroke (2:03.30).
''Tony's main contribution
to the team is that he consistently works hard in practice,"
Kent said. '1 think that he'll
develop
into
one of
Kalamazoo's best swimmers
ever."
The Hornets' top performer
is undoubtedly the always intense Greg Raczniak, who has
persevered through the team's
ups and downs.
Raczniak had two of the
Hornets' three first place finishes against Hope in the LM.
and breaststroke. At Wabash
College, he had the team's best
performances of the season in
the I.M. and the 500 yard
freesytle.
According to teammate
Aaron Portenga, Raczniak always demands perfection
"People like him raise those
around him to a higher level,"
he said.
The parents, fans,
coaches and teammates of this
year's seniors Eric Dowd, Matt
Harrison and Grant Rickhoff
took time before the meet last

Saturday to honor them for
their efforts and acheivernents.
All three of the seniors are
four-year veterans, bringing
invaluable experience to the
team.
Dowd, a graduate of Portage Northern, will likely place
in the breaststroke and
freestyle at the league meet.
He has recently been accepted
to Duke University's Master of
Chemistry program.
Harrison graduated from
Flint Powers and has matured
into a tough I.M./butterflier

and team captain. LoyolaChicago's medical school has
accepted Harrison.
Rickhoff, who holds the
school record in the 200 yard
backstroke, is a graduate of
Kalamazoo Central. He has
already accepted a position
with Anderson Consulting
pending his graduation.
These three seniors said
they hope to end their final
season, as do all of their teammates, with great performances at the MIAA Championships next week.

The Backpage:
It's more fun than a rabid henway!
Peter S.DdenoD, Yeml
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THE TOP TEN PERKS FROM TAKING A
CLASS WITH A VISITING PROFESSOR.
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10. They're not on the tenure-track, so you don't have to fret about
them remembering your grade and/or lack of attendance.
9. Semester flash backs: "But we won't talk about those six
chapters till we return from Christmas break"
8. They never read the Index.
7. They don't know what comps are either.
6. They never remind you about your brother, Mick the genius,
that came here years ago and aced all his classes.
5. They don't really understand that there is practically nothing
negative about an "A-".
4 . . Class can always be cancelled if one mentions that yes, they
really are in "Kalamazoo" either because they break into hysterics
or slump over from a nervous breakdown.
3. They are easily impressed by the responses to certain questions.
Examples: "So who here has been to Europe?"; "Anyone here from
Michigan?"; "Who's had to deal with petty beaurocratic red
tape ... anyone.?"
2. They refuse to come to class when the rest of the county's
schools are closed.
1. They're easier to fool into having a SAGA lunch date.

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE 10
Internalionallnc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

We listen. We explain.
We're private. We're affordable.
WE CARE.
NEW in '94: FREE, walk-in
pregnancy tesling at all times.

thru

Saturday

Affordable, caring services.
Jusl have a question? Ask for
Education and you'll gel answers.
- FREE options counseling
- FREE pregnancy testing
-lOW COST birth control,
0\1 methods, including the
lowest-cost condoms anywhere right at the front desk.

fl

PLANNED
PARENTHOOD.
Of South Central Michigan

Grand Rapids
Ea.t Pari. Shoppes
3987 28th St, SE
616/940-9888
M-SallO-9'Sun 12-5

Shoes and apparel also on sale at
Gazelle Sports Soccer Pro Shop
West Michigan Soccer Club
7187 Spllnkle Rd '616/329-1740
M-F 5·9:30' Sal 9-9:30· Sun 10-5:30

Kalamazoo
Downtown on the Mall
214 S. Kalamazoo Mall
616/342-5996
M-F 10-8·Sal9-6·Sun 12-5

4201 W. Michigan. 372·1200

Coleman expounds
on womanhood.
Page 5
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Calendar foruDl elicits sDlall student response
Matt Sikora
Index Starr
Although only four students attended an open forum
intended to gather student reaction to proposed calendar
changes, members of the Calendar Task Force Committee
said they are encouraged by
input received from participants and will continue efforts
to communicate ideas to the
community.
The task force began meeting last fall to study positive
and negative aspects of the
quarter system and to improve
overall education.
"I was excited we had the
feedback that we did," said
student task force member
Bess German, who hosted the
forum along with Student
Commission President Jessica
McNeece. "Though the attendance was low, the people
there were obviously very
committed to having their input considered."
Committee
members
blamed the small attendance at
last Tuesday's forum on busy
student schedules rather than
lack of interest. Task force

member Billie Fischer said that .
when she announced the meeting during a class students expressed interest, but none attended the forum.
"There are 16 different ways
you could spend your
evening," said Fischer, an associate professor of art. "If the
least important of them at that
moment is going to an open forum, that's what happens. I
don't think apathy is the right
word to describe it, just feeling
overcommitted."
Two students who attended
the forum, sophomores Jerry
Craft and Shawn Gavin, said
they believe lack of publicity
and misinformation about the
date of the meeting caused the
low response.
Gavin said he attended the
meeting because he knew little
about the committee's purpose
and wanted to learn more
about the process.
'1 just wanted to find out
what was going on and then
decide if I liked it," he said.
"Even though it's not going to
affect my curriculum directly,
I think it's going to affect the
future of the college. That's
important to me."

Commi ttee
members
McNeece and German began
the forum by explaining the
group's origins and initial concentration on general education instead of specific calendar issues. Then students at
the forum shared personal
opinions about positive and
negative as~ts of the current
quarter plan.
All participating committee
meml.ers and students agreed
any new plan must inelude career development, foreign
study, and some version of a
Senior Individualized Project.
In addition to these experiential programs, two students
said they consider the quarter
system crucial to the quality of
learning.
"Since there aren't many
schools on the quarter system,
that makes it different,"
Michael Bak, "K" '96, said.
"The more you change it,
you're just becoming like other
schools. If I wanted a semester
program or a modified semester program, I would have
gone to a different school."
Craft said he recommends
a "tightening of current programs" to improve the college

instead of a new calendar systern.
After gathering general
opinions about the quarter systern, committee members
shared more specific proposals
for new plans and encouraged
student response. They said
some possible programs inelude:
• special seminars focusing
on global or community issues
• summers without traditional coursework which create opportunities for student
internships, involvement with
athletic and foreign language
camps as well as research with
faculty
• a revised senior year allowing Senior Individualized
Projects to spread over more
than one quarter, mentorship
programs with younger students and increased emphasis
on seminars and independent
study
Commi ttee member Ellen
Cald well said she feels encouraged by responses at the forum
because many student comments were similar to task
force ideas.
"What I heard was really
kind of heartening," said

Caldwell, assoicate professor
of English. "They were talking
about its strengths and that's
where our committee started.
Students paralleled us almost
point for point about what we
wanted to keep.
"Of course I always want
more people to hear what students have to say and what
members of the committee
have to say, so it was unfortunate that more people weren't
there," she added.
The committee said they
plan to hold another open forum at the beginning of next
quarter to gather more student
input, especially from juniors
who have been off campus
since the process began last
fall . According to Caldwell,
other ways of communicating
ideas with students may include smaller focus groups
and meetings at more convenient locations and times.
"I think there's more that
we want to say and there need
to be more opportunities to
talk with students," Caldwell
said. "Maybe that's setting up
smaller meetings. If we want
student opinion we need to
really figure out how to get it."

First-year students allowed
extra tiDle to drop classes
Janice Dropiewski
Index Staff
A new policy allowing firstyea r and transfer students to
drop a class through the eighth
week of winter quarter was issued January 28 as a way to
combat the rising retention
rnte.

According to Dean of Academic AdviSing Sally alexia,
this policy is offered only to
new .students because its intention is to help with the transition to the school's rigorous
academic program. "The first
year at this school is probably
hardest because freshmen
have to deal with a difficult
transition that sophomore, juniors and seniors shouldn't still
be having trouble [with],"
Olexia said .
Students who want to drop
a course do not need any signatures or anyone's approval,
according to Olexia. The result
of this action docs not change
anything on a student's transcript, she said. There is still a
4.0 cumulative scale. The dif-

:~~:::~~:~~~~!~!~I~;~d~ dropped
ference will
thatbethe
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willbestill
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the transcript with a "W" for
withdrawal next to it.
Olexia said there are some
implications to dropping a
course which new students
may not know. Dropping a
course will leave a student one
unit behind everyone else.
Students have many options to
make this up however, alexia
said.
First, if a student has at least
one Advance Placement credit
from high school or one unit
of college credit before coming
to Kalamawo, it will automatically replace the dropped
course, she said. Secondly, students who go on a two quarter foreign study program
bring home four units of credit,
which puts them one unit
ahead of the n0rIl)31 academic
program, she added.
Students who do not meet
any of these qualifications will
have to make up the credit in
other ways, according to
Olexia. CoJlege policy states a
student can overload for a
quarter if he or she has at least
a 3.3 grade point average
(GPA). Another alternative is
doing a Career Development

or Senior Individualized Program in the Kalamawo area
and taking one course at the
same time, she said. That
would also mean, however,
paying an additional quarter
of tuition.
Olexia said 20 students
have dropped a course since
the policy was instated. Some
found they really did not like
the course they were taking
and therefore did not want to
do the work anymore, she said,
and others just were not doing
very well.
Manish Garg, "K" '97, said
he dropped his Physiological
Ecology class because he was
not doing well due to time constraints. Garg also said he has
a job and did not have the time
to study tha t the class required
to do well.
'1 am worried about how it
will look on my transcript,"
Grag said, "bu t I'll be able to
get a good grade when I take
it again because I'll take it
when I'm doing a CD and I
won't have to concentrate on
two other classes."
Continued on PIl!(e 2.
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Fall quarter to bring student parking changes
Patrick Burlingham
Index Staff
Kalamazoo College students will experience changes
in the current parking system
and motor vehicle regulations
beginning in the fall.
According to Dean of Students Marilyn laPlante, chairperson of the task force on
parking problems, the group
originally hoped to implement
the changes at the beginning of
spring quarter but decided it
would be easier to initiate the
plan "fresh at the beginning of
the new year," she said.
The charge to the commit-

tee was to plan "some kind of they continued their planning
reasonable parking system in accordance with the current
with the currently available spaces, according to laPlante.
spaces," laPlante said, as well
The new system will allot
as possible changes that may 250 student parking permits to
arise according to the college's be used for central-campus
Master Plan. A Master Plan use, LaPlante said. Seniors will
proposal calls for the addition continue to receive permits as
of one parking lot in the area first priority. The following
of the current West Main Court group to receive permits will
area, as well as changing the be all underclassman with off
parking lot behind Hick's Cen- campus jobs of at least ten
ter. Changes included would hours per week. Remaining
be removing some parking permits will go to juniors and
from Academy Street.
sophomores by means of a lotThe committee concluded tery system, laPlante said. All
tha t if these changes were to be juniors and sophomore who
made there would be no size- are not allocated a permit will
able gain in parking spaces, so be allowed to park in the Neil

Senior pledge drive receives
Elizabeth Gray
Index Staff
The controversy over the
Senior Pledge Project between
Jordan Rankin, "K" '94, and
members of the administration
revealed mixed reactions
among seniors, according to an
informal poll done on February 19, 1994.
Rankin said he felt "continuingdissatisfaction with the
way the school is doing
things," which caused him to
question the validity of the
pledge drive.
The Senior Pledge Project,
headed by Karen Santamaria
of the Development department, began in 1989. According to Santamaria, the project
was designed to educate se-

as well start now."
Paul Hirschfield, however,
said he does not intend to
pledge, but certain students
should.
"Those underprivileged
students who eventually owe
their success to Kalamazoo
College should be obliged to
give. However, if Ifelt lowed •.••.. • '.' •. ' . •. . .•. . •• '.. .....
my success to the college, but ..... '.' '...'.......'..' .' . .

she has not yet pledged but
intends to because she feels the
project is worthwhile.
Andy Burdick said he has
already pledged, adding, '1
figured we have a responsibility that extends beyond the tuition ... to keep funds available
for other students."
Alison Frye stated, "I like
this school and I plan to give
money eventually, so 1 might

had paid full tuition, I would
feel less obliged to pledge," he
said.
Santamaria said the Development department would
like this year's class to surpass
the class of 1993.
Last year at this time, 30%
of the class had pledged; only
l3% of the class of 1994 has
pledged, according to the Senior Pledge's figures.

·I•·.

• Friday, February 25: InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship will present the chapel service at 10 a.m.
• Thursday, March 3: Robert Riemer, President
of Nanzan University in Japan, will present a lecture titled '1nternational Education in Japan" at 8
p.m. in the Olmsted Room, Mandelle Hall.
• Friday, March 4: Sher Farrell Cook, director
of Ballet Theatre, will give the chapel service at 10
a.m.
• Friday, March 4: President-elect of the Board
of Trustees Jon Muth will be sworn in as President
of the State Bar of Michigan.

Mackinac Island
Resort Hotel
Seeking Staff

"'"

·Front Desk
·Night Audit
·Dining Room
·Kitchen
·Maintenance
·Security

•Bicycle Shop
Me.;hanic

Iroquois Hotel
Winter Office
2488 Village Dr. S.E.
Grand Rapids. MI 49506
(616) 247-5675
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Correction:
A letter from Jan
Block in the
February 9 issue
of the Index said
33% of WK" alumni
support
the
Annual Fund.
According
to
Karen Santamaria
of
the
Development
Department. the
actual figure is
400Al •

Continued from Page 1.

alexia said she does not
think dropping a class early in
'a student's college years will
have much affect on them.
"It's so early that as long as
a stuc!ent has a good record for
the rest of his or her years in
college, nobody wiIl really notice it," alexia said.
Some students, especially
upperclassmen, said they have
some reservations as to
whether or not this program
should have been implemented.
Resident Assistant Marty
Mechtenberg, "K" '96, said he
definitely does not share
alexia's positive outlook of the
program.
"I don't know how helpful
this will actually be,"
Mcchtenberg said. "Freshmen
have to learn to be responsible
and there won't be any breaks
later. It's only going to get
harder, they should learn to get
use to it now," he added.
According to alexia, other
colleges that arc similar to "K"
have similar policies.
Students who still wish to
drop a course have until the
end of this week to do so, she
said.

cated while in 1992 it went up
to 521. This has been a major
-problem during Fall and
Spring when the greatest number of studen ts are on campus,
Nevelle said.
Students should also be
aware that while this new system will not include a fee requirement, Nevelle said, beginning next quarter all current fines will be doubled.
And beginning next faIl, three
tickets will result in the towing of a car of referral to judicial council.
Students can inquire at Student Services next quarter for
the scheduled changes.

Crimebeat

niors about the Annual Fund
in the hope that seniors would
begin contributing earlier.
The program has been successful, with senior class participation rising from 26% in
1989 to 56% in 1993, according
to the pledge data.
Most seniors polled were
more supportive of the Pledge
Project. Lisa Buchinger said

i.,.'. I·. • .~~i~~·
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Professor of Folklore at Indiana Univerdrop
tl·
will present an African Studies lecture called
l'
l ".' sity,
"Female Authority in Africa: Asante Queen Mothf
h
ers" at 8 p.m. in the Olmsted Room, Mandelle Hall.
ro s . . .
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Post lot and the Hutments, but
must display an identification
pass on the dashboard.
With the exception of seniors, all permi ts will be valid
for one quarter. laPlante said
students will have to re-apply
for each quarter they want a
parking permit.
According to Glen Nevelle,
Head of Security, these new
changes should elevate many
of the problems with the current system. In the past, there
has always been a problem
with having more permits issued than the amount of
spaces available. For example,
in 1991, 518 permits were alIa-
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Continued from Page 1.

Cook said committee members also expressed concerns
tha t a repo rter' s presence
would hinder discussion and
the flow of ideas.
"There's an atmosphere of
real trust in that group that

~1;~~a:i~~u~t :~:~~~~~

personally attacked," Cook
said. "I think that process has
worked extremely well. I think
people feel it's worked so well
they don't want to risk changing that dynamic."
Student task force member
Bess German said a reporter
could affect the group's ability
to present ideas and make
them "worry abou t them being
put into the paper as 'that's the
way it's going to be'."
Task force member Ellen
Caldwell said an outsider at

'I

Please
be sure

to
recycle
this
week's
Index.
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the meetings could change the
communication of the group
much the wayan observer affects the actions of professors
and students in the classroom.
"I know that when outsiders come into my classroom
the atmosphere changes even
though I'm very experienced
and don't feel intimidated by
people coming in," Caldwell
said. "I realize the presence of
an ou tsider might ha ve that effect 'on the group."
"To prevent that [changes
in communication], I think is
unfortunate because we run
the risk of not getting the word
out," Caldwell said. "Now it
has to get out secondhandthat is interviewing us or by
our trying to talk to other
people. I realize that's not as
effective, but I'm still very
much aware of the working
relationship of the committee."

Bookstore
Special

30% off
all
"Champion"
apparel
in stock
One coupon per purchase.
You must present
this coupon at the
time of purchase.
Expires March 17,1994
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Business as usual at "K"
Although some may be surprised by the low student attendance atthe Calendar Task Force Committee or the committee's decision to bar reporters from their meetings, the Index believes this is
simply a sign of business as usual.
Business as usual is no longer acceptable.
Hectic student schedules and a general ignorance of the committee's existence predictably doomed
the forum to a turnout of four students. In addition, forums only draw large numbers of students
when an issue creates two directly opposing viewpoints, such as academic minors, grading scales
and anti-feminist signs.
The calendar task force currently offers no concrete plans. But soon the task force will recommend
a specific calendar, which will undoubtedly draw both praise and criticism from the community.
If student opinions against the plan fail to alter the system, some students may claim their voices
were ignored. Administrators will claim students chose silence earlier in the process. It's no one's
fault, just business as usual.
We believe this situation is no longer acceptable because current means of communication between students, faculty and administration foster animosity and end in distrust. To help reform this
damaging cycle, the Index asked the committee to open its doors to reporters; we believe a firsthand
account would assist the committee's efforts to spread information and involve everyone in the ongoing process---;lll of which could prevent future animosity and distrust.
But committee members rejected our proposal. In an interview, Task Force Chair Richard Cook
said, "1 cannot see how reporting what have to be small segments of the meeting can accurately
convey what goes on." Later in the interview Cook said, "We're getting to the point where I almost
wish you [Index reporter! were at a meeting because I think I probably can't sit and relate every detail
that happened because I simply won't accurately remember."
These comments illustrate our objections to secondhand interviews. If direct reports may result in
misinformation, a report of a committee member's account only multiplies the chances of an inaccurate picture.
Cook said he expects the campus community to respond with trust to the committee's openness.
But trust is difficult when the committee refused to open its proceedings to the community in the
form of reporters. Trust in a committee that will ask the community to make major changes is difficult when the committee itself refuses to change.
Now the committee must now find methods better than forums to foster trust, or risk losing its
work to animosity and suspicion. Members must focus their creative energies on activities to educate, inform and include the community.
Students must respond to those efforts and actively voice their opinions, or risk losing their increasing involvement in campus decisions.
If the two sides fail to do so, no matter how radical the committee's reforms may be, it will still be
business as usual.
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ChOler bnengs the spI·net to "K"

GREG MILLER
Anyone
who
didn't
make it to the
LACC on Friday, February
18 missed one of the greatest
events ever to come to "K".
The Arkansas State University United Voices Gospel
choir shared its abundance of
talent and praise of God with
a sizable crowd.
There was shouting, clapping, praying, trembling
wi th the Spirit, hand waving,
dancing and singing. And

singing!

Students and
faculty laughed
and, I think, some
were in awe at the
sounds and spirit
that came from the
choir. Drums, piano, electronic music and waIl-shaking vocals fired the soul. I
truly believe everyone in the
whole place had a good time.
God is not distant, nor is He
always somber. His Son came
among us, and saved us. If
God was distant, would that
have happened? God is celebration, a soul-throttling
song. He is voice, and we have
voices. We can communicate
with Him. Is God so distant,
then?

God is forgiveness. "I'm
sorry. Forgive me. Oean me
up!" one song proclaimed.
And when we're stumbling,

Drums, piano,
electronic music
and wall-shaking
vocals fired the

Editorial Letters
Who's afraid of the
big bad advisor?
To the editor:
I recen tly recei ved the last
issue of the Flipside, and having been heavily involved
with the Index for the last four
years, I have something to say
on the matter. My first reaction in regard to the editorial
by Tim Long and the opinion
of the Disgruntled Index
Staffer was anger. But then I
calmed down and found a few
flaws in their logic.
I was very offended by
Tim's portrayal of Deborah
"Let's call her Big Sister"
Luyster. I got to know
Deborah fairly well during my
two quarters as Editor-inchief. At least I think I was
editor-in-chief ... I can still
recall those warm summer
nights when she would stroll
into the Index office, whip out
her sawed-off shotgun and
yell, "Okay, I want.to see some
order in here! You! The staff
writer! Down on the floor,
now!"
I find it strange how Tim
can characterize her since he
doesn't even know her or how
we ran our meetings. As long
as I have known Deborah, she
has never once censored an
article or controlled Index decisions.
Don't get me wrong; she
does make her opinions
loudly and sometimes painfully clear. I would expect no
less from a good ad visor.
Sometimes I would listen to
her and sometimes I wouldn't,
but the point is, her input did
not and cannot hurt.
As for who made decisions
on Index matters, there just
isn't an easy answer. Sometimes I made them, sometimes
the entire staff would vote on
it (such as the case of the
Flipside wanting to use the Index staff room), and sometimes
a decision would be made at
5:00 a.m. by the Layout Editor.
It is true that the content of
articles has been changed,
now and in the past. Maybe
the past editors, myself included, are to blame for it, too.
Personally, I never tried to
change content, but when you
have to make a 1000 word article fit in a 300 word slot,
some content will be lost.
It is even more difficult
when the writer turns their
piece in at 11:00 p.m. the night

to make something out of
those troubles - joy!
ul
The deeper the troubles, the
_S_O__,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ greater the joy. Everything has
"th ,an equal and opposi te reaction.
troubled, or ash amed
ere s Wh
ld'
.
1'1 . th
11 y"
0 wou
gIve up theIr
a I yIn e va e '.
. troubles to someone else if they
God does g~at thIn9S WIth knew they were also giving up
troubles. He ~rIngs smIles out the joy that would also come
of tears. I r.eahze that we often from them?
want to WIsh our troubles on
"There is no one like the
~thers or get them ~ut of our Father ... like the Son ... like
hves. But w~ don t l.ook .far the Spirit!" proclaimed anenough to reahze God IS gOIng other song. One choir member

before the paper comes out
and proceeds to vanish when
you want to discuss changes
with them.
Unfortunately, many writers at "K" are afflicted with the
"all my words are pure gold
and if you touch them, you will
bum in hell" syndrome.
Finally, some statements
made by the Disgruntled Index Staffer convinced me that
he/ she is as ignorant as he/ she
is blind.
He/she said it will be difficult to "reclaim the Index" because "all of the editors have
been carefully chosen and are
firmly rooted in their power
and positions." I have never
read such smelly bullshit in my
life!
How could this person not
have seen the constant ads in
the Index saying, "We beg you!
Please be an editor/writer!"?
These ads have been in the Index practically every quarter.
Sometimes, we've had to
cancel whole sections of the
paper because no one would
be editor. Hell, recently the
Index has had a high number
of Freshman editors and even
a couple who've never written
an article before. Simply because no one else would take
the job.
Carefully chosen and firmly
rooted? Give me a break.
I, too, was a member of the
Index staff with Tim three years
ago. And I agree that it was
far different than the Index of
late. The staff was huge, everyone came to the meetings
and it was a hell of a lot of fun.
I wish it could be like that
again.
The bottom line is this: if
you don't like how the Index is
run, hop aboard and fix it If
you don't like the editors, become an editor. If you don't
like the advisor's opinions, say
"I disagree." She won't bite
you.
The Index has been and always will be the student newspaper. If you don't think it's a
student forum anymore, then
stop whining and make it a
student forum.
Brian Enneking, K'94

Editor's note: Enneking is
currently completing his SIP in
Portland, Oregon.

tried to get us loosened up by
reminding us how we would
be acting if we were at a rock
concert, seeing Janet Jackson or
Bono.
We would be flailing and
shouting. And if we would do
it for Janet and Bono, what
should we do for the One who
made them? How much
greater is God who gave them
that talent! The Source is far
superior to the product. H a 1lelujah!
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Self-empowernlent: the wave
of the future
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this. Fear is unquestionably the major
one. It is human nature to be afraid and
resist
change.
Self empowerO\angeishard,itrement.
quires sacrifice that
What does this
many find exmean for a white pertremely difficult to
son? What does it mean for an undertake.
African-American? How is it
However, there is a moveimportant to humanity?
ment emerging in this generaThis past Saturday I had the tion. There is a movement
privilege to attend the Black among the youth that is makStudentOrganization'sannual ing increasingly more imporwinter banquet. For me, the tantdecisionseffectingsociety
evening was an extraordinary everyday and opening up to
ride into the cultural founda- change with a more optimistic
tions of community and heri- outiook. One of these decisions
tage. Although there was fan- that must be made is to offitastic singing, awards, and ciallyrecognizeselfempowergood food, the prevailing ment and incorporate it into
theme of the evening was society as a legitimate force.
brought up by the guest
Self empowerment would
speaker, Kevin Ransom.
do so much toward brealdng
Ransom, who works for the down prejudice, racism, and
city of Detroit, gave a fascinat- fear. Allowing ethnic cultures
ing analysis of self empower- to achieve and take pride in
ment and its significance to not their identiti2S and be proud of
only the African-American, their accomplishments is of the
but to all of humanity. His utmost importance. Not only
speech was noteworthy for is it an issue to be addressed
many reasons, two of the most by minorities, it is an issue that
significant being the ideology must be addressed by our enconveyed and the importance tire culture. Whites, blacks,
behind self empowerment.
hispanics--aU must embrace
Self empowerment is a con- self empowerment in order to
cept that must be recognized make society a better place for
and taken much more seri- everyone.
Right now the American
ously. It cannot sit on the back
burner any longer in this cul- black must embrace it with full
ture. Its importance to the steam. At the same time, the
progress and development of American white must recogall of humanity is apparent nize and respect its signifinow, more than ever.
cance.
The generation of youth
Unfortunately, in proporthat will be moving into the tion with the African-Amerieconomic workplace of society can population, American
in the next ten years is begin- blacks have a higher percentning to make a stand. Self em- age of citizens living at the
powerment has never been lower end of the economic ladable to surface over the course der than whites do. This can
of this country's history. It tried no longer occur.
to burst through after the Civil
Ho w can this society
War, and tried to surface with progress with a substantial
the Civil Rights movement of percentage of the population
the 1960's.
unable to read, write, hold a
However, in both instances job, or obtain economic secuit never fully developed or ma- rity? The answer is, it cannot.
terialized as a legitimate issue And until self empowerment
in society.
among minorities occurs, it
There are many reasons for never will.

Campus relationships
ELIZABElH
GRAY

Something
about being a
member of the
Kalamazoo College community seems to create a fear of intimate relationships. I may be wrong; this
campus may simply be a reflection of American cultural
tendencies. Everywhere I look.
however, I find more people
involved in superficial, em0tionally bereft relationships.
Everyone has had the experience of meeting • casual acquaintance on the Quad, saying 'Hi,' and receiving no re-

-

ply. It may be someone from Evolution
lab last quarter with
whom you occasionally shared notes. It
may be a guy who
lived down the hall
from you last summer. You thought
that there was some sort of link
between you; they had already
diSllOlved it.
Why does this happen?
Wouldn't it be easier to smile
and reply than to maintain a
surly expression and disregard
the greeting? You may not
have fond memories of the
times you spent together, but
there is no need to be rude. No
one is cheerful all the time. But
indifference is • terrible op-

"

This is not a problem pertaining to a certain part of s0ciety. The minority population
of this country cannot do it on
its own. Whites must work
together with blacks to help
promote and simulate productivity both culturally and ec0nomically among American
blacks.
African-Americans must
work hard to implement self
empowerment into their everyday lives, while whites
must restructure and then
change their prevailing misconception about this society
being disproportioned accordingto race.
Once this mutual effort is
achieved, humanity will move
into a new era of prosperity
and peace. A world without
racial conflict is a dream that
must be the ultimate goal for
humanldnd. And this generation, our generation, is beginning to take a stand and make
progress toward achieving it.
It will not happen overnight. We need to push much
harder than weare now. As we
pioneer and move into the economic base of society, where
we will have more influence,
more power, and more standing, change will have a better
opportunity to occur.
The Kalamazoo College
Black Student Organization
represents this change. The
BSO deserved credit and respect for what they stand for
and what they are doing.
The Cultural Awareness
Troupe that performed two
weeks ago was a solid example
of the ethnic and cultural heritage that represents the pride
and dignity of African-Americans. The visual display was
captivating; the dancing and
singing were mesmerizing.
It's events like those that really give a person a sense of admiration and respect for the
dynamics of self empowerment. It must continue, and it
must grow; the world is waiting for the beginning of a new
era. Self empowerment must
begin with us.

superficial~ emotionally

pressor, and it should not begin at the level of human relationships.
Even relationships that
progress past the level of occasional smiles and waves
seem to stop at 'Hi, how are
you doing?' and 'I'm good,
how about you?' This lack of
sincerity is sometimes a complaint of international students, who often have no
equivalent greeting in their
own language.
'How are you doing'
comes to the tongue flippantly,
and without a true desire to
know the answer. The standard response also comes
without thought: we could be
ill with the flu, have two midterms tomorrow, and still re-

spond 'I'm fine:
I recognize that we can't all
be in emotionally intimate relationships with everyone we
know; that would be exhausting. There isn't enough time
in the day to share with everyone.
But I also think it is impol'tant to express real interest in
those we know; why bother to
ask how someone is if you
don't really care? Real relationships come through sincere attention and interest.
One possible cause for this
emotional apathy is the '"1("
Plan. It is true that the on-off
patternsmakemaintainingrelationships difficult, especially between different
classes However', I wonder if

bereft

this reasoning is not also an
excuse to avoid beginning relationships.
There is no denying that
being away from a friend for
six months or more is a strain
on the relationship. Many
people would prefer not opening themselves up to hurt at all
over having relationships in
flux over time and space.
Yet relationships are what
make us human. We need
them for fun and relaxation, if
not solely for our health and
sanity.
As my roommate said last
quarter, people don't seem to
realize that human being are
fragile and need special care.
Perhaps this school needs reminding of that fact.
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Case joins faculty "K" honors student workers

Jennifer Mrozowski
Mara Bragg
Index Staff

As a sophomore in undergraduate school, professor Jennifer Case said she really did
not know what philosophy
was, but after one philosophy
course, Case decided she
wanted to learn more.
"It happened kind of by accident," said Case of her decision to major in philosophy.
She said she took a year-long
philosophy
course
at
Haverford College in Pennsylvania after a friend recommended the professor.
"At the time, 1 was painfully shy," she said. A requirement of the course was small
group study sessions of five to
six people including help from
a senior majoring in philosophy, she said.
Case said the senior forced
her to talk and later encouraged her to major in philosophy, telling her she had been
saying things a philosopher
might say. Case said she real~shewasllidngphilosophy

"more and more."
After her graduation from
Haverford College in 1987,
Case said she took a year off
before attending graduate
school in order to get experi-ence for the future and save
some money for her schooling.
During that year, Case said
she taught three math courses
at George High School, a
Quaker school in Newton,
Pennsylvania. She lived in a
dorm at the end of a hall of
freshman girls.
"It was a twenty-four hour
job," she said.

After teaching at the high
school, Case went on to graduate school at Washington University in St. Louis in the fall
of 1988.
While attending the university, Case said she heard about
Kalamazoo College from a "K"
alumnae friend who "spoke
very fondly of professors,
classmates and the environment." However, that was not
the first time Case had heard
of Kalamazoo College. Case
said the valedictorian of her
brother's class chose to attend
Kalamazoo College because of
the "K" plan.
When Case heard of the
plan, she said she thought "it
all was a great concept."
Later, Case applied for 33
teaching positions, one of
which was to Kalamazoo College. Case said she had not
expected Kalamazoo College
to be the position she would
receive, but is now "happy to
be here. 1 am particularly
pleased with the people 1work
with - my colleagues and the
students."
Case said since she arrived
in the fall, she has "been overwhelmed with welcomes."
She also said she enjoys the
challenging nature of the college and solving real-life problems, including those of the
calendar and her department.
In her spare time, Case
spends a great deal of time
working on the completion of
the dissertation for her Ph.D.
Case said she would recommend philosophy to anyone
regardless of academic interest
as there is room for creative as
well as scientific and literary
thinking.

College and Kalamazoo Com- Philosophy Departments
munity College for several and the Library, hosted a
years, this is the first year parties for their student
Departmental parties, Kalamazoo College partici- workers.
The Economics, Sociolbowling trips and an honor- pated.
Recognition outside of the ogy and Anthropology Deary reception for outstanding student workers campus included a proclama- partments threw a pizza
rounded out Kalamazoo tion declared by the County party for their workers on
College's Student Employ- and a plaque given by the ety Friday.
Leslie Markworth, K '96,
ment Appreciation Week Commissioners which will be
who
works for the three decirculated
among
participating
last week.
The week began with the schools, said Jackie Srodes, in- partments, said, "I think it
student reception on Mon- ternship Coordinator of the was very nice we were finally recognized for all the
day in which students were Career Development Center.
work that we've done."
bulletin
Board
in
Also,
a
given a Certificate of RecogEmployers of the Career
nition and a proclamation Hicks Center is covered with
Center
by President Lawrence comments and compliments Development
Bryan designating February on the hard work and dedica- brought in treats for stu14-18, 1994 as Student Em- tion of student workers made dents each day of the week.
Srodes said the week was
ployment Appreciation by their respective supervidesigned not for competisors.
Week.
Srodes was one of the prin- tion among the workers but
Public Relations representatives took photos of cipal organizers of last week's to recognize all workers and
students as they walked up events. She said she sent no- in particular to honor those
to the podium to receive tices asking departments to who have been with a detheir award and shake Presi- send in the student nomina- partment the longest.
"The overall response
tions requested a quick reply,
dent Bryan's hand.
Though Student Em- and responses were immedi- was that the campus was
ployment Appreciation ately sent in "to help make it a happy to take a minute to
recognize the students,"
Week has been recogn~ big success."
Some faculty and staff, such said Srodes. The week was
by campuses such as Western Michigan, Davenport as those of the English and "really positive and fun."

Jennifer Mrozowski
Features Editor

oman of the 90s speaks out

""I T.
VV ~

Shannon Coleman
Index Staff

annon Marie Coleman" on an
envelope. (Why, after all, are
women and not men expected
to cue the world in on their
marital status?)
"Are you a feminist?" 1 am
often asked. For years it was a
question that made me nervous. They said the "f' word,
but 1 heard something different. Man-hater. Ball-breaker.

seen many firsts for American
women. The first female astronaut, the first female Justice
on the Supreme Court, the first
woman to run for President.
Women have clearly made
their mark in business and professions. On the horizons, it
appears that a woman of the
9<B has more choices than ever
before. She can marry or remain single. Shecanhavechildren or decide to remain childless. It seems that her possibilities are endless. And they
are - under his terms.
Am 1 a feminist? Yes 1 am.
Not a male-hater by any
means, but a F-E-M-I-N-I-S-T.
It has taken me almost 19 years
to realize that there is a differ- •
ence.
Personally, 1want it all. An
education. A successful career.
Good times. A happy marriage. A large family. More
than anything, however, 1
want - no, 1 demand - to be
seen as the independentminded human-being that I am.
As long as I have sisters in this
world that are being oppressed, I too am being oppressed.
This is a time period like no
other in American History. Sex
roles, morals, values-everything is changing. Slowly men
and women are learning to respect and treat each other as
equals. Next Tuesday is the
beginning of National
Women's History Month. I
suggest that we all take this
time to celebrate our accomplishments and look towards
our future in anticipation.

Somewhere, tucked in the
photo album of my mother's
mind, is a picture of her first
born daughter. Six months
old. Bald. Chipmunk cheeks.
Wearing a "Ms." t-shirt.
"I raised my girls to be
women. Equal women," she
told me recently.
.
And she did. Ask any of
The past few
my friends. Women's issues of
all kinds - political, social,
decades have
historical, literary - intrigue
me. Dates in high school, at
seen many firsts
my insistence (and often to the
dismay of my boyfriends)
for American
Interested students are in- and 4 p.m.
were always "Dutch Treat." 1
women... It
vited to look through a mirror
The event, according to Pes- shudder when 1 see "Miss Shof self-awareness and personal tival President Cindy Casserly,
seems that her
enrichment during the 16th will incorporate more than 80
V
annual Kalamazoo Women's workshops,lecturesanddem~ ~
possibilities are
Festival, March 5.
onstrations of such topics as
endless. And
The festival will take place health, finance, stress manageat Kalamazoo Valley Commu- ment, parenting, fashion, dithey arenity College between 8 a.m. versity in relationships and
~l •
communication.
Those students who were
under
terms.
Traditionally held in May, honored at Monday's student
We 1i5tH. We explain.
the festival was moved to appreciation reception in"No," 1 would answer "I
We're private. We're affordable.
March this year in order to cor- eluded: Albert Arends, Peter
relate with Women's History Avis, Michael Bak, Jennifer am proud of my gender and
WE CARE.
Month. The theme of this Barker, Dana Bourland, feel that men and women
NEW in '94: FREE, walk·in
year's Festival is "Michigan Suzanne Boyles, Chandra should have equal rights.
pregnancy testing at all times.
Women Making History."
Brechin, Hillary Byrn, Clark They don't call strong men
Keynote
speaker
Bettye
Christensen,
Jenny 'meninists: Why should 1 laAffordable, caring services.
Ann Daly will discuss the Christiansen,
Anthony bel myself?"
Just have a question? Ask for
Recently, however, after
Feminine Entrepreneur Move- DiMaggio, Suzanne Drake,
Education and you'll get answers.
rnent (EE.M.) with an empha- Jessica English, Mamie Ernst, taking several classes geared
• FREE options counseling
sis on how women business Melanie Foster, Julia Haraar, towards my Women's Studies
owners can make their corp<>- Kevin Houldsworth, Lenore concentration, 1 have begun to
- FREE pregnancy testing
rations more successful.
Huhling, Connie Jo Jedneak, realize just how unfair things
-lOW COST birth control,
"The festival is important Kelli Johnson, Laurie Kamego, really are. We still live in a
all methods, including the
because
it gives women the Seema Khurana, Sarah Kruse, patriarchal, male-dominated
lowest-cost condoms anYWhere opportunity
to network and Amy Lancaster,
Billee society.
right at the front desk.
The past few decades have
shareideas,"Casserlysaid.
Lightvoet, Jon Lively, Jeff
The festival is open to any- Lund, Leslie Markworth, Scott
one 11 years and older. There McKeever,
Jennifer
PLANNED
is a $10 registration fee for Mrozowski,
Stephanie
EXCELLENT
Women's Festival participants. Patterson, Laura Preister, Liz
PARENTHOOD.
EXTRA INCOME NOWI
Scholarships are also available. Rettig, Andy Smetana, Dafina
Of South Central Michigan
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 • $800 every week
For additional information Stewart, Hamza Suria, Hoa
Free Details: SASE to
4101 W. MIddp -372·1200
about the Festival, call 388- Truong, Peter Watson, Jennifer
tnlamationallnc.
7542
West and Abigail Winer.
1375 Coney IIUncI Ave.
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Faculty to exhibit "Antigone": a timeless classic
Jerry
artwork
Craft
Co-Layout Editor

CurtKorten
A&:E Editor

vital, active department and
that we are all pursing our ar-

tistic careers."
The I<alamazoo Faculty Art
Exhibit will be displayed in the
Fme Art Gallery from February 21 through Matclt 10.
According to Carol
Kennedy, Art Department Secretary and oo-founder of this
year's exhibit, the show
evolved out of the Fine Arts
Competitive Scholarship
which the department offers
each winter to incoming first
year students.
"We wanted to show some
of the competitors what the
faculty do. We had never
shown them our pieces before
and that got the ball rolling,"
she said. ''Plus, a lot of faculty
and students haven't seen
what some of our faculty
members do."
According to Tom Rice,
Assistant Professor of Art and
co-founder, this is not the first
time that the college has held
such an exhibit. However, it
has been several years since
the last showing. "It is nice for
the students we have had to
see our work. It is good for
them to see what is going on
within the department," he
said. "Also it is good for the
wider community to see that
we [the art department] are a

Kennedy said the exhibit
promises to display a wide
variety of pieces. Bernard
Palchick, Division Chair for
the Fme Arts, will be showing
some of his water colors as will
his daughter, Lisa Palchick,
Associate Director for Media
Services. Marcia Wood, Pnr
lessor of Art. will be showing
some of her sculptures. David
Curl, Adjunct Professor of Art,
will be exhibiting some of his
photography.
According to Rice, Curl's
exhibition should be particu- I
larly interesting because he
will be using computer photo i
imaging on his photographs.
Rice who will also be displaying several of his paintings
in this exhibit just completed
an exhibition of his work in the
Space Gallery at Western
Michigan University. "The
Western exhibit is basically a
bunch of work I did in California prior to coming back to '1('.
It contains some of the better
work that I did while I was out
there," he said.
The exhibit is free to the
campus community and is
open during the normal business hours of the Fine Arts
building.

Political struggle, polarization, and morality versus politics. Sound like
headlines from today's
newspapers? These are
just a few of the topics addressed in the Festival
Playhouse main-stage production of Antigone.
The production, which
opens Thursday, February
24, at 8:00 pm, is about
Antigone's "struggle to
stand up for her individual
beliefs over a dominant s0ciety," said costume designer Rebecca Shouse.
Jean Anouilh ddopted
Euripide's classic play to
address contemporary issues during World War n.
Despite its roots in antiquity, J. Stephen Crosby, director and visiting professor of theater said he feels
its message is still valid.
"Antigone is a timeless
piece--a struggle between
two poles, the moral versus
the political," he said. "Its
relevance lies in the debate
between political pragmatism and expediency and
moral absolutes."
In the play, Antigone is
not allowed to bury her
warrior brother because he

is an enemy of Creon, the king.
Since it is against the honor
code of the society to leave
family members unburied,
Antigone tells Creon that she
would rather die then not bury
her brother.
As a result, Creon attempts
to change her mind, but in the
end Antigone cannot violate
her sense of morality.
The costumes for the cast
were designed with this idea
in mind. So the main characters are costumed in a timeless
fashion to emphasize the idea
that this situation can occur
anytime in history and the ch0rus' costumes follow a contemporary fashion to reflect the
idea that members of our
present day society are telling
the story to the audience.
Together with scenic designer and Associate Professor
of Theater Larry Jaquith,
Crosby decided to perform the
production in the round. According to lighting designer
TIm Fuller, this allows the audience to interact more with
the actors, therefore allowing
them to have a better feel of
what is going on.
Crosby and Fuller also
managed to light the stage in
such a fashion as the emphasize the polarization of different characters.
In the tradition of Festival

Playhouse, the cast members are a combination of
'K' and Western Michigan
University students, as
well as community members. Jermifer Ely Plants,
WMU theater major, takes
on the lead role as
Antigone. Mike Hays, a
non-"K" student, appears
as Creon. Jasen Shrock,
junior political science/
theater major,
plays
Antigone's lover, Haemon.
Gina Soter, visiting instructor in classics at"K", plays
Creon's wife, Eurydice.
Anjalee Deshpande, junior
theater major,
is
Antigone's sister, Ismene.
The rest of the cast includes first year students
Dawn R. Crist, Patrick
Burlingham, and Brian
Tallerico; sophomore Anthony Saracino; and junior
Kassia Bevin Barney.
Antigone runs at Nelda
K. Balch Playhouse
through Saturday, February 26, with all shows beginning at 8;00 p.rn. TIckets are $10.00 for adults and
$8.00 for Faculty/Staff of
"K." Student and senior
citizen prices are $5.00.
Discounted student rush
tickets will be available for
$3 starting at 7:00 p.m on
the performance days.
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Women's hoopsters earn
winning season
Christine Peny
Sports Editor

College was able to recover
from a disastrous first half,
despite strong defensive plays
It has been a waiting game by sophomores Graveel and
for the Kalamazoo College Jill Wojewuczki. The game rewomen's basketball team. !he mained close for the duration
Hornets, who finished league of play, but Kalamazoo was
play Wednesday, anxiously able to hold on to win their fiawaited the results of the Sat- nal home game, 83-78.
urday, February 19 game beVedmore sank six 3-point
tween Hope and Adrian. The shots in the first half, and had
game determined whether or an excellent shooting spree
not squad would play at throughout
the
game.
Anderson for the first round of Vedmore, who set the school
the MIAA tournament.
record in points per game at 36
Hope beat Adrian which in 1992, nearly broke it again
gave Hope the home court ad- with 34.
She has lead
vantage in the first round Kalamazoo to their third winMIAA tournament play ning season in the school's hisagainst Kalamazoo on Tues- tory. Vedmore was named the
day, February 22.
MIAA Co-Player of the Week,
Kalamazoo (13-11 overall, sharing honors with Calvin's
Mi MIAA) tied Hope (12-11, 6- Pam Wubben.
6) for forth place in the final
All of the seniors scored in
league standings. Because the double digits for the Saint
Hope defeated the Hornets Mary's game; Beebe and
twicw during the regular Wujek grabbed 12, Chase
seaon, Hope gained the home snagged 10. Starter Musser,
court advantage as the number who played on a sprained
four seed in the tournament.
ankle, captured 4 points.
On Wednesday, February
Tuesday, February 22, the
16, the Hornets traveled to Hornets will face Hope, at
Adrian for their last regular
season league game. TIle team
entered their game focused
and determined to capture a
victory.
Senior guard Lisa Vedmore
tallied 21 points, sophomore
Sara Musser grabbed 16, senior
Sara Chase added 11 and
sophomore Carrie Graveel had
10. The Hornets were able to
stop Adrian during the final
minutes of play and captured
a 72-71 victory.
Saturday, February 19, at
Anderson Athletic Center, the
women played their last regular season home game against
Sl Mary's of Indiana.
The squad had a strong
start with seniors playing,
Leslie Beebe, Chase, Vedmore,
Amber Wujek, and Musser.
The combination played well
together and earned an early
lead in the game.
At half-time, Kalamazoo
led St. Mary, 51-33.
During the second half of
the game, however, St. Mary's

Hope, in their first round of
MIAA tournament play.
The seniors and parents of
the team members were honored on Saturday. The seniors
kept up the tradition and
sported orange socks at their
last home game. Graveel said, 11·:• ~~.1J11
"The seniors truly went out in II
style." In addition, parents, or
grandparents, received flowers.
Assistant Coach Michelle
Fortier, a former Western
Michigan University basketball player, said, "Teams who II ~!II
were never considered the tal- II
ent of our team need to be concerned now because we are
better than ever! The squad
has worked hard to earn their
posi tion."
Freshman Mary Helen
Diegel said, "Nothing less than
a victory against Hope is expected. We are determined to
succeed in the tournament."
The team has already
posted more wins in a season
since the 1988-89 campaign
when Kalamazoo gave a 14-8
mark.
I L"'P~~!H

Men's swimming and divingfinishes third in MIAA
sona! best times, very few felt
that they dropped enough time.
"'Last year, everyone had big
The men's swimming and [time] drops. That just didn't
diving team capped off their happen this year," said sophoseason last weekend at Albion more Greg Raczniak.
Raczniak is one of three
College, finishing third overall
team
members that qualified
in theMIAA.
"We are certainly disap- for the NCAA Championships
pointed with where we ended next month in Williams, MasSophomore
up," said Head Coach Bob sachusetts.
Kent after the meet. "We didn't breastroker Brian Miller and
reach the destination that we freshman diver Garth Miller
wanted, but the journey was also made their national cuts.
H After qualifying as a freshworthwhile."
Kent also stated, "I don't man last year, there was a lot
ever want to be fighting for of pressure to go back to Nasecond place again. We will be tionals. It was almost exback again, and next time, we pected," Brian Miller said. Afwill be going after the MIAA ter my dismal swims on Friday, I didn't think I could do
Championship."
While every swimmer it, but I re-focused. I was nerdropped time off of their per- vous, because it was my last

Scott Alexander
Index Staff

H

swim of the season. When I for next year."
looked at the clock at the end
Garth Miller was ecstatic
of the race and saw that my after ripping his last dive on
time was fast enough, I was the three meter in the finals
more relieved than anything." friday night, coming J>ack
Raczniak said he wasn't so from missing a big dive earlier
content. '1 wasn't particularly in the night to barely qualify.
happy with my swims. Not "Making it to Nationals as a
many people were. I wish that freshman was definitly a goal
I could have done more for the . I didn't realize that it was
team," he said. "My main mo- going to be this hard,'" he said.
It took a total commitment
tivation was not to make Nationals. What! wanted was for for both my coach and me,"
the team to reach their poten- Miller continued, "I feel lucky
tia1 and for me to improve on that my [training] investment
my best times. lf that had hap- paid off. A lot of guys on this
pened, nationals would not team worked harder than I
have even been a question." did, and they did not get the
Raczniak also said, "We recognition that they deserve."
should have beat Albion. It
Miller shared honors for
hurt to end up third to them. I "top rookie of the meet'" with
don't want to feel that way freshman breastroker Chuck
again. That is my motivation Kemeny. Miller and Kemeny

were chosen for this distinction
by last year's most valuable
rookie, Greg Raczniak.
When asked how it felt to
be chosen by Raczniak and the
other upperclassmen as one of
the two most valuable rookies,
Kemeny said, '1t is an honor,
but I'm not sure that I deserve
it. The whole team deserves to
be honored. There are also several other rookies that helped.
One person cannot make or
break a team."
Miller, who cited the team
itself as his strength, said, "G0ing into my last two dives, I
needed 102 points to qualify.
When r got up on the board,
the team was going nuts. They
were pulling for me - hard..
That means more to me than I
know how to express."

The Backpage
by

Obayemi

Babajide

Adetokunbo

.. Qt~t~t~t mt ttltm

Onafuwa

ut~tgt"

This glowing, beautiful Latin maxim means "I tought I taw a puddy tat". Keep this fmnly on the behind of your mind as
you peruse this issue of the Backpage's Journal Of Entertainment (JOE). So it's eighth week, and it's eighth week and it's eighth
week (Maybe if I say it often enough I'll actually begin to believe it).
In any case, it IS eighth week and I am smack dab in the Oklahoma of it. How do I know? Thundering thumbthmackers!
How could I not know? Here is the proof (on sabbatical from its usual location in the pudding). Romans, Plebians and
countrymen, I present to you Good Reasons why this is, nay HAS TO BE, eighth week.
OK, to start. with,. computer labs are so full of drama these days that Shakespeare would go green with envy. P~ople
everywhere, freaking out over SIPs and 10 pagers. And do you ever notice that one guy in the far comer? The hunched one
who stares bug-eyed at his machine, strokes its keyboard gently and says "Alright Mugsy, that's daddy's boy" in a hoarse
whisper. Well, he's been seen doing it more often these days.
Unmistakable is the sudden increase in speakers of previously unknown languages. A sample conversation- First
speaker: "Mugo mego mugo mu?"; Second speaker: "Mugo go mugo!"; First Speaker: "Mego go Mugo Mago .. NOT!"
(Explosive laughter from both parties). The people who sit at the Freak Table during lunch know exactly what I'm talking about.
This next piece of evidence is a rather scary one. Seeing as we are rushing towards the precipice of yet another finals
week, people are actually starting to reason and ask questions. The logic is that eight weeks of classes ought to lead to some
son of knowledge. So common fare has become, "So what exactly did Kublai Khan hope to accomplish by annexing Iraq?",
"What is the inspiration behind the name 'chicken fingers'?" ,and "How many sticks of Right Guard does it take to satisfy a
civilized Octopus?" Be warned, the askers of such questions would go to any lengths to exton answers out of you. Not even at
the threat of a breath mint should you Give In. Give Inners don't survive eighth week.
In addition to these are the practically ubiquitous Quad-Roving Squirrels. The QRS are notorious for their self righteous
Well-we're-not-human-and-we-don't-have-to-study shtick. Don't buy it. They are in league with the Grading Elves of Dow. If
you have been giving them trail mix, please desist, in the interests of our species.
Alright then, having provided empirical evidence for the occurence of eighth week, I shall conclude with this credo
(which incidentally came to me after large dosages ofInorganic Chern.): Drink life till you are slightly tipsy. After all, eighth
week doesn't seem that bad when you consider what comes after it: The Ninth! Mugo mego. Nuff said.
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Two Grand Prizes.! The faculty and stoff prize will be given away at I p.m. Friday !I1arch 'I, and the
student prize WIll be awarded at midnight. You must be present to win. The awards include:

fAcm TYISlAff PRIZES

STUlJENTPRIZE$

Grand Prize - Weekend at Unchonshire Resort
Second Prize - $50 Gift Certificate to Damon's
Third Prize - Free lunch for a month at Quadstop

Grand Prize - $150
Second Prize - CD Player ($ 100)
Third Prize - $50

Other giveaway, Include. Ouad lolto, No", Tickets, Hats, Frisbees, Coffee Mugs and Free FOOd
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MQD da'!l. [fe bruar}J 28

I I :30 a.m. - I p.m.
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

TueSda}J. March

1

/1 :30 a.m. - I p.m.
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

We dDeSda}J. March 2

II :30 a.m. - I p.m.
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

ThurSda}J. March 3

I I :30 a.m. - I p.m.
7 p.m. - 10 p.m

[fri da'!l. March 4

I I :30 a.m. - I p.m.
7 p.m. - I :30 a.m.
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$1.501 person, Hot Dog Bar
free popcorn, candy and pop
Movies: "Grease" and "foot/oose"
$1.50Iperson, Russo's Pizza Bar
Free pizza (Russo's) and pop
Bingo Night, $5 prizelgame
$2.50Iperson, Prime Rib
Free nachos and pop
Euchre Tournament, $25lprize
$1.501 person, Mexican Fiesta
Free chips, pretzels and pop
Pool Challenge: Beat Ray or Mike
$5/game (sign up beforehand)
$1.501 person, / ndoor Picnic
Free punch and veggie tray
Dance with DJ, starting after
l1irband show
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An alternative view

Week 6

about Mother's Day.

May 4, 1994
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See
page 4.
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Presidential
voting gUide
and the student body.. .! believe
that realistic dialogue between
student representatives and
Monday the student organizations and the adminbody elects their president for istration is imperative to a prothe 1994-95 school year. Jeff ductive campus. When I
Daly, K '95, and Joanna worked for the Provost and
Kyriakopoulos, K '95, are run- President offices and I realized
ning for summer/fall term, the administration, particuand Manuel Rupe, K '95, is un- larly Dr. Bryan and Dr. Cook,
contested thus far for winter / are concerned and responsive
to students interests and
spring term.
Daly is a double major in needs.
KYRIAKOPOULOS: I'm
economics and political science. Kyriakopoulos is also an sick of everyone complaining
economics major with an inter- about Kalamazoo College and
national and area studies con- not doing anything about it.
centration and a French IniI1or. After the administration
Rupe is a political science and McDonaldized Quadstop,
history double major and a s0- pulled trees out in front of
cial science minor with concen- Hoben and started busting
trations in international and people for alcohol violations
area studies and American after the fact, I began to question what they're going to do
studies.
Hmmm...
tile
AU threecandidateshave next.
liowbridge
after
receiving
veactively held various positions
hement
opposition
from
stuin Student Commission.
Why are you running for dents and maybe change over
Student Commission presi- to semesters. I think it's about
time that Student Commission
dent?
RUPE: I'm firmly com- took a more activist role on
mitted and dedicated to esta~ campus and started addresslishing and maintaining coop- ing major issues that affect the
eration and communication student body.
Why should a student
between the administration
Heather Mossman
News Editor

JerrDaly

Joanna Kyriakopoulos

vote for you?
RUPE: I'm an experienced leader. I've served as
Student Commission's vice
president of finance three
terms, executive secretary,
clerk and Trowbridge Hall representative. I've chaired Financial Affairs Committees and
served on virtually every committee within commission.
KYRIAKOPOULOS: I
believe in giving the students
a direct voice. I have many
goals that I would like to
achieve, but my main interest
is giving the student body
what it wants. I want to rid
Student Commission of the
negative stereotype of this organization on a power trip that
has no interest in real student
concerns. I hope to have Commission meetings radio broadcasted, a Commission column
on the Index, a complaint line,
a suggestion box and surveys
whenever making major decisions affecting the student

body. TIus may seem a bit excessive, but I want students to
be heard on this campus and
feel that they have a say about
issues affecting them.
If elected, what issues
do you plan to address and
why7
RUPE: The problem is
commission is always reinventing the wheel. Every quarter the same problem and the
same issues seem to emerge
and nothing is done about
them. So I guess continuity is
crucial for commission next
year and as president I would
make sure plans and ideas of
the previous commission are
continued and implemented
and certainly not reinvented.
The buck will stop with me.
KYRIAKOPOULOS: I
have a ton of issues I Wlillt to
address including how so
many students are getting
screwed on foreign study, or
getting written up for alcohol
violations when there is abso-

JamieKcnma

lutely no proof, our limited
housing options, our rising tuition, calendar changes, and
how the master plan directly
effects the student body. I believe that Food Service has
come a long way, but still has
further to go. I can't make any
promises, but I know I'll fight
to get things done.
What is your stance on
the Calendar Committee proposals?
RUPE: I firmly respect
and have full faith in Dr. Cook
and the committee to give full
consideration to all the issues.
Personally, I agree that some
aspects of the present calendar
are unaccommodating to some
student interests and certainly
changes will make the plan
less accommodating to others.
In simple terms - compromise
is necessary.
KYRIAKOPOULOS: I
Continued on page 2

Students express concern regarding proposed 'K' Plan changes
Matt Sikora
Index staff
More than 50 students
packed the Severn Hall study
lounge for approximately two
hours last Wednesday to receive information and express
opinions about the work of the
Calendar Task Force Committee.
The eleven-member
committee has recently focused study on a triquarter
system that consists of three
ten-week quarters preceded by
one optional four-week
prequarter during the fall and
without traditional classes
during the summer.
A revised Senior Individualized Project (SIP) will be
spread throughout the senior
year instead of concentrated in
one off-campus quarter. Students will choose to study
abroad either junior fall/winter or winter/spring.
Modera tor Bess German,
one of two students on the
committee, began the meeting
by explaining the task force's
working method and then foCusing discussion on positive

points of the current plan.
German listed liberal arts education, accessibility to foreign
study, career development
(CD) and SIP opportunities,
increased student maturity,
greater access to campus programs for younger students
and flexible planning as positive aspects expressed at previous student meetings.
Several students in attendance voiced support for the
opportunities presented by the
year-round plan and the tenweek system. The triquarter
plan currently being examined
by the committee would maintain ten-week quarters but all
internships are moved to the
sununer in place of traditional
classes.
Senior Susan Ahn said
she supports ten-week blocks
of class after transferring from
a semester system.
"My brain phases out
about nine weeks into the
quarter," Ahn said. "That's
why I like being here at
Kalamazoo. About the time
my attention turns to other
things, I can move on to other
things. That was my big draw

the on and of; pattern.
here."
Internships during quar"I don't think people
ters other than the summer al- leave bec.~_use they don't like
low students to compete with the '1(' Plan," said one student.
others from larger schools ac- "I think it's because they find
cording to senior Kristina something they can do beyond
Mony, who performed one of the 'K' Plan. My roommate
her CDs with Cable News Net- from last quarter liked the '1('

"Where this comes out of is the
president noticing that the coilege is
spending way too much money."
- Bess German, K'94
work (CNN).
'The timing is so important because you're competing
with thousands of other university students during the
summer," Mony said. "We
have a real advantage when
we do our CDs during the fall
and winter."
Students cited the variety
of opportunities offered by the
college as well as a thletics as
the main reasons why many
people deviate from the traditional ''Plan A" and ''Plan B"
rather than dissatisfaction with

Plan a lot but she saw an opportunity to go do a CD during spring quarter of the freshman year."
Soccer player Robin
Wells said the college's small
size and number of athletic
teams means a large percentage of the shtdent body plays
at least one sport. To play for
all four years and participate
in the experiential aspects of
the system most athletes must
deviate from the two traditional patterns.
'They like their sport,"

Wells said. "But they also don't
want to give up the quality of
their off-carnpus programs."
German then asked students for negative features of
the plan and listed some complaints gathered from previous
meetings !!uch as no connections to foreign study after returning to campus, lack of development in the program as
students mature, a hectic on
campus pace preventing reflection and planning future
goals, few mentorship possibilities between younger and
older students and lack of uniform effectiveness regarding
the SIP.
"Does the SIP work for
everyone?" German said.
'That's one of the questions
we're dealing with."
The triquartE': plan currently under study proposes to
spread most SIPs through the
senior year while students attend classes on campus. Several students, many of whom
performed SIPs in science-related fields, defended an entire
off quarter devoted to the
Continued on page 2
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Seriousness of possible recommendations draws student response.Continued from page 1
project.
'1 feel the SIP makes up
for the fact we are a really
small school," said AM, a biology major who perlormed
her SIP at Louisiana State University.
Amy Lancaster, a senior
human development and s0cial relations major, said not all
SIPs work so well for students.
"I think for the sociology
and psychology people, I don't
knowllw~re~y~

for the SIP experience,"
Lancaster said. "I was in way
over my head."
Some students questioned whether the college's
problems such as inconsistent
SIP experiences stem from the
calendar itself or could be remedied by simply reforming
rules under the current system.
"It seems like we're trying to fix something that's not
broken," said Mony. "What's
wrong with the 'K' Plan? It's
working for the majority of
people."
'1s the college slipping?"
said first-year student Mary
Beth Brockmeier. '1s it crumbling? lf we worked on some
of these things with the system
that we have could we achieve
these things?"

German replied that
President Lawrence Bryan
formed the calendar task force
last fall to examine ways to
remedy negative aspects of the
"K" Plan such as lack of conhnuity among faculty and students while enhancing pof'itive features such as experientiallearning.
"Where this comes out of
is the president noticing that
the college is burning out,
spending way too much
money," German said. "!t
needs to streamline the way it
spends money. It needs to
streamline its education so students get the best education
they can in four years. They're
hearing a lot from faculty and
staff about burnout and students burnout.
"Is the 'K' Plan falling?
The 'K' Plan isn't. The 'K' Plan
is on fire like it's never been on
fire with everybody going different places. But can this college keep itself going? One
thing I've heard from the provost [Richard Cook], it's running itself into the ground. So
what kind of changes can we
make that will be positive?"
German then asked students for ideas about programs
that could be included in the
new calendar after listing some
ideas formed by the commit-

Survey results show
recycling habits
Brian Enneking
Layout editor
Rob Townsend, Director
of Kalamazoo College's recycling program, conducted two
surveys winter quarter in order to get a better understanding of people's experience with
recycling.
The first survey was put
together by Townsend and
taken by the faculty and staff,
and the second was compiled
by Elizabeth Gass, K'94, a student worker of Townsend, and
taken by students. One hundred and thirty four members
of the faculty and staff responded to the first, and 147
students to the second.
Townsend said he
wanted to use the survey to
find out where people stood on
recycling, and what they
thought needed to be done. '1
wanted to know where to set
my goals, to find a direction,
and to see II I'm missing anything," he said. "So far I've set
up programs for most things
you can recycle, except for
things like computer ribbons."
Some of the questions on
the survey included if individuals recycle in their homes,
II they recycle at work, II they
would be willing to separate
mixed paper from trash II they
had a container to do so, II they
think recycling should be mandatory or voluntary, and II they
have update1 .. ersions of the

Do's and Dont's of recycling
list.
Of the 147 students surveyed:
• 145 said they feel recycling can help make a posi tive
impact on the environment,
• 125 said they are very
willing to keep recyclable materials separate from regular
trash, 20 said they are somewhat willing and 2 said they
are not willing,
• 116 said it is easy to
separate trash and deposit it in
bins, and 31 said it is hard,
• 88 said they believed
an overall recycling should be
mandatory, and 59 said it
should be voluntary,
• and 111 said they had a
clear understanding of what
can and what cannot be recycled on campus.
Of the 134 faculty and
staff members surveyed:
• 125 said they are very
willing to keep mixed paper
separate from regular trash, 8
said they are somewhat willing and 1 said he(she) is not
willing,
• 66 said they believed
the overall recycling program
should be mandatory, and 68
said it should be voluntary.
• 132 said they believed
they would participate in a
mixed paper recycling program in their building,
• and 47 said they do not
have an updated version of the
Do's and Donrs of recycling.

tee such as foreign study service or internship possibilities,
greater connections between
off campus experience and the
curriculum, research poSSibilities with faculty and
mentorship positions in athletic or la nguage camps during
the summer quarter and the
four-week fall preterm that
could be used for nontraditional coursework such as an
introduction to the liberal arts
for first-year students or a rencction period for seniors.
After two hours of discussion, less than twenty students remained to generate
ideas such as:
• a "Plan e" to be added
to the current two plans that
would allow students to take

strongly oppose any proposed
calendar changes," the petition
re<.ds. 'We came to Kalamazoo
College because we like the 'K'
Plan as it is. The student body
as a whole supports the quarter system and the lack of response to the proposed
changes was not apathy, but an
unawareness of the seriousness of the committee."
German
said
she
planned to present a report to
the entire calendar committee
Tuesday evening.
She said she hopes to
place a suggestion box at the
Union Desk to receive further
comments and will examine
ways to hold another student
forum before the end of the

summers off but provide administrative bodies with a way
to predict enrollment
• a choice of SIP plans
including a concentrated onequarter plan or an option for
spreading the project through
several quarters
• plans for increasing
communication before and
during the SIP quarter while
allowing students to pursue
off-campus projects
• greater incorporation
of experiential learning and
interdisciplinary study into the
first year
During the meeting a petition was passed and signed
by approximately forty students in attendance.
"We, as 'K' students,

quarter.

Your guide to the next preSidents
dents walking in and out of
your dorm room?
Instead of answering
believe the "K" Plan is what
makes Kalamawo so unique these questions, Daly submitand gives students valuable ted his letter to the campus
options concerning their cur- community from which the
riculum. Regardless of my following excerps were taken.
To accomplish [commispersonal opinion, I would like
to get surveys out to the stu- sion leadership on campus], I
dent body and work to accom- feel that Student Commission
plish what the students want. needs to become more autonoIf you could change one mous. Last spring, I started a
thing on campus, what would Constitutional Committee to
see how our organization
it be?
could
be altered to institutionRUPE: The lack of social
move
toward these ideals.
ally
events. This campus has a lot
Though
I
have been off camto offer. It's a shame that the
pus
and
off
commission, that
exceptional academic setting
committee
is
still active and I
cculdn't be compliment conhope
to
finish
this summer
ducive to cooperation and inwhat
I
started
last
spring!
teraction.
have
also
come
up with
I
KYRIAKOPOULOS: I
would try to make the judicial a plan for commission budget
process on Kalamazoo campus :-eform to facilitate long range
more constitutionally sound. financial planning. It entails
How many U.S. courts of law the commission keeping exdo you know that would claim cess monies in an account for
you're guilty of underage large expenditures (i.e. WJMD
drinking and serving minors equipment, Index computers,
when only hearing loud mu- FINAC expresso machine,
sic sounding and seeing stu- ·1 0rm TV repair) without interContinued from page 1

rupting normal budgeting. I
am working with the current
commission to make this a realityNOW!
True autonomy will require a commission that represents students. To do this we
need a stronger, unified student voice. I have spoken with
many of you and asked some
of you to fill out surveys, and
these have brought many issues to mind that I never
would have thought of (i.e.
Middle Ea!'tern studies; bike
racks) and affirmed many that
lhavethoughtof~OTchang

ing the calendar; two-way
communication between student body and commission). If
elected I want to call on those
of you who do care to contribute, whether by getting on
commission or by helping out
only in what is important to
you, or even by telling us what
your issues are.
Student Commission
presidential elections will be
held Monday May 9 in Hicks
Center.
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Students need to voice their concerns
Last Wednesday students met to exPress their opinions regarding the proposed
revamping of the "K" Plan. A petition stating, ''We, as "K" students, strongly oppose
any proposed calendar changes. We came to Kalamazoo college because we like the
"K" Plan as it is. The student body as a whole supports the quarter system and the lack
of response to the proposed changes was not apathy, but an unawareness of the seriousness of the committee," was passed around and signed by students.
The Index supports this statement. While we recognize that the "K" Plan is not
without flaw, we believe that the Calendar Committee is trying to fix something that is
not (entirely) broken.
The Midwest, like many regions of the U.s., is proliferated with small, liberal arts
colleges. Many schools, espErially in the GLCA, seem similar in mission and student
body. What differentiates "K" from other schools? The "K" Plan, of course.
When "K" students talk about why they chose Kalamazoo College, their responses
usually pertain to foreign study, career development, the Senior Individualized Project
and other experimental learning opportunities.
Although the original concept of the "K" plan will remain - the spirit may be lost
and the opportunities limited.
In the case of career development, the proposed calendar change would move
internships to the summer. Competition for internships is fierce during this time, causing a disadvantage to all students. And with the quarter system at "K", spring term
ends in the middle of June, while other schools end in early May, a disadvantage for
''K'' students.
Furthermore, the proposed plan would spread most SIPs through the senior year
while students attend classes on campus. This proposed change would not allow students to totally "immerse" themselves in a specific area of study. More specifically,
students who perform SIPs in science-related fields, would be unable to complete laboratory based research SIPs that require them to be in the lab eight hours every day.
Secondly, spreading the "K" Plan over three quarters would allow students to
complete their SIP only in Kalamazoo. As the majority of students complete SIPs
away from Kalamazoo, your location would be compromised and SIP topics highly
constricted.
Although the third calendar committee forum generated a larger student turnout than the first two, it is still not enough. Members of the Calendar Commi ttee need
to be made more aware to the student opposition to the proposed changes in the "K"
plan.
We at the Index, urge students to attend any upcoming forums and to write to
members of the committee expressing your discontent. It is necessary to communicate
with them directly in order to have the student voice really heard.

.

Letter Policy
The Index encourages reader response in t~e form of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with sensitive
topics, will be accepted and printed through consultation with the editorial
board.
Letters should be submitted to the Index mailbox, across from the games
room in" the basement of Hicks, by the Sunday before the issue in which
they are to appear.

To the Editor:
On the other side of
the world from Kalamazoo
College, I page through the
1993-94 Academic Catalogue in an attempt to find
some peace of mind concerning a possibly rough
transition from the mountains of South Asia to the
glossy ten-week world of
Kalamazoo College. Instead, I find myself confronting politics in a place
where I should not.
The Kalamazoo College mission of academic
excellence and freedom is
one that I both treasure and
praise. Not only has it allowed me to question and
scrutinize openly, it has allowed me to walk in the

"I beg you ...
to raise your
voice against
an opinion
expressed in
the name of
our collective
institution."
depths of life around the
world-opportunities I
might not have had elsewhere. It is because of my
belief in this mission that I
am writing, that we may
uphold such a legacy in
truth.
Since August of 1993
I have lived intimately
within the Tibetan community-in-exile; their homeland presently is occupied
by Chinese forces. I have
been haunted by images of
gruesome violence and
degradation that are beyond description, indeed
beyond my own comprehension. I have seen only
the reflections of the Chinese oppression of Tibet in
the eyes of the destitute and
homeless, in the tears of lost
hope, and in the sears that
are carved deeper than the
flesh. The familiar slogan of
FREE TIBET has become
much more than a political
statement for me, it has become a most desperate cry
for justice.
As you can imagine,
these words on page 76 of
the "K" catalogue caught
my eyes like fire: "The program in Chinese provides
the student with an exposure to the language, litera-

ture and culture of China,
a country which not only
has incubated Asian culture in general and houses
the oldest surviving civilization, but also plays a crucial role in maintaining global peace." No where else
in the catalogue can be
found such a boastfully p0litical statement. It is debatable to say the least. It goes
beyond description of
China's academic and historical wealth and into the
realm of political propaganda.
In academics we are
challenged to look honestly
at the world around us, but
the claim that China "plays
a ailciaJ role in maintaining 'global peace' is a preposterous political claim
that does not encourage
honest scrutiny, but is only
the statement of a onesided opinion. Expressed in
an open forum by an individual, this statement
would be unarmed and
open to analysis. However,
it has been stated in a description of Kalamazoo's
academic program by the
voice of the college. If this
is the opinion of the institution of which I so proudly
belong, then I can no longer
associate myself with
Kalamazoo College while
being true to my conscience.
I cannot ask you to
raise your voice against the
Chinese occupation of Tibet; I cannot ask you to
raise your voice against the
renewal of China's Most
Favored Nation Status
which will be decided in
July; and I Cannot ask you
to raise your voice for the
amnesty of the hundreds of
Tibetan political prisoners.
But I beg you, as members
of a prestigious academic
community, to raise your
voice against an opinion expressed in the name of our
collective institution.
So dear are the Tibetan people to my heart
that I feel as though I myself am living in exile. It
only adds insult to injury to
find that my own college
holds China to be a crown
of global peace while even
now Chinese soldiers are
killing my fathers and
brothers and are raping my
mothers and sisters. If you .
cannot raise your voice for
Tibet, then please raise
your voice for yourself!

Jon Eric Voss, K'95, is
on foreign study in Nepal.
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Student referendums would enhance communication
Erick 1iickey
& Jordan Rankin
Index staff

L-_---'_ _

Jordan:
Erick and I have
decided that
any further
bickering about
the
Annual
Fund would be

unproductive.
Recognizing
this, we have
decided to combine forces in
L-._---'=-....J order to produce some constructive solutions to the problem.
From my point of view,
the problem has to do with administration-student body
communication.
It is my belief that the forum system is flawed, in terms
of student participation and effectiveness of administration
response.
So we believe there
should be an institutional
change which would enhance
communication: namely, student referendums.
The idea is that students
would vote on important
school issues. Under this plan,
the administration would post

its proposition in the Hicks
Center where everybody
would have a chance to read
its plan.
There would a month of
discussion in which several issues of the Index would have a
chance to debate the issue.
After a month, the student
body would vote. The referendum would be non-binding.

Erick: I like this idea, but
let me say a few good words
about forums. They're needed
to allow us input into the decision-making process during
the drafting of new proposals.
I've heard students complain that at past forums, administrators or committee
members just come to lecture
us on why they're doing what
they're doing. But I thought
the calendar forum last week
was a pretty good example of
how forums can be good
things.
About fifty students
showed up. Bess German, a
student member of the calendar committee, told us what
the committee was considering and why, but mostly students debated the possible calendar changes, and I got the
impression that Bess would

take those comments back to
the committee and that they'd
be factors in its final decisions.
But forums aren't
enough. We need to have a
voice in whether a committee's
recommendation
gets
adopted.
As it is now, there's no
way for the student body to
speak as a unified voice on
these matters; any opposition
is unorganized and can be
written off as the efforts of a
few complainers.
Jordan: There are benefits for the administration as
well. With a referendum, the
administration would have a
concrete signal of student
opinion and desires. Theywill
not be able to say anymore that
they didn't know how the student body felt about an issue
before implementing it.
Also, if something goes
wrong and there are complaints after implementation,
they can refute those complaints by pointing out that the
student body approved the issue.
For the students, there
would be the sense that their
voice is being directly taken
into account. This should cre-

ate a greater sense of belonging and cement the community. With this greater personal
emotional investment, students would be less likely to
transfer and the retention rate
would increase.
Another aspect of the
discussion prior to the referendum would be the chance for
other groups, faculty, staff,
alumni, to get their concerns
voiced. Again, this could be
done through the Index and
would be an element that students would take into account
for the voting. It would also
promote a greater understanding of points of view beyond
the narrow student community.

say Student Commission
should do it. People should
run for president and the other
offices with this as part of their
platfonns.
Once they're in office,
they could monitor the various
decision-making bodies on
campus and decide which of
their recommendations and
decisions are important
enough for the students to approve. (Commission could
deal with smaller matters, like
the colors to be used in a donn
renovation, on its own.)

Jordan: The referendum
would be non-binding. It
would have to be this way because A) there would be no
way the administration would
Erick: I think it might accept a binding referendum,
even be a good idea for those and B) ultimate responsibility
other groups to have their own should lay with the administration. That is what we pay them
referendums.
The faculty already votes for.
However, it would be exon some issues. The college's
office staff probably should pected that the administration
have had a vote on the plan to would follow referendum demove
Admissions
to cisions or else have a mighty
Humphrey House, for in- good reason not to. Should a
stance, and Marriott workers referendum be flaunted, it
should have a say in any reno- would be on the basis of the
student vote that a sustainable
vations to their work space.
So how should student protest movement could be
referendums be organized? I'd organized.
!

Beyond Mother's Day Fay'sfate important lessonfor 'K'students
Kezia Pearlman
Opinions editor
Each
year
when
Mother's Day rolls around I
feel tom. I want to celebrate
my mom- to think of her sacrifices and to thank her for
raising me. But on the other
hand, I despise this state-sanctioned holiday.
While the media across
the country give us heartwrenching accounts of mothers' triumphs-in-the-face-ofadversity and of their total
commitment to their children
I get angry.
When I walk into a greeting-card store and see countless Mother'S Day cards that
either mock or pedestalize the
role of mother in our society, I
think, "no one gets it."
So, what is it that I find
repugnant about Mother's
Day? It's not the actual day I
have a problem with; we have
hundreds of trite "official"
holidays and special weeks
that are drawn to our attention as if we should commemorate people or cultures
with isolated activities and
holidays instead of working
towards equitable recognition
on a daily basis.
I object to conventional
motherhood as an institution.
This also means that I am not
too hip on the traditional family structure. This structure
that so many people feel is vital to the continuation of civilization as we know it can be

oppressive, and therefore
needs to be subject to scrutiny.
But no one scrutinizes for
Mother's Day. Instead, such
mother-identified characteristics as nurturing, loving and
self-sacrifice are what
mother's are to be thanked for.
This appreciation, though, is
double-edged.
Mothers are in a tough
place in our society. Mothers
are held in simultaneous contempt and reverence. To some
the stay-at-home-domesticworker mother is the ideal. To
others she is a symbol of stupidity and an unraised conscience. And while mothers in
heterosexual marriages are
given the nod of approval,
women heading single-parent
households are considered to
be the root cause of: violence,
emotionally-damaged children and of course, the break
down of American morality,
among other things.
It seems that, in order for
a mother to be worthy of our
sympathy and admiration, she
needs to be aligned with a
man. Yet, this also renders her
foolish for being unaware.
Mothers should be appreciated and thanked. Mother
hood is a twenty-four hour,
eighteen-year job that isn't always going to be fun and

games.
This year, remember
your mother on her "special
day," but think too, about the
implications of a holiday like
Mother's Day.

Jo~dan Rankin

Index staff
Students of Kalamazoo
College are aware of the case
of Michael Fay, an American
residing in Singapore sentenced to a whipping with a
ra !tan cane. For "K" students
this is an issue that has implications for our study abroad
experiences as well as our academic studies.
Michael Fay is an 18 yearold from Dayton, Ohio. In
March he was convicted on
two counts of vandalism for
spray-painting cars. Fay was
sentenced to be flogged six
times, three times for each
count. It is expected that Fay
will go into shock and have
permanent scarring to his buttocks. Fay lives in Singapore,
a place known for its incredible prosperity, its authoritarian one party political system,
and its almost totally crime
free streets. Singapore has a
mandatory death penalty for
armed robbery and drug trafficking.
This event has sparked
two debates in the United
Sta tes. The first centers around
the issue of crime in the U.S.
and the ability of Singapore to
virtually eliminate the kind of
crime that plagues large urban
areas. The other issue focuses
on the inhumane nature of
Fay's punishment. Singapore's
laws have been described as
"tough and unforgiving" and
there has been an outcry in the

US. about the severity of Fay's
punishment. Former President
Bush, well known for his humanitarian efforts in wiping
out fleeing Iraqi soldiers, has
appealed the to President of
Singapore to pardon Fay.
It is unfortunate that the
crime situation in the United
States has gotten to the point
where the majority of opinion
(as reported in The New York
Times, Sunday April 17) favors
tough laws, on the lines of
Singapore's, if it would mean
less crime. I would suggest
that Singapore's authoritarian
system and harsh punishments are not the model for
U.S. penal policy.
Rather, we should-look at
places like Japan, where crime
has been significantly reduced
in the last ten years without
resorting to harsher laws or
violating human rights. This
has been done by making p0lice accessible to communities
in a more than institutional
way.
The issue of the humanity of Fay's punishment is legitimate. However, those who
are advocating a presidential
pardon for Fay on the issue of
human rights are doing a disservice to human rights by focusing on this issue where it
applies to Americans. The
world gets the message that
the United States is only concerned about human rights
when it comes to its own citizens. Also, I would propose
that there are far more worthy

recipients of media attention
for human rights abuses than
Michael Fay. If he had been
stealing bread to feed his family I would be more inclined to
feel sympathy for him. Human rights violations should
be protested in Singapore and
elsewhere, but Michael Fay
seems to be an unworthy recipient of this kind of attention
and it is arguable if his case is
an issue of human rights.
However one feels about
these issues, there are other issues that are of particular importance for Kalamazoo College students in light of our expatria activities. One issue is
about questioning the practices of cultures other than out
own.
Do we have a right to
impose our own views on
other societies and judge them
by our own standards? I have
no answer to this. This is a delicate situation where striving
for truth and justice are in conflictwith "cultural sensitivity,"
an idea that we v~lue at "K."
Ultimately, I favor truth and
justice over cultural sensitivity,
although truth should be
achieved for non-political motives.
Wherever one stands on
the Michael Fay issue, one has
to recognize that Fay forgot the
basic rule of respect for his
host-country. Also, one should
remember that Fay is being
judged in the same terms as his
co-defendant, another man
who is a citizen of Singapore.
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RAs take a swing at softball

Mara Bragg
Index staff
You're a Kalamazoo College Resident Assistant. You're
not on duty. What do you do?
Crissey RA Tracy
Stommen, K'95, carne up with
the idea of having an RA intramural softball team. Gathering the support of seven of
her fellow RAs, a first-year student training to become an RA,
and Harmon HaIl Director
Corey Harbaugh, she formed
The Vaughnihilators. In addition, the team hopes to recruit
another player: its namesake,
Vaughn Maatman, Associate
Dean of Residential Life.
The intramural season
runs from April 14 to June 5,
with the playoffs scheduled to
begin
May
31.
The
Vaughnihilators are one of
"K'"s 11 coed softball teams,
in addition to the five teams in
the men's league. There are
also tennis and volleyball intramural teams, as well as
plans for a Frisbee golf tournament.
According to Paul Blowers, K'95, there are more intramural teams this year. "But as
far as individual attendance,"
Blowers said, "that's been lacking. A lot of teams have forfeited games. We'd like to see
the teams show up for games
a lot more."

In a game against P2 The Third Coming, The
Vaughnihilators called for a
mercy ending after four innings due to low participation.
"We had like four people missing. It just hurt so bad. We were
getting crushed," said RA
Keith Morris, K '94. They lost
16-3.
Acccording to Morris,
the RA team's first hit of the
season was a sweet hit, but
their batter ran to third. 'Wff re
like no, wrong way," said
Morris" He tried to switch, but
by then he got thrown out."
Morris said he thinks the
team is just in a slump. "We'll
be pulling out of it anytime
now," he said.
DeWaters RA Sarah
Lyberg, K'96, said she joined
the team because it was fun to
do, but that timing conflicts
with her language lab make it
difficultto participate in all the
games.
While Melanie Struder,
K'97, is not an RA, she is going through the RA training
process and plays first base for
The Vaughnihilators.
Although Crissey RA
Will Sutton, K'95, hasn't
played softball since high
school, he said enjoys playing
willi The Vaughnihilators. "It's
f!In being with the team,"
Sut~cn said. He said there is a
distinct possibility that

Maatman will play in one of
the team's final games.
"Originally, I was going
to play with them," Maatman
said of Stommen's request for
hi m to The Vaughnililators,
"bu t I coach the little league
games for one of my sons."
The da tes for the Ii ttle
league games coincide with all
the dates scheduled for the K
intramural games except one.
"I'm going to give it a try,"
Maatman said, "what the heck,
it's fun."
Maatman said he grew
lip with baseball. "In the 50's
and 60's in small towns that's
what kids did, boys and girls
both," he said, "That was a
major summer activity."
Bascba 11 also served as an
activity for Maatman throughout his highschool and college
years."! could field pretty
well," Maatman said of his
playing time at Hope College,
"but couldn't hit the broad side
of bam with a bat."
Recalling traditional annual faculty/student softball
games from the past, Maatrnan
silid the sport adds a sense of
community to Summer Quarter.
Crissey RA Jill Ashbury,
K'95, previously played on
"K"'s softball team. "We're
having a good time out there,"
she said of the intramural
games.
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Intramural Softball

Stats & Facts
Name

Dorm

Position

William Sutton

Crissey

Right Field

Jill Ashbury

Crissey

Second Base

Tracy Stommen

Crissey

Center Field

Michael Boos

DeWaters

Left Field

Sarah Lyberg

DeWaters

Catcher

Keith Morris

DeWaters

Short Stop

Corey Harbaugh

Harmon

Third Base

Mike Pessetti

Harmon

Center Field

Tracey Parker

Trowbridge

Pitcher

Melaine Struder

Harmon Res.

First Base

SomeTeam*
Jerky Team II
Wet Basement
P2-The Third Coming*
La La Lobsters
Winnebagos
E. T. P.
GoodFella's
Midnight Tokers
The Knights of Knie*
* Teams in the lead.

A letter from Swaziland:
T -shirts display cross-cultural messages
is usually worn with worldwide. Jeans no longer tip
western style under- .the world off to one's national
Suzanne Baumann
pants. (Emahiya con- identity. It is what's printed on
sist of two pieces of the T-shirt that does this.
Index staff
cloth draped and
So what's printed on
tied strategically Swaziland T-shirts?
I imagine you won't
American flags, of
be surprised when I tell you across the shoulder and worn
that many Swazis have around the waist. They don't course. (Flags from foreign
really reveal much. However countries are a quite popular
adopted Western style dress.
T-shirt design all over. ReI almost feel funny callmember the one Admissions
ing it "Western style" since the
mailed you when you were
culture of the west has seeped
accepted
to "K"? With all the
through into virtually every
of
countries that no
flags
corner of the world today.
longer
existed?)
A very popuOkay, most often it's been
lar
shirt
in
Swaziland
is emblaoriginally installed there by
zoned
with
such
great
Americolonialism rather than by
symbols
as
the
flag,
the
can
choice, but it's become the
Statue
of
Liberty,
the
word
commonly understood culture
"hello" and the hundred dolof the shrinking world so the
lar bill.
west can't really own it anyThe American symbol
more.
most commonly seen, howThe university has beever, is the sports team logo.
come a training ground for
There's no particular interest in
young people who want to
American sports, mind you,
take part in this world, so in - - - - - - - - - - - - - - such an environment, most sometimes in town the older jllst the fashion. After all, evpeople dress in a way that men will wear animal skins: eryone in the movies and mudoesn't obviously signal their zebra patterned bikini shorts sic videos dresses like that.
Precisely because Southnational identity. On special match quite nicely and really
occasions, and sometimes just do serve a practical purpose!) ern Africans have little knowlWhat I'm trying to say is edge or interest in American
because they feel like it, a few
that
jeans
and T-shirts have sports, clothes designers can
of my classmates will wear the
become
the
appropriate uni- get away with perfectly passtraditional attire, the Emahiya.
form
for
college
students able styleS tllat are in no danBut even this, I imagine,

"Jeans no
longer tip
the world
off to one's
national
identity."

ger of violating copyright
laws. People are quite willing
to support the Detroit Giants,
Baltimore Black Sox, San Diego
Phillies, or the Kansas City
Dolphins by wearing their
names on their chests. There's
also a silk-screened jacket in
the stores picturing baseball

"The American symbol
most commonly seen
is the sports
logo."
caps, baseball bats, baseball
diamonds, and the words "Super Bowl."
Apart from being fashionable, ~-shirts are also good
for conveying health and development messages. The one
which lists the warning signs
for pneumonia is quite popu-

lar. Shirts supporting AIDS
prevention and birth control
abound (the slogan "Why create problems? Plan your family" still strikes me as kind of
mean, though.)
An organization promoting breast-feeding has come
out with a "breasts are best"
shirt worn by both men and
women of all ages (and for
those who prefer the Emahiya,
the slogan and its Swazi translation has been printed onto
Swazi cloth.)
Finally, T-shirts advertising Tam and Jerry: The Mavie are
very popular. Shirts with cartoon characters in general are
worn, but I mention this one
in particular because last year
I interned at one of the many
advertising agencies who promoted this cinematic nightmare. (Tom and Jerry tap
dance while singing "We're
Friends to the End," for goodness sake!)
I think to have a part in
producing an article of clothing worn all over the world is
something. I can't decide
whether or not, it's a good
thing, bu t it's something nevertheless.
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The Odd Sox don't smell
Greg Wolfe
Index staff
Listen to Frank Allison
and the Odd Sox live. h. a
crowded place full of llappy
people, if possible.
Frank Allison and his
crew are a little like Tom Petty
- they sound fairly good on
tape, but they're really fun
when experienced up close
and personal.
The band's clearly mastered the medium-gentle mellow folk-based rock sound.
Their music has catchy, toetappin' guitar, lyrical snap like
a good stick of chewing gum
and a dash of pure sunshine
mixed with silly laughter. I
don't usually like to dance (everyone says I do it wrong guess I'm just a gawky dog),
but I was tempted ...
Frank's got a rather
unique pure goofy charm and
personal charisma. I felt like he
was some sorl of human
Muppet -sort of like 'The Animal' with a better voice.
Don't count on great p0etry, but all of you vocalists out
there, he could teach you a few
tricks. Frank constantly
switches from an almost Elvisesque tone to a growl to a falsetto that reminds me of Tiny
Tim.
Finally, get drunk before
he breaks into a monologue,

they'd be much funnier then,
I'm sure.
Well, Frank Allison and
the Odd Sox rate about a 6 &:
1/2 on my scale (with Tom
Waits and Mozart holding
number 10).
They're worth the money
and good for the time, so catch
them ill Ann Arbor and get
yoU!:self a treat.
An Interview with two of
the Sox: Frank Allison, lead
vocals and guitar, and Kevin
Allison, guitarist, no relation to
Frank...
Me: "What keeps you
going?"
Frank: "Realisticallymoney. Unrealistically, it's
some impossible dream that
you try for, but you never
reach."
Me: "What'syoursource
of songs?"
Kevin: All your weird
high school friends."
Frank (who's smiling
that famous Cheshire Cat grin)
"Yeah. All those weird people.
You just have to keep your
eyes open."
Me: "Just out of curiosity, do you like Tom Waits?"
Frank: ''Y'know, that's a
funny question. When I was in
Russia, that was the only good
music. They had Ozzy
Ozbourne and Tom Waits - all
American music. Tom Waits
was the only good stuff."
U

Me: "If you became tonedeaf tomorrow, what would
you do instead of playing music?"

Frank: "I'd draw pictures."
Kevin:
''I'd own a
junkyard."
Me: "What's the emotion
you try to create through your
songs?"
Frank: "Happiness. Joy.
1 think you have to learn to
enjoy the simplest things."
Me: "What makes you
laugh, and what makes you
cry?"
Frank: "What makes me
cry? Hmm ... 'King Heroin' by
James Taylor and sitcoms.
Kevin makes me laugh."
Me: ''Would you rather
go fishing, be stuck in an elevator with Art Garfunkel or play
shuffleboard on a cruise ship
with a geriatric couple?"
Frank: "I'd have to go for
Art Garfunkel. I can't pass up
somebody famous like that."
Me: "What's the best
thing that money can buy?"
Frank: "Food."
Me: "I totally agree with
you on that one, man."
Me:
"Lessee, this
question's for the rest of the
band: what made you want to
be a part of this band?"
Kevin: "The main thing's
that his songs follow a
storyline. They make sense."

Ghost stories anyone?
Erick Trickey
Index staff
Most people haven't told
ghost stories in a while. It may
have been fun when we were
wrapped up in sleeping bags
in someone's living room with
three or four pre-adolescent
friends, but few of us have
heard a really good tale of the
supernatural lately, let alone
allowed ourselves to say that
maybe we believe in ghosts.
But Marion Kuclo's

Michigan Haunts and Hauntings
just might inspire you to get
the sleeping bags out of the
closet.
And if you're from the
Detroit area, like every other
"K" person seems to be, you'll
enjoy reading stories with titles
like "Grosse TIe's Will-O' -theWisp" and "The Snake Goddess of Belle Isle and the Oracle
of Peach Island." Almost all
the tales take place in what is
now metro Detroit.
Essentially, the book is a
more extensive, better-written
update of Kuclo's 1976 work

The Weraoolf of Grosse Pointe
and Other Stories, which was
published by a small occult
book and supply company and
is now out of print.
I have fond memories of
that book,.and not just because
I'm from Grosse Pointe. When

I was in sixth grade, I borrowed a copy from my teacher
and read parts to my little sister. She told the story of the
Red Dwarf-who appears just
before every major calamity
that befalls Detroit-to a sleepover party of elementary
school friends, inspiring terrified hysterics.
Anyway, Kudo, also
known as the Green Witch
Gundella, was for many years
Detroit's most popular expert
on the supernatural. She finished Michigan Haunts and
Hauntings just before she died
of cancer.
It's an excellent compilation of Detroit folk tales, some
centuries-old, some contemporary.
Kudo's writings retain
the feel of legend the older stories possess. The ghost of the
young woman waiting by the
shore for her sailor boyfriend,
the evil tavernkeeper and the
many ghosts that return to
keep a promise or to insist tha t
a promise be kept-all of these
are reminiscent of old ballads
and more well-known folk
tales, while grounded in new
details and in Michigan history.
But the modem stories,
in a way, are even more compelling, as they name people
from Detroit and its suburbs

who
recount
recent
par(lnormal events they've experienced.
For instance, a little girl's
imaginary playmate has the
S(lme name as a child who
uscd to live in the house before
dying in a car accident.
Or, a woman stops in
front of a Detroit house that
she's only seen in her dreams,
knocks on the door, and shocks
the people inside. "That's the
1V0man who's been haunting
our house!" the owner of the
house declares.
You could look at this
book in two ways. You could
sec it as a collection of the ou tlandish tales people tell each
other, like the books that compile and analyze "urban legends."

Or you could suspend
your skepticism and allow
YO lITseif to believe, at least for
,1 lillIe while, that the stories
I111ght be true.
"Try reading these tales
aloud around an open fire or
<It least by candlelight," writes
Kuclo in the preface. "Once the
right mood is sct, you may be
~urprised to discover how
readily others will share their
own ghostly encounters."
Michigan Haunts and
Haulltings by Marion Kuc/o, the

-:;rccn Witch Gundel/a. Thunder
'!n lf Press , 1992. $11.95.

Soundgarden
June 28
Wings Stadium
Tickets on sale now.
($18 at TIcketmaster, $20 at door)
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Lady Hornets sweep MIAA
Kalamazoo College
Public Relations
Kalamazoo College senior Jackie Aurelia of Rochester became the first player ever
to win four Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association
MVP awards last weekend as
she led the Hornet women's
tennis team to their fifth consecutive league championship.
Aurelia, a three-time AIIAmerican who is currently the
top-ranked singles player in
NCAA Division m, defeated
Hope College's Audrey Coates
in the top singles flight, 6-1, 6-

2.
Aurelia and senior teammate Billee Lightvoet, who
joined Aurelia on the AIIMIAAFirst Team, also took the
league title at No. 1 doubles,
defeating Albion College's
Rachelle Fichtner and Eva
Kopp in the finals, 6-3, 6-l.
Kalamazoo took top honors in eight of the nine flights
to finish with 105 points.
Albion was runner up with 77
points.
Alison Frye, a senior
from Greenville, and Eve
Halderson, a first year student
from Kalamazoo's Loy Norrix

High School, were named to
the AII-MIAA second team.
Frye won a pair of three-set
contests on the way to the
championship at No.4 singles,
while Halderson was impressive in capturing top honors at
No.3 singles and doubles.
Kalamazoo shared the
league ti tie with Albion last
season, butin 1994 the Hornets
posted a 6-0 league dual-meet
record, winning every dual by
a 9-0 count.
Dual meets and the
league tournament each count
half towards the final league
standings.

NCAA championships will be swarmed by 'K'
Kalamazoo College
Public Relations
For only the second time
ever, the Kalamazoo College
women's tennis team will compete in the NCAA Division m
Championships, to be hosted
by Kalamazoo College May 1(}.
16.
Kalamazoo, led by
fourth-year coach Yvonne
Hackenberg, are one of 14
teams selected to compete in

the Division m tournament.
The only other time the Hornets qualified for the Division
m tourney came in 1986, when
Kalamazoo finished third.
Kalamazoo, 15-5 overall,
will play Williams (Mass.) College in the first round on May
10. The winner will play second-seeded Washington & Lee
(Va.) University in the
quarterfinals.
The team tournament
runs through May 13, followed

by individual singles and
doubles tournament May 1416.
Kalamazoo College senior Jackie Aurelia of Rochester, Michigan has qualified for
the 32-player singles tournament for the fourth straight
year. Aurelia, a three-time AlIAmerican, also qualified for
the 16-team doubles tournament with fellow senior Billee
Lightvoet from Kalamazoo
Christian High School.

Hornets serve up a victory dish.

Men's tennis wins 56th
straight MIAA championship
Garth Miller

Hornet bats start off gunning
Ed Pasternak
Index staff
The 1994 Kalamazoo
College Baseball Team pulled
out a pair of wins early last
week as the Hornet bats finally
came to life and put the hurt
on opposing pitching staffs.
As reported in last
week's Index, Kalamazoo won
an 18-15 offensive showdown
on Tuesday against Grand
Rapids Baptist in Kalamazoo.
Clint Wagner (K'95) hit for the
cycle and drove in seven runs,
while seniors Chris Berkimer
and Steve Bastian combined
for seven more RBIs on five
hits.
The following day, "K"
split an away doubleheader at
Indiana University-South
Bend.

In the first game, the
Hornet bats rocked lUSB pitching for a 16-1 mercy decision,
called after five innings. Senior
Steve Bastian and Chris
Berkimer each drove in three
runs on two hits, while fellow
seniors Dave Best, Jason Cotton, and Matt Stapleton each
added two RBIs in the offensive onslaught.
Junior starter Andy
Hobik earned the victory as he
gave up only three hits and one
unearned run in the five inning
contest.
Hornet bats cooled off in
the second half of the doubleheader, and a mid-game lUSB
offensive surge managed to
give lUSB the 8-4 win. The
Hornets manufactured most of
their offense through six walks
and six stolen bases, but the

"K" students enjoy Spring softball with 11 teams; c0ed sonbaU threatens to be the most exciting season yet.

team could only produce two
hits.
Freshman Jeff Pierce received the loss as he gave up
three earned runs on five hits.
Chris Berkimer came on in relief and didn't give up any
earned runs in two and twothirds innings pitched.
Kalamazoo's only wee\:end action consisted of a 6-2
loss on Friday at Calvin. The
most significant part of that
game lies in the fact that Calvin
earned only one of its six runs,
thus indicating the "K" de ·
fense didn't play its best game.
Late word about a
doubleheader this past Monday, May 2 is that "K" dropped
another pair of lopsided contests at Calvin. This means the
Hornets still remain winless in
MIAA play.

Pholo by Jamie Kozma

Championships.
The national championships will be held May 1623 at the University of the
Redlands in California. This
poses a real disadvantage to
the Hornets, who are joined by
several California teams near
the top of the national
rankings.
According to Head
Coach Timon Corwin, the
team will be conditioning
themselves to the hot, humid
weather by spending extended
periods of time in saunas. '1
feel we'll be ready," said
Corwin
of
Southern
California's climate conditions.

We listen. We explain.
We're private.
We're aHordable.
We care.

The Hornets have also
extended their dual meet winning streak to 20, finishing
their season with a perfect 6-0
league record. Withe the regular season behind them,
Kalamazoo must now prepare
to the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)

• FREE pregnancy testing
Tuesdays & Thursdays 4:45 -7 PM
• AFFORDABLE birth control
including emergency contraception
(the "MORNING AFTER PILL")
• CONFIDENTIAL S10 screening
and ANONYMOUS HIV tesls
.5-YEAR Norplant and
3-MONTH Depo-provera
~ ANSWERS to your questions:
800-559-9093, ask for Education

PLANNED"
PARENTHOOD.
Of South Central Michigan
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Bring in the flowers
[titer to the Editor
There's nothing quite as rop1llIltic as receiving flowers for
00 reason. I like flowers.
Flowers are pretty and smell
good. They grow in the
ground with all of the dirt and
worms, which are from nature
and are therefore wonderful. If
I were to die right now, I would
want irises and forget-me-nots
at my funeral.
Flowers are useful, too. You
can use them to decorate a
room or a garden, as opposed
to rocks, which have no aesthetically pleasing potential at
all.
What would bees do without flowers? We wouldn't
have honey nor crossbred
flowers in all different colors
and shapes and scents. We
wouldn't have Valentine's Day
~fts or Christmas flowers or

Easter basket bouquets. flowers are important to everyone
and there should be a special
day to celebrate flowers.
On this day, everyone
would spread dandelion juice
on his or her face and pop
fireweed seeds on his or her
forehead. We would sing
songs to make the flowers feel
good and talk to them so they
will grow (because everyone
knows flowers grow faster
when talked to). No one will
be allowed to walk on the grass
that day and no one can eat
vegetables because all plants
have flowers. I think it should
be required that everyone
wear a flower on his or her
head to commemorate Violet
Day, which they should name
after me because I'm so special.

Sincerely,
Bekkee Violet

Response to flowers
Letter to the Editor
It seems that Bekkee Violet
has completely misconstrued
the purpose of flowers, and I
claim right now that due to the
prejudice she has shown for
this one type of plant, she is the
type of person we all cringe to
hear, a florist.
I assert right now that floware actually evil devices of
nature meant to lull us into a
false sense of security while
that trollop Nature is sneaking
behind us and planning anbig disaster.
Don't be fooled by the
bright colors and sweet scents,
in reality they are the smells of
Flowers are actually the
physical manifestations into
this dimension of a race of ultra evil mages bent on killing
humans in a vicious attempt
to gamer rating for Robin's
I know the kind all too
and I wouldn't be surif Bekkee Violet is an
of these evil creatures.
Rather would I pee on an

electric fence than smell the
horrid bouquet of the rosc. My
preference would be to grease
myself with pig fat and run
naked in a cage of raving pit
bulls before gazing in wonder
at daisies in a field. Much
more desirable would it be for
me to bury my face in a steaming mass of hot vomit before
buying flowers for a loved onc.
I say that the plants of this
world are no damned good.
What did we invent Agent Orange for anyway? Now is the
time for us to take matters into
our own hands, run through
the streets with weed eaters
and sheers. Take back the
flower beds of Kalamazoo!
Bekkee Violet is a dangcrous person. I remember her
now from the dreaded Tulip
Time Incident which is infamous in Holland. If seen, immediately douse her with
weed killer and call security.
They'll know what to do.

Sincerely,
Cliff Lampe

onse to response to flowers
to the Editor
It may well appear that I am
florist; I will not proclaim any
to the opposite, but my
friend, Oiff, has taken my
column out of context.
column was concerning
tnnwers and how useful they
to the population; it was
_ to educate the masses.
Flowers are not "evil deof na ture meant to lull us
a false sense of security."
never happens. I chalCliff to find one flower
lulls the public into a false
of security.
I suppose that Cliff's sophoattitude toward the enissue is the result of years
watching television. Everyknows that television rots
brain. How many times
you watched the infapoppy scene in The Wiz-

ard of Oz, Cliff? Or how abou t
Uttle Shop of Horrors? The media sends a bad message across
to any who will listen about
the evil tendencies of plants.
But I repeat, there are none.
His personal attack on my
integrity as a person was
wounding and cut to the quick.
I had nothing to do with the
Tulip Time Incident and his assumptions that I had are
unfounded and completely
untrue.
Of course, all of this will
have no effect on the louse-infested hide of a human that
calls himself "Cliff." Obviously he IS untaught in the art
of gardening. But what can
you expect?
50 to Oiff I say, "Get a clue. You
dm'tkrow. You'reno JOOi Knight"

Sincerely,
Bekkee Violet
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1200 Academy Street
Kalamazoo, MI 49006
(616) 337-7216
The Windex is the spawn of Satan.
It is published.
"It Will Be Earlier Next Week" .............. Mara 'That's Not Offensive" Editor ......... Ph Yaga
"It's Not the Ad Page" Editor ....... Amy Amy Cribbage Queen .................................... Beckie
"Make it Tight" Editor ....................... Blondie Jedi Knight ................................................. Cliff
"I'm a Goddess" Editor ...................... Lizzard "One More Tune" Editor ................... Beffany
"I'm Done" Editor ....................... Angioplasty The Funny Guy with the Camera ........ Edgar
"I Thought Men Wore Caps" Editor ......... Fu Paper Boy ................................................ Brady
"That's Not Funny" Editor ..................... Matt KAPLAN &: Howie ......................... AmyAmy
Brownie and Cake Woman .............. Deborah
Staff: No one you know, so don't worry about it.

Editorials intentionally alienate the general public.

Have you experienced shrinkage lately?
Fu ~e he Fu dldi
Windex Staff
The end of winter is quickly
approaching, and time is running
ou t for all "K" students to partake in the school's longest running tradition. For all of those
studentsnotfamiliarwith the act
of streaking (read: freshmen) it
consists of removing all clothing
on the steps of the chapel and
running down the quad like Brad
Pitt in a women's prison. The
faster you go, the more append-

that excess body hair is more
than enough protection. In fact,
several streaking occasions have
led to reports of Sasquatch
sightings in the Kalamazoo area.
One thing highly recommended for the first time streaker
is to wash the area between the
leg and the crotch. The equally
sharp Chem majors have noted
that it is a natural pheromone for
the sauirrels. The shrinka2e fac-

tor previously noted is limited to
two small but important areas on
the female body. The Fu Brothers have offered their services as
pertable warmers.
As much as we enjoy it when
the professors share the campus
community, we have this to say
towards recent professor streaking sightings: For the love of
God, please stop. No, we mean

Iiiiii'

ages shake and jiggle, and the
more fun it is for all those people
who only have the courage to
watch and giggle.
It has been noted by several
sharp biology majors that certain
pieces of anatomy tend to shrink
in extreme cold. Hence, the
bookstore is offering the "K" Peter Protector, nuclear fusion device which was developed by a
"K" senior and Dr. Evans under
somewhat cloudy circumstances.
Fl)r "K" women, it is been found

Quad squirrel attack prevention
Denna Evoe
Windex Staff
It's 9th week of winter quarter.·
Almost all of the snow has
melted. Doyouknowwhatthat
means? (Scary background music). Spring is almost here. (Even
scarier music). The beginning
of spring means the beginning
of quad squirrel season.
Those beady eyed furry creatures are scary things, especially
when there is an army of them
staring at you looking like they
are about to pounce, kind of like
ligger from Winnie the Pooh.
Well, there are some preventative
measures one can take in avoiding the squirrels this season.
Dcnna'sTopTenWaystoPrevent
the Quad Squirrels from Attacking You.
10. Don'tletthesquirrelsintimidate you. They are smaller than
a breadbox.
9. Be assertive when you are
around them. You can't run
away or else they might chase
after you. It is a known fact that
squirrels can out run people.
After all, they have four legs and
we only have two.
8. Do not feed the squirrels. By
fccdingthesquirre1s,theywillbe
in arms tength from you. Thatis
when they are most dangerous.
to the rule.

SAGA food sometimes acts as a
poison. Be careful as to what
SAGA foods you are choosing
when trying to kill the rodents,
some of them might refuse to
take the food from you. Make
sure you choose something they
like. (Hint: They are a big fan of
Fern's tator tots.)
7. Whenever you know you will
be around these deadly creatures
(Le.on the quad), make sure to
wear muted colors. If you wear
earth tones, you will be more
likely to blend in with the trees,
the leaves, and the grass, thus
hiding from those black little
beady eyes.
6. Wear protective head gear and
try to avoid walking under trees.
Squirrels can be very sly. They
are likely to have their stash of
nuts above you in the trees just
waiting for those naive students
to walk under them then ...
bang!!! You wake up a few minutes later sUrrounded by hundreds and hundreds of squirrels
ready to pounce. Protectivehead
gear can be purchased just about
anywhere especially at Army /
Navy surplus stores, or you can
choose to take the risk and not
wear them.
5. Do not either hang out or do
homewock under any tree on this
campus. See above fer exolana-

tim.
4. If you are so inclined, you can

carry a weapon. Super Soakers
just won't do it this time around.
After many years of Super
Soaker torture, they have become
immune to that. I would suggest
Frisbees. I mean, people are already playing Frisbee golf,so, instead of aiming at the next hole,
why not just aim at a squirrel or
two.
3. Do not pet the squirrels or aeceptthemaspets. Need I say more?
2. Do not invite them back to
your room to join you for an after class snack. Some of them
might look friendly, but watch
out ... as we all have leamed from
my favorite TV show Scooby
Doo,looks can be deceiving.
1. And that leads me to my last
point. This is the most important,
sodonotdiscountthisone. Donot
takebribesfromthesquirrels,they
don'twanttobeyourfriends,they
just want to take advantage of
you!!!! I don't care if the squirrel
offers you everything he has found
on the quad over the past winter.
00 NOT ACCEPT IT.
50, if you follow my advice, you
will have a safe and productive
spring, away from those nasty
squirrels this spring and summer.
And by the way, all of this is
easier said than done.

Windex
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How security deals with sidewalk chalk
So,fh O. Moore
vvmdex staff
Last week's sidewalk chalk
raised some very interesting
responses from the administration and faculty. Just to give
you an insight on how their
minds work, here's a few excerpts from their correspondence. Be aware that Index
policies regulate against any
obsence implications and language. Therefore these memos
have been appropriately edited. Enjoy.

-

From: Security Guard on Duty
(1:45 pm, February 23,1995)
To: Glenn Neville
Glerm, I saw a few weirdos last
night doing that chalk thing
again. They were yelling really
strange scientific and mathematical terms. Couldn't tell
wha t exactly they were saying.
Some of them had glowing
flares in their hands, I guess
they were using them for light.
I didn't think it was necessary
to go near them. Besides there
were more than what I can
handle alone. All I could tell
was that they were sure science majors. By the way, what
is the Right-Hand-Rule, and
what is Real Math?

- -

From: Biology and Chemistry
Department Heads (10 a.m.,
February 23,1995)
To: Glerm Neville

What in do you call this
Glenn? Can't your boys keep
the campus quiet at night? We
came in this morning and
there are huge drawings outside Dow and the rest of the
campus. Don't tell us you
didn't notice this either!!!!!!!

""
From: Art Department (12:30
p.m., February 23, 1995)
To: Dean La Plante
Marilyn, did you see that awful writing outside of FAB this
morning? Is it just obscene. Jt's
those science majors again trying to degrade the Fine Arts
Department. I really think we
need to make the campus
more aware of the difference
and importances of our individual departments. Art majors have been **** on more
than other majors these days.
Please make sure that you propose some sort of a campus
event to prevent against this
next year in Orientation.
Some of our art students
started crying today when we
asked their opinion of the
chalking. We will personally
try to get someone from our
department to scrub those
nasty things off the pavement. One of them actually
implies that Art majors have
their "own right hand rule."
Do. you think this implies
what I think it implies? I will

call you sometime today and
perhaps we could put together a forum for this in our
next Board Meeting. Do you
happen to know what the
Right-Hand-Rule is?
II

I

From: Economics Dept. Head
To: Math Department Faculty
Our students are very confused about the chalk markings today. Please let us know
if you can understand any of
them. If your students participate in chalking next time
please urge them to be legible
to the rest of the community.
And also, what is the RightHand-Rule?
........

II III

-

From: Mathematics Dept.
Head
To: Chemistry and Physics
Faculty
As I walked around campus
this morning, it was very encouraging to see how well the
students in these three departments have worked together
to reveal and educate the College. The collaboration of
thesc three departments could
surely dominate the campus
as well as this world. This is
very amazing since the facu I ty
members between us can
never really seem to get along.
Although, none of liS hilve
been able to figure out who's
picture is drawn oufside Dow.
Do any of you know that per-

PETP cries for environmental rights
Alexia and Bernice
Windex Staff
"If you cut a lettuce, you are
being awfully cruel," said Professor Malcolm Wilkins of
Glasgow University in the Detrait Free Press article, "Vegetarians are far from being cool as
cucumbers, angry professor
says." "Plants are sensitive organisms/' he added, "Where is
your logic?"
Wilkins said some plants
"emit crackling noises inaudible to the human ear
when they need water."
Plants are more sophisticated than people think, he
also told a conference at
Loughborough University
in England.
A recent REPOR study also
supports that vegetarians are
not as 'self-righteous' as they
claim to be. An undercover
agent/ spokeperson for the
PETP (People for the Ethical
Treatment for Plants), Redd
Yunyion, discovered that residents of the Veggie-Coop are
guilty of planticide.
A certain Veggie-Coop resident was spied hard-heartedly
ignoring dehydrated carrots'
pleas for water. Their audible
cries were ignored in the cruelest fashion. Asked whether
Yunyion enjoyed his work, he
replied, "No ... yes ... no. It's
hard to say. I want to prevent
further unnecessary cruelty
and treatment towards de-

fenseless plants. But looking
at the f1ipside of the coin, it just
tears my sensitive heart to witness such violence. It's very
demeaning to the nature of
these pacifistic plants."
Wiping a tear away,
Yunyion declared," I heard
them poor plants crying for
mercy, but would them veg-

peelings."
The only solution, supporters of PETP cry, is for vegetarians and carnivores to start
eating environmental materials such as rocks, dirt, etc.
PETP members have posted
signs declaring that "rocks
and stones may break our
teeth, but at least we're not

son?
From: Dean Marilyn J. La
Plante
To: Art Dept. Head
I have checked up on the
chalking incident. The students seem to be violently
against the Art Dept. and have
protested against its presence.
I also asked Dr. Wright in the
Physics Dept. about the RightHand-Rule. Unfortunately, he
refused to answer me because
he claims that education in
such matters would be bad for
Art majors. From his point of
view, the Right-Hand-Rule
can only be correctly administered by science majors and
should be limited to them.
1111111111111

"

lOll

From: Dr. Caldwell
To: Math, Physics, Chern Dept.
Heads
I have been puzzled recently
by what has being going on
around campus. I am sure that
the recent chalking has not
originated from language majors because of the elaborate
and expressive scientific terms
used. I'm sure our language
majors are not up to par on
such usage yet. And do any of
you know what the RightHand-Rule is?

- - --

From: Political Science Dept.
Head
To: Political Science Faculty
and Students
I'm sure all of you have seen
the recent chalking on the
campus. Please ignore it. I
would encourage you to not

read this material since it i
on the street, and it is a wel1~
known fact that we cannot
read and think at the same
time. Therefore, we are under
great liability from being
run-over by passing vehicles
In addition, there is no such
thing as a Right-Hand-Rule
for our departmen t. We have
long survived without such
exercises and I hope you can
do so too.
11111111111111111111111

--

From: Glenn Neville
To: Security Staff
Guys please be aware that
there is a lot of chalking activity going on on campus
these days late at nig ht.
These people are really crazy
and crooked. There are rumors that they are all science
majors, so be especialIy careful of smoke or liquid chemicals they may be carrying.
They all seem to have Navy
flares, usually of a red color.
And it is often known fo r
such delinquents to use calculators as a weapon. Do not
approach these groups unless it is absolutely unavoidable, REPEAT: Do no t approach.
And if any of you can understand or find an explana tion
for the Right-Hand-R ul e,
please explain it to the fol lowing departments:
Art
Economics
English
Political Science
Security
Thank you for your cooperation
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alendar change canceled due to wea ther

Rosa Menti
Windex Staff
An administrative decision
shocked the campus this weekend. It is not necessarily that
the administration made a decision, but the outcome of this
decision that leaves the campus in a state of shock. The
decision, encountered after
much deliberation on the part
of Ellen Caldwell, Vaughn
Maatman, Dr. Lawrence Bryan
and Dean Marilyn LaPlante
was the cancellation of the calendar change that was to be
implemented sometime in the
next two years.
While the students and
alumni are rejoicing over their
apparent win in the face of a
strong opposition, the administration admits its decision
had nothing to do with the
thousands of letters received
over the past few months opposing the calendar change.
The cancellation is due, in fact,
to the weather conditions that
have been permeating the city
and surrounding areas of
Kalamazoo.
After the ice storm of Febmary 27, Dr. Bryan decided to
take action. "Wecannotexpect
these students to engage in a

calendar change while there is
ice on the ground. Neither can
we expect them to study while
the sun is shining. Students
cannot consider change a viable option while the leaves
are changing color and falling
and the temperature is dropping. There is too much 0'1
their minds to occupy the
needed hours in consideration of the calendar
change," Dr. Bryan said. He
admitted to having had second thoughts about the calendar change, bu t he pu t
them off because of prank
calls he began receiving after
telling Dr. Ellen Caldwell
about his misconceptions.
Dr. Caldwell was not in her
office to comment on the prank
calls nor the recent calendar
change cancellation, but the
facilities management worker
who was salting the sidewalk
outside of Humphrey House
said, "There've been some really weird things going on in
Ellen's office. The light's been
on, but no one's home, if you
know what I mean. I suppose
if you really wanted to conjecture about the calendar change
and what it meant to her; I
would say, yes, I think she IS

really affected by the recent
tum of events. I would have a
psychiatrist called into her office."
He goes on to say, '1've seen
her running around lately,
complaining abou t the
wea ther and how it makes
people ill, especially in the

Due to the snow and sun and
other matters of the climate the
calendar change has been canceled.
photo bY Will Adams

winter, depression and everything. She said something
about implementing the calendar change even if she has to
do it herself. But, what do I
know? This isn't Watergate.
I'm not the janitor. I'm just
Vern, and I salt sidewalks."
The weather, which has
never bothered theadministration in the past, is due for a
change
anytime
now.
Puskatawnee Phil, famed
groundhog, did not see his
shadow on Groundhog'S Day,
February 2, so spring arrives
six weeksearlier.thisyear. FortunateIy, Dr. Bryan promised
he would not rescind his offer
to cancel the calendar change
just because the snow is melting. "I think that Mother Nature is very fickle. You may
have noticed this past winter
has been mild, but we're in for
a doozy any day now. I can
feel it," he stated.
The p,ossibility of the cancellation affecting housing is
close to none. In an interview
with Vaughn Maatrnan, head
of housing (or whatever his
title is), he said, "There will be
no problems now with housing and having to find housihg fer seniors bf{ campos. We

Little white beacon catches eye for brief moment
Alexia
Windex Staff
It was a cold and dark Fall
quarter as I walked to Severn
from Saga. I was minding my
own business when I caught
this little white beacon on the

ground near the natatorium,
flashing its brilliant whi teness
from the corner of my peripheral vision. Curious, I strode
over to this unidentifiable
crumpled obiect. Sep.ing as
how my eyesight was not in

An anonymous prankster put a pair of men's briefs on the tennis statue.
Photo by Bjorn Borg

the best of condition, I peered
at it so closely that it was a
mere ten inches before my
nose.
Oh, my I told myself. Lo
and behold, there rested not
Snow White, but a nice brand
new (well, at least to me) pair
of briefs. Mind you, I noticed
the little cute opening in the
front that so distinguishes a
pair of male huggers from
that of feminine drawers.
But that's beside the point.
Naturally, I was utterly disgusted. I mean, I wasn't offended that some weirdo decided to ta ke upon himscl f to
brazenly make known to the
entire campus wh:lt kind of
underwear hc uses . I Il1C<lI1,
come on!
What really knocked the
frills of my drawers was that
after, let's say, two days of remaining in one tiring and monotonous position, it disappeared! Finally, I told myself,
someone has taken action . Either the owner finally noticed
his briefs were M.I.A., or some
good fellow decided enough
was enough! Unfortunately,
my relief was short-lived,
thank you very much. A few
yards away, it rested ne<lr the
pathways leading to Severn
and Crissey.
Egad, man! Is it alive? Did
being exposed to the clement
of nature somehow bring
about some alien life to a p:lir
of decomposing briefS? NL'L'd -

less to say, that was 100 much
for me to bear. From then on,
I started to use the other walkway.
I thought this was going to
be the end of this, but I was
proved wrong. Walking to
class after an all-nighter, I noticed that the statue across the
courts was adorned in briefs!
Upon closer inspection, it
seems to be a habit thus far, I
noticed how thin and wispy it
was. I could actually look
through that sucker! Sadly, the
image of the male will be forever tarnished. It was shocking to my gentle nature to find
that the owner of this underwear was obviously a dirty
man. Even the statue looked
clean for heaven's sake! (Note:
Please, if you must be so bold
as to decorate 'art,' please
make sure the undies are
clean! It doesn't do much for
the statue and it sure as hell
doesn't do well for the masculine image of the entire male
population!)
What's the whole point of
this story you ask? The point
is, if you're going to display
some manly attitude, please
do so with style and finesse.
Next time, personify the ideal
male by using funky, creative,
nice-to-the-eyes BOXERS to get
your point across. Sure,
whitey tighties are funny to
look at, but for the sake of our
weak stomachs, could we be a
little bit more subtle?

were originally thinking of
building a dorm in the hill on
the Quad, but that didn't pass.
But, now that we don't have to
worry about the calendar
change dumping all 1200 students on campus at once, we
won't have to worry about
housing them"
Exceptfor a few students on
campus, the response was in
overwhelming appreciation
for the brave act of Dr. Bryan.
One dissenter, Ashish Patel, a
member of Student Input Calendar Committee (SICC), was
disappointed because "now I
don't have anything else to do.
I agree that the calendar
change s~ould be canceled because of the weather. It's cold.
But, now that my committee is
disbanded I have nothing to
spend my time on. My life will
be full of free time that I won't
know what to do with." He
hAs decided to take up basket
weaving and macrame to pass
the excess time.
Now that the calendar
change is out of the way, and
student life is back to "normal," the administration can
begin working on bigger and
better concerns, like balancing
the budget.

crimebeat
e following crimes were re
rted to Glenn Neville, hea
f "security," but we're reall
Qtsurewhy:
Dr. Peter Corrigan was re
rtedlost Friday. The victi
as last seen in his office
igging his way through th
ounds of old memos mut
eriqg .a,\X>uh~E7,.pa'per. !J.
tudent has any ipf.onnatio
pout the incident just re
ember not to contact Gin
ter.
Super Glenn Neville and hi
urity sidekicks caught th
ide walk chalk bandits th
ther evening. He lecture,
em for three hours abou t no
aking sense, new math an
tan "the Man" Rajnak.
Three swimmers were con
onted by an unruly mob 0
tudents with razors an
having cream chantin
omething to the effect 0
'neon green-shave i
lean!" No one was harme
n this incident, but the Ten
is statue now has a suspi
ious bowl cut.
Two students were report
dly accosted QY Dea
aPlante. She admonishe
em for stealing furni ture an
arrying it across the. quad 0
bright Thursday afternoon
he suggested next time the
se a car; it would be less con

Crimebeat Bo
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Hirschfield explores
white fear.
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Joe Brennan
Index Staff
Nineteen Kalamazoo College students recently applied
for a foreign study scholarship
which, in its first year, is already under fire because of its
links to the United States mili-

tary.
Criticism of the scholarship
comes from college faculty and
administrators, including
some at Kalamazoo College.
The main objection is that the
educational program is funded
by defense money.
The scholarship is offered
by the National Security Education Program (NSEP), which
was established by the National Security Education Act
of 1991. It was renamed the
David L. Boren National Securit}' 5ducation Act of 1991 for
the Oklahoma Democrat who

introduced the legislation.
Academics, including some
from "K", and several area
studies associations criticize
the NSEP because:
• students funded by the
scholarship could be linked to
U.S. intelligence, placing them
in physical danger.
• the National Security
Education Board (NSEB) ,
which includes several leading
defense department officials, is
making the policy.
• they feel it is inappropriate to use defense money for
scholarship purposes in places
where U.S. intelligence has a
bad reputation.
The concern about students
physical safety is based on the
idea that students may be mistakenly linked to U.S. intelligence, such as the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). Mark
Sloan, director of African Stud-

ies, said that he often had to
disassociate himself from U.s.
intelligence when he studied
in Ghana in 1989 and 1990 under a Fulbright Scholarship.
However, Mick Vande Berg,
Director of Foreign Study and
NSEP liaison at the college,
said that by simply being an
American someone is sometimes associated with theClA.
"It's an unfortuna te association," he said. '1 don't think
that the fact that someone will
take this money will increase
the risk. Not for a minute
would we be supportive of this
if we believed that we were
placing students at significant
risk or at greater risk than students are already in."
Another criticism of many
of these associations is that
policy is set by the National
Security Education Board
(NSEB), which contains sev-

Diversity Project Completed
Matt Sikora
Index Staff
Members of the Cultural
Diversity Coordinating Committee (COCC) delayed sending a final report to President
Lawrence Bryan to gather
community reaction to their
recommendations, but should
submit the proposal and some
responses before the end of the
quarter according to Dean of
Students Marilyn La Plante.
"We asked the president's
permission to take a little
longer," said La Plante, chair
of the CDCC. "We decided
there hadn't been very much
institutional reaction to the recommenda tions."
Although the committee
has posted copies of the plan
in Hicks Center and the residence halls as well as distributed recommendations to faculty members, La Plante said
she has only received approximately five faculty responses
and one student reaction. Responses have ranged from concerns about the wording of the
plan to issues of substance.
One response commented
that the spirit of the proposal
is inclusive to all cultures, but
the language of the plan favors
one particular group.
"There is a concern that the
language of the document implies multi cuI turalism, bu t
much of the language within
the document implies attention only to African-American
issues," La Plante said.

Other comments focus on a
section that states a goal to "enroll an African-American and
Hispanic student population
of ten percent in each entering
class."
La Plante said: "There were
some comments about that
saying, 'If we put those kinds
of numbers, does it begin to
move us toward quotas? Does
it suggest we would be satisfied if we got that far and we
wouldn't have to go any further?'"
The committee will review
suggested changes to the
wording of the proposal before
sending a final version to
Bryan. Comments regarding
issues of substance will be attached separa tely to the recommendations for further consideration.
The final report marks the
end of a committee process
beginning during the 1992-93
school year when Bryan
formed four committees to
study recruitment and retention of minority students and
faculty, campus climate and
curriculum. After each committee submitted separate reports in the fall of 1992, members of the CDCC studied the
proposals and combined them
to form a single comprehensive document.
The final report includes
recommendations such as:
• the formation of a CulturalDiversityCommitteeand
the creation of a full-time position of Associate Provost for

Multicultural Affairs to monitor the implementation of proposals
• a distributional rule requiring students take at least
one course in international
multiculturalism and one in
domestic multiculturalism
• the establishment of a
Board of Trustee Endowment
Fund of$16 million to provide
support to high-need students
from unrierrepresented ethnic
groups.
Bryan said that after receiving the plan he will meet with
administrative groups to discuss ways to implement the
recommendations, begin procedures for fnculty review of
proposed curriculum changes
and prepare a statement for the
Board of Trustees.
"The responsibility to execute the plans is going to be
ultimately in my hands,"
Bryan said.
The monitoring committee,
to be chaired by the president,
should be formed immedi ately, according to Bryan. But
Bryan snid the recommendation to hire a full-time associate provost remains to be decided.
"The recommendation of
the committee called for a fulltime associate provost to deal
with multicultural affairs,"
said Bryan. "I 'm not yet convinced that's full lime or requires part of someone's time."
Proposed chan ges to the
Confinlled orl

eral leading defense officials.
The board determines selection criteria such as country of
study, emphasis on language
and cultural study and other
factors. Critics claim that a
board made up of representatives from defense organizations should not be determining educational policy.
According to a memo written by David Wiley, Director of
the Center for African Studies
at Michigan State, the board
has not "consulted the specialists on the language, area, and
overseas study programs in
those priority world areas in
setting targets, goals, and the
programs." The memo also
stated that "the Program remains an operation of the U.S.
military with intelligence
agency participation on the
oversight board. No steps have
been taken to open the determination of goals, principles,
setting of priorities, and regula tions to public review."
A third criticism is that in
some parts of the third word,
U.S. intelligence operations do
not have a good reputation,
and accepting defense mQney
for scholar: y purposes in these
areas would be inlprropriate.

research in certain parts of the
third world feel that it is inappropriate that agenCies of U.s.
military intelligence have such
a hand in education policy,"
Sloan said.
Sloan, along with faculty
members Henry Cohen, Irv
Epstein, Kiran Cunningham
and Enid Valle, said they
drafted a memo concerning
the NSEP to other faculty on
February 3. In this memo the
authors wrote that no mention
was made of protests raised by
the area studies organizations
in the memos distributed to
faculty and to students by the
foreign study office. The authors also noted that in the
statement students were asked
to sign, no mention was made
of the detractors of the program.
Vande Berg said, "J don't
think that it is my role to share
that information."
Questions were raised
about whether or not the
NSEB's motive for creating the
NSEP is for the training and
preparation of future intelligence operatives for the U.s.
military. According to an article in The Chronicle of

Students celebrate
Black History Month

to light them. At Hoben, more
poetry was read and black history was discussed. The atStudent Commission held a tendees also sang the Black
candlelight march to honor National Anthem.
Then the group moved to
Black History Month on TuesStetson Chapel for the conday, February 22 at 7 p.m.
The Activities Committee of cluding ceremonies. The parthe Student Commission holds ticipants lit the candles, lisan event at least once a quar- tened to a reading from an
ter relating to something that Alice Walker novel, and joined
is going on on campus at the in a discussion afterwards.
The Black Student Organitime, according to Kate
Spangler, co-chair of the event. zation (BSO) was not directly
The decision to hold the vigil responsible for this event, acwas in response to the college's cording to Spangler, but Stulack of acknowledgement of dent Commission did request
Martin Luther King Jr's birth- that BSO look over their plans.
BSO also gave suggestions of
day, Spangler said.
good
au thors for reading selec"Since the school didn't do
tions
during the march.
anything on MLK Jr's BirthThe march was a comday, we decided to hold an activity to honor Black History pletely student-run activity.
Twenty-five people attended .
Month," she said.
According to one student in
The march started in
DeWaters Hall with an intro- attendance, Melissa Boyle, the
ductory speech. Participants attitude of the participants w ~ s
read poetry written by famous very favorable . "Everyone
African-American authors. seemed to really enjoy the
The original intent was to walk march and people were snying
to Hoben HaJJ with lit candles, that more events like this
Pase 2. but the weather was too windy should be held ," she said .
Janice Dropiewski
Index Staff
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NSEP scholarship criticized ...
March 9, 1994 Kalamazoo College

higher education. NSEP indiContinued from Page 1.
cated that it is open to finding
Higher Education, Boren a new title for students studysaid the bill provides the fed- ing abroad on NSEP funding,
eral intelligence and security replacing "NSEP Fellow" or
agencies more and better- "Boren Fellow."
While the program has critqualified foreign relations experts. However, Vande Berg ics, it also has supporters, who
said this was a clumsy way to claim that it will open up new
develop intelligence opera- foreign study opportuni ties for
tives. "I don't think that's the students and give much
intent of the program," he said. needed funding to previously
Critics want the NSEP overlooked programs.
The program is scheduled
moved out of the jurisdiction
to
give
out $2.5 million this
of the Department of Defense
and into the Department of first year, in the areas of:
•
undergraduate
Education, a recommendation
also made by Vice President AI scholarships
• graduate fellowGore. Officials have resisted
moving the program into edu- ships
• and institutional
cation, Sloan said.
grants
According to Vande Berg,
The money cannot be used
the money was originally appropriated under the defense for foreign study in Western
budget because defense has a Europe or Canada, which are
higher ceiling than education. classified as "traditional areas
Political maneuvering was of study." Supporters say this
necessary to get the bill should shift the emphasis towards third world and other
funded.
"Had it not been funded countries.
Approximately 250 to 300
this way it simply wouldn't
scholarships,
150 to 200 fellowhave been funded in the first
place," Vande Berg said. Joe ships, and 10 to 25 grants to inFugate, former Foreign Study stitutions should be awarded.
Director, said the program re- The undergraduate award is
mains under the jurisprudence for $8000 per semester.
According to Vande Berg,
of the Department of Defense
because it has to have some there are 19 "K" applicants for
angle which appeals to defense the scholarship.
The NSEP represents a
personnel.
of funding for students
source
Fugate also said that while
who
would
otherwise be unthere were some who thought
it was good defense money able to do foreign study. The
was being spent on education, program aims a large amount
some defense personnel op- of money at undergraduates.
The NSEP should draw attenposed the expenditure.
The NSEP has undergone tion to foreign study in
changes in response to some of underrepresented sites and to
the criticisms leveled by aca- foreign study in general.
One concern that both prodemics and the area studies associations, such as moving its ponents and opponents of the
offices out of the Pentagon. In- program share is that students
stitutional awards are sup- make a fully informed decision
posed to initially focus on regarding the scholarship. Inpeacetime concerns of the en- formation about the program
vironment, health and energy. and the controversy that surNSEP administrators also have rounds it was distributed to
consulted more widely with students who applied for the
individual scholars from scholarship.

p·aii/i§.eiii2_ __

A folder containing the
mission statement of the NSEP,
an article from The Chronicle
of Higher Education, a chronology of significant events at
the NSEP and the position
statement of the Association of
African Studies Programs was
placed on closed reserve in
Upjohn library, available under the course heading "Foreign Study NSEP."
While there are those who
will remain wary of the NSEP
as long as it is connected to the
Department of Defense, there
are those who see no problem
with accepting scholarship
money. Fugate said, "I personally do not see any reason why
anyone should not take this
money."
Adrienne Calderwood,
'K'96, plans to go to Russia for
foreign study. Calderwood
said she felt fully informed of
the controversy and that if she
is awarded a scholarship she
will accept it.
The Boren Act of 1991 created the NSEP, the National
Security Education Board
(NSEB) and a trust fund in the
U.s. Treasury to finance the
program. Originally, $150 million was set aside for the trust
fund.
After the original amount
was appropriated, it was reduced by $30 million by the
House and Senate Intelligence
committees in November 1993.
The program now, however,
can spend up to $20 million
from the interest earned on the
principle of the trust fund
money over the next two years.
According to Congress'
mission statement, it established the NSEP "to lead in
developing institutional capability and capacity to educate
U.s. citizens to understand foreign cultures; to encourage
their active utilization to
strengthen U.S. economic competitiveness; and to enhance
international cooperation and
security."

'Diversity committee finalizes
proposals ...
Continued from Page 1.

curriculum will be submitted for faculty review.
'1n terms of the academic
recommendations, I have
made a commitment to the faculty that I will take those with
my recommendations attached and submit them
through the normal process for
review of curriculum," Bryan
said.
"So those will go to the
Educational Policies Committee or to the departments first."
Bryan said he was "not necessarily expecting" that the
committee would recommend
the distributional rule requiring students take two course
dealing with multicultural
subjects.
"What I had tried to influence that task force [the curriculum committee] to do was
to insist that every academic

area wrestle very honestly
with issues of greater diversity," Bryan said. "But I am
very willing to look at it seriously and will do that."
Although approval from
the Board of Trustees is needed
for the long-term financial aspects of the proposal, the
group's consent is not necessary to implement other areas,
according to Bryan.
'The Board of Trustees has
already gone on record to support the college's grea ter diversification," he said. "So it's not
required to get their approval.
It's really to inform them."
Bryan said he is satisfied
with the overall plan but cautioned that some recommendations, such as the $16 million
endowment for financial aid,
may take years to accomplish.
"Overall I think there's a
consistency in terms of message," Bryan said. "I think as

long as we can make good sustained progress with the recognition that we can't pursue everything at once, 1 feel very
good about the proposal that
I've seen so far."
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Originally the NSEP was to
be overseen by the Defense Intelligence College under the
Assistant Secretary for Command, Control, Communicationsand Intelligence, but control was transferred to the Assistant Secretary of Defense of
Democracy and Peacekeeping.
The NSEP is now headed by
Charlene King, a former academic administrator and staff
member for Senator Boren.
The NSEB consists of 13
members and is chaired by the
Secretary of Defense. The director of the Central Intelligence Agency sits on the
board. Seven of the 13 members are federal officials, which
includes four cabinet members
or their representatives. The
remaining six should be appointed by President Bill
Clinton and are subject to confinnation by the Senate Armed
Services Committee. This has
not occurred yet.
The NSEB is responsible for
the setting of policy for the
NSEP, including determining
criteria for the awarding of
scholarships, fellowships and
grants.
They are advised by a 28
member board made up of representatives from higher
education. Fugate is a member
of this board. The board met
last December 6 and commented on policy issues.
To administer the awards,
the NSEP selected two nonprofit national organizations.
The Institute of International
Education (llE) is responsible
for "administering all pilot undergraduate study abroad
scholarships," as stated in a
memo from the NSEP.
The lIE is already responsible for most of the international scholarships and fellowships for education including
the Fulbright program, according to Fugate. The Academy
for Educational Development
(AED) will administer the pilot graduate fellowships.
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The selection process was
turned over to these two agencies to distance the selection
process from defense organizations. " Every effort has been
made to remove this process
from the government establishment and turn it over to
completely independent agencies," Fugate said.
Students who had previously indicated an interest in
study in one of the 'non-traditional' countries were informed of the opportunity in a
memo sent out on January 14
by Vande Berg. He also sent
out a memo to faculty on January 17 asking them to inform
students of the scholarship.
Applicants filled out a 13
page application form, provided two letters of reference,
wrote a statement of purpose
and provided a transcript.
They were asked to sign a form
indicating that they understood that the program had
both detractors and su pporters
and which outlined some of
the points made by both.
A faculty committee consisting of Vande Berg, Joe
Brockington, David Evans and
Fred Strobel rated the applications. They were sent to Washington for a machine scoring
and then to Chicago, where
they will be judged by a regional board and then returned to Washington, according to Vande Berg.
Presently, panels made up
of representatives from higher
education are being constituted by the lIE, the agency
who administers the undergraduate awards. These panels
do the final judging and selection of the award winners. Recipients should be notified
around April.
Undergraduates who receive more than twelve
months of support and graduate students must meet a na- .
tional service requirement, by
either working for the federal
government or in education.
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The tenth week blues
Yes, we have reached
tenth week again. How can
we tell? The panic stricken
looks of the majority of the
student body give us a smaIl
intimation. But more than
that, we at the Index are feeling the pressure ourselves.
With projects to create,
papers to write, presentations to present and deadlines to meet, it is no small
wonder we have survived
until the dreaded tenth
week.
In other words, we at the
Index empathize and want
to help our readers relieve
some of the stress. "How?"
is the next obvious question.
First, since there is not
much snow, co-ed naked
tray-lugeing is not an option.
Second, we realize that
teiling our readers to take
some time out for themselves is not always met
with the greatest response.
"WHAT TIME? I HAVE NO
TIME!" is the common answer to that suggestion.
However, the Index staff
wishes our readers would
take this proposal to heart.
After all, reading for eight
straight hours ma~ not be

entirely fruitful. Therefore, we
recommend ten minute breaks
for every 45 minutes of reading. What is done during those
ten minutes is at the discretion
of the reader.
Throw in that old Grease
videotape again and learn the
words to "Greased Lightning."
How about whipping out that
old Cujo nnvel received six
months ago which you never
had the time to plunge into?
Ever go to SweetWater's and
then come back and do the
doughnut dance? (That may
take longer than ten minutes,
but we're worth it.)
The point is, do something
for yourself, kids; chow some
of those sugar-rich delctables
to be found in your care packages. Yes, we all know that
exam week brings exam care
packages, those overpriced
brown sacks that cause a dilemma: do we tell our parents
that we really only get about
$2 worth of "study food?"
This confession could potentially result in having to watch
our friends do the infamous
package dance every quarter
for the rest of our college career, while we stand behind
and drool.
Even worse is when we do

get our care packages, we
are momentarily excited
and overwhelmed by our
bag of "goodies," but by
the time we get home and
have taken an inventory of
our food, we find that we
still only get one can of pop
and the same 01' candy
bars.
H we approach these
care packages like Halloween candy, however, maybe
some candy-hating souls
we know wiII swap their
Twizzlers for your Ritz Bits
crackers. If not, remnants
of the package will be
found during room check
out.
Also, we wonder if the
people tacking on the package slips read the sacred
messages. We can imagine,
"Oh look, I didn't know
Susan's nickname was
'Cakes.' What a dork'"
And we pray our parents
don' t reveal other embarrassing tidbits on those
message slips.
Nonetheless, we Index
staffers hope you get some
sort of treat for enduring
this "torture." See you in
line ... and don't forget your
package slips.

Proposal A: an ultimate loser
JEFF
HOTCHKISS

On March 15,
Michigan voters
will vote on Proposal A, a ballot
plan that will change the way
schools are funded and, at the
same time, restructure the
state's tax system, The problem with Proposal A, however,
is that it will severely jeopardize funding for the state's
schools.
The ballot proposal asks
voters to approve an increase
in the sales tax from four to six
percent per dollar to pay for
the state's schools. It would

initia te other tax
changes such as an
increase in the cigarette tax, a 0.2 percent reduction in
the income tax and
the imposition of a
6-mill tax on most
homestead property.
The problem with the proposal is that, if passed, it will
not raise enough revenue to
adequately fund the state' s
schools.
Anybody who is a resident
of the state of Michigan, or any
outsider who might take a
quick glimpse at the financial
condition of the state's public
schools, can see that money is
desperately needed to rebuild
our public educational system.

Unfortunately for Michigan
residents, 'the only way to do
this is to increase taxes. Governor Engler, the chief backer
of Proposal A, insists that programs can be slashed; big, fat
cigarette taxes can be implemented; and a two percent increase per dollar in the sales
tax will solve the educationill
crisis.
This approach is just not
feasible. Engler's perception
of the schools' funding problems is neither realistic nor reliable.
Take, for eXilmple, the PIDposed 50 cent increase per pack
of cigilTettes. What if, say, il
third of the regular smokers in
Michigan decide to quit smok
Contillued
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Edi torial Letters
Multicultural vision
limited by exclusions
To the editor:
We, the undersigned, are
,deeply concerned with the recent reports concerning
multiculturalism on campus.
While others may take issue
with components within the
documents, we are concerned
by those left out, in particular,
the issue of homosexuality and
gender.
.
At two points in the introductory material, we noticed
the use of the phrases "of
women" and "gender." The
specific plans wholly overlook
these areas.
Although we see a need for
policies to support ethnic and
cultural minorities, a coalition
based on skin color and regional culture can be called
"multiculural" only in a limited sense. The current committee may choose to narrow
the band of groups under consideration to allow for more
focused action, but the committee should then be explicit
about which groups are excluded, upon what grounds,
and what other upcoming forums will deal with concerns
of excluded groups.
Some aspects of the plans
are obviously not geared toward issues of gender, such a.s
scholarship funds and recruitment quotas. However, there
<1re a number of areas which
are of grave concern to homosexuals within the campus
community.
.
- Harassment: Whether verbal, written, or physical, harassment of homosexuals
should not be tolerated by the
campus community. Several
"out" membersofourcommunity have received threatening
and/ or abusive phone calls, as
well as graffiti such as that in
the second floor bathroom in
the Library, which reads
"Death To Homo's."
-Faculty mentors: the Bisexual/Gay/Lesbian community has no Faculty Advisor,
despi te its many years of incorporation in the GLBSG. Part of
the reason for this may lie
within the "Support Group"
nature of the organization,
which prevents it from engaging in political action. However, a mentor would provide
homosexuals with a voice
within the faculty to overcome
the "Silence," a term dealt with
below.
- "Silence = Death" remains
a powerful slogan of the Homosexual Equal Rights Movement. Yet without the support
of the institution, most homosexuals will go through four
years hiding their identities for
fear of reprisal, a fear based on
rumors and factual accounts of
abuse and harassment leveled
against openly Gay and Lesbian students. Without the
support of the institution,
these students will never feel
free to so much as check ou t

books concerning their orientation. How can an institution
striving for diversity uphold
such silence? By excluding homosexuals from discussions
concerning diversity without
providing grounds for this exclusion, the current committee permits the repreSSive silence to continue at the institutionallevel.
-Gay studies: Earlier we
mentioned "gender studies" as
well as "women." Although
women have the women studies department, and Gay studies are realistically in their infancy and largely centered
around feminist thought,
courses should be designed to
include homosexuality. We do
not "demand" classes based
solely on sexual orientation,
but rather request that the
policy of supporting as an institution, rather than solely on

Lesbians
Bisexuals and
Gays are not a
band of
pedophiles,
perverts or
sexaholics.
the basis of professorial initiative, the inclusion of gender
issues, and in particular homosexual issues, wherever possible. Thus, Gay and Lesbian
authors and issues would be
acknowledged in studies of literature, politics, family and
social issues, etc.
-Cross-Cultural Studies:
The dynamic interaction of the
homosexual
community
should be explored to inform
the campus about the members of these groups. Black lesbians have a different experience than white Lesbians, and
both of these groups do not
necessarily identify with either Black or white Gay men.
All of these groups should be
represented when possible,
rather than focusing on Gay
white men as the "norm."
As we noted earlier, the
most disturbing element of the
diversity coalition is its silence.
In a hostile campus environment, pride is often exchanged
for the illusory safety of silence. Lesbians, Bisexuals, and
Gays are not a band of
pedophiles, perverts, or
sexaholics.
As members of the campus
community, we urge the commission to consider the special
and hazardous pOSition of
these members of our community.
Geoffrey T. Keller, K'94,
et al.
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Abolishing white fear first
step in social change
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Say no to A ...
Continued from Page 3.

-ing over the next couple of
years. Sure, some smokers
will never quit, but when it
comes down to cigarettes versus money, I think it's safe to
say that a majority of smokers
will cut back on cigarette
spending, if not quit all together, before they pay $182.50
more per year if they smoke a
pack a day.
Engler also plans to give
away up to $500 million in tax
breaks that are aimed at shoring up support. Plus, to get the
proposal passed, he has promised funds that will be reimbursed to cities.
"We're going to have more
revenues than initially expected, and we can use that
money to increase spending or
reduce taxes," said Deputy

The call for seJfempowerment
ilmong blacks in the
1,15t issue'of the Index
by Jeff Hotchkiss is a
benevolent message. Clearly,
blilcks playa vital role in their
self-improvement and the revi til Ii Ziltion of their communitIes. Jeff is also right in thinkIng that "the minority population of this country cannot do
It on its own." However, the
role Jeff ascribes for white
people in the liberation of
blilcks is incomplete. He
claims, "Whites must work together wi th blacks to help promote and stimulate productivIty both culturally and economicillly among American
blilcks."
While [support this role for
whites as a vital step in achievIng racia I equality, I think Jeff
tMgOt to mention some preIrminary steps white people
must take before we make any
progress. Perhaps I have a
poor understanding of seJfempowerment (I didn't attend
1350's winter banquet) but I
wonder how empowered
blilck people can get when
white banks refuse to provide
them business loans, when
non-blilcks refuse to shop in
their communities, and when
non-blacks refuse to hire them
lor jobs.
Let's face it, racism is so
embedded in the American
Way that nothing short of a
rphilul of our entire social and
economic system is necessary
tor a improvement in our pathetic situation. And the first
nnd vital step in social change
I~ to purge whites of their irrational fear of blacks - the
('motional foundation for the
rilcially oppressive institutions
in the United States.
White fear allows some
a rmed police (pigs, if you will)
tt' terrorize low-income minorIty communities. White fear
forbids us from monitoring
these white authoritarians and
plmishing them when they get
too brutal. The unspoken justification on the part of whites
is that these brave men are
daily confronting one of their
grea test fears - criminally
prone minorities, especially

Treasurer of the Engler administration Nick Khouri. "We've
opted for reducing taxes."
This is an obvious attempt
to woo interest groups in order to gain support. The problem with promoting an antitax message and promising
that there will be a higher than creilSC."
expected surplus of revenues
The surplus of revenues
is that it gives a false concep- that Engler promises will not
tion to the voters that money be'there. There is not enough
is there just waiting to be ac- Illolley flowing in the governcessed.
ll1('nt nght now to revamp the
"The Engler administration state's school structure and at
and the Republicans arc COII- the same time accommodate
ducting an auction of state rev- other state prograrl\s and
enues to get votes for Proposal h<'.lUTOcratic necessities.
A," said Sen. John Cherry, D• Furthermore, the two perClio, a Proposal A opponent. Cl'llt sales tax increase is dis"This could backfire cruelly on proportionate and flawed.
the people of Michigan in the Rnising the tax on goods will
future when revenues fall Tt,b the consum~r unfairly.
short and they arc asked to L pper III co me families will be
swallow an income tax in- f',lring the same amount that

blacks.
This same fear of
blacks allows our
criminal justice system to cage (and
thereby dehumanize) thousands of
non-violent blacks
such as drug users
and dealers and burglars in brutal and non-corrective institutions. Many white
juries reach their verdicts in
large part on the basis of their
fears of the black defendant.
The reason I like the term
"white fear" better than racism
or racial hatred is that, while it
is just as damaging in its effects, it can less easily be displaced onto fringe extremist
groups such as the KKK.
While suburban whites can
easily deny that they are racist, can they deny that they are
guilty of white fear? How can
they, when they would more
than likely hesitate to answer
their front door if a black man
in non-designer clothing stood
on the other side?
I, like many others, might
feel a bit apprehensive about
walking around alone on the
North Side of Kalamazoo.
And I was shocked when a
white "K" grad mentioned
that she lived in the Chicago
commuity of Austin which has
a 98% black population and
never experienced any problems with her townspeople. It
wasn't until I Jived peacefully
in a low-income black community, in Austin, Texas, during
my internship that I realized
that white America's fear towards low-income blacks is
sadly paranoid and schizophrenic.
Now let me present an example directly relevant to
many of us past and future
suburbanites. In the city of
Portage (3% black) is a group
of subsidized (low-income)
housing apartments called
Milham Meadows. I was always intrigued by the fact that
very few blacks or Hispanics
lived there. Overcome by curiosity, I recently called the
place and talked to one of the
managers. After asking her a
number of questions about
procedure, I suddenly asked,
"What is the racial composition there?" In a shockingly
nonchalant manner, she responded, "we try to keep it
consistent with the surround-

ing area." (Portage is a white
city!) Realizing her mistake
she demanded, 'What are you
going to do with this information?"
The reason that low-income
blacks are deliberately excluded from Portage and other
suburbs and towns is the communal white fear that blacks
will bring with them drugs
and crime. Even more irrationally, white people may envision that they will get caught
in the cross-fire of a drive-by
shooting while watering their
grass. For this reason, white
suburbs pass zoning ordinances, which prevent low-income housing uni ts from being
built in their neighborhoods.
The effects of this exclusion
are severe. Low-income
minorites, even in Kalamazoo,
are often trapped in areas with
a high concentration of poverty where they are deprived
of a good education and positive role mQdels. In this way,
white fear is indirectly responsible for much black poverty
and crime.
For the intellectually oppressed, the reason that these
fears are irrational is that crime
and drugs result from a concentration of poverty. Children of employed black parents exposed to positive role
models have a very slim
chance of needing to stick
people up for drug money or
fight rival gangs for drug territory.
Some would argue, however, that white flight or the
exclusion of blacks actually
have rational bases. A white
family might not fear blacks,
but rather fear that their property values will plummet as a
concentration of rich whites is
replaced by a concentration.of
poor blacks. One solution is
the creation of city policies
which promise whites a compensation in the loss of property iiblacks move in. Another
is to mandate that each suburban neighborhood include a
few subsidized or low-income
housing units.
However, white citizens are
not going to support the idea
of poor blacks in their neighborhood until they are cured of
their irrational fears. Allowing
low-income blacks in the suburbs would make an excellent
complement to a self-empowerment agenda.

lower income families will be
paying when buying goods.
This system is too disproportionate.
If Proposal A does not pass,
an alternative backup plan will
automatically go into effect.
Though this plan would not
change the sales tax increase of
two percent per dollar, it will
raise the state income tax from
4.6 to 6 percent, the Single
Business Tax would increase
0.4 percent and a 12-mil tax
would be imposed on most
homestead property.
This would allow for a

wider range of tax increases
that would be more proportional to all citizens of all incomes. Second, and more importantly, more taxes would be
imposed, absorbing more
money so as to upgrade the
state's public schools.
Some argue that there is
nothing of higher economic
value than the valueof an education. If this is true, then Proposal A would destroy this
very ideal. It is based on too
many financial assumptions
and not enough solid financial
facts.
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Cook travels to war-torn Bosnia, offers support
Greg Miller
Index Staff
Sher Ferreil Cook saw a
news clip about a Bosnian
woman whose baby was murdered by a soldier shortly after the woman was raped by
the man. Cook has since made
several trips to Bosnia in an
effort to help its war victims.
Cook, the artistic director of
ballet theater at "K", has studied with the New York City
Ballet and in Russia, and for
almost fifteen years she has
taught ballet in the Kalamazoo
community, including "K" for
eight years and Western Michigan University. Cook was also
member
of
Ballet
a
Binghamton in New York, a
professional dance company,
but recently Cook set aside her
dance work to help supply the
people in Bosnia with material
and financial aid.
According to Cook, she said
she first became truly interested in the region approximately two years ago because
of a news piece she saw about
a woman who had been raped
by a soldiers and had a child
as a result. About a year later,
the woman was again raped
by a soldier as her child cried
nearby. Understanding she
could not stop the rape, she
only asked to be united with
her child afterward. After the
rape, the child's head was cut
off and thrown in the mother's
lap.
Cook's reaction to the story,
she said, was that life is sacred.
"People have digni ty.
When you are finished with
the person, you don't throw
them away," she said. Cook
and her students had previously collected food for the
needy and adopted a Latin
American child to help pay for
the child's education, but she
said she had to do more.
Cook said she learned at a
prayer meeting of a need for
people to go to the city of Split
in Croatia to unload a cargo
plane. She said she hesitated
because of the time and physical demands but linked the
opportunity to the news story,
and within a week of the meeting, decided to go to Bosnia.
In Split, Cook said, the
cargo plane never arrived. She
and her group went on to the
city of Medugorje, where she
met Nancy Latta of Company
of Peace. Cook said Latta took
her to the refugee camps of
Trebizet and Citluk, and
Capljina.
According to Cook, Nancy
Latta, a Canadian lawyer and
former New York model, and
her husband, Patrick, owned
Canada's
largest
car
dealership. The Lattas, unsatisfied with their lifestyle, sold
everything and moved to

Medugorje where they "live
like refugees" with no running
water or heat.
Cook said Medugorje is
very damp, raining almost
continuously, and since the
town is located in a valley,
"You're literally up to your
knees in mud.
"I saw first-hand what it
was like for these people to live
in conditions of war," said
Cook. "They have nothing.
They have what they have on
their back. And they're
shuffled from camp to camp.
They'll be at one camp for
three months and then they'll
be shifted to another camp so
that the camp they're in can be
vacated so more refugees can
come."
The refugees are supposed

In one camp she visited,
Cook said, 215 people shared
one shower and one toilet. She
added that one woman had
not bathed her child in the
nearly three months that she
had been there.
The Bosnians live without
water, food, money and without "knowing where their husbands, brothers and fathers
are, but they do have an inner
hope and an inner spirituali ty,"
Cook said.
In the city of Lybushki,
where Bosnians live after they
bombed out the Muslims,

During the first trip, Cook
said, she went to aid in the
humanitarian effort. On her
second trip, she said, she
"went as a spiritual social activist."
The week before Christmas,
Cook went to a Christian area
which was being attacked by
Muslims, the latter thinking
the Christians had let their
guard down in order to prepare for Christmas. "It was
very dangerous to go in," she
said. "And the UN offers no
protection. In fact, the UN
doesn't want any of the hu-
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When they
saw the gifts
she brought
for their
children...
they wept.
to be placed in homes, but with
1,000,000 of them, this is an
"impossible" task, Cook said.
She explained that goods
need to be personally delivered to the people. "People are
very generous," she said .
"Tons and tons of food and
blankets and medical aid ...
[get] to the city of Split and it's
bootlegged on the black market." According to Cook, anything not put on the black market is then burned so it does
not rot.
Cook said Latta had asked
her to collect Christmas gifts
for the children and to return
to deliver them.
On December 20, she returned with about 2,500 gifts,
"most of which were collected
from the college."
Cook described the site at
the Capljina camp, saying,
"These people were living in
abandoned railroad cars.
Their quarters were so small
that for them to eat collectively,
they had to eat outside.
"The night that I was there,
it was pouring rain." Cook
said. "And they're standing
huddled together with these
tin plates, with a glob of potatoes and a drizzle of gravy.
That's their meal, all they had
to look forward to.
"You see women who are
very pregnant," she said. "The
closest hospital is four hours
away and it's only for emergency cases."

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOWI
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

Cook and a Bosnian child

Cook said, 700 refugees had
moved into the camp the day
before she arrived. She said
she noticed the anger and
hopelessness there was different from camps where people
had been together for awhile
and had developed a "collective spirit" and "emotional
support."
But Cook said those who
are moved out of the camps
and into homes are worse off.
"They are truly forgotten," she
stated.

Plwto CXJllrtesy of Public Relations

manitarian aides there anyway. It's just one more thing
for them to worry about."
A Medugorjian aide agreed
to take Cook to the city, she
said, adding that the only English phrase he knew was
"Duck!" Cook said the road
they traveled was on the front
line. The Muslims "pick off"
people, preferring to shoot
children and humanitarian
aides due to the news headlines it creates, she said.
"We'd be driving along and

he'd yell 'duck: and, literally,
I'd hit the floor of the car, and
he'd put his head practically
through the steering wheel,"
Cook said. "When we'd hear
the bombing or the shelling we
didr.' t know if we were the targets or not."
At a bunker on the front
line, Cook said, she visited
men spending their third
Christmas fighting . When
they saw the gifts she brought
for their children, she said,
they wept. "They couldn't believe that somebody would
come so far to give them coloring books and crayons for
their children because they
had nothing to give these children," she said.
Cook said the trip to Bosnia
takes her 30 hours. She travels from Chicago to Prague to
Zagreb to Split to Medugorje.
On the trip at Christmas,
Cook said, she took nine suitcases. At Frankfurt, Zagreb
and Split, she said, authorities
wanted to charge her $100 for
every suitcase besides the first
two which meant $2,100 in
freight to get the goods there.
Cook said she did get out of
paying these fees at times, but
occasionally some of the collected money had to be used
for the freight charges.
Cook said she also took
medicines wi th the gifts bu t finally decided to leave them
behind for fear of having the
gifts and medicines confiscated.
To get groceries, people
from Medugorje must travel
the four hours to Split, which
entails crossing the border,
Cook said. On the way back,
they are charged hundreds of
dollars in tariffs on these basic
goods, she said.
On her next trip, Cook said,
she plans to take medical supplies and underwear. The
people also need money since
their national currency is not
being used now, she said, adding that they use the dollar and
the German mark.
Cook said she plans to
sponsor a campus drive for
underwear. She will also accept cash, some of which will
be used to buy needed supplies, like underwear and the
gifts, and some of which will
be given directly to the people.
"Basically what they need is
the money to buy flour, sugar
and oil," she said.

Faculty art show "astounding"
Christina Wooton
Index Staff
March 10 marks the end of
the Faculty Art Exhibit in the
Fine Arts Gallery.
Members of the Art Department have shown their work
since February 21. Tim Rice,
Assistant Professor of Art, exhibi ted two of his oils.
First year art student
Monique Labadie said, "Tom
Rice's use of emotion was
shocking and definitely made
commentary on our society. I
thoug ht Bernard Palchick's

works were astounding. His sculptures in metal.
Overall, the reviews were
technique for creating the
grain on the wood in his pic- excellent, although Kasandra
tures was amazing." Palchick, Soles noted, "It was interestDivision Chair of Fine Arts, ing, bu t I expected more artists
from outside the department."
displayed his watercolors.
Beginning March 28, the
His wife, Lisa Palchick,
who is the Associate Director Fine Arts Department will be
for Media Services, also dis- displaying Senior Individualized Projects in the Gallery and
played her watercolors.
in
the display case.
Adjunct Professor of Art,
On
April
10, The
David H. Curl used computer
imaging on a few of his pho- President's Fine Arts Series
tos to complete his displayed Reception will begin to show
an assortment of these SIPs.
photography collection.
Marsha Wood, Art Profes- The complete series will be dissor, exhibited three of her played on May 15, 22 and 23.
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SuperlTIan update: a
kinder, gentler Man of St~el
Jamie Kozma
Photo Editor

Reality does bite
Katie Lowrie
Index Staff
In the film Reality Bites, director Ben Stiller and screenwriter Helen Childress prove
to be an effective screen-writing team as they tackle the
questions, concerns, and outlooks boggling the hearts and
minds of a handful of
twentyish post-graduates.
The film focuses upon the
idiosyncrasies of four people.
First, there is Lelaina (Winona
Ryder), valedictorian of her
university who is intent on
documenting her friends on
film and capturing the results
. of being raised in the 80's atmosphere of TV sitcoms, dysfunctional families and other
societal problems.
Next there is angry Troy
(Ethan Hawke), lead singer in
a band, who is so accustomed
to his patterns of resentment
and meaningless flings that he
can't bring himself to drop the
act long enough to get his balance and actualize his feelings
for Lelaina.
Sammy (Steve Zahn) is a
nice guy who happens to be
homosexual and has recently
informed his parents of this
aspect of his life. His big wish
sadly enough is, "to be let back
in the house." He acts as a
calming influence throughout
the film.
Finally there is Vickie

(Janeane Garofalo), a GAP
manager who is leery of marriage because it sickens her to
know that her "mother goes to
the bathroom with the door
open" in front of her father.
She is also convinced that her
"passionate" life wi11 end with
AIDS.
The intention on the part 0;
Childress and Stiller it seems,
is to pelt the viewer with the
inescapable inconsistencies of
life via a ca thartic screen circus.
Characters are feeling on
screen what most have felt off
screen. It is a comedy about
friendship, love and transformation.
Within that comedy, however, an ironic tragedy exists.
Is the heart something to be
caulked in the hopes of avoiding hurt or is it more important
to brave the risks of loving, losing, feeling and growing so as
to experience Ii fe's rna n y
realms in their entirety?
"I don't understand why
things can't go back to normal
at the end of the half-hour like
The Brady Bunch," sighs a mental1y and emotional1y drained
Lelaina. "Because," explains
Troy, "Mr. Brady died of
AIDS."
At the center of the film,
one is reminded that reality
does smack us in the face once
in a while. It urges viewers to
have some remnant of compassion in a relatively

A couple months ago,
Kevin Houldsworth gave us
an update on the X-Men. Unlike Kevin, however, I've never
been too impressed by the Uncanny ones. I can't help but see
them as goofy super-mutants
111 unnecessarily flashy costumes.
My real love has always
h('('n The "World's Biggest Boy
Scout"- Superman. So what
if he wears red, white and blue
when [ can't abide by patriotism? So what if, as a white
male, he's probably reinforcing
the stereotype of the white
male as the universal standard
lor all humanity? So what if
Ill' recently started wearing his
h.lir like Billy Ray Cyrus? He's
jll st such a nice guy. And he's
cute
Al so, the four Superman
books (S uperman, Adventures of
::i l/ pemran, Action Comics, and
;'l/rlennnn the Man of Steel) are
a bou t the only comics I know
with a real storyline and a cast
of fairly real characters. It's not
that I wouldn't like female
chi1Tacters such as Lois Lane,
Ca t Crant, and Maggie Sawyer
t(l have slightly bigger roles,
bll t compared to the rest of the
comic book industry, they're
doi ng grea t. Actually, the Superman titles are pretty liber<ltl'd in general. AfricanAmericans, lesbians, women
a nd the homeless actually get
rolcs that go at least a little way
heyond tokenism.
For those readers who have
g<lined all their knowledge of
Superman from the old and
new TV shows, those awful
80's movies or even childhood
comIc book readings, I'd better fill in some recent plot
ch.lI1ges. [n the mid 1980's DC
comics started a massive campaign of simplifying and
(hopefully) improving their
hooks. They did away with
slIch su pergrou pies and extraneous superparaphernalia as
Supergirl,
Krypto
the
511perdog, Streaky the
Su perca t,
Comet
the
511 perhorse, Beppo the

Supermonkey (I am NOT making this up), the Phantom Zone
Villains,
the
bottled
Kryptonian ci ty of Kandor, the
youthful adventures of
Superboy and Superbaby, and
various strange colors of
Kryptonite with their corresponding weird effects on Superman.
At the same time, DC
modified the character of Superman in a couple of ways.
First, they toned down his
powers. Let's face it, if Superman can do absolutely anything, it's just not fun anymore.
Second, they decided that
Clark Kent would no longer
act like a mild-mannered geek.
At the time, they described the
new Clark as something to the
effect of, "An '80' s kind of guy
who might enjoy a glass of
white wine." Now he's a successful novelist and a wellknown reporter.
In the past three or so years
there have also been some major plot developments that deserve mention. For one thing,
Clark Kent and Lois Lane got
engaged, and a few months
later Clark told Lois he was
Superman. I say bravo. I never
understood how she didn't figure it out on her own though.
Also, Lex Luthor (the evil
bald guy) faked his own death,
cloned himself a healthy new
body with a full head of long
red hair, claimed to be his own
son, and took over his huge
business empire once more.
Third, they brought
Supergirl back. Who knows
why?
Then the biggie: Supes died
and came back to life. It would
be far too hard to explain how
he managed this. Suffice to say
that the explanations were
pretty contrived. !feel thatit's
best to forget about it.
In the past few weeks, plot
developments have been as
follows: Superman returns
from being lost in space to discover mayhem in Metropolis.
The Underworld dwellers
(freakish clones created by
Cadmus Labs' mad scientist
Dabney Donovan and who
live in the sewers of Metropo~

lis) declare war on the evil
Cadmus Labs because they
think Cadmus is using germ
warfare to kill them off. After
some bloodshed, everybody
makes up.
However, the Underworlders aren't the only clones
that are getting sick. Lex
Luthor is also becoming weak
and emaciated and losing his
hair. Could the illness be
linked?
During an experiment to
try to determine the cause of
his illness, Luthor accidentally
creates a clone of Superman
who turns into a new version
of a character who's been
around since the '60'sBizzarro, the evil opposite of
Superman. Bizzarro kidnaps
Lois Lane and authorities
think Superman himself did it.
Superman's powers have been
mysteriously increasing for the
past few issues, and since he's
unused to his enhanced powers, he's unable to find Lois.
Not to fear, she manages to
get away by herself. Bizzarro
then flees to Superman's
hometown in Kansas and harasses Clark's teenage sweetheart, Lana Lang. When finally confronted by the real
Superman, he screams and
falls down (apparently) dead.
Of course he comes back to
life only to be kidnapped by
Lex Luthor and then killed
during an experiment trying to
cure Luthor's mysterious illness. An enraged Lois Lane
rips the helmet off of the Team
Luthor minion who did the
killing and is shocked to see a
completely bald Lex Luthor
behind the mask.
In the next few weeks, we
can expect to see Lois Lane discover that Lex Luthor II is really Lex Lu thor I, and
Superman's powers mutate
completely out of contro\. Or
if you can't make it out to the
comic book store for all this
excitement, you could content
yourself with ABC's not-toobad "Adventures of Lois and
Clark" TV show, or the everwonderful reruns of "The Adventures of Superman" on
Nick at Night.

............................
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compassionless world. We
watch Troy and Lelaina hurt
ilnd manipulate one another
ilnd we ache because we our· •
~l'I y('s have been the sayers of :
su ch words or the doers of
such actions. Troy's rendition •
of the Violent Femme's "Day
After Oily" sung to Lelaina and
the motivations behind it
makes one wince.
Cr,1I1ted, there are cliches
.1 nd
stereotypes strewn
throughout this film. What
nCMI y makes up for it is
Childress' pointed dialogue
.1 nd crisp observa tions on men
<lnd women. All characters are
st ri vi ng to reach economic stability and independence-to
Icel useful, productive and •
content. Or as Vickie puts it, •
to confront "old ideas of good :
al1(~ evil" and make revisions
Iwhere appropriate.
"

•
•
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Schindler's list shows landscape of human spirit
Kevin Houldsworth

Index Staff

It's a movie that had to be
made.
Steven Spielberg's latest
film Schindler's List is one of
many films that have been released in the past few months
concerning topics that some
may consider "too serious" for
their viewing pleasure. This
three-hour plus film delivers
more than an account of the
atrocities committed during
the Holocaust. Schindler's
Ust displays not only the brutal massacre of European Jews
at the hands of the Nazi regime, but also the undying
spark of human compassion
and the triumph of the human
spirit in the face of seemingly
insufferable conditions.
Schindler's Ust is the true

story of Oskar Schindler, a introduced to a number ofJewmember of the Nazi party and ish characters and their famia powerful, yet deviously lies, we are given little backcrafty businessman. With the ground as to their lives before
initial intention of exploiting the Holocaust and the nature
Krakow's "expendable" Jew- of their personalities. Their
ish labor force, Schindler's re- faces are familiar to us, but
lationship with his Jewish hire- aside from certain personality
lings is at first a bond enforced traits, they are kept at a disthrough his greed, but as the tance. The audience is freed
film progresses, evolves into from the mistaken notion that
something much deeper. He what is happening in the
comes to view them as people graphic footage of the film is
restricted to a specific, limited
whose lives must be saved.
Because "skilled" Jews are number of victims.
Yet at the same time, we
kept around to serve as
manual labor, Schindler uses come to recognize basic details
the factory to protect certain in the lives of the Jews whose
Jews by employing them. It is lives are featured in the film,
only by literally buying the and we are able to identify
Jews from the Nazis that with their struggle through the
Schindler is able to save over a tenuous rapport that develops
thousand men, women and between the characters and the
children from the death camps. audience.
Filmed in black-andAlthough the audience is

white, the cinematic effects
and angles of the photography
lend symbolic effects to the
film. The lack of color simultaneously contributes to the
despondency of the Holocaust
and to the historical quality of
the film. We are granted a
rather brief glimpse of one of
humanity's saddest hours.
The ending of the movie is
possibly the delivering moment for some audiences and
the film's downfall for others.
In a moving scene in which
Schindler faces the hundreds
of Jews whom he has saved
after the liberation of the
camps, Neeson displays an intense level of compassion and
emotion. After having spent
every cent of his wealth in the
preservation of his workers'
lives, Schindler looks among
his material possessions - his

luxury car and his Nazi gold
pin - and moans in anguish,
"With this pin .. J could have
saved one more ...at least one
more ... "
For some viewers, such an
emotional display is inconsistent with Schindler's robust,
business-minded character. I,
however, see the scene as a
poignant and well-deserved
showing of human emotion
that reveals more of the landscape of the human spiri t than
anger, hatred and fear.
In any case, Schindler's List
is a well-presented film that, as
Spielberg and his associates
would attest, was not created
for commercial means and entertainment as much as for
human understanding. It is a
remembrance of a chapter in
our recent past that we can't
allow to be forgotten.

Antigone delivers timeless message
Jerry Craft
Co-layout Editor
As the audience left Balch
Playhouse on Friday, March
25, it was markedly apparent
that Director J. Stephen Crosby
has succeeded in getting his
message across to them.
The audience watched with
sudden realization that the action on stage was a reflection
of what is happening in
today's society. Loyalty to
one's country, repression of
peoples, and issues of justice,
all found places on the nation's
television screens lately.
Through the use of Jean
Anouilh's adaptation of the
3000 year old play, Antigone"
Crosby was able to delve
deeper into the issues of repression in a tyrannical society.
Anouilh's originally wrote
the play during the time of the
French Communist regime
during World War II, which
accounts for many of the political symbols emphasized in
this production .
Western Michigan University senior Jennifer Ely Plants'
portrayal of Antigone, the
daughter of ousted King Oedipus, helped bring many of the
political issues dealt with during the play to light. Antigone
choose to die rather then to
give into the bold faced regression of her uncle Creon, the
new klllg.
Creon would not allow
Antigone's brother to be buried due to the fact that he lead
a rebellion against him and his
new regime. During that time,
it was believed that if one was
not buried, then his or her
spirit would never be able to
find rest. Morally repulsed by
this, Antigone attempted to
bury her brother. This went
against royal dictum and
brought her into conflict with
Creon.
Creon, played by WMU senior Michael Hays, was confronted with a dilemma: hedid
not want Antigone to die because he knew that it may
spark a revolution, but at the
same time he did not want to
bury Antigone's brother for the
same reason. Ultimately, he

chose to put Antigone to death.
Hays' performance showed
Creon's willingness to give up
everything in the name of
keeping this new social "order", including the death of his
brother Oedipus, his wife
Eurydice played by Classics
Professor Gina Soter, and his
son Haemon played by junior
Jasen Schrock.
The audience was kept
abreast of the actions of the
play through the use of a Greek
chorus. In an effort to constantly remind the audience
that the actions taking place in
this show could happen at
anytime in history, this group
was clothed in present day attire. Further enhancing this
idea was the casting offoreign
students to represent a wide
array of different cultures and
ideas.

The chorus was able to set
an incredibly fast pace for the
show, thereby not allowing the
plottogetcaughtintothesnag
of moving too slowly.
Other factors contributing
to the shows success included
thedecisionofCrosbyandscenic designer Larry Jaquith to
tum Balch Playhouse into the
theater of the round, rather
then the using the normal
thrust stage. This decision allowed chorus members to play
to all parts of the house, making the entire audience feel a
part of the production.
Other pluses inc! uded
Rebecca Shouse's costume design and Tim Fuller's lighting
plot. Both elements helped
create a timeless quality to the
show, encouraging the audience to place the actions into
their own time frame.

SPORTS-------------pa~ge8~

Men's Hoopsters
capture winning season
Christine Perry
Sports Editor
Kalamazoo College's men's
basketball team recorded a 20win season for only the second
time in the school's history, finishing their season 20-7. The
only other time the Hornets hit
the 20-win mark in the 87 year
history of the program came
during the 1921-22 season
where they finished 22-3.
For the second time in three
years, the Hornets made it to
the finals of the MIAA Tournament.
In opening round action,
Kalamazoo defeated Adrian
College,79-68. Senior Jon Njus
scored 17 points and senior
captain Jeff VanderWiere
added 14. The Hornets led
only 40-39 at halftime but their
defense limited Adrian to 33
percent shooting in the second
half, defeating Adrian for the
third time this season.
In the semifinal round,
Kalamazoo rebounded from a
17 point deficit to defeat Hope,
67-62. The Hornets defeated
the Flying Dutchmen for the
first time this season.
Kalamazoo trailed 38-21 in the
first half, but outscored Hope
in the second, 42-24. The Hornet defense prevailed in the
second half, restraining Hope
to 28 percent shooting.
Kalamazoo took the lead with
a pair of free throws by sophomore Jeremy Cole. Cole led
The Hornets with 21 points,
while Njus captured 15 and
junior Tarik Lester added 12.
Tn the finals. MTAA re21.Ilar
season champ 'Calvin College
defeated Kalamazoo 80-59.
The Hornets had a rough start.
Calvin led the first half 42-18.
Although
the Hornets
outscored Calvin in the second
half, 41-38, they were unable to
recuperate from their initial
poor showing.
VanderWiere
lead
Kalamazoo with 16 points,
Lester scored 13 and Njus
added 11.
Calvin, which received an
automatic bid as the winner of
the tournament, was the only
league team to make the

NCAA tournament.
Three Kalamazoo players
were recently named to the
All-Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association Teams.
Njus, a guard, and Cole, a
forward, are among the eight
players on the 1994 All-MIAA
First Team. VanderWiere, a
center, is a member of the A1lMIAA Second Team.
Njus is a member of the allconference squad for the second straight year. He averaged
16 points per game and broke
the school record for threepoint field goals in a season
(64) and career (158). Njus finished his career with 1,128
points, putting him 11 th on the
school's all-time scoring list.
Cole earned all-league honors for the first time. He led
the team in scoring (16.1 points
per game), assists (4 per game)

and steals (1.9 per game) and
ranked second in team rebounding (4.8 per game). Cole
led the league in assists and
ranked among the top five in
scoring, field-goal percentage
and steals.
VanderWiere,
led
Kalamazoo in rebounding (7.7
per game) and averaged 12.1
points per game. He also set a
school record for field-goal
percentage (124 of 189) with
65.6 percent.
Additional awards honored Njus who received "Most
Valuable Player,"
while
VanderWiere earned defensive
and rebounding awards.
Junior Corey Dean is slated
to be the 1994-95 captain. Cole,
who made the All-District
team, will find out this month
if he is on the Academic AllAmerican Team.

Photo by Todd Wickersham

Tennis: on the road again
Bowling Green. Five of the six in each of the past three seamatches against Bowling sons.
Kalamazoo is planning for
green went to three sets. Juntheir
annual southern trip inKalamazoo College's men's ior Jason McKinney was the
cluding
play in the States of
only
player
to
win
in
straight
tennis team opened its season
Tennessee,
Georgia and South
sets.
last week agains NCAA DiviCarolina.
Tri-captains
senior
Seth
sion I squads, Bowling Green
Kalamazoo
College's
State University and the Uni- Denawetz, and juniors Adam
women's
tennis
team
opens
Afridi
and
Ryan
Kaltenbach
versity of Toledo.
their
season
against
Oakland
led
the
matches.
Senior
Andy
Directed by first year coach
TIm Corwin, the Hornets trav- Alaimo, juniors McKinney and UniverSity Friday, March 11,
elled to Ohio for an indoor con- Paul Bozyk and freshman Pat 6:00 p.m. at Markin.
Senior captain Jackie
test against Toledo, February Noud also had strong perforAurelia
said, "This year's team
mances.
25. Then on February 27
has
talented
freshmen. They
The
Hornets
are
ranked
secKalamazoo hosted Bowling
will
provide
the
depth to make
ond
in
the
Intercollegia
te
TenGreen State University.
us
a
strong
team,"
UK" captured two victories nis Association preseason
The women are also particiby sweeping their opponents. rankings, trailing University of
pating
in a spring trip.
California-Santa
Cruz,
whom
Kalamazoo opened the season
Women's
Nationals will be
they
have
defeated
in
the
with a 7-0 victory at Toledo
held
in
Kalamazoo
this spring.
NCAA
Division
nr
team
finals
and took a 5-4 decision over

Christine Perry
Sports Editor

work.
BRITAIN
student exchange employment program

campus presentation
speakers from London

Tuesday March 8, 4:00 pm
Career Development Center, Reference Library
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WOlllen's basketball wraps
up outstanding season
Christine Perry
Sports Editor
Kalamazoo
College
women's basketball team
closed out a winning season by
tying Hope for fourth in the
MIAA league standings. The
squad posted a final record of
13-12,6-6 in MIAA play.
The team's winning season
marked the third winning season in women's hoops history
and it first since the 1988-89
campaign, when the Hornets
finished 14-8.
Kalamazoo dropped to
Hope College, 63-58 in the
MIAA tournament game. After falling behind 37-21 in the
first half of the game the Hornets made a tremendous comeback with four three-point baskets - two by senior Lisa
Vedmore and two by sophomore Jill Wojewucki - in a
three-and-a-half minute to
give Kalamazoo a 56-55 lead
with 3:56 remaining. The Hornets were unable to counter
eight unanswered points by
Hope.
Vedmore led the Hornets
with 17 points in the tournament game. Senior Lesley
Beebe added 14 points and
Wojewucki tallied 12 points.
Senior co-captain Beebe, a
forward, and Vedmore, a
guard, closed their Hornet careers among Kalamazoo's
leading all time scorers. Beebe
is the fifth-leading scorer with
839 points, while Vedmore
closed her three-year career
with 1..142 points earning her
third on the all-time chart. Senior co-captain Amber Wujek,
a guard, set a school record for
career games played with 94.
Vedmore and sophomore
Sara Musser, recently named
to the All-Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association
teams, led their team to its first
winning season in five years.
Musser, a forward, was
named to the All-MlAA First

Team. She lead Kalamazoo in
scoring and rebounds this season. Musser, who earned allleague second team honors last
season, is the fist Hornet
women's basketball player to
make first team all-conference
since Heather Ramsey in 198990.
Musser averaged 13.2
points and 8.2. rebounds per
game. She also led the team in
steals, 53, and blocked shots,
20, which ranked her among
the top six league competetors.
Vedmore was chosen to the
all-conference second team
and was named MIAA CoPlayer of the Week. She averaged 12.8 points per game. In
addition to being third in alltime scoring. Vedmore holds
the school record for points per

Toby's Touch

game with 36.
Beebe and senior Sara
Chase also received recogni- mmttWUlfl
tion and made All-MIAA honorable mention.
The team will conclude
their season with an awards
ceremony scheduled for Saturday, March 12.
The team selected Musser
and sophomore Carrie Gra veel
as their 1994-95 captains. They
said they are excited about
next season and are already
taking the necessary steps to
improve as players as well as
leaders.
Fortier is looking forward k:'; id~~i~m~
to next years' season. "The F
women are committed and
said, " I expect
more imdedicated
to theeven
program,"
she
provements next year."

11111.~I~~i~~
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Women's basketball ends seasons on a high

Photo by Jamie Kozma

Women's swimming snags
fourth at MIAA championships
Col1ege. Mungall wiJI com- ' .'.
a fine group of women."
Three school records were pete in the 1000butterfly, while :! .••
broken at the competition. Rivera will swim the 50-yard .••. ..•.
Kalamazoo
College Freshman Christine Mungall freestyle. Both women qualiwomen's swimming and div- broke the record in the 100- fied at the MIAA Championing team wrapped up their yard butterfly for the fourth ship Meet.
Mungall was also named to
competition at the MIAA time this season, while
Championship Meet. The Kalamazoo set new marks in the 1994 AI1-MIAA women's
Hornets captured fourth place the 200-yard freestyle relay swimming and diving team.
Additional awards honwith 302 points, just shy of and the 200-yard medley relay.
The freshman combination of ored freshman Amy Curry,
third place Calvin, 305.
After the first day of com- Juliet Rivera, Jenni Korb, Jes- "Most Improved Swimmer,"
petition, the Hornets were in sica Manson and Mungall Mungall, "Most Valuable
second place. The women posted a time of 1:42.40 in the Swimmer" and freshman
were able to move up in the 2OD-yard freestyle relay. In the Jenni Korb, "Most Valuable
~
~
standings on the account of 200-yard medley relay, Freshman Award."
Next
season,
ju
nior
their fine performances at the Michelle Michael, Jeniffer
Brown, Mungall and Rivera Michelle Michael is scheduled
league meet.
to head the team along with coSenior captain Amy finished 1:54.74.
Mungall and Rivera have captains that will be anLancaster said, "The team was
cohesive and supportive of one qualified for the NCAA Divi- nounced when they return
j
another. We worked hard and sion III Championships, to be from foreign study or career
held
March
10-12
at
Williams
I was proud to work with such
development activities.
':::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A~

Christine Perry
Sports Editor
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As of Fall Quarter 1994,
tuition, room and board at
Kalamazoo College will cost
more than $7,000 per quarter.
In a letter to the parents
and students of Kalamazoo
College, President Lawrence
Bryan explained that the 6.5
percent increase, which raises
tuition to $21,273 per year, is
the lowest at Kalamazoo in
nine years. Last year, parents
and students noticed a 9.6 percent tuition increase.
"As you know, high
quality educational programs
are not inexpensive," wrote
Bryan, who was out of town
and unavailable for comment.
In his letter, Bryan
pointed out a recent study of
all national colleges and universities by Higher Education
Data Sharing (HEDS). According to HEDS, Kalamazoo College graduates the thirteenth
highest percentage of students
who continue on to earn doctoral degrees and is the only
Michigan sehool in the top 20.
Specifically, HEDS ranks

Kalamazoo's business and economics department fourth in
the nation, physical science,
seventh; life sciences, eleventh;
engineering and science, fourteenth; mathematics and com-

As you know,
high quality
educational programs are not
.
. "
InexpenSIve.
II

- President
Lawrence Bryan
puter science, twentieth.
Bryan wrote, "We can
claim with pride that
Kalamazoo is among the
nation's best eolleges and universities."
Private colleges like
Kalamazoo College depend
upon three financial sources:
annual gifts, endowment earnings and tuition.
The college has secured
several grants and endowment

funds, according to Chairman
of the Kalamazoo College
Board of Trustees, Thomas
Lambert.
In Bryan's letter he explained that the federal government expanded its needbased guidelines and now includes more students but docs
not allocate more funds to
those students. As a result, the
college must provide this extra money.
"We are committed to
achieving our admissions,
fund raising, and student retention goals in order to control the College's dependence
on tuition as a revenue
source," Bryan wrote.
Eleven percent of the student body did not return for
the 1993-94 school year compared with the previous five
year average of 9.5 percent.
Last year, Bryan established a task force to study the
sharp retention rate decrease.
Lambert said, "We feel
that the retention rate may be
due partly to the rigidi ty of the
'K' Plan."
See related story: Tllsk force
examines 'K' Plan options

Saturday lllove-ins to stay
Jessica English
Index staff
Early dormitory moveins will continue next quarter
after the success of this
spring's new return policy.
Sparked by a Student
Commission proposal, Spring
Quarter 1994 marJted the first
time students could move in
more than a day before the beginning of a quarter. One-third
of the returning students took
advantage of the earlier checkin, a percentage higher than
expected, according to
Maatrnan.
Maatman was concerned
that students returning on Saturday night might throw large
parties but said that no incidences were reported.
"Anyone who abuses the
privilege [of moving in early]
will lose it," he said.
But there were a few parties around campus, Hoben
Resident Assistant Julius
Moore, K'96, said. "We
weren't worried, but we didn't
appreciate it," he stated. "We
handled the situation just like
we would break up parties any
other weekend."
R.A.s prepared in other
ways as well, according to
Crissey RA. Jill Ashbury, K'95.
"Generally when we think
there might be something go-

---====='::::=----,
Task force examines
'K' Plan options
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Tuition reaches $21,273
Heather Mossman
News Editor
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ing on we try to have more
than one RA. in the building,"
she said. "We also talked to the
residents beforehand and
made sure they were clear on
the alcohol policy."
Despite these worries,
Maatrnan said, the benefits of
the new system outweighed
other concerns. Extra time to
settle in is one advantage, he
stated.
According to Maatman,
students, especially those returning from foreign study,
want extra time to unpack and
visit with friends before they
"hit the ground running" with
classes at 8 a.m. Monday
morning.
New Jersey native
Kathryn Hackman, K'94, took
advantage of the early checkin and said the extra time is
important for her and other
out-of-state students.
"It's ridiculous to be expected to move in on Sunday,
get your room all set up and
then start classes on Monday,"
she said.
Retention is also an issue,
Maatman said. "We asked
ourselves if there was something we could be doing in the
residential system to make it
more inviting and convenient,
and that [an earlier check-in]
kept coming up," he stated.
He also said that as a re-

suIt of the change fewer students arrived early Sunday
morning.
According to Maatman,
RA.s have shorter off-campus
breaks as a result of the new
"I don't think
policy.
anybody's necessarily glad to
see that," he said, "but RA.s
are people whose job it is to
serve other students so they
also recognjze that this is probably a good thing."
"It bothers me a Ii ttle,"
Moore said, "but that's part of
the job that you sign up for."
RA.s must walk through
the rooms with students and
go through a list of potential
damages, according to
Maatman. This system allows
students to take part in the
evaluation of the room and its
contents in order to avoid
problems at the end of the
quarter.
"It [the old system]
wasn't a participatory process," Maatman said. "Students felt like they simply had
to accept another person's assessment of where they were
living, so we took another look
at it."
With the new system, he
stated he hopes to avoid conflicts when students say problems found at the end of the
quarter existed when they
moved into the room.

Matt Sikora
Index staff
Members of the Calendar Task Force Committee are
currently studying a three-quarter system to replace the
present "K" Plan, according to committee member Ellen
Caldwell. The calendar could eliminate traditional
coursework during the summer quarter, offer foreign study
during junior fall! winter or winter / spring and spread the
Senior Individualized Project (SIP) through two or three
quarters on campus.
"It has within it all of the elements of the old '1(' Plan,"
said Caldwell.
President Lawrence Bryan established the task force
last fall to examine concerns with the current quarter plan
such as lack of continuity among faculty and students, administrative problems caused by the quarter system and a
growing number of deviations away from the traditional
"Plan A" and "Plan B" schedules.
The 11-member task force spent much of the fall quarter discussing curriculum issues, how experiential aspects
of the "K" Plan relate to classroom learning, the international aspects of the program, community service, campus
life, liberal arts education and a list of criteria for the new
system.
During winter quarter, members began to study specific calendar options including three-quarter plans, traditional semester systems and four-one-four models, which
feature two shortened semesters separated by a month for
special projects.
The three-quarter plan could replace traditional Summer Quarter coursework with Career Development or involvement with faculty research, tutoring, mentoring programs or athletic camps. Caldwell said switching the Career Development quarter would require greater efforts to
locate summer internship programs, work with the Stryker
Center to develop opportunities and more attempts to integrate internships within classes.
According to Caldwell, tentative foreign study options could include fall/winter or winter/spring plans.
"We want to try to eliminate just that spring program
and offer genuine opportunities to go over for larger periods of time," Caldwell said.
To combat growing dissatisfaction with the current
SIP system, Caldwell said task force members are studying ways to spread the project through the senior year while
students attend classes. Alternative plans for education
majors' student teaching would have to be created.
"It's not that we're completely eliminating the old SIP
system," said Caldwell, "but we want to suggest a number
of alternatives where the SIP might work more effectively
for a greater number of students, always realizing exceptions would have to be figured in."
According to Caldwell, the committee examined the
four-one-four plan for two to three months, but have since
changed their focus because of objections from science and
foreign language departments. The four-one-four reqUired
students to decide immediately upon a major in those areas and take a heavy load of required classes early in their
college careers.
"I just seemed as if we were loading that program up
so full in the beginning with very tough coursework that a
lot of our students would suffer," Caldwell said.
Although attention has shifted to the three-quarter
plan, task force member Marigene Arnold said the fourone-four is still one option. "We have not completely ruled
out a four-one-four at this time, but it's on the side of the
table," said Arnold. "It looks to me like it won't work, but
we haven't completely ruled it out."
Committee members presented their work to faculty
members at a mectingon Monday afternoon to solicit general reactions. Caldwell said meetings for students are tentatively being planned for April 13 and 27 in residence halls
or Marriott during dinner hours to obtain student comments.
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NVSO aims to educate community
under the Religion Department, often approached issues
of non-violence from a religious perspective, NVSO is a
secular organization.
Alicia Turner, K '97, said
she has been interested in areas of social justice for awhilc,
but the class "brought the issues to light." She stressed the
importance of educating the
campus in "understanding
prevention of violence and
pacifism as a belief, as an alternative to violence."
Gail Nelson, K '97, said
she looks forward to bringing
NVSO into the Kalamazoo
community. The group plans
to prepare workshops on nonviolent conflict resolution for
inner city junior and senior
high school students beginning this fall.
"When they suggested
NVSO, I wanted to be in it because it is an opportunity that
will bring good to the campus," said Tom Bourguignon,
K '97. He added that while
"the group can bring about
change, it won't be overnight.
The goal right away is to get
peoplc to know who we are,
what we stand for, and hopefully they'll join us in accepting our beliefs."
Watch for signs advertising NVSO's upcoming events
for further information about
the organization. Sophomore
Anne Dibble will head the
group Summer Quarter.

Betts, K '97, said NVSO will
hold a meeting in Stetson
Chapel to announce a "solidarityfast," Sunday April 10. The
fast is symbolic of a 40 day
juice-only fast in Washington
D.C. beginning April 11. Participantsoppose the US. Army
School of the Americas in Fort
Benning, Georgia which trains
nearly 2,000 Latin American
and Caribbean soldiers each
year.
Betts said the school,
which is funded with U.S. tax
dollars, has trained people
such as Manuel Noriega, who
is listed as an "all star pupil"
in the school's hall of fame.
The fast will follow
Project B.R.A.V.E's tradition of
coordinating with Marriott
punches. Students have the
opportunity to give up any or
all of their meals between dinner Sunday April 10 and lunch
Monday April 11.
The proceeds will benefit
Ministry with Community, a
local drop-in homeless shelter.
Betts, involved in both organizations, saM. the two groups
may, in the future, coordinate
activities together.
Several of NVSO's
founding members, including
Betts and Berrigan, are firstyear students who took
Gathje's Fall freshman seminar
"Non-Violence in a Violent
World." Gathje also serves as
the faculty advisor for NVSO.
While the seminar, classified

Mara Bragg
Index Staff
Religion professor Peter
Gathje's Fall freshman seminar
on non-violence 'triggered' the
formation of the latest campus
organization. Taking only half
an hour to receive 50 signatures, the Non-Violent Student
Organization's (NVSO) constitution was later unanimously
ratified by Student Commission.
Organized during Winter Quarter, the club's constitution states that the group
seeks to "deal with issues of
nonviolence, nonviolent conflict resolution, forms of prevention and intervention in a
nonviolent fashion." According to the constitution, the organization additionally strives
to benefit the "college and
community culturally, socially,
and educationally... directing
outreach and service in the
wider Kalamazoo community."
NVSO is already on its
way in achieving these goals.
The group is planning forums
examining the roots of violence in schools, war, and towards women, said Jerry
Berrigan, K '97, one of the
group's coordinators. NVSO
additionally plans to hold retreats and host speakers, offering some of the lectures as
LACC events.
Co-coordinator Kristin
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crimebeat
According to Assistant Head of Security, Gail
Simpson, four male Severn residents and a female visitor
were found on the roof of Severn late last night. Simpson
reported that the hatch of the north roof door was broken
and that the four will face judicial hearings.
Security doubled the fines for student tickets at the
start of second week, said Head of Security Glenn Nevelle.
Students parking in the fire lane, reserved parking or handicapped areas will now be faced with a $20 ticket.
Nevelle also reminds students that unregistered vehicles will be towed after the second ticketing. Because of
the $50 fine, he suggests that students park legally and
have their cars registered with Security.
A Raleigh MT600 mountain bike valued at $1500 was
reported stolen by a non-Kalamazoo student on March 30.
The gray bike with gold rock shocks was locked up outside of Hoben Hall between 8pm-1Opm.
A student owned 1988 Buick substained $200 damage because of a smashed rear window sometime between
March 18 and March 20. No items were reported missing
from the car parked on Acker Lane.
Several pieces of furniture were stolen from the
DeWaters storage area sometime between March 10 and
March 16, Nevelle reported. Included in the $1500 worth
of furniture were eight new single bed mattresses, six new
bed frames, two coaches, two chests and six chairs.
According to Nevelle, the chained fence area around
the storage area was broken into allowing access to the storage facilities

Heather Mossman
News Editor
•
Members
of
Kalamazoo College faculty
and administration opposed a
foreign study scholarship offered by the National Security
Education Program (NSEP).
Educators from around the
country criticize the funding
for three reasons. The source of
funding for the scholarship is
the Department of Defense.
Students who accept the scholarship could possibly be linked
to the U.S. military, and, consequently, be placed in danger
while on foreign study. Several
defense department officials
are members of the NSEP who
take part in the selection process.
• A Calendar Task Force
Committee, formed in the beginning of Fall Quarter to assess the current "K" Plan, met
several times during Winter
Quarter. Only four students
participated in a forum held
seventh week Tuesday. Bill
Nichols, K'95, studying in
Erlangen, Germany, in a letter
to the editor said, "It seemed
all too convenient that such a
proposal would be introduced
now, while almost the entire
junior and senior classes are off
campus ... the people who are
most likely to voice strong and
well-founded opposition to
such changes."
• Eleven percent of the
Kalamazoo College student
body did not return for the
1993-94 school year. According to Dean of Students,
Marilyn La Plante this marks
a sharp increase over the last
five year average of 9.5 per-

cent. La Plante stated that the
Retention Task Force cited finances, academics and campus
environment as the top three
withdrawal reasons.
• In order to help increase retention rate, first year
and transfer students can drop
one class through eighth week
of Winter Quarter.
• Parking permits will
be distributed according to a
new policy announced Winter
Quarter. A task force created
to study problems in the current parking system suggested
the following priorit~ list
which will be implimented
Fall Quarter: Seniors havepriority and..can apply for a full
year permit. All underclassmen with off-campus jobs of
more than 10 hours/week will
receive quarterly permits and
juniors and sophomores can
apply for quarterly permits
through a lottery system.
• Due to the unusually
high attrition rate, Residential
Life funds have been cut, and
the office will only hire 22 or
23 resident assistants instead
of the 26 needed to best maintain dormitory living, according to Vaughn Maatman, Associate Dean of Students for
Residential Life. Language
House R.A.s will stay where
they are through their trial period of one to two years.
• KalamazooCollegecelebrated Student Employment
Appreciation Week February
14-18 for the first time. According to Marian Conrad of financial Aid, 42 percent of "K" students hold campus jobs. The
event honored 39 students
nominated from 60 departments.
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Is a liberal arts education worth it?
Think that the academic experience we
are currently receiving at Kalamazoo College is preparing us for the future? Preparing us for that thing called life? Or, more
importantly, going to get us a job?
Most of us would like to believe, yes our liberal arts education is providing the
foundation for our future.
However, according to a recent Detroit
News article - typical liberal arts graduates
are at a distinct disadvantage. According to
the article students holding technical degrees "edge out"liberal arts grads and holders of liberal arts degrees "need not apply."
Economists estimate that liberal arts grads
are being "pushed aside" by students with
technical degrees with over 80% of technical degree holders finding jobs pertaining
to their major soon after graduation. However, according to the article, roughly 40%
of liberal arts grads will not find work within
six months of graduation.
But is "K" College the typical liberal
arts school? And does the "K" Plan set us
above the rest?

Jordan Rankin
Index Staff
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A Failure to
Communicate

Because of the K-Plan, students leave
Kalamazoo with more than just a diploma.
The opportunities made available through
the "K" Plan more than prepare students for
the future.
Through Career Development, Foreign
Study and SIP opportunities and experiences students graduate from K with better
connections, areas of networking, more impressive resumes and broader perspectives.
No other place offers such things.
Moreover the intense academic program experienced in the classroom prepares
graduates, not seeking immediate employment, for further study. The quarter system
offers students to take three classes for ten
weeks four times a year thus allowing students to study a variety of courses.
Though, "K" College may not be the
"typical" liberal arts school the implica tions
made in the Detroit News article still apply.
While at "K" students need to take
advantage of the opportunities offered by
the ''I('' Plan and continue to keep the theory
and practice of the "K" Plan alive.

Let me
just bring the
Seniors and the
rest of the student body up to
date. If you
didn't know,
last quarter I advocated that
the Seniors boycott the Senior
Class Pledge in order to register our protest regarding the
way the administration has
dealt with several issues.
Basically, my concerns
centered around the issues of
trust, administration priorities,
and willingness to communicate on the part of the administration. In connection with
these concerns, I offered the
issues of Quadstop, the proposed renovation of the
Humphrey Bouse, and the covert deforestation that occurred in front of Hoben during a quarter break. See the
Winter quarterlndex issues of
week Four and Six for more
information. The basic issue is
the administration's unwillingness to seriously listen to
the student side of things.
Students will be pleased
to know that an avenue of
communication did open up
between the administration
and student body as a result of
the raising of this issue. Ms.
Jan Block, of Special Funds,
accepted an offer I made to
come and sleep in my room in
order to see what life is like
from our perspective. While I
do not intend to make this a
critique of Ms. Block or the
evening, I think that the student body can profit from my .
impressions of the evening.
First of all, Ms. Block was
very forthcoming about her

impressions of the the problems of the administration.
She broadened my understanding of the way the college
operates and the difficulty it
has obtaining money to run it.
I came away with the impression that the college is doing
its best to survive in the dog
eat dog world of higher education.
I believe that it was a
beneficial experience for both
Ms. Block and myself. However, I am not sure what Ms.
Block took from the experience. I do not believe that a
student perspective was communicated to her, merely for
the reason that discussion centered around the administration perspective and not ours
(or I should say, mine) .
I felt as if it were the same
old story: the Powers That BE
are so caught in their own business that they don't listen to
the students. I really want to
help the college and the administration to understand
that things would go much
more smoothly if the student
perspective was given more
emphasis. Perhaps the retention rate would not be such a
problem if students felt that
their participation in the
school was valued. The problem is the frustration of powerlessness (and skyrocketing
tuition) not the "modernity" of
Quadstop.
However, Ms. Block's
visit was over all a positive experience. I realize that part of
the problem was that Ms.
Block was not really in a position to translate my concerns
into administration actions. It
is her job to obtain money form

Continued on pg. 4

Dress like Swami and reduce food waste
Mara Bragg
Index Staff
"Suuuuuper
Swami!" The
campers' boisterous catcalls
bounced off the
mess hall walls.
As the "Swami," a masquerading camp counselor, flew out
of the broom closet with a glittering cap and streaming cape,
the catcalls escalated to an exited chant, "Swa-mi, Swa-mi,
Swa-mi..."
The Swami brought the
noise level down to a dull roar
with the mesmerizing effect of
her wand, and got down to
business. "I've heard quite a
bit about you guys in my
Swami office lately," she remarked casually, "I believe
your efforts to reduce food
waste have been working very
well, quite swami-ishly in fact,
if I do say so myself..."

Then, the Swami measured the bucket of food
scraps, recorded the weight on
a special chart and listened to
the campers cheer and clap at
the reduced amount.
It's been awhile since I've
thought about the infamous
"Suuuuuper Swami" from the
banks of Stony Lake. And
much to my surprise, this is
the first time I've considered
that the need for a Super
Swami might actually exist
outside the lively world of
summer camp; excessive food
waste poses a problem in college cafeterias as well.
Think about it: how
many times does one need to
watch the conveyor belt haul
yet another unfinished pIa te of
food back to the Marriott
kitchen? It doesn't take much
to become mildly disgusted.
But why does this happen? Certainly, no one wants
to waste food. Why does this

waste continue at a place like
"K," where most students are
committed to waste reduction
and recycling? There are, however, several possible explanations and accompanying solutions.
First, students don't always serve themselves the
food they waste. A solution:
provide all self-serve lines. If
students serve themselves proportions suitable to their own
appetite, they will (hopefully)
be more inclined to take care
to finish all their food.
How many times have
you wished you could have
served yourself after asking for
a SMALL portion of something from the main line, only
to be handed a heaping plate
of steaming food?
Even worse, there's the
oh-man-I-forgot-the-Reubenhas-su arkrau t-in-i t-and -nowl've-got-two-of-them-staringup-at-me-from-my-plate-and-

I'm-really-grossed-out-so-I'llgo-get-some-spaghetti-instead
syndrome.
Fortunately, over at the
new self-serve "veg' line you
can change your mind at the
last minute, with your very
hand on the spaghetti spoon,
avoiding any unnecessary
waste.
Secondly, students often
waste food because they're in
a hurry to get to class; there
simply isn't ample time to finish your food..
With a self-serve main
line, efficiency would be increased by eliminating time
spent relaying to the Marriott
worker what one wants. This
self-serve line would move
faster, providing additional
time for a leisurely meal and
the finishing of food.
Finally, many students
probably don't realize the
amount of food being wasted.
This is where awareness can

help. This is where our friend
Super Swami can help.
While perhaps we can
leave the glittering cap and
streaming cape in the summer
camp mess hall, what about a
food bucket? What if students
scraped their plates into a
bucket next to the one for paper trash? Or, Marriott could
bring the scraps out from the
kitchen for "display", or report
pounds or number of trash
bags of food scraps thrown
away each day.
This would hopefully
make a much needed impression upon the student body
and inspire everyone to make
a conscious effort to reduce
waste.
And if this is all too
subtle, then when the stress
level rises during tenth week,
we can all dress up as
Suuuuuper Swamis and bug
our favorite food wasting
friends into simply eating up!
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Sleep~overs,
Erick Thickey
Index Staff
Jan Block
is cool.
When she
responded to
Jordan
Rankin's arguments in these pages against
contributing to the Annual
Fund, Rankin challenged her
to spend a night in his dorm
room, presumably to experience the hellhole of a school he
thinks we live in.
Such invitations are
nothing new; the Flipside extended similar ones long ago
to President Bryan and the
Board of Trustees.
But Block accepted. She
and four seniors had a sleepover party in Rankin's
Harmon single tenth week of
last quarter, and I'm told a
long, friendly discussion occurred about whether we
should contribute to the college once we're alums. She also
paid for pizza.
Block's not even involved with the Annual Fund;
she works in the Development
Office, as Director of Capital
and Special Projects, which
means she convinces big corporations and foundations to
give "K" lots of money for
renovations and improve-

ments (currently, raising cash
for the renovation of OldsUpton is her big project).
But that puts her in a position to know how important
the Annual Fund is. One of the
questions the big money
people usually ask her is, what
percentage of alumni contribute to your Annual Fund? And
how much do they give, total?
They ask, Block told me,
because if we don't think "K"
is worth contributing to, why
should they?
I do believe "K" is worth
contributing to. Saying that
may pit me against Rankin,
most every article the Flipside
ever ran, and countless other
campus cynics, bu t l've grown
impatient with that cynicism.
I've heard many arguments against contributing to
the Annual Fund, and I disagree with them all.
Yes, maybe gIVIng
money to a cause like the
homeless is more important
than contributing to "K." But
I, personally, will be so happy
to be taking home a weekly
paycheck with three numbers
to the left of the decimal point
that I'll be in a generous
enough mood to send money
to both "K" and a shelter.
Yes, we've already paid
"K" a mountain of money per
year, and some of us will still

be paying off debts for a long
time to come. But a $10 contribution? That's less than the
cost of one CD; seems to me
most of us will be able to spare
that for a college where we've
been so well-educated.
And this is (; good school.
Anyonewho'sbcen on foreign
study, or who has friends sitting in lecture halls of 1,000
students at a state school, can
tell you that. The opportunity
for student-centered classes,
the close contact with profs,
the ability for a small group of
people fo makea big difference
by organizing activities or activism-ali this has given me;
for one, gifts and new talents I
wouldn't hav" gotten in many
other places. 1 have my problems with som!:; things at this
school. But they're not enough
to keep me from supporting it
as an institution.
I, like Rankin, mourned
the gutting of Quadstop and
even the removal of the Hoben
trees (which l'm sure underclassmen are tired of hearing
about). I opposed the plans for
Humphrey House.
But that was two years
ago, and since then-partially
in reaction to a newly activist
Student Commission-students have gained representation on many more college
committees, and progress is

being made in representativestudent body communication.
I'm not saying we have a
veto over decision-making or
anything (I wish), but when we
demanded more of a say, we
got it. (And Humphrey House
was saved.)
Some Seniors, worried
about where their Annual
Fund contributions would be
going, are talking about pooling them and earmarking
them for some specific contribution, such as tree-planting.
Great idea, says Karen
Santamaria of the Annual
Fund, but that couldn't be a
contribution to the Annual
Fund anymore. The college
operates off of two different
budgets, one unrestricted, for
day-to-day opera tions, and the
other composed of specific
improvement grants. So if you
want to make an earmarked
contribution for trees, the
check goes to Jan Block, not the
Annual Fund.
What the Annual Fund
does pay for is most of the 35
percent of ongoing college operations that tuition doesn't
cover. (Interest earned by the
assets in "K's" endowment
pays for a bit of that 35 percent.) That includes financial
aid.
So, if Annual Fund contributions drop, the college has

less money for financial aid,
and tuition spikes even higher,
to keep the college running.
But, if the money the
Annual Fund takes in increases, the college can increase financial aid packages
and / or slow the ra te of tuition
increases.
President Bryan sounded
really proud in his annual tuition-hike letter that next
year's increase will be only 6.5
percent instead of the usual 9
percent. (The Retention Committee pressed for that, pointing out that hefty hikes cause
people to drop out or transfer.)
But whenever tuition increases
more than the national inflation rate, ''1('' becomes less and
less affordable.
In other words, the less
we contribute to the Annual
Fund, the more ''1('' becomes
a place only rich people attend.
With 25% of the student body
coming from families making
more than $100,000 a year (according to a Social Methods
class survey from last August),
that's already a danger.
By contributing to the
Annual Fund, we not only tell
big foundations that ''1('' is a
good college to help improve,
we slow the school's move toward economic elitism.
To me, that's wo:th at
least ten dollars.

"The Tragedy of the Commons" -- or the Quad
Scott Hunsinger
Index staff
Radical doomsday predictions
are as old as human societies.
The Bible warns
of Judgement
Day, the end of the world and
ultima te trial for all our souls;
Nostradamus predicted zerohour near the end of this millennium; numerous other cultures and religions forecast
similar demise. For most of us
however, these predictions are
sensationalist and controversial.
Oaims made by presentday environmentalists have
disastrous implications for our
future. Due to improper soil
management and erosion, we
lose about 25 billion tons of
topsoil per year; overgrazing
of livestock creates almost
60,000 square kilometers of
new desert a year; we have levelled almost half of the Earth's
tropical forests, a major source
of the world's oxygen; habitat
destruction and pollution lead
to the annual extinction of
. thousands of wildlife species
that are valuable Earth capital,
not only as potential medical
cures and food sources, but
also as integral parts in the intricate workings of the Earth's
ecosystems; the ozone layer

has a seasonal hole over Antarctica that in 1992 was three
times larger than the continental U.S., causing rates of skin
cancer and eye cataracts to skyrocket in Australia, South Africa, Argentina, and Chile.
I took these environmental statistics from the textbook
used in Dr. Paul alexia's Environmental Science course.
These are neither religious
claims-as from the Bible-nor philosophical claimsfrom Nostradamus-but scientific ones based on empirical evidence. Even when we
consider that science, having
its own distinct value system,
can never be completely objective, we cannot rationally compare forecasted environmental
disasters with the previously
mentioned doomsday predictions.
UK" College has already
taken a heroic step to combat
the environmental crisis by instituting a progreSSive campus
recycling program. As students, learning about environmental issues and using UK's"
recycling facilities are a good
start. However, there is much
more that needs to be done,
and much mor~ that we can
do.
EnvOrg, the campus environmental organization, provides an opportunity to collaborate our efforts to raise

both our OW :1 ane others' understanding of environmental
issues and to trilllsiate that
understanding inca action.
Kalamazoo students appear
concerned with the state of the
environment, yet EnvOrg has
only a handful of volunteers.
Why this dichotomy?
Biologist Garret Harden
provides one explana tion,
called the Utragedy of the commons." According to Harden,
among large groups of people,
most individuals consider the
effects of their actions minimal.
Thus, they reason, they may as
well do what they please. After all, if they don't, everyone
else will anyway, and their
society's problems will still
exist. The result of this reasoning is obvious-apathy and
unsolvable problems.
If the majority of UK" students think that their actions
are insignificant, both in terms
of their negative and positive
effects on the environment,
then it is no wonder that there
are so few EnvOrg volunteers.
[n reality, one individual can
have a huge environmental
impact.
Because of our influence
on others, our actions have a
snowball effect. If John becomes interested in the environment and exposes two of
his friends to these issues,
which they in tum relay to two

more friends, before long a lot
of people are leading more environmentally sound lifestyles.
A second explanation of
EnvOrg's size is its reputation
as a radical and exclusive
group. My first quarter here I
remember thinking that
EnvOrg was a menacing clique
of disturbed nature lovers.
Ironically, I hadn't met or spoken with a single member. lf
anyone is making a similar assumption, or has had a past
experience that verifies such
an opinion about EnvOrg,
please come and see for yourself what EnvOrg is like.
A final explanation is
that students think that
EnvOrg doesn't do anything
important. This quarter,
among other things, the group
plans to do the following: complete a campus environmental
awareness booklet that will be
distributed to all students, create a student/faculty environmental awareness committee,
conduct an environmental audit of the college, investigate
the creation of an "eco-house"
here on campus, sell re-usable
mugs at the K-zoo Earth Day,
and continue to make and sell
notebooks from used paper.
We have more ideas and potential projects, but lack the
people power to execute even
the existing ones.
If anyone is interested in

the environment and wants to
work toward change, but
hasn't because of the aforementioned reasons, please
come to an EnvOrg meeting.
We meet every Thursday at
7:00 in the EnvOrg room
(across from the Mail Hut).
Make a note of it, we need your
help.
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Students win PICAS scholarships
Elizabeth Gray
Index Staff
Almost everyone has
studied the standard European
languages: French, Spanish, or
German. But what if you
could study an exotic foreign
language for free?
Five Kalamazoo College
students will have the opportunity this summer after winning full scholarships to the
Program for Inter-institutional
Cooperation in Area Studies
(PICAS), .
According to Dr. William
Kincaid of the Ann Arbor PICAS headquarters, the program provides intensive, nonWestern language study at
both University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor and Beloit College
in Beloit, Wisconsin.
The length of the programs vary, but most run from
mid-June to mid-August. Language offerings include Armenian, Egyptian, Chinese, Japanese and Russian.
Nathaniel Bolin, K '94,
studied Japanese at PICAS the
summer of his sophomore year
and is returning to the program again this summer to
study Russian at Beloit College.
Bolin said he became interested in Russian when he

translated the memoirs of a
Japanese man who was a Russian prisoner during World
War II from Japanese to English for his SIP.
Sarah Lyberg, K '96, will
also be studying Russian at
Beloit, in preparation for her
upcoming foreign study term
in Russia.
First-year student Renee
Landers plans to study Japanese at Beloit College.
'1 am majoring in French,
but as a prospective
interpretor, I want to be as
multilingual as possible," she
said.
Renee hopes to do a Career Development quarter in
Japan to practice the language
skills she acquires at PICAS.
"After studying Chinese,
I am more aware of minority
issues, and can correct discriminatory and stereotypical
remarks when I hear them,"
commented Kris Kracker, K
'96, another PICAS scholar
who is looking forward to refining her skills at University
of Michigan before she goes to
Beijing, China for foreign
study.
Another sophomore,
Dustin Schueneman, also won
the award to study Chinese at
U of M this summer.
Schueneman is going to Beijing

in the fall, and said "I want a
career in bu,iness where my
niche is being able to speak
Chinese and work with the
Chinese peop1c."He also said
that learning as much of a foreign language before you go is
the best way to gain fluency incountry.
According to Landers,
the PICAS scholarship application process mcludes writing a
4-5 page st<ltement of purpose,
submitting three letters of recommendation from faculty,
and a trans~ript.
The evaluation panel,
made up of professors from the
ACM/GLCA schools, then reviews all tpe applications and
rates them.
Chinese professor Dr.
Madeleine Chu, a member of
the panel this year, said, "I
think the applications from the
Kalamazoo College students
were much stronger than they
have been in years before."
The scholarships cover
tuition and fees plusa $125 per
week stipend for housing,
books and personal expenses.
Fifty-five scholarships were
awarded this year, out of more
than 120 applicants.
Said Bnli:", of PICAS '1t is
very intensive, and a lot of
hard work, but j think it really
pays off."

Juniors readjust to 'K'
Sarah Jaquish
Index Staff
Deviant that I am, I didn't go on foreign
study, but having just come back from a six
month Career Development in Minneapolis my
perceptions of "K" have changed a bit. I've noticed mostly subtle changes like the fact that
people smile a lot here and that campus generally smells good.
On behalf of the Index I asked other Juniors what their experience was of being back
on campus. Surprisingly, their answers ranged
from the relieved to the very tense.
"I expected to have a lot of cultureshock, but I didn't," said Theresa Gutierrez, K
'95, who studied in Quito, Ecuador. 'Tm really glad to be back on campus."
But Mike Welles, K'95, who was in
Germont-Ferrand, France, said, 'Tm not used
to the idea that when I'm in public everyone
understands what I'm saying," he said. "I'm

wai ting for it to get me in trouble."
Along the same lines, Erica Pulling, K
'95, spoke about her transition period between
"K" and Athens, Greece."It's strange to be back
because it is so divorced from anything I experienced in Europe, "she said. "It's hard to integrate my day-to-day life now with the extreme
ups and downs of foreign stud y." she said.
Annissa Hambouz, K '95, misses
Erlangen and reminisced abou t her experiences
in Germany. "I miss the bread," she said. "It
was so substantia1."
Jessica Hughes, K '95, having also studied in Erlangen, alluded that she was ready to
go back: "I fecI like I'm not 'Finnished' with
the experience yet."
Having studied in Freetown, Sierra
Leone, Anna Rinehart, K '95, said, "The hardest thing to re-adjust to about b~ing on campus
is the time taken up with the mundane garbage
that keeps you from focusing on what's really
important."

Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244·4170
1·8()()·235·3472

SYRACUSE

ABROAD

Something to write home about!
• Programs in Africa, Australia, Belgium, Czech Republic, England,
France, Gennany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland, and Spain
• Prior foreign language not always necessary
• SU credit
• Field trips/traveling seminars
• Internships
• Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
• Home or limited apartment placements

Applications still being accepted
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Ani likes crispy dills
Erick Trickey
Index staff

Ani Dirranco

Buy this album
Erick nickey
Index staff
Chances are, if you've
heard Ani DiFranco's music,
you're already planning to buy
her new album.
If you haven't, you
should buy it anyway.
Since she played here at
"K" two years ago, her popularity has grown, and so has
her music; her newest album,
Out of Range, is definitely her
best yet.
The other day I was playing it and the guy across the
hall asked, 'What kind of music is that?" Describing
DiFranco's songs is hardthey really don't sound like
anything else-although
"feminist thrash-folk" comes
close.
Her guitar work, which
changes with each album, is as
chaotically intricate as ever on
the loud songs, more beautiful
than ever on the ballads and
strange-sounding throughout;
I think she's tuning her guitar
in very odd ways.
She includes two versions of the title cut, one a stunning solo performance on
acoustic guitar; in the electric
version she plays garagethrash wi th drum backup. (No
joke.)
The emotional range and
power of her lyrics has increased too. Her political outspokenness takes new paths in
the title track and in "Letter to
a John," a bitter but touching
song from the point of view of
a woman in sex work.
DiFranco's sense of humor, which in the past has been
more obvious in concert than
on her albums, comes out to
great effect on several songs,
including "Hell Yeah," a song
where she sings to the object

of a crush: '1 like you so much/
I'll talk to everyone but you."
But the real story about
this album is the quiet songs.
Whether she's singing, in "You
Had Tune," about the end of a
relationship, or noting that,
just like "buildings and
bridges/are made to bend in
the wind ... we are made to
bleed/and scab, and heal, and
bleed again," her lyrics reach
deeper emotional depths than
ever before.
That's especially true for
'1£ He Tries Anything," which
follows two women who walk
city streets and pick up strange
men, seemingly fearless, but
actually constantly aware of
the danger; the singer promises her friend "I'll come to
your rescue/If he tries anything." And she envisions her
own death on the streets, vowing to "make noise when I go
down" and imagining herself
demanding entry into heaven
from goddesses standing behind a ripped screen door. It
may be the most haunting
song she's ever written.
This is the first new album I've heard in a long time
that deserves a rating of 10 out
of 10; it's wiser, more exciting,
and more beautiful than 99%
of what the music corporations
will try to sell you this year.
Listening to it, I am more in
awe than ever of a woman who
can write lyrics like the ones in
"Falling Is Like This": "Feels
like reckless driving when
we're talking/It's fun while it
lasts and it's faster than walk.ing/But no one's going to sympathize when we crash/
They'll say 'You hit what you
head for, and you'get what you
ask' / And we'll say 'We didn't
know; we didn't even try/One
minute there was road beneath
us, the next, just sky.'"

Singer-songwriter Ani
DiFranco d(A~S remember her
concert at K.lla mazoo College
two Springs ago, when she
helped mark the opening of
the school's Women's Resource Center.
"There were a bunch of
people marching, taking back
the night or something. I don't
specifically remember the performance but I remember...
sitting around having tea with
a bunch of people and there
were people marching by the
window with signs and I was
too tired to go join them."
How does she feel about
having since become something of a cult figure on our
campus? "It's great just as long
as nobody starts passing
around pictures of me when I
was 14. That happened at another school. Somebody got a
hold of an ir.criminating picture; you know how we look
when we're 14, we always
want desperately to forget it. .
.. I wanted to die."
DiFranco's popularity
has grown rapidly outside "K"
as well; she's being reviewed
in bigger magazines and playing to larger audiences. In a
phone interview last week, she
said there ilre good and bad
points to her transition from an
unknown f[llk singer to a personality with fans who know
every word to every song.
"It's really nice to not
show up cold anymore as I'm
touring around, and to not
have to worry too much about
whether anybody's going to
come to the show," she said.
"It's wonderful to have people
who are excited and singing
along."
However, she added,
"Sometimes if I show up to a
group of fans ... I feci they're
not critical enough, like they're
accepting too easily whatever
I'm saying. And it worries me
a little bit, because I don't want
to be a personality, Tjust want
to be a person."
She's a person who
doesn't seem to mind being

asked silly questions for comic I'd be. I don't feel comfortable
effect. If she could be any color, in that role. I feel much more
she said, she'd be "monkey, comfortable in the role of
pukey green," and her favor- homosapien.
'1 just don't want to supite kind of pickles are "really
port that world. I don't want
dill, really crispy."
In "Born A Lion" from to be influenced by it. I don't
last year's album Puddle Dive, want to have to compromise
she sings, "They ought to try myself to it for the sake of fame
living by my rules for a day." and fortune or whatever."
To DiFranco, her new alSo what would her rules be?
bum, Out Of Range, "seems like
"Stop being so icky."
Pressed to elaborate, she it's come just a little bit further
added, "People should start than the ones before it. ... I
treating each other with re- think it's done a lot better, prospect. That would be a really duced a lot better. I'm excited
good start. I mean everybody, about the songs on it." Of the
not just the people in your twelve songs, she said, her favorite is "Letter to a John."
tribe.
The closing track, "The
"It sounds so simple but
Diner,"
still contains "all the
it's really hard. We all have
this instinct to defend our fam- preliminary noises that are alily, or whatever the 'us' is, our ways on tape but get cut off in
group of friends, our race, our the final neat mix," she said.
countrymen, whoever we feel Some other noises are included
an allegiance or a bond with, too.
''We went to a diner with
and I think transferring that
love and respect from the 'us' a portable digital recorder beonto the them, whoever the cause we wanted to get ambi'them' is, is a really important ent diner noises," she said.
"But we talked the whole time!
step for people.
"Seeing anybody as So there were only precious
other than you allows for a lot few seconds that we weren't
talking about being at some
of the injustice in the world."
Her political conscience Blondie concert or [someis evident also in the reasons thing].
"I had to piece together
she plans to keep putting out
her albums herself, instead of all these sounds that didn't
have us talking over them and
signing with a record label.
"Having worked so hard I ended up making a rhythm
up till now, all these years, try- track out of it." It uses a spoon,
ing to do it on my own, and a cup hitting a saucer and a
now to be somewhat success- friend of hers slurping a drink,
ful, and to have big corpora- she said. On the album and in
tions come along and say, concert, DiFranco has been
'Now we want to buy it: it taking new risks.
seems demeaning and dehu'1 played a concert at this
manizing. It's not the easiest huge theater at this school,
route to go, being totally out- there were crazy screaming
side the sacred ci riele, bu t I'm dancing people, and I actu.ally
in complete control, and mak- stage-dove. Yes, it's true, my
ing a good living, and can't career has hit its pinnacle:
complain.
body surfing at my own
"Big record companies show!"
are set up to make money first
She couldn't identify her
and music second. Warner best concert experience ever,
Brothers is the same as IBM or though.
Chemica I Bank, they're all just
"I t' s sort of like the best
big business. Just in talking to fuck you've ever had. There's
the people who have been ap- so many. Every night is differproaching me, we're just not of ent."
a like mind.
"They tend to view me as
We listen. We explain.
a commodity, and that's what
We're private. We're affordable.

WE CARL

The Tour:
-Wednesday, April 13:
Ladies' Literary Club, Grand Rapids
-Thursday, April 14: The Ark, Ann Arbor
-Friday, April1S: MSU, East Lansing

The Album:
$15 CD, $10 cassette
- At her concerts
-Order from Righteous Records:
P.O. Box .95
Ellicott Station
Buffalo, NY 14205
(800) ON-HER-OWN
-At Pandora Books on W. Lovell
(soon, hopefully)

NEW in '94: fREE, wolk·in
pregnoncy testing ot 011 times.

Affordable, caring services.
Jusl have a question? Ask for
Education and you'll get answers.
- FREE options counseling
- FREE pregnancy testing
-lOW COST birth control,
all methods, including the
lowest·cost condoms anywhere right altha front desk.

PLANNED"
PARENTHOOD.
Of South Central

Michigan

4201 W. Midil,. • 372-1200
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Hornets need to build their defense
Ed Pasternak
Index staff
The Kalamazoo College
baseball team had a rocky season-opening spring trip. ''K''
opened its season with an 11-2
loss on March 19 at the hands
of Johns Hopkins University at
the Cocoa Expo Center in Cocoa Beach, Florida. Kalamazoo
then suffered drubbings from
Hobart, Bowie State, and
Clarkson in its next three
games.

"K'" s shining moment of
the trip came on March 21
when the Hornets edged
Middlebury 5-4.
Junior
Manuel Rupe earned the win
in relief. On the offensive side
of things, Chris Berkimer and
J.D. Wagner got two hits while
Clint Wagner batted in two
runs during the contest.
The Hornets concluded
the trip with two losses on
March 24 to Hobart and
Albright, the second being a 9ashutout.

Manuel Rupe provided a
little insight on the frustration
the team feels right now:
"When Grrors are compounded by walks and you're
down four or five runs in the
first inning, there's a definite
drain on the team's intensity.
If we're going to be competitive in the MIAA, which
there's no doubt in my mind
we're capable of, we're going
to have to have a strong first
inning defensively and build
on that."

Rocky start for softball tealll
Ed Pasternak
Index staff
Much
like
the
Kalamazoo CoIlege basebaIl
team, the 1994 "K" softbaIl
squad spent much of its spring
trip discovering how rough the
season may really be.
After opening its season
with a tight 4-1 loss to
Wittenberg on March 19, the
Hornets then were shelled 18-

6 by Baldwin-Wallace of Ohio
in 5 innings later that day.
Then foIlowing an 11-3
defeat to West Connecticut
State on March 21, North
Adams State, UC San Diego,
and Hope each handed the
Hornets shutout losses. The
combined score of those shutouts was 16-0.
"K" then climbed back
onto the scoreboard, but stiIl
came up short 7-3 against Wis-

consin River Fal1s on March 22.
"K" turned the tide quickly,
however, in its final spring trip
game by shellacking MIT 15-2
in five innings. Heather
Mernitz threw the 8 hit win
while Julie Dicks and Kelly
Roberts combined for 7 RBIs to
pace the offensive machine.
Kalamazoo played all 9
spring trip games at the Rebel
Spring Games complex in Orlando, Florida.

Don't forget to sign up
for intermurals!!
c

ArrENTIONJUNIORS AND SENIORS
INTERESTED IN
FULL-TIME, INTERNATIONAL
GRADUATE STUDYl
LOYOlA COLLEGE IN MARYIAND OFFERS THE:
I MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINFSS
• Two-year, full-time, day program covering:
• Business
• Language (intermediate skills required)
• Area Studies (Asia and Western Europe)
• Language Tracks
• Chinese
• German
• French
• Japanese
• English (for non-U.S. Students)
• International Experience - 1 Semester Abroad
• Language and area studies
• Internship in a local company
• For business and non-business undergraduates
• Some prerequisite work may be required
• Interested underclassmen should pursue a
business minor

o

For more information, please caU
The Sellinger School of Business and Management

l.O'rOIA

at Loyola College in Maryland

lNMARYlAND

1-800-221-9107, extension 5065 or 2836.
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'K' sends young swimmers
to NCAA championships
Sports staff
The Kalamazoo College
swimming teams ended their
season by sending both men
and women swimmers to the
NCAA Championships. Two
first year students, Christine
Mungall and Juliet Rivera,
comprised the 1994 ''National
Team"
representing
Kalamazoo College's women's
swimming and diving team.
Mungall and Rivera are both
sprint
freestyle
and
butterfliers. Although neither
swimmer scored, both had best
times in the 100 freestyle.
Rivera captured the highest
place at the national level, taking twentieth place in the 50
yard freestyle.
Mungall qualified for the
NCAA Championships in the
100 yard butterfly, an event in
which she broke the school
record on four different occasions this year. Rivera made
the national standard in the 50
yard freestyle, by far her best
event. Rivera and Mungall
also contributed to two recordbreaking relay teams at the
MIAA Championships.
Four members of
Kalamazoo College's men's
swimming and diving team
were named to "K"'s 1994
"National Team." Sophomores Brian Miller and Greg
Raczniak and freshman Chuck
Kemeny and Garth Miller all
made qualifying standards for
the NCAA ChampionShips
held during eleventh week of
last quarter.
Brian
MiIler
was
Kalamazoo's lone scorer, making it into the consolation final
of the 100 yard breaststroke.
Because of this, he was named
Honorable Mention AllAmerican. Performance-wise,
Miller came on late in the year,
but finished the year with a
life-time best time, the fastest
200 yard breaststroke time in

Kalamazoo history.
Raczniak, by far the
Hornet's most consistent performer throughout the season,
was named "Most Valuable
Swimmer" by his teammates.
Captains Paul Blowers, Ma'[
Harrison and Grant Rickhoff
also presented Raczniak with
the "you're a really neat guy"
award.
Because the wet Hornets
will be losing the blood-andguts performances of Harrison
and Rickhoff to graduation,
Blowers will be counted on to
step forward and take charge
next year. Blowers will be
complimented by a strong junior class of Miller, Raczniak,
Aaron Portenga, Jeremy
Truran, Denny Kelly and Eric
Cabbie. Next year's seniors
Jeremy Kemeny and Matt Rich
will join the upperclassmen in
their continual charge for the
MIAA Championship.
According to Head
Coach Robert Kent, the underclassmen will also be
counted on to make a strong
contribution to the Hornets'
charge next year. Chuck
Kemeny and Garth Miller both
expect to make NCAA standards again, and great performances will also be expected
from Steve Tack, Scott
Jablonski, Matt Northam,
Mike Volk, Jeremy Hansen,
and Ryan LaBudda.
Perhaps the greatest
overall contributor to the
underclassmen's contingent is
freshman Tony "Juice"
Michaels, who was voted
"Most Improved" by his teammates. Tony's work ethic and
positive attiude are weIl-appreciated additions to the
team. Michaels' hard-core
training, which will continue
throughout the spring and
summer, will make him, like
the Hornets as a whole, a real
force to be reckoned with in the
MIAA next year.
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Accomplished professors gain recognition
Garth Miller
Index staff
Dr. Gary Dorrien and Dr.
Ellen Cald well were presented
with Lucasse Awards at a reception that left the Olmstead
Room at standing room only
last Wednesday night.
Dorrien, Associate Professor of Religion and Dean of
Chapel, received the Lucasse
Fellowship for Excellence in
Scholarship.
Caldwell, Associate Professor of English and Acting
Department Chair, received
the Lucasse Lectureship for
Excellence in Teaching.
"I think that the entire
college community understands and recognizes the outstanding teaching and scholar
ship of both Dr. Caldwell and
Dr. Dorrien," said President
Bryan. "To be recognized by
one's own peers is the highest
form of recognition."
After the ceremony
Dorrien said, "This is the most
wonderful kind of award that

I can imagine, as it is recognition not only from my colleagues, butfrom colleagues in
the immediate college community."
Dorrien has written four
books since 1985. His latest
work, The Neoconservative

Dean Gary Dorrien

Mind, has received several
positive reviews in major publications."
Russell Kirk, author of
The Conservative Mind, called
Dorrien's book a "keen critical
examination."
Caldwell directs the

Writing Center and the Freshman Seminar program. In addi tion, she is currently serving
on the Calendar Task Force. In
1990, she won the Diebold
Award for her exceptional interest in student life.
Caldwell's most recent
public presentation was the
talk, "Measuring the Pound of
Flesh: Women, Law, and the
Marketplace in Shakespeare's
Merchant of Venice and MeJlsure
for Measure" at Western Michigan University's fifth annual
Shakespeare Festival.
According to Dorrien, it
was difficult for him to adequately articulate his feelings
upon receiving such an honor.
'1 was very nervous addressing my peers," he said, "I was
overwhelmed with feelings of
gratitude."
Dorrien, an Episcopal
priest, also recently presented
"Knowledge for What-Education in the Spirit of Community" at the Unitarian UniversaIist Fellowship of Midland.
One of Dorrien's stu-

dents, Jettrey Hotchkiss, K ")'/,
described Dorrien as "very
concise and intellectual" as
well as "a brilliant speaker."
Hotchkiss also said that, "Dr.
Dorrien is very eager to encourage students" in their academic pursuits.

Proressor Ellen Caldwell
According to Dr. Conrad
Hillberry, Professor of English,
Caldwell is a "wonderfully
complex person," who is
"completely dedicated to the
college," yet at the same time
"strikingly close to her students." Hillberry also said that

are often piled up
outside of her office."
First year student Molly
Wilks,
in
explaining
Caldwell's demeanor, in and
out of the classroom, said, "I
think she's awesome . Dr.
Caldwell always forces me to
challenge myself with her own
very inspiring enthusiasm."
Caldwell is a "great
source of insight and support,"
according to Wilks. "She is always very understanding, a
great listener. She makes her
students feel comfortable talking to her, and her door is always open."
"I was touched that so
many students were in the audience to celebrate with me,"
Caldwell said.
"I was delighted to be in
the company of my colleagues,
all of them dedicated teachers,
to accept the Lucasse," she
said, adding, "These fine coIleagues are the reason I came
to Kalamazoo College, but I
have stayed because of the students."
5tUUt!ntS

Friday's trash bash to celebrate Mother Earth
Kezia Pearlman

unspecified person from the
Kalamazoo Community, possiOpinions Editor
bly from the Kalamazoo Nab ,th We('\,. efforts by ture Center, will give a "brief
EN VORG,
Kalamazoo inspirational speech to give the
College's environmental orga- celebration structure."
ENVORG kicked off
nization, will culminate in a
"trash bash" on the quad this Earth Week Monday by handFriday.
ing out recycling boxes, and
Friday's events include a slog~n sheets with questions
deejay from 4 to 5 p.m. fol- like "Can you do without these
lowed by a drum circle. In lights?"
addition, students can conENVORG gave each day
struct sandals from tires, tie- of the week a name with an endye clothing and eat vegan vironmental connotation.
"earth cake."
Monday was "Energy
According to Susan Day." Students constructed
Johnson, K'94, of ENVORG, an new bikes from spare bicycle

parts. ENVORG hopes that
"K" students will be able to
check out these bikes from the
Union Desk. Also, there is a
future possibility of collecting
old, unclaimed bikes from residence hall storage rooms.
"We have bike rooms full
of bikes, we know 99% of them
don't belong to anyone," said
Jason Baker, K'94.
Tuesday, "Pollution
Day," students cleaned up at
Arcadia creek.
Today, ''Vegetarian Day,"
students are planting trees behind Hicks Center to balance
the effects of deforestation on

=---------------------~----~---------------------,

Sarah Jaquish sports ''K's'' Take Back The Night banner berore
the march on April 8th.

the part of the cattle industry.
Thursday, "Forest Day,"
the "K" community will learn
how to reduce waste by finding out how to make paper.
ENVORG hopes to have
their uGuide to Sound Living"
booklet ready for Friday's celebration, according to Johnson.
The booklet, which has been in
progress for the last year, will
provide tips for waste reduction in: Quadstop, Marriott,
laundry rooms, Dewing computer labs and in many other
areas of student life.
ENVORG is working in
conjunction with both Western

Michigan University (WMU)
and the Kalamazoo Community for Earth Week.
ENVORG
members
placed petitions supporting
WMU's proposed comprehensive bussing system, which if
implemented, would lessen
the amount of cars driven to
WMU's campus.
On Sunday, the City of
Kalamazoo will celebra te
Earth Day in Bronson Park.
ENVORG members plan to
introduce paper-making to
children.
Earth Day, Friday, April
22, is celebrated worldwide.

New Chapel patio
to grace quad
garden are replacements for a
Brian Enneking
garden in memory of the
Layout editor
Council's former members
A new patio and memo- Emily Little, Patricia Miller
rial garden, provided by the and Charlotte Richardson. The
Women's
Council
of memorial garden, previously
Kalamazoo College, will re- located by the Nelda K. Balch
place the existing sidewalks Playhouse, was destroyed
and benches in front of Stetson when the Dow Science Center
was built.
Chapel.
The Council began to
Tom Ponto, Director of
Building and Finance, said search out new locations for a
construction of the project is memorial garden and decided
scheduled to begin on May 2, on the Chapel. "The Council
and should be completed be- looked at a lot of different sites
and there was an agreement by
fore graduation.
According to an article in
Continued on page 2
Inside-UK," the new patio and
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Former U.S. Senator to
lecture at Monroe Seminar
Anita Khaneja
Index staff

to insure that Money and
Banking theory and practice
were taught as part of the economics' curriculum and also to
help promote discussion of
economic and banking issues
in the entire Kalamazoo community."
The highlight of the Monroe
program is the annual Charles
J. Monroe Seminar where distinguished banking and

Former U.S. Senator William Proxmire comes to
Kalamazoo College on May 3rd
as the guest speaker for the 26th
annual Charles J. Monroe Seminar in Money and Banking.
Proxmire, a former Democratic senator from Wisconsin,
will speak on 'The Role of Government and the Future of
American Economy", an LACC
event, Tuesday of sixth week,
at 3:30 in Dalton Theater as the
keynote of the Monroe program.
According to Dr. Frederick
Strobel, economic professor
and Monroe Chairholder,
Proxmire is a "banking expert,
as well as a health enthusiast."
The Stephen B. Monroe
Chair of Money and Banking William Proxmire
was established by Charles
Monroe in 1968 at Kalamazoo money economists are invited
College, in memory of his fa- to speak to the college and the
ther, Stephen Monroe, former greater Kalamazoo communiPresident of the Industrial State ties.
Proxmire, whose experiBank of Kalamazoo and chief
author of Michigan's original ence as the head of the Senate
banking laws, according to Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs Committees and as a
Strobel.
The establishment of the member of both the Approchair, which Strobel has held priations Committee and Joint
Committee,
since 1974, created an endowed Economics
professorship as well as a pro- "makes him one of the most
gram in the economics of informed Americans on conMoney and Banking at temporary banking and economic issues and is thus an
Kalamazoo College.
ideal
speaker for the Monroe
'The idea of the Chair is
Seminar,"
according to Strobel.
twofold," Strobel said. "First,

Student Commission Election Results

Proxmire also has written a
number of books including,
Can Small Business Survive?,
Report from Wasteland and
America's Military-Industrial
Complex.
He is best known for
his Golden Fleece Awards,
which Proxmire gave to various branches of the federal
government found guilty of
overspending American tax
dollars.
Senator Proxmire received
his undergraduate degree
from Yale University and a
Master's Degree in Business
Administration cum laude
from Harvard. Involved in
politics since 1950, he was first
elected to the Sena te to fill the
seat vacated by the death of
Senator Joseph McCarthy in
1957, and was reelected in
1958, 1964, 1970, 1976, and
1982.
On May 3rd, various events
will be held in honor of the
senator. In addition to the lecture 'The Role of Government
and the Future of the American Economy," Proxmire
speaks to Professor Breznau's
class in the Dow Science Center room 329 at 10 a.m. Nonclass members are invited to
attend.
Also, students may join
Proxmire for a noon tray luncheon in the President's Dining Room. If a meal ticket is
needed please contact Mrs.
Yarrington in the economics
department.

. l gar,d en t0 surround new pati0
M emona
Continued from page 1.
all that this location would be
~~;d Ponto •
spec'al , " .xu
The new patio will be
constructed of brick and concrete and will radiate outward
from the Chapel's front steps
in the form of a semi-circle
with a radius of 24 feet, 9
inches.
Other facets of the project
include renovation of the current sidewalks attached to the
the patio, the addition of a
sidewalk for handicapped ac-

cess extending from the door
on the south face of the Chapel
to the existing sidewalk and a
six-foot wide bed of flowers
surrounding the patio.
According to the Inside"K" article, the flower bed will
be planted predominantly
with annuals in the first year,
which will offer a solid mass
of color during the summer
months.
Portions of the quad will
have to be raised in order to
facilitate the installation of the
patio.

A fieldstone retaining
wall will be created around the
beech tree at the south-west
corner 0 f the qua d t0 suppor t
the additional soil.
The project has been contracted to Van Laan Concrete
Construction, and smaller,
separate contracts will beassocia ted with the plantings.
Ponto said that the project will
be completed with mostly
small equipment, and that one
of the key concepts was to preserve all of the trees on the
quad.
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Dormitory

Representative

Crissey
Severn
Harmon
Hoben
DeWaters
Trowbridge
Trowbridge
Language Houses
Commuter

Lisa Walter
Mary Helen Diegel
Suzanne Boyles
Laura Zemrowski
Mike DeWaele
Michael Mundahl
Greg Blase
Consuelo Hernandez
Sandra Nagler

Campus Life Committee
Anderson
Grace Lee

T11l\O

Educational Policies Committee
Jennifer Christiansen
Kelly Roberts
Joanna Skaitsiaris
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Commission's big plans
include b-ball hoop
Janice Dropiewski
~---~-----

Index staff
One of the top priorities
of Student Commission this
quarter will be straightening
out the budget, according to
Garth Miller, K '97, Executive
Vice President of Student
Commission.
Currently, the Commission is working with student
organizations that are seeking
more money than their annual
budget has allotted.
"We are trying to deal
with people that really overspent Winter Quarter and are
asking for even more Spring
Quarter," said Miller.
Members are also working with the idea of creating a
student liaison for students
who are having trouble with a
professor. According to Miller,
the liaison will use the proper
channels while ensuring the
complaining student's anonymity.
"This program would
help the students who have a
problem with one of their
classes, but don't want to say
anything because they might
have to take that professor
" said Miller.

LAYOUT PLAN

There are also plans to
install a one hoop basketball
court on the patio behind the
natitorium, according to
Miller. Student Commission is
also working with Facilities
Management to repair crumbling steps around campus.
Toward the end of the
quarter, the Commission will
be in charge of Chapel. According to Miller, they want to
make it student-centered and
are looking for student talent.
Students who are interested
should contact Jessica
McNeece, Student Commission President.
Committees are formed
each quarter to help the Commission focus on the various
tasks that the body as a whole
performs. Each committee has
a chair member and meets
once a week.
This quarter Inter Housing Association Chair is Joanna
Kyriakopoulos; Food Service
Chair is Garth Miller; Activities Task Force Chair is Stacy
Shafer; Constitutional Revision Task Force Chair is Jason
Baker; Financial Affairs Committee Chair is Jeff Hotchkiss;
Publicity Committee Chair is
Sarah Kruse.
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The Index returns to proper form

"real" newspaper, to be investigative
and to inform the students and college
community of the prevalent issues and
events occurring on and around campus, whether they be news, opinions,
sports or features.
Unfortunately, over the past year,
these goals have become difficult, if no~
impossible. Due to budget cuts made
by Student Commission, the Index only
received enough funding to successfully publish five newspapers per quarter.
The newspapers published over
the past few quarters were of fine quality, printing as much news as possible.
However, through no fault of the editors, news could only be reported every two weeks thereby making it difficult to report on timely isues. Students
were kept aware of college news, but
on and around campus. College news- unfortunately, interest was lost.
Moreover, the Index is a college
papers, she points out, must serve as
both a news paper but also as a college newspaper, meaning that it represents
the college. Why should a college that
paper.
In basic functions, all newspapers costs over $20,000 to attend be repreare very similar. As their name implies, sented by what could have been contheir main function is to present the strued as a "bi-monthly newsletter?"
Thanks to several members of the
news with the most clarity and objectivityas possible. What different schools Index staff and newly allocated funds
consider news and how it is presented from Student Commission, the Index
will be published on a weekly basis for
makes them different.
At the Index, we have tried over the the remainder of Spring Quarter. Hopeyears to print both the positive and fully, this will help in reviving the comnegative aspects of the Kalamazoo Col- munication link that the Index once prolege. We have worked to emulate a vided.

Opinions regarding the role of a
college newspaper range from designating it as a voice of the institution placing emphasiS on school promotion and
morale, to developing it as a professional newspaper which prints both the
positive and the negative aspects of the
college community.
According to Roberta Clay, in The
College Newspaper, college newspapers
are "an asset to the entire college community," because they both educate and
inform them on the newsworthy events

The Index will be published on a weekly basis for
the remainder of Spring
Quarter,

Letter Policy
The Index encourages reader response in the form of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and deal with rel~vant issues. The Index reserves the right to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with sensitive
topics, will be accepted and printed through consultation with the editorial
board.
Letters should be submitted to the Index mailbox, across from the games
room in the basement of Hicks, by the Sunday before the issue in which
they are to appear.
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History lessons justify
military action in Bosnia
Jordan Rankin
Index staff

The
events of last
Sunday, April
10th,
were
probably the
most important
since the fall of the Berlin Wall
in 1989. Two United States airplanes attacked Bosnian Serb
forces which were attacking
the United Nations declared
enclave of Gorazde, Bosnia.
The airplanes were attached to
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces but were
under the command of the
United Nations. Not only was
this an excellent foreign policy
move on the part of the United
States, it also showed that the
lessons of the last century have
not been lost. It proves that we
can learn from history.
For those who don't
know, the United Nations
warned Serbs that they would
be attacked by NATO forces if
they did not desist from attacking Gorazde.
The United Nations had
declared Gorazde a safe-haven
for Bosnian Muslims and was
worried about the safety of
U.N. observers in Gorazde.
The Serbian attack on Gorazde
ended after NATO jets attacked a second time on Monday; there is currently a ceasefire in Gorazde.
The decision to become
militarily involved in the war
in Bosnia has met with a great
deal of criticism. Some inaccurately compare this decision
to the Vietnam experience.
Vietnam was fought by the
United States on behalf of a
population that did not want
us there. The government of
South Vietnam did not represent the people of Vietnam but
ra ther was a puppet of the U.S.
government.
In Bosnia, the situation is
completely different and it is
not only the United States in
this one. So far the U.S. action
in Bosnia has been on the request of the world community
(through the United Nations)
and has been backed up by all
of our NATO allies.
Further, the military action we have taken has been
popularly supported by the
Bosnian Muslims. Perhaps the
biggest reason this action in
Bosnia is appropriate is that it
is morally justified in light of
the Serbian policy of "ethic
cleansing," a euphemism fur
genocide.
There are other good reasons for our recent action in
Bosnia. For two years the
United Nations and the United
States have been threatening
action against Serb violations
of U.N. conditions. The attack
on Serbian forces finally gives
teeth to our threats and gives

Serbians
a reason
turning
to negotiations
for for
ending
the
conflict. u.s. diplomacy has
been restored to credibility all
over the world. Thisisparticularly important in light of the
current situations in North
Korea and Haiti.
The U.S. attack on
Serbian forces is a positive
move, not only for peace in the
former Yugoslavia, but should
aIso have positive effects in the
Muslim world.
Muslims have been suspicious of U.S. actions concerning Muslims. In Kuwait, when
U.S. economic interests were
threatened, the U.S. did not
hesitate to fight a war in support of the Medieval Kuwaiti
monarchy. In Bosnia, the
United States has done nothing for Muslims for two years
in the face of flagrant human
rights violations. Muslims perceive that while the United
States is willing to fight for
Muslims to preserve its own
interests, the United States in
not willing to fight for them
otherwise, even when there is
a clear moral imperative.
Hopefully, after last week's
aiding of the Muslim population of Gorazde, Muslims elsewhere will see the United
States as a more impartial defender of human rights and
will be inspired to trust the
United States further.
The most important aspect about last week's was the
indication that we have
learned from history. Finally,
the world community is condemning military aggression
and genocide with forceful action. It was the lack of this sort
of forceful action that allowed
Hitler to expand Nazi power
beyond the borders of Germany into the Rhineland, Austria and Czechoslovakia. The
inability of the democratic
states to respond to Hitler's
aggressive actions in the 1930s
led to his willingness to use
war to conquer other peoples.
The UN/NATO action in
Bosnia against the Serbs
clearly states tha t the methods
of Hitler will not be tolerated
any further. It also says that the
lessons of the past are being
applied for a constructive end.
If last week's air strikes
are any marker of future policy
directions, there is hope that
the greatest threat in the postCold War era, that of the exploitation of ethnic nationalism by irresponsible leaders,
can be corrected. I am against
the use of violence in general,
but the situation in Bosnia warrants the continued use of violence to gain peace.
The United Nations,
NATO, and the United States
should continue to enforce
resolutions against the type of
violence tha t Bosnian Serbs are
practicing.
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Cobain: A Tragic Icon
~.
Erick Thickey
Index staff
W hen
Kurt Cobain
committed suicide, I was upset, but I real_ _ _ _---I ized my feelings contributed to a frightening trend.
My shock and sadness
that someone would kill himself was compounded by sadness that a musician whose
songs I enjoyed, a man so full
of talent and potential, had
died so young.
Then I caught myself
wanting to get the Nirvana albums I don't have and planning to buy the inevitable Rolling Stone tribute issue before it
sells out.
I was disgusted with
how ready I was to contribute
to the hype. And not just because it's sick that record companies and publishers will be
making money off this death.
If a Cobain cult develops, it
could be a scary thing.
He is deserving of praise,
though, and in his death, rock
music has lost someone important. In his words and the
band's loud, chaotic guitarand"rum sound, Nirvana expressed rage and frustration
with a power other punk
bands strive for-but with a
hint of melody that kept the
refrains in our heads and gave
them poignancy.
But frighteningly, that
rage and frustration almost
certainly led him to end his life.
How will we listen to this
music now? To me, the songs
sound more powerful and desperate than ever-but I think
I'm just hearing their true
power for the first time.
Maybe I didn't believe
what I was hearing before, because I've come to think of depressed singers as partial poseurs. After all, the Violent
Femmes have a new album
coming out next month, eleven

years after they sang in "Kiss ing guitar and drums, he sings
Off" about popping pill after the chorus to "Radio Friendly
suicidal pill. Morrissey has put Unit Shifter": "What is wrong
out albums full of self-pity for with me?"
Bu t Cobain never
years.
I was a bit surprised to wanted to be an icon of anydiscover Cobain was singing one else's suffering. ''Teenage
about real pain, that it had real angst has paid off well/Now
I'm bored and old," he sang on
consequences for him.
Why wasn't he happy? "Serve the Servants." His pain
Not only did he have a wife may have been expressed in
and child, but millions of fans. music, but it was his, not the
Didn't that count for anything? world's.
Writers tried to call him
Maybe not. Nirvana's
il
spokesman
for "Generation
biggest songs, like "Smells
Like Teen Spirit" and "In X;" "I am a spokesman for
Bloom," mocked a trendy, top- myself," he declared.
40 mass teen culture that probBu t the final tragedy is,
ably reminded Cobain of the he will be an icon. Stars who
jocks who tormented him die become larger in death
when he was a lonely teenager. than in life. We've seen it with
Ironically, top 40 fans laid Elvis Presley and Jim
claim to Nirvana's punk mu- Morrison, James Dean and
sic. The band soon had fans Marilyn Monroe.
And I'm writing this, alwho didn't bother to listen to
though it contributes to the
the music's message.
In the liner notes to one hype, because I want to ask
of his albums, Cobain ex- what the hype will produce.
pressed anger that two men The emotions Cobain reached
raped a woman at a Nirvana were more focused and desconcert while singing "Polly," pera te than Presley's or
a protest against sexual vio- Morrison's. His self-destruction wasn't accidental, and it
lence.
Sometimes he failed to was powerfully previewed in
communicate well. "Polly" his music.
could-partially because the
So the probability that a
lyrics were somewhat ambigu- dead rock star god cult will
ous and hard to decipher-be form around Cobain frightens
misunderstooo as a celebra- me.
If a future child of mine
tion of what it actually debecomes a Nirvana fan, will
nounced.
Same with "Rape Me" she be the sort of fan who
from Nirvana's last album, a leaves a note at a Kurt Cobain
furious song that was, as memorial like the one I saw on
Cobain made clear in inter- Jim Morrison's grave, that
views, also an anti-rape pro- read: "Jim, you changed my
life"? Will she identify with
test.
Cobain could be a hypo- Cobain's frustration until she
crite too. Despite these protests falls into despair, like he did?
Or, when she hears the
against male violence, his wife
had to call the police on him frustration and self-doubt in
once after a domestic dispute. Nirvana's songs, will she realIf he was in pain, if he ize tha t those emotions are, like
failed to live up to his ideals, if happiness, an inevitable part
he was often misunderstood- of being human? Will she emmaybe that's why so many brace her humanity by trying
identified with his music.
to fight and rise above the
Which of us, in our mo- causes of her pain and failure,
ments of self-doubt, can't re- and by carrying on despite
late when, backed by pound- them?

Did Cobain seek nirvana?
Mara Bragg
Index Staff
"Spring is here again, tender age in
bloom... " Nirvana sang on their Nevennind album. And what did this year's spring bring but
the suicide of the band's lead singer Kurt Cobain,
at a tender age himself.
Some people are busy feeling for the youth
of America. What will they do without their favorite rock idol? Some people are busy feeling for Generation
X. What will they do without another spokesperson for misguided life? Some people are busy feeling for troubled minds.
Will they consider suicide as an alternative to the confusion of
life?
I feel for Courtney Love, a wife without her husband . I
feel for Frances Bean, a child without her father. I feel for Cobain
himself, a troubled soul without his life. And the ultimate question in my mind is whether or not Cobain realized nirvana in
his death.
According to the Oxford Ameriazn Dictionary, nirvana is "the
state of perfect bliss attained when the soul is free from all suf-

To: The Editor:
Since I have left campus it is of my understanding
that some of the residents who lived in the French house
during the winter term and Jason Baker have all received
fines for a party that was held in the French house. I feel
that this action is repulsive, frightening and uncalled for.
As you know, there was not a residential assistant at the
house and no one was written up. So, how can it be that
these people were fined? It is my understanding that the
procedure that has been followed in the past is that residential assistant's have to write up the person(s) at the
scene and with concrete evidence that the illegal action
occurred. But this time the people were written up after
the fact, without an RA at the scene and without concrete
proof that the event even occurred. Instead it was made
by an administrator.
These are all respected citizens of our community
and I ask you is it right to incriminate them on an after the
fact basis and discontinue the procedure that has been followed in the past? If this is the procedure that the administration fbllows then anyone in our community can be
incriminated at any time, without and without a residential assistant at the scene. If this is the case then I can say
that person X who is under 21 was consuming alcohol and/
or taking illegal substances in their room or anywhere on
campus. Now I could be incriminated for someone saying
that I was drinking illegal substance in my room the last
substances in their room or anywhere on campus could
incriminated. This kind of power is too strong and has no
place on campus. Now, I could be incriminated for someone saying that i was drinking illegal substance in my room
the last week of finals or whenever in the past and I could
be accused by anyone, leaving me powerless and whatever action I took part in the past could be brought up
against me or anyone else. I find this action frightening
and the possibilities of this leading to further courses of
action such as this one are horrifying and the boundaries
are limitless. I ask you again is this right? What is the point
of this action and penalty? The powers of the administration should not be limitless but this course action clearly
demonstrates that they are an this wrong.
I have also sent a letter to various other administration members and strongly urge you to rethink everything that has happened And withdrawal your fine to the
people that have unjustly received one.
Thank you,

Matthew Dunn K'96
ALL-IN-ONE Word
Processing for term
papers, resumes, etc.
Fast, accurate service.
Reasonable rates.
Call 964-6891

fering and absorbed into the supreme spiri!." A tenet of Buddhism, the American College Heritage Dictionary adds that nirvana is "emancipation from ignorance, the extinction of all attachment, and an ideal condition of rest, harmony, or joy."
Sadly, Cobain's mind and soul must have been far from
"rest, harmony, and joy" when he chose suicide. While his death
may have brought him a release from pain and suffering, he
unfortunately achieved this bizarre state of nirvana through
severe and irreversible measures. Certainly, nirvana is better
realized during life, not death, for it must be easier to enjoy the
benefits of bliss while living.
Simplistically, anything can be viewed as nirvana: having
a good day, a cheerful mood, or merely a peaceful state of mind.
However, these states of "bliss" don't always persist over time.
Discouraging as this may be, the important point to remember
is that things can improve. TIme will pass, you'll figure things
out, life will get better, whatever. There's always some sort of
nirvana out there, and fortunately for us mortals, I think it can
be found in the living world.
Who knows what, if anything, Cobain sought to achieve
in suicide. For his sake, maybe he found happiness, maybe he
found nirvana; no one will ever know. For the sake of others
though, happiness and nirvana should be seen as achievabl~
through life, not through death.
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Engaged students make lifetime commitments
Mara Bragg &
Shannon Coleman
Index staff
Look in your date book:
When are you getting married? While most college students plan for the immediate
future of tests, deadlines, and
weekend activities, others
have penciled in lifetime commitments. We recently talked
to five engaged Kalamazoo
College students who have
made long-term plans for their
future.
GETTING TO KNOW YOU

Beth Badley, K '97, will
never forget the first time she
met her fiancee, Joe. "My
mother introduced us at a
church bazaar," she said. '1
was going into my freshman
year of high school and he was
a senior. We worked together
and went on a few rides that
day. I was so intimidated. Little
did I know that he thought
about me for the rest of the
summer."
According to Mary Beth
Brockmeier, K'97, the misfortune of getting on a packed

school bus led to the first time
she met her fiancee. "He offered me his seat, sat on the
floor next to me, and we talked
all the way back from a field
trip," she said. "Cliff Lampe,
K'96, added, "Mary Beth was
wearing a red sweater."
Although Harnza Suria,
K '97, met his now-fiancee,
Huma, at a family gathering
in Saudi Arabia, the couple
also had their first significant
conversation on a school bus.
"Danny and I didn't
start talking until the last three
weeks of our senior year. Our
first date was Senior Prom.
Things just kind of blossomed
from there," said Andrea
Wendt, K '97.
UNTIL DEATII DO us PART

'1 knew it was coming,
but 1 didn't know when,"
Badley said of her marriage
proposal. "He asked me the
day after graduation."
Brockmeier and Lampe
had seriously discussed marriage for two years and consider the engagement a formality. Lampe said, "I wanted her
to have at least one quarter of

Ringing together
Elizabeth Gray
Index staff
Although many people
are familiar with the sounds of
Kalamazoo College's Guild of
Change Ringers, the campus's
Handbell Choir is not as well
known.
According to Handbell
Choir Director Russell Cooper,
K '88, the organization began
its seven year history at "K"
under the direction of Judy
Breneman, wife of former colPresident
David
lege
Breneman. Two years later,
when Mrs. Breneman left the
col1ege, Cooper took charge.
Cooper first became interested in handbells during
his junior year. A music major, he wanted to use the bel1s
for his SIP. As an interest in the
instrument slowly transformed into a passion, Cooper
accepted ·the opportunity to
direct others with a similar
love.
According to Cooper, the
bells are fun to play and offer
a different type of musical experience. "Ringing handbel1s
is an ensemble effort," he said.
"All the parts are extremely
Vital, and each part has only
One ringer, so you have no one
to hide behind."
Deanna Klein, K' 97, said
the group's small size makes
it less formal than other musical groups on campus.
"Russell Cooper makes himself accessible to us, and is fun
to work with," she said.
If the rehearsal schedule
is anything to judge by, the

handbell ringers certainly deserve credit. According to
Klein, who is also in the College Singers and the Chamber
Choir, the ringers rehearse six
hours a week, while the two
singing groups practice only
three hours and one hour a
week respectively.
Cooper stated that he
unsuccessfully tried to get
credit for his ringers the first
two years he directed the
group. A variety of reasons
were given by the music department for denying them
credit, including the lack of
history of handbell ringing and
a lack of formal sheet music.
According to Cooper, although the members of the
handbell choir would prefer to
receive credit, there is a certain
satisfaction to be had in remaining an independent
group.
The Handbell Choir is
not under the jurisdiction of
the music department which
allows Cooper to choose music that he and the organization
members want to play.
Cooper said that he and
the other eight members of the
organization are always proud
at the completion of a concert
that they alone planned and
rehearsed. Look for information on the group's upcoming
seasonal performance towards
the end of Spring Quarter.
"These people are serious musicians. They work
hard, work together wel1, and
they do it because they like it.
No one can take that away
from us,"Cooper said.

coI1ege experience so she
wasn't deprived." Used to cal1ing Lampe her boyfriend,
Brockmeier added that 'fiancee' sounds too "pompous and
stupid ."
Engaged at age 15, Suria
said he was more shocked than
his parents. His engagement
adds structure to his life, he
said, especially at such a distance from home. "When you
go away to school, you need
something to remind you of
your culture so you want to go
back," he stated.
"He asked me to marry
him a month after we started
dating," said Wendt. "1 accepted, but we didn't really
talk about it until right before
I went away to school."
AND TIlE FOLKS SAID ....

"My parents really liked
the relationship and are happy
about the engagement," said
Badley. "They just want me to
wait until I finish school."
"Our friends were very
anxious, pressuring us to get
married," Lampe noted.
"Where they play an active
role in our relationship, I never
consulted my parents."
"I only told a few people
of our engagement," Suria
sa id, "for the prime reason that
they would think I was nuts
and my parents were wacky."
He added that his fiancee's
parents got used to the engagement plan after much convincing from Huma.
Wendt explained that although her parents initially
<lpprovcd of the engagement,
they became upset after she
told them that the wedd

date had been set for this coming fall.
"We finally had to tell
them that we are in love and
ere going to get married
whether they supported the
idea or not," she said. "They
are slowly warming up to it."

young, but we love each other
and hate being apart."
Wendt also explained
that because of the engagement she doesn't "go out
nearly as much as single
people do. I don't have any
reason to," she said.

REACTIONS &: RELATIONS

According to Badley, the
engagement has given her relationship with her fiancee a
sense of security. "I'm about 4
hours away from home,"she
said. "This was really difficult
for Joe and 1 when I first left
for school, but both of us know
that we have nothing to worry
about.
Brockmeier and Lampe
said they are glad they formed
their relationship before coming to "K". '11's hard to start a
committed relationship here,"
Brockmeier stated. "Foreign
study doesn't care about committed relationships," Lampe
said. Although Brockmeier
and Lampe are in different
graduating classes, their "K"plans coincide.
When peers find out
about his engagement, Suria
said many assume it's an arranged marriage because he is
from the Middle East. Others
simply ask why he can't stay
single, drink beer, and party.
Suria said the engagement
"gives me a daily routine, a
direction, and consolidates my
thinking."
"Most people act
shocked when they find out
I'm engaged." said Wendt
"Sometimes I get the impression that they think I'm crazy
or somethi
Yes, we are

TIlE FUTURE

Although Badley originally planned to get married
after her college graduation,
she is currently aiming to have
a ceremony in August of 1995.
"He is my best friend and I
can't imagine spending the rest
of my life without him," she
said. '1 see marriage as the beginning of a relationship, not
the end. "
She said, "We have different styles and already know
that both of us will have to
make some compromises ...
Some components of the uK"_
plan, like foreign study, may
not be possible for me financially or emotionally."
Brockmeier and Lampe
both plan to go to Ecuador for
foreign study and said that
they have thought about getting married there.
Although Suria has been
engaged for almost two years,
marriage still lies in the distant
future. He said it depends on
the couple's medical and
graduate school plans and
whenever he is "rolling in the
dough to support someone."
With a wedding set for
October 22, Wendt is leaving
"K "permanently at the end of
Spring Quarter. '1' m going to
go to school in Indianapolis
while he works full-time," she
said.
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Founders' weekend celebration
Public Relations
Kalamazoo College
In celebra tion of the
tenth
anniversary
of
Kalamazoo College's English
tower bells, Robert D. Dewey,
dean "emeritus of Stetson
Chapel, will kick off Founders'
Weekend, April 22-24, with a
special chapel service on Friday, April 22.
During the 10 a.m. service, Dewey will present
"Midwestern Exposure, Episode I: The Future is Back." At
8 p.m. that evening in Dalton
Theatre, Dewey will present
the sequel, "Episode II: Back
to the Future." Both events are
open to the public, free of
charge.
In addition to Dewey,
other members of the faculty,
present and former, will assume roles of the founders of
the College.
President Lawrence D.
Bryan will narrate and
Kalamazoo resident Edward
Thompson, retired attorney,
will perform. Thompson is the
son of Paul Lamont Thompson, the tenth president of the
College.
Those participating and
the founders they are portraying include:
Nelda Balch, professor of
theatre, emerita - Lucinda
Hinsdale Strine.
Robert Dewey, dean

emeritus of Stetson Chapel James A.B. Stone.
Margo Bosker Light, professor of German - Madelon
Stockwell.
John Fink, professor of
mathematics - Thomas W.
Merrill.
Mark Thompson, professor of religion, emeritus Jeremiah Hall.
Donald Flesche, professor of political science - Titus
Bronson.
William Long, former
dean of students - Gaylord
Arthur Slocum.
Ed Thompson, retired attorney - Judge Caleb Eldred.
When the English tower
bells were dedicated in 1984,
Kalamazoo officially became
the 14th city in the United
States and the first in Michigan
with an English bell tower. In
the past decade, the number
has grown to 20, including one
tower in Honolulu.
At 11 p.m. on Saturday,
April 23, T. Jefferson Smith,
professor of mathematics and
retired Ringing Master of the
College, will present a special
retrospective of the first decade with tower bells. The
event takes place in Stetson
Chapel and includes slides,
ringing demonstrations, and a
visit to the belfry in Stetson
Chapel.
All events are free to the
publiC.
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Index staff
It's fun to tell people secrets. For music fans, it's fun
to expose others to cool new
music that no one else knows
about.
Jason Eklund and Mike
Younger arc two of my best
musician-secrets. While I was
doing my SIP in New Orleans,
they were playing regularly in
the French Quarter.
play
music
Both
grounded in old folk tradition-the witty, hard-traveling
trCldition of singers like Woody
Guthrie, not the flower-child,
Peter-Paul-and-Maryesque
folk of the '60s. When Younger
sings about life as a migrant
farm worker and when Eklund
sings a song about trying to
hitchhike across the country,
named "L.onesome Out
There," you know it's for real.
Eklund's diverse style,
which includes blues and bluegrass influences, has won recognition already. He played at
last year's CMJ new music
convention and released a selftitled CD on Chicago'S Flying
Fish Records.
The album, recorded
with several other musicians,
is a great showcase of the diverse su bgenres of folk music,
with all songs but one written
by Eklund.
His twangy voice adds
character to his alternately
wisecracking and direct lyrics.
In one song, "Borneo," he
mocks consumer society, CNN
and college (where he '1eamed
words like pretentious, didactIC and totalitarian/Smoked
clove cigarettes and wore black
tu rtle necks"), and, in another,

describes an unrequited love
for an Oklahoma waitress with
a sorrow so simple and deep,
thelistenerfeelshitbyanemotional two-by-four.
His guitar work ranges
from folk to vicious slide guitar. He does talking blues,
plays harmonica, recites poetry and sings acapella. In
short, he's a damn cool musiciano
So is Mike Younger, although his music is simpler.
His tape features him solo,
singingandplayingguitarand
harmonica, on 13 songs, all
originals.
He's been playing in the
French Quarter for about a
year, he's only 21 and doesn't
have a record company yet,
but his self-produced tape is
full of great music.
Having a copy of this is
like having a copy of Michelle
Shocked's Texas Campfire Tapes
before Short Sharp Shocked
came out (the songs are excellent, the sound quality is surprisingly good and the clunks
between songs are part of the
charm).
InNewOrleans,hismost
popular song was "Generation
Revelation Blues," a sharp satire of the French Quarter's poseur punks, hippies, beatniks
and vampires. References to
Doc Martens, three-foot hairwraps and green hair dye fly
by, culminating in a catchilysung chorus: "Lord, I'mgonna
be different, just like everybody else!"
Younger has a great feel
for melody, rhyme and dramatic tension. He covers an
impressive emotional and musical range with one voice and
one guitar.

"When the 4 Winds
Blow" finds him ready to leave
security behind: "I'm going
forth to find my calling," he
declares. The song has a mystic, anthemic feeling tha t
speaks to me as graduation
nears. I'm sure many other seniors would identify with it
too. "Song to Dillinger" powerfully rewrites the legend of
John Dillinger, turning the '30s
bank robber and folk hero into
a 20th-century Robin Hood.
In one of his many surprising, funny and poignant
love songs, where he compares
his love to a lucky poker card,
his praise yields suddenly to
an admission of his need for
her: "On a panicking highway
I start to swerve/Oinging like
a child to her when I lose my
nerve."
Younger sings with a
maturity and experience that's
all themoreimpressiveconsidering that he's as young as we
are. His character, wit and
some of his lyrics remind me
of early Dylan but with a bettervoice.
Both Jason Eklund's and
Mike Younger's first albums
get ratings of 8 out of 10. Get a
hold of this music, these guys
are only going to get better.
Give me a call if you
want to hear them for yourself
but my usual offer to make you
a copy doesn't apply this time,
these guys need your support
more than your average royalty-fattened major-label act.
Jason Eklund's album is
available for $15 CD, $10 tape
from Flying Fish Records, 1304
W. Schubert, Chicago, IL
60614, (312) 528-5455. I'm selling Mike's tape for him; it's $8.
Call me at 5896.
.

Anne Frank worth $7 despite flaws
Shannon Coleman
Features Editor
Yellowing pages of a
tottered, well-loved childhood
book. The special affinity of a
soulmate across time.The essence of beauty within chaos.
I all' reminded of
these images as I watch local
theilter The Actors & Playwrights' Initiative's (API) production of The Diary of Anne
Fmnk.

Reminiscent of "K's"
Dungeon Theater, the cozy,
down-to-earth API playhouse
provides the perfect quarters
to become en tranced in the tale
of a youl1g girl's hope and
fears in the midst of World War
II.

The sma II thea ter a trnosphere allows one to feel as if
they have joined the eight
member Jewish household in
their struggle to maintain decency while they hide from
Nazi dIsorder.
The acting makes this

performance especially worthwhile. Jessamyn Hawley, a
sophomore at Hackett Catholic High School, accurately depicts young Anne Frank's confusion and zest for life. Actor
Demian Krentz does a commendable job in his portrayal
of the shy, sensitive Peter.
Sharp-tongued Mrs. Van Dann
(Pat Clark) makes the audience
laugh in spite of themselves.
Kathy Sliter (Mrs. Frank) and
Robert C. Walker (Mr. Frank)
also deliver excellent impersonations.
Each performer adds a
unique yet realistic quality to
their character.
Fans who have read
Anne's diary will find some
discrepancies in the show's
details. Many of her day to day
experiences are left out. Mr.
Koophius, one of the important characters who protected
the Franks, is non-existent.
Jennifer Goodlander, K
'97, plays therole of Meika
Kraler, a feminized version of

Mr. Kraler. (Watch for
Goodlander's behind-thescenes talent in K's upcoming
production of Baby; she's the
stage manager.)
The Diary crew ran
into some technical difficulties.
Tape voice-overs and lighting
were, at times, a little off. On a
more positive note, the music
local pianist John Reeve arranged for the show set the
tone perfectly.
Over all, the show is
definitely worth the $7 ticket
price ($5 in advance). One
leaves the perfonnance feeling
that Anne Frank fulfilled her
dream of living after her death.
A silent yet resounding voice
cries out "Despite everything
I still believe people are good
at heart." We all need to be reminded of that message.
The API Playhouse is
located at 240 West Michigan
Avenue with shows running
Thursday-Sunday, April 21-24.
Call 343-8090 for further information.
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Women's tennis swinging into action
Doug Gordon
Index staff
The 1994 Kalamazoo
Women's Tennis Team is
swinging into action this
spring, and under the leadership of an experienced senior
squad, "K'" s team is aiming to
be as dominant of a presence
in the MIAA as it has been in
the past.
Along with fourth
year
coach
Yvonne
Hackenberg, the Hornet
netters will enter the 1994 contest the defending league tournament champions, a title
which they held the last four
years and seven out of the last
nine years. This seasons outcome looks to be just as promising considering all six starters are returning from last year.
Among those starters
are the dynamic duo of Jackie
Aurelia and Billee Lightvoet,
who were both NCAA Division ill qualifiers individually,
and as a doubles team last season. Both players are returning All-MIAA First Team selections while Aurelia is both the
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enough for them to qualify for
the Nationals later in the ~eason.
"We've shown we can
hold up under pressure which
means we have a very good
chance against teams such as
Albion, which is one of our
biggest rivals," states Aurelia.
Even with such experience, this years' captains will
be the first to tell you tha tit is
definitely a team effort. "I
think the seniors definitely
lend experience but the freshman and other underclassmen
are very strong this year and
that lends great depth to the
team," Aurelia adds.
Lightvoet agreed stating, "We have some really
good freshman on the team
and they have been helping
out the seniors."
Currently,
the
Women's standing in the
MIAA is an impressive nine
wins and no losses. Such an
unbeaten record is hopefully
indicative of a positive outcome in the MIAA tournament
held April 29 and 30 here at
UK".

"Andy Alaimo (shown above) has been a major
contributor to our cause" - Timon Corwin
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Garth Miller
Index staff
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Despite valiant effort, softball
couldn't salvage wins
EdPastemak
Index staff
The 1994 Kalamazoo
College Softball Team came up
empty in a pair of MIAA
doubleheaders this past Thursday and Saturday.
On Thursday, '1(N almost broke through in the first
part of the home twinbill
against Adrian but couldn't
bUild on the lead it established
early in the contest.
The Hornet offense
was paced by Julia Haarer, K'
96, who knocked in 2 runs in
the third inning to help "K"
bUild a one-run lead. Unfortu nately, Val Keeney, K'97,
couldn't salvage the win in a

valiant 7-hit effort. Keeney received littleheJpin the 3-2 loss,
however, as the Hornet bats
went cold after getting on the
scoreboard in the third inning.
The tight loss in the
first game seemed to take some
gas out of the Hornets as
Adrian quickly pounced on
"K" in the second contest that
evening. The 10-0 decision
was called after just five innings.
The doubleheader at
Hope on April 16 turned up a
mirror image of the previous
pair of games against Adrian,
with Hope dominating the first
of the two meetings. Hope
shelled "K" pitching for 13
runs, while the Hornets man-

famieKozma

Men's tennis team one
of "top in country"
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returning MIAA Most Valuable Player and an NCAA Division ill All-American selection for the third straight year.
Aurelia, Lightvoet
and 1993 AII-MIAA Second
Team selection Alison Frye are
also tri-captains of the '94 Hornet team. Other key players
are seniors Betsy Hobbs and
Jenifer Holmes, and junior
Stephanie Smith.
In the team's first true
test, a trip down to Hilton
Head, South Carolina over
spring break, the members
pulIed out a perfect record,
winning all of their matches.
Over Easter weekend, the
women traveled to DePaul
University for another tournament and finished a strong second behind Kenyon.
On Friday, April 15,
the team traveled to Madison,
Wisconsin for the weekend regional tournament. The Hornets were seeded fourth to
start off and finished in the
same position; a standing
which put them among the top
four teams in the region. Their
regional finish should be

aged 3 in the 6 inning contest.
In the second half of
the afternoon doubleheader,
pitcher Julie Mernitz, K'96,
went the distance in the 3-2
loss. Much like the first game
against Adrian, "K" opened up
the offensive arsenal early, this
time by knocking in 2 runs
during the first inning. Once
again, the "K" bats soon froze
up and Hope took the lead in
the sixth inning, never to look
back.
The Hornets look to
put a dent in their record (4-21
overall, 1-5 MIAA) with home
games this week against Olivet
College on Wednesday and
Madonna University on Saturday.

Kalamazoo College's
Men's Tennis team is now in
the heart of their season after
winning yet another GLCA
title, beating Wooster in the final round by a score of 7-l.
According to head coach
Timon Corwin, "This establishes Kalamazoo as one of the
top five or six teams in the
country." Wooster had already
beaten five Top 20 teams.
Kalamazoo was ranked
second in the nation in the Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches
Association (lTCA) Division
III poll, behind the Fighting
Banana Slugs of the Uni versity
of California Santa Cruz. The
Hornets defeated Santa Cruz
in each of the last three Division ill finals.
When asked of how he
felt about the national poll, senior captain Seth Denawetz
said, "I prefer being in the underdog position."
Denawetz, who was
ranked fifth in the national
poll, cited team unity as the
team's main strength, saying,
"There is a real sense of friendship and unity on the team.
Our southern trip was a very
successful in helping team
bonding take place."
"TIus team has fantastic
chemistry. I'm very proud of
them," said Corwin.
"A lot of this has to do
with our excellent leadership,
particularly captains Seth
Denawetz, Adam Affridi, and
Ryan Kaltenbach. Senior
Andy Alaimo has also been a

major contributor to our
cause."
Corwin isn't the only one
to sing the praises of the team's
leadership. Junior Paul Bozyk
said that "Seth is a great team
leader."
Junior Ryan Kaltenbach's
knee injury is another factor
that will weigh heavily upon
the team's future conquests.
The national poll ranked
Kaltenbach and junior Adam
Affridi fourth in doubles.
"Losing R.K. is tough,"
said Corwin. "He's probably
the best doubles player in the
country."
At the Midwest Regional
in Madison, Wisconsin this
weekend, the loss of
Kaltenbach will be compounded by the absence of
Bozyk, another key player for
the Hornets. Bozyk will be taking the MCATs this weekend,
creating the need for a second
line-up change.
Kalamazoo was picked
by the ITCA to win the Midwest Regional, but that was
based on Kaltenbach's number
twelve ranking in singles and
his number one ranking with
Affridi in the doubles.
The same squad that will
be playing at the Midwest Regional defeated Ferris State,
who is currently ranked ninth
in Division II, on Monday
night by a margin of 6-3.
When asked about the
team's upcoming Midwest
Regional, Corwin said, "This
will be a good test of our
depth." Corwin also added
that "K" has "a long-standing
tradition of depth."
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Committee proposes final calendar plan

Matt Sikora
Index staff
Members of the Calendar
Task Force Committee are
drafting a final recommendation for their triquarter program this week, according to
committee member Billie
Fischer, Associate Professor of

Art
"What we're trying to do
now is look at the triquarter to
see what difficulties there
would be physically with
dorm space, linking up with
foreign study centers, coordinating programs, career development possibilities," Fischer
said.
President Lawrence
Bryan established the task
force last fall to examine concerns with the current "K"
Plan such as lack of continuity
among faculty and students,
administrative problems
caused by the quarter system.
and a growing number of deviations away from the traditional Plan A and Plan B schedules.
The triquarter system
under consideration would
consist of three ten-week quarters preceded by one optional
four-week prequarter without
traditional classes during the
summer.
A revised Senior Individualized Project (SIP) will be
spread throughout senior year
instead of a concentrated quarter off-campus. Students will
choose to study abroad either

junior fall and winter or winter and spring.
Fischer said Associate
Dean for Residential Lite
Vaughn Maatman, Associat~
Director for Media Services
Usa Palchick, Director of Bllfiness and Finance Tom Ponto
and Director of Financial Aid
Joellen Silberman were invited
to a committee meeting last
week to present short reports
and answer questions about
ramifications of a triquarter
calendar.
"Everyone said it looks
as if it can be done, even
though we would have to
make adjustments," Fischer
said.
Fischer said Registrar
Susan Wong, a calendar committee member, conducted a
study of available classrooms
on campus and detennined
the renovation of Olds-Upton
Science Building would provide enough extra space, although an additional science
laboratory block may be nec-

essary.
Palchick reported the
college's media resources such
as television sets and video
cassette recorders could be
juggled to accommodate the
demand created by additional
classes.
Ponto and Silberman answered questions about financial matters concerning the
triquarter system including the
cost of a switch and technical
restrictions to financial aid eligibility.

Maatman reported the the fall and one-fourth gone in
housing system could accom- the spring because of room on
modate the extra burden if campus, knowing how many
some students were allowed to people will be in the classes,
live off campus, according to and what classes to offer,"
Fischer said. "We're looking at
Fischer.
"There's not enough if it would be possible for the
housing on campus for every- general rule to be that everyone, but there have been times one who takes a certain major
in the past when we've housed would be gone in the fall or
more students off campus," spring."
Moving the career develshe said. "And most people
agree that living off campus for opment quarter from during
seniors would be a desirable the year to the s~ is also
an area under examination.
option."
'''There is concern that by
In addition to studying
the physical resources needed not allowing students to have
for the triquarter system, com- an entire term for career develmittee members are examining opment not during the sumthe feasibility of incorporating mer quarter that we may be
current aspects of the "K" Plan cutting ourselves off from
into the new plan such as for- some," said Fischer. "But in
eign study and Career Devel- many instances there are internships that are only availopment.
"The Foreign Study Of- able in the summer. There's
fice has been coming up with concern but I don't think it's
data about who goes where, insurmountable."
starting and ending dates, and
Committee members
how many students go on will meet with faculty this Frithese programs," Fischer said. day to answer questions and
Aspects of foreign study receive input about the
examined by the committee triquarter system. Bess Gerinclude matching schedules man, one of two students on
with foreign universities, in- the task force along with Stuternships or special projects dent Commission President
abroad, integrating theexperi- Jessica McNeece, will host a
ence with coursework and a meeting tonight at 9 p.rn. in the
"very speculative" proposal Severn Hall study lounge for
that would assign students by students.
McNeece said nine
major to either the fall and
winter or winter and spring people attended a similar foforeign study period, accord- rum during third week and
expressed a desire for summer
ing to Fischer.
"You can't have three- programs to allow students to
fourths of the people gone in stay on campus that quarter,

more time for SIPs and tenweek quarters.
"The people that came
had a lot to say and really
wanted to listen," McNeece
said. "I found a lot of them had
been off last quarter so they
didn't know [about the committee]."
Fischer said some issues
raised at a faculty meeting during second week included concerns about increased teaching
loads and effects on student
enrollment, desire to reform
the curriculum in addition to
delivery system changes and
interest in possibilities created
by the four-week prequarter.
The committee is scheduled to begin drafting a report
this week, refine the model
during weeks seven and eight
and present a report to the
president during tenth week.
"I suppose what we're
going to talk about [this] week
is what kind of model is going
to be recommended," Fischer
said. "Does it look like the
triquarter would be the most
beneficial and have the least
problems? I guess I would say
that it's sort of like reinventing
the wheel to come up with that
again, but because of the difficulties fitting all the elements
of the plan that might be the
best thing to start with."
"But I don't think that
means we didn't look closely
at the four-one-four or the semester and I think we'll still be
talking about the four-onefour," she said.

Meal plans undergo dramatic changes
Brian Enneking
Layout editor
Next fall, Marriott will
revamp their meal plan system
accompanying the changes already made to their meal service, according to Mike Leeuw,
Food Service Director.
In the fall of 1994,
Marriott will switch to a new
meal system eliminating the
current plans and replacing
them with three new ones. The
new meal plans will be:
• Carte Blanche, which
will give students unlimited
access to Marriott as many
times as they like during service hours,
• 15 plus, which includes
any 15 meals in New Welles,
plus $25 in munch money that
can be spent in Quadstop, and
• 10 plus, which includes
any 10 meals in New Welles,
plus $35 in munch money.
The "munch money"
will be accounted for on a

student's J.D. card, and can be
spent at Quadstop. According
Leeuw, students are not limited to the money that comes
with the meal plans, and can
add as much money as they

any time during the day," said
Leeuw, "or they could spend
their munch money in
Quadstop."
Leeuw said this is the first
account of Marriott in Michigan to use the Carte Blanche

will involve a retraining of the
staff, but he said, the staff already went through a lot of
changes during the fall of 1993.
The past changes included a switch from a line
dominant system to a scatter

If the students want [special
banquet style dinners] more
often, it will not be a problem.
- Mike Leeuw, Food Service Director
Pluxo by Blake Blllllillg

like throughout the quarter.
Marriott also will keep
New Welles open from 7:30
a.m. to 7:00 p.m.. "The plan is
that students can come in to
get breakfast, then come in
later to get a bagel, then come
get a snow-cone or a snack at

system. The Marriott at
Dennison College, where
Leeuw previously worked,
also used the system. "Carte
Blanche is being used at
mainly liberal arts colleges because the students are paying
a lot, and they want it," he said.
The upcoming changes

system. '1'm a firm believer
that students want a scatter
system; they don't want to
stand in line," said Leeuw.
"You should be able to choose
different options and then go
to it."
The new change in hours
will affect the time schedules

of the staff. Instead of working
really hard for two hours,
Leeuw said the staff now will
have their workload spread
out a little more over time.
According to Leeuw,
Marriott had students fill out
detailed surveys in the winter
which did not ask questions
about food service, but generic
questions such as where students go out to eat, how much
they usually spend and the
types of food students consumed in their rooms.
"Earlier, we made
changes without asking students, and now we are going
back to make sure it's what the
students want," Leeuw said.
Approximately 395 out
of 700 students filled out the
survey correctly. Leeuw attributed the high turn-out to his
use of incentives. "We gavp a
2-liter of pop to each student
who filled out the survey," he
said.
Continued on page 2
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Olds-Upton renovated by Fall '95
Jessica English
Index staff
The $3 millio'f\ gutting
and renovation of the OldsUpton Hall, including a new
ventilation system and reallocated office spaces, will continue through the summer and
the '94-95 school year, culrrJnating in a grand opening in
the fall of 1995.
According to Facilities
Management Director of
Buildings and Grounds Paul
Manstrom, the project is currently in the design and development stage, and final plans
will be approved by the college
early next month.
OIds-Upton, constructed
in 1927 and expanded in 1955,
formerly housed Hr's biology, chemistry and physics
departments.
Biology and chemistry
moved to the Dow Science
Center in t!te summer of 1992,
while the first and second
floors of Olds-Upton still
house physics. Upon completion, the renovated building
will hold physics, psychology,
education, math, computer science and Academically Talented Youth Program (ATYP),
Manstrom said.
The main purpose of the
remodeling is to update the
building's ventilation system,

which is located mainly in the
ceilings,
according
to
Manstrom. Recently discovered asbestos insulation will
also be removed during the
renovation process.
''To bring the building up
to ventilation codes, the whole
heating and air conditioning
system had to be replaced,"
Manstrom said. ''The system
had a lot of problems and even
if it was fixed it wouldn't be
adequate by today's codes."
Since few cinder block or
plaster walls will be removed,
Manstrom said, the major cost
of the renovation will be replacing the mechanical and
electrical systems.
Additional improvements will include both a
Macintosh/DOS computer lab
and a work station with more
powerful computers for physics and computer science majors.
Laboratory space for
psychology also will be expanded with the transfer of the
rat colony from Dewing, a
separate faculty research lab,
as well as a new teaching lab
on the fourth floor.
Each floor of the new
building will sport both men
and women's barrier-free
restrooms (currently, the second, third and fourth floors do
not have facilities for both

sexes). All the windows in the
structure will be replaced, and
the formerly low ceilings will
be raised to maximize natural
lighting from the large windows which are now partially
covered, Manstrom said.
He also stated that the
College is considering adding
another entrance facing Academy Street if it can be fit into
the project budget.
Although the actual
renovation will be contracted
out next fall, Manstrom said
that Facilities Management
employees are doing most of
the initial gutting.
"We've had to purchase
some equipment that's specific
to the renovation, [such as] lifts
to take ceiling heaters down,"
he said. "There have been
some minor costs, but right
now it's still under $30,000."
According to Manstrom,
money is being saved in several others ways as well. Almost 60% of the building's old
furniture already has been sold
and another 30% will be reused after the renovation, he
said. Furthermore, some materials have been recycled and
$3-4,000 worth of steel and
copper scrap metal has been
sold.
Facilities Management
will also serve as the general
contractor for outside renova-

Foreign study fair
Garth Miller
Index staff
Students began their foreign study site selection process last Tuesday at
Kalamazoo College's first foreign study fair.
The idea for a foreign
study fair began with former
Student Commission President Jason Baker, who said, '1
thought that there was an inadequate representation of the
foreign study programs. Students were generally uniformed, and this caused some
problems in the past. Many
students have had problems
going to the site that they
wanted."
" Another problem that I
saw was that there wasn't any

tions before the remainder of
the project is contracted out,
Manstrom said. This work includes roof repair, as well as
"sprucing up" and power
washing the building'S exterior.
Once
underway,
Manstrom said, the entire contracted project should take
about nine or ten months.
"Most of the renovation work
will be inside so weather won't
be a problem so it should zip
alOJlg," he stated.
Hobbs + Black Associates, Inc., an Ann Arbor atcltitectural firm was selected to
design the updated OldsUpton.
The firm, which has supervised the design of more
than 1,000 facilities, is responsible for the First of America
Bank in the Arcadia Creek development, as well as several
Western Michigan University
renovations.
According to Public Relations, a $100,000 grant from
the Arthur Vming Davis Foundations in Jacksonville,
Florida, has inspired commitments totaling $1.3 million toward the $3 million project.
The College anticipates that
the project will have total
funding commitments by the
targeted beginning of construction in October.

a "success"

student input," said Baker. also stressed the importance of
During fall quarter, Baker getting an early start on forformed a foreign study task eign study planning.
"We do have deadlines,"
force to investigate the numerous complaints that student he said.
Brockington also said
commission was handling regarding the foreign study de- that students who are interested in a University-intepartment.
Baker also said that an- grated program should have
other key part of the fair was four units of a language.
to give students some written "Come talk to us," he said.
information to help keep them "We have plenty of brochures
thinking about their foreign and pamphlets describing the
various foreign study locastudy plans.
''The fair was designed tions."
'1 think that people had
with the idea of getting the stuwonderful
time,"
dents to start thinking about a
foreign study earlier," said Brockington said of the fair.
''This was an opportunity for
Baker.
Associate Director of For- students to talk with other stueign
Study
Joseph dents who have already been
Brockington, who called the on foreign study. I think that
foreign study fair"a success," the relaxed atmosphere of the

fair made it much more effective than our more formal presentations."
Looking to the future,
Baker said that Commission's
foreign study task force plans
to look into aspects of the foreign study department such as
the re-entry format, the grading system, and the evaluation
system.
"I personally would like
to know how the interview
process went this year," said
Baker.
'1 know that there were
changes made, but I also know
that several students have
been made to feel very defensive through their interviews.
This should be a relaxed, nonconfrontational situation, not
an interrogation," he said.

Continuous feeding, munch-money, and more ...
Continued from page 1
Connie Courcke, Board
Operations Manager of
Marriott will be most involved
in the changes, Leeuw said because she is always on the
floor. Marriott will also bring
in regional directors and a chef
to help out this summer.
Other changes in
Marriott since the summer of
1993 include:
• The addition of a grille
line. "Quadstop was serving
100 people a night, and that
had to stop because (New

Welles) is where we do our
volume of service. People have
been happy with the grille line,
and it's junk food - there is a
big demand for that," said
Leeuw.
• The removal of the yogurt machines and subsequent
installation of the ice cream
freezer.
• Changing the salad bar
next to the wellness line into a
bakery bar. "No one was g0ing through the second salad
bar, so we changed it to
deserts. We also put a whole
cake out there instead of cut-

ting it up into pieces. It stresses
the idea of self-serve - people
want to be fed quickly. It also
lets people make their own
food; it goes with the theory
that if you could make it yourself, you'd be happier," he said.
• Moving the deli line to
a bar format and replacing it
with a wellness line, which
then became self-serve.
• Installing the wok bar.
• Changing from a system of steak nights every other
Saturday, to a special buffetstyle dinner. "We are going to
try to run a theme around the

special dinners and run them
three times a quarter," Leeuw
said. The additional costs of
the special dinners only include the added linen clt!aning
fee for the table cloths, and the
larger amount of food the students eat, he said. '1f the students want it more often, it will
not be a problem."
More to come - Marriott
will be adding an Arctic Blast
machine, which is similar to a
slurpee machine. According to
Leeuw, it was supposed to arrive on April 15, but now
should get here by the end of

the quarter.
Additionally, in the fall of
1994, Marriott will be looking
very seriously into a pizza program where the pizzas would
most likely be deli-style with
the crust, sauce and cheese premade, and the toppings would
be added. "One of our goals is
to eventually have the students
use their cards to pay for it,"
Leeuw said. Marriott will begin
advertising about this program
in June, and will keep students
informed, he said.
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Democracy & peace do not come without struggle
This is a momentous week in world history. Tuesday, April 26 disabled

and elderly South African voters went to the polls in the first multi-ractal elections in South Africa's history. This past weekend, the 37th president of the
United States, Richard Nixon died at age 81. These two inctdents may not seem
related, but theyare.
As the sons and daughters of "baby-boomers" we were all Watergate babies. Our parents saw Nixon aide Joseph McCartby's campaign to purge America
of communism. They saw Nixon become president and eventually, crook. We
came into the world on the tails of all this.
Since Nixon's resignation the world has been consumed by rapid international change. We've seen the fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War
as our parents and grandparents knew it. Daily we hear of the double-bind
former communist-bloc countries face as they are all too rapidly being transformed into capitalist ones.
We experienced our first war with Operation Desert Storm, prompting us
to question our government.
We saw the second Democrat elected president in our lives.
Now we watch nightly reports of atroctties in Bosnia, reminiscent of the
horrors of Nazism that we never directly experienced.
Richard Nixon died this past weekend. His death shouldn't be made fun
of or trivialized. However, in the act of mourning our country cannot forget his
transgreSSiOns. His death symbolically brings an old era to a final end.
At the same time, in the face of so much worldly strife we are beginning to
see a bright spot on the horizon. The open elections in South Africa usher in a
new era. We can see a glimmer of hope; democracy in South Africa seems feasible.
Last night "K" students held a candle light vigil to commemorate the elections. We commend this show of support and realization of the necessity of
peace and democracy.
Democracy, justice and peace do not come without struggle. We can see
this in our own history. But when the prospects for world justice seem so bleak,
it is heartening to see it coming to a people who have been denied it for far too
long.

Letter Policy
The Index encourages reader response in the form of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right to edit for darity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with sensitive
topics, will be accepted and printed through consultation with the editorial
board.
Letters should be submitted to the Index mailbox, across from the games
room in the basement of Hicks, by the Sunday before the issue in which
they are to appear.
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Caning Justified?
Jeff Hotchkiss
Index Staff
Imagine that you are a
citizen
of
Singapore and
your car has
just been vandalized by an
American teenager. You know that the American teenager, Michael Fay, has
been arrested and sentenced.
The punishment is four
months in prison, a $2(Xl) fine,
and flogging with a rattan
cane.
This is not punishment
that is out of the ordinary in
your country. In fact, it is standard procedure. It has helped
in contributing ·to one of the
lowest crime rates in the
world.
Then you hear that the
American government is asking for a clemency-appealed
directly by President Clinton
himself. The American government, even though Michael
Fay pleaded guilty to the
crime, claims that caning is torture, that it is barbaric and inhumane.
They champion human
rights and in the process cut
down your cultural dignity by
claiming that a certain aspect
of your criminal justice system,.
which is one of the most effective in the world at cutting
crime, is inhumane. Western
human rights organizations
intervene echoing President
Clinton's appeals.
You just can't figure out
how the United States is getting bent out of shape over one
of tlleir youths getting punished for a crime he co11lmitted in your country, under
your country's laws and criminal justice system.
Perhaps the best way to
put this case into perspective
is to see it through a Singapore
citizen's eyes who was a victim of the crime. The fact of
the matter is simple, the enormous press coverage and publicity attention Michael Fay has
received over the last month
has in fact distorted the real
issue at hand.
Top national journalists
like William Safire of the New
York Times have contributed
their views vigorously condemning the practice in the
name of human rights. In the
process they have technically
neglected the real issue.
The Singapore city-state
has its own legal system with
its own criminal justice system.
It is different from the United
State's system and I will agree
it is much more brutal and
even inhumane.
But the fact of the matter
is clear, the United States has
no right and has no justification interfering in the criminal
justice system of another government,
unless
that
government's criminal justice
process has been proven to be

rfllI--

flawed, or inconsistent with its
own guidelines. In this instance it has not .
H it can be proven that in
fact Micheal Fay was physically abused and coerced to
plead guilty when in actuality
he didn't commit the crime,
then the United States is justified in interlering.
It is not a question of the
punishment being inhumane.
This has already been established as so in accordance with
Western human rights doctrines.
Michael Fay committed
the crime on foreign shores
under the guidelines of
Singapore's criminal justice
system. It is his obligation to
understand the laws of that
system and the ramifications if
he breaks them.
This is his own personal
responsibility because as a
fully capable individual he is
in complete control of his own
actions. After all, he is not considered a minor in Singapore
or the United States, he is eighteen years old.
I pose this question to
President Clinton and the
many Western human rights
organizations who plea for the
cancellation of the caning: If
you are making such a big fuss
over one American youth who
is caned, some of them involving Americans, that occur in
Singapore every year?
Americans have been
caned before in Singapore, and
just because one American
appeals, even after he has
pleaded guilty, does that justify or warrant intervention
just because he's one American
citizen who decides to appeal?
I call for some consistency on this issue. I do not
doubt that human rights organizations have condemned
this practice in the past.
But what gives the
United States the right to think
they can impose Western human rights thinking on another culture for the sole sake
of one American who appeals
when 800 others are caned annually?
Yes, I do believe caning
is inhumane. My political
stance on the death penalty in
this country is that it should be
banned. In our society, a culture in which human rights is
of prime emphasis, there is no
question in my mind that the
death penalty and a practice
like caning should not exist.
But this is our country
with our own criminal justice
system. Singapore is another
with its .own criminal justice
system. If we decide to publicly interfere with the cases of
caning that occur in Singapore
consistently, then we are justified in interfering in the
Michael Fay case.
But we don't and therefore Michael Fay should be
punished under Singapore's
criminal justice system.
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'K' Sexual Assault Policy, campus climate examined
Elizabeth Arledge Ross
'& Erick 1kickey
Index Staff
According to Kalamazoo
College's sexual
assault policy
handbook, '~
proper sexual
conduct is prohibited. Improper sexual
.---~~"" conduct is any
act committed
against the
wishes of another person."
It can include
L -_________--l force,
either
physical or psychological, but
it does not have to.
It's a broad definition,
and an understanding one, but
it doesn't mean that many
women are comfortable with
coming forward about their
own experiences.
Although the handbook
explains what women should
expect upon reporting rape to
the police, police records on
violent crimes committed on
the "K" campus show no rapes
in the past two years.
The handbook does not
adequately address how to
deal with a sexual assault short
of rape, as in an attempted
rape or a molestation.
According to Dean of
Students Marilyn LaPlante,
someone the college finds
guilty of rape or attempted

rape is automatically expelled.
Those found guilty of sexual
assault not involving penetration could be expelled, suspended, or placed on some
form of social probation.
But none of this is any
good if no one reports assaults.
LaPlante said she did not
recall any sexual assault cases
going to hearings since the
implementation of the policy
two years ago.
''More often than not the
[victimJdoesn'twantanything
done," LaPlante said. "They
want to put it behind them."
Often, when victims won't
press formal charges, LaPlante
said she mediates conversations between the victim and
the assailant.
"We probably hear of
about two or three cases a year.
I'm just sure there are a lot
more I didn't hear about,"
LaPlante said.
Because "K" is such a
small college, LaPlante said,
word of a sexual assault charge
may spread among students
despite the college's confidentiality policy, making it hard
for victims to come forward
with a charge.
"There's almost a change
toward more cruelty and more
disengagement" in response to
complaints, "LaPlante said.
People may blame the victim.
she added, because they don't
want to believe allegations
made against someone they

know, let alone a friend. And,
in past cases, she has seen "a
number of people moving to
support the male, who, by
definition, then, has been
falsely accused."
LaPlante said that when
she is informed that an assault
has occurred, but the victim
does not want to press charges,
she asks herself, "how far do I
go against the written policy?"
Often, she said, she
meets with the assailant and
says, "1'm reasonably sure the
act occurred, and if you fall out
of line, I'll do everything I can
to get the victims together as a
group.' That way the indi:vidual realizes that more of us
know about it."
We share LaPlante's frus-tration that victims are not
pressing charges against
sexual assailants. And we
think Student Services and
Residence Life could do more
to encourage them to do so.
Right now, when a victim
reports a sexual assault to an
Resident Assistant, the RA
must inform the Hall Director,
who in tum informs LaPlante
and the Counseling Center.
(Confidentiality rules rightly
prohibit informing anyone
else.)
We believe that everyone
informed should by policy be
given the job of encouraging
the woman to press charges.
For instance, while therapists
in our society often encourage

patients to come to peaceful
terms with their anger, the
Counseling Center must remind victims that their anger
can serve a good cause, compelling them to come forward
to the sexual assault hearing
board so that others can be pr0tected from their assailants.
Mediated conversation
with the sexual assailant
should not be an option. That
implies to the victim that it was
just a misunderstandingwhen it was actually a crime.
The residence staff must
play an active, not passive, role
in fighting sexual assault. One
RA told us that RA's are
trained to be "resource
people," offering options if a
victim comes forward, but prevented by privacy concerns
from even asking rumored victims if they have been assaulted, let alone encouraging
them to press charges.
Han RAheard that someone was a victim of a robbery
or a non-sexual assault, privacy concerns would not prevent the RA from going to the
victim and encouraging her to
take action. The same should
be true for sexual assault.
To help RA's do this
right, they should receive rape
crisis training.
But the fight against
sexual assault can't be won
with policy changes alone;
LaPlante is right that campus
attitudes need to change.

Sexual assault is the
worst example of how sexism
corrupts relations between
men and women. Although
anyone can be a victim of
sexual assault and anyone can
commit it, overwhelmingly it
is a problem of male violence
directed against women.
(That's why we've been talking in those terms.)
Sexism shapes how we
think about sex. It means that
we all need to think a little
more about how we perceive
sex. Sex needs to be about mutual respect, not conquest. ,
And if a friend tells you
that she thinks she's been as-saulted, believe her. Sexual as-sault is a crime, and a woman
who has been assaulted is g0ing to get disbelief from a lot
of others and needs support
from her friends.
Everyone should playa
part in making women feel
comfortable with coming forward. We all need to be aware
of how difficult coming forward can be.
H she feels uncomfortable about calling the police,
then she can talk to her RA, her
hall director, or LaPlante.
There are avenues.
The assault policy was
designed to help women by
stopping assaults, but it cannot
work if no one reports or talks
about what has happened to
them. itis a crime, and should
be treated as one.

Support small business: fight fascism
Paul Hirschfield
Index Staff
At the beginning of this
quarter, I decided to get my
quarterly haircut. The selection around
campus consists of Supercuts, a franchise
which provides quick and
cheep cuts, and Guys and Gals,
which offers more personalized styles for $2..00 more. I
opted for the latter, because I
wanted to do my part in fighting corporate fascism.
like many Kalamazoo
College students, I have spent
my pseudo-intellectual career
denouncing the blind, festering, over-bloated, ravenous
beast known as American corporate capitalism (this sentiment also applies to Rush
Umbaugh). Capitalism, in my
native country, is the system
built around the exploitation of
members of a surplus labor
force to maximize profits
largely to the benefit of a small
portion who control the means
of production. Butev~y
knows that. Those who support capitalism often say that
it is the system which maximizes human freedom and is
most conducive to a demo-

cratic system of government.
I apologize for taking no
economic courses in college. It
seems to me though that the
kind of Capitalism which
maximizes freedom and democracy has been gradually
replaced by a more advanced
stage of capitalism, Monopolistic Capitalism. This kind of
Capitalism follows a steady
path towards a new form of
fascism.
In this new system
America's so called democratic
institutions will remain intact,
but nearly all Americans will
either be under the direct control of the executives of corporate
monopolies
and
mega1opolies or under the control of the state in government
jobs, prisons, or welfare rolls.
And the state will be subordinate to the remaining Capitalists.
The ideal capitalist sys-tern would have large numbers of entrepreneurs running
their own non-<orporate businesses. People running their
own businesses doubtlessly
feel greater freedom over their
lives. Furthermore, one study
I found in the journal, Personel
Psychology, showed that men
with MBA's in businesses with
less than 1000 employees were
better paid, had better job sat-

isfaction, self-<oncepts, and
temperament, and took more
part in management than
MBAs in large corporations.
Small companies are more
democratic, but their future in
this country is imperiled.
In 1991, 87,000 small
companies failed-a 44% increase over the previous year.
Corporations often move in to
take their place. One can observe this trend by going to a
mall in another part of the
country. Each mall has the
standard array of corporate
clothing, book, and cookie
stores. The fewer companies
there are in an industry, the less
responsive they are to the market or to boycotts.
So what can we do to
slow the failure of small businesses and the swallowing of
people's freedom by corporations? We need to support
small companies over large
corporations as much as we
can. The prices may be higher,
but the quality of the merchandise or se-vices is rarely lower.
This should not hurt the
economy. Furthermore, one
can be sure that more of one's
money is helping real people
pursue their dreams, and less
to corporations who continue
to subvert them.

To the Editior:
The senior class has a
problem: the Pledge Drive is
faltering due to the conscientious objectors who stand on
ten-buck principles. Instead
of organizing a protest or trying new student-sponsored
initiatives, this brave bastion
of resistance has adopted the
tactic of inaction.
Of course, simply refusing to give to the Senior
Pledge Drive offers no analysis of specific problems, no
suggestions for change. It's
just one big whimper from
cheapskates, ab. the Philanthropically Impaired, who
can't get off their laurels to
do anything.
Are there respectable
grievances against the
school? Of course! Quadstop
was gutted without adequate student consultation,
leading to a big waste of
money on a Professorial Cafeteria. Student Commission
acts as a bureaucratic money
dispenser without communicating effectively with the
student body and without
the means to stand up to the
powers-that-be through
strikes or other collective actien The collegeprefers to re-

solve student concerns
through a "tell them what
we will do" forum fest without leaving room for students to influence the actual
decision-making process.
Do these problems justify the anti-pledgers? Come
one! H they haven't sold
their personal grievances to
the student body through an
organization or independent
action, than blame their PR
campaign, not the Ghost
Apathy, the Administration,
or the Commission.
Idle justifications for
the refusal to pledge indicate
the "I'm just not happy'"
school of critics. These
people wait for Mommy &:
Daddy Administration to
"make it all better." C'mon
kids, haven't we outgrown
that?
I'm not asking for a
class of cheerleaders. I'm
asking for college-level selfempowerment, in which we
articulate out needs and desires as well as the active
means through which they
can be achieved. Maybe we
could get a dialogue going,
rather than taking our tenbuck-ball and going home.
GeoffreyT. Keller, K'9'
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Search for local second -hand treasures
Shannon Coleman
&eMara Bragg
Index staff
Ah .... there's nothing like
the thrill of resale shopping.
Funky clothes. Cheap prices.
Off-beat characters. It's reminiscent of sifting through the
attic with grandma.
Feeling nostalgic?
Never fear, the bubbling
metropolis of downtown
Kalamazoo can serve as a surrogate for the grandma attic
void. And the best part is that
there are a number of secondhand shops within walking
distance from Kalamazoo College. We recently visited and
reviewed a few of these local
treasures.
Oosest to home is Dot's
Variety Shop. Located across
from Burger King on West
Michigan Avenue, Dot's is
easy to miss. ''1 expected to
have more student business,"
said Proprietor Dorothy
Garrett. She added that students prefer the "weird" garb
found at Souk Sampler which
specializes in vintage clothing.

•
After a quick look
around, we chatted about our
impressions on the way to our
second stop.
Shannon: No wonder
Dot's doesn't have a student
clientele. There isn't a huge
selection and the clothes that
they do have are ... well ... kind
of nondescript.
Mara: If you needed
something semi-dressy at the
last minute, for a job interview
or something, it might be a
good place to check out. Good
prices too. Hey, we're almost
at La De Da's. I've been there
once before and so far, its still
my favorite.

•
The beautiful Arts and
Crafts-style Prange building

houses two unique resale
shops. Located on Rose and
Lovell, La De Da's pink neon
sign hints at the flashy bargains inside. A striking contrast to the dowdy Dot's, we
weren't disappointed. The
shop offers an excellent selection of jeans, dresses, accessories, books, old cards, shoes,
shirts and unique knickknacks.
There is a homey aura
about La De Da's. A group of
giggling young women go&siped around the cash register.
In another room, two teenage
boys sat on a couch, peeling
the stickers off of a Rubik' s
Cube. We couldn't help overhearing their conversation. ''1
don't wantto be normal!," said
one to the other. A few minutes later, one of the saleswomen paid them $5 for "solving" the puzzle.

•
M: Hey Shannon, maybe
we should start hanging out at
La De Da's, you know, like
those two guys on the couch.
They said they practically live
here, and at least make phone
calls and everything.
S: I wouldn't mind .
Look at this Indian-print shirt
Ibought. $5. Notbad,eh? On
second thought, the mix of
country and forties music
might get to me after awhile.
Shall we head over to
Designer's Exchange?

•
Just down the hall,
Designer's Exchange has a
very different atmosphere.
Formals, furs and designer
brands abound in this consignment shop. Particularly striking is the sign below the register:
"NO PROFANITY
PLEASE."

•

S: This place is so elegant. Prim and proper, you
know ... Lots of moderatelypriced classic clothes for

people who need a few basic
wardrobe pick-me-ups. The
fur stoles are gross, though.
Animal Rights activists beware!
M: Too bad I don't need
any heels. These sequins and
rhinestones on suede combos
are funky, but I'd probably
only wear them somewhere
over the rainbow.

•
Rainbow Resale, found
past Club Soda on E. Michigan
Avenue, also has a good selection of shoes and resembles
your typical good-will store.
The wonderful array of plastic
flowers, for sale and for decoration, allow the store to live
up to its colorful name. Selection includes everything from
clothes to books to baby bonnets to cookware.

•
M: I don't know what's
better, the retro blast to the past
childhood toy section or the
"ultra-mod" Designer's Room.
S: Personally, I prefer the
bookroom; if you want a good
grocery store Harlequin, this is
the place to go. But seriously,
there are a lot of nice used flannel shirts and an overall good
selection for guys. On to
Thieves Market.

•
If you're looking for a
fancy headdress or a deck of
Tarot cards, Thieves Market
on Westnedge is your haven.
Good luck finding things,
though; the place is really cluttered. Everything is covered,
including the walls which are
decorated with interesting
newspaper clippings. It is also
a good place to find hand
dipped incense sticks, the thick
smell permeates the air and
clothing.

•

M: Wow, I can't believe I
finally found a pair of overalls!
What a steal, four

Habitat works for hUlllanity
Janice Dropiewski
Index staff
To commemorate 10
years of restoring homes for
needy families, the members of
Kalamazoo's Habitat for Humanity organization plans to
build 10 houses during the
next year in the area.
Kalamazoo College's
branch of Habitat for Humanity will take the responsibility
of building one of these
houses, according to member
Tom Bourguignon, K '97.
According
to
BoUrguignon, local contractors
will be called in to lay the foundation of the new house sometime during Summer Quarter.
Other than the foundation,
Habitat volunteers from "K,"
along with prospective
homeowners, will construct
the entire building.

The group will work on
the interior of the house
through WmterQuarter and, if
all goes well, the house should
be completed the following
fall, said Bourguignon.
Families who receive
these houses are selected
through a special process by
the Habitat for Humanity office. These families are expected to help throughout the
building process, and in tum,
the houses are sold to them at
a low cost with low interest
loans.
"Habitat looks for people
who can't afford housing and
that are really willing to help
out," said Bourguignon.
"I like that the houses
aren't just a gift," said Habitat
participant Kristen Betts, K '97,
"The group is important because there needs to be a way
to get the volunteers, the ma-

terials and the motivation from
the poor people."
According to first year
student Melissa Boyle, ''It's really neat to see this work happen in so many different cities
and see so many people get
help," she said.
According
to
Bourguignon, the college's
chapter works every Saturday.
During Summer Quarter, the
group will be working everyday for a couple of weeks
while building the house. Interested students are encouraged to participate.
• EXTRA INCOME '94 •
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1994 Travel brocures.
For more information send a
self-addressed stamped envelope to: Travel Network. P.O.
Box 6130, Miami, FL 33161

bucks.
S: Where are you, Mara?
I'm lost ... Hey ...those are really cute! It's been a good shopping day for both of us. I'm
really
impressed
that
Kalamazoo has all of these
stores. I did a lot of resale
shopping back home in Detroit
,','

and have really missed it.

M: I know what you
mean, it's not Ann Arbor either, but these stores are definitely worth the walk, even if
you don't need anything. Each
store has its own funky atmosphere, making the excursion
an adventure

"

Vintage Vantage:
Places to check out
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80's lllllSical to be perforllled in Balch Theatre
Patrick Burlingham
Index staff
"Baby" is an exciting
musical about reality which
will take the audience on a
journey through the lives of
three couples and on a ride
back to 1984.
The musical is set in an
unidentified college town
when fashion exhalted jean
jackets a..'ld leg wanner'S while
Cindi Lauper and Michael
Jackson ran to the top of the
charts.

Director Theresa Davis

explained that the element that
sets "Baby" apart from other
musicals she has worked with
is the subject matter. "'Baby' is
about the challenge taken on
by two couples having babies,
while the third pair deal with
the issue of infertility," Davis
stated.
Danny and Lizzy are unmarried juniors in college
when Lizzy discovers she's
pregnant. The second couple,
Alan and Arlean, in their early
40's, are shocked to find out
they are having a baby after
just graduating their third
daughter. The last couple are

Pam and Nick who have tried
to conceive and are confronted
with Nick's infertility.
The music, which carries
the audience through this plot,
is fun and reminiscent of the
early 80's. The music by David
Shire is complimented with
lyrics by Richard Maltby.
Brian Lewis, a graduate
student at Western, is conducting the orchestra for the show.
He commented, ''The music is
stylistic, it reminds me of the
late 70's and early 80's. Many
people may find it fun and
comforting."
Davis pointed out that
this is the first musical to be
performed at Kalamazoo College in over four years. She
commented that, "response to
the show has been mixed already." Davis predicted, "the
spirit of Festival will extend
through 'Baby'," remembering
the success of the last two
main-stage shows produced
by Festival Playhouse.
Davis believes that students, as well as people from
around the community, will be
able to relate with the issues
presented by the show. Many
people may have the response,

"Oh my God! That could be
me!"
Being the first musical
ever directed by Davis, she
brought on Susan Olson and
Joelin Masters to help with the
production. Olson is an Instructor of Voice at "K" and is
acting as Musical Director for
"Baby."
Olson performed in a
production of ''Baby" in 1985.
She explained, "it was much
easier then, since we were
working in the exact time period in which it's set. Now
music styles as well as language have changed."
Masters is Resident Choreographer and Principal
Dancer of Ballet Theatre at
Kalamazoo College. She also is
on the faculty here and works
in Chicago with Emergence
Dance Theatre. Masters, who
has never choreographed an
entire musical until "Baby,"
stated, "it's a lot of hard work
but well worth it." She shared,
"I've tried to use the movement of the actors and organize it so they are most comfortable."
Davis said, ''The three of
us arc working well together,

in totality." She explained that
she asked them to help with
the show after working with
them in other shows and having such wonderful experiences. Davis also adds to the
dynamics of the show by having community actors.
Gina-Maria Chirnner,
playing the part of Arlene, has
worked in professional, stock
and dinner theatres across the
United States.
She said she enjoys returning to college theatre because "it's different, there's
more time to develop an ensemble feeling."
Joe Reich, acting in the
role of Alan, is the Dean of the
Honors College at Western,
with experience in the Ovic
Theatre of Kalamazoo. Reich,
who taught French at ''K'' in
1974, commented, '1t's nice to
work at a different level with
students."
He added, '1 enjoy working with Davis. She has a very
good . directing style, I enjoy
our working relationship."
Jasen Schrock, a junior at
''K'', also likes working with
Davis as a director. Schrock,
playing the part of Nick, said,

'1 want to work with her any
chance I can geL" Currently
doing his Career Development
in Grand Rapids, Schrock is
commuting because he's eager
to meet new people and get as
much experience in theatre as
possible.
''Baby'' is being designed
by a team of all Kalamazoo
College students. Heather
Cox, costume designer, revealed, "it's more comfortable
to work with all students,
knowing we're all coming
from the same place. We work
well together."
Cox is backed by Kristen
Chesak and Jennifer Moore,
lighting designer and set designer, respectively. Davis
commented, "working with
this group of designers has
been an exciting challenge."
"Baby" will be performed in the Nelda K. Balch
Playhouse, May 19-22. Performance times are Thursday
through Saturday at 8:00 p.rn.
apd Sunday at 2:00 p.m. TIcket
sales will begin Monday, May
9. Further information about
the musical may be attaiIled by
calling the Balch Playhouse
Box Office at 337-7333.

Frank and the Sox: catchy,
danceable & at Club ·Soda
Erick nickey
Index staff
A good tape the Index received in the mail recently has
ended up in my hands. It's
called Pig Out and it's a live
album by the AnnArbor-based
Frank Allison and the Odd
Sox.
The publicist for the Sox
seems to have sent it to us not
so much to promlte the album
(it was released last year) as to
promote the band's Friday
night appearance at Club
Soda.
It should be a good show
because they sound like
they're a lot of fun in concert.
(That's assuming that the
sound hasn't changed much
with all of the changes in the
band's lineup described in the
press eli ps.)
The album itself is pretty
good. The sound quality isn't
the best, but that's probably
because of the limitations of
recording at a club (the Blind
Pig in Ann Arbor). Frank's
voice dominates the mix, however it's still hard to figure out
what he's saying.
Of course, it'd also be
hard to understand him if you
saw him at the Blind Pig or
Club Soda but that's okay.
Mostly you go to that kind of
concert for the pure, pleasant
noise of it all.
And Frank and the Sox
are masters of happy, melodic
rock. I'm finding it impossible
not to tap my feet to the music

as I write this. I imagine that
atthe band's concerts, the urge
to dance must be just as irresistible.
A drawback of live albums is that it's harder to produce sounds as varied as on a
studio album but the songs are
diverse enough in guitar
styles, rhythms and pacing
that they hold interest.
The lyrics that can be
understood may not be amazing poetry, but most of the time
they'll make you laugh. Fragments like " .. . from someone
so squirrelly and small. . ." or
'1'11 fill your mind with trees"
(I think that's what he sang..
anyway) jump out randomly.
Every now and then you
can understand a whole song.
In "Cash For My Car," about
driving a clunker and loving it,
Frank sings: '1 feel great in the
rain with the wipers out/Hope
the cops aren't out."
Behind the music lurk
lyrics that ground a DeadMilkmenesque silliness in one
man's everyday experience as
a lover, musician and bum (I
refuse to use the word
"slacker").
Pig Out itself gets a rating of 6 out of 10, but I suspect
that the band's studio albums
are better. They're likely to
have a more diverse sound and
more intelligible lyrics.
If you're looking for a
band to dance to and get drunk
to this Friday night, Frank
Allison and the Odd Sox
would be an excellent choice.
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Victory for Hornet baseball, 18-'15
lead the opening game 4-0
after three innings, yet
could not maintain the winning momentum, losing 54 to their hosts, the Comets.
Stapleton had three hits for
the Hornets in the first
game, and Manuel Rupe
took the loss despite yielding only 2 runs in 5 and twothirds innings. The subsequent two games were further dominated by Olivet,
who stearnrolled UK" 19-0
and 12-3.
Today, the Hornets
4
5
traveled to Indiana University at South Bend for a
double header, and will be
the Kalamazoo College base- on the road again this Friball team fell short of a victory day as they travel to Calvin
in a weekend tripleheader at College for a league
Olivet College. The Hornets tripleheader.

who had 3 walks as a result of
being hit by pitches, also went
2 for 2.
This past weekend, despite a promising beginning,

Anastasia Farrell
&; Steven D. Bastian
Index staff
In a close and stunning victory yesterday, the
Kalamazoo College baseball
team beat Grand Rapids
Baptist College by a score of
18-15, The game, giving the
Hornets a 5-18 record overall (0-12 MIAA), was played
at home at Angell Field.
Senior players dominated the game, with Oint
Wagner going 4 for 5. He
also hit for the cycle, batting
a single, double, triple and
home run during the course
of the game. Steve Bastian
went 2 for 2, hitting a single
and home run, with a total
of 4 RBI's. Matt Stapleton,

Senior Clint
Wagner, during a
game against
Grand Rapids
Baptist College,
went for and
hit for the cycle.
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An unidentirled player beats
the throw to rarst.

Softball splits one doubleheader; loses another
EdPastemak
Index staff
This past week the
1994 Kalamazoo College softball team split an extremely
competitive MIAA doubleheader on Wednesday but was
later dominated in a non <onference twinbill over the weekend.
On April 20, ''K" split
a doubleheader with Olivet
College in two hotly contested
4-3 decisions. The Hornets rallied to victory late in the first
game after giving up 3 runs in
the first two innings. FlI'St year
student Val Keeney turned in
an impressive seven hit performance on the mound. On the
offensive side of things, Julia
Haarer, K'97, and Julie Dicks,
K'97, each picked up 2 hits as
''K'' drove in one run in the
fourth inning and three in the
fifth inning to complete the
comeback victory.
''K's'' comeback hopes
fell just a little short in the second half of the doubleheader
against Olivet. Once again,
Olivet jumped on ''K'' pitching
with three runs in the first two
innings. The Hornets took a
while to respond, but managed to tie the ball game with
three seventh inning runs. Unfortunately, Olivet squeezed in
a run in the eighth inning to

foil any UK" hopes of the
sweep. Junior Sara Foster
paced the Hornet offense with
a pair of base hits.
The
Hornets
struggled in their non<onference doubleheader on Saturday against Madonna University. Val Keeney and Heather
Mernitz, K'96, split the pitching duties in the first contest,
but neither woman could stop
the Madonna bats in the 10-0
''K'' loss. K's hitting consisted
of two singles by senior Kim
Korson, a double by junior
Amy Nosich, and a base hit
from Julia Haarer.
The second game
against Madonna produced essentially the same result as the
first half of the doubleheader:
a huge Madonna victory. Amy
Dumanois, K'94, paced the
Hornet hitting with two
doubles as "K" managed to
produce one run on five hits.
Unfortunately, Madonna
knocked in nine runs on
twelve hits against the combined pitching efforts of Val
Keeney and Amy Nosich.
The Hornet record
stands at 5-24 overall, 2~ in
MIAA play. ''K'' will wrap up
its MIAA season this week on
the road with doubleheaders
at Alma College on Tuesday
and Albion College on Thursday.

Men's tennis wins Wagner
cup, rocks Midwest region
years.

Garth Miller
The Hornets also came
Index staff
up big at the Midwest
Kalamazoo College's Regionals in Madison, WISCOnmen's tennis team won its fifth sin, last weekend, winning 7-2
straight Wagner Cup last night in the Championship match
by handing the Division I against a tough squad from
Broncos of Western Michigan Minnesota-based Gustavus
University (WMU) a 6-1 loss in Adolphus College. Head
what junior Paul Bozyk called Coach TImon Corwin called
a great win that "re-established the victory "a total team efus as the best school in fort."
"I'm so proud of the team
Kalamazoo."
The Wagner Cup, which for rising to the occasion for
is named after retired such a big victory," said
Kalamazoo Gazette sports Corwin. "This is a fantastic
writer Bob Wagner, is given tournament to win. This vicannually to the winner of the tory gives us a lot of confi"K" -WMU match. The Hor- dence for the national champinets have now claimed eight onships."
Wagner Cup victories in nine

Spencer Barnes

What do you think about the new Stetson renovation?
Stetson what?-Knut
They ought to make it like, an indoor garden, and a roof over it like the Skydome.-Tom
Stetson chapel?--Julian
I'm ambivalent.--Sarah Jaquish
The new Stetson renovation?--Sarah Garvin
Tonya or Nancy?
Which is the hot one?--Ben Breitinger
.
That's hard, because Tonya's like, a hick and Nancy's, like, perfect.--Sarah Garvm
Tonya's a one nighter slut and Nancy's a future wife-type.--Brechin
Only far-fetched dreamers would like Nancy.--John Minuth
Only beer gogglers like John would like Tonya.--Chris Yoon
Nancy.--Corey Harbaugh
Tonya.--Marc Weitzke
Neither.--Mike Pessetti

John Minuth

CIt/is Yo~n

Given the new military fascist regime in Mozambique, what type of sanctions
should the US place on their government?
No Coca-Cola.--Corey
Bombing attacks every 15 minutes to chase the poor out into the streets and
then machine gun them from behind.--John

Eric with II K

If I gave you a dollar, what. would you do with it?
Drugs.--John
Give 94 cents to my wife and 6 cents to Michigan.--Corey
Buy a condom.--Demrie Wilkinson
If I gave you a million dollars, what would you do with it?

Did you think up these questions all by yourself?--Melissa Weinhold
Make a "restricted" donation to recarpet Hohen.--Marc, Class Agent
(They don't want "restricted" donations, Marc. They want free reign.-Ben Hale)
Buy Hannon and kick the students out.--Corey
How many Western students does it take to screw in a Iightbulb?
Oh, I know this one. It's a joke!--Brechin
29.--John
They're different, you know.--Julius
Not as many as K because they don't protest it.--John Minuth
None. They can't read directions.-Mike
MIKE!--Melanie

If an English major leaves Humphrey House travelling at 3 mph and a

Physics major leaves FA at 5 mph, travelling toward each other, in the
shortest distance, at what place would they meet?
Assuming low squirrel traffic, Red Square.--Kip
Munchie Mart. That's a given.-John Minuth
Before or after Foreign Study?-Corey
What have you done nice for someone today?

How many elitist K students does it take to screw in a lightbulb?
Elitist K students?--Mike
2--one to tell the RA, and one to write up a work order.-Tom
At least 25. We all have to discuss it first.--Sarah Jaquish

I rode over someone's frisbee.-Brechin
I cleaned someone's to~jam.--Julius
Boxers or briefs?
Boxers! --everyone
What would furniture look like if knees bent the other way?
Like a sofa, except you sit on the top.--Knut
Which way do our knees bend? Up?--Melanie
If you could be anyone of the Seven Dwarfs, which one would you be?

Corey Harbaugh
Freaky. I like that. Heh.--Eric with a K
Was there a Loopy? I don't think there was a Loopy.--Corey
Shotgun!--Julius
If Kramer from Seinfeld or President Clinton asked you out, who would you pick?

Kramer. He'd buy.--Corey
Kemo's mom.--John
Neither.--Sarah Jaquish
Kramer. I like his hair.--Julius
If camels are called ships of the desert, why aren't tugboats called
cameL~ of the sea?

.

That's fU·@in' complex.-nrechin
necause tugboats need water .-Mike
necause Tugboat is a professional wrestler, not a boat.-John

Sarah Garvin
If you could spend one night with Chris Farley, what would you do?
Sweat.-Tom
Oh, I'd touch him. nut just onee.-Julius
llee hee hee hee.-Sarah Garvin
Go to Weight Watchers. The man is going to die young.-Mike
What do you do with hananas?
I throw them up in the air, and try to catch them in my mouth.
I do!-nrechin

Week 7

Kudos for the
Quad Man.
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French major foreign study program closing
Jessica English
Index staff
Students can no longer
attend the six month foreign
study program in Caen,
France, one of "K'''s oldest centers, due to shifts in language
preferences, as well as more
specific problems with the
Caen site during the last several years.
According
to
Joe
Brockington, Associate Director of Foreign Study, only six
students went to Caen last fall,
and only three expressed interest in the site for the coming
year. 'lt normally takes six
students to make a program
and it just wasn't going to happen for the fall of '94," he said.
Brockington also said
that because more students are

enrolling in Spanish courses,
there is less demand for centers in France and Germany.
"The foreign study sites are of
course in direct proportion to
the number of students who
want to go there," he said.
Long range planning in
the Foreign Study department
includes opening more centers
in Spanish-speaking countries,
according to Brockington. "It
is clear that we will probably
have do some something, but
exactly what, I don't know," he
said. "We're not to that stage
yet and 1 don't know exactly
how that will shake out in the
next two or three years."
Elizabeth White, K'95,
returned from Caen at the end
of winter quarter. According
to her, she and other French
majors were pushed by the

Foreign Study department to
go to Caen. "It was like they
were sell ing a used car," she
said .
Furthermore, she stated,
once the students arrived they

foreign study department just
didn't seem to have its act together," she said. "At one
point the French liaison said
he'd been trying to FAX 'I(' for
weeks."

Although it turned out to be a
good experience, the Foreign study
department just didn't seem to
have its act together."
/I

-Elizabeth White, K'95
had problems registering for
classes and there seemed to be
a general lack of communication between "K" and the University of Caen.
"Although it turned out
to be a good experience, the

She also stated that although the students were assured that they would be integrated into French classes, they
were not, and often ended up
isolated not only from French
students but from other Eura-

peans as well. "Caen was supposed to be a center for French
majors and we needed classes
geared toward us," she said.
Brockington said communication with university
officials in Caen has become
increasingly difficult, and the
problems students experienced there factored into the
decision to close the program.
"We made a number of
changes in Caen for the fall of
'93 and we spent a lot of staff
time here as well as in France
on the program," he stated.
"Given this amount of effort
and what we thought we were
hearing over there, we did
strongly encourage students to
go to Caen. What they experienced was not what we'd
Continued on page 2

Faculty discusses calendar proposals
Matt Sikora
Index staff
More than 40 faculty
members met April 29 to discuss developing proposals to
alter the current "K" Plan and
curriculum, according to Calendar Task Force Committee
member Ellen Caldwell, associate professor of English.
Topics of discussion
ranged from the status of a
four-one-four plan versus a
triquarter model to more specific informa lion about aspects
of tentative plans.
"We spent most of the
time talking about the educational benefi ts tha t we thought
would accrue to the college

and students should we switch
to some other brand of the 'K'
Plan," Caldwell said.
The four-one-four plan
considered by the committee
in early winter quarter features
two l4-week semesters separated by a month devoted to
areas of specific study. The
triquarter system currently
under study consists of three
10-week quarters during the
fall, winter and spring preceded by one optional fourweek prequarter during the
fall.
A revised Senior Individualized Project (SIP) would
be spread throughout the senior year instead of concentrated in one off-campus quar-

ter, although a limited number
of SIPs may be aJlowed during

the summer quarter preceding
senior year. Students could

" ... we have to allow for some flexibility
because we have an unusual group of students who come up with unusual ideas
about what they want to do."
- Ellen Caldwell, associate professor of English
choose to study abroad either
JlI nior fall/winter or winter/
sprin g.
Cald well said some fac!lily members at the meeting

Congratulations!

President elects Joanna Kyriokopoulos (summer/fall) and
Manuel Rupe (winter/spring).

questioned the status of a fourone-four model, which encountered difficulties due to
lack of flexibility for schedul-

Photo by Jamie Kozma

ing curriculum sequences in
the natural sciences and foreign languages.
"It's on a back burner,"
Caldwell said. "It has not been
completely excluded. However, when we make a proposal to the faculty . .. we are
not going to offer one of two
options. It has to be one option.
It's pretty certain the option
the faculty will see is a trimester or quarter option."
Caldwell said "a few
very vocal members of several
departments" spoke in favor of
the four-one-four model, reasoning that 14-week semesters
would decrease the frantic
pace on campus and force the
college to rethink and reshape
its curriculum.
"The response that we
got from some people who
were advocating the quarter
system," Caldwell said, "and
from members of the committee was, 'Right, we have to
think innovatively about new
pedagogics. But we can do this
with a quarter system.'"
According to Caldweil,
discussions also included concerns about preserving the ex-

periential aspects of the current plan such as career development, foreign study and
SIPs.
"Faculty kept expressing
a concern that this new plan
must have the same kind of
flexibility," Caldwell said. "We
talked about how sometimes
too much flexibility becomes a
problem. But we have to allow
for some flexibility because we
have an unusual group of students who come up with unusual ideas about what they
want to do."
"We want to provide options for them," Caldwell
sta ted. "On the other hand, we
don't want everyone creating
chaos."
According to Caldwell
other concerns expressed by
faculty members include the
desire for more specific information about the state of the
current ''I('' Plan including financial numbers as well as deviations and retention problemscaused by the current system.
"1 think they want to
have more specifics about everything," Caldwell said.
"They want to know about
budget if there are budget concerns. They want to know
about what we're doing in the
summer. And they want to
make sure we have flexibility
as well as coherence in the program."
The committee has seen
numbers suggesting that in recent years summer enrollmellt
of sophomores and juniors has
dropped to approximately 300
students and has begun conContinued on page 2
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Recycling program expands its range
Brian Enneking
Co-Layout Editor
While the renovation of
aids-Upton is scheduled to
begin this summer, Rob
Townsend, Recycling Coordinator of Kalamazoo College,
has already started gathering
and recycling scrap metals
from the gutted top two floors.
According to Townsend,
all the money generated from
the sale of the metal, consisting of wire, aluminum, stainless steel, copper and brass
goes back into the recycling
program's budget.
''Normally they throw
everything away [when they
renovate)," Townsend said.
"Everyone keeps eating my
money."
The metal from OldsUpton is not the first to be recycled as a source of income.
Townsend said he went
through the same process
when Hoben Hall was renovated.
From April to December
in 1993, the total amount of
metal recycled by the program
weighed 48,010 pounds and
generated $%2.77. So far this
year, the total amount of metal
salvaged and recycled from
aids-Upton weighs 16,371
pounds ilnd· has generated
$1278:26. The higher dollarper-pound ratio this year can
mostly be attributed to a larger
amount of scrap copper, for
which the program has receivedapproximately.60cents
per pound.
Townsend said he uses

the extra money to hire students on a part-time basis and
to buy things like tools that are
used to take apart objects
made of different metals before
they are recycled. According to
Townsend, he salvaged the old
grill saved from Quadstop after the fire and is waiting for
the time to take it apart. "Almost two thirds of the grill is
stainless steel," he said.
Earlier this year, a large
portion of the recycling
program's budget went toward the purchase of five large
metal hoppers (four used for
corrugated cardboard accumulation and one used for
Metals and wire are gathered
metal collection). One hopper
and returned in bulk.
is positioned at every two
dorms, and two are located ers, notebooks, books and apnext to the facilities manage- pliances. All donations went to
the YMCA Domestic Assault
ment building.
Program,
Deacons Conference
Townsend also has other
and
the
Salvation
Army.
ideas for funds. "Eventually, I
Townsend
also
plans to
hope to purchase a baler,
which we can use to bale our place a stand covered with inown cardboard instead of hav- formation on recycling to difing someone else do it," he ierent buildings around camsaid. According to Townsend, pus. The stand was located in
bales have to be about 1000 the lobby of Hicks during the
pounds each and then can be first weeks of the quarter, and
sold to companies. "But get- is now located in the lobby of
ting a baler is down the road." Mandelle.
Other plans Townsend
Statistics accumulated by
said he has in mind include the Townsend show the weight of
possibility of purchasing a materials recycled from "K"
plastic picnic table through a .each month, In the months of
milk jag recycling program ··November and December of
sponsored by Michigan Dis- 1992, a total of 10,474 pounds
posal Service.
of corrugated cardboard,
At the end of last quar- newspaper, office paper, clear
ter, Townsend also organized glass, plastics and tin were rea recycling drive from March cycled. The following year in
11-18 which encouraged stu- the same time period, 38,097
dents to recycle clothes, fold- pounds were recycled, and

overall weight of recycled materials in 1993 totaled 304,949
pounds. Beginning in 1993,all
glass was included in the recycled materials table, and in
the middle of the year, the office paper category was
changed to mixed paper.
So far in 1994, a total of
99,160 pounds has been recycled, which is 10,374 pounds
short of the amount recycled at
this time last year.
Outside of the recycling
program, Kalamazoo College
hires Michigan Disposal Service to take away a combination of clear glass, plastics labeled HOPE #2, and metals,
which together are referred to
as comingle.
The recycling program
c/o Townsend can now be
reached at Phone# 7403 in the
Facilities Management Building.

crimebeat
According to the
Head of Security Glenn
Neville, a white male in
his mid to late 60's, entered Severn Hall on two
different occasions on
April 27. The man,
weighing approximately
250 pounds and 6 feet 5
inches tall, has whitegray hair. Anyone with
any information should
contact security.
Sometime between
April 25 and May 2, a
cordless phone and a
desk chair were taken
from a students room in
Hoben Hall valued at approximately $150. The
phone was found outside
of the student's room last
night. Security has no
suspects.
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French majors will now go to Aix or Clermont
Continued from page 1
planned for them."
For example, there was a
large turnover in staff at the
university in Caen. When a
new director took over the Institute for Foreign Students the
agreement to allow "K" students to take classes with
French students was "set
aside," he said. The 3 month
spring program, which will
continue to operate, works
well because although the program is taught through the institute for foreign students, the
professors in Caen teach the

types of courses ''K'''s Foreign
Study Department asks them
to.
Although it wasn't a factor in the problems in Caen,
Brockington said another reason students might not be allowed to take classes in French
is that Europeans approach the
teaching of languages differentIy than American professors.
"The Europeans tend to
be more concemed with grammar accuracy and we like to
stress proficiency: 'Just kind of
get you meaning across.' It
drives the French nuts," he

stated.
Because of this factor,
students must pass a test at the
center when they arrive, and
they mjght be prevented from
taking a class in French if they
fail. According to Brockington,
this issue is one which the profession itself is dealing with.
"It's not something
Kalamazoo College can resolve," he said, "but part of the
reason we send people overseas is to have them find out
how...other people organize
knowledge and pass it on to
the next generation. It would
be frankly a shame if every-

body did things the way we do
here."
White said that when she
approached foreign study officials about the problems in
Caen, she was told that the office was understaffed and they
simply did not have time to
focus on her center. '1t's really
a shame," she said. "The farnilies were great and the quality
of teaching at the Center for
European Studies was excellent. It's too bad they have to
close the entire 6 month program."
Brockington said that although the Foreign Study De-

partment might benefit from
more help, he doesn't think
staffing problems interfered
with the situation in Caen.
"We put what we thought was
the appropriate amount of
time into it and thought what
we were saying was understood. Apparently it didn't
work out," he said.
French majors will now
have their choice between attending the program in
Germont-Ferrand, a ''K'' program, and the program in Aixen-Provence, which is run by
the American University Centerin that city.

Committee announces another student forum
Continued from page 1
sulting with Director of
Building and Finance Tom
Ponto.
MI don't think the fil\aJ\cial reasons are the reasons
why we're changing,"
Caldwell said. Although they
may be secondary reasons and
they are certainly concerns.
The primary reason is we
think we can deliver and educational program that is more
coherent and consistent for
M

students but also provides all
the options and opportunities
for students that they had with
the old K-Plan."
Caldwell said comments
generated by faculty members
at the meeting were similar to
those expressed by students at
an open meeting held two
days earlier-, moderated by student committee member Bess
Gennan, K'94. In response to
those meetings, committee
members have authored an
open letter to the community

(printed on page four) to
clarify some concerns.

After the student meeting Bess Gennan came back to
the committee and for two
hours we talked about what
went on at that meeting,"
Caldwell said. "We were very
happy that 60 students
showed up. We were pleased
that Bess had gotten down a lot
of feedback because that was
her job, not to answer objections but to get as much information as she could."
M

Committee members
hope to finalize a proposal by
the end of this quarter. Next
year attention will focus on the
details of implementing a new
plan. Although the process
will continue to the next stage,
no binding calendar change
can be made until a proposal
is approved by the Board of
Trustees. "We want to include
students much more fully in
the process for next year," said
Caldwell. "We have just been
brainstorming trying to come

up with a program for how to
put these changes into effect.
But what those changes are
and how they are going to be
accomplished will all be determined in little committee
groups next year. Students
have to be fully involved in
those and that was very clear
when we saw strong student
response."
Another open forum for
students will be held May 24
at 9 p.m. in the Severn Hall
study lounge.
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Rob Townsend: Recycling role model

So far in 1994 over 99,000 pounds
of items otherwise destined for the trash
were recycled at "K" Due mostly to the
hard work of "K's" recycling coordinator, Rob Townsend, it would appear that student and faculty environmental awareness has translated into
action.
Aside from the recyling tmck. the
easily accessible recyling bins now
present throughout campus make it convenient for the "K" community to recycle on a regular basis.
Because the bins are labeled, students are now supposedly dispersing
their unwanted materials in the appropriate bins: newspaper, paper, cans,
glass, and waste.
In fact, of 147 "K" students surveyed, 125 said that 'they are very willing to keep recyleable materials separate
from their regular trash."
And 111 said "they have a clear understanding of what can and can't be
recylced on campus."
But, are we really doing our part?

Do you separate recyclable materials in
your dorm room? Do you remember to
tear off the lops of your pizza boxes? Or
shampoo bottles? Anything with a
number two symbol on it can be recycled.
Many of us have noticed that the
items are being thrown into the wrong
bins and tha,t many people areq~t
recyling in their rooms.
If Rob Townsend can recycle wire,
aluminum, copper, stainless steal and
brass from the gutted top two floors of
aIds Upton, generating 16,371 pounds
of recycled material, why can't students
make, at the very least, minimal efforts
towards recycling?
If we are to be truly a concerned,
aware and active campus, then we must
take responsibility for our actions. Rob
Townsend is a boon to "K"-we should
appreciate him every chance we have.
However, one person cannot shoulder
the work for campus-wide recyling. We
must each take action individually in
order to see improvement collectively.

Clarification: In the May 4, 1994 edition of the Index, the quote pulled in the article
"Students express concern regarding proposed 'K' Plan changes" contained a misprint. It
should have read 'Where this comes outof is the president noticing that the college is burning out, spending way too much money," as it appeared in the article.

A senior gives perspective on proposed calendar
First, many people are
overlooking the positive
changes that the new calendar
When I will produce. Having the bulk
first
heard of the professors and students
about the rec- on campus for three straight
ommendations quarters will allow students
of the Calendar and faculty to experience a
Task
Force greater sense of community
Committee for changing the K and continuity.
Plan 1 was quite pleased that
Currently, there is little
SOme essential changes were incentive to establish close reOn the board. Perhaps, I lationships with people in anthought, Kalamazoo College is other class. Student organizafinally doing something about tions will no longer have to
the declining retention rate. reinvent the wheel every quarYet, the reaction from the stu- ter and the population of the
dent body appears to be dormitories will remain basilargely negative. Why is this? cally stable. Most importantly,
Paul Hirschfield
Index staff

a greater number of students
and faculty will be "on" every
quarter. As a result, there
should be a greater variety of
course offerings, social and
academic events, and student
organizations. I believe that
the small number and variety
of classes, people, and activities is one of the major reasons
that so many people transfer
resulting in such exorbitant
annual tuition increases.
The calendar changes
will add needed vitali ty to this
school. Maybe these changes
would revive film SOciety, Club
Continued on page 4

Community service
should
be
part
of
the K-Plan
Erick Thickey
Index staff
Few of us
have ever taken
a good look at
the mural in
Old Welles.
Ma ybe
we should. Its portrait of
Kalamazoo College and the
school's relation to the city remains pretty accurate more
than fifty years after it was
painted.
The mural is on the east
wall of the old dining hall,
above the doors that lead to the
lobby of Hicks. It's called 'The
Eridge of Life," and it was
painted between 1940 and
1942 by Philip Evergood.
The bridge in question
links the workers of
Kalamazoo and their practical,
technological knowledge with
UK" and its theoretical, intellectual knowledge.
Subtle digs into ''K'' can
be seen in the painting. It's not
as colorful as the factories. One
student wanders, lost, in the
woods (the Grove, perhaps).
An ancient professor wHh ,a
beard\iowrr tn his knee sits in
a cave, reading.
But one student, receiving a diploma, is being pointed
in the direction of the bridge.
And some students and facul ty are walking up the end of
the bridge, toward the workers.
But the people of the city
are farther out on the bridge
than the "K" people. And
most of the bridge has been
built out of the workers' modem materials, not the college's
stone.
Evergood's portrait of
"K" is very similar to complaints we hear often: that we
have little contact with the city
beyond our little hill, that
we're learning theory that we
never apply to the practical
problems of SOCiety.
Those things are true,
even if few of us ever do anything about them. The world
may be our campus when we
leave for foreign study, SIPs,
and internships, but most of us
are extremely isolated from the
city.
Kalamazoo, the city, is
more racially diverse than
Kalamazoo, the college. And
the economic makeup of the
area is much closer to the
American mainstream than
upper-class "1<." A college trying so hard to be multicultural
should see a value in bringing
these groups closer together.
I get the feeling that,
when people in the area think
about our school a t all, they see
it as isolated, if not elitist. ~e
haven't built much of a bridge
to them.

The calendar committee
is asking how "K" can integrate contact with the community into the K-Plan. I've been
thinking about something that
could do that-without requiring changes in the calendar.
I would institute a community service requirement,
where each student would
have to do a certain number of
hours of unpaid work in the
Kalamazoo area before graduation.
Since we're already very
busy people, I'd relieve the
added burden somewhat by
lowering the number of LACs
and.PEs required 'Of. us.
Also, some of the requirement could be fulfilled by
taking a course where students
work with people off campus
(such as education classes that
require students to tutor kids)
or where they study
Kalamazoo (like Urban Sociology, or the Journalism in the
Community class offered a few
summers ago).
Some might say that volunteer work is a great idea, but
something that should be done
put of the. gOQdness of our
hearts, nol"as arequirenfellt.
But UK" already requires
us to do things that we'll be
free to do or not do later in life,
because it considers them a
valuable part of learning. Distributional requirements, but
PEs and LACs reflect certain
value decisions.
Using our talents to help
society is as important and
valuable as physical exercise
and exposure to ideas and culture.
A service requirement
would also further encourage
the practical knowledge valued by the CD quarter.
Many of the societal
problems that seem far away
when we study them here exist only blocks away. The city
offers us chances to do something about them, to apply our
theoretical knowledge to concrete matters.
I say: aU this not as someone who has devoted ilmazing
amounts of time to volunteering, but as someone who has
taken a couple of the community-oriented classes I mention, who has done a bit of volunteer work, and got a lot out
of both experiences.
If the entire campus
signed up to help senior citizens, teach people to read,
build houses, and dozens of
other things, I think the ci ty
and the students would both
benefit.
And I think Philip
Evergood would paint us as
crossing the bridge, on the way
toward practical knowledge
and an understanding of the
people on the other side.
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Arguments for drug legalization
Jeff Hotchkiss
Index staff
The current war on illegal drugs is a
futile struggle.
It has been a
damaging effort which ha!t caused more
problems, crime, and disorder
than it has intended to correct.
The primary problem
with the nation's present prohibition drug policy is that it
is not practical. Furthennore,
the theoretical foundations of
the policy-which is essentially to wipe out all illegal
drug use and sale through
means of federal coercion
while promoting abstinenceis just not feasible.
The reality behind this
nation's drug problem goes
much deeper. The major, functional problem is that American society has a negative
moral ideology concerning
drugs. The fact that we view
the drug issue as immoral is at
the heart of this country's drug
crisis.
The drug issue should
not in any way be associated
with morality. This is a damaging approach because it
turns society on ·itSE:lf.. When
we view the drug epidemic
through a morallense, we ereate an underclass culture that
is self-defeating and insufficiently capable of supporting
itself.
Drug use is a cultural
phenomenon that Americans
have somehow refused to accept as a legitimate cultural
characteristic.
We have placed a self-destructive taboo on drug users
that create a stigmatized
underclass. Thisis more harmful to society than drugs could
ever be because it takes out of
context the real issue: that illegal drugs are medicll11y hannful. Waging an aD out cultural
waragainstdrugs,refinedand
articulated out of a perception
of immorality, has detracted
Americans from this bottomline reality.
The bottom line on our
drug problem is that we must

accept that drug use is a legiti- refused to accept or acknowlmate occurrence, and that it edge that we are losing the
cannot be wiped out through drug war and wasting an overforceful coercion or rampant abundance of money and recampaigns promoting absti- sources in the process.
Furthermore, labeling
nence. It is a medical issue and
drug users immoral kills any
nothing more.
Prohibition advocates re- efforts to defeat the drug epipeatedly insist that drug use is demic, because there is no
immoral and that the chance of drug users feeling a
underclass of regular drug us- part of the mainstream culture.
ers is a cultural plague. My This is inherently harmful to
problem with this viewpoint is this country. And itisa million
that I have not found any for- tim~s more harmful than
mulated consensus that fully drugs could ever be.
I f we can somehow acarticulates why drug use is
immotal and "bad."
cept the legi timacy of the drug
They seem to dwell on epidemic as a phenomenon
the fact that it is a cultural that cannot be corrected
problem, label it as immoral, through legal coercion, then
and then walk away. They we will be able to accept and
refuse to engage the fact that recognize the legitimacy of the
the drug problem is a firmly existing underclass of regular
established cultural character- drug users as human beings.
istic. In other words, it's someOn a practical level, if
how considered immoral to this ideology is carried over
even regard the drug problem into a legalization policy, then
as a common cultural charac- all drug related violence could
teristit:.
be wiped out. And furtherBringing in morality as a more, all the wasted money
weapon to use against illegal and resources we stock into
drugs simply causes more cul- fueling the current policy will
tural problems curtailing the be spent on other more practid rug problem.
cal remedies such as drug
For example, the May 5 awareness, education, counselissue of Rolling Stone reported ing, and treatment.
I think we would find
that: "More than 300,000
• .An.u:r\CilIlS ~ behind bars for ·that if we spent more money
drug offenses; one in five fed- .and 'effort in this area the cilreral prisoners are first-time rent drug epidemic would
petty offenders," and that "we eventually become a drug fad.
Essentially, I feel we must
spend $20 billion a year for
enforcement, but illegal drugs first fully recognize and then
are more available than ever." assess this nation's drug probNot only does this dem- lem without any moral conviconstrate that the current drug tions that might bias the evalupolicy is failing in practice, but ation. In short, address it solely
it also demonstrates on a with a practical perspective.
H we can somehow isodeeper level that the current
abolitionist ideology towards late the issue within a framethe drug epidemic is failing to work of practicality and recognize that it is solely a medical
produce positive results.
My criticism boils down issue by removing the evil
to this: How can we correct this moral stigma, then we can best
nation's drug crisis if we re- leave out these moral justificapeatedly condemn it and ruth- tions that might be substituted
lessly try to outlaw it?What for the practicality of the probpositive solutions can possibly lem.
In order to accomplish
be derived from such a backwards, anti-constructionist ap- this, we must change the current policy and implement a
proach?
legalization
policy. And most
The answer is nothing.
of
all,
we
must
reverse the curAnd the results of the current
drug policy have repeatedly rent abolitionist ideology that
shown us this. We have simply has proven to be ineffective

Concerns about calendar continue
Continued from page 3
''I( '; and

political activism.
However, there are severallegitimate objections to the
proposed Calendar. The proposed plan has three main
problematic provisions. First,
most students would have to
complete their CD's in the
summer, since ''I('' would not
offer needed courses during
the summer. The resultant loss
of many CD opportunities
would be a serious one. However, "K" students will still
have an advantage over students from other schools be-

cause many organizations are
used to taking on Kalamazoo
College students every year
and would likely favor them.
Furthermore, the Committee may want to eliminate
one quarter foreign study.
Many students would prefer to
spend only one quarter
abroad. The best plan would
retain these one-quarter study
centers and allow students to
spend the extra quarter doing
aCD.
Finally, the most serious
is the proposition to spread the
SIP throughout the senior year.
This change would rob most of

the students who are going
into a research area the opportunity to work directly with
professional researchers. All
students should do a SIP for 2
uni ts or 3 uni ts of credit. If
they opt to do a SIP for three
units, then they should be allowed to conduct their research off campus. Otherwise,
they can take their units of
credit for their SIP while they
are on campus.
No plan is perfect. But
clearly the benefits of prudently and judiciously revamping the K-Plan outweigh
the costs.

Calendar Task Force expresses
thanks, clarification
To students,
The process begun in November is far from over. We are
refreshed by and excited about your contributions to this process expressed at the student discussion last week. Thank you
for taking time to let us know what is important to you; it is
much easier to proceed with your ideas and concerns in hand.
The feedback you offered has been and will continue to be an
integral part of our discussions.
We encourage you to continue discussing the options we
are considering. Next year students will have a chance to take
part in the committees that will develop plans for the first-year
seminars, issues forums, summer quarter, off-campus experiences and the senior year. . Whatever calendar and curriculum
changes are proposed, we are sure the distinctiveness, energy,
and rigor of the "K" I'lan will remain for years to come.
While we are :--rateful for your input, a number of points
of clarification must be made before our next meeting. We want
you to have the correct information so we can work productively together in the future.
First, questions have been raised about why the Calendar
Task Force was formed. We reiterate that the task force is about
finding a delivery system for our "K" Plan that wiJI preserve its
valuable components. Monetary conCerns are not at the heart
of this goal. We are dedicated to fostering a unique campus
community, providing opportunities for off-campus experiential learning, and enhancing students' social and intellectual
development as independent learners. It's apparent that students and the task force wish to retain those valuable components of our K plan while simultaneously enhancing the "tired"
parts of our curriculum.
Second, we want to assure you that CD experiences will
be offered not just once but several times: during three summers, on foreign study and through the first-year pre-term program. With the proposed changes, possibilities for internships
can only increase.
Third, the SIP options have not been set in stone. For example, science majors will continue to participate in a lab research quarter. Student teaching options will be available in
senior fall. Other options for the senior project and year are
being considered. Students will be able to choose from a range
of possibilities to suit their career goals.
Thanks again everyone; let's continue constructive dialogue! Members of the Task Force would like to meet with you
again on May 24 at 9pm in the Severn study lounge. See you
then ...
Sincerely,
The members of the Calendar and Curriculum Task -Fon:e
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

and inherently harmful.
According to Rolling
Stone, which gathered information from Attorney General
reports and other private national studies, drug use on a
national level has not decreased. But more importantly,
it has also not significantly increased. In other words, we
have no where to go but up.
Bill Clinton maintains
that if drugs were legalized
when his brother was convicted for cocaine possession
and drug trafficking, his
brother would not be living
today.
This fear has no legitimate justification as an argument because it lacks any firm
sta tistics that could back it up.
It is an argument based out of
fear, inferring that the war on
drugs is an unwinnable war.
The war on harmful drug
abuse is a winnable war, we're
just using the wrong approach.
I pose this question to those
who ~ntinuallymaintain that
drugs must be outlawed: Can
you prove that be legalizing
drugs, potential users will be
more attracted and more sus-

ceptible to using drugs?
If we institute the cultural ideology I call for, it will
not glamorize illegal drugs by
any means. The focus will still
be on prevention, demonstrated concisely by the strong
moralization of the drug issue
prominent now. The key difference is that we will view the
drug crisis as a legitimate cultural occurrence and one that
can be treated through education and treatment.
In other words, a more
practical approach will bring
positive solutions. A moral
condemnation with zero results and unintended cultural
and economical side effects
only compounds the problem
an~ distorts the issue.
Only if we adopt a position that focuses on prevention
from an educational and treatment standpoint will we see
any improvement on winning
the drug war. Its time for
change, and a new style of
thinking and feeling toward
the rampant drug crisis that is
very much a common characteristic of this culture must be
adopted.
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Students gain Diebold experience
which was student teaching in options and expectations.
According to Howard,
the Parchment school district,
Index staff
helped her prepare for the oral students helped organize the
Last weeked's annual part of the Symposium, Joyce eventbyformingprogram,loDiebold Symposium provided said.
cal and graphics committees.
students majoring in biology
Biology majors began Among other tasks, they rewith the opportunity to share preparing for the Symposium served roorns, arranged forretheir Senior Individulized during Summer Quarter oflast freshments, compiled the abProjects (SIPS) in the form of year, as a part of their senior stract booklet and program,
and assisted fellow students
oral and poster presentations. seminar.
This public forum gave proPeracha said they re- with putting their posters tospcctive scientists the opportu- ceived Media Center assign- gether.
ni ty to prepare for their ca- ments, including the preparaIn addition, students, in
reers, according to Peter tion of slides and wet mounts. groups of three, watched and
Watson, K'94.
According to Julie helped their peers rehearse. A
Watson said the Sympo- Howard, K'94, preparation for component of each student's
sium helps science majors de- the Symposium begins with grade for the Symposium was
velop oral skills, which helps the seIectioning the SIP topic. determined by the presentain relating theories. The entire Depending upon whether stu- tion grade of that student's
SIP experience helps students dents choose an oral or poster group members. Joyce said,
interact with scientists while presentation, she said, they this served as motivation for
a Iso conducting independent should think about preparing preparation.
Joyce was impressed
research, according to Watson. slides and photographs while
A nother participant, conducting their SIPs.
with the presentations. "I don't
Mohammed Peracha, K'94,
Howard, who is plan- thinktherewasasingleperson
said that it is a privilege for ning to attend medical sch~l who wasn't prepared for it,"
biology students to be able to next year, said while she may she said.
''Everybody nailed their
present their SIPs as a public not have to present in a similar setting, the Symposium speeches throughout the entire
even t.
Although students ma- prepares students for any kind presentation," said Erin Lee, K
'94.
joring in Health Sciences and of public speaking.
Chemistry do not have a forHoward said representaLee's SIP was funded in
mal symposium, they present tives from the Kellogg Biologi- part through a Chamberlain
their SIPs during their senior cal Station and Upjohn Com- Fellowship. Conducted in Ecseminars.
pany attended many of the uador, she worked on a shrimp
The 12th annual Diebold Symposium's presentations. farm with an environmental
Symposium included presen- Inaddition,manySIPadvisors organization.Heather
lations' from 24 'students.:"Iliis . attended, and accorCiing to . Carstens;K'94, ahK}reeeived a
nu mber is down from previ- Howard, they are always pos- Chamberlain Fellowship for
her SIP in Switzerland, studyou s years, according to sible employers.
"Otherwise, I think the ing the population genetics of
Watson, due to an increase in
audience is made up more of a European leaf beetle.
Heal th Sciences majors.
Peracha said the Diebold
Rebecca Joyce, K'94, said, friends and family who come
"It was a really good experi- to support the presenters," she Symposium is the biggest bience to prepare and make a said. Howard said she at- ology departmental event of
presentation in front of the tended the Symposium during the year. '1 think it went pretty
group." Her SIP experience, her junior year to explore her well," he said.
Mara Bragg

Women's conference comes to 'K'
Sarah Jaquish
Index staff
A group of internationally renowned woman theorists, academics, and activists
are scheduled to gather on the
Kalamazoo College campus
for a two-day conference entitled "Women, the European
State, and Community" this
weekend.
Lectu re topics will range
from sexual harassment to reproductive devices, according
to Dr. Amy Elman, Women's
Studies coordinator and Assistant Professor of Political Sci-

English club enlightens campus
Elizabeth Gray
Index staff
Kalamazoo CoIlege's
newly revived English Oub is
planning a variety of activities
to bring literature to the student body, according to Roopa
Chauhan,K '95,clubcoordinator.
The club originally
formed during Wmter Quarter of 1993. In the past, the
group sponsored events such

as a poetry reading, singing
Valentine delivery for
Valentine's Day, and tutoring
for the Salvation Army. Although participation later
dwindled, several past members recently reorganized the
club.
Chauhan said the group
, has some exciting plans for this
quarter.
"We wanted to have a
poetry reading, and since it's
spring, we decided to ma1ce the

theme 'Love and Sex'," she
said. All students are invited to
participate in the reading.
The group is planning
additional activities for summer quarter.
"We would like to have
a Summer Solstice on the steps
of Stetson Chapel," said
Chauchan ''We want to perform scenes from A MidsumIller Night's Dream and maybe
hang lights in the trees to create a druidish-type of ambi-

ence.

ference here in the Spring of
''For some, the European 1992.
Union (EU) offers an enhanceAc-cording to ,Elman,
ment of women's social and other speakers a t the confereconomic status. For others, ence will include Dorchen
there are fears of losing hard- Uedholdt, Director of Sanctufought gains," said Elman, ary for Families, a center for
who specializes in the study of battered women's legal serWestern Europe.
vices in New York. Ailbhe
Kathleen Barry, an Smyth, Director of the
American feminist and author Women's Educational Reof the book Female Sexual Sla- search and Resource Centre at
very, will be at the conference University CoIlege, Dublin
focusing on the topic of inter- will also give a presentation.
national feminism. Barry has
Look for schedules
spoken at ''K'' before. She gave posted around campus for the
a lecture during the Women's times for various lectures and
Resource Center opening con- additional information.
ance."
The group would pick a book
According to Chauchan, and spend the quarter reading
other ideas include the possi- and discussing it.
bility of holding a mini-Renais'1 want to make it clear
sance festival on the Quad. The that the English Oub is not a
group also plans to introduce private English
major
children to the wonderment of society,"said club member
literature by forming a story Sara Garvin, K '95. '1 think a
club.
club like this is open enough
Another possibility is a to have something for everybook group for 'K' students. one."
'1'd especially like to encourThe 'club invites interage science students who don't ested individuals to join.
get much opportunity for pI~ Meetings are scheduled for
sure reading during the quar- Mondays at 8 p.rn. in the main
ter to join," said Chauchan. lounge of Trowbridge.
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Return to Junior High with 80's top ten
Erick Thickey
Index Staff
I try to avoid making
broad generalizations about
"our generation," but I've noticed that most college students have one thing in common: the music we listened to
just before puberty.
Before we splintered into
grunge fans, rap fans, classic
rock fans, lite rock fans, mopey
Smiths/Cure fans and
women-with-acoustic-guitars
fans, we all seemed to share
Casey Kasem's American Top
40.
In the years from 1982 to
1985, mediocre musicians with
no brains produced great,
brainless pop for pre-teens
.whose brains hadn't really
-(ormed yet (us).
Maybe the top 40 actually sucked then and we
couldn't tell, but I'm not so
sure. In fact, here is my attempt
to prove that those years produced good pop: my list of The
Top 10 Seminal Works of the
Early '80s.

1. Business As Usuld, by
Men at Work. (AU the singles
from the album.) I remember
the lead singer's eyes rolling
back in his head when he sang
"Who Can It Be Now?" on
Solid Gold. How many of us
still don't know what a
vegemite sandwich is?
2. "Do You Really Want
To Hurt Me?" by Culture
Club. I think I first became
aware of the existence of gays,
bisexuals and transvestites
when I had Mom explain a
magazine article about Boy
George to me.
3. "Hungry Like the
Wolf" by Duran Duran. The
song that started it all. By
middle school every girl was
a Duranie, the only question

was whether she preferred
Nick or Simon. The video
seemed very exotic, but only
later would I realize it was a
cheesy imitation of James
Bond movies.
4. "Come On Eileen" by
Dexy's Midnight Runners. A
great one-hit wonder. Everybody sing: too-ra-loo-ra-toora-loo-rye-ay! You really hope
Dexy saved up the cash he
made off this and isn't working· in an auto-parts store
somewhere, boring everyone
with the story of his three minutes offame.
5. "Tainted Love" by
Soft Cell. Speaking of one hit
wonders, wasn't this cool?
When the guy sings a verse of
"Where Did Our Love Go?" he
pulls off a better Motown
cover than Rod Stewart and
Michael Bolton will ever
record.
Nothing defines the early
'80s like singers with
detatched, half-soulless voices
singing to detatched, half-soulless backing music. The idea
that love can be dangerous or
twisted or tainted always
strikes fourteen-year-olds as
the ultimate in dramatic poetry. (How else do you explain
Depeche Mode's career?)
6. "The Safety Dance"
by Men Without Hats. I think
I remember Casey Kasem explaining what this song meant,
but I forgot what he said. I remember the video, though,
with a couple bouncing
around some country road
while lip-synching. It looked
like all the other videos at the
time, created with a budget of
$100 and one video camera.
7. "Eye of the TIger" by
Survivor. This song carried on
the traditions of 70s glop rock
(a.k.a. glock) into the '80s:
overproduced, overblown guitar music \\;th horrible, pre-

tentious lyrics. These guys
weren't one-hit wonders,
though; they produced a few
more top 10 hits with even less
redeeming musical value (remember "The Search Is
Over"?).
8. "She Blinded Me
With Science" by Thomas
Dolby. I still have no idea what
the title means. I hear he pllt
outanewalbumofgoodsongs
recently, but this man's voice,
the distorted backing vocals,
the bizarre lyrics and all the interesting ways he could say/
sing/ shou t the word "Science!" earned him a place in
pop immortality on the basis
of one song alone. He fulfilled
the eternal mission of pop culture: to inform middle-class
suburban kids like me that
there was a great and diverse
world of weirdness out there.
9. "Relax" by Frankie
Goes to Hollywood. Okay, I'll
admit it. I didn't know what
this song was about when it
first came out. I guess I was
kind of a geek.
Singing about male orgasms and faking them on
record was nothing Robert
Plant hadn't done a decade
earlier, but singing about how
you should "relax... when ya
wanna come" and dubbing a
massive rush of water into the
song's bridge must have struck
our parents as both heinously
lewd and amazingly tacky.
And, of course, it was both.
10. Thriller by Michael
Jackson. (The whole album.)
I remember even the cool guys
in my sixth grade class liked
Michael Jackson-quite a
tough group to win over when
you're a dancing man with an
effeminate voice.
But Michael did it and I
think the videos were key: the
sidewalk that lit up under his
feet in "Billie Jean," the moves
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and the gang wars in "Beat It"
and the fifteen-minute-Iong
clip for "Thriller," complete
with Vincent Price monologue
and maniacal laugh. The Eddie
Van Halen guitar solo in "Beat
It" also helped win over the
guys, I think.
Now the early '80s are
hitting it big. You can order the
Totally '80s double CD compi-

lation off of 1V commercials (a
pretty good collection, although it only contains about
half of the songs mentioned
above). And clubs are calling
early '80s music "Retro," and
playing entire nights of it, just
for our age group, so we can
pay lots of money to dance to
it and pretend we're eleven
again.

'K' Grad assists NYPD Blue
Alexandra Foley
A&E Editor
Paul Eads, K'73, returned
to campus last week for the
first time in 11 years. He is currently working as a set designer on the popular new television police drama "NYPD
Blue./I
Eads gave two informal
presentations explaining his
work on the show which were
complimented by his visual
aids and photos of the set.
"The aim of production
design is to reflect the world
appropriate to telling a story,"
he said.

According to Eads, his
SIP experience working as an
apprentice for Kurt Lundell, a
set designer in New York, gave
him direction, "opened [his]
eyes to what it was really like
to be a professional set designer in New York" and.also
provided him with a job after
graduation
Aside from "NYPD
.Blue," Eads has worked on
many productions including
film and theatre. He was involved in set designing for
such movies as "Arthur,"
and''Jaws 3-D," 3," and 1V
shows including "Equal Justice" and "Civil Wars."
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Hornets losing
record due to errors
Anastasia Farrell
& Steven D. Bastian
Index staff
Kalamazoo College's
Baseball team added another
round of losses to its record
this past week, making it 0-18
in the MlAA and 4-26 overall.
The disappointment began with a game against
Aquinas College last Thesday,
with the Hornets losing 11-1.
The game, which was plagued
with errors, was to set the tone
for the following seven days.
Wednesday saw the Hornets in Kalamazoo batting it
out against Kalamazoo ValIey
Community College in a
doubleheader, losing 6-0, 5-3.
Clint Wagner, K'95, went 2 for
3 in the second game, hitting a
triple.
The Hornets also played
Albion College on two separate occasions. The first of
these, played at Albion, resulted in a 7-1 loss,
withWagner going 2 for 3.
A doubleheader, played
Sunday to accomodate
Albion's graduation ceremonies, was also disappointing.
The Hornets lost 9-3 in another

error-filled game, with Dave
Best, K'94, batting 3 for 3. Although the Hornets struggled
to come back in the second
game with a good first half,
Albion succeeded in pitching
a no-hitter, winning 3O-Q.
The Hornets once again
battled Aquinas yesterday,
May to, at Woodworth Field,
losing 16-1. Sophomore Jamie
Loher went 2 for 2, as did se-

The game (against
Aquinas College) was
plagued with errors,
setting the tone for
the next seven days.
nior Steve Bastian.
Both players also were
hit by pitches, ending up on
base three times. Senior Matt
Stapleton hit a single which
resulted in the lone run of the
game.
The Hornets will end
their season this Thursday in
a match against Indiana University (South Bend), here at
Woodworth Field.

Veteran softball team finishes
season at MIAA tourney
Val Keeney assumed thl
pitching duties once more tha I
afternoon in the Olivet game,
The Kalamazoo College but the result was very similar
Softball Team finished off its to the previous conte .
1994 campaign with a pair of Keeney gave up only four hits,
tight losses last Thursday in but "K" still came out on the
losing end, 4-2.
MIAA tournament play.
In the first of two games
This time around, it
wasn't necessarily the "K" bats
that let Keeney down. The
Hornets managed two runs Oil
only four hits as they jumped
out to the early 2-0 lead in the
opening inning.
Amber
Wujek, K'94 hit a double while
Julia Haarer, K'96, Crawford,
and Connie Jo Jedneak, K'94,
collected base hits at the plate.
The deciding factor in
this
contest
may have been the
at BattIe Creek's Bailey Park,
"K"
defense.
The Hornets
Adrian shut out the Hornets 2commited
three
errors to neo in a defensive struggle that
gate
Keeney's
four-hit
outing
was decided in the first inning.
Adrian knocked in both on the mound.
Looking back at this
runs during tlmt first inning off
of Val Keeney, K'97, but year's season, junior Sara FosKeeney shut out Adnan the ter expressed regret that senior
rest of the way and finished Kelly Roberts was forced to sit
out most of the spring with a
with a five-hit performance.
Unfortunately,
"K" fractured thumb she sustained
couldn't manufacture any runs in a game on April 6 against
on the offensive side of things, Calvin.
Despite the injury, Roband the only highlight out of
UK's" three hits was a double erts made a "valiant effort" tc'
come back and finish off her
by senior Amy Crawford.
collegiate
career by participatIn the second game,
Kalamazoo took on Olivet in ing in some of "K's" late-seathe loser's bracket with hopes son contests, Foster said.
"K" wraps up its season
of working its way back to the
winner's division by piecing at 3-11 in the MIAAas a result
together a number of consecu- of the two tournament losses
tive wins in the double-elimi- suffered in Battle Creek on
Thursday.
nation tournament.
Ed Pasternak
Index staff

Senior Kelly Roberts sat out most of
the spring with a
fractured thumb.

Rve Halderson hammers a return during her victorious singles match.

Despite victories, women's tennis does
not advance to NCAA quarterfinals
Anastasia Farrell
Co-Sports Editor
Kalamazoo College's
hosting of the NCAA Di vision
III Women's Tennis began with
a heartbreak as "K" lost a very
close dual match to Williams
College from Massachusetts.
Kalamazoo began the
match tieing the singles
bracket with Jackie Aurelia (K
'94), Eve Halderson (K '97)
and Betsy Hobbs (K'94) all
winning their matches (64, 64), (6-2, 6-2) and (6-2,4-6,6-3),
respectively. In the other three
singles matches, Billee
,,

Ughtvoet (K' 94) fell (6-2,6-1)
to Porter Harris, Alison Frye
(K' 94) bowed to Elisa Newhall
(6-3,6-0) and Christa Chrovian
(K' 97) lost to Sabrina Oei (6-2,
4-6,6-3).
In doubles action, Frye
and Chrovian won their
doubles match (2-6, 6-4, 6-2),
but the lone doubles victory
was not enough to defeat Williams.
Number one doubles
team Aurelia and Lightvoet
were defeated by Becky
Mallory and Julie Greenwood
(2-6,6-2,6-3), and the number
three doubles team of
"

.

.

Halderson and Stephanie
Decker, K'97, lost to Oei and
Evonne Fei (6-2, 7-5). Williams
went on to win the match with
five wins against Kalamazoo's
four.
The Hornets still have
high hopes for our individual
qualifiers. Jackie Aurelia,
seeded number one, still hopes
to remain undefeated in championship singles play. Billee
Lightvoet (K '94) will team up
with Jackie to keep their winning streak going in doubles
play, as well as participate in
the individual singles tournament.

1M softball stats as of May 5, 1994.
Co-Ed League
Team
SomeTeam
P2 - The Second Coming
The Knights of Knie
E.T.P.
Wet Basement
Winnebagos
LaLaLobsters
GoodFellas
The Vaughnihilators
Midnight Tokers
Jerky Team II

Wins Losses Ties
7
0
0
6
1
0
4
3
a
4
3
a
3
2
1
3
3
a
2
3
1
2
a
3
1
5
0
1
5
0
0
7
0

Men's League
Team
Schlomos
The Men's Room
Mickev's All-Stars
Campsters
Pfat Ass Team
~

Wins Losses TIes
4
1
0
4
1
0
1
2
0
1
3
0
0
5
0
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Conference hosts feminists of the world
Sarah Jaquish
Index staff
Feminists from around
the world traveled to
Kalamazoo College over the
weekend for the conference
"Women, the European State,
and Community."
Keynote speaker Christine Delphy spoke about the
importance of a universal and
self-defined feminism at the
conference. Delphy, editor of
the only national women's
studies journal in France
which she cofounded with
Simone de Beauvoir in 1981,
was one of the many renowned activists and feminist
academics who traveled from
France, Germany, Ireland, and
Britain to speak at the conference.
Dr. Amy Elman, assistant
professor of Political Science
and director of the Women's
Studies program at ''K,'' set the
tone for the conference with
her speech on Friday morning,
''Notes on Invisibility." Elman
drew connections between the
governmental and legal structures of the European Union
-and their effect on women regarding such issues as pornography, prostitution, battery,
sexual harassment, and repro-

ductive rights.
"Dr. Elman's introductory lecture provided a terrific
framework for the entire conference," said Elizabeth

"It was a privilege to
have so many won-

derful women whose
works we've read and
activism we admire
on our campus,"
-Ivana Ivkovic, K'9S
Arledge Ross, K'94.
Catherine Hoskyns, Senior Lecturer in International
Relations and European Studies at Coventry University, was
the first of the visiting Europeans to speak. Hoskyns analyzed the political structure of
the European Union. She
spoke about the ways in which
feminist activists had mobilized to change labor policy
around Article 119.
Central to her lecture was
a discussion of the need to formally integrate ethnic and migrant women into the political
structures of the European
Union, such as the European
Women's Lobby, and the deci-

sion-making processes.
Dorchen Leidholdt, adjunct professor at the City University of New York Law
School and member of the
Coalition Against Traffick in
Women, analyzed the process
of sexual trafficking in Europe.
Leidholdt discussed the systems by which Third World
women are trafficked into European cities and kept in systems of sexual slavery.
Also highlighted by
Leidholdt's lecture was the
growing problem of the traffic
in women from the former S0viet Union and Eastern Europe
into the brothels of Western
Europe.
Natalie Nenadic, a Research Scholar at the University of Michigan Law School,
spoke with eloquence and urgency about the dire situation
of Croatian and Muslim
women in the Serbian rape and
genocide camps in BosniaHerzegovina and Croatia.
Having worked extensively
with indigenous feminist
groups, Nenadic appealed to
the international feminist community for their support in the
effort to establish a Tribunal in
Hague to try the Serbian military officials who are orchestrating the atrocities.

Ailbhe Smyth, Director
of the Women's Education Research and Resource Center at
the University CoIIege of
Dublin, dynamicaIly pre-

Jamie Kozma

sented her analysis of the obstructions to the reproductive
rights of Irish women caused
by the legal system of Ireland
and the European Union.
Among the harms discussed
by Smyth were the practice of
infanticide and the phenomenon of "abortion tourism" by
which Irish women are forced
to travel to other European
countries, prilT'.arily the U.K.,
in order to obtain an abortion.
Other lectures were
given by German lawyer and
activist Susan Baer , Ute
Winkler, Director of the Feminist Women's Health Center in

Frankfurt, and Jalna Hanmer,
Reader in Women's Studies at
Bradford University in the
U.K.
A highlight of the conference was the lecture by
Kathleen Barry, author of Female Sexual SlflfJery, who spoke
about the future of international feminism in the context
of the erosion of the power of
nation states and the growing
influence of major multinational corporations. Barry
called for an analysis of the
workings of the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund as crucial to future
feminist efforts on a global
scale.
According to Janet Riley,
''The conference was well attended by ''K'' students with a
turn out of about 100 during
Friday's segment and 70 on
Saturday." Attending were
students and faculty from
seven other colleges and universities including Eastern
Michigan University, the University of Michigan and
Antioch.
Ivana Ivkovic, K'95
stated, '1t was a privilege to
have so many wonderful
women whose works we've
read and activism we admire
on our campus."

Graduation and Baccalaureate speakers announced
Matt Sikora
Index staff
Speeches by a wellknown minister and a distinguished Kalamazoo College graduate will highlight
this year's baccalaureate
and graduation services.
Dr. Charles Adams,
who has served as senior
minister of Hartford Memorial Baptist Church in Detroit for 25 years, will speak
at the baccalaureate service
in Stetson Chapel on June
10. On the following day
Bruce Benton, who graduated in 1964 and went on to
serve as coordinator for the
World Bank's West African
Riverblindness Control Program, will speak during the
graduation ceremony on
the Quad.
According to a personal statement, in addition
to his duties as pastor of an
8,OOO-member congregation, Adams serves the community in a number of positions ranging from president of the Progressive National Baptist Convention to
a member of the Board of

Directors for First Independence National Bank of Detroit.
In 1989 he spoke before
the United Nations about
South African apartheid and
was a guest speaker a year

U.S.A. in a visit to Los Angeles to meet with community
leaders and citizens following
the riots of 1992. As chair of the
Ecumenical Urban Strategy
Committee, he presented the
committee's plan to President
Bill Clinton in
March 1993.
In 1991 Ebony
magazine selected
him as one of the
100 most influential African Americans.
Adams
earned his master
of divinity degree
from Harvard Divinity School and
served as a doctoral fellow at
Union Theological
Seminary in New
York. He has also
received honorary
PhotobyPR.
degrees from Birlater during Nelson Mandela's mingham College, Morehouse
visit to Detroit.
College, Marygrove CoIIege,
As a member of the University of Michigan and
World Council of Churches four other schools.
Central COmmittee, Adams
He has previously delivrecommended the council join ered commencement adwith the National Council of dresses at the University of
Churches of Christ in the Michigan and Dillard Univer-

sity.
According to a personal
statement, after graduating
from Kalamazoo College
Benton worked for the Peace
Corps in West Africa for two
years. Tben he earned a

in the Department of Agriculture to several posts in
the U.S. Treasury including
international economist in
the Office of Trade Policy
and Negotiations, deputy
director of the Office of Raw
Materials and Oceans
Policy and deputy director
of the Office of Multilateral
Development Banks, where
he managed the country's
participation in the World
Bank.

Photo by PR.

master's degree in economics
from the University of Michigan in 1970 and a master's degree in international relations
from John Hopkins University
in 1971.
In the foIIowing years
Benton moved from a position

After serving as senior
advisor to a senator and a
congressman for foreign affairs and economic issues,
Benton joined the World
Bank in 1982. In 1985 he
was named the coordinator
of the West African
Riverblindness Control program.
Under Benton's management the program raised
$160 million for 20 donor
countries and international
agencies.
The program is the
largest and most successful
health project in Africa, protecting 26 million people in
11 countries from the leading cause of blindness.
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Mara Bragg

Scott Hunsinger

Index staff

The Africa Nite celebration emanated last summer when
the then Kalamazoo College African students brought the
continent's culture cloeer to the campus. According to Abdul
Lamin, thanks to the overwhelming support of faculty, staff, and
students, the event was a huge success.
This year the African students have decided to build on
last summer's success by presenting activities throughout ninth
week (May 23 through May 27). All members of the campus
community are encouraged to attend.
MOD~May23:

-African exhibition and T...hirt sale in the Hicks lobby
during lunch and dinner
-Mavis in Quadstop at 8:00 p.m. Gmtm of fAnI is a
documentary on colonialism in Africa. AIlS- AIlSI'M is about
story telling in Madagascar.
Tusfay, May 24:
- African exhibition continues in Hicks lobby
-Mavis in Quadstop at 8:00 p.m. Lep:y of Lifestyles illustrates the variety of African peoples and their heritages.
QuArlier Mo1Arl is about Cameroon.
Wednes~y, May 25:
-Story telling fair featuring '1(" students who went to
Africa for foreign study in Balch lobby at 1:00 p.m.
Thursday, May 26:
-Sonya Olds presents her SIP, Unity Will SJ>lit a Pumpki~ory Tellin, jn Sierra leone. in Old Welles CHicles) at 1:00
p.m.
Friday, May 27-Africa Nite!!
-Guest speakers, food, music. and dancing in Old \'klles
from 8:00-10:30 p.m.
-10:30-71 the party continues.

Breznau wins service award
Thomas C. Breznau, associate professor of economics and
busirles& administtation at ·Kalamazoo Co~, is the recipient

of a -1994F~ /Staff~mmunity~ ~gAWard froll\
Michigan Campus ~mpact.
Developed in 1992, the award recognized faculty and staff
who exemplify community servire and servireleaming through
thierinvo1vement with students in a servire program or academic
course.
for the past 14 years, Breznau has directed the ~
College Small Business Institute. Under the program, teams of
students work with small business firms, public departments,
and charitable organizations on such matters as financial analysis, production, marketing, growth issues, and feasibility studies.
A former small business entrepreneur, Breznau is an expert in small organizations, in part through his research, teaching, and consulting.
In July 1994, Breznau will assume responSibilities as executive director of the L. Lee Stryker Center and Stryker Professor of Business Management. He will continue his duties as director of the ~llege's Land/Sea orientation program for firstyear students.
-Kalamazoo College Public Relation.

Rising seniors retreating
An overnight retreat, Senior TlUle-<lut: Reflections, Relationships and the Real World, will be offered to current
Ka1amazoo College juniors as preparation for the rigors of 51!nioryear.
According to Carolyn Homev, director of the Career Development Center, senior-year students consistently report having little free time to reflect on their past, present and future lives.
"Most seniors devote their time to the escalating sequence
of classes, SIPS and comps often to the exclusion of longer-range
career goals," said Homev. "This retreat should allow students
an opportunity to spend some concentrated time thinking about
how their co~ experiences have impacted them and how they
can shape their senior year to lead where they want to go after
college."
Senior Retreat is being coordinated by staff from the career Development Center, Residential Life, Health Services and
the ~unseling Cenier. The retreat will be held from Friday, June
24 through Saturday, June 25 at the Croft Retreat Center near
Plainwell.
Registration materials are available at the Union Deslc, student Services and the career Development Center. Registration
will be limited to the first 24 students. Participants will be assessed a nominal fee of $20.00 to help offset the cost of food, lodging and transportation.

-Kalamazoo College Public Relations
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Harsher guidelines
implemented for LACCs

Africa nile extends to a week
Index staff
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Too many programs
seeking
Liberal
Arts
Colloquium Credit (LACC)
status has forced adherence to
a 20 unit per quarter policy,
according Dr. Gary Dorrien,
Dean of Chapel.
According to the handbook, 12-15 events should
carry LACC credit each quarter. However, this number has
previously grown to as many
as 35, adding up to well ov~r
100 LACC events per year, said
Dorrien,
"The larger the program
has gotten over the last several
years," Dorrien said, "the more
pressure has come from every
other sector of the campus
wanting LAC credit for their
event. They come from virtually everywhere at this point."
Several problems arise as
the number of LACC events
increases, Dorrien stated.
When too many things are
happening on campus, he said,
the crowd thins out and there
is never a large group at any
particular event.
In addition, offering
more events stretches an already·small amount of money
.over many events, Dorrien
said.
While Dorrien said offering 12-15 LACC events each
quarter is not workable, offering 20 events, two per week, is
about right. "We can handle it
financially, it helps us bring attendance at the average event
up a bit, and we wouldn't have
nearly the problem of issue
proliferation," he said.
In order to achieve this
goal, Dorrien said, the committee decided to return to the
original idea of LACC events.
"It would consist primarily of
our various endowed lectures,
our various institutionalized
lectures, and then forum programs," he said. "Among the
forum programs, we would
privilege those events tied to a
course."
"With that criteria, it
shakes out pretty easily,"
Dorrien said. "It's not hard at
a II to find your 20."
For the first time in a very
long time the committee rejected a lot of proposals, including requests from the Career Development Center, the
Counseling Center and the
Music Department, Dorrien
said. In addition, the Diebold
Symposium's poster presenta-

tion of biology major's SIPs
did not receive LACC status
this year.
According to Dr. Carolyn
Newton, chairperson of the
1994 Diebold Symposium, the
poster portion of the presentation has been an LACC event
for at least seven years. "We
were disappointed and surprised,N she said. '1t gives the
science students a chance to
have a little more visibility on
campus."
Newton said attendance
of non-science maprs was n0ticeably down this year. The
value of giving the event
LACC status, she said, N gives
our students an opportunity to
learn to say what they have
done in a language that can be
understood by a person who
is not a professional in a scientific area."
While Newton said she
understands the problems associated with the number of
LACC events, she said certain
events are important and
should be an every year occasion, such as the Diebold
Symposium's poster presentation.
The symposium's poster
presentation has always been
well attended Newton said
and suggested that cufs in
LACC events be directed at
those activities with a pattern
of low attendance.
The poster presentation
was not offered as an LACC
event this year, Newton said
she was told, because the committee decided not to offer any
student events with LACC
credit.
However, Rob Gonnan,
K'94, noted that the Festival
Playhouse production of &by
is an LACC event. While that
serves as a means of expression for theater students, he
said, the symposium offers biology students the same opportunity.
Gonnan said the biology
students plan to fonnally express their concerns to Dorrien
in a letter stating reasons why
the poster presentation should
receive LACC credit in addition to explaining what the
event means to the biology department.
Dr. David Evans, chairman of the 1995 Diebold Symposium, said the presentation
is more than a student event.
He called it"an exercise in professionalism" which incorporates a larger scientific community.

Students hold
multi-cultural
forum
Hannah Wells, K'95
and Blake Bunting K'94
are organizing a forum
asking students to take
action to determine
multi-cultural goals on
campus.
According to Wells,
the forum is, "a student
organized meeting to
gather ideas about how
we [the students] want to
see multicultural ideas
role into action."
Wells and Bunting
hope to have open dialogue at the forum, "so
students can express their
views without being
afraid" and to detennine
the communities consensus as to what they want
done in terms of
multiculturalism.
"We've had difficulty
defining
a
multicultural community
because we aren't yet a
part of one on this campus," said Bunting.
At the forum Thursday night at 9:00pm in
the Hoben Lounge, students will break into
groups and discuss different
areas
of
multiculturalism.
-Index staff

Swahili and Krio
to be offered
Amy 1i'enkJe
Ads &: Business Manager
In conjunction with the
African Studies Department,
Beginning Swahili and Beginning Krio will be offered .this
summer to any interested students.
Kayla Chepyator from
the African Languages and Uterature Department at the University of Wisconsin at Madison has her Masters in Swahili
and will be the instructing professor.
According to Mark Sloan
of the History Department
both Swahili and Krio have
been offered before, sometimes
for credit and other times for
no credit. The languages were
selected and arranged through
the Department of African
Studies, not the Foreign Study
Office. However, Sloan said he
would like to see the languages
institutionalized into the foreign study program. Currently, ten students have registered for Swahili BOO and one
student has signed up for Krio
BOO.
Class times for both
classes are TBA to allow the
maximum number of people
to partake in the courses. The
classes are open to all students.
Anyone who has not registered and would like to can do
so during the first week of

-summer quarter.
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American Red Cross
needs you to give blood
Tomorrow, May 19, the
Kalamazoo County Chapter of the
American Red Cross will sponsor
their annual blood drive in the Stone
Room of the Hicks Center from
12pm to 5:45pm.
The blood drive which Student Activities sponsors every other
quarter, hopes to collect 75 pints of
blood which will be 'd istributed
throughout the state.
In order to reach this goal, Student Services is urging students, faculty and staff to donate their blood
and time to the American Red Cross.
Even though it's the middle of
eighth week and it seems like there
may be a lot of other important
things to do, it only takes an hour.
What's an hour of your time,
when you know that your blood
could be saving someone's life? It's
just one hour, an hour that would
most probably be spent doing...well,
maybe something important, like
homework or frisbee golfing. But
think of all those ten minute spaces
of time you have throughout the day.
Now, if you just added ten of them
together, then you would have one

genuinely free hour.
The benefits of blood donation cannot be underestimated. It is
a very safe and easy process.
Millions of Americans are injured in car accidents each year.-Societal violence is on increase. Obviously, the need for healthy blood is
great.
According the American Red
Cross, the national blood supply is
low, so donation is needed.
Kalamazoo County is one of the 34
counties in the American Red Cross
Great Lakes Region supplying over
60 hospitals in the region. They need
to collect over 650 pints of blood per
day five days a week in order to supply these hospitals and their patients.
In the Kalamazoo area alone,
local residents donate approximately 13,000 pints of blood a year.
However, total usage at Borgess and
Bronson is over 15,000 pints a year.
So, take a break and get in line
to give blood. It only takes and hour,
you will be saving a life and how
many chances will you get to save
someone's life?

Letter Policy
The Index encourages reader response in the form of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with sensitive
topics, will be accepted and printed through consultation with the editorial
board.
Letters should be submitted to the Index mailbox, across from the games
room in the basement of Hicks, by the Sunday before the issue in which
they are to appear.

Death penalty debatable
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If anyone
deserved to die,
it was John
WayneGacy.
It's hard
to be against the
death penalty when you hear
the story of a serial killer like
him. Particularly disturbing is
the fact that he fooled so many
people into thinking he was a
nice guy.
A suburban Chicago
businessman, he would celebrate Polish holidays with
parties for hundreds of people.
And he entertained kids by
dressing up as a clown named
Pogo.
But between 1972 and
1978, he lured 33 boys and
young men to his house for
sex, then killed them, usually
strangling them and burying
them under his house. Some of
the victims were handcuffed
and repeatedly raped before
they died.
Reading about this last
week, I tried to imagine what
that torture must have been
like, tried to imagine the
weight of their pain. Of course
I have no idea what they went
through, but I imagined
enough to think to myself:
some crimes are so horrible,
our only response can be that
the criminal must die.
And I sympathized with
the brother of one of Gacy's
victims who said that Gacy's
sentence of death by lethal injection was nothing compared
to what the families of the victims went through.
So John Wayne Gacy
died early in the morning of
May 10. Prison officials
pumped three lethal chemicals
into his body, and witnesses
said he did not appear to suffer physical pain.
Outside the prison, some
death penalty opponents protested. Death penalty advocates were there, too, cheering
and pumping their fists in the
air. Many of them wore t-shirts
and carried signs that read
"No Tears For This Clown."
There was a party outside, as the government killed
a man inside. That party made
me think about the death penalty yet again.
There are plenty of reasons to be against capital punishment. One is that no matter
how hard its backers argue
that it deters murder, statistics
tend to show that it doesn't.
When murderers murder, they don't seem to think
about whether they'll get the
death penalty or go to prison
if caught. It certainly wasn't on
Gacy's mind; he killed when
the death penalty was legal
and when it was illegal.
We also know that the
death penalty risks killing innocent people. In fact, the Su-
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various limits on appeals.
In one recent case, it refused to stop someone's execution even though, a few years
after he was convicted, his
brother confessed to the murder. Texas has a law that after
two years, Death Row inmates
lose their right to appeals, and
the Court refused to overturn
it.
We Icnow that there is racial bias in the way we decide
who lives and who dies. Black
mwderers are more likely to be
executed than white murderers, and murderers of whites
are more likely to be executed
than murderers of blacks.
That bias appears both in
individual states and the federal government Out of the 37
people the U.s. Justice Department has tried to execute for
drug-related murders since
1988, 33 are black or Hispanic.
All ten people the Clinton Justice Department ~ tried to
put to death for federal crimes
are black.
.
Consider also that the
abolition of the death penalty
is one of the first actions the African National Congress has
promised to take now that it's
been elected. South Africa will
join Canada and all of Western
Europe in being abolitionist,
leaving the United States as the
only industrialized country
with the death penalty.
All those countries have
renounced the old idea of justice that demands an eye for an
eye, and concluded that a humane society cannot use a
murderer's violence to punish
murder.
There's no reason to believe that the United States will
do the same. The president and
a majority of the country support the death penalty. Judicial
red tape is being cleared these
days so that America can execute more and more people.
Whenever America debates whether the government
should kill, we hear from the
families of murder victims,
who argue that they and their
murdered relatives have suffered more than the killer will
when executed. That's the last
word on the subject for most
people.
And the Supreme Court
has said that relatives of a murder victim can testify when
courts consider whether a
murderer should be executed.
I know that if someone I
loved was killed, I too would
want the murderer dead.
But that violence
wouldn't change anything.
The victim would still be gone.
The murders wouldn't be undone.
But what is that desire to
see the murderer dead? Where
does it corne from?
Continued on page 4.
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America needs to remember its atrocities
Paul Hirschfield
Index staff
Last Friday, a Holocaust memorial
service was
held at Stetson
Chapel.
Kalamazoo College should be
commended for paying homage to the 11 million victims of
this atrocity, which included
six million Jews.
I, like many Americans,
have recently been very active
in remembering the Holocaust.
In August, I visited the Holocaust Museum in Washington
D.C. The museum's displays
depict not only the wide range
of the Holocaust's horrors, but
also the victim's rich human
strengths and virtues. I also
aHended another Holocaust
service at Western Michigan
University and saw the movie
Schlindltr'5 list. I believe it is
important for many reasons to
bear witness to the Holocaust.
Personally, I feel a sense of obligation to all of my relatives
who were killed by the Nazis,
as well as to the survivors. Furthermore, awareness of the extreme forms of bigotry and racism can take in modern society encourages a stronger reaction against it. Unfortunately, anti-semitism did not
die with Hitler.
For these reasons, however, I feel that it is equally, if
not more, important for
Americans to actively remember the two Holocausts that
were perpetrated by Ameri-

cans. I am speaking about the
genocide of Native Americans
and the innumerable deaths of
Africans during slavery. Although their deaths were less
systematic, they are still Holocausts perpetrated by whites.
The book Amerialn Indian
HolOCllust and SuroitJQl , estimates that when Columbus
arrived in 1492 there were
about 72 million inhabitants of
the Western Hemisphere. A
few centuries later four to four
and a half million Native
Americans remained. The author estimates that over five
million natives lived in the
United States area in 1492. By
the last decade of the 19th century only 250,(XX) were left. A
tiny portion of the decline is
due to the deportations of Indians to the Eastern Hemisphere and inter-tribal warfare.
Most of it is due to the
unintentional spreading of foreign diseases such as small pox
and tuberculosis. Still, millions of Indians died due to
massacres such as Wounded
Knee, the intentional spreading of disease, and the decimation of the buffalo population
intended to get rid of the buffalo and the Indians-two impediments to the movement
Westward.
In schools we learn of slavery in the context of a struggle
for freedom rather than as a
story of torture and genocide.
Slavery is indeed a testimony
to the perseverance of AfricanAmericans. Many slaves perished aboard the slave ships

which brought them to
America. And torture, rape,
and murder of the slaves on
plantations was a daily occurrence. The body count of slavery has been estimated at 60
million.
The reason that we
should pay greater attention to
these chapters in American
history is that they are directly
relevant to the experiences of
contemporary Native American and African-Americans.
While the Holocaust in Europe
has scarred the collective morale of Jews, the Holocausts in
America haunt the present in
even more brutal ways. They
have left an abundance of
death in their wake. Introduced diseases and brutal oppression have continued to inflict the Native Americans.
The most publicized disease afflicting disconsolate
Native Americans on reservations is alcoholism. They die
due to alcoholism at seven
times the rates of the general
population. An example of
oppression occurred when in
1975 the F.B.I.launched continuous attacks on the headquarters of the' American Indian Movement killing over
120 people. One Native American, Leonard Peltier remains in
prison even though evidence
implicating him in the self-defense murder of three F. B.I.
agents has been refuted; the
government says he knows the
identity of the culprit.
We all know that the oppression of blacks has continued on innumerable fronts

long after the emancipation.
According to the NAACP,
2,789 blacks were lynched in
the South between 1889 and
1931. Furthermore, between
1950 and 19732700blackswere
murdered by the police. For
every white killed by the p0lice, 22 blacks are killed. Many
whites generally claim that the
police act in self-defense, but
the denizens of the ghetto
know better. Urban ethnographies are filled with stories of
unbridled police harassment
and brutality. One black male
reported to Elijah Anderson in
Streetwise, "They have boots,
trooper pants, blond hair, blue
eyes ... They the rough cops.
You don't get smart with them
or they beat the shit our of you
in front of everybody, they
don't care. We call 'em Nazis."
The quote implies that police
are rarely punished for their
crimes.
Are these facts new to
you? I'm not surprised. We

Death penalty debate
Continued from page 3.

killings.

It's a desire for revenge;
in this case, another killing.
That desire br violent
revenge is part of an American
culture that accepts and glorifies violence to an amazing
extent.
It's the same culture that
helps fonn the mind of people
like John Wayne Gacy.
When we as a society
adopt the death penalty, we are
all participating in revenge

And the difference between John Wayne Gacy and
all of us, who allow our government to go on killing or
even cheer when it does, is not
as large as we'd like to think.
The day before the prison
officials killed Gacy, a guard
was posted outside his cell to
make sure he didn't try to kill
himself first. Something within
us would not be satisfied until
Gacy died with his blood on
our hands.
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Comedian offends and delights

To the Editor:
Last week TIle Irtdu printed
an article by Erick Trickey in
which he IlUggested having a community service requirement at
Kalamazoo College. While I have
no intention of directly discussing
Trickey'. article, I felt he made
several strong points, and I decided to finally write about a very
rewarding experience I recently
had in the KaJamazoo community.
On April 9, I attended my
second Take Back the Night
March. The mission statement of
the march states that it "offers and
opportunity for women to rollectively make a symbolic ltatement
about their right to be safe from
violence everywhere, every day,
and every night." The march typically begins with a rally that including speakers and singers followed by women and children
marching through the streets of
Kal~whilementakepartin
a separate rally. This one night
women "claim the right to take
back the night, walldng together
on the streets without the need for
male protection or escort" (mission statement).
The experience of the rally,
march, and candlelight vigil follow-up was a very empowering
one for me. Because of our coHeetive strength, I was able to do

don't have national museums
for our two "National Holocausts." Kalamazoo College
does not necessarily do its part
to bear witness to these Holocausts either. At the candlelight vigil for Black History
Month last quarter no mention
was made of slavery and little
was said about its aftermath.
Why are we more willing
to pay homage to the Nazi
Holocaust than the American
Holocausts?
Besides the fact that Jews
possess more political and financial resources than Native
Americans and AfricanAmericans, it is easier for
Americans to identify with the
Jewish victims who shared
America's Nazi enemy. But remembering the American Holocausts is more likely to involve an uncomfortable identification with the oppressors.
But that is exactly what needs
to happen if the oppression is
ever to stop.
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student who was very offended by the comedian
To the Editor:
on campus last Friday night. In my opinion, her pkes regarding vioI walked away from this past weekend feeling very fortunate to lence, pregnancy; religion, and marriage were very tasteless to say the
have witnessed such an impressive collection of ideas, opinions, and least.
sheer brilliance offered by the Center for Western European Studies
In response to the publicity given to John Wayne Bobbitt, the
Women's Conference (sic). By scanning the number of audience mem- comedian stated that she didn't think we should laugh at him, "at least
ben in Dalton Theater I would assume that Friday night's perfonnance until it becomes more commonplace." I do not understand how vioby comedienne Betsy Salkind was the most-attended event of the con- lence done to men in any way helps to end the violence done to women.
ference.
The comedian also compared pregnancy to welfare, claiming the
Aside from her sharp and biting critique of political institutions fetus does not pay to live there and "eats our food." Pregnancy is a
and life in Western culture, Salkind was simply hilarious. Her intelli- wonderful, special, beautiful thing which shQuld not be given the same
gent and thoughtful humor was a refreshing change. Judging by the devastating stigma so wrongly attached to welfare and poverty. In adraised eyebrows, stone stares, and after-perfonnance remarks of some dition, comments like this do nothing to further the women's moveof the audience members, I can't say everyone shared my opinion. Such ment. Seeing how only women can experience pregnancy all negative
reserve and quickness to ta1ce offense struck me as interesting. Cer- associations can also be directly applied to women.
tainly Salkind covered a wide variety of so-<:alled controversial subThe pure and blatant disrespect for religion was especially ofjects--aboriton, religion, politics and the phallocentric nature of our fensive to men. It violated what many of us view to be the basis of our
culture, among others.
being. This included such skits as those rejecting Jewish traditions.
I wonder how many of the students who felt "offended" by her
Finally, the belittlement of marriage portrayed as a situation in
humor, are as equally offended by the unquestionably misogynist hu- which many women are unfortunate enough to spend the rest of their
mor of many of the male comedians who rule our country's entertain- lives as wives disturbed me. I know of more than one person on this
ment industry. Or maybe I'm wrong and Eddie Murphy's "bitch," campus (female and male) who view marriage as a glorious institution
Martin Lawrence's "feminine hygiene," and Jerry Seinfeld's lesbian which we are eagerly waiting our time to enter. Even when some marpkes really are funny.
riages go wrong, many, many more go right.
'--_ _Anni
__
·s_sa_Ham
__
bo_uz,--'-_K_'95______________
In concluding, 1would lilceto say that all people should be equal!
something that would nonnally terrify me and put me at risk. While However, I do not believe equality will come about by the degradation
the march was a personally rewarding experience for me, I and several of others. If we truly want change we must go about it in a peaceful
other "K" students who attended were concerned that the overall turn- mou:ner. There is no better way to learn that through example, and if
out was low compared to other years. After explanations that there we mtend to teach we must be willing and able to set that example!
were no T-shirts this years because of low funds as well as several re- '--_ _Kri_·s_tin_Bett_s:.:".:.K:...:'9..:,7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
minders about p1anning meetings for next year, I started to realize that can," and at the next meeting, we will each discuss what we think that
this event does not plan itself, and that maybe I should try to give back personal contnbution can and will be.
some of what the march gave and o·
vives me.
Alth
h
ff
. oug ~y on-o pattern at "K" will make participation diffiSo, two weeks later, I went to Scott's for the first planning meet- cult at times, as It does for everyone, I've realized that this event is
ing of the 1995 Take Back the Night March. It was a refreshing feeling important to me, and I will make it a priority. If anyone else feels simito meet community people whose work I had benefitted from, and to larly, I urge them to attend the next meeting on at 7:00 on Tu~ay,
feel that I could playa role in this event in the future. There were May 24at Scott's on Campus, or to call me at 337..5934 for information.
several other first-timers there and among us, there was a lot of enthu- In. genera]. it wo~d be a positive experience for anyone to get involved
siasm to lceep the march going and to increase the turnout for next WIth a commuruty group. I've realized I 0111 make the time if I want to.
year. There was very much a feeling of "each person will do what s/he
Jessica Haney, K'9S
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Connect body and mind
Mara Bragg

gling with salt water for
sore throats or ear congesIndex staff
tion and infections.
R e In addition, vitamins
member Jolt? serve as important dietary
" A ! 1 supplements while suffithe sugar cient minerals can be gained
and twice the through eating a variety of
caffeine," the fresh vegetables.
cola company advertised
Perhaps one of the
while declaring it was most important approaches
"PopUlating the World."
to health, however, lies in
While I'm sure we all taking preventative mearemember silly junior high sures. Well cites eating a
Jolt jokes about getting su- balanced diet, drinking
per hyper and staying up all enough water so the body
night from a "caffeine can function as a purificahigh," it's not something we tion system, and getting exusually think about. In fact, ercise. Exercise releases enI completely forgot I actu- dorphins, which act as a
ally have a bottle of the stuff natural antidepressant, also
in my possession: 16 ounces commonly known as a
of pure Jolt, positively "runner's high" or "energy
jumping with caffeine po- buzz."
tential, stashed in my dorm
Although "stress is inroom supply of midnight herent in our interactions
munchies.
with the world around us,"
A gag graduation Well also stated that, "unpresent from my sister, the less it is overwhelming, it
bottle is tucked away and keeps us growing and decollecting dust behind some veloping." Yet certain things
microwave popcorn, herb can increase anxiety and
tea, peanut butter, and vita- tension, serving as obctacIes
mins. "You'll need it when to relaxation, he said, such
you get to college," she as caffeine and other stimujoked.
lantdrugs.
Fortunately, however,
"Conscious regulation
I haven't needed a "jolt" like of breathing and directed
that yet. But the stress, concentration through
frazzled nerves and sleep meditation can serve as efdeprivation that stemmed fective relaxation techfrom a record-breaking sev- niques, " Weil said. Disenth week workload not cover what works best for
only playfully jogged my you, whether it be enjoying
memory of Jolt, but also a hot mug of herb tea, gogently forced me to consider ing for a jog, or just "zoning
the importance of keeping out."
happy and healthy.
It is important to reKeeping happy and member that "health is
healthy may not appear as wholeness and wholeness
easy as it sounds, however, implies connectedness. You
to many people. Yet there cannot enjoy full health as
are plenty of simple, natu- an isolated, separate being,
ral and practical healing " said Well.
methods for an improved
Perhaps one of the
state of both mind and body. mo& important connection
Andrew Weil, M.D., is the union between body
discusses many different and mind. In this case, illtypes of innovative treat- ness often serves as an indiment in his book Natural cation of a deeper problem.
Health, Natural Medicine.
While you need not
Rest, according to (necessarily) get a deep psyWeil, "is so simple' that chological analysis of yourmany people fail to think of self every time you get the
it when they start to get sniffles, a little gentle mensick." He added that even a . tal probing may serve to be
24 hour rest may be enough helpful.
to alter the course of an iIIListen to your body.
ness.ln addition, short-term Do you ignore it when it
fasting, Weil said, alters speaks to you? It had no
both consciousness and choice, then, but to wage its
physiology. It frees energy ultimate war, an ear-piercnormally spent on digestive ing shriek you can't possiorgans, and spends it on bly now ignore: illness.
healing instead. This serves
So give something difas a good home remedy for ferent a chance in the future,
colds, flues, infectious dis- something a little more ineases and other toxins, he novative than normal. Try
said.
"jolting" yourself back to
There are many home health through natural mearemedies for simple ail- sures. You never know, it
ments, Weil added, includ- may pleasantly surprise
ing steam inhalation for res- you. It may yield all the repiratory problems and gar- sults and twice the benefits.

Live graciously everyday
Shannon Coleman
Features Editor
So the college's annual
present of a "flower-planting"
snow-day has come and gone
and you find yourself wallowing in the stressful demands of
8th week? Here are some ways
to incorporate "Gracious Living" into your everyday life:
LISTEN TO YOUR
BODY
Living graciously means
first and foremost taking care
of yourself. According to Dr.
Irving Oyle in Chop Wood,
Carry Water, the following tips
are basic, but sometimes easily forgotten essentials, needed
to maintain good health:
1.) Eat when you are hun-

gry.
2.)Sleep when you are
tired.
3.) When nature caUs,

answer.
4.) Don't think of any-

thing else when you are makinglove.
CONNECT WITH NATURE
Sometimes it takes nothing less than a sunny day spent
outside to remind the typical
frazzled student that the world
isn't going to end if he or she
gets a 'B'.
• Elljoy the spring. Take
a walk and notice all of the

birds and trees and plants that
you normally take for granted.
• Pick flowers; press
them or fill your room with the
sweet bouquets. Pin some lilacs or dandelions in your hair.
• Climb a tree.
• Dig in the dirt.
• Walk through the
grass with bare feet.

that life goes on beyond "Kllls
1 mile radius. Walk around the
neighborhood. Visit local garage sales or flea markets. Find
a park and watch the children
play. Better yet, join them!
HAYEFUN!
College, as we all know,
isn't merely about academics.
Even in the midst of paper
'deadlines and exam chaos,
CONNECT WITH OTH- there is time for a little R & R.
ERS
• Act like a child. Blow
Other people are, per- bubbles. Watch cartoons. Buy
haps, the most important tool a comic book. Fmger paint and
we have. With the help of fam- get real messy. Color in a colily, friends, enemies and oringbook.
strangers, we learn, grow and
• Move that body! Skip.
discover who we are. Are you Jump rope. Roll down the
extending enough?
Quad. Turn a somersault.
• Touch is our most im- Dance.
portant sense; infants literally
• Feeling tired and
die without it. Make an effort drained? It's time for a break.
to pay more attention to this Spend time in solitude, if you
vital sense of comfort. Hug prefer. Read the novel that's
your friends. Give and get been sitting by your bedside all
massages. Tickle someone.
quarter.
• Give a piece of yourClose the door, turn off
self: volunteer for Project the lights and listen to your
BRAYE. Hold the door open favorite music. Write a journal
for a stranger. Brighten entry. Lounge in front of the
somebody's day with a smile. TV and watch a mindless proRemember, as trite as it gram.
sounds, the little things really
Perhaps the key to bedo mean the most.
coming a gentler, more gra• Call someone you care cious person is listening to
about and cell them how great your needs and desires. Set
you think they are.
aside some daily self-nurtur• Try to get cff campus ing time. After all, if you don't
as much as possible. Some- take care of yourseif, who else
times it's hard to remember is going to?

Off the Quad
What did you do to live graciously Monday?
"Nothing I want
published,"

'1 became one with
the squirrels,"

Sheri Michael, K'94

Denna Evoe, K'97

"Steve played golf and
Randy picked his nose,"
Randy Lindstrom, K'97
& Steve Tack, K'97

'1 slept,"

Monique
Labedie,
K'97

'1 laid out on the Quad,
pretended I was in
Hawaii, took off my
sunglasses and realized
I was at "K","

Josh Azriel, K'96
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Johnny Cash: Haunting, not hokey
Erick 'Jiickey
Index staff
For a long time, Johnny
Cash was just another country
singer to me, and since he was
a country singer, I assumed he
was really hokey.
Then for a while he was
the guy with the cool, deep
voice singing on the last track
of U2's album ZooroptI.
Until a couple of weeks
ago, when I walked into a
record store recmtly and heard
his voice singing haunting
songs with only his quiet guitar backing him up.
So I bought the album,
his newest, Ameriazn Recordings.1t stands out as stark and
honest music from an old voice
that sings with great authority
and power. It's more folk than
anything else; the country influence is there but, even
though I'm countryphobic, I
like it.
American Recordings is
produced by Rick Rubin. who
has produced various rap artists, including the Beastie Boys.
As if that weren't bizarre
enough, Cash will probably be

touring with the Beasties,
Smashing Pumpkins and others at Lollapalooza this summer. So I guess my new admiration for Cash makes me part
of a trend, one of quite a few
alternative rock fans who will
"discover'" him this year.
Rock musicians reach instinctively for the power of
music through noise. But this
sixtysomething singer has
been dedicated to that power
since he was three and heard
his mother play guitar, as he
tells us in the handwritten album notes.
And during his childhood, he writes, he'd go to his
friend's house and sing songs
while his friend played guitar,
then walk home at night.
"It was pitch dark on the
gravel road, and if the moon
was shining. the shadows were
even scarier.... But I sang all
the way home; songs Jesse and
I had been singing. and with
the imaginary sound of the
Gibson acoustic I sang through
the dark and decided that that
kind of music was going to be
my magic to take me through
alI the dark places.
H

This album of five originals and eight covers tells the
story of a man who's gone
through a lot of dark places,
survived and begun to prosper
again.
It isn't without flaws for
me. The first track, "Delia's
Gone," with lyrics by Cash,
tells the story of a man who
shoots his girlfriend to death
and misses her but doesn't
quite regret the murder. That's
certainly an effective first
chapter for the story of a man
on the road from great depths
to redemption, but the sadism
still seems gratuitous.
The two live tracks
would have been better off recorded in Cash's cabin or
Rubin's living room like the
other~pecially "The Man
Who Couldn't Cry," where the
audience breaks the mood by
laughing at sad lines and failing silent at funny ones.
But this is still a great album. Cash sings powerful versions of both traditional songs
and works written by men
much younger than him. Especially notable are chilling renditions of Leonard Cohen's

USird On A Wire" and Tom
Waits' "Down There By the
Train," the latter a story of the
redemption of various
wretched and scummy people
(including the singer)-baptisms in a river as a train passes
loudly across a trestle overhead.
The climax of the album
is the pair of Cash originals
near the end, especially "Like
A Soldier," a look back at the
singer's troubled past that becomes a love song. The woman
addressed in the song causes
him to forget his past lovers
and helps him transcend his
sufferings. '1'm just thankful
for the journey," he sings, "and
that I survived the battles/
And that my spoils of victory
is you."
When I heard Cash's Sun
Sessions compilation, I thought
it was too countryish for me.
Now I think that, by not learning to appreciate at least oldstyle country, I shut myself off
from the music of a great poet.
I give this album a 9 out
of to. As always, let me know
if you want to borrow it and
have a listen.

New album. for the Indigo Girls
Shannon Coleman
Features Editor
Mired in the trials of love,
fear and good-byes, there is
something very familiar about
the Indigo Girls' much anticipated release, Swtmrp Ophelill.
Once again the glassy voices of
Amy Ray and Emily Saliers
blend together, somehow interweaving the odd combination of confusion and confidence, in the duo's sixth ma-

jor release album.
Following the Indigo
Girls' tradition, drifty poetic
lyrics, more than anything,
make the album worthwhile.
Listeners
wander
through the soft, catchy meier
dies of songs such as "Least
Complicated," "Fare Thee
Well" and "The Wood Song",
finding themselves entrapped
bywords.
"Power of Two" is a particularly beautiful selection.

• EXTRA INCOME '94 •
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1994 Travel brocures. For
more information send a self-addressed stamped envelope to:
Travel Network, P.O. Box 6130,
Miami, R. 33161

laboration, "Touch Me Fall," is
dark, deep and very sensual.
With the heIp of an Appalachian fiddle, the group's driving remake of old folk song
'This Train" is also very powerfuL
Overall, predictability
inflects the album; don't expect
the unexpected.
This isn't necessarily
negative, however. Familiar
voices of old friends can be
very comforting.

Alexandra Foley
A&:E Editor
The following announcement tells what is
going on in and around
Kalamazoo
from
Wednesday, May 18 to
Tuesday, May 24:
IS-Nocturnal Night
at Oub Soda
Deep Blue Funk at
Rick's ($1240z. Old Style,
$1.50 240z. Premiums)
I9-Indika at Club
Soda
Knee Deep Shag at
Rick's ($1 pitchers and
wells, $1.50 Molson, $.75
Kamikazes)
Gigolo Aunts with
The Impatients at the
Blind Pig, Ann Arbor,
doors at 9:30p.m., tickets
$5 in advance
lO-Mom Handy
with Plado at Oub Soda
Surrender Dorothy
at Rick's ($1 wells, $1.75
Stoli, $2.25 Bud)
Johnny Copeland at
The Majestic, Detroit,
doors at 8p.m., tickets
$7.50 in advance
ll-The
Tower
Blocks with Bone China
at Oub Soda
Fat Amy at Rick's
($1.75 Long Islands, $2.25
Jagers, $1 off pitchers)
Rock and Roll
Dance Party at WmgsStadium, 18 and over, $5 at
door,8p.m.-la.m.
Sam Phillips at The
Majestic, Detroit, doors at
8p.m., tickets $7.50 in advance
22-Noctumal Night
with the Sleestacks at
Club Soda
Public skating at
Wings Stadium, 34:45p.m., $2.50, $1 for

PHISH

We hslea. We elfllin.
We're prime.
We're .Hordable.
We clI'e.

at the

State
Theatre

• FREE pregnancy testing
Tuesdays & Thursdays 4:45 -7 PM
• AFFORDABLE birth coatrol
including emergency contraception
(the "MORNING AmR PILL"]
• CONFIDENTIAL STD screening
and ANONYMOUS HIY tesls
• 5· YEAR Norplanl and
3·MONTH Depo·prmra
• ANSWERS 10 your queslion1:
800·559·9093, ask for Educatioa

Sunday, June 19

Tickets on sale
NOW.

PLANNED"
PARENTHOOD.
4

Of South Central Michigan

4201 W.IIIdit-. 372-1200

Nurturing Saliers reassures
her lover, singing:
....so we're okay /we're
fine /baby i'm here to stop
you're crying / chase all the
ghosts from your head/stronger than monster beneath your
bed/ smarter than the tricks
played on your heart/ we'll
look for them together/then
we'll take them apart ...
Swamp has a few interesting side dishes. Resembling a
Moody Blues-Pink Floyd 001-

What's up?

The Dew Indigo Girl'! CD cover.
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Women's tennis finishes ninth in NCAA
Aurelia and Lightvoet named .All-Americans
Garth Miller
Index staff
Kalamazoo College's
Women's Tennis Team concluded their season last week
at the NCAA team championships, held in Klliamazoo's
Stowe Stadium. The Hornets
finished ninth overall, winning
both of their consolation
matches following their first
round loss to Williams (Mass.)
College. Ninth is the highest
place attainable by a team that
loses in the first round.
In the individual tournaments, senior Jackie Aurelia
advanced to the quarterfinals
before falling to Stephanie
Desmond of Trinity (Texa:?).
Senior Billee Lightvoet,
Kalamazoo's only other
singles qualifier, lost a close

first round match to Kristina MIA A player of the year, beLott of Pomona-Pitzer (Califor- coming the first female athlete
nia).
to be named league MVP all
Aurelia and Lightvoet, four years.
who have been doubles partAurelia was MIAA
ners since they were freshmen, champion at No.1 singles and
were runners-up in the doubles all four years, remaindoubles tournament, losing 6- ing undefeated in MIAA
4, 6-4 to second-seeded Becky singles (26-0) and doubles (27Mallory and Julie Greenwood 0) competition.
of Williams in the finals.
A health science major,
Aurelia and Lightvoet, whose Aurelia carries a 3.46 graderecord was 25-4 in doubles this point average and plans to atseason, ended their career to- tend Wayne State University's
gether with an outstanding 59- medical school.
12 record.
Head coach Yvonne
Aurelia was also named Hackenberg, who is in her
All-American for her perfor- fourth year of coaching the
mance in the singles tourna- Hornets, will have the tremenment, for which she was addi- dous responsibility of replactionally named the Division ill ing not only Aurelia and
Senior Player of the Year by the Lightvoet, but also seniors
Intercollegiate Tennis Associa- Alison Frye, Betsy Hobbs, and
tion. She was also named Jenifer Holmes.

Men's tennis goes to Nationals
Redlands, on May 16,
skunking the team 6-0 in
singles play.
Since NCAA Division ill
The team did not have to
men's tennis championShip play any doubles matches as a
play began in 1976, Kalamazoo result of the spectacular singles
College has yet to miss a year play.
as a qualifying team. This year
On May 17, the Hornets
is no exception.
will face the victor of the
The Hornets received Clanlmont (California) - Trintheir 19th consecutive bid to ity (Texas) match.
the NCAA Division ill tournaKalamazoo is well reprement, which is being held May sented in the individual tour16-23 at the University of naments with four singles
Redlands in Redlands, Califor- players and three doubles
nia.
teams. Singles players include
Kalamazoo, which has seniors Seth Denawetz and
captured the last three Divi- Andy Alaimo, freshman Pat
sion m championships for a Noud, and junior Jason
total of seven national titles, is McKinney. Doubles teams are
the second seeded team at this Denawetz and Noud, Alaimo
year's 12-team tournament and junior Ted Gaty, and
and received a first-round bye. McKinney and junior Adam
The Hornets played the host Afridi.
team, the University of
Dena wetz and Afridi are
Public Relations
Kalamazoo College

returning All-Americans from
the 1993 teams, advancing to
the quarterfinals as a doubles
team in last year's individual
tournament.
The Hornets, 24-2 overall, started the 1994 season
with a 3-2 record, but since
then the Hornets have won 20
consecutive dual meefs. Under the direction of first-year
coach Timon Corwin, UK" recently captured its 56th consecutive Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association
(MIAA) championship.
In its previous 18 years of
NCAA ill tournament action,
"K" has finished lower than
fifth just once. At last year's
tournament, hosted by
Kalamazoo College, the Hornets defeated UC Santa Cruz
in the championship contest, 5-
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Calendar committee prepares to present plan to board of trustees
Matt Sikora
Index staff
A report that could install a new ''K'' Plan by 199697 will be sent next week to
President Lawrence Bryan, according to Calendar Task Force
Committee Cllair Provost RichaniCook.
"What we want to do is
have it in the hands of the
president by the end of the
quarter, have him endorse it
and make whatever suggestions he wants," said Cook.
A tentative report outline
includes sections covering the
history of the current ''K'' Plan,
motivationsforchange,~y

sis of student and faculty
workloads, financial considerations and the proposed calendar.
Cook said the recomr.lended calendar will be the
same as the one presented to
students during last Tuesday's
open forum with some minor
revisions.
The plan features seven
options that have ten-week
quarters during the fall, winter and spring preceded by a
four-week fall preterm They
include options for SUDlDler
professional developxnent internships, two-quarter foreign
study or cross-cultural internships and a revised Senior Individualized Project that could

Jessica English
Index staff
Eight students from Dr.
Benson Priggs' Advanced Literary Studies class presented
papers about "Multi-Ethnic Issues in Literature" at a sytnposiumlast night
According to junior Margaret Skwira, who opened the
two part symposium, the presentations represented a culmination of a full quarter of research into Native American,
Jewish American and African
American literature. "The purpose," she said, "is to present
ideas in process."
The first segment of presentations, which began at 6
p.m., featured four students
Who discussed representations
of women in multi-ethnic literature.
Junior Roopa Chauhan
explored conceptions of
ethnicity and femininity in her
paper, Journeys to Voice. These
terms, she said, imply more
than just physical differences.
"Ethnicity implies sharing a world view because of a
shared ancestry and history,"

be perfonned during the summer or spread during senior

year.
Cook said the full report
will be made available to students and faculty early in the
sununeJ". Tentative plans call
for next quarter's discussions
to take place in departmental
focus groups.•
Next fall, many of the 13
standing and ad hoc committees comprised of administrators, faculty and students will
examine specific proposals
and their implementation. The
existing calendar committee
may meet periodically to
monitor progress.
"'The committees would
go into full swing for a thorough discussion of details,
building the plan-including
students," Cook said. "We
would want lots of students
input represented on the COInmittees. We're not restricted to
the members of the committees as we've known them because they can always do subcommittees that involve others."
Cook said he hopes to
obtain faculty endorsement of
the general framework presented in the report during
early fall quarter, leaving the
details of implementation to
the standing committees during the 1994-95 academic year.
'1 use the word endorse-

she said, "[and] femininity also
implies a shared world view
based on common experiences
as females- a world view distinct from a masculine one."
In her presentation,
Chauhan explicated these issues as they appear in Toni
Morrison's Song ofSolomon, the
poetry of Joy Harjo, and Silences, by Tillie Olsen.
"When ethnicity is not
readily visible-meaning that
the individual blends in easily
with the dominant culture the characters' tendency is to
look to femininity for
strength," she said.
A paper entitled Beyond
Stereotypes: A Discussion of Cultuml Myths and Literary Transcendence was presented by
junior Kezia Pearlman. In her
presentation, Pearlman examined stereotypes of ethnic
women which attack their
womanhood.
"These attacks are often
based on sexist ideas about
womanhood," she said.
"These attacks are often based
on sexist ideas about white
women of a middle to upper
social class.
Non-white

ment too because it's not clear accurately reflects the best
whether it should go for a formal vote," said Cook. "1 would
like to think that we'll reach a
strong consensus and feel
good about that consensus and
go on from there rather than
have it be a divisive sort of
debate."
Professor of Romance
Languages and Literature
Kathleen Smith, member of the
calendar task force and faculty
executive committee, said it is
impossible to predict the outcome of such meetings but
thinks "enough people are excited about the possibilities
now that we're going to be able
to go forward."
Smith said faculty members have voiced concerns in
several meetings ranging from
preserving the ''K'' Plan's distinctiveness to the practical aspects of teaching responsibilities.
'''There are concerns--as
would be evident," Smith said.
"We have something that
works and there's always
worry about changing. It's a
tough time for higher education so one wants to be careful
that we do the right thing and
maintain our attractiveness to
the students who will do best
here."
Smith said she feels faculty members must be "persuaded that this new proposal

women therefore are blamed
for their otherness."
Pearlman's purpose, she
said, was to explicate these
cultural stereotypes and myths
pertaining to ethnic women
and to deITlOnstrate how ethnic women authors portray
women behaving contrary to
them.
Heather Conway, K '95,
presented her paper called

Means of Oppression and
Women's Empowerment. The
speech explicated the elusive
nature of empowerment and
the means by which ethnic
woxnen empower themselves
through sex and motherhood,
which also have been traditional means of oppressing
them.
"Women are also often
considered a minority group,"
she stated. "Therefore, in
studying multi-ethnic literature it is quite interesting to
discover how issues of
ethnicity and sex interact in the
writings of female authors of
ethnic minority origins."
In the second series of
presentations, students discussed existentialism, spiritu-

that's going on in higher education."
Also during next fall
quarter, the Board of lhlstees
will be asked to endorse the
framework of the ~
ter system recommended by
the report.
If the process continues
in the committee stage, the
board will vote on the proposed specifics and implementation procedures in June of

1995.
When asked if soxne version of the proposal will eventually be impleJneJ\ted should
the board approve framework
in the fall, Cook replied, "I
think so."
"TIUs year is the tixne to
make the decision,N Cook said.
'1t's not next year. This year is
the crucial decision about g0ing ahead. I think the report
provides enough details to
make people feel comfortable
in their decision one way or
another."
Cook said if the proposal
is approved by the board and
faculty and runs smoothly
through the committee process, the earliest possible date
of implementation would be
1~97.

ality, and music in multi-ethnic literature.
German professor Dr.
Margo Ught opened the session with her presentation

Gastarbeiter Literatur: the
Guestworker in Literature. She
explored literature about and
by Gastarbeiters, guest workers invited to work in Germany during the economic
boom of the 19505 and '60s.
She examined the racism
many of these people faced after they ended up staying in
Germany rather than returning to the poverty of their
homelands.
In ExistentWism inMultiEthnic Short Fiction, senior
Emily Mitchell explored alienation from God in multi-ethnic
literature.
According to her, this
theme of alienation and estrangexnent ran through all the
works she studied.
'''The growth of science
has extracted us from our existence..." she said. '''This rationale has alienated us. We
must acknowledge the nonreason of our existence.
Senior Kurt Simeck pre-

might be that there's just not
enough tixne to put the details
in place and get the information out. So that's an open
question."
Cook listed obstacles to
successfully impleJneJ\ting the
planas:
• making people aware
of and understand the plan
• a transition phase that
must meet the needs of all students as the college shifts from
the old plan to the new
• locating extra resources
to meet extra needs during the
transition
• "natural resistance to
change"
"Change also means a
certain amount of risk," Cook
said. "But I think what we're
trying to emphasize in the report that not to change is a
greater risk. That's one thing
that's very important that the
committee wants students, faculty and alumni to understand
is that we are at risk by trying
to stand still. That will be ITIOre
fully explained in the report."
Cook said he believes the
campus will make that change
in the upcoming year.
"1 think the coli.ege is
ready for it," Cook said. "1
think the college needs it. I

sented his paper entitled Rep-

resentations of Inter:faith and
Interrace Relationships, which
placed particular emphasis on
the struggles of the children of
mixed couples.
"It shouldn't be a
struggle," he said. 'This country has been termed a melting
pot and ideally we are sui>"
posed to embrace our mixed
heritage. But the reality is far
different from the ideal."

Origins of Spiritual AuthoriIl1 Voice, presented by junior

Margaret Skwira, examined
the origins of the spiritual
world view of ethnic groups.
"Literature is an ideal
mode of expressing the spiritual aspect of one's being because it lends itself so freely to
creative energy, interpretation,
and emotion," she stated.
Senior Marc Wietzke
wrapped up the symposium
with his paper, Music: The Ne-

glected Text.
He explored music as the
'10st text," and asserted that
too often traditional literary
studies abandon a culture's
music as valid sources of explication.
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Seniors applauded for efforts
The Index has seen its days.

Over the past two years specifically, I have noticed a significant improvement in both the quality of journalistic writing and issues addressed in
the paper. Stories have been investigated more, technology has improved,
styles have been sharpened and not only
the positive but the negative aspects of
the school have finally been printed.
While all of this, overall, is due in
part to the collective effort of the entire
staff, this year's graduating seniors, I
feel have made a lasting impression on
the quality of the Kalamazoo College Index. Each has taken on the responsibil-

ity of Editor-in-Chief of the paper and
has been dedicated and reliable and in
their own way, worked to improve the

Index.
Whether through excellent writing, enforcing deadlines, defending the
budget, obtaining new computers or
training staffs, a difference can be seen.
Having worked for you and with
you and now as your editor, I have
learned a lot. Thanks to all of you for
your help in the past and also for assisting me this quarter. Matt, Brian,
Erick,. Jessica and you too Anastasia good luck in the future. You've set
great examples.

Abolish grades; they get in the way of learning
Erick 1iickey
Index Legend
My sophomore fall, I got
into an intense argument with
other Index editors, over the
staff's editorial position on the
proposal to weigh plusses and
minuses in our GPAs.
The editor-in-chief argued that grad schools weigh
a 8+, a B, and a B- differently,
so we should too.
I said "K'" students
worry about grades too much
already; the last thing we
needed to be stressing over
was the difference between a
8+ and a B. In fact, I added,
we'd be a lot better off if there
weren't any grades at all.
I still think that's true.
"'1<'" should switch from letter
grades to a pass/fail system.
We rould also get written romments from profs, placed in a
file that would replace the

transcript.
One reason for abolishing grades should be obvious
during tenth week: we
shouldn't be stressing this
hard.
Some ofus manage to get
through this quarter-end
crunch with our health and
sanity intact. Others don't.

Maybe some of our nervous breakdowns and sleep
deprivation are the result of
procrastination. And some
stress is unavoidable if we expect to get anything done. But
that threatening grade can
keep us from making the compromises we sometimes need
to stay healthy.
Grades can also keep us
chained to our classes, when
sometimes, the things people
most want to learn aren't covered in class. But for many of
us "1(" students, there's little
time for extracurricular activities, community service, or independent reading, talking,
and thinldng.
Another reason to abolish grades is that the work
world won't be judging our
perfonnance by a single letter
grade. Evaluations and letters
of recommendation will go
into much more detail, and
written comments of profs
would resemble that much
more than grades do.
Also, grades pretend to
be objective, but they aren't.
It's not hard to tell a good paper from a bad one, but what
standards separate a 8+ from
a B, or a 8+ from a "'8+/ A-"?
In fact. the more a ques-
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tion encourages us to think, the
harder the answers usually are
to grade. A two-hour essay
exam that tests students' ability to parrot back all the points
made in a lecture can be
graded easily, but not an exam
that encourages creative
thought and produces all sorts
of diverse answers.
I think many if not most
profs would be relieved that
they didn't have to make those
judgments anymore.
Everyone knows that an
A paper for one prof might get
a B+ from another, and that
succeeding in a class often
means, to some extent, learning how to think like the prof
and "give the prof what she's
looking for."
Replacing grades with
written comments won't end
that. And learning how a different profs think might be a
good thing. But written comments would be more honest
about the fact that profs' evaluations of us are one person's
opinion about our work.
Some might argue that
more "objective" departments
like science and math need to
use grades. But, as I underContinued on page 3

meanings.
Frantically sending students, faculty and administrators on and off campus to various parts of the globe every 10
weeks denies the college "a
group of people who reside in
them.
-Dean of a specific locality."
Consequently, the con'--_ _--' Stetson Chapel
Emeritus Robert Dewey'47, tinuous communication necesquoting former President sary to build community in a
Weimer J. Hicks about unfa- deeper sense breaks down to
vorable student reactions to choppy 1o-week spurts. When
understandable disagreements
policy
arise, the system yields a romCollege Administrators, fortable conflict in which short
doesn't it make you feel really periods of avokling or containstupid to be so out of touch ing conflict gloss over surface
with your employers, the stu- disputes but leave deeper
dents.... And I'm not going to scars.
'The result of avoidance is
help out your sorry ass and
student
organizations, departteach you how things really
ments
and
offices, buildings
work either, so bite my butt.
and
"class"
groupings
such as
-George Kourous '93, The
students,
faculty
and
staff
that
Flipsid6 May 14, 1993
fold in upon themselves and
Whether they realize it or have little prolonged contact
not, Index reporters face a di- with one another. When sepalemma each time they write rate groups come in contact,
abOut a gathering of people at the typical result reflects the
Kalamazoo College. Should lessons of the ''K'' Plan: if it
the reporter write "campus can't be avoided, keep it short
community" or name the spe- and simple.
From my perspective as
cific parts as "students, staff,
administrators, an Index reporter, while incifaculty,
alumni, friends of the college dents such as the "femi-nazi
sign" situation point to inabiland area residents"?
Most ignore this problem ity to communicate between
and use "campus community" groups of students, the most
in everything from admissions striking form of this conflict is
viewbooks to campus mem0- between students and adminrandum. Writers assume that istrators-although upcoming
community exists or point to debate about recommendaunusual isolated incidents as tions by the Calendar Task
Force Committee and Cultural
standard behavior.
But after 3 years, more Diversity Coordinating Comthan 50 articles and 100 inter- mittee may magnify any such
views, I decided to avoid the tendencies among faculty that
are largely "kept out of the
phrase CIl11Ip!IS community.
While community de- papers."
The most noticeab4? exnotes only "a group of people
who reside in a specific local- amples of this failed commuity," the word implies a more nication system are tuition
meaningful relationship. Com- raises often revealed without
munity suggests a sense of warning or explanation bemutual respect, understanding yond a letter to the "campus
and compassion, recognition community," the renovation of
of individual rights with value Quadstop, the Master Plan an·
placed on the whole, work to- nounced only after permanent
ward common goals and a free physical alterations, the reexchange of opinion to create vised foreign study orientation
new possibilities.
program shown to students a
My experiences with The few weeks before its applicaIndex indicate people associ- tion, the Stetson Chapel patio
ated with the college only mo- publicized a week before
mentarily reside in the same ground breaking and denied
locality and the "community" entry to meetings of the Board
is deeply divided into inde- of Trustees and other policypendent factions that cannot influencing groups.
productively communicate
All of these situations
with one another. While "cam_ create an abnosphere in which
pus community" worked in students feel uninformed and
my writing for a few quarters, therefore helpless in the face of
I soon replaced it with the controlled information. 'Then
longer list as a more accurate administrators explain their
description.
delayed announcements as atThe ''K'' Plan, ironically tempts to avoid premature
hailed as a uniting factor un- statements in an "ongoing pr0der the heading of "The Col- cess," appeal to the trust of the
lege Community" in the Aca- "campus community," or
demic (Atillogue, is perhaps the justly point to instances of persingle greatest obstacle to ac- sonally hostile student reaction
curately writing the word com- that impede the formation of
munity here because it erodes
Continued on page 3
the word's explicit and implicit .
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Senior reflects on his Index experience
Continued from page 2
policy. Students can blame administrators and administrators can blame students in a
self-generating circle of mistrust
Withholding infonnation
until others absolutely mu9t be
told is an especially unproductive policy here on a liberal arts
college campus filled with students, faculty and administrators who have dedicated the
majority of their lives to gathering knowledge and have invested heavily in its possibilities.
The "Campus Community" section of the catalogue
points to this reality when it
states, '10 our common search
for knowledge, that which
brings us together and binds
us to each other, we aim for an
education that calls upon community members to make informed judgments and to take
responsibility for translating
learning into life, an education
that produces confidence in
approaching the complexity
and plurality of a world moving toward a global society."
If the search for knowledge does bind together, it is
likely an obstacle to the common search that drives apart.
Critical thinking skills
learned in classes cause students to distrust and close
themselves to the appearance
of a powerful administrative
group avoiding the announcement of decisions until after
the ~o.ct and on its oWll tennsin short, carefully controlling
the flow of knowledge. As
study of human history indicates, this lack of contact and
knowledge between groups
leads to damaging stereotypes
that foster hostile "communication."
The cycle has progressed
to a point at which students
now commit the same errors
previously attributed to administrators, withdrawing
from active communication
and exchange of knowledge.
The petition passed
against proposed changes to
the "K" Plan during an open
forum functioned as a unbending monolithic condemnation
of the entire process rather
than active debate of specific
points. Also, the lack of participation in the Senior Pledge
Drive is theoretically linked to
stud :int dissatisfaction, but the
:0% non-contribution rate
stands ur,explained as a mute

Continued from page 2
stand it, even those disciplines
are moving away from the idea
that student performance can
only be measured quantitatively; more innovative teaching strategies call for even
math students to write papers.

statistic that could imply everything from apathy to hatred.
Perhaps mostrepresentative of communication
stripped from corttrol of
knowledge are the pages of The
Flipside, published by students
from the spring of 1992 to the
winter of 1994. The publication
refused to unearth new information relevant to the campus,
but settled instead for perpetu .
ally lamenting college policies
that denied timely knowledg .!
and facts-week after week
belittling the same ntles and
same people in the same hostile rhetoric. Opinion divorced
from new facts yielded another
round to the stagnant cycle of
stereotypes pitting students
versus administrators.
The Flipside broke free of
the destruc,ive trend only
when its writers combined
hard facts with passionate
opinions, most commonly directed toward off campus issues. But in what its writers
claimed as a reaction to The
Index, The FlipsUk ignor.:d h'laying C"I'l\pUS new:; and invested in uncensored opinions,
as if that a)one could :reate "a
true camp 1S v-oice."
The Flipside never tried to
be an alter_lative newspaper,
only an alternative opinions
sheet. It failure was inevit-.ble
because the goal was to capture "a true campus voice."
George Kourous pointed to the
impossibility of that end when
he wrote that "a wider range
of views could have been e:;.;Vl'zssed" in The Flipside.
No newspaper can speak
as the voice of all its readers
because each individual has a
uniquo: perspective that he or
she is much more capable of
announcing. A publication is
no place for a true campus
voice. Rather, the campus
voice will only be heard when
every person can freely speak
with, listen to and understand
one another in passionate and
informE'd discussion. Out of
that ~~teraction, new possibilities continually burst the cycle
of stagnation.
A newspaper adds to a
base of knowledge on which
each member of a community
can form individual opinions
that can be shared in an exchange of informed and educated positions. The most valuable function of a newspaper
reporter is to ask questions and
provide new information for
readers.

create a community. AI though
the surface definition of community will be fulfilled as "a
group of people who reside in
a specific locality," achieving a
deeper sense of community is
not as simple after years of
damaging communication.
While the Calender Task
Force Committee has boldly
and innovatively proposed s0lutions to many problems
caused by the "K" Plan, it has
relied upon old methods of
communication. Occasional
campus forums only widely
announced shortly before they
were held and coverage in The
Index have been the primary
link between s~udents and the
task force.
Although a number of
blindspots are expected in any
project so complex and involved, the fact that members
turned their considerable
problem-sol ving skills to other
campus concerns and reverted
to f1a wed methods of communication reflects poorly on the
possibility of building a deeper
sense of community through
posi tive interaction.
During the winter, The
Index attempted to break the
cycle and asked to attend committee meetings. By opening
its doors the committee could
have allowed th~ nf'wspaper
to provide its readers with a
firsthand account of discussion
and debate, forming a stronger

core of knowledge for others to
ask questions and offer opinions. More importantly, aa=epting the paper's offer would
have broken the cycle of controlled infonnation and forced
students to question stereotypes of evil administrative
bodies.
Instead the committee
rejected the paper's proposal
citing concerns about misinformation and negative effects on
internal group dynamics.
Therefore, although the newspaper regularly reported information, it was presented to
students whose experiences
and learned stereotypes prevented them-<:orrectly or incorrectly-from responding
with "an element of trust"
asked for by Committee Olair
Richard Cook.
No matter how forthcoming task force members
mayor may not have been, a
large measure of doubt was
produced in the minds of students trained to think critically.
The doubt fostered suspicion
about task force origins, goaIs
and development that lead to
the absolute rejection of any
committee proposal on the
part of some students in the
petition mentioned earlier.
Ironically, glimpses of
productive discussion between the committee and a
small number of students have
only occurred with copies of
the newspaper in hand as both
sides question, clarify, restate
and challenge their previous
base of knowledge to form
newiQeas.
Although members refused the newspaper access to
meetings, they answered all
requests for secondary interviews. While the committee's
reliance on The Index for transmitting infonnation shows an
understanding of the important role of knowledge, the
committee's inability to surrender its hold on that knowledge and open its doors due to
concerns of misinfonnation illustrate the power of fear and
distrust in the current "campus
community."
Therefore, even one of
the most progressive committees on campus fell victim to
the prison that has developed
here. When asked what he felt
committee members feared
about opening meetings last
winter, Cook replied, '1'm not
aware of any planning groups
that routinely have a reporter
present.... There are certainly

And those profs still have to
evaluate non-measurable factors like work habits and the
ability to work in a group.
Maybe the best argument
for the abolition of grades is
that too often, grades become
more important than learning.
Many students learn to do only

the minimum necessary in order to get a certain grade. If
they went beyond the requirements in pursuit of an interesting or challenging idea, they'd
be wasting time better spent on
getting a good grade in '\nother class. After all, they ltave
to get into grad school.

Grades make us timid,
afraid t:> go out on a limb. They
make us afraid to challenge a
prof's ideas, or to do something creative that deviates a
little from the assignment or is
different from our classmates'
work.
I remember one test

Opinions pieces are valuable because they add one
voice to the base of knowledge.
News articles are more valuable because they collect the
opinions of others in the form
of quotations and combine
them with observed facts on
which to build fresh ideas.
Both forms are limited to
words on paper and must be
followed with active conversation to build community, but
news provides a richer foundation to form new positions
as free from the bias of the
writer as possible.
In its news pages The Index must continue to ask questions of students, staff, faculty,
administrators,
alumni,
friends of the college and area
residents and have the courage
to report the answers to provide all with a ground to build
campus community. Questions and their answers, not
statements of opinion, must be
the primary concern.
This role may become
more important as the college

where I had the choice of two
questions to answer. One
asked me io apply a philosophy to a new situation; the
other asked me to parrot back
the elements of another philosophy. The first question was
Continued on page 6
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A letter from Swaziland:

POp culture blues
Suzanne Baumann
Index staff
I hear her voice even now as I write
this. Every waking hour, and even in my
dreams, she seems to be her-e. She's every
woman. She gets so emotional. And she ....
will always ... love me ... will always ... Jove
••• Ine.

I'm suffering from prolonged exposure to Whitney
Houston. She seerm to be the recording artist of choice
among Swazi college students. This has been one of the
hardest popular culture adjustments I've had to make on
foreign study.
Looking at things from my American perspective, I
used to assume the College-Campus-As-Hotbed-For-Progressive-New-1i'ends-In-Music perspective was a worldwide phenomenon. I figured I could settle down in
Swaziland and discover a bunch of cool African bands
which I would, in turn, introduce to my friends back home.
I quickly found out things don't work that way in
the third world. There doesn't seem to be much of a way
for anyone to make a career or even a pastiIne as an artist
or entertainer.
This is understandable. It does seem a bit frivolous
to complain that a country has a shortage of artists when
it has a shortage of teachers and physicians besides.
But everyone likes to be entertained. Swaziland may
not be able to produce much of its own music or television, but it takes what it can from other places. This tends
to be highly, mass produced, mass marketed crap from my
own native land.
This puts the third world in a bit of a bind, I think.
Granted, its money and resources can be out to developmental purposes, but entertainment they had no input in
producing can be just as counterproductive.
Theorists point to this possibility: after seeing repeated images of the Fresh Prince in his fictitious Bel Air
home, or Arnold and Willis in their penthouse, or even the
Lawson family (whose chief concern is concealing their
daughter- is actually a robot), people will become depressed
about their own lot in life and too pessimistic to work towiUds develcpmcnt.
It's not just that all people think that Americans are
rich - other stereotypes come into play here. Like the
ongoing depiction of young black males as violent, uneducated, and misogynist. Having few alternative sources
to dispute this, people tend to think this acceptable behavior in developed societies.
Many things that make sense in the USA become
misinter-preted in another culture. Irony does not translate well, for instance. Tevin Campbe1l can droon '1 wanna
do you after school, like some homework," and the typical Swazi listener will assume he's being romantic.
Or take AmeriaI's Funniest Home Vidros (yes, they still
retain the N America, this is you" theme song.) While it's
hue that in both hemispheres no one laug-.s at Bob Saget's
jokes, there's one profound difference: he's too sophisticated for Swaziland! His references to things totally alien
to this culture totally go over- peoples' heads.
What to do? The solution seems easy enough. Third
world countries should produce their own popular arts to
reflect their own values and lifestyles.
11lere's one big catch, however: most nations if they
want to eat. can't waste their money on stuff like this. Their
only resort is to sift through our trash.
It seems a little harsh for me now to call Whitney
Houston and Small ~ "trash," though six months ago,
I wouldn't have given it another thought. In America, I
could afford to be a snob. Back home, I had an infinite
selection of stuff to watch or listen to. H I didn't like my
choices, I even had the option of creating my own.
I used to live on a college campus with two newspapers, a radio station, and video tech facilities. Now I live
in a country with about the same capacity.
Personally, I'd like to see the arts in the third world
given as much as attention as any developmental issue.
I'm sick of seeing the USA and Europe monopolizing Top
40 charts and box offices all over the globe.
Africa has a right to produce and share their own
popular arts. Even if it's crap, at least it will be their own
crap. That's a step in the right direction.

When a lllan loves a WOlllan:
Unrealistic movie brings laughter & tears
Shannon Coleman
Features Editor
O.K. I admit it. I'm hopeless when it comes to anything
sappy. I cried during the preview of When II Man Loves a
Woman, so I guess I knew, on
one level or another, that the
actual movie would touch me.
I just didn't know how hard.
Not that it was a particularly extraordinary or profound flick or anything. When
II A.fan Loves a Woman had a
definite Philadelphia-like quality about it. You could almost
hear them back in HolIywood,
rubbing their hands together,
estimating networth profit
value.
"We've got this serious
issue (in When a Man's case alcoholism), that affects millions
of Americans, and has been
virtually ignored by the entertainment media. All we need
are a couple of w.ell-known,
pretty faces and cha-ching!"
Beautiful, vivacious Meg
Ryan fits perfectly in the role
of drunkard Alice. On the Outside she appears to have everything. A caring, drool-worthy
handsome husband. Two cute,
sharp-¥litted little girls. A job
as a counselor. Wealth. Her
biggest problem seems to be
that her husband is out of town
a lot.
On the inside, however,
she is falling apart, unable to
make it through the day without her booze. Scared to face
the world sober.
Alice's husband Michael
(Andy Garcia) , when home
from his piloting job, tries to
pick up the pieces. He loves
- practically worships - his
wife. It is obvious that he

would do anything to help her.
Alice's two daughters
deliver the movie's most powerful performances. Watching
the little girls suffer emotionally and physically because of
their mother's disease, one is
reminded that alcoholism
hurts more than just the
drinker.
Ultimately, Alice hits bottom, ends up in rehab and
struggles through recovery.
Michael, eager to help his wife,
finds himself being pushed
away. It looks like the family
has a long, painful road ahead.
The ending is, inevitably,
predictable. "This is so
cheesy," a couple of my friends
said loudly as Alice and
Michael kiss, vowing to make
things work. "This would
never happen in real life."
Would it?
I think of all the alcoholics, recovering, afflicted and
dead, that I know.
God knows, there are a
zillion of them. My greatgrandfather. My great-uncles.
My grandfather. Aunts.
Uncles. Cousins. Partly genetic, partly for who knows
what reason, both sides of my
family are filled with individuals whose lives are literally in
the hands of this merciless disease.
For what it is, When II
Afiln LorJes II Wonum is a decent
movie. It's sad in some parts,
funny in others. Entertaining.
Awareness-raising.
But a two-hour motion
picture can hardly show the
pain, fear, anger-, confusion and
sadness that alcoholics and
their loved-ones have to face
every second of every minute
of -every hour of everyday.

HOW TO USE
THE BATHROOM.
g?io you know that you use up to 55 gallons

r .

of water • day in the bathroom? Its DUe. So herr's

some simple bathroom ttaining to help conserve
water. Tum off the

faucet while brushing your

ueth. Take shorter showers. Put • weighted jug in

your toilet cmk. It'D nit water 1= by 15%.
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And if you carit remember these tips. take this

paper with you the next time you go. l-BOO-MY-SHARE.
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SENIORS:
Its been a long four years. My first reaction
is to say thank god you'll all be gone soon, but then
I think of the nice people that are in this class, and
I decided that a congratulations are in order to all.
I'm sure all of you will do just fine out there in the
real world. Just remember that some of the things
that you get away with here on campus may not
go over well out there. Again, I'll miss you and
good luck to all of you.
Gail Simpson
Assistant Director of Security

And while alcoholism
doesn't discriminate, most victims - at least the ones that I
know - do not lead lives
nearly as glam~rous as
Michael and Alice. They can't
afford, financially or timewise, spontaneous trips to
Mexico or housekeepers or
first-rate treatment centers.
The movie also doesn't
show, knowing all this, how it
feels when, more and more often, the first words that your
own parents say when they get
home are "Should you fix the
drinks or I?"
Or how it feels to know
that you will never, even s0cially, be able to drink without
being extremely careful. That
it is too much of a risk.
At the end of the movie,
right before Michael makes his
theatrical reentrance, Alice follows in the Alcoholics Anonymous tradition, giving an '1' ve
been sober for 6 months and
this is how the disease has affected my life" speech.
"I deserve another
chance," she sobs of her rocky
marriage and the difficult, but
necessary task she has of facing the world, her loved-ones
and herself each day without
the poisonous comfort of alcohol.
Maybe the ending is
cheesy. Maybe it is unrealistic,
but Alice is right. She does deserve another chance. And another and another until she is
finally ready to face the enemy
in the mirror and straighten
out her own life.
No one deserves anything less.
.
ALL-IN-ONE Word
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Local tattoo artist shares trade secrets
Dan Lewis
Index staff
His stringy black hair
reaches past his shoulders, tattoos, covering both arms extend into the sleeves of his Tshirt. Owner of "Sully's
Kustom Tattos," Mark
Sullivan, better known as
"Sully", is visually everything
you would expect a tattooist to
look like. However, Sully's
love for and knowledge about
the trade sets him apart from
the rest.
A Chicago native, Sully
received his masters in Oriental Finet+rts Appreciation in
1978 from the Univ~rsity of
California, Berkley. At that
point, he had ~ tattooing
professionally for a few years.
''1 \mew I wa.. going to be
a tattooist from about the age
of six," Sully said. The "fatal"
mistake, he added, happened
at about the age of seven when
his father took him to a county
fare in Chicago.
''It was there, at a freak

side show, that I met Stiggy,
'the man with 5,000 tattoos.'
He was covered from head to
toe," Sully said.
It was also at that freak
show that his father said
that"under
no
certain
circumstances"was he to get a
tattoo.
. Sully waited until he was
eighteen and one went day to
get his first tattoo.
By that time he had been
kicked out of every tattoo parlor in Chicago for hanging
around so much.
"In the process," Sully
said, "1 made some friends,
and they knew I was a dynamic doodle~ who could
draw up just about anything."
There, under the apprentic~
ship of the well established
Chicago tattooist Cliff Raven,
Sully burst onto the scene.
The reason that Sully is
still on the scene after twentytwo years of tattooing is his
passion for skin art. Convinced he was a tattooist in a
former life, Sully, takes tattoo-

ing very seriously. ''With the
penetration factor, the common desires, and the trust, tattooing is something very sacred to me," he said.
''Trust,'' Sully feels, is of
essential importance in the art
of tattooing. He will not tattoo if his mood isn't right, "1
would never condemn someone to a life of wearing long
sleeves in August," he said.
Although Sully is a romantic of the trade, his biggest
concern is for the safety of his
clients.
He follows all Occupational Safety and Health Administration regulations, the
watch dog for all sanitary conditions in public buildings.
''1 throwaway all needles
after their use, and I sterilize
the ink tubes one step further
than hospitals do," he said.
As a house rule, SUlIy
and all his employees are
checked twice a year for AIDS
and are also tested for all three
forms of hepatitis. Sully is additionallya member of the Al-

liance of Professional Tattooist
which helps keep tattoo parlors up to date with current
health regulations.
Sully sees himself as one
of the last "craftsman" of the
trade. A craftsman, he explains, is one that can do it all.
He makes all his own tattoo
machines and attends conferences on health and dental issues.
"That's why I follow and
keep up with strict regulations," he said, "because I understand them." The same
goes with the machines he
uses, "if one stops working, I
can take it a part and fix it."
Sully passes on these values in apprenticeships. The
apprenticeship is a two year,
$5,000 program during which
the apprentice will '1earn everything from making tattoo
machines, to the various colors
of ink, to health regulations, to
balancing the books, to scru~
bing the toilet," according to
Sully.
He is confident that any-

one comp1eting the apprenticeship will be able to find work
as tattooist anywhere in the
world.
Sully, calling himself the
"only legitimate tattooist in the
Kalamazoo area," has been
here since 1987, after moving
fromBattleCreek. Havingjust
opened a new Studio on South
Burdick, Sully and his wife
hope to stay in the area on a
long-term basis.
In an attempt to justify
his $100 an hour fee, Sully said,
"Cheap tattoos aren't good
and good tattoos aren't
cheap."
He added that considering overhead and other expenses, ''1 make about $20-25
an hour." Sully compared the
$100 an hour charge to the $250
an hour fees on the coasts.
When asked about the
best tattoo he has ever done is,
he always answers the same,
'The one I'm doing right now."
The tattoo artist also
points out that his favorite tattoo is "guaranteed for life."

Graduates plan tor future after Kalalllazoo
Mara Bragg
Index staff
Kalamazoo College's
general trend of senior's postgraduation plans has remained. steady over the past
several years, according to Career Development Center
(CDC) Placement Coordinator
Kathleen Moore.
The number of students
planning to attend graduate
school always hovers around
30% while over half the seniors
seek employment directly after graduation, Moore said.
The remaining graduates participate in fellowships, volunteer work, travel, or are still
seeking employment, she said.
Many students find employment from previous Senior Individualized Projects or
Career Development employers, said Moore. While some

students use personal recommendations as an additional
tactic, she said, others don't
consider it helpful. "People
shy away from networking
and using contacts," she said.
Students can learn about possible internships in addition to
information about different
fields, Moore noted, from
people they already know.
According to Moore, the
percentage of students still
seeking employment after
graduation has decreased. It
is easier to find a job. Yet if !he
job market becomes more competitive due to a down
economy, she noted, admittance to graduate school al$O
becomes more competitive.
Whether students seek
employment or enrollment,
the COC offers many services
to both underclassmen and seniors. Moore listed several seT-

Off the Quad
"When I terrorized poor
Chris in the spooky
Harmon tunnels three
years ago,"
- Scott Hunsinger, K'94

''Meeting Preeti Hans,"
- Hoa 1iuong, K'94

vices available to seniors including resume and cover letter critiquing, mock interviewing, one-on-one advising, job
bulletins, resource books,
graduate school books, information on job fairs, on-campus
recruiting, resume referral,
alumni networks, and "senior
ads" in the Kalamazoo College
Quarterly, whose circulation is
approximately 10,000.
Senior
Clark
Christensen, a history major,
placed an advertisement in the
Quarterly. Even though "nothing has panned out," a Chicago alumnus at National
Trust forwarded his resume to
the national office in Washington D.C.
Christensen's current
short-tenn goals include moving to the East coast after
graduation and later entering
graduate school.

"K" allows students to
identify career, academic, and
personal goals," Christensen
~aid. A deviant of the ''K'' Plan,
h~ noted the freedom students
bve in participating in offcampus
programs.
Christensen participated in the
Philadelphia Urban Seminar
l-js sophomore fall, a CD his
junior fall in lieu of fm·t:ign
study, and a SIP his senior fall.
Art history major Kristin
Robinson, K'94, also noted the
benefits of off-campus study.
She participated in a work exchange CD in London, and
spent time in Florence, Italy for
both her foreign study and SIP.
She said the CDC helped fund
her SIP through a Ownberlain
award.
Robinson said the COC
"doesn't shove things at you,"
but when you find an opportunity, they will help you a lot.

She plans to spend the summer
in Venice as a museum intern
and then enter a graduate program at Pennsylvania Stale.
Senior physics major
Erich Hammer also plans to
complete an internship and
then enter graduate school. His
internship will bring him back
to the site of his SIP, Argonne
National Laboratory.
"1 am better rounded
than other science students,"
Hammer stated of his preparation at K, including writing
and personal skills and "a
more worldly viewpoint."
Planning a career in international law, senior English
major Sonya Olds took advantage of world travel, conducting her SIP in Sierra Leone and
her foreign study in Spain.
"1 was well prepared,"
Olds said of "J(H'S role in her
future plans.

What was your most memorable experience at "K"?

''Public bathroom, 3rd
floor, Dewaters,"
-'Marc Wietzke, K'94

"The beachhouse over
memorial day weekend,"
- Kami Benner, K'94

''Living at 405 Hillbert,"

- Michael Herron, K'94

'1 was asked to be in a
film, sitting in a white
nightgown, reading a bible
while a man danced. in
front of me,"
- 1i'acey Parker, K'94
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Beastie Boys more diverse, more mature
Erick 1Dckey
lndexstaH
During my freshman

year in high school, the Beastie
Boys were cool, in a freshman
year in high school sort of way.
The coolest guy in the
boys' locker room and the
coolest girl in the ninth grade
band were the ones who could
recite all the lyrics. to "Paul
Revere'" by heart.
The Beasties had attitude, and a talent for creating
d1nceable songs with mem0rable raps and samples ranging from Run-DMC to Led
Zeppelin.
Besides, if you put the
cover of their first album up to
a mirror, the serial number of
the crashed airplane read
"'EAT ME.'" When you were 14,
what more could you ask -for
from a band?
It didn't really occur to us
to notice the immaturity in
their poses, or the fact that they
were sexist brats. Their first
album, Liansttt to lll. v'as preoccupied with the subject of

"girlies"'; it alternately celebrated their smiles, considered them fit to dean the
Beasties' apartments, and described unnatural acts involving them and wiffle ball bats.
The band's first tour featured,
uh, women dancing in cages
onstage.
Lucidly, bands develop
and mature. The Beasties long
ago dropped producer Rick
Rubin, who co-wrote their
early work and, the ba:ld says,
constructed their obnoxious
sexist outlaw image. Their
sound has gotten more and
more complicated, encompassing diverse musical genres and
bizarre samples.
Now their fourth album.
ill Commllniallion, is out, and
it's probably their best yet.
They've developed their talents impressively; they integrate and move between rap,
funk, and punk with ease, creating music you're practically
forced to dance to. Heavy
drums, bongos, cowbells,
sleazy bass, and fuzzy guitars
with wah-wah pedals ulixed

with a guest violinist and
samples of flutes, Asian music,
and lord knows what else.
For the first time, the
Beasties have published the
words to their songs in the CD
booklet, which helps a lot,
since their raps are more filtered, distorted and echoed
than ever, buried under the
complex mixes.
There aren't as many
memorable, comic couplets as
in past albums, but along with
the brageing that's required of
rappers, the Beasties have
some pretty pointed and serious things to say.
They blow apart the stupid cliches the media and movies like ''Reality Bites" .ha ve
been rep"'..ating about people
our age: "You say I'm
twentysomething and I should
be slacking/But I'm working
harder than ever," raps King
Ad-Rock in "Sure Shot."
They show concern for
the environment, race relations, and personal change in
"The Update. ' MCA declare!;
his dedication to Buddhism in

"Bodhi3attva Vow," with some
of the song's proceeds going to
TIbetan organizations.
You could almost say
they've become politically correct. If you think it's always
wrong for whites to play music of genres that originated in
black culture, the Beastie Boys
are obviously guilty. If the tests
are whether the white musicians show respect for the culture that produced the music
and whether they're innovative artists instead of cheap
imitators, the Beasties live up
to those standards in their approaches to their rap, funk and
AsiaD-jnfIuenced music.
And ' they'v(; become
anti-sexist: HI want to say
something that's long overdue/Disrespecting women
has got to be through," says
MCA in the first track. A verse
of "Heart Attack Man," one of
the album's excellent hardcore
songs, tells a rapist, "someday
that shit will come back to
you."
They haven't figured out
yet that pornography is disre-

in Ann Arbor, doors 9:30 p.m.,
$5 in advance
A&E Editor
June 4-Mom Handy at
For those of you who OubSoda
have any free time whatsoever
Old Wave...New Wave (a
in the next week (Thusday, short trip back to the 80's) at
June 2 through Friday, June the Warehouse
10), here are some suggestions
None Left Standing with
of places to go and bands to Ordination of Aaron at 412
see...
Douglas St., 8 p.m., $2, all ages,
June 2-Iteration at Club no alcohol, call 383-6329 for
Soda
more info...
The Verve Pipe with
June 5-Noctumal Night
Train Meets Truck at Rick's with Q at Oub Soda
American Cafe
June 6-Twitch, Block
College Night at the Spring, and In Ourselves at
Warehouse
OubSoda
Junior Valentine at
June 1-oub 340 at Gub
Bilbo's
Soda
June 3-Crossed Wire,
The Alt~rllative with
Forehead Stew, and Big Block Capt. K at the Warehouse
at GubSoda
June SNoctumal Night
Harambe at Rick's at Oub Soda
American Cafe
Sub Pop recording artists
Inter Wave at the Ware- Supersuckers with New Bomb
house
Turks at the Blind Pig in Ann
Brett Hartenbach &: Arbor, doors 9:30 p.m., $5 in
Stuart Garmon at Bilbo's
advance
Grant Lee Buffalo with
A. J. Croce at the Ark in
Wild Colonials at the Blind Pig Ann Arbor, 8 p.m., $11.50 in
A lexandra Foley

Iver Get Somebody Totol~ Wasted!
TAlE THE"
CAll A FYs.
TAlE AS. CAl.
fAID.

fRlfNOS DOWI

lU

~ us.~otTrw.porIMm

fRlfNOS DRIVf DRUNK

advance
June 9-Gullibanque at
OubSoda
College Night at the
Warehouse
Sleepy Labeef at the Majestic in Detroit, doors 8 p.m.,
$5.50 in advance
And just in case you've
been out of touch with the
world lately I thought I'd tell
you of the concert tours I've
heard of to watch for over the
summer, coming to a town
near you...
The Eagles, Rolling
Stones, Metallica, Aerosmith,
Elton JohIl with Billy Joel, The
Moody Blues, Depeche Mode,
The Steve Miller Band, The
Grateful Dead, Woodstock II,
Counting Crows with Cracker,
Phil Collins, ZZ Top, Tori
Amos, Sarah MacLaughlin,
Soundgarden, Meatloaf, and
I'm sure many, many more
kick ass bands and tours but,
hey, I've been on this campus
too •.• Have a grrrrreat summer
everyone!

Encourage cre,ativity and learning; abolish. grades
Continued from page 3
more exciting, and I
would have learned more by
answering it-but I took the
easier question; it was a test,
after all, and I wanted to get a
good grade.
In another class, instead
of worrying about my grade, I
became momentarily reckless
during an exam. I wrore an essay about a subject I only partially understood, one the prof
was an expert on.
The prof praised parts of

my essay, and covered other love of learning.
parts of it with red ink. WritSome wouldn't find the
ing it and reading her criticism motivation, and would drop
taught me more than anything out. That's okay; they weren't
else I did that quarter.
really! ,ere to learn anyway.
One possible argument
Another argument is that
for grades is that Witllout grad schools want grades so
them, we'd stop working. And they can decide whether to
that'd probably be true-at admit us or not.
first. That's because we're used
I would think that grad
to the carrot-and-whip system. schools would rather have a
But after a while, we'd bunch of written comments in
reexamine our priorities. front of them than a transcript
Hopefully, most of us at "K" or a GPA. It would tell them a
would start working again, lot more about us.
this time motivated by a purer
But even if some grad

schools out there would look
badly on a student from a co!lege without grades, that's a
cynical reason to oppose reform. If grades impede learning, why go to a grad school
that requires them for admission, since that proves it values jumping through academic
hoops more than learning?
We learn the most when
we take off on our own, research or wri te something that
excites us, something we decide it's important for us to
explore. Sometimes, grades

end up rewatding that; too often, they ignore or discourage
it.
If we came to "K" to play
it safe, never to challenge conventional wisdom. a;ld to let
others decide for us what's
important for us to learn, then
we should keep grades. If we
came to '1(" to challenge ourselves and others, to stretch
our minds in exciting and risky
ways, and to become independent thinkers with a love of
learning, we should abolish
grades.
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'K' finishes third in MIAA
all sports standings
Gartt.MiUer
Index staff
Kalamazoo College finished third in the Michigan intercollegiate
Athletic
Association's (MIAA) AllSports standings for the 19941995 season. The All-Sports
Award, first awarded in 1935,
is a combination of each
school's standings in eight of
nine men's sports and eight of
nine women's sports.
All of Kalamazoo's thirteen All-Sports Awards came
before the men's and women's
sports were combined in 19811982, but this year's total of 124
points marks "1('s" highest
tally since then. Kalamazoo's
most recent All-Sports Award
came in 1975-1976.
" Kalamazoo's cause was
bolstered by five MIAA championships this year. Volleyball
shared the league title with
Adrian College, while ''K'' enjoyed outright titles in men's
and women's soccer and tenHornet football finished
second in the conference, rebounding from a tie for fifth
the previous season. Men's
basketball also finished second, in a year which producej
some of the finest ur...AA ~ - eketball teams to date.
Men's swimming's third
place finish marks the first
time that the wet Hornets have
ever finished out of the top two
places, although ''K's'' domination in men's swimming is
still well-known.
The Hornets have more

than twice as many MIAA
swimming titles than any
other schooL
Next year's promising
recruits will provide additional help to a determined
and talent-filled squad in their
charge for the MIAA swim·
ming crown. Next year also
looks promising for ''K's'' five
championship teams, as well
as MIAA runners-up (men's
basketball and football).
Even with another year
of great campaigns from these
teams, the MIAA All-Sports
Award will be unattainable for
"J(H unless there are changes
made in the rest of the college's
athletic offerings. It is simply
inconceivable for half of l.'te
school's programs to carry, or
rather make up for, the other
half's finishes at or near the
bottom of the MIAA standings.
The MIAA is America's
oldest collegiate athletic conference, dating back to 1888.
Kalamazoo leads all MIAA
schools in league championships with 233 titles, ninetyone of which were captured in
tennis.
Kalamazoo's men's tennis program, which has recently extended its MIA!Championship streak to a nationally unprecedented fifty- I
six years, also has accounted
for seven of the MIAA's ten
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Championships.
Kalamazoo also leads the
MIAA in NCAA Post Graduate Scholars, with twelve.

Final 1993-94 All-Sports Standings
Men

Women

Points

71
69

76
72

147
141

68

56

124

68
44

48
70

18

38

116
114
56

34

0

34

1. Hope
2. Calvin
3. Kalamazoo
4: Albion
5. Alma
6. Adrian
7. Olivet

Gathje religiously runs cross country team
Public Relations
Kalamazoo College
Peter Gathje, who has
served as a Kalamazoo College assistant cross country
coach during the past two
seasons, has been named to
the head coadling post for
both the Homet men's and
women's harrier programs.
Gathje, formerly an
assistant coach in cross
country and track and field
at Emory University (Ga.),
takes over for Peter
Livingstone-McNelis, who
has resigned from his head
coaching position due to
time constraint:).
In addition to his 1" ew
coaching duties, Gathje will
become a full-time member
of the Kalamazoo College
faculty. He will assume the
position of associate chaplain with the rank of associate professor of religion.
In making the announcement, Bob Kent,

Kalamazoo director of men's
athletics, said the College has
started a search for an assistant
cross country coach. While
Gathje will perform adminis-

While Gathje
will perform administrative duties for
both the mc;-:'s and
women's squads, the
assistant coach will ,
handle all training
and related duties for
rhe men's team during the season.
C________________Oiiiiiiiiiii

'.rative duties for boO
th the
·nen's and women·s !.quads,
.he assistant coach will handle
;; U training and related duties
for the men's team during the
season.

Cathje served as assistant men's cross country
and track and field coach at
Emory in 1986 and 1987,
helping the Eagle cross
country squad to top 20
NCAA Division m finishes
in both seasons.
Before that, Gathje
was an outstanding high
school coach. He directed
the St. Thomas Aquinas
High Scl1tx>1 (Fort lauderdale, Fla.) cross country
teams to state championship!! in 1985, and prior to
that he coached teams at
two Minnesota high
schools.
He is an accomplished
runner, qualifying for national compebtion all fou:yearsatStJo'm's University
(Minn.), where he earned a
bachelor's degree in 19:'-:).
Cathje received a mastp,:-'s
degree in theological studies from Emory in 1988 and
recently earned a Ph.D. in
religion from Emory.

1M Softball: Final Regular Season Standings.
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"1. P2 - The Third Coming
2. SomeTeam
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8. The Knights of Knie
9. The Vaughnilators
10. MidnightTokers
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Wins Losses
9
1
2
8
7
2
7
3
6
4
5
4
5
5
4
6
2
8
1
9
0
10

TIes
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

n
0
0
0

On Thesday, May 31, the single elimination playoffs began
with La La Lobsters victorious over Wet Basement, and E.T.P.
victorious over Winnebagos. Yesterday, June 1, SomeTeam
bea t La La Lobsters, and P2 - The Third Coming wo:\ over
E.T.P. The championship between SomeTeam and n - The
Third Coming takes place TIlursday, June 2 at 5 p.m.
Men's League
~

:. The Men's Room
2. Schlomo's

I
I

3. Campsters

i. Mickey's All Stars
-

Index~

5. PEat Ass Team

W!M
7

5
4
2
0

~ ~

1
3
4
6
8

0
0
0
0
0

On Thursday, June 2, Schlomo's and Campster's will play, to
start off the double elimination series. The victor will take on
The Men's Room iJ.l the final championshi:> on Thursday, June
2 at 7:20 p.m.

· The last Backpage that Kemo ever does for the rest of his sorry life.

Remember...
1. Jimmy Kandeh
2. Quadstop - Big, carved-up booths, SO cent big plate of
fries, good milkshakes.
3. No alcohol policy.
4. Basement parties in Severn.
5. Patio parties.
6. Gulf War - fear of being drafted.
7. Olds Upton's roof.
S. FAB's roof
9. The ''Help-ya-Lady.''
10. Club ''K.''
11. Port Wme Lads.
12. ''From Quadstcp" - ''From Pebble Beach," - Hans and
Chad.
13. ''Tooth of the Crime" - What was THAT?!?
14. Harmon's lovely cement lounge.
15. Shitty, but comfortable, sofas.
16. Your first Flesche test.
17. Analyzing Sinead O'Connor in General Psych.

IS. A REAL Index.
19. Midnight movies at Crossroads.
20. RAs that drank with you.
21. A social life.
22. Only one rule on campus - "No open alcohol in the
hallways."
23. Hornet Football: The Lean rears.
24. Bunky in Admissions.
25 Dave Winch: Land/Sea God.
26. Saga.
27. Physical Plant.
2S. Walter Poelzing - Ping-pong Champion of the World.
29. ''The Projects."
30. Joanne and long, paper Ineal cards.
31. Riley, the Security Guard.
32. The Flipside.
33.Sweetwaters
34. Hoben janitor up oil; cocaine and robbery charges.
35. The WEC that was.
36. 'K' finally makes national headlines:
Heather Spencer: Lost in Europe!!!
37. Housing lines from hell.
3S. Day of gracious listening - Saga speaks.
39. The Fuck Page.
40. Watergate, Irangate, Fugate.

Pict/lns are in /10 coltuive DTrhr.
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Strobel to Leave After Twenty Years
by:
Jennifer Mrozowski
Kalamazoo College
Economics professor, Fred
Strobel, will be leaving at the
end of this quarter for a new
position in Florida. Strobel is
ending his twentieth year of
teaching here where he holds
the Stephen B. Monroe chair.
Last week, he broke the
bittersweet news to one of his
classes.
"'The kids were sitting
there shuffling their books
and then silence," Strobel
said. "It was a little tough."
He said he started to choke
IIp a bit.
He sent out letters to the
faculty, staff and students,
stating, "Kalamazoo College
and the greater community of
Kalamazoo have been a great
experience for me. I'll leave
with a very good feeling for
both."
Strobel is leavin2 to
assume the Selby Chair in
Economics at the New
College of the University of
South Florida at Sarasota.
As the Selby Chair
holder, Strobel said he "will
be teaching in the fields of
money and banking and
international economics as
well as playing a major role
in the development of new
internationally oriented
programs at the college."
"The description really fit
me," he said.

According to Strobel, the
New College is an honors'
institut!on,.comprised of a
student body of 530 and 50
Permanent faculty. He said
he feels he has made his
major contributions at "K"
and is excited about making
new ones at the new institute.
Strobel's 20-year tenure
at Kalamazoo College began
in 1974 after he left his
position as Senior Business
Economist at the Federal
Bank of Atlanta.
The professor said "K" is
not much different than it
was when he first signed on
as an associate professor.
According to Strobel, "K"
students have not changed
much, still being wellmotivated, well-rounded,
and hard-working.
"After 20 years, 1 fed like
1really know these students,"
he said.
.
Strobel said he always
has felt comfortable around
the studenfs
believes
they have felt the same
around him.
"I think the students here
really like their profs.
They're willing to stop and
chat with you in a lot of cases
really about anything," he
said.
.
He remembered early in
his profession, before the
change in the alcohol policy,
his students frequently
inVited him to parties.
"On a Friday afternoon,

aiia

you'd get these notices in
your mailbox," said Strobel.
"You could be invited to
three parties."
He said the policy gave
students the opportunity to
socialize freely with their
professors and fed mature.
It is those bonds Strobel
said he will miss.
He wrote in a letter to the
economics students that they
will be especially hard to
replace. He also spoke
appreciatively about the
college and its flexibility
throughout the years.
10 1992, Strobel received
a grant to leach in Moscow,
Russia as a visiting professor
of money and banking. From
1988-89, he was a visiting
scholar in the department of
economics at Michigan State
Universi;y.
In addition, Strobel has
written several books, the last
printed in 1993.
''This college has supported me," he said. Along
with bei.ag a large part of
Strobel's life, the college is
rooted deeper inb:> his family
tree, as his daughter, Heidi, is
a K'90 graduate.
"I feel very fortunate for
the role the college has
played in all our lives," he
said.
Strobel influenced the
college as well throughout
the years with his contributions, particularly in the
Economics department.

Sixteen years ago, he
designed and established the
International Commerce
Program in his department.
Strobel said the program
integrates the college's
foreign study experience
with on~ampus study of
economics and international
business. Near the end of
last year, more than 240
students had graduated from
the program.
Another milestone event
in Strobel's life occurred
recently as he married his
fiancee of three years, Kathy
Cashen, on Anna Maria
Island, across from Sarasota

photo credit: public rel'ltiOl~
Bay, on JUne 14.
Despite his leaving the
college, Strobel said students
may always contact him if
they need help, particularly
with recommendations.
In addition to the faculty,
"tudcnto .....d otaff, Strobel

said he will miss the familiarity. He said that a legend
about Kalamazoo which tells
that once people come to the
area, they never again can
leave applies to himself. He
said even though he was not
born here, and even though .
he is moving on, ''This place
gets to be a part of you. [It]
has become my home."

African Foreign Study Changes Due to Problems
by:
Joe Brennan

because it wouldn't be fair to
the students going, he said.
Last year, five "K" students
African foreign study
went On the Swaziland
programs are undergoing
foreign study program.
changes in response to
"K" was not meeting
problems occurring in last
the needs of the Swaziland
year's programs in
university, Vande Berg said.
Swaziland, Sierra Leone,
The university is interested in
Kenya and senegal.
pursuing an agreement with
The most drastic of
a consortium of schools from
these changes is the ending of Canada, Great Britain and
the Swaziland foreign study
Australia.
program, making last year's
. 'Last year's program in
participants both the first and Swaziland was the first time
the last Altne)-ican students to an American institution had
attend a Swaziland univeran exchange program with a
sity, according to Michael
university in Swaziland. "K"
Vande Berg, Director of
does not plan on pursuing
Foreign Study.
another exchange program
The original agreement
with other Swaziland univerwith the University of
sities, said Vande Berg.
Swaziland was for two years.
In Sierra Leone, inVande Berg said university
country fighting raised
officials notified Kalamazoo ~ questions about sending
College that they would not
students there for the upcombe renewing the agreement at ing academic year, Vande
the end of the two years. "K" Berg said. The Uberian civil
decided not to send students
war has been going on since
to Swaziland next year .
the late 1980s. Liberian

rebels from the war have
been crossing over the Sierra
Leone-Liberian border, and
the Sierra Leonian army has
been fighting the rebels.
According to Vande Berg,
there has been no great
concern until several months
ago.
Vande Berg also said, in
January, the Sierra Leonian
govemmentunilaterally
declared a cease fire, and
rebel troops began taking
back lands that had been
contested. ln March, there
was an atta(k against a Dutch
man and his family at a
checkpoint He was shot and
killed.
The situation began to
deteriorate, said Vande Berg,
as fighting moved inland and
the governrr.ent seemed
unable to cope with the
situation. Adding to the
problem were renegade
government troops causing
violence.
In May; the f'eace Corps

moved its volunteers out of
Sierra Leone. At this point
the Foreign Study department began calling its
contacts both inside and
outside of Sierra Leone, said
VandeBerg.
According to Vande
Berg, Sierra Leone is still a
safe country and the Foreign
Study department plans to
send "K" students there next
year. The level of risk was
assessed and found not to be
unacceptable, said Vande
Berg. Contributing to this
decision was the fact that
both Canada's and Great
Britain's versions of the Peace
Corps, Canadian University
Services Overseas and
Volunteer Services Organization, respectively, kept their
volun:eers in Sierra Leone.
The army chief of staff
has recognized that renegade
government troops have
caused part of the problem,
and the government is doing
what it can to end the rebel

war, said Vande Berg. The
International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank have
made contributions to Sierra
Leone, an extremely poor
country; to help boost the
economy.
On June 21, the Foreign
Study office held a meeting
for the participants of next
year's Sierra Leone program
to infonn them of recent
occurrences. Students were
told of events of the past
months and were given the
option of going to Kenya
instead of Sierra Leone.
Originally 12 students signed
up to go on the Sierra Leone
program, but two decided to
go to Kenya.
Students going on the
program will be restricted to
travel in and around
Freetown, Sierra Leone's
capital, unless they have
obtained prior pennission
from the Resident Director
and the appropriate official at

continued on page 2
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New Calendar Plan Will Change Foreign Study, Career Development
by:
Stacy Schwandt

two opportunities for fivemonth. foreign study programs, eliminating the tenweek option students currently have.
Carolyn Homev,

the Career Development
Center woul~ tty to solve
these problems by working
to develop contacts with
organizations, science
foundations, and newspapers that run summer
programs ;IS well as with
Kalamazoo College alumni.
'''I'lili working together to find internships
will pron\(lte the kind of

anticipate a decrease in
participants if the calendar
changes
are implemented.
The new ''I('' plan
"Internships
are one
proposal will require signifiof
the
best
ways
to
see
how
cant changes to the curricu- ~
the
theoretiCal
world
of
the
lum and structure of educaDUectoroftheCareerDev~
classroom
applies
to
a
real
tion at Kalamazoo college
opment Center, said she is
work 5etting," she stated.
which have been in place for
excited
about the integrative
"And learning how to go
32 years.
and developmental aspects of
about a job search and to
The final proposal,
a calendar change. '''There
secure opportunities for
which was recently submitare still things we need to do
yourselves is an outcome as
ted for review, attempts to
to build bridges between the
important as the internship
more effectively and efficurricula
and the co-auexperiences.'"
ciently integrate students' onricula, between the campus
Increased application of
campus education with the
and
the community, and
the knowledge gained in offexperiential programs that
between the campus and the
campus experiences is one of
have distinguished the
the motivating factors for
college from other liberal arts work place," she said.
Hornev said that the
considering calendar
institutions.
Career Dev~opment prochanges. If the proposed
The proposed changes
changes were to be executed,
in the schedule of the univer- gram will not be as flexible if
the internships are relegated
alterations would also occur
sity will have a direct impact
to the summer.
in the timing and set-up of
on the experiential programs
"Some existing internthemselves.
foreign study.
ships would be lost," she
The committee's report
Michael Vande Berg,
collaboration that we are
said.
'''There will be greater
advocates the installation of
DUector
of Foreign Study,
trying to irutill into our
competition in those existing
three ten-week terms in the
said
these
alterations "will
curriculum.· she said. ,
internships from the college
fall, winter, and spring, as
allow
the
institution
to plan
Approximately 85% of
students
of
America
compliwell as a pre-fall developforeign study more carefully
all Kalamazoo College
cated by the fact that we get
ment term. This plan would
than has been the case in the
cb
at
least
one
graduates
out a little late, and there
move the traditional Career
past." He.said the foreign
internship
r.uring
their
would be more hurdles for
. study office is considering
Development internship
undergradt'.1te career, and
those
students interested in
creating scholastically
program from the spring to
nearly
50%
of
these
students
developing their own internthe summer of the freshman
spe<;ialized programs in the
ships."
. do more than one internship.
year. It would also create
current
foreign study centers.
Hornev said she does not
According to Hornev,
"If we know that in a
given term at a given site that
we're going to have a preponderance of a specific
c~ter, with rourses on Swahili major, we can do what we
for permission to form a
continued from page 1
and
Kenyan culture. They will can to set up a program or
students' union, which has
work on an independent course for that major," he
also
been outlawed since 1987,
the Axncrican 11mb"",,>,'
said.
project.
If "Ie" does not
The
Kenyan
governStudent:; could ~ removed
This may limit the
establish
a
rink
With
a
Kenyan
ment
sent
in
both
riot
police
frum Sierra Leo~.,' if the
centers
available to a student
and
military
riot
police
to
university
cr
should
the
situation deteriorates to an
who
is
studying
within a
but
were
close
for
a
signifiuniversity
quell
the
strikes,
unacceptable degree.
diSCipline.
Vande
specific
unsuccessful.
The
students
cant
period
of
time,
students
Jahmal Green, K'95,
Berg
said,
eventually
dispersed.
'
will
take
anJther
class
at
the
"A
person
would
who went to Sierra Leone last
Kenyan
Students
were
essentially
have
to
live
with
center.
year, did not think the area
teargassed
and
beaten
by
riot
the
choices
that
they
are
was unsafe.
Despile his mugging and
Leslie Markworth, K'96, police, according to John
the fear generated by the riot
Morrison, K'95. Morrison
plans on going to Sierra
police, Monison is still glad
was one of two ''I('' students
Leone next year despite
for going ard thinks that "K"
According to Head of
who went on the program.
recent events. She said she
should continue to send
'ty, Glenn Nevelle, two
In response to the
feels that there is still so
students.
'ty guards were hit from
strikes students were moved
much to see and do in and
According to Vande Berg,
hind on June 10. After the
to the Nairobi YMCA in
around Freetown that it
instability SlJCh as strikes,
ttack, which occurred at 2:15
January, although this was
makes going worthwhile. .
shutdowns and violence is
.m., one guard was treated
not a secure place, said
In senegal, difficulty
more common in developing
or back spasms and released
with grading exams from the Vande Berg. Students also
nations than in established
om Bronson Hospital.
took classes taught by
previous year prevented
countries. He said that
The suspect, a member of
University of Nairobi profescourses at the University of
political events often get
he class of '94, was streaking
sors at the YMCA.
Dakar from starting until
played out on university
he quad with his friends
In addition, the level of .campuses, and that political
December or January. This is
hen he ran at the guards
street crime has escalated to
because the university was
activism is more common.
·th his arms out straight.
unacceptable levels, said
designed for 6000 students
Poverty and injustice are more
evelle said the case has
Vande Berg; muggings occur
but has 20,000 attending.
prevalent and can force action
n turned over to the City
often.
During the school year, the
by students, professors and the f Kalamazoo Public Safety
university was also plagued
Because of these
government
partment, and the suspect
by minor shutdowns. Last
occurrences, and because in
''I('' is looking into ways
s awaiting criminal charges
year, 11 students went on the
eight of the past 10 years
to establish more secure
n two counts of assault and
college's program to senegal, there have been significant
foreign study programs in
ttery.
four of whom were from "K," shutdowns at the University
Africa, said Vande Betg. These
On June 1, around 9:25
Next year, "K" plans to send
of Nairobi, "K" is currently
include having students take
.m., a 36-year"ld Africannine students, one of whom
looking for other options
courses both within and
erican male allegedly
is from ''1(.''
within Kenya, said Vande
outside the universities, and
xposed his penis to a female
In Kenya, a strike by
Berg. These include other
having part of the credit for
tudent sitting across from
professors at the University
universities, establishing a
programs take place outside of ·m. He is charged with
of Nairobi and other univercenter independent of the
the program.
ndecent exposure, and,
sities caused a shutdown of
university at which students
''I('' has also recently
ccording to Nevelle, police
the University of Nairobi and can take classes, and having a hired a director for the Africap
lieve the suspect has been
caused students to attend
house at which students can
Studies program. Dr. Julien
nvolved in similar incidents
classes for only four weeks,
live. ''I('' plans to contil1ue
Kurnnie, who comes from
t Waldo Ubrary.
from November 1 .to Novem- sending students to Kenya,
South Africa, will help dev~op
Security recovered a total
ber 29. The teachers were
said Vande Berg.
current programs and establish f 23 stolen license plates
striking for permission to
Next year students
foreign study programs in
ter an anonymous teleform a union. There was also going to Kenya will live in a
countries such as South Africa, hone call from a call box.
a strike by students in
house outside of Nairobi.
Namibia, Botswana and
rding to Nevelle, 19
support of the professors and They will take classes at a
Zimbabwe.
lates were reported stolen

"The plan is still
under construction. \Ve can't
speculate too
far, and we can't
jump the gun."

African Foreign' .Study Changes

presented with. These
choices would resemble the
choices now." Vande Berg
also said that under the
proposed plan, academic
advisors would work more
closely with students to
discuss and develop foreign
study ideas.
Also, students will no
longer have the option of a
single quarter program.
Vande Ber~ said he believes
students will be better able to
have an enriching cultural
experience by being abroad
for five months.
"It will give students
time to come up to speed
linguistically and to get to
know people in the other
culture. When you're only
there ten weeks it's very
difficult to do that," he said.
The development of two fivemonth sessions would mean
that certain majors would be
abroad for the first half of
their junior year and others
the second half. All existing
foreign studies centers would
be able to facilitate this
change in scheduling.
The calendar proposal
was made available to faculty
Wednesday. Faculty members
are scheduled to discuss the
changes this summer. Examination ef specific parts of the
plan, including specific
programs such as Career
Development and Foreign
Study, will occur next fall and
throughout the 94-95 school
year. '''The plan is still under
consideration," Hornev said.
"It is not approved to go
ahead. We can't speculate
too far, and we can't jump the
gun."

eat
from June 2-4. On July 5,
security received the 2 a.m.
phone call leading them to
the Stowe statue where they
found 23 plates in a package.
The fire department
arrived at Severn Hall
around 3 a.m., Monday, June
5. Nevelle said lightning
caused a generator to malfunction, filling the first floor
with smoke. No one was
hurt.
Reminder from Glenn
Rising seniors and any
students who work more
than 10 hours off-campus can
request a fall parking permit
from the security office
beginning August 8. Do not
forget to bring the vehicle
registration, student identification card and driver's
license. Also, students
requesting a permit for '
transportation to a job site
must provide proof of
employment, i.e. a check stub
or letter from an employer.
The last day to request a
permit is September 28, the
first Wednesday of fall
quarter. All sophomores and
juniors can sign up in the
security office before this
date for the lottery assigning
parking spaces.
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Kiss My Ass:Kiss Regrooved
by:
Adam Bower
A mixed bag of tricks for
the die hard KISS fan, this new
collection will delight some
and embitter others. The
choice of tunes on this tribute
isno doubt a classic sample of
the menacing, hard driving
metal that gripped much of the
musical youth in the heart of
the seventies.
Contributing artists range
from the phat sound of The
Mighty Mighty Bosstones,
through today's alternatives
such as Toad the Wet Spro<!ket
and The Lemonheads, all the
way to Garth Brooks, of all
people, producing a WIDE variety of sounds.
The concept of the album
was to show how KISS's influence on many of today's artists
and groups. The most obvious
candidates affected are today's
harder groups.
"I started playing guitar
because of KISS:' say!! Mike
McCready of Pearl Jam. '1 was
eleven, I had the KISS
lunch bOx, everything. They
were the biggest band in the
world."
Nuno Bettencourt of Extreme says, ''You wanted the
best, you got the best, the hottes~ band in the world, KISS.
They infected me and every
other kid in junior high!"
By the way, Extreme lays
down a slightly mellowed out
version of "Strutter", which
remains fairly true to the original. In fact, most of the "hard"
groups deliver quality rend itions that remain close to the
KISS originals.
So why might som" ~iehard KISS fans not look so
kindlv on this album?'
Well, the fact is, some of the
.the guest artists have remained .
true to their own music in their
versions of the KISS originals.
I think some KISS fans may
feel justice has not been done

with Lenny Kravitz's funky
version of "Deuce" or Garth
Brooks's· slow version of
"Hard Luck Woman", which,
by the way is surprisingly
good. .
I first noticed this when I
popped in the CD and
punched up my personal favorite, "Rock and Roll All
Night," performed by Toad the
Wet Sprocket. It was much
slower than I was expecting,
that's for sure.
In conclusion, if you don't
mind listening to a KISS that
sounds alternative, and if you
can get past the fact that most
of the songs aren't as hard and
driving as the originals, I really
think you are going to like this'
album.'
Overall, I give it a % % %

%.

sounds your way.
(1994 Mercury Records
(Polygram»

Nuevo Boogaloo The Iguanas

%%%%
FANTABULOUS!! What a
discovery for all of you fans of
different sounds.
The Iguanas are a combina~
tion of rock, folk, and Latin
music, creating a very unique
sound.
•
They make use of several
drums, saxophones, guitars,
aa accordion, the piano, the
Bajo Sexto and several other
instruments of choice.
I have one piece of advice
for you ... BUY m
(1994
Margarita ville
Records (MCA».

%- Budge
% %- Serni-sucko
% %.%- Solidified

Hat Full of Stars Cyndi
Lauper

% % % %- Spiff-O-Rama
%
%
%
%
%-

Okay, so it's a '93 release,
but I sure~y haven't heard
enough of it around lately.
Cyndi has made a major
change from her early eighties
pop tunes, turning alternative
and creating some incredible
new sounds.
The tunes, "That's What I
Think" and "Feels Uke Christ-

GRRRRRRRREE-A-A-T-T
By the way, Kiss My Ass
definitely wins the creative album cover ICD design award.
Check it out!

Other Reviews and Authors' Favorites
Dance Naked - John
Mellencamp
%%%%
"Wild Night" - currently on
the radio- is a quality song.
The album features a more
blues-sounding Mellencamp,
featuring a lot of his voice and
an acoustic guitar. If you like
good quality rock and roll, pick
it up, You might be surprised
by the name-changing wizard
as he throws a couple of new

%%%%%

~1~~'~II~'IIIIIIIIIIII'

The
of thefavorites.
album takes
mas"
arerest
instant
a bit to grow won you, but you
will not be let down in the end.
Quotes from Kiss My Ass participants:
It is well worth the dough
"I' bee
ve
n a KISS fan for years. One Halloween, a
if you can find it. It took me a
month or so to find a copy... Ibunch of us dressed up as KISS members in full makeup
they finally got it at Boogi~. Iteased hairdos and platformed boots. l chose to portray the '
(1993 Epic)
himself... Gene Simmons. I even spat blood."
Dean Dunning, TOAD THE WET SPROCKET
TIp of the Week: If you
haven't done so yet ... you need
'The God of Thunder inspired me to pick up the
make my own thunder. Thank you, Gene!"
to check out Music Express on
West Main by the Taco Bell.
Scott lan, ANTHRAX
It's a bit further from campus, but they have a much better selection of used CD's.

A Rocky Nigllt of Soundgarden: a Music Review
by:
Scott Aseltine &
Megan Danforth
After a long, anticipated
wait the day finally came. Qn
June 28, Megan a few of our
closest friends, and I ventured
to Wings Stadium to see
Soundgarden, one of our favorite bands.
Upon arrival, we noticed
that there were not very many
concert-goers, but that may
hav.e been a bleSsing since on
a normal night, Wings Stadium would be too small for a
hand like Soundgarden.
We arrived right bef?re the

the first opening band and
only a quarter of the floor was
filled.
We later realized that
people knew enough about the
first band Tad and decided to
come later perhaps after engaging in some mind altering
substance to add to the excitement of the second opening
band Eleven.
The lead vocalists of Eleven
really entertained the crowd
with her crude voice, accompanied by her synthesizer.
However, after some. time

on the floor, with what seemed
to us a 1984 Motley Crue fan
club reunion, we decided to
get a drink of water and rest
up before Soundgarden.
Some of us went back to the
floor, while ¥egan and a
friend decided to go to the
nearby roomy seats, where
they could have fun without
getting pushed arQund by the
big, ruthless barbarians that
dominated the pit.
Soundgarden opened up
with a very creative and tastefully fiIrned abstraction accom-

panied by music that climaxed
with the beginning of Je~us
Christ Pose and the taking to
the stage.
The energetic performance
lasted about two hours, and in
this time they played favorites
such as "Louder than Love",
"Rusty Cage", and "Drawing
Flies" which really livened up
the crowd.
I They played a lot of their
new
album
including
"Spoonman", "Urno Wreck",
"Black Hole Sun", and "The
Day I Tried to Uve". However,

to our disappointment they
didn't play "Fourth of July".
The arrangement of songs
was well constructed. Chris
Cornell would create a chaotic
energy for about three songs.
Then he would proceed to
slip into a much deeper, erotic
song, giving the constant dancers a small break.
Overall, the concert was a
success; the high energy, great
selection of songs, and an intense crowd combined to give
us an extremely worthwhile
night!
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at is really the problem
As we all get caught
the disruptive side-effects of
in yet another hectic
the ''K''-Plan, and a stressedlULl... U;I. with midterms fast
out student body. But somethe Index
, how, these reasons do not ,
you to SlOP - take a capture the scope of the
at the activity around
problem. Understandably, the
, and then take a good
administration dres not
at yourself. What are
know quite what to do to
doing? Moaning about
rectify the situation.
unreasonable professor
And the clue lies in that
seems to have forgotiast sentence. The administrathat
have two other
tion is looking at the problem
ICOllJ'5e:S{ Worrying about the and trying to solve it. Where
11Q()IDlmgSIP, comps, leaving are the students? After all, we
cOlmtJy for six to nine
make up the bulk of the
Imc:>nthS( Gathering mental
community. We don't just
Istrlen2'th to pull an allwork at ''KIP; we live here.
Inll~hb~r so you can finish
Why aren't we, the students,
pc1peryuLl fic:>l ht!cUd
more concerned with this
almost a month ago?
problem, this lack of a sense
II"",~,~ to survive the erratic
of community? What are we
IWI~aU\ert Wondering how
so busy doing we cannot
person can survive all
commit ourselves to improvstress you are enduring? ing our "second home"?
For the moment, look
Well, hopefully your look
loutslcle of yourselves at
around begins to answer that
''K/' the community you
question. We are busy
live in. It is a community
mOanin& worryin& being
that people are leaving in
stressed-out. And.if we are
increasing numbers, despite occupied with that, what
"elite/' "personlized/'
aren't we doing?
"su pporti ve" "'1(" is
Take a look at what we
IsulPPO'se<1 to be. Although
aren't doing. Most of us
don't like to say it
aren't involved in a single
IOUltrll~nt, many of us conclub, leaving a few people to
''K'' special; only,
keep the campus organizaI . . ..,...;"'U of saying special we
tions running. We aren't
of how hard and
participating in our student
IGutterem ''K'' is comoared to government, leaving posi- colleges with semester tions blank or allowing
ICaJlenloar'S. Despite being
people to run unopposed.
one of the most unique
There weren't even four
colleges in the countJy, "K"
candidates for the position of
is becoming more and more
President of student commisunpopular. This paradox
sion last quarter. When
has everyone who considers forums are held to inform
puzzled. The administrapeople of various things
tion forms retention comhappening at ''K'', such as
"nlittlee5 to examine the
meetings on the budget and
IOl1oblem and discovers
calendar changes, few or no
students come. In short, we
are not participating in our
communi.ty. We are too busy
moanin& worrying and
stressing out. Many people

say they are "too busy" to
get involved in extracurricu-I
lar activities. That statement
is a wonder to the students
who are involved in them.
Some people are even
involved in more than one.
Yet do those students take
easier claSSfS? Are they
supe~r~?Arethey

superhuma:l? Very unlikely.
It would bea surprise to
those studelts to find out
any of thos ~ things were

true.
The 50 d fact is, some
students aJ'E~ not aware that
the campus climate is even
an issue, mIlch less a
problem. A scary idea is that
some studeIlts do not care.
The result i!i that ''K'' will
continue to decline as long
as the status quo remains.
The admini:>tration has the
power to do a lot of things,
but they carlI\Ot fix us. The
Index IS not suggesting
students sh )uldn't be
stressed aoc·ut cla~
worried aoc·ut their grades
or complaIDing about
unreasonable professors.
These problems are very
real. Howewr, there is more
to life than academia, even
in an acadelnic community.
An educati(ln is not simply
the classes rou take. It is the
values you develop, the
ideas you become exposed
to, the "people skills" you
learn, the leidership skills
you build. Not all of that
happens in the classl1OOm. If
the student body does not
start to see ,hat, and start
contributinr, some of their
time and talents to the
community as a whole, the
place many of us consider
special will continue to lose
its "specialrless/' and we the
students lme part of our
education.

the women in this picture
(Note: sexism and pornography) This is appalling
coming from the residence
life staff (or possibly a nonthinking unsympathetic or
insensitive representative
thereof.) -an
anonymous member of your
college community!"

Aren't we supposed to
be a liberal institution?
Doesn't that mean we
should be open not only to
new ideas, but to opinions
and thoughts that are
I was rather disturbed
diffel1ent from our own?
by this note. I suppose you
Doesn't living in a liberal
are wondering what was in
environment mean that we
the poster that would make
might have to put up with
someone say this. SO WAS
some things we don't
I!!! The pictures were taken
particularly care for in order
straight from People Magato ensure our own freedoms
zine, and all representations
to do what we like when we
including myself were more
like?
than fully clothed and in
Sometimes I really feel
non-compromising posiwe have forgotten that on
tions. What upset me
this campus. I have seen
though, were two main
well intentioned attempts to
things. One, I was having
have a good time at this
fun. I was creating someschool shot down over
thing for fun, for laughter,
matters 'of political correctfor comic relief. Who was so
ness or personal dissatisfacuptight that they had to
tion. I often get the feeling
come and a~lyze this poster
that we are trying to be
of nonsense and tum it into
squeezed into the perfect
an affront to women? Who
world where everyone is
had nothing better to do
happy and gay, and
than tJy to make me out to
nobody's tres are trod upon.
be some heinous, sexist
WAKE UP folks. Each
person, when I was just
person is different, each
trying to make folks smile
person has their own idea of
(sounds corny, I know) and
fun, and each person has
have some FUN? Have we
their own ideas of right and
forgotten what that is? Who
wrong. Even if we could
would do something like
somehow manage to box
this?
everyone into the same boat
I don't know. And this
here at 'K' and form the
is my second point of
perfect environment, would
contention. I am willing to
that really prepare us for the
stand up and claim title to
proverbial "real world"? I
my work. But wh~ver
think not!
wrote this note wouldnit
Let me try to explain this allow me the chance to
in a different way by using
defend myself. They asan example. I will use one of sumed things about my
my own. During a past
poster and about
quarter, I was bored while
myself...and they assumed
on duty in the staff I1OOIIl, so
wrong. Yet this person
I decided to make a poster to
called special attention to the
decorate the then rather
college community. Silly
bland wall space. I decided
me, I thought, but being part
to make a poster depicting
of a community meant
each of the staff members
communication. I thought
through pictures of wellthat when you have a
known people. I wanted to
problem with someone or
catch the spirit of my fellow
something you address it
staff and make people laugh.
head on. I thought it meant
After putting the poster
cooperation and an attempt
together with a bit of help
to work things out. I guess I
(in fact, some of the staff
thought wrong.
picked their own likenesses)
We are in college. We
I put it up on display, hoping are not all going to get along,
only to give folks something
Face the facts. I just hope
to look at and enjoy. Instead, that we all have it in us to
I found post-it notes saying
loosen up a bit. Quit being
the following;
so nit-picky about the small
''To whomever made
things. Know that others are
this sign. going to do things you don't
. 1. You lack complete
like. Sorry, but we all have to
taste in your choice of
continued on pg. 5
picture representations of
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Health Care We Can
Live With ... Please!
by:
Je~Daly

• Now that the O.J.
Simpson trial has begun and
the United States has concluded a fine showing at the
World Cup, our focus can
again tum to what seems to
ail us most-a health care
reform package. Everyone is
worried about health care all
of a sudden. I credit President Ointon for prioritizing a
major arena of concern for
many Americans. I fault the
President and the majority
(Democratic) leadership for
an apparent allergic reaction
to the truth.
How many of you have
heard that the Republicans
are "playing politics" with
health care, or that thevare
"jeopardizing" the
President's package? Well, I
have a bit of information that
an elementary student
should be able to comprehend. The Democrats
currently hold power in both
the legislative and executive
branches of government. If
EVERY Republican banded
together and voted against
the Clinton plan, guess
what. .. the majority, the

cont from pg. 4

live with that. Yaybe we all
(myself included) need to
stop trying so hard to cut
down others and makingmakingmseverybody upset
when we could be out
having our own fun.
Maybe I am not
making much sense. Maybe
that's because I've been up
all night coping with floods
and fire engines. I just hope
that my main point is
getting through: LIGHTEN
UP. The world only lasts so
long, and I am determined
to have a good time. Don't
ruin my good time and the
good times of others with
some bogus tom-foolery.
I welcome any comments, complaints, suggestions, and responses to this
article, as long as they are
signed! Thanks for listening, and if this lifted your
heart rate above 100 bpm,
you can indeed include this
in your daily fitness log!

Democrats, would WIN! It's
simple math. The President
needs nary a GOP vote to
pass his plan. This makes
me wonder ho is playing
politics here. He can't pass
his plan, so he places the
blame on the opposing
minority party.
The Republican threat is
limited to a presentation of
the truth to the American
voters. They point out the
planned bureaucracy, the
proposed limitations of
freedoms, the mandated
career planning in the
medical field and the blatant
government takeover of 1/7
of the American economy.
These "reforms" are hidden
in massive documents that
most of us will never see.
The President believes
(or so he says) that this plan
provides what Americans
want. I am one American
who fears this plan. I can't
think of one well-run,
federally-run program that
exists in this country. I
would almost say defense,
but visions of $50 hammers
enter into my thoughts.
The Republicans have
entered the health care
debate in an effort to save
the country from an attempted coup of Clintonian
socialism. I realize this may
be favorable to many on
campus. I will give my
commentary on the major
battle being waged, which
many of you have probably
missed due to the O.J.
-Simpson coverage.
Universal Coverage vs.
Universal Access
First things first, universal coverage is NEVER
going to happen, even the
wife of the President admits
that. There will always be
those that fall through the
cracks. Social security is not
universal, nothing is! There
are people living on the
streets that do not exist
beyond the government's
(inflated) numerical counting. Add to that the religious groups that refuse
medical care. The point is
that universal coverage is
neither feasible nor desired.
The President has vowed to
veto any bill short of universal coverage. However, this
is a new week and it would
be true to form for him to
change his position. What
we need to work towards is
universal access. We can
achieve this in various ways.

1. Removal of

dis-

criminationforp~sting

conditions. Let those who
wish to get insurance, get it
without discrimination.
2. Remove discrimination for the type of work
done. It should not matter
what kind of w(,rk you do,
the right purchase insurance
should be proteo:ted.
3. Rem< ve price
discrimination between
large companies and small
ones. The same rate should
be charged to all customers
with similar coverage.
4. Health care
should be portable. If you
go from one job to the next,
your insurance should
follow uninterrupted.
5. As wit!- I~uca
tion, heat and ot~ler "rights,"
the government could
provide afford abi1 ty
subsidies to low,~r i'ncome
families that choof.P. to have
health care.
6. Cost containment

through, tort reform. The
punitive damages awarded
after compensation have
gone out of control and
contributed significantly to
the high cost of health care.
Legal reform (ignored by the
President and his wife) is a
vital factor in health care
reform.
These ideas are not
entirely mine. I have taken
them from the various
alternative Republican
packages that the President
calls ''business as usual."
These plans tackle the
problems of health care, in
lieu of creating new ones.
They work toward tile
realistic goal of universal
access without the Clinton
side effects: mandated
coverage, tax increases,
prioritizing (rationing) care,
coercion of medical students
into critical fields, and the
general intrusion of the
government into more of our

daU~lives .

\. Health care.has no easy
solutions and thus should be
approached carefully and
cautiously. President Clinton
wants the matter settled
before the upcoming election.
I presume out of fear that
those in support of his plan
may no longer be around. I
think that the campaign
arena will expose what the
American people really want
and put pressure on politicians to do just that. I don't
think most voters share
Clinton's big dreams of big
government, and I am willing
to wait for tile elections to
prove it. If the President is so
sure that his package is what
the American people want
and need, than he should
have no problem making it
an issue in the upcoming
months of campaigning.
That is the surest way to
formulate health care reform
we can live with.

--~~ge_6----------FEATURE

Sports of all Sorts
Sununerquarterhas
arrived regardless of our
dismay or del;ght. The
traumatic dilemma of choosing prospective activities
~omes overwhelming. I
am not referring to tile
plethora of physical education options, but the numerous activities in and around
our campus community.
From frisbee golf, ultimate

Ultimate frisbee is
another option for avid
frisbee players. "Ultimate" is
a cross between football,
soccer and rugby. The object
of the game is to score goals
by passing the frisbee among
teammates, while keeping it
away from the opponents,
inevitably to throw the
frisbee through the
opponent's goal. The playing

leave early to pick the best
beach spot.
Intramural festivities
begin this week. Softball
(coed and men), beach
volleyball, tennis and frisbee
golf are among the activi~es.
Intramural competition is
open to students, faculty and
staff. Games begin this week.
Season "picks" will be
revealed in the next issue in
order to evaluate this year's
competition.
Student Activities
Comtnittee is planning
Bahama Boogie , on July 23,
where you can shake your
funk bone. The festivities
will include a mud wrestling
tournament. Interested
p~rticipants should practice
in the numerous potholes on
academy or go to the track at
Caulder Field. Track?
Correct, there is no track, but
the mud ring around the
football field will work just
fine for practice.
The annual Kalamazoo
Triathlon is also creeping up
fast. The course takes you
through a scenic route of the
surrounding neighborhood
and campus. Oil up your
bicycle chains, find some
running shoes and a bathing
frisbee, beach volleyball,
field size varies with the
suit. Or better, find two
intramural sports to the ,
number of participants,
Bahama Boogie and Triathlon however it is frequently
people to share the work
the sununer will be filled
played on a soccer field. Last with. There are individual
and group competitions.
with activities.
year, there were several
Remember, some alumni and
Not only have people
tournaments where
dug out the bathing suits
Kalamazoo College participrofessors compete too.
Unless you can ride your
from the depths of their attic, pated against numerous
but their frisbees as well. Yes schools, among them Divibike faster than the profesfolks, I am talking about
sion I competitors.
sors that peddle to "K",
frisbee golf. It's time for cars
If you want a tan, you
you'd better get practicing.
to take shelter from the "line ' might be interested in
If playing sports are not
of fire." Be sure to watch out playing beach volleyball on
your thing, consider catching
for them whipping through
campus, next to Severn Hall.
some World Cup action on
the quad lest you want your
Competition 'varies from
television. Soccer, or as
roommate to receive a 4.0,
skilled three to six player
everyone else in the world
due to your death.
teams to the leisurely backwould say "football," is the
The administration has
yard family game, where
latest thing that has taken the
modified frisbee golf rules.
presumably nobody really
U.S. by storm.
Frisbee golf is not allowed
knows how to play.
And how about those
after 11:00 p.m. any day of
Before leaving the court, Tigers? At least they have
the week because neighbors
take a close look at your skin. fireworks after some of the
in and around the campus
Be prepared to explain how
games.
have complained of distractyou did not get into a fight
ing noises. There are also
with a bottle of self-tanning
signs around the campus
Coppertone lotion.
limiting the course to
Die-Hard volleyball
Kalamazoo College ,students players may want to seek
and their guests. A showcase refuge at Grand Haven or
in Hicks Center provides a
South Haven where the
·complete frisbee golf course
competition is ro~gh and the
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at's the "K" word?
Here's a little "test" of your knowledge about "K;"
~:ilve fun. (By the way, if you don't know the answer,
trying; we're not giving out the answer key!)

. Under renovation
Battle_ _
Severn had 2 in,2 hours
Bug you for money before you have it
Portage mall
Physical plant new; _ _ management
World
Boxing victory
Membership warehouse
The yearbook
8. Campus lost it July 4
1(}.() Eucker penalty
Athletic conference
Sp. hello ,
Not more than 6 gallons in 1 container on campus
Campus literary magazine
Biological unit of energy
Lux Esto
What happened to classes July 5 a.m.
Albion, Alma, Calvin, Kalamazoo, ...

The cure for the summer-time blues
Not hungry
Taking a class, but not graded
Local bar
Daily Bulletin
Cinco de
Not Subway
College entrance exam
Diamonds for example
A foreign study necessity
Local bar
Biology club
For humanity
Extinct underground newspaper
_ _Code
Need 25 to graduate
. Athletic game pause

"K" Crossword Puzzle

Features
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Aurelia Earns NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship
by:
Public Relations
Office
Kalamazoo College
graduate Jackie Aurelia
added another honor to her
long list of achievements
with a scholarship from the
National College Athletic
Association.
A health science major
who
graduated
from
Kalamazoo College this
spring, Aurelia was a four-time
All American selection in tennis.
Aurelia took All-America
honors in tennis for the fourth
consecutive year in 1994, advancing to the quarterfinals of

the NCAA Division III singles times, Aurelia graduated form
championships for the third Kalamazoo with a 3.46 cumutime in her career. She also had Iative grade point average.
paired up with teammate
She recently was named
Billee Ughtvoet to take second the Intercollegiate Te~nis
place in the NCAA III doubles Association's Senior Player of
tournament
the Year for Division 1lI and
Aurelia is one of 34 received Ka.lamazoo College's
women from across the coun- Mary Long Burch Award for
try in a sport other than bas- excellence in sports and scholketball to receive the award. arship.
Aurelia plans to attend
The $5,000 scholarships are
awarded to student-athletes medical school at Wayne State
who maintain at least a 3.0 cu- University this fall.
mulative grade-point average
She finished her collegiate
and perform with distinction tennis career with 9(}.1l singles
record, !nclt-.ding a 23-2 mark
in varsity athletic mpetition.
The only tennis player in this past spring. In MIAA play
the history of the Michigan In- Aurelia was undefeated, po~
tercollegiate Athletic Associa- ing a 26-0 career record In
tion to be named MVP four singles and 27~ in doubles.
Jackie Aurelia

World Cup Underway
by:
Harnza Suria
The first World Cup Soc, cer games in the United States
began with opening ceremonies on June 18th, The games,
played all over the United
States by twenty-four different
international teams, represent
a prestigious 'title con 'ested
every four years by all the
great names in soccer today.
This year, the World Cup was
extremely unpredictable because some new, unexperi~
enced teams elbowed their
way out of their ranks. Inaddition, the lives of some leading players were changed. At
KalamazooCollege, manystudents are interest in World Cup
results.
The games not only drew
the attention of people all over
the world, but also gave them
reason to flood the fifty-two
games. Thousands of people
floded to stadiums in Eastern,
Central and Western United
States to see their favorite
teams battle each other for a
position in the next level of
competition.
Although previous World
Cups favored a few elite teams
to dominate international soccer, the first round of the 1994
games produced unexpected
results. Many new and inexperienced teams showed impressive skills causing numer-

ous upsets iIl the first round,
such as Saudi Arabia, Switzerland, Bulgaria and the United
States. Consequently, other
prominent teams forfeited a
position in the second round
by defeats, such as Colombia,
Cameroon and South Korea.
These unexpected results ex' cited fans worldwide, especially in the United States. Intense competition for victory
produced a high-pitched fever
for unrecognized teams, such
as the United States, to beat the
odds and defeat teams of
higher caliber.
Unusual consequences
also were evident in the legal
and political scandals that
emerged as a result of the
World Cup. Undoubtedly, the
most shocking of these has
been the murder of a Colombian player, Andres Escobar on
July 2. Escobar made grave
mistakes while playing against
the U.S. in the first round, and
his mistakes eventually caused
the Colombians to be eliminated from the World Cup.
Three gunmen assaulted
Cordovezafterretumingtohis
home country, and was shot
twelve times before the gunmen ran off.
In addition, Maradona, an
internationally renouned Argentinian soccer -champion,
was suspended from the

A

World Cup when banned
, drugsweredetectedbychemical analysis: ' Previously, he
wasbannedfrominternational
soccer in 1990 for possessing
cocaine, yet this time
Maradona ~.NlOunced his retirement from soccer, amidst
his team's success in the first
round.
In additon to millions of
soccer fans al'Ound the world,
Kalamazoo College students
are extremely involved in the
World Cup. Although not everyone has had the opportunity to watch a match at
Deboit'sSilver Dome, it is with
great excitement and hope that
many of our peers follow the
matches of the World Cup. It
is common to see crowded 1V
lounges in the campus dotms
during matches, and it Mven
more common to hear debates
inMarriottaboutwhois~ing

' to win the World Cup. ,
Although the US was
eliminated by BraziI on Monday, as was Argentina by Romania on Sunday, there are still
many favoJiites remaining in
the World Cup that have a
good chance of clenching this
prestigious title. From talking
to people on campus, it seems
as though Germany, Brazil, the
Netherlands and Nigeria are
the most ~y teams for the
final matcl, on July 17.

_The Index is looking 'for layout
editors, photographers, and
writers. For more
information, call the Index
office at 337-7216.
.. ,."

Photo Credit: Jamie Kouna

LACC Calender of Events
Kalamazoo College will be featuring the following
activities as Liberal Arts Colloquium credits in July.
• July 11 - Lourdes Ortiz, Olmsted Room, 8:00
p.m.One of Spain's best-known female novelists, Lourdes
Ortiz, will present a lecture about contemporary Spain. Her
lecture will be presented in Spanish with English translation.
• July 12 - Lourdes Ortiz, Olmsted Room, 4:00 p.m.
Lourdes Ortiz, a socio-political journalist for Spain's most
important news magazine, Ozmbio, will present a litem:r
discussion of her works. This discussion will be excluslVely
in Spanish.
• July 13 • Maram Ep.tem. Olmatead Room, 8:00 p.m.
Maram Epstein, ProfesSor of East Asain Studies at the
University of Oregon, will present a lecture titled ''Virtue
and Vice: The Dual Face of Women in lAte-Imperial China. H
·July19· Jeffery S. Cames, Olmstead Room, 4:00
p.m. Professor of Foreign lAnguages and Literatures at
Syracuse University, Jeffery Carnes, will speak on "Where
the Boys Are-NOT! Narrative Tease and Construction of
Sexuality in Plato's Symposium.
• July 28-30 - COlISt1l1 DisturblUlCes, Nelda K. Balch
Playhouse, 8:00 p.m.
The Kalamazoo College Festival Playhouse will present TIna
Howe's CoasmI Disturbances, a romantic tale of flirtation, love
and indescretion set on a windswept, sandy New England
Shore.
H

•

Off the Quad
What was the best thing about having no
power?
"Getting groped and '
trapped in the dorm"
Shawn Gavin 'K' 96
'There is no good
thing about losing power .
there is no SEGA!"
Peter Maurer 'K' 95

"You didn't have to
watch the 0.1. Simpson
trial." ,

Sara Musser 'K' 96

"You could playa
great game of hide ,and
seek."
Leslie Beebe 'K' 94.5

•
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New Cultural House on Campus
by
Stacey Younger and
Steve Allison

feel the plan could lead to a
house will }Ie strong enough
greater isolation of the
to overcome it.
African-American students,
According to Bryan, KPresident Lawrence
while others believe there is a College hashad a predomiBryan recently issued a
need for the students to have nantly whit~ campus for
memorandum on a proposal
a place where they can relate
many generations. He added
for a new designated housing culturally to one another.
society, as a whole, did not
unit which would address
"My only concern is
make much progress during
the need of a support system
that [the Umoja House]
the later?Th and 80s in terms
for African and Africanmight represent a step back
of racial understanding, thus,
American students.
from the past 25-30 years of
he said, there is "indeed a
The new house, to be
work for integration," says
very clear n..>ed for a place of
called the Umoja, or Unity,
Yann VanGeertruyden (K'96). empowermtnt."
House, would provide an
Another K'96 student
Bryan said he hopes
alternative for African and
said the Umoja House
that the Urroja House will
African-American students to "doesn't bother him."
help the African-Americans
live during their "on"
However he said he "person- students to ~w stronger as
quarters at "K."
ally docs not see the need for a group. Despite the lack of
First brought to the
[the house]," but added that
progress society has made,
attention of Bryan by several
may be due to the fact he
Bryan said Ie has witnessed
African-American students,
does not feel alienated at
progress fron these students.
"K/4
the house will serve as a
The rutural awareness
place for students to be
Students in favor of the
troop becone more active
within their own cultural
Umoja House say it will
under Jeanre Baraka-Love's
surroundings and to reflect
::>rovide more support for the direction ani ""rim- +h.,
guidance of ThereHl Davis,
residents. Yolanda Flannery
upcin·the a[(ficult jOb 01
said Bryan, and a! result, he
(K'96)
said
"coming
from
intwating into a different
said he has seen agreater
your
family
setting
to
a
culture.
involvement in COltribution
predominantly
white
school
The Umoja House is a
to the larger comrlUnity.
is
difficult
to
adjust."
part of a plan called "AchievBryan said h:: wants to
"Sometimes you need
ing a Culturally Diverse
stress that he is conmitted to
that special time with your
Campus and Curriculum"
making the new diversi\¥
own people," said Tamala
put together by the Cultural
Evans (K'96).
plan, of which the Umoja
Diversity Coordinating
House is just one ~xtension,
Dcan of Students,
Committee.
really work.
The task force formed in Marilyn La Plante, said she
"We've got tJ be
does not think the Umoja
the 1992-93 academic year.
careful, comprehe'lsive, and
House will contribute to
One of the objectives was to
come up with a pJOgram that
separatism, but "it is incumrecruit and retain more
is sustainable, realy sustainbent upon all of us to make
under-represented students.
sure it doesn't."
able," he said, ad(.\ing the
Bryan said the house will
The possible problem of plan must be stabe from a
help to achieve this goal in
separatism was addressed by financial as well as human
regards to African-American
resource perspective.
the task force, but La Plante
students.
'1 want to sl.stain it so
Some students and staff said she felt the focus of the

The recruitment and
retention rate of students has
been, on the whole, declining
over the past five years
according to series of reports
on Attrition and Retention
compiled from the Enrollment Report and the
Registrar's office.
However, Marilyn La
Plante, Dean of Students,
said that there is no cause for
concern. She said she and
other administrators are
continuing efforts to ensure
that students who come to
this university are able to
complete their four year
degree.

"Kalamazoo College is
a tuition dependent university," said Marilyn La Plante.
'1n order to have enough
money to continue the kinds
of programs, services and
facilities that we offer at the
college we need to have
between 1250-1300 students
enrolled. "
The 93-94 fall enrollment was 1218 students
according to the Attrition and
Retention Withdrawals and
Dismissals report. This is the
lowest it has been in over five
years.
La Plante said that there
is "no optimism that we
could significantly increase
the size of the freshman
class" due to the small

that ten years from now we
don't have to look back on
this initiative as another
trumpeted failure," he said.
Baraka-Love said the
criticism toward the Umoja
House is "unfortunate" and
"superficial." She said those
students who believe it is a
separatist move are taking an
adversarial stance.
According to BarakaLove, those are the same
students who ask why all the
Mricans and African-Americans sit together at lunch.
The fact is, she said,
''We are separate; we have
always been separate."
She said the main
concern is whether America
is a melting pot or not.
'Then we have to deal with
why we have not melted in,"
she said.
Baraka-Love said she

wants to stress the Umoja
House is designed to empower the African and
African-American students
and provide a place where
they can escape from the
public sphere and experience
their own culture.
With their own house,
Baraka-Love said, the students will not be scattered
across campus, whereas
indiViduals are subject to
being singled out and
trivialized because they are
different.
She said being AfricanAmerican can be as foreign of
an experience in America as
being African. Baraka-Love
said she believes the Umoja
House will provide these
students with the unity and
confidence necessary to live
on "K's" predominantly
white campus.

Student Committee
Ready to Respond
to Bryan's Remarks on CDCC Report

would have coordinated the
implementation of the
COCC's plan. Instead, Bryan
suggests not making one
President Lawrence
person responsible for
Bryan is scheduled to anoverseeing the plan.
nounce his response to the
The Student
Cultural Diversity CoordinatMulticulturalism COmmittEX
ing Committee's (COCC)
final proposal on August 1. A formed after a student
received a copy of Bryan's
Student Multiculturalism
response from the president
Committee has formed to
himself.
The committee plans
respond to Bryan's remarks
on
responding
to all of
before August 1 to give the
Bryan's
suggestions
by
president some concerned
"systematicallyanalyzling]
students' perspectives.
and assess[ingJ the package,"
The Cultural Diversity
Coordinating Committee first according to a memo from
the committee chairperson to
came into being four Yl!ars
Bryan,
to insure that students
ago as separate task forces
have
input into the COCC's
that studied: minority
final plan. The memo also
student recruitment and
population of higll school
states that the committee
retention, minority faculty
graduates who have the
hopes students "can work
recruitment and retention,
academic preparation,
now with the administration
multiculturalism in the
monetary ability, ,md liberal
and implementation commitcurriculum, and the racial
arts interest necessary for
tee rather than later against
climate on campus. The task
success at Kalamazoo Colthem" by offering their
then
merged
into
one
forces
lege.
feedback.
In order to n1aintain the committee, the Cultural
Bryan has already met
Diversity Coordinating
enrollment level betwccn
with
faculty
and staffmemCommittee,
compiled
the
1250 and 1300 students the
bers
from
the
President's
the
task
forces,
reports
from
university has to t"ork to
Advisory
Board
(PAB) to
and
turned
in
0.
final
report
to
ensure that every student
receive
their
feedback
on his
Bryan
last
winter.
who enters the co)1ege can
response
to
the
report.
Bryan has spent the last
and will complete a four year
Members of the PAB include
spring quarter reviewing the
degree, according to La
Dcan of Admissions Teresa
report. His response makes
Plante. MonitoriI1g the
retention rate, or ,he statistics significant changes, including Lahti, Director of
Multicultural Affairs Jeanne
altering the defi ni tion of
describing the nwnber of
Baraka-Love, Professor
multicultural education and
students who leave the
declining to hire an Associate Marigene Arnold, Dean of
university, is essefltial to
Students Marilyn La Plante,
Provost for Multicultural
developing sucre>Sful
Affairs.
The
provost
position
continued on page 2
continued on page 2

Retention still on the decline
by
Stacy Schwandt
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by
Tracee Washington
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Committee Revises and Clarifies Previous Alcohol Policy
By
Joe Brennan
Recently Kalamazoo
College made changes to the
alcohol policy and issued a
revised version of the previous policy.
These changes were
instituted to clarify the
previous policy, which was
vague in a number of places,
thus allowing for different
interpretations of various
situations, said Marilyn La
Plante, Dean of Students.
Changes were made to clarify
the language of the policy for
the students, La Plante said.
The changes in the
policy include the following,
according to La Plante:
·Oarification that no
person may consume or carry
open alcoholic beverages in
public areas of campus,
regardless of their age,
·A definition of
public areas, which include,
but are not limited to, residence hall hallways, lounges
and kitchens, campus buildings, athletic fields and
facilities, and campus
grounds. Residence hall
suites and language houses
are considered in the definition of private residential

rooms,
·Oarification that
persons under the age of 21
may be present in a residence
hall room where the consumption of alcoholic beverages is occurring, as long as
the legal age resident of that
room is present,
• An added section
on policy interpretation to
help two categories of
students, those under the age
of 21 and those over the age
of 21, understand what they
can and cannot do under the
new policy. This was done
"as a way of trying to provide some of the interpretation so that it's not left so
much to the judgment of the
RA about how to address the
alcohol policy," La Plante
said.
According to the policy,
those under the age of 21
may not be in possession or
drink alcohol anywhere on
campus, may not permit any
underage persons to consume or bring alcohol into
their rooms and may not
provide alcohol to anyone on
campus. Persons of legal
drinking age may drink
alcohol in their residence hall
rooms or in other rooms if
the host is 21 or older and

present, cary unopened
containers cf alcohol on
campus, and provide alcohol
to persons 21 and older in
their own residence hall
rooms.
The c()lI\r.li ttee also
recommended to President
Lawrence Bryan that it
consider a study on whether
or not beer should be sold in
Quadstop. According to La
Plante, Bryan directed her to
undertake such a review.
The consideration of
penalties also came up
during committee discussions. La Plante asked
Student Commission to look
at the penalties in the form of
fines and in the form of work
service. It ii necessary to
establish "a set of penal ties
that seem fdr and yet are
deterrents to some degree,"
said La Plante.
These issues came up in
early committee discussions
and during discussions by
the task force which drafted
the original alcohol policy.
Committees will begin to
look at the two points in the
upcoming fall quarter.
Provisions had been
made by thf! original committee to have the policy reviewed in several years.

Calendar Proposal Changes
By
Tracee Washington
The final report of the
task force includes a new
academic calendar with
amended Career Development Internships and Foreign
Study options, as well as a
revised Senior Individualized
Project (SIP) format.
In the report released
this month, the task force
recommends a change from
the current four-quarter
system to a modified
triquarter system that
eliminate" the summer
quarter. Under the proposed
calendar students would
attend three ten-week
quarters (fall, winter, and
spring) and a four week preterm in September.
According to the report,
the pre-term serves a variety
of purposes, including a
Community Issues Seminar,
which is an extended orientation for first-year students,
and a program called Senior
Prospect, which would
prepare seniors for their final
year.
The Community Issues
Seminar would extend the
week-long orientation into
four weeks, possibly becoming an intensive course that
could be worth a distributional credit, according to the
task force report. The seminar
could become an opportunity
for students to study and

discuss community issues,
such as education, government and the legal system.
Participants would write
brief poSition papers and
prepare a final group project.
The seminar allows entering
students to prepare for
college-level courses with
their peers.
Sophomores and juniors
could assist in mentoring and
advising first-year students
on an informal basis, providing additional support to
Resident Assistants during
the pre-term. Returning
students could assist the
instructors and students
inside and outside of the
classroom, "facilitating the
learning process," according
to the report.
Additionally, the task
force recommends the Senior
Prospect also take place for
seniors in the pre-term.
Senior Prospect would be a
credit course that prepares
students for their senior year
as well as for planning
beyond graduation.
The task force recommends senior prospect be
comprised of three parts:
reflecting on past work,
planning for a future career,
and either preparing or
completing the SIP.
As an alternative to
foreign study students could
participate in a cross-rultural
service in which students
worked for an organization

Therefore, the committee
forming for the review tried
to stay as close as possible to
the original makeup.
Those who undertook
the review of the alcohol
policy consisted of students
Jason Baker and Mike
Westphal, professors Ellen
Caldwell and Tom Breznau,
and staff members Vaughn

Maatrnan, Dana Hendrix and
La Plante.
Meetings began late last
winter quarter and continued
through spring quarter. The
revised policy, which will go
into the 1994-95 Student
Handbook in the fall, was
distributed to students' mail
boxes at the beginning of this
quarter.

Retention Continues to Fall
Continued from page 1
recruitment and selcction processes.
La Plante said, "We
want students who recognize
that there is a reason why
they came to this college and
then we want them to be able
to see that staying through
this full educational experience gives them the best
foundation for whatever they
want to do."
According to the "real
retention" report compiled
by the registrar, of those who
entered the collelie in 1992,
83% were still enrolled one
year later. This percentage is
also the lowest that it has
been in over five years.
Already 26 of the1993
freshman have withdrawn or
bt>cn dismissed.
This number docs not
include those freshman who
completed their spring
quarter but will not return
next fall. The number is
comparable to the three year
average compiled from 19901992 in which 27 freshman
transferred before the end of
the spring quarter.
Taking this into consideration, La Plante said she
does not expect a significant
increase in the number of
1993 freshman who will
transfer this summer and not
return in the fall for their
sophomore year.
According to La Plante,

or within a community that
provides service to people
from a "substantially different background than [the
student's]," according to the
calendar report. The work
could be<paid or volunteer
and would take place either
fall or spring quarter, depending on the student's
major. The Career Development Center would assist
students with finding placements.
The SIP would no
longer be an automatic
quarter-long project as
planned in the task force
Continued from page 1
report, for the goal is to have
seniors in dasses during all
and Provost Richard
three quartE'TS, the report
Cook.
Bryan said he plans to
states.
add student representatives
Studel\ts who need a
to the board as well.
quarter of concentrated work,
Bryan said he is willing
such as science majors for
to listen to the Student
research, could do the
Multiculturalism
research dUring the summer
Committee's remarks and
and the write-up during the
consider revising his rcpre-term, while participating
sponse if the committee's
in Senior Prt:>spcct.
suggestions have merit,
For those who want to
similar to the way in which
do a SIP abroad, it could be
he is handling the PAB's
done during their junior year
suggestions.
while on fOJeign study.
The student committee
Others could spread the SIP
consists of fifteen members,
out over the three quarters of
which consists of representatheir senior year. To use the
tives from the Black Students'
final option, students would
Organization (B50), the
begin the project during the
Asian Students' Association
pre-term, sfend the fall
(ASA),
the Coalition on Race
quarter researching and take
and
Diversity
(CORD), and
only two other courses, and
members of the general
spend wint('r and spring
quarters writing the SIP.

most students withdraw or
are dismissed for financial
reasons, personal reasons, or
academic reasons. Steps are
being taken to reduce these
numbers.
The college is attempting to alleviate financial
stress by increasing financial
aid at the same rate as
tuition.
"This is difficult because state and federal aid
does not increase," La Plante
said.
The administration is
also trying to reduce academic pressure on freshman
by allowing them to takt! a
reduction in their course
load. Under the policy
implemented in the winter of
1993-94, freshman can drop
one class from their schedule
without penalty.
"Many students took
advantage of this in the
winter," said La Plante, "but
we will not see the effectiveness of this policy for another
year or two when more
classes have had this opportunity."
"We will keep addressing retention issues," she
added. "I always try to find
out why students are leaving
so I can discern what issues
we should be addressing. If
students who could profit
from this kind of education
fccllike they don't belong it
is up to us to understand
why."

Students Ready to Respond
student body.
Shawn Gavin said he
joined the committee because
he does not fccl the college is
making progress with
multiculturalism in an
effective and reasonable
amount of time. "It's ridiculous that we [the students]
have to do it," he said.
Dafina Stewart and
William Sutton said they
joined the committee because
they consider it their obligation to be involved in a plan
that will affect future students.
Hannah Wells said she
joined because she thinks
Kalamazoo College has the
potential to improve. She
stated, "The students need to
demand this, because we are
its products that enter the
world."
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A&E
a stretch. I am eagerly awaiting a new release from these
guys.

Curve, Cranes and the Barenaked Ladies
by:
Adam Bower
It's audience participation
week here in the music review
corner. We didn't receive
much new stuff from the
record companies, so it was
time to root through personal
collections. And by the way, if
you have any suggestions for
albums or groups you like tha t
you think deserve some mention, just let me know. (Box
174) You can also write a nasty
note telling me what a jerk I am
because I tore apart your favorite band that you live and die
for ... if you so choose.
Let's begin with some excellent music brought to my
attention this week by Mr.
Steve Rao. The first is:
CURVE: Doppel Ganger,
an ancient work from 1992
which can be picked up on
Anxious Records. Definitely
an alternative group, Curve
features moderate distortion
on the gui tar and a dri ving, yet
lively and energetic bass and
drum combination. Their music is uplifting and at times
even goes so far as to remind
me of Erasure. Curve makes
great use of synthesized
sounds, combining them with
the "voices" of Toni. They
have re-mastered her voice
and blended in effects which
smooth ou t her voice and lend
a more stellar tone.
While the overall sounds
of the songs remains fairly
similar, each cut has some very
unique sounds and incredible
effects ... if you pay attention.
BUDGE-a-scoRE:
@@@@

IF YOU LIKE CURVE:
then you should check out the
following groups: Stereolab,
The Charlatans (UK), th faith
healers, Bettie Serveert, and
the Breeders.
CRANES: Forever is a

1993 album found on the RCA
record label. Another pick
from the shelves of Mr. Rao somewhat similar to Curve,
but not that similar. Less
roughage on the bass and
drums side, they feature more
acoustical instrumentation, including the guitar. (So where
is the similarity???) The very
soothing, melodic vocals of the
female lead are one connection, although I was occasionally annoyed by the baby-like
sound of her voice which
wasn't a problem for Curve.
She kind of sounds like the
Cyndi Lauper of old - only
even a bit more babyish. Also,
the clever use of the synthesizer rings a bell. The songs
usually start off slow, with just
an instrument or two (usually
something acoustic like a guitar or piano) and build from
there.
I really enjoyed the recording quality of the album. As
with many alternative groups
these days, the noise of distortion often lags in the background. However, on the
songs where the Cranes left the
distortion out, I heard some
beautiful things, "Far Away",
song #4 for example.
So what did I think??? I
think I enjoyed the mellow
songs much more than the others. I think the Cranes have a
good thing going and some
real musical talent, whether it
be through the synthesizer or
not, and I hate to see it go to
waste!
BUDGE-a-RATING:
for the beginning and
ending of the album and @@@
for the middle set.
@@@@

IF YOU LIKE THE
CRANES: you might like
many of the groups mentioned
above for Curve. I would also
include Billy Bragg and Mazzy
Star if you like the melodic
tunes on the album, and Yo La

TORI AMOS LIVE!
by:
Elizabeth Lindau
Those expecting a night
full of upbeat songs like "God"
and "Corn Flake Girl" could
have been disappointed by
Tori Amos' concert in Grand
Rapids on July 6th, but those
Who like all her styles should
have been greatly pleased with
the performance. Tori was everything that her fans treasure:
outspoken, genuine, musically
sensitive, and emotionally giving.
For those who have never
seen Amos livc--a calm, sophisticated, classical pianist is
not what you will see. Tori,
with her shocking red hair and

cut-off jeans, straddles the corner of the piano bench while
talking on topics such as sex,
the church, and a patriarchal
SOCiety.
Amos grew up with her
piano, her sole companion on
stage. She began playing at 2
1/2 and entered the Peabody
Conservatory of Music when
she was 5, only to leave at 11
because she wanted to go beyond the rigidity of the classical music. She played in bars
escorted by her father (a minister), and then unsucessfully
recorded Y Kant Tori Read in
her 20's.
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Tengo if you like a bit more
noise and distortion.
BARTh/AKED LADIES:
Gordon. Pulled from my very
own collection, this album
ranks as one of my very favorites of all. Released in 1992 on
Sire/RepriSl~ Records, this album by a gl"OUp of Canadians
provides some of the most entertaining a nd talco ted music
I can recall. Their songs range
from deep, beautiful ballads
like "Wrap Your Arms Around
Me" and "'I"he Flag" ... to the
goofy and fun, like "Be My
Yoko Ono" and "If I Had
$1,000,000". Several of the
songs exhibi t impeccable vocal
harmonics -which are sure to
perk the ears of any a cappella
fan. I just can't say enough
good about this album - every
dam song is sweet!
Their musical style is
based on blending vocals with
a slightly blues and jazz influenced rock base. They incorporate a wide range of instruments in their very clean
sound, including trombone,
congas, piano, sax, trumpet,
organ, finger cymbals,
FlugelhorI"l, Bassoon, bagpipes, and many, many others.
These five fellows have created
an incredibole sound with an
incredible l)ersonality and I
don't hesiwte in telling you
that you must buy this album.
You simply have to have it!!!!
BUDG E-O-WRANK:
@@@@@ FIVE STARS ALL
THE WAY!!!
IF YOU LIKE THE
BARENAKllD LADIES: You
should checl( out the following
groups: Mcoxy Fruvous, They
Might Be Giants, the Carmen
Sandiego: Out Of This World
CD, and tha t's about all I have
to offer. Theore aren'tloo many
people outthere with the same
sound, and \.0 putTMBG in the
same catego,ry is even a bit of

Little Ea rthquakes, her solo
debut albunn was far from a
flop, howe ver. Both Little
Earthquakes (3nd her rccen t release Under /the Pink have sold
over 500,000 copies in the
United State s, and her concerts
are consisteont sellouts. Little
Earthquakes tends to be more
personal an d simplistic, centering on se:xual issues, while
Under the p,ink is more musically complcex and deals with
religion andl conflict between
women.
Amos ~med more mellow and laidl-back at this concert, almost !lending to be somber and dar~(, especially when
compared y"tith her raunchier
early days. \Nhile this mellowness added ,to songs like "Silent All Th\ese Years" and

ometer. Sure, "Loser" is great,
but overplayed. The rest was
under impressive.
Sting: "Demolition Man"
Before I finish out with - @@@@ A new twist to Sting.
some quick EP reviews, I want Some hard edge on "The Phive
to set a few things straight. Phat Versions."
Please fill my box with any
Peter Gabriel: "Steam" comments, complaints, or re- @@@@@ Two versions of
quests you might have. I am "Steam" and two versions of
much more a music lover than "Games Without Frontiers"
a music critic, so I am always that blow your socks off!
open to new and different
Chapterhouse: "Blood
stuff. Also, I own many of the Music" - @@@ Some quality
CD's under review, so if you soothing music with a very
ever want to sample some of unique sound, but not quite on
this music before you buy, give the outstanding scale.
me a ring. Thanks!
Deep Forest: "Sweet
Lullaby" - @@@@@ I loved
EfREWINP:
Deep Forest and this single fits
right in. Great dance music
Erasure: "Crackers Inter- with a new sound and its for a
national" - @@@1/2 I love good cause. You can't beat
Erasure, but it isn't their best. that!!!
They Might Be Giants: "I
Palindrome I" - @@@@ If
Tip of the Week: Just a reyou're a fan and you can find minder this week that every
it cheap (I found it for 4.99) it Sunday Boogie offers $2 off all
is worth it.
their used CD's so get there
Beck: "Loser" - @ This early!
ranks right of the budge-

THURSDAY JULY 21:
Ice Cream Social on the
Quad@4pm
African Studies Film @
7:30 in Reci tal Hall
Taste of Kalamazoo,
.tlronson Park. Los Bandits @
6pm Tony Bell and Kutchie
@9:30
Marcus Yabba Griffiths
and Traxx @The Club Soda
(CS)
Saucy Jack @Ricks
HORDE Fest @ Pine
Knob
FRIDAY JULY 22:
Taste of Kalamazoo,
Bronson Park. Junior Valentine @ 6pm, Hip Pocket @
9:30
FLOWERFEST in
Bronson Park through
Sunday
Morn Handy@ CS
Hcckyl & Jive @ Ricks
Crosby, Stills and Nash
with Fleetwood Mac @ Pine

Knob
SATURDAY JULY 23:
Bahama Boogie
Mudwrestling in Angel Field
@lpm
Bahama Boogie Dance
Contest 10-1 in front of
Chrissy
Taste Of Kalamazoo,
Bronson Park. Phoenix Big
Band @ 6pm The Verve Pipe
@9:30
Knee Deep Shag @ CS
Cairo @ Ricks
Lollapalooza 1994 Detroit
SUNDAY JULY 24:
Blu Sham, Peak and
Groove Merchants @ CS
Kalamazoo Symphony
Orchestra in Bronson Park @
7:00
Lollapalooza 1994 Detroit
NEXT WEEKEND:
Coastal Disturbances
Black Arts Festival
Jah Kings @ Ricks
Groove Spoon @ CS

"Baker Baker," both "Leather" well.
and "Precious Things" seemed
In one of the three encores,
to have some of her character- Amos played a medley of
istic spark missing.
"American Pie" by Don
"God" and "Corn Flake McLean and "Smells Like Teen
Girl" were played with back- Spidt" by Nirvana. This duo
ing tracks which added a nice has been part of every perforupbeat mood to the concert. mance on her recent tour as a
"Bells for Her" was played on tribute to the late Kurt Cobain.
a special demolished/preAfter the concert, I hung
pared piano with Amos stand- around despite being chased
ing while playing.
away several times, and my
Silence fell over DeVos persistence paid off. I met Tori
Hall when Tori sat cross- herself. She carne out in the
legged on the piano bench and light rain to meet twenty or so
began to sing "Me and a Gun," fans. Tori was full of enthusian a cappella song played at asm and tenderness for her
every concert, about her rape nervous fans, and I was lucky
or attempted rape (Amos has enough to get a Tori hug.
been unclear about details of
The night was full of emothe attack). Pain was visible tion, which is what Tori Amos
on both Amos' face and those is about, and that is what her
of the audience members as fans corne to hear.
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The 1994 World Cup: The Teams That Survived
by
Harnza Suria
Last week witnessed a
show-down between the eight
teams struggling against one
another for a spot in the semifinals. Although this was not
the most prestigious round of
the tournament, the fates of
many competetive teams were
determined by it. As the World
Cup continued, each round
eliminated half its members
and gradually narrowed down
to the two teams from Italy and
Brazil who battled for the
World Cup title.
All the teams that played
in the quarter finals were remarkable in their performance.
The few top players in each
team are recognized as the
hope for that team's success
and performance.
The eight teams of the
quarter finals were all victors
in the second round matches.
In a brutal contest to advance
into the next round, each team
was forced to achieve a victory
through scoring, penalties,
overtime as well as deciding
penalties. Thus, no match was
to remain a draw, and one winner had to be produced
through each.
The eight teams that did
manage a position in the quarter finals, and their performance in the World Cup were:
Sweden - A team reinforced by the physical strength
and talent of a few key players. The most important one
is Anderson, a 6'4" midfielder.
Sweden reorganized as an im-

porlant team, after a shaky performance in the first round.
After an easy win in the second round against Saudi
Arabia, the Swedes defeated
Romania to gain a spot in the
semi -finals.
Although not adapted to
the high temperatures of the
United States, the Swedes have
done well and advanced into
the semi-finals.
Romania - A remarkably
tactful team composed of a few
key players. The Romanians
exhibited a beautiful splaying
style this year and provided
much of the excitement in the
World Cup. Much of the skill,
as well as the goals, rested in
the hands of Hagi, the captain
of the Romanian team.
After emerging top in the
first round, and a fantastic win
against former champions Argentina, the Romanians were
sent home in the quarter finals
by Sweden.
Netherlands - A famous
European team that has done
very well in past World Cup
Championships. This year,
however, the Dutch could not
count on the support of two
important
superstars:
VanBasten and Gullet. The
team performed well despite
their shortage of goal scorers,
but they were, however, inevitably downed by Brazil in the
quarter finals.
Despite its problems, the
Dutch team showed its traditional playing style.
Brazil- Perhaps one of the
most promising teams in the
World Cup all along has been

Brazil. This team has sparkling
with the ta:ents of Romario,
Branco and other famous players.
Once again, the Brazilians
continue th?ir long history of
success in in ternational soccer.
After a smashing first round,
the Brazilians downed the U.s.
team, then won a difficult
match against the Dutch and
are not pitted against Sweden
in the semi-finals.
Bulgaria - The one true
surprise in the quarter-finals
was the presence of the Bulgarian team. Although relatively
unrecognized, Bulgaria had its
first win in the second round
ever this year. Bulgaria first
upset the Argentinian team in
the opening round, and then
overcame another strong opponent, Mexico, in the second
round.
This team went on to capture its most important
achievement in international
soccer history: the defeat of
fomer World Cup champions,
Germany.
On the ,,,,hole, a remarkable effort by this team was
well rewarded with numerous
spectacular goals in the World
Cup. Much o,f the credit for this
achievement!. can be attributed
to Stoichko ff, a key player in
the Bulgarial offense.
Germany - In par with the
most famom: names in soceer
history is Gtrmany. The German team cl~nched the 1990
World Cup in Italy. Their key
players, both then and now,
were Matthhs, Mueller and
Voeller. Ho~'ever, after their

fabulous performance in the
first and second rounds, the
German attempt to win the
World Cup title proved futile.
In an unusual match, the
Germans conceded their pride
to the underdog Bulgarian
team, and consequently went
home empty-handed. The
dreams of many German fans
ended with this match, as did
a portion of the World Cup
zest.
Italy - Italy has been another popular European team
for its playing style. Past
World Cups have shown the
Italians to be expert controllers
of the ball and equally skilled
in making plays.
This year's Italian team,
featuring Baggio, Maldini, and
201a, proved to be rather unsuccessful in the first round
and did not exhibit a
supermacy over its Group E
rivals. However, as the tournament progressed, there was a
radical improvement among
the Italian offense.
Spain - Another team
which has maintained its long
reputation of international soccer is Spain. Although the
Spanish have come very close
to winning tile World Cup numerous times in the past, their
luck turned sour once again
the quarter finals.
This year, however, Spain
showed some tremendous
power and agility during the
first and second rounds as it
sweeped through a roster of
tough matches.
The semi-finals were
played by the teams from

above who were successful in
winning their quarter finals
matches. Brazil, Sweden, Italy
and Bulgaria proved to be of
such caliber in this tournament, while ROrnania, Netherlands, Germany and Spain
were left behind.
And with the result of the
semi-finals, the teams that
shall be playing in the final
match arc Brazil and Italy.
Consequently, the losers of the
semi-finals, Bulgaria and Sweden, faced each other in a competition for third place.
World Cup finals have always proved to be exciting and
highly skilled matches, and
this year was no different.
However, the final between
Italy and Brazil on Sunday did
not hold as much excitement
during normal playas it did in
the penalties.
In a rare occurrence, the
world's most prestigious game
of soccer remained goal-less
even after the 30 minute extra
time. Thus, the clench for the
World Cup rested on five
point-blank penalty kicks by
each team against their rival's
goal. These penalties caused
Italy to lose its par with Brazil
and ultimately surrendered
the tournament to th('m.
Most surprising, as wen as
shocking, was the performance of Baggio, the renouned
Italian. Baggio was relied on
by the whole team to preserve
Italy's chance, yet he faultered
with a tremendously misplaced penalty kick. This is
what most fans say gave Brazil the 1994 World Cup.

A Renaissance in Campus Activities
that plans went beautifully. really well," me said. '1 think
"Instead of having it on the we might do it again - have a
Quad, we had it in the Winter Solstice next year."
Beginning with the Sum- Olmstead Room," she said.
English club members are
mer Solstice celebration in ''We made luminaria. In the collaborating with the Soceity
June, the English club has front of the room we made a for Creative Anachronism to
planned a summer quarter full stage with candles. It was very
of activi ties for campus enrich- ethereal in a way."
''I'm kind of disapment. A party for Senior En''We did a scene from 'A
pointed
with the partidpaglish majors who are planning Midsummer Night's Dream,'"
their SIP quarters is in the Chauhan said. "it was a fight tion, but we':e still managworks, as well sa a campus between the King and the
ing to get things accomRenaissance Festival.
Queen of the fairies. Jason
plished this quarter,"
For the Summer Solstice Sehrock and Mercedes HamChauhan said.
the English Club planned a mer performed it."
reading from Shakespeare's
The Solstice celebration plan a campu~ festival. "The
"A Midsummer Night's was so successful that club Renaisance fe-tival is coming
Dream." Despite rain, club members have considered up 7th week," she said.
Director Roopa Chauhan said making it a tradition. '1t went
According to Chauhan,

by
Sarah Jaquish

the group is engaged in elaborate planning for the festival
with the SCA. ''We're working with SCA," she said.
"They've gotten a lot of stuff
together for it. They've
planned for three recorder
players, a medieval dance, a
theater group to perform
Chaucer's 'The Reeve's Talc:
costumes, and a storyteller."
One of the newer organizations on campus, the club
members seck to bring literature alive through readings
and activities such as last
year's trip to Stratford, Ontario
and this quarter's Solstice celebration.

Despite a few obstacles,
Chauhan is optimistic about
the club's success. '1'm kind
of disappointed with he participation, but we're still managing to get things accomplished this quarter," Chauhan
said. ''We've got funding for
the quarter."
What other activities
can we look for this summer?
"At the end of the quarter
we're thinking about having a
crepe party. We've also been
thinking about having a party
for SIPing English majors.
Someone's also mentioned
having authentic English tea
parties," said Chauhan .
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Co-ed Intramural Softball Rankings

Thursdarr July 21,1994 Kalamazoo CoHeRe

by
Christine Perry
Intramural softball is well
underway as the mid-quarter
approaches. The co-ed intramural softball teams already
have established their positions in the league. Veteran
team, P-squared and the Forth
Coming, is tied with Boy We
Do Love Them Tater-Tots, 5-1,
in the six team league. Comprised of basketball, baseball,
softball and volleyball players,
this power house team was
victorious in the summer of '93
in add ition to last quarter.
Early in the season, the
squad lost to riSing-juniors,
Boy We do Love Them TaterTots. Although Boy We do
Love Them Tater-Tots will gi ve
P-squared and the Forth Coming a challenge, their experience may be enough to make
them three-time champions.
Boy We do Love Them

Tater-Tots, 5-1, has combined
athletes from across the board
to produce a tough team as
well. Adequate positioning of
their varsi ty baseball and softball players in addition to

women's soccer team have
joined forces to create The
Blind Fing~r Pointers. Last
week, they came into play at
1-4. However, a recent change
in pitching staff proved positive for the t~am as they nearly
mercied Central Park in a 10-3
"Senior Pershant "Home Run Derby." The Blind
Desai is our all-star Finger Poinl:ers may have gotten a late start in round-robin
pitcher and home-run play, however, this team might
God," said Amber be a future t:.lreat to P-Squared
and the Forth Coming and Boy
Vanderklok
We do Love Those Tater-Tots.
The La-La Lobsters are
other talented players could also making their mark 4-2.
have been the key for this team Plenty of athletic ability has
all along. The squad had a
proved beneficial for the team.
clean record until they for- "Senior Pershant Desai is our
feited a game because of the all-star pitcher and home-run
Counting Crows concert. This God," said teammate Amber
team has the potential to take Vanderklok 1<'95. This agile
the league by storm. I predict
group has been improving
a close second this season, but consistently throughout the
this will definitely be the team
season. TheY' will have a winI pu t money on next year.
ning record.
The football team and
Upsetting the league this

Athletic Facilities
Hours

The summer hours of availability for Kalamazoo College
Athletic Facilities are as follows:
Anderson Athletic Center 337-7082
Monday-Thursday
12N-9 p.m.
Friday
1 p.TIl.-5 p.m.
Saturday
Closed
6:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday
• Please not that the main gym hours are subject to change
due to summer camps. Availability of the weight room, dance
room, bikes and locker rooms are not affected by the camps.
Please call to verify gym times. Kalamazoo College offers
our facilities to organizations, such as basketball and volleyball camps, which is ultimately beneficial to the Kalamazoo
College Community.
Markin Racquet Center 337-7083
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
4 p.m.-l0 p.m.
Saturday
1 p.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday
6 p.m.-lO p.m.
Pool 337-7081
Mon./Wed./Fri.
7:30 a.m.-8:30 a.m.
n a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Tue./Thurs.
12N-l p.m.
8 p.m.-l0 p.m.
Daily (adults, 3 p.m.-5 p.m.
fac/ staff children)

We would like to
assist
Rob
T ownsend's
recycling efforts.
So
please,
r ecycle
this
week's issue of
the Index.
The Index staff is
always looking for new
writers and story ideas. If
you have any questions,
comments or concerns,
please direct them to the
appropriate section editor.
'1
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hit is long gone.

Crossword 101
" Feline Frenzie "
ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
29
30
34
35

36
37
38
40
41

43
44
45

WeUsten. We explain.
We're prlyate. We're affordable.
WE CARE.
NEW in '94: FREE, walk-in
pregnancy testing at all times.

Affordable, caring services.
Just have a question? Ask for
Education and you'll get answers.
• FREE options (ounsetlng
• FREE pregnancy testing
• lOW COST birth (ontrol,
all methods, including the
lowest-cost (ondoms anYWhere right at the front desk.

fl

PLANNED
PARENTHOOD.

tories.
Central Park, 1-5, will be
in last place if they don't turn
things around soon. Ability
wise this team has all the
pieces, bu t together they spell
disaster. They have the hitting
power, demonstrated by their
plethora of home runs; With
no base runners, however,
their hits are nearly useless. It
seems all these players are at a
park, just not the same one.

spring is newcomer Knight of
Knie. Players are positioned at
their optimal potential and
they work well together, when
their games are not forfeited.
Although this squad poses a
threat with their offensive
strength, they will be unable to
measure up to the big boys of
softball this season. Their fastpitch pitcher has broken all
speed records this season and
could be the key to future vic-

46
47
48
50
51
54
58
59
61
62
63
64

65
66
67

Actor Baldwin
Segments
AJg. & Trig.

2

6

1

8

14

~+--+-t-

Lee
Italian love
Chemical fertilizer
Landed
Wrap-up
Peddle
Black cat
Hiss
Broadcast
CecUia to friends
Lukewarm
Cool ApartmentSlang
Major follower
Genuine
Deserved
Beartike
Mr. Onassis
Catfish
Swedish river
Chops Into pieces
Go quickly
the music
The sunwill _ _ 7 pm
Guided
Word following epsom
Attempter?
Babe's tool
Sailing vessel
1940's swingers
Cultural lead in
FaUure
Large land mass
Colleague
City on the Po
Swarm
Mined
AAA will change _ __
Backtalk

DOWN
1
2
3
4

By Gerry Frey

P.D.Q.
Tra follower
Emerald isle
Marsh plant

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
35
36
38
39

Peeler
U.S. citizen
Bird of prey
Followed the lines
Plant part
White wine grapes
Region
Relate
Annie
Concealed
Rows
Fly chaser
British streetcars
Uncanny .
Do a portrait
Pea house
Word with wave or river
Legislate
Tennis star Monica
Astronaut Grissom
No. Amer. indian tribe
Subway system
Help

42 Sitting in the _ _ seat
44 Wealthy contributors
46 Adjust the waist band:
2wds
47 Devitalize
49 WoN II conference site
50 Switzerland's capital
51 Mafia boss
52 Follows teen or golden
53 Corner
54 Will beneficiary
55 On the briny
56 Deadlocks
57 Snead and Malone
60 Indian title
Quotable Quote

" If your yearning for the
good old days, just
turn off the
air conditioning"

Of South Central Michigan
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Staff: Steve Allison, Adam Bower, Joe Brennan, Elizabeth ~indau, Erin
Miller, Heather Mossman, Stacy Schwandt, Hamza Suria, Stacy
Younger, Jeff Daly and Marty Mechtenburg.
The editorial reflects the consensus of the editorial board, whic~ includes: the
editor-in-chief, news editor, feature editors, opinions editor, a&e editor, and
the backpage editor.
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Umoja House: Separatist or Not?
In this rare occurrence, the editorial board could not reach a consensus
regarding the Umoja House. Instead, two editorials were written to present each
side.
Dissention over the Umoja House seems to stem from the concern that t will reinforce separatism. This ignores one simple fact: there is not much racial intef'"ation beyond
the superficiallevcl in the first place. Saying hi to an African-American in ~ssing in the
residence hall docs not mean a deep friendship exists; it means the two Pffple have an
acquaintance. Uving next door to an African-American docs not mean int~ration if there
is little contact beyond such exchanges as a quick chat about classes in thEhallway. That is
simply living in the same space. Many white students, however, feel integ:ated with the
current living arrangements. They see an African-American face here andthere and can
assure themselves they are not racist segregationists.
Integration is not the reality for many African-Americans, however. Some feel very
isolated in the residence halls. Others resent being there so that white stu(ents can learn
about another culture. Some simply feel the need to be in a place where fuy will not be
studied or will not be the "different culture." African-American students vant a place
where their own culture will be reflected around them, a privilege white ~udcnts have
within the residence halls. Also, African-Americans should not have to bea '1earning
experience" while trying to earn a degree. They have the right to attain areducation
without the added pressure of being uncomfortable where they live, and ometimes a
room alone is not enough to retreat to. These are the things white student~are oblivious
to, but that does not make the problem any less pressing or important.
The Umoja House is not a step backward; it is a step forward. Maybc-.ome people
who were once oblivious to any racial problem are now aware that one elsts. Perhaps
they will be mobilized to take some action to address racial issues, such a joining CORD.
African-Americans will now have a place where they can fecI comfortabl~ this option
will keep them from moving off campus or leaving the college altogethel)Vhich is an
improvement for the community. The campus will benefit from the cultull programming
the Umoja House will do, which will be open to the entire community. Ad maybe this
whole issue will push some people to truly study the effects of integratio and the
aftermath, so that they can learn the real outcomes, sec the real situation lis country as a
whole faces, and think of another plan to create racial and cultural acccptncc that might
actually work.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Many concerns come to our minds when we think of what effects thefmoja House
will have. We can't help but to think of this as a step backward. Integratinists fought for
many years so that black students could go to school and live with whit~Jn campus.
Now, several African-Amreican students have accomplished the right to ~ separated.
No, the house cannot deny anyone entry, but at the same time, entry ~II be decided
by whether a person is in good standing with the BSO. The current m· mbr of non-black
students in good standing with the BSO is zero.
We are also concerned that this house will be used as a recruiting viccor minority
students. The Umoja House WIll not send out a positive message, but ratl-r a negative
one. We are saying that we could not find any solutions in which evcryor could live
together, so we had to separate. This idea scares us.
The Umoja House might only be the beginning. What will the collegdo when
Hispanic students, Asian students or Polish students say that they t00 fcemcomfortable
and need a separate place to live?
Yes, obviously something needs to be done because no one should ha! to feel
uncomfortable for four years of their life, but separation is not the solutiO! The way for
everyone to feel more comfortable with each other is to learn from each olcr and that
will never happen when a boundary such as this is drawn.
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rrhe Index is looking
for people who know
how to develop film.
If you know how,
[please call 7216 and
leave a message. If
~ou know how to do
layout, give us a call,
~oo.
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The info-highway reaching dangerous speed
process of implementation.
There are dangers and
downsides to a1\ of this hype.
These problems are real and
must be addressed to avoid a
situation where the societal
costs outweigh the benefi
The largest arena of use
(and concern) is the Internet.
The Christian Science Monitor
defines the Internet as
consisting of "a huge number
by
of users and connected
Jeff Daly
computers, and a huge mass
of information distributed all
In this day of the inforover the world."
mation era, an argument as to
The Internet has grown
whether we should have the
to reach an estimated 2.2
information highway is
million computers and 20
moot.. We already have
million users. This is done
plenty of data travel with
with 35,000 networks in 92
plenty more on the way.
countries.
There is of course stiJI valid
With all of this widedebate as to where the money spread usage comes the
for further advancements
expected corruption, garbage,
will come from. With the
and crime. The networks and
interest of major communica- our legal system are ilItions corporations like MCI
equi pped to handle the
and AT&T, political leaders
abuse.
like Vice President Al Gore,
The Internet itself is an
and the ever-growing num"anything goes" type of
ber of on-line users, our
environment. There are no
future in cybCrspace is
real standards outside of a
assured.
few unwritten guidelines.
The benefits of such
There has never been any
technology are numerous,
censorship and no one onwithout a doubt. My critiline knows who anyone else
cisms lie only with the
really is. The openness of the

Internet can be a problem
many bulletin boards accessince a user can gain the
sible to hundreds of thouconfidence of a fellow user
sands of investors, so it
on false pretenses.
appears that everyone is
There have been docutalking about the stock.
mented caSP.s of rape victims
Well, these investors
being set uf' on line or child
want to get in on the action
pornograpl-ers distributing
and start buying up the Loser
their material on-line. These
City stock. The stock price
people are the hardest to
jumps up to over $2.00 per
catch, especially in the open
share. The original promoter
environment of the Internet.
takes his profits and disapSome crooks get more
pears unidentified and the
creatively elaborate.
stock collapses.
Syndicated columnist
Industrial measures are
Jane Bryant Quinn writes
being taken to increase
"You may be held up by
security on the networks so
bandits on the information
that one can tell if Jane Doe is
highway. And when you
who she says she is. Also,
look around, there's often not software is being made so
a cop in sight." In the same
that individuals can screen
July 15th article I found in the what electronic mail they
Kalamazoo Gautte, she lays
receive.
out a case in point.
The law enforcement
Sayan investor buys
community is also reacting.
stock in Loser City Mining
The July 18 Christian Science
Co. at 25 cents a share on a
Monitor tells of a police
small exchange. Using a
investigator that poses as 20
nickname he may put out
different people to track
rumors that Losel City
criminals on-line. We are
Mining is se;lrching for
beginning to see the educadiamonds in Zaire. Using
tion of police departments,
another nickname, he could
prosecutors and judges about
respond and claim that he
the dangers of on-line abuse.
has seen the new mine and
As we expand the
talked with tho foreman and
highway, we will need to see
knows of a bog find. These
more of this education. We
phony exchanges end up on
wilfalso need to set. !'e

Maturity has its trade offs
the days?
Somewhere along the
line we all grew up. Or are
growing up. Whatever the
case, there does not seem to
be any place left in our lives
for playing in the rain or
frozen tag or tree forts. We
now have our new mature
games like 'maintain that
GPA' and 'pay those ten bills
a month'. Whereas ten years
ago we complained about
by
strawberry jello versus cherry
Marty Mechtenberg jello, we - ')w complain about
our $22,000 education costs.
Do you remember
Personally I miss the days of
when you were a kid? Yah, I complaining about desert.
know it seems like a long
We struggled for years to get
time ago, but try to think
out from under the label of
back. Gear your mind of
'kid' only to find ourselves
those analytical chemistry
burdened with the title
problems, theological essays 'generation X'. Why didn't
and historical dissertations
anyone mention the fact that
for a second and think back
adulthood is not all fun and
to when your biggest
games? (Or was I too busy
problem was getting that
collecting acorns to listen?)
Don Mattingly rookie card
Sometimes I look
that you always wanted.
around at the stressed faces
Remember back to when
of the people at this school
homework was memorizing and think, "why doesn't
vocab lists (in English!) and
anyone ever play with Lcgos
learning the capitols of all
anymore?" Why don't
the states. When the greatpeople call each other
est responsibility you had
banana-butt and give each
was to clear the table after
other rabbit ears? What
dinner. Now forgive me for
happened to puzzles and
fantasizing a childhood that
matchbox cars and the
was perhaps in actuality
Muppet Show? I mean,
rough and unstable and
seriously, have you ever
traumatic, but weren't those
wanted to get up during an

exam and sing the theme
song to Scooby-Doo? Maybe
we have forgotten in our rush
to leave childhood some of
the wonderful things about
being a kid that we've left
behind.
And this is the scary
thing: Within the next five
years or so there's a good
chance that many of us will
have kids or. our own! It's
true. Just a!ik any kid. Next
time you're out running or
visiting relatives or volunteering at the YWCA find a
kid and ask him or her how
old they think you are. Or if
you have kids yet. They
know what we don't often
realize: that we're grown up!
It kinda sends a shiver down
your spine doesn't it?
As I'm looking at it we
only have one choice. Put
aside the books for a while
and play kickball. Go out
and catch a jar full of fireflies
and use it as a flashlight.
Losing what it is to be a kid is
not something that is unchangeable or unalterable.
Although we now live in a
world filled with new
responsibilities and freedoms, it will never hurt of
stop every ()nce in a while
and look at what we're doing
through the eyes of a child.
It's important to keep our
priorities str.aight after all.

education of users as well.
Computer Services here on
campus does a good job.
They advise users to change
their passwords frequently
and to use ones that are
difficult to crack by unauthorized hackers.
Not very many people
advocate censorship of the
Internet, but many feel that it
is too open, and that its
openness invites abuse.
ResponSibility through
identification is key, except
for private bulletin boards
where users will understand
the special drcumstances.
We also need new laws to
address copyrighted material. Articles and even books
can be distributed through
the Internet for free. Even
music can be digitally
transferred in files. These are
situations that the law is not
currently prepared for, but
must be in the wake of our
information age. Don't get me
wrong, I love the prospects of
utilizing informatiJl •. I use email and bulletin boards and
I am a paying subscriber to
PRODIGY. I do not want to
hinder the building of the
highway. I just want some
speed limits and the occasional highway patrol.

The
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e Old Welles mural girl
- uisits the courts.

Week 7

Check out the extra
opinions page!
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Call Waiting Not an Option
by

charges, Price said.
It was not until the
Joe Brennan
third time she called, Price
According to Janet
said, that she was given the
Price, Director of Computer
correct figures, which
Services, students will not
included continuing charges.
receive call waiting in the
The question of fitting
telephone package sold to the student phone lines with call
school by Ameritech.
waiting was brought up over
Price said she learned
a year ago by Jason Baker,
this in late July, when she was former president of Student
given figures for the cost of
COmmission, said Price.
making call waiting available Price, who is in charge of
to every phone.
phone service for "K", called
The initial cost of call
Ameritech and was given
waiting would be $725 plus
prices when the question was
$10 per telephone line. In
first raised. She then passed
addition, there would be a
the information onto Student
monthly fee of $1.50 per
Commission.
telephone line. The school has
According to Price,
approximately 360 student
several months later, Student
phone lines, Price said.
Commission asked Price to
According to Price, this
check on the cost of call
continuing monthly charge
waiting again. She was given
adds up to approximately
similar figures, she said.
$6000 per year which
'1 was told there would
Kalamazoo College would be be no continuing charges,"
unwilling to bear.
said Price. "Continuing
There was some confucharges create a real probsion surrounding the issue
lem."
because the cost of fitting the
The telephone industry
phones with call waiting was is regulated"and phone
initially misquoted to Price,
companies such as
she said. When she called
Ameritech, from which
again she was given similar
Kalamazoo College buys its
figures. Both times Ameritech phone service, can only offer
employees told her that there
its customers pre-determined
was only an initial cost of
prices, called tariffs, said
approximately $4500 and that Price, adding that Ameritech
there would be no continuing is bound by law to these

tariffs.

According to Price, the
last person with whom she
talked had helped establish
the tariff wbch determines
the price Ameritech offers its
customers, SO that person
was more knowledgeable in
that area. Price said the first
two people with whom she
talked did not completely
understand the issue.
Price also said
Ameritech cannot negotiate
the price because they are
bound by laN to the tariff.
She said she feels there
is no connection between
Ameritech's inability or
unwillingness to negotiate on
the price and an incident last
spring in which "K" students
made over $10,000 in AT&T
long distanr.e calls for free.
"Is th£:re any creative
way that they could find
around it?" She said. '1 don't
know. But if you just had to
pay $10,000 a couple of
months later would you feel
like spending a lot of time
and energy lOOking for a
creative way around something?"
According to len
Christiansen, vice president
of Student COmmission, call
waiting was something that
the majority of students
wanted. A survey she

Energy Awareness Day
per day, accordmg to figures
calculated by Manstrom. "K"
Joe Brennan
buys its electricity from
The newly formed
Consumers Power Company,
Environmental Affairs
a public utility which supCommittee is scheduled to
plies southwestern Michigan
sponsor the First Annual
with electricity.
Kalamazoo College Energy
According to Manstrom,
simple actions such as
Fast on August 17, according
Paul Manstrom, Director of
turning off unused lights and
doing without small appliFacilities Management.
The Energy Fast is being ances or minimizing their use
as much as possible will do
held to educate the college
community on electrical
much to reduce electrical
consumption on campus.
energy consumption to
promote the reduction of
Facilities Management
will also be taking larger
electrical energy and to bring
awareness to the recently
actions to reduce consumpconstituted Environmental
tion, such as adjusting
Affairs Committee.
individual buildings' air
The committee hopes to conditioning temperatures to
enlist the cooperation of
raise the degree at which the
air conditioning begins
students, faculty and staff in
order to make a concerted
working, said Manstrom.
effort to reduce electrical
The Environmental
Affairs COmmittee is also
consumption on the central
campus on the day of the
recommending that faculty
Energy Fast.
hold classes outside when
On a typical 85 degree
feasible.
Manstrom said he plans
Fahrenheit day "K" uses
to measure the reduction in
about 36,000 kilowatt hours
of energy at the cost of $.06
electrical energy consumption
per kilowatt hour, for a total
using a computer program
cost of approximately $2200
which monitors the cumulaby

tive consumption of the
college.
He said he will then
compare the reduction with
energy use on a typical day
and calculate the savings to
the college. A successful
effort will be expected to
yield between $250 to $600 in
savings, said Manstrom.
Facilities Management
will donate the savings to the
Environmental Affairs
COmmittee, which plans to
use the money in a way
which will benefit the college
community.
The Environmental
Affairs Committee, which is
sponsoring the event, was
formed last spring quarter for
the purpose of making
"Kalamazoo College an
environmentally responsible
institution capablE! of serving
as a role model for other
colleges and communities,"
according to its pc liey.
The committee, composed of students, faculty
and staff, has temporary
status for this summer but
hopes to be made a standing
committee.

conducted last quarter found
that only 20.5% of students
were opposed to having call
waiting. She said that not
getting call waiting in itself
wasn't disappointing to the
students, but thinking call
waiting was something they
could get only to discover
otherwise at the last minute
was discouraging to them.

"K" is currently looking
at other options, including
voice mail. Some of voice
mail's features include
allowing each student to have
his or her own confidential
voice mail box in which others
can leave messages. Unlike
call waiting, voice mail does
not involve the interruption of
phone calls.

Minors Added
by

Stacey Younger
The faculty recently
voted almost unanimously to
approve the adoption of
minors to the Kalamazoo
College curriculum.
The minors will be
available beginning with the
classes of 1995. The office of
the registrar has compiled an
"Overview of Minors for Fall
Pre-registration," which is
now available in the
registrar's office.
According to the overview, all minors require six
courses in a field of study.
However, courses may not be
counted double for more than
one minor or a concentration.
A Declaration of Minor form
must be filled out and signed
by a faculty member in the
department of the minor, as
well as by an advisor.
Specific requirements for
minors are different for each
department. Susan Wong,
acting registrar, along with
each department, said she
encourages students to work
closely with those departments in which they are
minoring. Some minors,
depending on the department,
require minor
comprehensives.
There are, at this point,
no restrictions on the number
of minors a student may have.
He also said it is possible to
double major and have a
minor as well.
The implementation of
minors is a result of student
requests, said Lonnie Supnick,
associate provost. During the
fall of 1994, the Education
Policies Committee drafted a
proposal to be voted upon by
the faculty.
Supnick said most
faculty were in favor of
minors; however, they were
concerned about the process
the school took in integrating
them into the curriculum.
"They wanted to anticipate problems [minors may
cause]," said Supnick. "For
example, if everyone minors
in economics, then there could
be more students taking

economics classes than the
department is prepared for."
The faculty wanted to
avoid such problems, and
incorporating minors into the
curriculum might put an end
to "the trend towards double
majoring," Supnick said.
Minors will allow
students to "demonstrate
interest in an area," he said,
and receive a concrete mark on
their transcript, validating that
interest. Supnick said that as
far as improving the salability
of students, minors have an
advantage because employers
know what minors are.
Previously, students
might take six courses in a
Specific department, but
employers would not be aware
if they did not look at a
student's transcript. Now,
students can add a minor to
their resume and that additional information is clearly
visible to the employer, said
Supnick.
Neither Wong nor
Supnick said they thought that
minors were intended to
replace, nor would they
replace, concentrations
because concentrations are
unique and are not focused in
only one department.
The minor program is
still in an evaluative stage.
Over the next two years the
minors program will be
observed and evaluated to
make sure the school's goals
for minors are still being met.
H they are not, then the
processes and definitions of
the program will be restated
and improved.
Both Supnick and Wong
said they think the adoption of
minors is a good decision.
Supnick said that concern
about the large number of
students double majoring was
beginning to spread among
the faculty, and that hopefully
now, students will use minors
instead of double majoring.
Wong said minors will
"allow more flexibility" in
academic planning and "allow
a broader spectrum of knowledge base.. and that goes
along with the goals of a
liberal arts education."
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Steve Miller COlDe!, to
"K"
by

Steve Allison
Just when you thought
Quadstock's all-star line-up
couldn't get any better, right?
Could it be true. Well you'll
have to settle for Knee Deep
Shag this year. Steve Miller is
not the mega-famous solo perfonner, but the friendly new
Hall Director that recently
joined our campus community.
Steve arrived here on July
1, and is overseeing
Trowbridge, DeWaters, and
the Japanese House. He recently graduated from Western
Michigan University where he
got his Masters in Counseling
in Secondary Education. As an
undergrad at Western he majored in Organizational Communications, and minored in
economics. Hi:; first job in his
field involved career counseling for technically trained individuals. He says that this is
his first job as a Hall Director.
Even though he just got
here this summer he already
has many good things to say
about K-College. He said he

believes that the "K" Program
is a very good thing, and that
it provides many opportunities for the students. He said
he was originally drawn by the
college's reputation as an out-

"Steve
really
wants to learn what it
is like to be a student
here," said Harbaugh
standing liberal arts institution. And now that he is here
he said he enjoys the atmosphere of a small private
school.
Making the transition
from a large public institution
to a small private one can
sometimes be difficult according to Steve. Steve said he
hasn't had any problems adjusting to the secluded campus. He grew up in a small
town, and as he says, coming
to"K" College is "like going
back home."
Corey Harbaugh, the
Hall Director in Harmon, said
that he is really looking for-

ward to w(orking with Steve
during the next year. He said
that Steve ',as a lot of great
ideas and t1lat he himself has
learned a few things from him.
Harbaugh said students will
find him to be very involved.
He said that Steve is'
very concerned with campus
issues, and that he has attended several meetings
around campus. As Harbaugh
stated, "Steve really wants to
learn what it is like to be a student here."
Overall Miller said he is
excited about the outstanding
potential that the campus has
to offer. He says that he has
really enjoyed meeting the students, faculty and staff here,
and hopes tf) meet many more.
He said he is especially
anxious to hear the stories of
returning sophomores that he
has met when they come back
from Foreign Study, as well as
anticipating the arrival of the
new Freshman class this fall.
So let's all welcome the
new Hall Director, and make
his stay a pleasant one. Oh,
and by the way, Miller is a fan
of the Steve Miller band.

etter to "K" Community
o the Kalamazoo College Campus Community:
The July 26th incident that led to physical confrontation between us, BouJacar Cisse and
obert Leclercq, has resulted in the spread of rumors as to the origin of the conflict. There
ms to exist on the campus of Kalamazoo College a significantly sensitive a'mosphere
arding the issue of race. This has stemmed from various issues including the recent anonyous letter submittec to the Index in which an individual expressed his/her ridiculous and
.ghtening views concerning African-Americans and Asians.
.
.
Coincidentally, an altercation that occurred on Tuesday evening, between us was Immedltely assumed by many to involve race. We both unequivocally deny any notions of preju~ice
ing involved and are responding to the assumption of racial overtones which spread rapIdly
hrough the campus community on the basis of hearsay alone.
.
Therefore, it seems necessary that clarifications be made in order to provide the entire
pus community with a clear and accurate account of the origin of the conflict.
The incident occurred while I, Boubacar, was fulfilling my duty as a line-checker at the
afeteria when Robert gave his identification card to be scanned. I took the cald, ran it throug
he machine, Robert snatched the card and walked to the menu board. I called "excuse me" to
im three times to find out what pushed him into doing what he did. He did rot respond. I
todd up and raised my voice on the third "Excuse me!" He turned to me and said, "Wha~ is
our problem?" My response was "Why did you snatch the card out of my hand? I took It
ck nicely from you; why don't you just take it back nicely?" Robert replied, "Man, why do
ou have such a F--- attitude?"
He moved closer and I slapped and pushed him. Two other students intervened and
trained both of us while we continued to yell at each other. We were both released and
nds later I slapped him again. We were again restrained while words wen~ exmanged.
confrontation ended when Marriot officials arrived.
These are the facts of the matter. Now, to think of this incident s a result of anger built up
ya stupid letter insulting Black people and Asians is totally false and erroneous. That is not
he issue! What triggered the incident is the fact that I felt totally disrespected and shown
mpoliteness while carrying out my duties. For me, it was a matter of pride and .dignity. A.t
t time were racial epithets or slurs spoken by either of us. It was a result of mlscommumca'on and misunderstanding of two individuals.
We met and discussed the incident, shook hands and apologized. I apologize tothe
pus community for my part in heightening the tense atmosphere. I hope that in the future
bers of teh campus community respect all individuals and extend courtesy to them
ccording to characteristics other than physical qualities or their apparent position in society.
Sincerely,
Boubacar Cisse

~In.dex

.slooking forst~fffC)rfall quarter. If you are
terested irtWtlting or editing.. please contact Deborah ~
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An Interview with

Peg Small and
Jennifer Plant of
Coastal Disturbances
by
Sarah Jaquish
Two experienced actors,
Peg Small and Jennifer Plant,
led the cast in The Balch Festival Production of "Coastal
Disturbances."
"The program under
Nelda Balm is how I got to
know "K" College," Small
said, referring to the annual
Balch Festival.
Having
previously
worked in Balch Festival productions at "K", Small mentioned that she was excited to
be back. "I jumped at the
chance to come back and
work with Bob Dewey who
was associated with "K" for
a number of years."
"With Nelda Balch we
used to do classicals," Small
said. ''They brought in equity
people, professionals, from
New York. I was still in
Kalamazoo raising children.
So, I have fond memories of
the festival and of Nelda
Balch."
"Coastal Disturbances
is a contemporary comedy,"
Plant said. This was a departure for her. "It was fun. It
was very challenging," Plant
said. "This was the first contemporary comedy I've
done. I'm used to shows
where everyone dies at the
end."
Both actors said they began working in local produc-

tions. '1 started doing Community
Theatre
in
Kalamazoo," Small said. "I
used to have a Radio and
Television
show
in
Kalamazoo. After that I
went to Chicago and found
work as a professional. I also
worked for four years at Missouri Repertory Theater."
Like Small, Plant said
she began working in Community Theater. '1 was involved in Community Theater Productions in Grand
Blanc, where I'm from I also
did every high school production."
Plant, now a Theater major at Western, said she has
worked on other local productions. "With Linda
Starkweatl1er I co-directed a
production at Hackett High
School," said Plant. "It was
a show that the kids had
written themselves. They
were really excited about it,
but the school administration banned the show because it contained 'unsuitable material.'"
Regarding her carrer,
Small said that she is very
busy. "Recently, I was on the
soap opera Loving and As
the World Turns" she said. "I
also do commercials and
print work. I've never been
in a film, but I would like to
be."

Kalamazoo Football Achieves
National Recognition
by
Christine Perry
The Kalamazoo College
Football Team is nationally
ranked among the top Division III teams. Division III
National Preview has placed
the Hornets in an elite category
of teams, such as Allegheny
(Meadville, PA) and Washington and Jefferson (PA).
Allegheny, ranked number one, is looked upon as on
of the division's premier
teams, according to the Division I1I National Preview. The
Gators are 41-5-1 in the '90s,
consequently winning 80 percen t of their games against nationally ranked teams. The
squad will be returning the
same players who have have
delivered impressive statistics
last season.
Kalamazoo College is
ranked fifteenth. Last season,
the Hornets compiled a 7-2
record. Their hopes are high
for the upcoming season as

they return sixteen starters.
In
addition,
three
Kalamazoo players have received Pre-season All-American. Tom Siwajek, K'95 (receiver) and Scott Boos,
K'95(center) and K'96 Dave
Sherwood (linebacker).
Two new players will join
the team this fall. The Hornets
add a Division I transfer, quarterback, from the University of
Toledo to their roster. The
squad will also obtain a tightend transfer from Grand Valley State University.
The squad has been gathering, according to regulations
mandated by the NCAA, under the leadership of captains
Siwajek and Rob Holloway
K'95 to condition for the upcoming season. 'We have been
working really hard all summer," said Chad Zollman,
K'96.
In the next few weeks, the
Hornets will officially kick-off
their intense pre-season training.
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The 1994 World Cup: Did
Alnerica Do a Good Job?
by

Hamza Suria
In the summer of 1990, the
United States was selected as
the venue for the 1994 World
Cup Soccer Games. This decision recieved endless criticism
from numerous countries
around the world, according to
the media. They contend that
while most other countries in
the World Cup have had an
extensive soccer history, the
United States still remains
'relatively inexperienced'.
Now that the World Cup
is over, America's success in
hosting such a largest soccer
tournament has countered all
such criticism. Not only were
the preparations excellent, but
the
tournament
itself
preceeded smoothly. Another
benefit of this World Cup was
the increased popularity of
soccer within the United
States, according to soccer authorities.
Soccer has been an extremely popular sport in Europe for the past several centuries. The Greeks created soccer as a past-time in their agricultural fields. Since then soccer has spread all over Europe,
South America and most recently North America. Yet famous teams like Brazil, Ger-

many, England and Italy that
still hold soccer as their own
sport.
When the United States
Soccer Association was nominated to host the 1994 World
Cup, there was outrage among
most European countries.
These nations addressed the
U.S. Soccer Program as "futile
and inexperienced". They assumed that the U.S. was incapable of handling such a large
sporting attraction, and its lack
of experience would harm the
quality of matches played.
However, the last two
months have proved to be
quite a successful endeavour
for U.S. Soccer. In fact, preparations for the World Cup
started three years ago, when
the numerous stadiums and
sports facilities in large cities
were re-modelled to grass surfaces. All World Cup matches
must be played on grass due
to Internation Soccer regulations.
In addition, there were
numerous
sponsorships
awarded for the World Cup to
increase its popularity. As a
result of all the arrangements
made by the United States, the
1994 World Cup was conducted appropriately. Even
though this is the first experi-

ence that the U.S. has had in
World Cup Soccer Tournament, their preparations were
comparable to most other
"Soccer Nations," according to
soccer authorities. Not only
was the U.S. able to handle the
fans coming from within the
U.S., it also provided accommodation to those coming
from Europe and South
America.
Perhaps one of the most
important products of the
World Cup has been the boost
for soccer in America itself.
The U.S. held primarily remained inexperienced in international soccer because there
was not enough awareness
among young Americans of
this game. It was often the case
that Americ'ans did not even
know what sport the World
Cup consisted of.
Howevl~r, by hosting the
1994 World Cup, the eyes of
many Americans have been
opened to the wonderful game
of soccer. The growing popularity of soccer is undoubtedly
a key invesbnent for American
sports. While baseball and
basketball n~tain the attention
ofmostAmeri~

~cermay

eventually beCOl
a major
sport for Americans in the near
future.

Tennis: Turning O'ur
C8.IIlpUS Upsidedown
by

Christine Perry
The National Boys' 18 and
16 Tennis Championships is
scheduled to be held on August 6-14 at Kalamazoo
College's Stowe Tennis Stadium.
Therefore, if you are planning on moving your car in the
near future, DON'T as parking
will be premium this year!
You'll find yourself parking on
Lovel or at the Neil Post Lot,
while some tennis God has the
luxury of your $20,000 parking
space.

The stadium has a fresh
coat of paint and awnings have
been put up for the festivities,
after watching the Men's Tennis Team battle their way to a
National Championship under
the sweltering sun last spring.
Ironic?
However, the tournament
does bring something to the
campus besides extra people.
Frankly, we get the opportunity to see America's future
stars, FOR FREE!
A new level of entertainment will enter the court on
Sunday, August 7 at 8 p.m.
Luke and Murphy Jensen, who

are endorsed by Adidas, will
play in the First of America/
Motrin IB Tennis Exibition in
Stowe Stadium.
The Jensen's not only
dazzel their audiences with
their "Rock 'Ill Roll" image, but
their game a:s well. They won
the French Open Doubles title
in 1993 and earned an invitation to play in the 1993 World
Championships in South Africa.
The USTA Boys' 18 & 16
will be over soon, but look at
it this way, at least you can do
your homework and watch
tennis in the shade.

Off the Quad - Durln~ the Power Failure
What does Marriott do With the left over shredded
wheat from the Frosted Mini-Wheats?

in
tater-tots they serve for breakfast." -Alex Kogan K'95

over
the macaroni and cheese." Jon Itchesco K'96

"They put them in the
veggie burgers." -Nancy Bear
K'96

"Make oatmeal."
-Blake Peters K'96

tennis tournament."Harmon Quad 255

"Pest Control for the
squirrels." -Jason Lam K'95
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LACC Schedule
August 4 - Winful Herbert, Jennifer Mills Memorial Lecture, Dewing 103, 3:00 p.m.
Herbert will present the second Jennifer Mills Memorial
Lecture
August 4 - Janet Solberg, Olmstead Room, 8:00 p.m.
Associate Professor of Romance Languages at
Kalamazoo College, Janet Solberg, will present a lecture titled
"Mariama Ba's So Long a Letter: Literary Extensions of the
African Oral Tradition."
August 4-6 - Come Back to the Five and Dime, Jimmy Dean,
Jimmy Dean, Dungeon, 8:00 p.m.
The Kalamazoo College Festival Playhouse will present
Ed Graczyk's Come Back to the Five and Dime, Jimmy Dean,
Jimmy Dean, a look at the tensions and vulnerabilities that
surface during a reunion of devotees of legendary film star
Jimmy Dean.
August 11- Julian Kunnie, Olmstead Room, 8:00 p.m.
The newly appointed Director of African Studies at
Kalamazoo College, Julian Kunnie, will give a talk called
"Recent Developments in South Africa: A Critical/ Analytical Perspective.
August 15 - Stanley Riveles, Olmstead Room, 8:00 p.m.
Stanley Riveles, The Division Chief in the Bureau of Stategic
and Eurasian Affairs of the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency will present a lecture titled '1s there Still a Danger
of Nuclear War?"
August 19- Daniel Maguire, Stetson Chapel, 10:00 a.m.
Prominent Roman Catholic ethicist Daniel Maguire will
speak on the topic of his latest book, titled The Moral Core of

Judaism and ChristianitTt.

Notable Lectures at "K"
by

Public Relations Office
Award-winning historian, Sibil Milton, comes to campus.
Milton, senior historian in the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C., presented the slide/
lecture "The Art of the Holocaust," on Tusday, August 2.
The center for Western European Studies at Kalamazoo
College, the Killamazoo Gazette, and the Congregation of Moses
sponsored Milton's appearance.
For the past 12 years, Milton's research has focused on
Nazi Germany and the Holocaust. Her most recent book is
"Fitting Memory: The Art and Politics of Holocaust Memorials", published by Wayne State University in 1991. Milton
was co-author of" Art of the Holocausf', which received the
National Jewish Book Award in Visual Arts in 1982.
She co-edited and contributed to "The Holocaust: Ideology, Bureaucracy, and Genocide", and "Genocide: Critical
Issues of the Holocaust". She is currently preparing a volume for the University of North Carolina Press on photography of Nazi Germany and the Holocaust Historical Evidence.
Milton has published a number of important articles on
carious aspects of the Holocaust, and her most recent work
dealt with the fate of Roma and Stinti in Nazi Germany (193345) and occupied Europe (194045); the role of Hollerith technology in locating victim groups in Nazi Germany; and the
problem of memorials and memory in Germany and Australia.
She was awarded a second prize in the 1992 American
Association of Museums publications competition for her
development of an artifact poster set with teacher's manual
for the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.
After earning a Ph.D. in modem German history at
Stanford University, Milton served as director of archives at
the Leo Beack Institute, New York, from 1974-84. She has
been affiliated with the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum since 1986.
She is a member of the New York Academy of Science
and the Council of the Wannsee Villa Memorial in Berlin.
On Sunday, July 31, filmmaker Leonard Karnerling, professor at the University of Alaska museum, discussed his approach to community- determined filmmaking.
Following his discussion, Kamerling showed his 45minute, award winning film, which earned a blue ribbon at
the American Film Festival. The film, titled "From the First
People," examines changes in the contemporary life of a village in northwestern Alaska, 75 miles north of the Arctic Circle.
On Tuesday afternoon, August 2, Kamerling discussed a
work in progress in a class in visual anthropology.
Later that evening, Kamerling again talked about his approach to community filmmaking, followed by a screening
of his most recent film, "The Drums of Winter." The film focuses on the music, dance and spiritual world of the Eskimo
people of Alaska.
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Use Your Voilce!

The issue of student voice is central to the Index's existence. Although a newspaper's
primary function is to infonn its readers, another function is to provide a fon 1m for the people
to voice their opinions. This is doubly so for a student newspaper at a sma; I, liberal-arts college that stresses the importance of critical thinking. Several members of th£ college community took advantage of the opportunity to express their opinions regarding the Umoja House
and the Index's editorials about the house. The amount of responses the fndex received is
wonderful, because it shows that people are using their voices in a constructive manner and
that people are willing to share their thoughts with the community. A willingness to really
think about an issue and then voluntarily share those thoughts with others .s the most effective road to dialogue, which the Index hopes will promote understanding and tolerance.
However, another goal the Index strives to reach is balance, so it is wit1\ regret that only
'cirers in favur uf titt! Umuja nuu:;t! are printw. TIlt! reason U1UY iritt!r:> iavumult! iu lilt! UlllUjo-

iHouse are printed is because that is all the Index received. That does not mean members of
lour community do not object to the Umoja House; the Index is well aware i.hat many people
~o. Some people may have felt uncomfortable writing because it would appear "conservative," "racist," or "unpopular" on this politically '1iberal" campus, but if fftese views exist,
then they deserve to be heard, and the Index wants to print them. The Index encourages people
to use their voice, about the Umoja House issue and others, regardless of how "popular" or
"unpopular" their views may be, so that others can be educated about as many different viewpoints as possible. And if anyone is so inclined, type your opinion and send it to the Index. As
ong as it is signed, and there is space, it will be printed.
To the Editor,
The Umoja House is
designed to provide space
and time for a specific group
of students to strengthen
themselves after being out
among people who are not of
the same mind or ethnic
background. Their being
strengthened enables them to
strengthen the larger community. The purpose of the
house is not for African/ African American students to
overpower others but for
them to be empowered with
others. For those who are opposed to the existence of the
Umoja House there seems to
be two misunderstandings:
the notion of separatism and
the value of integration.
The way in which separatism has been used does
not apply to this context. In
this context, students get access, although it may be a
struggle at times, to the same
tools as others on this campus. Separation or segregation was a means devised by
the privileged white people
to keep blacks in check and
divest of power. This was
done by not allowing them
access to the up-to-date tools
of empowerment. In this
context, the representatives

of an under represented student population are asking
for separation to keep culturally, psychologically and sodally sane.
Segregation within its
historical context was an ideology developed under the
much institutionalized notion of "cultural hierarchy"
which Frantz Fanon "viewed
as an important organic component of colonialism and
racism which have traditionally negated, derogated,
'inferiorized,' and sought to
destroy the cultural values,
ways of life, and self-~pect
of all colonized and oppressed peeples" ("Introduction p.4S of New Black Voices
by Abraham Chapman).
Segregation in its context
will over a period of time
cripple the culture and psychology of those it aims to
repress. Segregation has
been a tool of the privileged
white people; it is not a tool
of the under represented
black people.
When the usefulness of
this tool was questioned, another tool to deal with the
African American was formula ted-integration. Intcgration was a means for all
ethnic groups to come to-

gether on l!<lual par. However, studiE'S make clear that
there was r .o equalizing, not
if cultural identity is valued.
What integration has often
done, in fact, is caused African Americans to uproot
from both their community
and their culture to transplant in white communities
and cultul'es. Integration
has become one way.
The need for Umoja
House reveals the ineffectiveness of one-way integration to melt the "black"
problem away. Umoja
House is a concrete measure
to show the effects of the
Salad Counter Theory (as
opposed 10 Salad Bowl).
The counter provides the
parameten. in which we all
exist; each item has its own
compartm(:nt filled with the
choicest. J.t any time a person or situ.ltion will arise to
put various items together
into one bJwl without destroying the distinctiveness
of each item. The salad
dressing of humanity provides zest and life to such a
mixture. 'Jse your intelligence to 1I0te how applicable this on and should be
for K-Coll( ge.

continued on page 6

To the Editors:
I am taking the time to
respond to the editors' letter
in the last issue of the Index
regarding the Umoja House.
I feel that there are some important issues that need to be
clarified. First and foremost,
the editors say that "Integrationists fought for many
years so that black students
could go to school and live
with whites on campus." I
think the editors need to review the history of the Civil
Rights Movement. Integrationists fough t, went to jail,
and gave their lives so that I
could go to the college,
among other places, of my
choice. I did not come to
Kalamazoo College because
I thought it would be some
great honor to attend classes
and to have the privilege of
living with you. What arrogance your statement displays.
Why is it that whenever
African-Americans achieve
something for themselves,
whites feel left out and excl uded? Why do you feeIthe
need to be a part of anything
we do for ourselves, for our
encouragement, for our
upliftment?
Next, the editors point to
the fact that the prerequisite
for living in the House is being "in good standing with
the BSO." They charge, ''The
current number of non-black
students in good standing
with the BSO is zero." The
editors conveniently have
only chosen to publicize one
side of the issue. Left unsaid
is the important fact that a
non-black student has not in
the past two years even come
to a BSO meeting out of interest in joining the organization. This is the whole
case. This situation exists despite the fact that every quarter during the budget defense, some member of the
Student Commission asks if
our membership is open to
all students. And every
quarter we tell them that it
is. We would not be allowed
to exist as a student organization if we did not. Moreover, this fact is written in
our constitution, a copy of
which Student Commission
has. In addition, this same
interrogator justifies their
question by saying that they
have "some friends" that are
interested in joining. To date,
these "friends" have yet to
appear.
Next, the editors express
concern that "this house will
beuscd as a rccruitingdevice
for minority students." The
only problem I see here is
that some minority students
might actually come here

and remain through graduation for a change. We can't
allow that to happen, now
can we? I wonder what it is
that you are really afraid of.
The editors then say that
they are "scared" by the idea
that the House will send out
the "negative" message that
"we could not find any solutions in which everyone
could live together, so we
had to separate." Living together has not solved the
problem so far, so why does
it continue to remain the
only option? Living with
whites has never worked to
eradicate racism. Do you
think K-College is different
from the rest of the world
and this can be the solution
here? You must. Recognize
this: All of my needs and
wants and problems cannot
be fulfilled and solved by living amongst you all. For
some African-Americans,
there remains a need to have
the type of .close-knit supportive environment that the
Umoja House represents. As
majority students in an insti. . . . . . .;.........

.. \.,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C'
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your needs in mind by
people who had those same
needs, I do not expect you to
understand this.
The editors then ask,
"What will the college do
when Hispanic students,
Asian students, or Polish students say that they too feel
uncomfortable and need a
separate place to live?" I say,
if such a movement arises
among the Hispanic or Asian
students on this campus, that
they should have the right to
live in such a' house as well.
As far as Polish students go
... come on, let's be real.
Lastly, the editors so graciously concede that no one
should be made to "feel uncomfortable for four years of
their life." Still, they are missing the point. Umoja House
has nothing to do with "feeling uncomfortable." Rather
it is about having the right to
live with people who understand you, who share your
culture, and who accept you
as you are. It is about being
able to do your hair without
a white student telling you
that she didn't think you
washed your hair, and being
able to celebrate your culture
without white students invading your personal space
and privacy, without invitation, to quiz you on the
meaning of it all under the
guise of trying to understand
you. I am no mu tant in need
of your understanding.
The editors close by saying, "The way for everyone
to feel more comfortable
continued on page 6
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Calendar change: this means YOU

by
Adam Bower
and
Michael Bak
Did you know that the
"K" -Plan as we know is at the
brink of destruction? Since last
Fall Quarter the Provost's Office has been spear-heading
the Calendar Task Force which
is looking at possible calendar
changes.
Ask yourself this question: Has YOUR voice been
heard? Are you represented in
that 130-or-so page report recently published on the matter? (You did know that it was
published? If not, have no fear
... We weren't aware either!)
Whether you agree with alterations or not, have YOU
picked up a copy from the
Provost's L ..,ffjo.!' and actually
tried to labor through it?
We write this article
with heavy hearts but we will
try to inform you of several
aspects of the proposed plan
with minimal opinion, although we're certain that our
bias will eventually peak
through these lines. We have
gotten together with a couple
friends and brainstormed over
this report, we've read the report (or as much as we've been
able to read in the past week
in between research papers

and mid-quarter exams), and
have formed some concerns.
• Did YOU know who
the faculty / administration/
student (all two of them) representatives were on this Calendar Task Force? As far as we
can tell, NEVER was a comprehensive list of the task force
members published for the entire K-College community to
examine so that we would actually know to whom we could
direct our concerns.
• Did YOU know that
the report makes countless allusions to 'students tendencies,
what students are saying and
our study habits? On page 45
of the report you will find this
remark: "Student Life and stu-

dents themselves report that many
students do not begin to work
until late in the evening and continue until early-to-mid morning.
The workday is thus strangely
allocated with a long break between the end of classes at 4:00pm
and the actual study time. Additionally, students report that they
feel so stressed by the pressure of
work week that they tend to close
the books on Friday and turn to
social life. There appears to be an
elt/ier/or mentality that OSCillates
between intense work and intense
social activity." Yes, you've
read correctly. As a result of
this logic, the Task Force argues for a change in class
schedules, meaning NIGHT
CLASSES. According to a College professor on campus, this
would throw a wrench in Athletics and students with parttime evening jobs. Additionally, it seems as if our desire to
enjoy afternoon leisure activities are unfounded. This is our
perception. But let's move

along.
• [id YOU know that
none of thl eight traditional
academic :"ear calendar options pres ~nted contain 3month For£ign Study options
in the Spring Quarter, nor is
there an oplion of devoting an
entire senio' Fall or Winter towards one'. SIP? This would
cause a dro/, in athletes as well
as science s udents' participation in fore; ~ study, the once
common Hperience which
binds our cmununi ty together.
A facuIty member has informed us that the Foreign
Study offie is aware of this
foreseeable drop and according to then "it doesn't really
matter." SI re, why not.
• I id YOU know that
seniors wi" be strongly "encouraged"0 live off campus,
or may no ,mger have the option of livirg on campus their
Senior ye.r" (Attention to
those of us "ho don't have cars
and you ann't able to get into
the green louse across the
street. Seens they've conveniently for..otten point #4 in
their criteri. for their new plan
(page 2 0 Appendix VII)
W JULJl :,..alb,. ,. \:...uuiuu11lY c:tIlU
community enhanced for students and fctculty.)
• Did YOU know that
all Career Development experiences will be moved to the
summer qUClrter? Now we get
to compete with every other
high school and college student in the ,'\Torld!
• Did YOU know
about the PI'E~-term of 4-weeks
in the Fall Quarter? This
would give seniors the opportunity to \\ -rite-u p their SIP
before Fall Quarter, give Se-

niors the opportunity to mentor younger students, as well
as benefit incoming first-year
students to adjust to college
life.
• Did YOU know that
anyone who goes on an longterm foreign study will have
no other option than to spread
their SIP out over their Senior
year while taking classes? This
would mean that it will have
to be done here in Kalamazoo.
• Did YOU know that
the Calendar Task Force believes that the current yearround K-Plan actually causes
prospective students to turn
away from "K"? Perhaps they
haven't talk to those of us who
actually were attracted to the
UN-status quo of the K-Plan.
Why come to "K" and spend
$23,000 a year when one can
easily do a "summer internship" as well as a foreign study
while attending a school which
costs LESS.
• Did YOU know that
the Provost's office NEVER
pro-actively advertised for students to pick up a copy of the
Task Forces findings? The only
reason tha t we got a copy is
UkU we

(uV~ 'jtt:"l.lUUQuvt:(l) a V

REFUSED. What could this
suggest? Unfortunately, since
"K" is a private institution, the
Freedom of Information Act
does not apply to them. But
what on earth are they trying
to hide?
So, why are we writing this article? Because we
care and we feel that we, as students, have been voluntarily
put in the dark for far too long.
(Sure, there have been informal meetings for students, but
how is one to feel when a major player in the calendar
changes hears your voice, but
doesn't listen to it.) These
changes WILL affect you as an
Alum. Do you want to support an atypical school or do
you want to support a traditional school? This is OUR institution yet our voice has not
been actively sought. (We
bring to your attention a memo
sent from the Provost to 25 faculty and administrators in
Nov. 1993 which read that "this

small task force, comprised of faculty, staff, and students [all two
of them!] will consult widely
through its work with other members of the college community."
"IVl Y.:>U::ilVU:)!
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to the Provosts office and pick "appeared as the destination of
up a copy. (We have since sug- this memo.) What it all comes
gested to our friends to do the down to folks is that our
same.)
money is being poured into
These are just a few of this institution, this fair
the many points which we Arcadian hill, yet we risk the
questioned in reading the re- value of our diplomas to drop,
port. It just seems to us that it "K's" national recognition to
weighs heavily on the "busi- wane and us being left out in
ness aspect" of the current K- the cold. REACT. PICK UP
Plan and not on the student's THE REPORT and at least
benefits. In fact, two fellow stu- skim through it. At least then
dents tried to get a copy of the we cannot plead ignorance.
departmental budgets from This is YOUR college, let's take
the past few years, but were it back.

Sexism in Sports at Kalamazoo College

by
Amy Milligan

As a twenty-year-old
woman trying to make her
Way towards a co lIege diploma, ( often find myself in
debates concerning prominent
wOmen's issues. I was recently
talking with a female friend
who had overheard some sexist remarks made by a group
of athletes that she had passed

by. I became mildly enraged,
mostly because I am at a point
where I am sick and tired of
being treated condescendingly
by much of the male population. In my tirade, I made several comments about the
"jocks" on this campus, using
some pretty harsh language. A
male friend pointed out to me
that I was being unfair. By referring to the male athletic
population of Kalamazoo College as "stupid jocks," I was
perpetuating a stereotype
equally as unfair as the stereotypes under which women labor.
I gave much thought to
his words. He was right. As
an intellectual human being, I
cannot seriously believe in stereotypes, nor can I irrationally
hate an entire segment of OUT
population based upon their
recreational activities. This is
all very true, but somehow

I've always "larbored this inexplicable hos ility towards "athletic-type" J nen. "
They a ren't Unintelligent,
especially tile athletes at this
college. Why do I have all of
this resentment? Fortunately,
out of boredom, I decided to
flip through one of the usually
mindless and trashy woman's
magaZines strewn about the
lounge in my suite. Here I
found an article entitled, "How
Men's Sports Hurt Women."
(Anyone interested can find
the article on page 136 of the
July 1994 iisue of Glamour
Magazine.)
First of all, I found some
interesting statistics. Male college basketball and football
players are reported to police
for sexual ;ISsaUIt 38 percent
more often than other male
college students. Football and
basketball players are more
likely to engage in sexually

aggressive behavior (including
everything from whistling and
unwanted touching to attempted rape) than other men,
including those who play
other sports.
What is the connection?
Why are all these athletes
seemingly more prone to trying to dominate women? One
answer may be in the psychology of the game. Women's
sports do not receive coverage
equal to their male counterparts, and women are unwelcome in these sports arenas in
which male domination is
clearly the message. Sports are
also the sole source of acceptable male affection. "Male
bonding" centers around coming together to root for "their
team." Often, even viewing a
televised game can become a
masculine ritual, one in which
it is preferred that women keep
their distance.

In general, men are
physically stronger than
women. Therefore, they are
more successful in the
athletic activities men have
designed. This is neither bad
nor good, it is simply true.
But while women become
increasingly prevalent in all
other professional fields, men
cling to the one in which
women have neither succeeded nor been welcome.
Men who are unsuccessful or
uninterested in violent sports
are criticized as being feminine, often being called
"sissy" or "faggot." These
words, of course, carry a
heavily negative connotation
in this situation. Men in
these aggressive sports are
praised for violent behavior.
Even excessive violence,
prohibited by the rules of the
game, is socially acceptable.

Continued on page 6

--------0pinions
More Letters. to the Editor

_ _ _p_a~ge_6_ _ _ _

To the editor,
I would like to respond
to the second editorial in the
July 21, 1994 Index concerning the Umoja ''House.''
It is strange to me that
we have made such an issue
over several black students
who have chosen to live together on campus next fall.
Surely, something is amiss if
this has been interpreted as
a radical step towards separatism. Two important
points of this discussion are
the notions of "integration"
and "privilege."
If we are truly concerned with the reasons behind this radical new "separatism" of African American
students on this campus, I
hope that we will begin to
look behind the reasons of
their alienation, that we will
begin to take a critical look
at this institution and the
way which we are being
educated, and the way we
are educating ourselves. "Integrationists fought for
many years so that black students could go to school and
live with whites on campus."
If we have interpreted the
To the Editor,
I support the Umoja
House. It allows differences
to be acknowledged. To
truly accept differences you
must first realize what those
differences are. I admire the
courage of the people who
have worked hard to
achieve a solution to a real
need that they have.
As a white student I can
not say that I know how a
black student feels on this
campus in this country, but I
feel that I can an relate. I
have lived overseas for most
of my life. Dealing with
such letters as the one sent
to the editor of the Index
was not part of my experience, but I have undergone
other aspects of living in a

continued from pg 5
among coaches and fellow teammates.
"Because many athletes are pampered and
adored, some feel entitled to
take sex, even from women
who do not offer it." (page
171) It is also not just that
they expect sex, but that the
dynamics of their experiences on the field and in the
locker rooms both exclude
and denounce women. Violence is praised as masculine
and dominance and aggression are encouraged and reinforced. Feminine comes to
mean weak. Women are
only accepted if they are
mindlessly observant and
supportive. Cheerleaders
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goals of integrationists this
way, I think that we have
gravely misunderstood the
point. It is more than integrated schools which are being sought- it is an integrated system of education.
Perhaps it is threatening to white students when
we realize that having one or
two black students in our
classroom or dormitory is
not integration. Perhaps it is
a shock to our liberal white
minds when we realize that
we have not integrated anything at all if we have not
begun to look at things from
the implications of racism.
We may have added some
books to the library and allowed a few students of diverse backgrounds to live in
our community, but we have
not addressed the issues
which have arisen, we have
not looked at the foundation
of the problem.
We have, from the beginning of education in
America, used a European
model of knowledge and
wisdom, we have modeled
ourselves after European
standards, and we have
looked at things from the

perspective of white men.
Though we began to acknowledge the blatant racism of our educational institutions in the fifties and sixties, we have failed to adjust
those institutions to hear the
diverse voiices of the world
communi~r and have satisfied ourselves with the notion that a few different faces
have changed the way we
look at each other. While it is
a first step, it is by no means
the last. If we truly want integration, we will begin to
question our know ledge
base, we will begin to look
at who is represented and
how, we wm at last begin to
educate ourselves! As white
students, tillS first means acknowled~ ing our own
power aJ d privilege, it
means tamg an honest look
at how our society works.
Until we realize how we unfairly benefit from the systematic educational, political, economic and societal
structures of our nation, we
will be unprepared for an
honest and positive change
towards racial equality. As
an institution of higher learning, this IT\('ans finding an al-

culture that did not reflect
my own. I discovered that
there is great strength to be
found in the support of
living with those who share
similar communication and
life patterns.
There are reasons to be
concerned about how the
Umoja House will tum out.
I think that the letter posted
revealed emotions and
thoughts that some of us did
not realize existed on
campus. I wish that they
did not exist. However, the
hatred expressed through
that letter needs to have a
response.
It is every individ ual' s
responsibility to discover
what challenges the Umoja
House, and the prejudice
against it, offers him or her.

The success or failure of the
Umoja House lies on the
shoulders of every student,
faculty me:nber, and staff
person at Kalamazoo
College; African, Asian, or
European American.
We have heard and seen
various fears arise in the
white community with a
violence th;lt has startled the
majority of people. I think
that the letter exemplifies
that violence. Let us haIt
this process now before it
becomes larger than life.
Show YOUI support, and if
you don't support because
you can not understand the
need, show your respect for
people who's needs are not
the same as yours.

are permitted to bounce
around in minuscule outfits,
providing both encouragement and sexual stimulation.
While sports in their
purest form are positive,
healthy physical activities,
the sports practiced in our
country are seldom in their
purest form. The socialization processes for men in
America involve extensive
interrelation of sexism into
the games that they play.
Athletes are not bad people,
but they are exposed to
much more sexist propaganda and encouragement
than those who seldom participate in organized sports.
Yes, I believe that these
problems are less prevalent

at Kalama;~ than at some
of the largt~r colleges in this
state. However, that is the
main reason I chose this college. I thought this supposedly intellectual environment would be (relatively) '
jerk-free. The reason I get so
furious is because I do find
such sexist mentalities on my
campus. And while there are
exceptions while I do know
may athle :ic men who are
genuinely uice people, I can't
help catching myself fccling
prejudiced towards a group
that, for the most part, allows
its members to believe that
being sexi~,t is okay. And I,
for one, won't tolera te it.

Suzanne Carlson, K'96

Amy Milligan, K'96

ternative to the strictly
Eurocentric approach to education, finding a new way of
learning, a brave new school
in which all of the cultures
of America are studied from
their own perspective. This
is true multiculturalism in
force--- no longer a system of
dominance, and not a system
of marginalized voices.
Within
true
multiculturalism, there is an
equal place for the man and
for the woman, for all the
races of the world, for the
perspective of every person.
Integration is not simply a
set oflaws or racial statistics;
integration is a fundamental
change in the structure of our
nation, it is a radical movement toward understanding- understanding differences and similarities, understanding alienation and
fear, understanding solidarity and privacy, understanding privilege and power.
So let us hear these
warnings as they are. The
Umoja "House" is not "sending out a negative message
to perspective students." It is
a message of strength, of
pride, and of hope. It is a
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message that there is a possibility of positive change,
and it is a message of commitment to that change. It is
a hint to those within the
educational system- students, adminis'trators, and
faculty alike, that we do
have a problem, that itis our
problem, and that we have
the power to address this
problem. Our problem is a
limited notion of integration, it is a failure to hear the
voices
of
the
underrepresented, it is a failure to acknowledge our own
power and privilege over
others, and itisa lack of willingness to educate ourselves. Let us have the courage to look beneath the surface of this issue, to see that
it is not only about AfricanAmericans fighting for some
space for solidarity, but that
it is about the voices of the
unheard in American education, that the real issue is
equality. No, the Umoja
"House" is not "only the
beginning," nor is it the end;
it is one more step on the
long path towards justice.
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continued from page 4
A salad that begins in
a bowl will not stay fresh
and nutritious for long. Let
him or her who has ears to
hear.
Dr. Benson W. Prigg,
English Dept.

continued from page 4
with each other is to learn
from each other ..." In actuality, you want to learn from
us (we have been learning
about you all our lives) and
you expect the right to have
access to us for the purposes
of your learning on your
terms. Recognize something
else: I and my experience are
not your property. I am not
your slave and my mind is
not under your ownership
for the service of your education. I do not exist to teach
and enlighten you about
anything and I am under no
obligation to do so. No one
is paying me a professor's
salary. And when and if I do
decide to take it upon myself
to allow you to learn from
me, it will be on my terms
and mine alone.
Sincerely,
Dafina M. L. Stewart
K'95
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The Kalamazoo
College tradition continues
on August 13th, when the
amazing Quadstock graces
the campus. SAC advisor
Beth Gregory confirmed
this year's headlining band
will be Heckyl and Jive, the
number one choice from
the student poll. Coming
in second, she said, possibly because of their recent

hill from 3:00 - 5:00, and a
Marriot picnic dinner
served outdoors. T-shirts
will be on sale again this
year, and tie-dying will be
available.
Tentative Sehedule
No Idea - from
Flushing, MI.
The Legion of Doom
-an all "K" student/alum
band
Aqua Pelicans - K's
a cappe\1a group led by

with Jello box in hand
Wordenhaus - a
funk band from Calvin
College
Sarah Mason and the
Art Institute
Delta Fawcett-their
second year here at
Quadstock
Heckyl and Jive playing from 10:00-12:00
PM, complete with hom
section.
Thanks go out from

The other bands
performing this year
represent a wide range of
musical genres, according
to Gregory. Acts ranging

- jazz group staring Steve,
the Hungry
Howie's
pizza deliverer.
This is She - a
female vocal/guitar duo

the Student Activities
Committees for aU of their
hMa.rdhwo
IC ael l J d ,
ne I e,
Kate Hackman, Elizabeth

from a cappella to jazz will
perform in the noon to
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Relive the 50's this weekend
by
Kristy Lang
This weekend,
Festival Playhouse presents
"Come Back to the 5 and
Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy
Dean," by Ed Graczyk, a
play that allows the
audience to experience the
trials and tribulations
affecting the lives of those
living in a small, droughtridden Texas town.
It is an unimaginative
place which inhibits
dreams, where no one
wants to live but feels
compelled to stay.
Centered around a
reunion party of the

by
Elizabeth Lindau
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Elizabeth Lmdau

"Disciples of James Dean"
20 years after his death by
automobile accident, the
play shows how the 20
years have have affected
"the Disciples" by glimpsing upon their teen-aged
selves through a series of
flashbacks, allowing the
audience to see how the
events of September 30,
1955, the day of James
Dean's death, have formulated their lives.
Patricia Daniels
directs the play which
features a talented cast of
community actors as well
as "K" students Kassia
Bevin as Sissy (Then),

Kristie Lang as Mona
(Now), and Jeff Patterson
as Joe.
Tickets are selling
quickly for performances
on August 4, 5 & 6 at 8:00
pm in the Dungeon Theater. Tickets are available
now in the Balch Playhouse
Box Office until Friday,
from 12-4 pm, or you may
call 7333 to make reservations. Prices are $5 for
students, faculty, staff and
senior citizens and $10 for
adults. Rush tickets are
available for "K" students
only one hour before each
performance in Dalton
Theater Box Office.

McLachlan on Tour
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Sarah Mclachlan, a
popular female musician
who is currently touring,
will be performing at the
Phoenix Plaza Ampatheatre
in Pontiac on August 18th,
courtesy of 89X. Tickets are
$19.50 and the show starts
at 7:30, rain or shine. In my
opinion, Sarah Mclachlan's
last concert was extraordinary, and hopefully this
coming COncert will be as
good as those in the past.
Mclachlan's career
began in 1988 with the
release of her first album,
Touch. Since then, she has
released two more albums,
Solace and Fumbling Towards Ecstasy. Her latest .

release, with the song
"Possession," brought her
fame. This song, about
obsessive fans, like many of
Mclachlan's works, is dark
and sad . The other songs
on her latest album branch
out, however, with several
upbeat and lighthearted
sounds.
Mclachlan's spring
performance was a wonderful experience. Every
song was played with
amazing complexity for a
live performance, and a full
sound was achieved with
six backup musicians on
stage. The set list was a
well-chosen mix, mostly
songs from her latest
album, with highlights
from the earlier albums

added in between. Most of
all, I was truly moved by
Mclachlan's voice. While
many musicians fail to take
the vocal risks of high
passages, Mclachlan sung
these with amazing brilliance and confidence in a
beautiful, floating voice.
My sole complaint with the
concert was the rigidity of
the performance; it was not
until the second encore the
Mclachlan really seemed
to relax and warm up to
the audience.
Because of the
excellence of her last
concert, surely one of the
best performances I have
seen, I am hoping that this
summer show will be just
as astounding.
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Task Force and Students Clash at Forum
by
Nancy Osborne

ognized laboratories.
Onefacultymembersaid
he did not see on-carnpus SIPs
as an alternative for science
majors.
A theater major commen ted on the lack of SIPs
available in Kalamazoo and
emphasized that the time
committment necessary for a
theater SIP made it ridiculous
to try to take classes at the
same time.
A student majoring in
International Area Studies
who did a CD in London and
will be doing a SIP in Kenya
said she could not have gotten
those positions in the summer.
Another student commented that anyone doing a
three-quarter foreign study
would have to arrange their
SIP before doing their CD or
while on foreign study.
StudentsaIso questioned

to UK" students. A concern
was voiced by some students
that many alumni may not be
able to guarantee jobs.
In response to a comment
that some jobs are only available during the summer, a student said that while summer
internships are currently an
option for freshman summer
and for deviants, internships
available in other seasons will
not be an option under the new
plan.
Other issues raised inc1uded the elimination of onequarter foreign study and the
division of foreign study sites
by major. Several problems
relevant to these changes were
identified:
• athletes would be
forced to choose between foreign study or competing,
• students who could
not afford more than one quar-

the possibility of arranging a
worthwhile summer CD. Increased competition, exacerbated housing problems, and
possible decreased supervisor
attention because of other
summer interns were a few of
the concerns. Students recurriculum as inseparable. marked that although they
Several students asked about could work later into Septem"plan nine" in which the cur- ber, there is nothing to stop an
ricular clements of the recom- employer from hiring a stumendations would be imple- dent who can start earlier in
mented into the existing calenthe summer.
dar.
Provost Richard Cook
Students voiced concern said he recognized that some
about the part of the plan students would lose good inwhich places the SIP either in ternship opportunities and
the summer or spread out over noted the need to find stipends
the senior year.
as an edge for UK" students.
Science majors remarked He stated that the Task Force
that they would lose opportu- proposal suggests working
nities to work in nationally rec- with alumni to guarantee jobs

ter abroad would be denied
the opportunity to go,
• students who wanted
to go to a specific country
might be denied the chance because of their major.
In response, Cook said
the foreign study office would
attempt to develop more programs. Also, he said the Task
Force focused on educational
rather than financial concerns.
However, several students expressed doubts as to
the possibility of finding more
sites when fewer students will
be participating as a result of
financial inability.
There was additional uncertainty regarding the effects
of the plan on continuity and
community. One student said
the seniors who will be living

Approximately seventy
faculty and students posed
questions and concerns about
the Task Force recommendations for calendar and curricular change at a forum held on
campus recently.
The forum was organized as a response to students'
doubts that changes were necessary, what the changes were,
and how the process had
moved so quickly to a vote.
Students said they were angry
they had not been informed
and believed their opinions
had not been taken into account. There was concern that
the administration and faculty
had heard little student reaction to the report and were
unsure of how to obtain responses.
One faculty member said
he had expected to hear debate
at the forum, but was hearing
a unanimous "NO" instead.
Some students stated that they
recognized the benefits of reexamining the curriculum, but
did not view the calendar and

off-campus will not want to
plan, students will be included
come back to campus to par- on committees to work out the
ticipate in community.
details.
Cook also talked about
Cook said everything bethe incoherence in the curing discussed had been heard
riculum and the problem that before and that students
good CD and SIP experiences should have faith that the Colare not universal at "K."
lege can make the new plan
Aside from discussing
work. Students said that while
the new plan itself, students
their concerns might have been
called attention to the lack of heard before, the administrainformation both on and off- tion had not responded with
campus regarding the change. any sort of modification of the
Alumni, they said, do not plan. They said there was
know about the plan. Also worry that the Task Force had
prospective students are not closed its mind to implementtold about the changes. A let- ing change within the current
ter was sent to the parents of calendar.
rising sophomores, telling
One student proposed
them not to be concerned.The that since everyone agreed that
administration members at the Task Force identified some
the forum expressed interest excellent ideas for curricular
in having more student in- change, the College should
volvement. Cook stated that make those changes before
once the faculty accepts the throwing away the UK" plan.
_----...:....-......:.------.:::...._.::....._ _......:._""

Environmental Affair~
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Committee to Sponsor
Social, Plant a Tree
Environmental Affairs
Committee members are
planning to plant a tree on the
Quad this Friday at 3 p.m.
and to sponsor a social serving food and beverages in
front of Quadstop.
The tree was purchased
with money from the Energy
Fast held yesterday.
In addition, the committee is also raffling off two
t-shirts and an EnvOrg mug
at the social. A suggestion on

how to save energy must be
placed in a box at the Union
Desk in order to participate
in the raffle.
Also, EnvOrg plans to
be at the social to demonstrate how to make usable
paper from paper scraps.
The committee invites
the campus community to
come to the social and tree
planting and reminds everyone to bring their own mug
or glass.

Students Angry about New Smoking Policy.
b

.

y
ki
Jenmfer Mrozows
A group of students, predominantly smokers, said at
this week's mcetingon the proposed smoking policy that it is
unfair, unjust and unwarranted.
The new policy calls specifically for three measures:
• smoking will not be
permitted in college buildings
or ncar the entrances and exits
of those buildings,
• smoking will not be
permitted in college vehicles,
• cigarettes and other tobacco products will not be sold
on college grounds.
The proposal, according
to Vaughn Maatman, Associate
Dean of Residential Life, was
written by a group concerned
about hea lth risks from second-hand smoke. Membcrs of

the group mcluded Dean
Marilyn La Plante, Provost Richard Cook, Tom Ponto, Director of Business and Finace,
Vaughn Maatrnan, and Mike
Sawyer, from the administration, and former student Sarah
Kruse.
Maatrnan said a number
of persons and groups within
the college communi ty,
alumni,peoplewhohavecontact with other institutions and
people visiting the dining hall
have raised the issue with him.
He added that the health
movement has been going on
in the country for a long time,
and the people on campus
have to recognize the needs
and rights of non-smokers, as
well as smokers. Maatman
cited Oberlin College as an
example of a college communily creating a smoke-free
campus.

uOur need to breathe is
on a different need than one's
right to smoke," he said.
Amy Milligan said the
situation at Oberlin did not
compare, because students at
Kalamazoo College are requi red to live on campus. uI
wal)t to be happy," she said,
adding now she sees another
reason not to like living here.
Of the approximately 30
students attending the forum,
not one voiced opinions in favor of the new policy. The few
non-smokers attending conveyed disapproval of the proposal as a means of inhibiting
the rights of smokers.
One non-smoker expressed her view that if there
were people in favor of the
proposal, they should have
come to express their opinions.
"I live with five smokers,
but that's my choice," Mandy

Botsko said. She added that
if she wishes to be away from
smokers, she can simply go to
an area where people are not
smoking.
The students also questioned why the proposal was
suggested, wondering if there
have been an unusual amount
of complaints recently.
La Plante said that there
have been complaints, but the
group does not have statistics
on the actual number.
Hea ther Mossman said she
could provide numbers, because she polled approximately 150 non-smokers exiting the dining hall for a previous article for the Index. She
said not one was in favor of
the new smoking policy proposal as it currently stands.
La Plante said she realizes the proposal was an admittedly biased one, with all

of the group members bemg
non.-smokers.. Part of
reasomng for this, she saId, was
to come up with a proposal
which would generate discussion on the topic.
She said the policy was
constructed from a health perspective.
.Several students vO.iced
opiruons that the cOmmittee
should have been comprised
of an equal member of smokers and non-smokers.
'That's one perspective,"
said Maatrnan. Milligan compared the procedure to :axation without rep~ntatJ~n.
Another que~tion raIsed
concerns about bemg able to
smoke in private rooms with
the door closed. Maatman
said the proposal was designed with the idea in mind
that second-hand smoke is not
continued on page 2
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WJMD to Upgrade Eqmpment, may Move to FM
by
Joe Brennan
Few people know that
the oldest college radio station
in Michigan is found here on
the Kalamazoo College campus. To commemorate its fiftieth anniversary next spring,
the station is upgrading its
equipment and converting to
FM.
WJMD, "K's" campus
radio station, was established
in 1945 by John Dentlar, who
founded the station upon returning home from fighting in
World War II. He used an
Army radio and transmitter,
according to Bill Emzen, "K"
'95, current station manager.
For years the station has
been broadcasting on the frequency of 650 AM. It can only
be heard on campus because
the station uses less than nine
watts of power to send out its
signal, said Emzen. Each residence hall receives the signal
by means of a cable running to
a transmitter on each residence

hall from Hicks Center, where
WJMD is located.
The signal has been consistently weak and difficult to
receive. However, that will
change, Emzen said WJMD is
upgrading its equipment to
move toward a system in
which the signal is carried by
a radiating cable connecting
each residence hall to Hicks
Center. The station is also moving to FM stereo, "hopefully
90.1 FM," said Emzen.
This frequency and
equipment upgrade will enable listeners to better pick up
WJMD's signal, according to
Emzen. The range is still confined to the campus, however.
The upgrade will cost
about $8,000, Ernzen said.
WJMD is paying for it with
money from their budget and
with a grant.
According to Ernzen,
WJMD does not need an FCC
license to transmit, because it
has been transmitting on less
than 10 wat;ts of power and because it does not exceed the

college boundaries.
Emzen said he and the
other station managers hope to
have the new system partially
installed and working by the
middle of next quarter.WJMD
is operating this quarter, although it cannot be picked up
in the residence halls and the
speaker in the lobby of Hicks
Center isn't working. Consequently there has been little
interest in disc jockeying. Once
the station is up and running,
WJMD will probably have
around 25 disc jockeys per
quarter, said Emzen.
Currently the station is
operating from 6 p.rn. to midnight every day, but plans to
operate more in upcoming
quarters, said Emzen. "We're
going to try to broadcast a lot
more in the fall," he said.
Ernzen said he thinks
being a disc jockey for WJMD
is a lot of fun. He said that the
station is unique in that it does
not require its disc jockeys to
follow a playlist or playa required number of songs, but

rather they can play whatever
they want.
John Rollert, K'95, a disc
jockey, said he enjoys playing
a wide variety of music. "I
haven't had much time to DJ
because of work", he said, but
it is still fun.
Emzen said WJMD owns
a collection of at least 10,000
albums on vinyl and about 500
compact discs. Because the station does not have money for
purchasing CDs they are dependent on record companies
sending them albums for free,
he said.
The station keeps a
playlist which they send to the
College Music Journal, a publication dealing with college
radio stations. Distributors
and record companies note
that the radio station is playing their music and then send
them free CDs cassettes and
record albums.
WJMD receives anywhere from 15 to 20 CDs per
week, which they then catalogue on a computer. Rich

Utarnachitt, K'95, the music
director, is responsible for this
project, according to Emzen.
However, the station has
had problems with disc jockeys stealing compact discs,
Emzen said. WJMD is combating this by encouraging the
disc jockeys to borrow albums
by signing them out. "That's
always a problem," said
Ernzen. "There's no way to
police it." We're trying to build
a really good radio station and
build pride in the station, he
said.
In the future the station
hopes to sponsor more campus
events such as dances and
give-a ways. WJMD also hopes
to involve faculty in programming such as talk shows and
wants to promote more local
and lesser-known bands.
"I think college radio is
about those lesser-known
bands," said Ernzen. Besides
Utarnachitt and Emzen, other
directors are James Nelli, Local Bands Director, and John
Felcyn, Engineer.

Policy Proposal Angers Students
Umoja House Forum Smoking
continued from page 1
Sudent Commission, CORD Discuss Racism
by
Jennifer Mrozowski
About forty or fifty students showed up to address
their concerns and questions
at the Umoja House forum.
The forum, co-sponsored by student commission
and the group organized to
evaluate the Cultural Diversity Coordinating Committee's report on multiculturalism, was orgamzed
within the span of a week.
The need, said Mandy
Eldridge of the Coalition on
Race and Diversity, came
about after an anonymous letter sent to the editor of the Index was posted in Hicks Center.
She said, as published in
the CORD newspaper, she
had hoped the events leading
up to the need of the house
would be discussed as well as
the necessity of the house.
Eldridge said those issues were addressed as students discussed the differences between assimilation
and integration: the former
being "a one way street where
one group is expected and
does leave behind one set of
values and customs in favor
of another group's values and
customs in order to fit and belong." The latter, she said, "is
a two way street where each
group brings their values and
customs and finds a way to
live and work together with-

out losing individual identity."
According to Eldridge,
the poster was a kind of final
straw to many sentiments
which were being felt. The forum, she said, was a way to
channel some of the feelings
on campus.
Vaughn Maatman, Associate Dean of Residential
Life, began the dialogue of the
forum last week by answering
procedural questions on establishing the house, including the reason for the need of
the house, the approval process and the requirements of
living in the house.
The group then broke
into smaller factions to discuss concerns which included:
- the flexibility of programs when the need arises,
- whether or not the
house is a step backwards in
the fight against racism,
- how to go about dealing with racism,
- the requirement to be
in good standing with the
Black Student Organization,
• the difference between
integration and assimilation.
Upon reconvening, each
group summarized their topics and discussion followed.
The forum ended with
Peter Gathje announcing
"Wednesday Conversations"
will be held every week beginning this fall.

limited to a particular room or
area.5ome suggestions raised
at the forum were those of
smoke-free residence halls, as
well as smoking I'esidem:e
halls, or specifically designated smoking wings. One
student also cited the need for
smoking lobbies in the residence halls.
Maatrnan said the issue
was raised within the group to
designate a certain residence
hall for smoking students.
A student countered that
it would be unfair to offer only
one residential hall for smokers. She added that Crissey
Hall would be the only feasible
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Triathlon Cancelled, Rescheduled
Last Saturday'S Triathlon Race was cancelled due
to rain, but the race will still

be held.
The resheduled date is
set for Sunday morning.

Volunteers should report to the areas they were as-signed to last week.

dorm because the co-op is located there, and to designate
any other dorm would rob
vegetarians who are also
smokers of their rights.
La. Plante stated that she
did not think the plan would
pass in its current form, because President Bryan is a
smoker and elimination of
smoking in all college-owned
buildings would include the
president's house.
She said the students
could come up with their own
proposal and also write letters
to the president stating their
opposition to the plan.
Many students were concerned they would not have

crnnebeat

n

,':

the time to put together a proposal before tenth week.
Though La. Plante said she did
not think the proposal would
be voted on by that time, students stated that many of them
would be gone for SIPs and
Foreign Study next quarter
and thus would have no say in
the new proposal.
Missy Stucki said she
would write a letter to the
president which could be
signed by anyone opposing
the suggested policy.
A survey was recently
formulated by Debrah
Westerkamp on reaction to the
proposal. Results will be available tenth week, she said.
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Martin Page Steps Out
by
Adam Bower
Hello all of you music patrons
out there. This week we're
going to look at some new talent, some local talent, and
some classic talent. Letthe fun
begin:

the remainder of the album,
which is much harder. You
may know the song "3 Strange
Days", which was released as
a single and got a lot of play
on the radio. They're an alternative band with a crisp acoustic-electric guitar, lending a
folksy and pure sound to what
would otherwise be your run-

sound doesn't overpower and
muddy the rest of the music. I
love the song "Run". Say, Matt
Rossing says that "they sound
like Ride (or my brother playing the guitar with a vacuum
cleaner!)" Don't try this if you
don't really like distortion or
really edge alternative bands
that push the boundaries of
what we call music. J happen
to like 'em.

Martin Pi!~e; In the House of
Stone and Light (Mercury
Records 1994) This is some
incredible untapped talent
here. Mr. Page seems to have
quali ties of the likes of Sting,
Peter Gabriel, and Primus (just
kidding - more like Marc
Cohn). This is a total find. I
had no idea what to expect
when I popped it in my player,
but I was flattened. After j!1st
20 seconds of the first song, I
was in love! If you like any of

"This is Page's
s piritual odyssey;
with its wide screen
s cope and its
timeless melodies
tethered to tribal
rhythms, it is at
once ancient and
futurtstic."
-Mercury Recordsthe artists mentioned above,
CHECK THIS OUT. I don't
think it has been released yet,
but it shou.ld be within a few
days or weeks. I have been listening to it non-stop for the
past four days!
BUDGE-O-LEVEL; ooeoe
School of Fish; (Capitol
Records, 1991) Wooow. I
bought this album for the song
"Fell", which is sort of balladlike, but I soon took a liking to

of-the-mill alternative band.
They do use distortion on another guitar as well, but it is
well tempered by the tight
sound on vocals and other instrumentation .... specifically
the drums. My favorites on the
album include "Fell", "Speech_
less", and "Euphoria".
BUDGE-a-BEACON:
00001/2 (I would buy it again
and again and again!)
SpiritUj!lized; Lazer Guided
Melodies (RCA Records,
1992) Heavier on the alternative side, if you like groups like
Stereolab, Yo La Tengo, and
Medicine, this is for you. They
are very mellow, but big on
distortion (yes, it is indeed p0ssible!) The guitar is distorted
and compressed, but that

AFestival of Romance
by
Suzie Brucker

an outspoken skeleton
dummy.
Okay, okay. I know that a
Also worth making time
lot of you are scratching your for is the somewhat bawdy
heads wondering what exactly Washing Well Wenches Show
the fascination is with the and the comedy and juggling
Middle Ages and the Renais- of Shawn and Dave. And of
sance. VVondernolonge~ You course, you can't have a renaiscan go find out.
sance festival without brave
The Michigan Renaissance knights jousting for their
Festival, located in Holly off of lady's honor.
Dixie Highway, just started its
If it's music you're after,
fifteenth annual season. Enter- your ears won't be deprived.
taining around 25,000 people Gibbon the Troubador sings
a weekend, this festival truly and plays guitar in an incredhas something for everyone.
ible show. Madrigal singers
All varieties of performers can also be heard, as well as a
can be seen on the six stages at brass ensemble and several
the Festival - comedians, jug- wandering minstrels.
glers, dancers, even sword
Even though they cannot
fighting . Be sure to catch the be overlooked, wonderful
wacky witticisms of Dcd Bob, stage shows alone do not a
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BUDGE-O-BURGER: 000.3
The Juliana Hatfield Three;
Become What You Are (Atlantic/Mammoth Records, 1993)
Okay, you may think you don't
know this group, but I'm sure
you know at least one of their
songs. "Spin The Bottle" was
the big song from the movie
Reality Bites. And yes, the rest
of the songs are very similar ~
very good. The tunes have a
strange tendency to pick up
and get really awesome, adding cool vocal harmonies and
interesting sounds about 1 and
a half minuets into every song.
I can sum this up easily here ...
If you like "Spin The Bottle",
you will like the rest of this album and also the 1992 release,
"Hey Babe". I really like her
voice quality. It is childish, but
make a festival. Dozens of
crafters are on hand to peddle
their wares. Everything from
jewelry to art prints to home
furnishings to renaissance garb
is on sale in the ·recreated renaissance village. And of
course, don't forget the
scrumptious food; while the
prices are a bit steep for the
average college student, the
taste beats '1K's" rendition of
Marriott by light years.
The Festival also has many
carnival-type games for you to
test your skills. Don't tell me
you've never wanted to try
your hand at axe throwing or
feel the satilOfaction of splatting
a very ripe tomato onto the
face of a taunting gamer.
All other distractions
aside, probably the best thing
about the Festival is the people
that you can meet there. Over

not annOyingly so.
BUDGE-O-BRUSH; oeoe
Okay, so lets talk a bit
about the bands at Quadstock.
I was thoroughly impressed by
many of the groups who performed there. I thought that
This is She was just plain
amazing! K's own Beth
Bowden along with Ruth Doan
from Western were ... what can
I say ... perfect! A great blend
of cover tunes and originals
had the audience wowed. I
heard many a person raving
about them and hoping they
might have a recording out.
Hey ... I'm first in line.
Then, there was Delta
Fawcett and No Idea who
rocked. They both got the audience movin' and-a-shakin'.
And we got to see Martin "the
sound guy" rock out on stage.
Finally, I have to say that
Heckyl & Jive were A-mazing!
Two thumbs up ... Five star
performance ... A sure bet for
the Grammies! I didn't think
you could get so much out of
three people! I am headed
straight to the store to find a
copy of their album to add to
my collection. The music is
great to dance to and I had no
idea that a human being's
hands could move as fast as
that keyboardists!! If you can
find the album somewhere,

Impressions of
Quadstock
by
Elizabeth Lindau

When it rains at
Woodstock, the music continues and the party gets bigger.
When it rains before
Quadstock, "K" College goes
inside.
I think everyone can agree
on one thing about Quadstock:
being indoors sucked. When
asked about the event, the first
thing almost everyone said
was that being inside sucked.
I checked in with some fellow workers with Facilities
Management to get their opinions:
Rising sophomore Lisa
Walter gave this insight: "I was
kind of disappointed by my
first Quadstock. I'm really
looking forward to next year;
hopefully the weather will be
better. With everyone divided
between being inside listening
to the bands or outside on the
slip-and-slide or playing
frisbee, it really seemed to divide up the whole event." she
said.
Some got right to the
point: "I've never seen so
many drunk people in my
life."
One positive aspect of
BUY IT!
Quadstock was the chance to
be with friends as a fair numMusic TIp-o-The Week; Have
ber of people came in from out
a band you're really into and
of town for the event includwant to know more about??
ing graduates and students
Check into e-mail stuff. Many
who have transfered. Another
groups have a board you can
seemingly well-enjoyed event
subSCribe to where everyone
was the slip-and-slide. It
writes in about the latest with
looked to me like everyone
the band. Where to get special
who did it was having fun.
boots, where their next tour is
Although most people enheaded, what's going on with
joyed the visitors, several
the band, and exchanges of
people commented on the
rare and unreleased songs by
great number of non-K stuthe band. Look around - they
dents at the evenl Everyone I
are there. I was on one for the
talked to agreed that they
Smashing Pumpkins for a long
wished the non-students
while a year or so ago. They
wouldn't come to watch.
really keep you updated.
Some people I talked to,
Might as well ... It's free!!!
wished that more of the bands
. were made of K-ColIege stusixty street performers wander dents, giving the students a
the fair just waiting to enter- chance to show their talents to
tain and chat with the festival the rest of campus.
crowd.
Opinions about Heckyl &
This upcoming weekend Jive? My co-workers did not
(August 19-20) is Romance have much to say. Mark
Weekend, almost unani- Durbin, however, said he was
mously voted the BEST time to disappointed that all the songs
go. If you go and you're single, he heard were covers instead
make sure you pick up a num- of originals. Overall, I did not
bered stone and look for the hear a lot of praise for the band
person of the opposite sex with but, no real complaints from
the matching number - I can't anyone either.
promise true love, but you'll
In closing, I have two
have fun looking. The Michi- quotes that I feel pretty much
gan Renaissance Festival runs sum up the event. The first is
weekends and Labor Day 10 by Amy Schmidt. "I showed
a.m. until 7 p.m. through the up, checked my e-mail, wanend of September.
dered into some frisbee, got
For more information
my shi t stolen, got pissed, and
please contact the Festival Of~ saw a really cool band and I
iice at (810) 645-9640. I hope can't remember their name. It
to see thee in the fair village of was lame." Secondly is insight
HOllygrove!
from Andy Carra: "I was just
there."
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have secured a shot at the
Championship Shirts. Unfortunately, their all-star pitcher,
Sarah Bushard, was injured a
few weeks ago. Hopefully, the
Blind Finger Pointers will be
able to keep it together and
achieve at least a third place
ranking.
It is a tough call between
veteran team P-Squared and
the Fourth Corning and newcomers Boy We do Love Them
Tater Tots. The battle will
definitly not be over until the
bottom of the seventh, and I
wouldn't be surprised to see
extra innings. Both teams are
equal in ability but P-Squared
and the Fourth Corning have
experience. However, Boy We
do Love Them Tater Tots does
not have a lofty reputation to
live up to and could surprise
them, as they had earlier this
season. I am going to have to
go with rising-juniors Boy We

Christine Perry
Co-ed Intramural Softball
Championship Games begins
this week. P-Squared and the
Forth Coming, Boy We Do
Love Them Tater-Tots, The
Blind Finger Pointers and The
La La Lobsters will participate
in the finals, as predicted.
Monday, August 15, and
Wednesday, August 17, the
Championships begin at the
intramural softball field.
Although the La La Lobsters had a strong start this season, they began to fall apart as
the season progressed. They
slid into a play-off position on
Monday, but they will obtain
extra study time Wednesday
afternoon. I predict a bottom
slot for the La La Lobsters.
The Blind Finger Pointers
have maintained they "Home
Run Derby" playing style and

do Love Them Tater Tots as the
Champions.
Central Park had a late
start this season. They made a
mid-season pitching change
that changed their record drastically. In fact, Central Park
was nearly in the play-offs until the La La Lobsters captured
their position. There were accusations from the La La Lobsters that Central Park had
paid off their last rivals, PSquared and the Fourth Coming, in order to secure a playoff seeding. Since then, the
team has referred to themselves as The Kalamazoo Black
Socks.
Knights of Knie, whom
have played together for two
seasons, fell short of play-off
hopes. Many of their wins
were attributed to forfeits and
they were unable to tally
enough wins to put them in a
competetive position.
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Kalamazoo College

USTA Lands in Kalamazoo

Intramural Softball Wraps it Up
by

Thursday, August 18,1994,
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HarnzaSuria
In the first week of August,
Kalamazoo witnessed the arrival of the United States Tennis Assoication Nationals. Not
only the Kalamazoo College
campus, but the whole city had
been involved in preparing for
this event. As the final matches
of the tournament approach
us, the high prestige and honor
of this tournament becomes
apparent. However, the
Kalamazoo College community made considerable sacrifices to accommodate the tennis players.
The USTA made extensive
efforts to publicize the opening
of the Nationals. Not only did
this create awareness within
Kalamazoo, but it also attracted thousands of people
from all over the United States.
Amongst the preparations, visitors and summer
showers, Kalamazoo realized
a sense of excitement oerund
this tournament. The players,
although contested by numerous down-pours, maintained a
terrific standard of tennis.
They strived hard to clench
and retain titles against rivals.
In addition, they also strove to
improve their own skills
through competition against
some of the best players in the
United States. When speaking
to the young players, one realizes that they are learning a lot
from this opportunity to com-

pete matches of high caliber.
Perhaps one of the most
impressive sites on campus
during the USTA tournament
has been the countless number
of spectators. Players have
been accompanied by adults in
their drive or flight to the tournament. Even when they're
not with a parent, the players
themselves have come to
watch other matches among
their fellow-competitiors. In
addition, tennis fans have arrived in Kalamazoo from all
over the United States specially to attend this event. All
of this has provided a very
supportive, enthusiastic and
competitive atmosphere for
the tournament.
Unfortunately, none of this
has come without a cost. For
the sake of the USTA tournament, the Kalamazoo College
community has had to go out
of it's way. Perhaps the most
crucial change to the campus
has been the parking arrangemel.. , made fOf the visitor and
USTA officials. Academy
Street, Acker Lane and the
Dow Science parking lot have
all been modified to accommodate extra traffic. In essence,
this has lead numerous students, as well as faculty, to seek
parking in spaces other than
these areas. Students have
unanimously raised an objection towards the lack of space
and other disturbances that
have been brought about by
the increased traffic flow.
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PEACE, BEER, ALCOHOL, TIE-DYE, MUSIC, DRUNKS, CONDOMS, aGARETIES, DANCING, SINGING, PINTS, aGARS, ICE, JUNGLE JUICE, KEG, HEADLINERS, HANGOVERS,
RETURNABLES, HASH, PICNICS, DECORATION, BANDS, WET PEOPLE, UMBRELLAS,
TRASH, HOOKUPS, HANG-UPS, FUN, CORRUPTION, VIOLENCE, NOISE, STRANGERS,
FRIENDS, COOLERS, BLANKE1S, HECKLE AND JIVE,AEROSMITH, SECURITY, POllCE,
NAKED PEOPLE, TENI'S, DRUGS, SMOKE, FOOD, LAUGHS, SMILES, CLOUDS, MOON,
LIGHTS, BOITLES, RAIN, SLIP AND SLIDE, MUD

The Index is missing a tape recorder. If you
have any information, please contact Index staff,
or return it to the Index room. Thanks!
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Cauldron is Voice for
Creativity on Campus
by
Sarah Jaquish
''The Cauldron is a voice for
the creative energies on campus," said Amy Hicks K'96., a
Cauldron staff member. Currently reviSing the format for
the Summer/Fall issue, Cauldron staff brainstorm new
ways to revitalize the campus
literary magazine.
Published bi-annually, the
Cauldron is the student literary
magaZine of Kalamazoo College. Past issues have included
student poetry, short stories,
photography, and original art
work. Hicks explained that,
though the Cauldron is only
published bi-annually, the staff
has dccided upon a newspaper
format for the forthcoming
issue."For the end of Summer
and Fall of 1994 we will have a
pamphlet or newspaper format due mostly to lack of submissions," Hicks said.
According to Hicks student writers are not submitting
their work to the Cauldron because" A lot of students don't
know what the Cauldron is,"
sa id Hicks. "Also, a lot of
people haven't submitted to
the Cauldron because they are
sending their work to other
magazines. That's too bad,"
she said. "One of the reasons I
came to this school was because of the literary magazine.
I liked what I read and the

Cauldron has been very prestigious."
"To let people know what
the Cauldron is about, we'll be
giving ou t copies of the next
issue free" Hicks said . The
Cauldron staff are branching
out into the Kalamazoo community and have worked on
ideas to increase the
magazine's readership. "We'd
like to put some of the copies
in coffee houses around
Kalamazoo," she said.
The Cauldron also pubIishes work by poets from
other campuses. "For the last
issue of the Cauldron we invited guest poets to submit
their work and we'd like to
continue to do that," said
Hicks. "It was nice to have a
little more variety."Guest poets from Western Michigan
University and Michigan State
Uni versi ty responded.
For those interested in
submitting their poetry, short
stories, photographs, or art
work, the Cauldron is accepting
submissions for the issue after
next. Submissions are judged
anonymously, and are collected in the Cauldron box in
the basement of Hicks Center.
The Cauldron staff would
like to expand its number of
editors. If interested in working on the magazine during
Fall quarter contact Amy Hicks
at 382-5916 or Deborah
Luyster in the English Department.

New Head Coach Named for
Cross Country
by Christine Perry

Pete Gathje is the new head coach of the men's and women's
cross country team. He received his doctorate in Theology from
Emory University this spring, and replaces alumni Pete
livingston-McNelis who resigned from the program spring
quarter.
Gathje has been the coach for the women's cross country
team since the 1992 season. The size of the women's roster has
continued to increase since Gathje took over their program.
ApprOximately 22 women are expected for this year's team. In
1992 the team roster fell as low as (insert number) Many upperclassmen are returning to the women's team and the class of
1998 should provide talented freshman.
Last season, the women's team tied for third in the league
with Alma, behind Calvin College and Hope College and pmduced their first Second Team AU-MIAA athlete, freshman
Shelby Stuntz K'97 since the program began.
Gathje said he has high expectations for the women's team
and that the team are striving for outright third place, eventually becoming competitive with nationaIly ranked runners from
Calvin and Hope CoIlege.
The men had an equally impressive season placing third in
the league with Dave Barkley K'95 representing Kalamazoo
COllege on the AlI-MIAA team and junior Jasen Schrock K'95
On Second Team All-MIAA.
Gathje said he is confident that the men will be able to place
second in the conference this year, behind Calvin.
Their roster also has increased in size this year, due to
Gathjc's heavy recruiting. They are not only bringing in a freshmen runners, but transfers and current "K" students as weIl.
In the past, both teams have participated in Soo to Zoo run,
where they run from Sault Saint Marie down the west coast of
the lower peninsula to Kalamazoo. This year, Gathje has organiZed a team camp where the team will stay in a lodge near the
Sleeping Bear Sand Dunes. Lodging, instead of camping as years
past, will provide more time for other activities and interests of
the team and it will prevent injuries often caused by the constant pounding on long stretches of highway.
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Anonymous Gift Will Fund Second Chair in
Classics at Kalamazoo College
by
Public Relations Office
In 1987, Kalamazoo College received a $1 million gift
toendowtheteachingsofclassics. It was then, and remains,
the largest gift ever received in
support of curriculum.
In what may now be one
of the most weIl-funded c1assics programs at any liberal
arts college, Kalamazoo College announces the receipt of
another anonymous gift in
support of a second chair in the
classics.
Funding has established
the Sarah Appleton Rotating
ChairinOassics; thosenamed
to the chair wiIl hold the position for three years. The first
to hold the chair is Gina M.
Soter, who served as a visiting
instructor in classics in 1993-94
academic year. She earned a
Ph.D. in classics from the University of Michigan in 1993.
The addition of a second
faculty member in the department of classics enables
Kalamazoo College to expand
curricular offerings and to
hold minors in Oassics, Greek
and Latin.
"Teaching classics at

Kalamazoo College is exciting,
because so many of our students study abroad," says
Soter. "The endowments have
not only added faculty to teach
courses about classical antiquity, but have allowed students to excavate at archaeo-

"The ancien t
Greek and Roman
civilizations were
thoroughly
multicultural. These
cultures existed before there were clearly
defined notions of Europe, Africa and
Asia," said Corrigan.
logical sites, to work with rare
books and on manuscripts in
the great libraries of the world,
to attend seminars at other institutions, and to travel abroad.
'1n the near future, we will
involve students in museum
curating and papyrology (the
study of what was written on
ancient paper). Few colleges
can boast the ability to involve
students in such a variety of

exciting projects on a regular
basis."
A long-time friend of the
College,
Sarah
(Sally)
Kirkpatrick was a member of
a towns group that has gathered for many years to study
and read Greek. The group is
lead by Oassics Professor Peter COrrigan, who was named
to the first chair in classics in
1987.
Among her civic interests,
Kirkpatrick founded the area
chapter of Amnesty International and was a member of
Kalamazoo City Planning
Commission.
'1 can't think of another
classics program at a small liberal arts school comparable to
ours that has so well-funded a
program," says Corrigan.
"People are beginning to realize the value of classics in the
liberal arts curriculum, not
only because of the virtues of
the subject area, but because it
speaks profitably to the current
issue of multiculturalism."
"The ancient Greek and
Roman civilizations were thoroughly multicultural. These
cultures existed before there
were clearly defined notions of
Europe, Africa and Asia," he
said.

NSF Recognizes K-College Prof
as Science Innovator
by
Office of Public Relations

Dr. Jan Tobochnik,
associate professor of physics and computer science at
Kalamazoo College, was
recognized as a successful
innovator in science, mathematics, and engine.:?ring
education by the National
Science Foundation, which
invited him to attend a nationa I conference of innovators in undergraduate education in June.
The Project Impact Conference in Washington, D.C.,
brought together more than
250 NSF grant recipients
whose selection was based
on the outstanding potential
for national adoption of the
reforms in undergraduate
education they have developed.
This was the first NSFsponsored gathering of college and university faculty
from every discipline of science, mathematics, and engineering to plan for hastening reforms in undergraduate education.
Under an NSF grant totaling almost $100,000,
Tobochnik and Harvey

Gould, physics professor at
Clark University, are develop-

Innovative science,
mathematics, and engineering education
projects such as
Tobochnik's have already affected hundreds of thousands of
undergraduate students throughout the
United States, according to Dr. Robert F.
Watson, director of
NSF's division of undergraduate education.
ing course materials that will
enable instructors to teach a
laboratory-based course on
computer simula tions in physics.
The course in unique in
that the students at many different levels and with different

interests can be taught simultaneously. The course
also stresses the discovery
method of learning, where
lectures are kept to a minimum and students learn by
being actively involved in
program development and
analysis of the data produced by the programs.
In addition, the second
edition of their textbook,Introduction to Computer Simulation Methods, based in part
of this work, is scheduled
for publication in fall 1994
by Addison-Wesley.
Innovative science,
mathematics, and engineering education projects such
as Tobochnik's have already
affected hundreds of thousands of undergraduate students throughout the United
States, according to Dr. Robert F. Watson, director of
NSF's division of undergraduate education.
The purpose of the
Project Impact Conference
was to help Tobochnik and
other grant recipients
achieve the greatest possible
impact for their innovative
projects.

The Index would Uke to recognize Rob Townsend's recycUng

efforts. so please recycle this week's issue.
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Students of the '\'eek in the front row, left to right, are:
Iv1ichele Goulet, Josh Devaney, and Dan Faynshteyn. Students
in the middle row (I-r) are: Matt Staub, Melissa Hoadley,
Hunter McLaughlin, and Michael Butler. Students in the back
row (I-r) are: Ryan Cline and Alexis LaTour.

"Students of the Month" for May are, left to right: 5th
grader Sarah Wutka, 6th grader Christine Mullreed, 7th
grader Amanda Lentz, and 8th grader Tammy Horning .
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Photograph not available,
will be printed in next week's Register.
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Calendar changes approved

According to Fletcher, "alcohol people who could have been
News Editor
was involved on his influenced by Paul's life in the
Paul Quigley, a 1994 (Quigley's) part."
future."
.
Kalamazoo College graduate,
According to College PresiQuigley, a chemistry major,
seemed to have everything dent Lawrence Bryan, "The graduated magna cum laude
going for him until the early tragedy of Paul Quigley's with a 3.97 grade point aver
morning of September 10th.
age in June from "K." He was
Twenty-one-year-old
working full time a t The
Quigley died at approxiUpjohn
Company
in
Kalamazoo and hoped te bemately 5:30 am when he was
gin medical school at Wayne
struck by an automobile.
According to Bev Fletcher
State University next fall .
in Traffic Services at the
Born on October 4, 1972,
Paul TImothy Quigley was
Allegan County Sheriff's Department, Quigley was hit by
the second of four children oi
a vehicle while he was walkTIm and Marcia Quigley.
After graduating from
ing in the northbound lane of
U.S 131, just north of M-89.
Otsego High School in 1990 he
No criminal action was
entered Kalamazoo College.
taken against Ronald L.
In 1992 Quigley spent his forPhelps the driver of the car, Photo by Yearbook Staff
eign study at the University
Fletcher said.
of Madrid, Spain and became
Quigley and four friends death is a tragedy not only for a Phi Beta Kappa member his
were a half of a mile from his family, his friends, and for junior year.
Funeral services were held
Quigley's home in Plainwell Kalamazoo College but also
L.w_h_e_n......:,.th...,;e....;a....;cc:..:.....id....;e:.:.n:.:.t...:o...:c.:.curr=.:..ed:..=._f:..:o:..:r_t:..:h:..:e:.,...=u.:..:n.:..:to:..:l:.:d:....n:.:u=.m:.:..:.:b:.:e:,:r:;,.s..::o:.:f......:Se:::.:::!p:.:.te:::m:.:..:::::be:::r:....1::2:.:th:..:...:.:in:.:::O:..::tse~g::.:.0.~

Kezia Pearlman
News Editor
Kalamazoo College faculty sealed the fate of the K-plan
when they voted to authorize calender changes at Monday's
faculty meeting. The motion passed 69 to 25.
David Barclay, Professor of History echoed the sentiment
of many faculty members and students when he said that "the
issue that we're voting on is unquestionably the most important issue in 30 years."
Three key issues concerning which frequently surfaced
throughout the meeting were: the College's financial situation,
the future of foreign study and the emphasis on experiential
learning.
In his criticism of the proposed changes Barclay cited what
he called K's "obviously precarious situation" and said that "in
the end it comes down to money." Barclay also questioned what
would happen to K if the new c~ges backfire and noted disastrous consequences restructunng have had on small schools
like Bennington and Nazareth.
Besides financial concerns, debate over new foreign
study programs dominated much of the discussion.
David Strauss, Professor of History, said that one of his
biggest criticisms of the new plan was that "we'll end up with a
foreign study department that looks like our competitors'."
Strauss also proposed an amendment to the proposed
calender change which would have ensured that a 10 week foreign study program remain an option for students. Though
Barclay, Sociology professor Kim Cummings and a majority of
the professors in the Romance Languages Department supported the amendment, faculty defeated it 52 to 32.

I

Kyriakopoulos gears up for fall quarter
Andrea Gilman
Index Staff
Student Commission President Joanna Kyriakopoulos
wants to make the complaints
and problems of the student
body heard.
"One of the greatest things
about Kalamazoo is that as a
small college the students
have ample opportunities to
get a direct voice in policy and
to make a difference,"
Kyriakopoulos said. "I got
tired of complaining and decided to change things."
Kyriakopoulos stated.
Senior Manuel Rupe, who
will take the presidential responsibilities for the winter
and spring quarters is confident about Kyriakopoulos's
leadership abilities.
"Joanna understands the responsibilities of the president," Rupe said.
"Unlike former presidents
who failed to fulfill the demands of the posi tion, Joanna
knows when to get things
done herself and when to delegate the responSibility to
someone else," said Rupe.
Kyriakopoulos is working
to represent the student
body's voice in policy making
while also providing times
when students can let loose
and relax.
"Joanna had forums set up
to let students' opinions out.
She has really done a lot to
make sure their voice was
heard," said Rupe.
Kyriakopoulos was involved in changing curriculum to include minors instead
of concentrations, the opening
of Umoja House and the
drafting of proposed smoking
policy, which would ban

smoking from all areas of the
campus.
She also would like to see
better representation of students through two new committees, the Foreign Study
Committee, which deals with
problems in programming
and placement, and the Athletic Committee, which will
work for more recognition for
athletes.

"Forty percent of students
transfer from this school and
the number is growing," she
said. "It's because the retention level here is unbelievable
and there is no release. Administration has to understand that partying is a part
of college life. Sometimes
they take enforcement of th~
alcohol policy too far,"
Provost Richard Cook said the ten week foreign study
Kyriakopoulos said.
option will not be completely ruled out. The shorter foreign
study program historically has been used by athletes, science
students and those not wanting to spend an extended amount
"One of the greatest
of time abroad.
In addition to concern for the status of foreign study,
things about
Cummings
the future of K's commitment experienKalamazoo is that as a tiallearning.questioned
"The proposal represents wholesale retreat from
small college the stu- experiential learning," he said.
Along the same lines Barclay said that the calender change
dents have ample
will radically change the culture of K and impede the future of
opportunities to get a intellectual scholarship at K. Barclay said that he has academic,
direct voice in policy pedagogical and intellectual problems with the calender.
Though Barclay, Strauss and Cummings expressed their
and to make a differideological
disagreements with the calender as well as cited
Joanna Kyriakopoulos
ence.
"
their
specific
concerns, many faculty members felt more posiPhoto by Jamie Kozma
tively about the impending changes.
·
Marigene Arnold, Professor of Sociology and Anthropolthe Stud en t C ommlsAl
Amain presidential goal for
. P rovost called for a return to generali'tIes 10.
ogy and As soclate
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year
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I
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ocusmg on spea c parts 0
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I h
stead
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students about their rights in an
7 opou. os . ope~to ten week foreign study program. She stressed the need to balthe judicial process of the col- ?Tant It to organIzations at ance who is on campus with who is not.
lege.
m~?lve .th~ ~ho~e campus.
Cook urged faculty to worry about on campus enrollment,
"The college is very incon. ActJ VI tIes lIke the one retention rates and the quality of students' K experiences.
sistent and a lot of students ElIzabeth Stands planned that
Dean of Admissions Teri Lahti said that she thinks dcare denied their constitutional got three groups together, the spite the changes, "retention rates will remain high."
rights, such as due process of Women's Equity Coalition,
President Lawrence Bryan commissioned the Calender
law," Kyriakopoulos said . the Women's Resource Center Task Force last fall in order to examine:
"The enforcement of the rules and the Gay /Lesbian/Bi-lack of faculty and staff continuity
-administration problems caused by the quarter system
also often infringes on the sexual Support Group, to
the large number of deviations away from the traditional
bring
Ani
Defranco
to
privileges of the student."
Kyriakopoulos said she is Kalamazoo help bring the Plan
A and Plan B schedules.
together,"
working with Dr. Donald campus
The
committee members drafted the final recommendaFlesche of the Political Science Kyriakopoulos said .
tion
for
a
new
triquarter program fifth week of summer quarOther projects include
Department and other faculty
ter,
which
included
a revised Senior Individualized Project (SIP)
members to straighten out Stairmasters for the weight
misconceptions and to de- rooms, televisions for the to be spread throughout the senior year, in lieu of the current
velop a set of specific rules aerobic programs and cable in one off-quarter SIP.
Although calender changes were authorized, Cook
the dorms. Kyriakopoulos
and rights.
also said she hopes to allow stressed the need to sustain and enhance programs under the
Kyriakopoulos listed stustudents involved in the Stu- revised calender. Monday's vote authorized a new calender,
dent relaxation as another
dent Commission to receive however, as of yet there are no irreversible specifics.
concern.
credit for their work.

"The issue that we're voting
on is unquestionably the most
important issue in 30 years."
-David Barclay, Professor of History
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Videos, TCBY new in Marriott

Kyle Secrist
Index Staff
Several slight changes in
Marriott's meal service this
fall, including new meal plans,
and extended dining hours,
signify the continually improving meal service in New
Welles, according to Mike
Leeuw, Food Service Director.
The new meal plans, Carte
Blanche, 15 Plus, and 10 Plus
are only the beginning, according to Leeuw. Several other
conveniences have been integrated into the service as well:
_ USA Today available for
students to read.
-The addition of the Laser
Video System through an
agreement between Visa,
Coca-Cola, and Marriott. A
new CD is received every two
weeks; New Wells needs only
cover the cost of returning the
previous CD.
-The addition of the TCBY
Yogurt machine.
-The extension of service
hours.
According to Leeuw, student
input has been the key to reshaping dining, and it will continue to be vital. The next step
in improvement involves student suggestions to shape
what will be served for late
lunch and in Quadstop.
Substantial student represen-

tation will be a necessary part
in any possible changes. "The
whole process is to have the
students stay involved," said
Leeuw.
..
Leeuw said additional services are planned for the future. Marriott is in the midst of
starting a pizza program
through Quadstop, likely to be
called "Hornet Pizza."
Marriott wants to lower the
price for a pizza compared to
places such as Hungry Howies
and Dominoes. Initially, the
pizza will be pick up only and
in operation by the end of October.
The concept of self service
will become increasingly important in future dining, according to Leeuw. This has
been implemented in the Wok
bar and the same concept aJr
plies to Eggs to Order.
"When they [the students]
see the Wok bar, and the rice
and the vegetables, they like to
cook for themselves," said
Leeuw.
One of Marriott's goals is to
further educate the consumer.
Information covering the tOJr
ics of veganism, vegetarianism
and guides to healthy eating
are scheduled.
Also, Marriott plans to inform the consumer of their
standards, such as their use of

ummer quarter revie
Concern over the proposed calendar and curriculum
changes held the attention of most members of the campus
community this summer.
Approximately 70 faculty and students raised questions
about the Task Force recommendation for curriculum changes
at a forum held in early August.
The forum was organized by students as a response to
doubts that changes were necessary, the details of the changes,
and how the process had moved SO quickly to a vote.
Provost Richard Cook said everything being discussed had
been heard before and that the students should have faith that
the College can make the new plan work. Students responded
that although their concerns may have been heard before, the
administration had done nothing to modify the plan.
In other news, President Lawrence Bryan issued a memorandum on a proposed new cultural unit on campus which
would address the need of a support system for African and
African-American students.
The new unit, called the Umoja House, would allow African and African American students a place to be within their
own cultural surroundings. Located in one wing of
Trowbridge Hall, The Umoja House accepted applications
during fall quarter for residency beginning in the fall.
The faculty voted almost unanimously to approve the addition of minors to the curriculum. Minors require six courses
in a field of study. The addition of minors was a result of
student requests, according to Lonnie Supnick,Associate Provost. During the fall of 1994, the Educational Policies Committee drafted a policy to be voted upon by the faculty.
Students learned that call waiting would not be an option
in their Ameritech telephone package. According to Janet
Price, Director of Computer Services, the $6000 cost would be
something the school would be unwilling to handle.
The African foreign study program in Swaziland was cancelled after only one year in existence. According to Michael
Vande Berg, Director of Foreign Study, the University of
Swaziland notified Kalamazoo that they would not be renewing the original agreement of two years. Kalamazoo College
decided not to send students to Swaziland next year because
it wouldn't be fair to the students planning to attend.
Kalamazoo College Professor of Economics, Fred Strobel,
left at the end of summer quarter for a new position in Florida.
Strobel, who held the Stephen B. Monroe chair, ended his
twentieth year of teaching at K.

eggless pasta, dolphm safe well,.~ld Leeuw..
tuna, and the fact that french Additional remmders from
fries are cooked in a separate Leeuw:
.
fryer from meat products.
- Munch Money IS per quarFinall~, Marriott intends o.n ter, more money can always be
conducting a waste study this added. .
year. In this.way perhaps the . - Removmg food ~t~er than
students Will beco~e more ~ce cream from the dmmg area
aware of waste, .while at the IS not allowed.
same time keepmg the staff - - - - - - - - involved with the menu as Photo by Rebecca Kilnepeter
Futuristic jukebox presides over Saga dining room.

Arnold nallled
Associate Provost
Eric R. Frederick
Index Staff
Provost Richard Cook recently appointed Professor of
Sociology
and Anthropology
Marigene
Arnold Associate Provost.
In her new
position,
Arnold will
share her duties with the
other Associate Provost,
Professor of
Psychology,
Lonnie
Supnick.
Arnold's responsible for new faculty orientation, faculty development,
faculty partners, and retired K
faculty and staff. She also will
playa role in multi-cultural
curriculum issues.
Furthermore, she will be the
Provost's Office representative
on the Faculty Development
Ccmmittee and the President's
Cultural Diversity Advisory
Board.
Besides these responsibilities, Arnold remains a Professor of Sociology and Anthropology at 'K'. While she acknowledges that her poSition
is a new challenge, she does

not view it as a hierarchical
promotion.
As an anthropologist, she
said she
wants to
know how
things
work and
to know
why things
happen the
way they
do. As Associate
Provost,
she will get
thisopportunity.
Arnold
said she
would prefer, however, to remain in the
classroom full time teaching
new students the discipline of
anthropology.
"I want to be a teacher," said
Arnold.
Arnold is the fourth woman
in this position, following
Kathleen Smith, Professor of
Romance Languages and Uterature, Sandra Greene, Associate Professor of History and
Dean of Students Marilyn
LaPlante.
Her tenure as Associate Provost will last two years, she
will then return to teaching
full-time.

We listen. We explain.
We're private. We're affordable.
WE CARE.
We're here for Kalamazoo College
students and stoff, with
affordable, coring services.
Just have a question? Ask for
Education and you'll get answe~.
We offer all methods of birth
control, including emergency
contraception (the morning after
pill), and routine exams,
SID tests, and state-required
premarital education.

PLANNED"
PARENTHOOD.
Of South Central Michigan

4201 W. MDlp· 372-1200
It.... Drib ad. , WMU
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"Melrose Place": tvvo vievvs
Babes,
bitches, and
blonde wigs
Ed Murray
Index Staff
I was in eighth grade when
I first heard someone talk
about Beverly Hills 90210.
Some guy in my gym class was
telling everyone about the episode from the night before. I
thought it sounded horribly
cheesy, so I decided to check it
out. Over the next two seasons, you couldn't pry me
away from the TV when the
Minnesota's Twins came on
the small screen.
Fast forward to my first
week here at K ColIege. My
roommate, we'II call him Jon,
since he wishes to remain
anonymous, turns out to be a
9021O-junkie, which I had long
since lost interest in. For the
first time in three years, I
watched it-and it is only with
the utmost level of guilt and
shame that I admit that I liked
it.
With my return trip to
Beverly Hills begun, I decided
to investigate this maelstrom
of sex and deceit that simply
went by the initials MP. You
know it, even if you don't love
it, it's, of course, Melrose Place.
I sat through my first episode in the lounge of my dorm,
excuse me- Residence Hall,
with a mesmerized, predominantly female audience. In
this, my baptismal edition,
there were more interlocking
rinSS of jealousy and hate than
on the Olympic flag. Now,Jon,

Humble

Scot turns
addict
Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
"The best way to learn
about the States is to watch
Melrose Place". So spoke my
new second year American
roommate when asked about
the differences between Britain
and the States. And so I was
introduced to this strange phenomenon they call American
television - which seems to
have hundreds of channels but
stiIl there is nothing anyone
would want to watch.
I've now seen Melrose twice
and for alI its faults the American soap drama is strangely
addictive. Truly representative
of American life? I think not
but this doesn't seem to alter
its popularity. This can be
borne out by the crowd who
gather religiously around the
TV set every Monday at eight
to watch stunning girls and
hunky guys backbiting and

surprise, he's also an MPer, Sydney committed to a menwas generous enough to give tal institution. Now, continume the entire series lowdown ing along with this episode,
during the commercials. He Kimberly is confronted by ansounded like he had a bio-file other party claiming that she,
on each character, and when- in fact, was the driver of the
ever I asked questions, and car. Her defense? "Now, how
believe me, I had plenty of could I fit alI of this hair under
those to go around, I couldn't a short, blonde wig?" OK
get a simple answer. There folks, Kimberly's hair is a little
was always, "WeIl, she was down past her shoulders.
sleeping with him, because he Now, Sydney, the cne that's
was cheating on her, who was serving time for the crime, her
sleeping with them," and so hair ... is a little down past her
on.
shoulders, too. Apparently,
I'd heard that Melrose was the police overlooked the obnothing but sex, but I didn't vious. You know how cops
believe it. I didn't think that are.
there was any way a show
Although it's awful, it's just
could survive where new char- a television show. Trash wiII
acters actually had to be always sell because it is oh so
brought in just so someone entertaining compared to our
could sleep with somebody normal daily grind. If there's
else. Well, I was wrong. This one thing Melrose is, it's defishow is nothing but blatantly nitelyentertaining. It may not
perverse bedroom acts that are be the preferred mode of leionly slightly attempted to be sure for the nation's greatest
covered up with plots so in- minds, but it has it's place. It's
sultingly insipid and predict- . not as inteIlectualIy stimulatable that a fifth-grader ing as 90210, but Melrose Place
could've written the script. I is a curiously fun and defithink my best friend, freshman nitely interesting way to
Dustin Gould, also a former lighten up the mood of the first
MP-virgin said it best, "If one day of the week.
person on the show gets AIDS,
My mind easily recognized
the series is allover."
how sleazy the show was, but
For those of you not Place- I still ate it up with a spoon,
literate, let me enlighten you I've become a convert. I must
with a small peek through confess, next Monday at eight,
Melrose-colored lenses. Kim- I'll be down in the Trowbridge
berly tries to run over Babe Y, HaIl lounge wondering, just
Michael, (I'II make it simple by like everybody else, if Michael
not explaining that particular (Babe Y) really did lose his
strand of the web) and then memory, or if he was just fakframes Bitch X, Sydney, for the ing. Bu t, please, if you ever see
crime. Alri&ht, fairly simple so me in front of an epi'!.'ld.e of
far. Now, a blonde wig was left Models, Inc., shoot me, run me
in the car so as to appear that over, or blow up my boat while
the driver was trying to frame I happen to be on it, because
Bitch Z, Jane. This was obvi- that's more than [ could ever
ously enough evidence to get take.
sleeping their way to the top.
I can only guess that this
Melrose thing is quite big but
what seems peculiar is that no
one wants to admit to knowing the plot line, let alone actually watching the show every
week. Many people I have
spoken to have helped me sort
out who is who and what each
character's problems are in
Melrose, only to discover they
might be exposed as fans, and
retract all information! "Print
my name and I'll sue" seems
to be a commonly heard refram. Strange.
And here lies the paradox.
They happily sit around in the
commercial breaks and discuss
the lack of ethics and morals
of cases like Amanda-the-bitch
trying to split up Billy and
Allison, or Jake's~asy-woman
on the boat, with other Melrose
groupi~.

I thought soaps were followed predominately by
housewives with excess time
on their hands. Apparently
not. Last week there was a
whole page in Amencnn Cosmopolitan devoted to how
Melrose has become the new
twenty-something bonding

show for girls nights in. But
surely the writer was wrongshe obviously hasn't been to
Trow and witnessed the number of guys watching the show.
Melrose is not really like
anything we have in Scotland.
We used to get Thirtysomething,
Dallas and Dynasty. The nearest things we have now are
Australian teen dramas
screened at dinnertime. With
Melrose on later at night, this
reasoning could not be applied
to this case.
Therefore Melrose must be
addiction fueled. Why else
would the makers of the show
feel they could run a spin-off
in the first place? (Apparently
Beverly Hills 90210 came first,
Melrose was the spin-off and
Models Inc. has been developed
from Melrose.) Wherewillitall
stop?
America seems such a land
of excess and the wacky, it
would not surprise this
humble Scot to find they hod
started an addict group to cure
everyone. In which case I may
see you there because I think I
too am hooked. Mondays
have taken on a whole new
meaning for me.
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Sounds like 'K'rap to me

1200 Academy Street
Kalamazoo, Ml49006

Ryan Flory
Index Staff
(616) 337-7216
Upon arriving at Kalamazoo College during the week of
freshmen orientation, I was greeted with a wealth of new friends
The Index is the official student newspaper of Kalamazoo College.
It is published periodically during fall, winter, spring, and summer quarters.
and faces. However, I was also greeted with the K-College Quarterlyand the disturbing changes to the K-plan proposed by the
Editor-in-Chief . .... . . . . ... .. Amy Trenkle sports Editor . . .... .... ... .. . Garth Miller
News Editor ... .. ........ . .... Erin Miller Backpage Editor . . . . ........ . , Matt Priest Calender Task Force Team.
According to the Task Force, one of the most prominent reaNews Editor ......... . .. .. Kezia Pearlman Layout Editor . . .. .... .. . .. ... Beckie Craft
Opinions Editor .. . ....... Alexandra Foley Layout Editor .. . ......... Douglas Gordon sons for changing the K-plan was because of the instability and
Features Editor .... . .... Suzanne Baumann Layout Editor . ..... .. . . . . . ..Matt Rainson lack of leadership and unity in student organizations due to
A &: E . . ..... . ..... . .. . Shannon Coleman Photo Editor .... .. .. . ... .. Diwakar Kinra upperclassmen who are constantly off campus because of internships, foreign study and SIPs. However, this should not be
Advisor .. . . Deborah Luyster
looked down upon as dangerous, but as another advantage to
Staff: Andrea Gilman, Matt RainsOn, Ben Breitenger, Eric Frederick, Louise Dunderdale,
the K-plan. Life in itself is not stable nor unified. What better
Ed Murray, Elizabeth Lindau, Kelly Pollock, Harnza Suria, Christine Perry, Missy Stucki,
way for freshmen and inexperienced students to pragmatically
Will Adams, Elena Zubulake, Rebecca A. Klinepeter, Ryan Flory, Brett Robbins.
experience this idea than by bequeathing an organization lacking order and members of experience. These students would
Editorials represent a majority view of the Editorial Board:
naturally have to take matters into their own hands, nurture
Editor-in-Chief, News, Sports, Opinions, Features, and A & E Editors.
their leadership capabilities and begin administering student
organizations from scratch.
One of the changes proposed by the Task Force would be to
rrovide seniors off campus housing options. I find this ironic
since the Task Force's major concern of the K-plan now is the
instability and lack of leadership within the student body. AlWe all have our praises and gripes about the multitude of changes Saga (whoops, I
lowing seniors to live off campus perpetuates this problem by
mean Marriott) has made or is in the process of doing. The Index staff has tried to
granting the opportunity to alienate themselves from campus
compile our own list of likes and dislikes.
life, except for daily classes.
The justification for granting housing options to seniors came
What we like:
about with a proposal to increase the on-campus student popu• USA Today newspapers available for breakfast pleasure reading-we're all stuck on
lation. With the absence of seniors from campus and the reno"Planet K" and it's good to expose ourselves to the ''Real World"
vation of Olds- Upton, there would exist an increase in housing
• Arctic Blast-finally something to take out of the cafeteria without raising board rates
facilities. With more of the student body on campus at one time,
longer lines at Hicks Center would begin to form and the quaint,
or getting community service
personal atmosphere surrounding the quad would diminish.
• the vegan options for the health conscious and vegetarians
Another proposed change is to move the sophomore intern• continuous dining so that those who have class from 11 :00-1:00 can still eat a mid-<lay
ship
to the summer quarter. Originally, an internship in the
meal
spring quarter would increase the chance of receiving it because
of less competition from other students across the country durWhat we don't like:
ing that time of year. Moving the internship to the summer
• the televisions-what happened to talking to friends?
ql<arter
greatly reduces the chances of K student!; receiving in• the fact that we have a yogurt machine that we haven't been able to sample yet
~emships because students from other schools, as well as recent
• the chair anns that are falling off one by one and the springs which tickle our derri- I
graduates from grad school, would not be in class.
eres
Yet another proposal is the time allocated for completing the
• green palm trees, purple music notes, and brown stars-what happend to our Lucky
SIP.
According to the eight modified plans, seniors would eiOwms?
.
ther conduct their SIP during the summer quarter, or during
• the meal ticket taker who refuses to smile-are we having fun yet?
their entire senior year. The SIP during the summer quarter ap-

Marriott: the Saga continues
Food for thought: Are changes for the better?

What we're undecided on:
• Munch money-a lot more confusing than a tax form, but it seem slike a good idea
• the Breakfast Teasers-hashbrown or french toast? You pick.
One last note for thought: what exactly do the televisions in Marriott mean? Marriott
is making sure that we too are part of the 1V generation.
What exactly is Marriott telling us? The implications lead one to believe that Marriott
thinks society (K society specifically) cannot eat a .. neal without watching television.
We then also must consider the psychological benefits for Marriott of installing the
televisions. Television is a dulling stimulant, is Marriott trying to dull our senses while
we enjoy their cuisine? Just what is Marriott saying here? Do they think they will have
fewer complaints about the food if they deter attention from it?
So what wftre saying is we like the changes and we hate them. But then again, this is
college food and a college cafeteria we're talking about and it's coming from college
students-we're supposed. to gripe. But that's another editorial.

"As students and members of this academic
community, we must stand together and voice
our opinions about the changes in our education going on behind closed doors."

pears relaxing, but what of those who wish to take an internship? Again, the same problem facing sophomores, greets the
seniors. However, this might be just what the administration
wants. Apparently, a great deal of faculty members have become upset at the growing number of seniors who conduct internships for the SIP. Some faculty and staff don't believe this
~ of SIP earns two units of credit. Therefore, if seniors fail to
earn an internship because of competition during the summer,
they would have to resort to the traditional research oriented
SIP to be conducted while taking classes.
Perhaps the most ridiculous proposal by the Task Force is to
literally rent out K-college to the public. According to the Kwithout the pressures of study- College Quarterly, the eight different K-plans allow no students
ing Loud videos and comedy to remain on campus during the summer except those seniors
cli~S get in the way of this re- conducting their SIPs. By moving everyone off campus during
laxing time. I don't want to be the summer quarter, the Task Force conveniently proposed that
exposed to the Def Comedy our school be used as a public utility. This would include forJam. I don't want to move to eign language institutes, residential programs, and athletic
the Mirrored-Room. I would camps for high school students, elderhostels and se,minars in
just like to hang out with my interna~onal business. We as students can only hope this propeers, not a TV screen.
posal dId not arise because of financial difficulties.
Uke moths drawn to light
These are only a few of the many changes that ~l~ alter the
bulbs we stare glossy-eyed at K-college and the K-plan for the worse. I am not mdifferent to
Saga~TV. Look at Saga-TV the administration's idea of changing the K-plan, but how art!
now. Enjoyit. It is good. Pro- theytomod~it.withonlyformermembersofthestudentbody?
gram videos. Now program If the K-plan It IS to be changed for the better, the Task Force
more.
must seek input from the entire student body. As students and
Saga-TV needs to go. It may mem~rs of this academic community, we must stand together
have seemed like a good idea; ~nd vOIce ~ur opinions about the changes.in our education gobut it is an annoyance and gets mg on behi.n~ closed doors. Only then WIll e be able to prein the way of a relaxing meal. ~rve theongInal K-planand make changes swtable to ourneeds
Please take it away.
If necessary.
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Ben Breitenger
Index Staff

The new Saga-system includes an interactive video
jukebo~, a set of blaring speakers, and three television monitors which may be comfortably
viewed from any seat of the
dining hall. But I want more.
I want walls of televisions
placed throughout Saga. I demand fifty more speakers, ten
sub-woofers, and enough lasers to power an Omni-Max set
up. No interruptions. Give us
pure entertainment. Bathe us
in information, infomercials.
Hit us with so many electrons
that we can't take time out to

talk to one another. This is the
direction in which dinner is
moving. Saga-TV promotes a
type of dining atmosphere
which is not conducive to communicating and sharing.
What can Saga-TV do for K?
One screen-stroke pipes a
shower of Coca-Cola, HBO,
and Snoop Dog on totheKstudent body. The "Information
Highway" has finally arrived;
and it's mounted over the
salad bar. Saga-TV poses a potential threat to any real communication occurring at mealtime, and should be scrapped.
Mealtime at Saga is enjoyable because friends are there
and it's a good time to talk
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Difranco "Comes out" to "K"
Elizabeth Undau
Index Staff
Three campus organizations have joined together to
bring Ani Difranco, one of the
best, yet still relatively unknown, new musicians, to
Kalamazoo College.
Through the combined efforts of the Women's Resource
Center,Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual
Support Group, and Women's
Equity Coalition, Difranco will
play at 8PM in Dalton Theater,
Tuesday October 11. Doors will
open at 6:30 and tickets will be
$5.

This concert will benefit the
vi~andsurvivorsofrape/

death camps in Bosnia/
Herzegovina and Croatia.
Difranco grew up in Buffalo, NY, and started playing
guitar at the age of 9. Though
she took a few lessons, she is
basically self-taught. This
unregimented beginning gives
her a music a freedom not
found in many other perfonners.
At 15 she began to play out
at open-mics and bars, and she
moved to New York City at 18.

In New York she made a
demo tape which resulted in
several shows in the area.
As her popularity sky-rocketed, Difranco started to take
small tours. She currently
owns her own record company, Righteous Babes
Records, which has sold over
100,000 albums. She has received several offers from rnajor record companies but has
declihed them all, preferring
the artistic freedom of being
unsigned.
"It's not Guns N' Roses, it's
not Duran Duran," joked
Difranco when asked about
her music.
Difranco has been classified
as a foreruruler in the "folkternative" movement; her style
blends acoustic guitar and
with non PC lyrics. She seems
desperate to be understood,
yet she remains an enigma.
Difranco challenges the listener with lyrics like '1 wonder, can these boys smell me
bleeding through my underwear?", yet her music is often
refined and mellow.
She describes her writing
process as "chaotic, haphazard, and undisciplined," yet

the result is a complex layer- after the presentation by group on their own; on thiS
ing of different voices and in- Natalie Nenadic during the dayweknowthat~verywhere
struments.
conference on Women, the Eu- people are workmg for the
ropean State, and Community same things. "
sponsored by the Center for
Stands, the coordinator of
Western European Studies.
the Difranco concert,a senior
Nenadic, a research scholar Political Science I lAS studies
at the University of Michigan double major with a concentraLaw School, spoke on the tion in Women's Studies, plans
genocide and femicide in on working with a women's
Bosnia-Herzegovina. She is development agency in Kenya
one of the many people work- forherSIP. The concert would
ing for the Rape/Genocide notbepossiblewithoutherefLegal Project, a group which is forts; thanks are extended to
fighting to help the estimated her and those who have
20,000 - 50,000 victims of helped her coordinate the folsexual assault.
lowing (tenative) events:
A portion of every ticket Thursday, Oct. 6th: Evening
sold will be donated to this lecture with Dr. Barclay on the
group to help efforts in the general state of affairs in the
fonnerYugoslavia.
fonnerYugoslavia.
The concert also coincides Friday, OeL 7th: A TGIF at the
with "National Coming Out Women's Resource Center
Day;" it is an official event of with Ivana Ivkovic.
''Folktemative" Ani Difranco the National Coming Out Day Monday, Oct. 8th: "Women
plays Dalton Theater in up- Committee.
and State," a video of Natalie
coming October 11 concert.
"Every day is a coming out Nenadic.
It is exactly these tensions day for an individual man or Tuesday Eveing, Oct. 11th:
that make Difranco so intrigu- woman," said Elizabeth Women's Art Collective -a
ing. What atfirst sounds like a Stands, K '95, "But October show of poetry, artwork, or
simple folk song is actually a 11 th is a nationally recognized any sort of woman-centered or
mix of influences and styles day where groups across the woman-made objects.
which make her so much more country promote awareness Tuesday, Oct 11th: Ani
than other artists.
and understanding on a naDifranco Concert at
Ideas for a benefit fonned tionallevel. No longer is each
Dalton Theater

~~o!evive~nl?~h~~lev2~~~,~~~
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Elbows knife into my back.
Blood curdling screams echo
off the walls. People dive directly at me. Bodies smash me
into the wall. Is it a frenzied
escape from a burning building?
No, in fact, it is the L7 concert held at the State Theater,
September 29.
As the flannel bearing
grunge era dies out, a new revival is taking place. Violence
is taking over lyrical ballads,
anger is replacing deep rooted
meanings, and an insane energy is reforming the way
many musicians perfonn on
stage.
All of these things tell me
one thing: punk rock is making its way back to popularity.
The punk of the early eighties had bands such as the Sex
Pistols, X, and the Ramones
but seemed to be lacking a really hard core, fervent female
group.
However, now female
groups, also referred to as riot
girls are springing up all over
the country from Babes In
Toyland to Hole to L7, and are
getting increasingly popular
with every concert and album
that they put out..
On the night of the L7 concert here in Kalamazoo, people
ga thered before the doors were
even open.
Everyone who raced
through the doors knew what
to expect: the loudest, angriest,
most energetic music they
could hear accompanied with

likely innumerable bruises and
kicks to the head.
Such is the case with general admission shows but with
the pain comes the fire and
passion of an excellent concert.
The first warm up band,
Wool, jumped out on stage in
a fury of their own howling
guitars and screams. Their
songs, although having different titles alI sounded the same
to my ears. Their shrieking and
yelling was difficult to hear
over the repetitive guitars and
drums.
Boring and monotonous
songs prodded the crowd to
harass Wool. However, the
lead Singer did liven it up
when he called on one of the
"little punk" hecklers to come
up and see if he could do any
better.
The "little punk" was
forced on stage by the rest of
the crowd and proceeded to
make an idiot out of himself by
jumping up and down while
Wool continued with their set.
After a quick set change, the
Melvins were up next. The
bass guitarist, decked out in
head to toe country western
dress complete with Garth
Brooks cowboy hat, and the
other guitarist with his extremely large head of hair
stirred up and mellowed out
the crowd with their mix of
hard metal and soft ballads.
The Melvins, well known
for their lengthy guitar duets
did not let the crowd down.
On Melvin fanatic said" they
were in rare form tonight- usually they're a lot longer."

the crowd was getting anxious.
The headliners, L7 were due
on stage. In a cloud of smoke
(five bucks a day for this damn
machine!! Sparks kept reminding us)"L7 fired out lyrics,
ferocious,dynamic, feministic,
and breaking all limits of music.
The crowd, like on big
sponge, soaked up alJ the energy, power, and anger of the
women on stage and the space
that we were crushed into became a frenzie pit of insane
moshing.
With the amazing mix of
raucous voices and roaring
guitars, L7 gave an energizing
perfonnance. Donita Sparks,
Suzi Gardener, and Jennifer
Finch, the three vocalists
mixed their voices in such an
unusual and unique way;
sometimes sounding hollow
and empty, other times high
pitched and wailing like the
guitars that they have mastered.
L7 played a good mix of old
and new music off their albums throwing in the crowd
favorites Andre and Pretend
We're Dead complete with
police lights and smoke machine.
I thought the concert as a
whole was excellent and well
worth the fourteen dollars to
get in the door.
And even if I did get a few
bruises and kicks from numerous elbows and Doc Martens,
I also got to be in the middle
of the energy, intensity, and
excitement of the "new" punk
revival.
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spikers beat up on MIAA

Sports Editor
The Kalamazoo College volleyball squad is looking tough,
coming off of their seventh
straight win. The Hornets,
now 5-0 in the Michigan Intercollegiate Collegiate Athletic
Association (MIAA) are alone
high atop the league standings.
In fact, Kalamazoo has only
lost two games in the MIAA all
year.
The Hornets, now 204 overall, are ranked ninth in the
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Sports

American Volleyball Coaches
Association's first poll.
Kalamazoo is also ranked in
several individual and team
categories in the National Collegiate Athletic Association's
(NCAA's) Division ill pre-October statistics.
Senior Mary Siwajek is
ranked fifth in Division ill hitting percentage (.426), junior
Anita Grinbergs is ranked
tenth in digs (averaging 4.97
per game), and Cara Marker
('96) is ranked fourth in assists

(averaging 11.46 per game). As
a team, the Hornets are ranked
ninth in kills (averaging 13.46
per game), 15th in digs (averaging 21.07 per game), and
seventh in hitting percentage
(.289).
Siwajek also earned MIAA
Player of the Week hO'lors,
racking up a .446 attack percentage for the week (.430 for
the season). A 5'10" middle
hitter, Siwajek is a two-time
A11-MIAA pick, as well as last
year' league MVP.

team edges Chicago, 16-14

Index Staff
The Kalamazoo College
football team began the home
portion of their l00th season of
football with a tough, tightly
contested victory over the University of Chicago Maroons.
This 16-14 victory came after
two tough road defeats.
Entering the contest with an
unblemished 3-0 record, the
Maroons attempted to achieve
their first 4-0 start in the history of their program. However, that attempt was roadblocked by the Hornet defense,
who allowed Chicago only 225
yards of total offense. The
Hornets continually stopped
Maroon running backs behind
the line of scrimmage, allowing only 52 yards of rushing.
The defense came up with
four interceptions. Junior
Chad Zollman, who was
named the Michigan intercollegiate Athletic Association's
(MIAA's) defensive player of
the week, had three, Doug
Dammann ('96) also picked
one off. The defensive secondary was aided by the continu-

ous pressure on Maroon quarterback Ron Dawczak. Senior
Tom Siwajek and Steve Tack
('97) each had two sacks.
When the offense took the
field, they also turned up the
heat. The first score of the
game came via a 26-yard field
goal by Brad Horman ('95).
The Hornets also scored on a
27-yard touchdown pass from
Greg McDonald ('97) to junior
receiver Jeff Sokol, and took a
9-0 lead to the locker room at
the half.
Early in the third quarter, the
Hornets executed a pictureperfect drive. Following
Zollman's first interception,
which placed the Hornets on
their own six yard line, K
drove the ball <:4 yards in 20
plays, taking 8:32 off the clock.
The drive ended with an 8yard pass to junior Adam
Green.
Chicago refused to give up,
however. Down 16-0 after the
first three quarters, the Maroons got on the scoreboard
with a 16-yard interception return by Dan Crookston.
The Maroons scored again

three possessions later on a 7
yard pass from Dawczak to
Derrick Brooms with 28 seconds left in the game. The two
also connected on the conversion attempt to pull the Maroons to within two points.
Chicago then tried an onsides kick, but that attempt
was killed by Seth Nelson,
who recovered the ball to seal
the victory for the Hornets.
Overall, the Hornets did all
the things necessary to win the
football game, with the defense making the big stops and
the offense racking up 330
yards. McDonald threw for
207 yards, while the Hornet
ground attack accounted for
123 yards. Clint Wagner
gained 98 yards on 22 carries.
The Hornets (now 2-2) open
their MIAA season this Saturday, as they take on the Flying
Dutchmen of Hope College (21-1) in the annual battle for the
Wooden Shoes. The Dutchmen, who have given up just
10 points in their last three
games, lead the all-time series
between the two teams 35-306.

Shutout-happy Hornets await
showdown with Flying Dutchmen
Garth Miller
Sports Editor
The men's soccer team, now
6-2-1 overall, has now extended its shutout streak to
four games and outscored o~
ponents 23-1 in their last five
games. The Hornets' most recent win came last night in a
5-0 blowout of Adrian College.
The win over the Bulldogs
was senior goalkeeper Jon
Lively's fifth shutout of the
season. The Hornets are now
5-1 in Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (MIAA)
play, with their only loss coming from Hope College.
Kalamazoo will host Hope,

in what is perhaps one of the
most important games in
Kalamazoo College soccer
history, this Saturday at noon
on MacKenzie Field. Hope,
who has already lost to Alma
College and tied Albion, is
ranked second in the MIAA,
and third in the region.
The Hornets are alone atop
the MIAA standings, yet sixth
in the region. With only four
teams in each region qualifying for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
playoffs, this game is a must
win for Kalamazoo. A win
Saturday would also place the

Hornets in control of the
MIAA standings, sending
them well on their way to their
eighth league championship in
the past ten years.
Kalamazoo will take a very
experienced team onto the
field Saturday, with the likes of
senior Robin Wells (a forward
from Munster, Germany), who
was named MIAA player of
the week after scoring three
goals and assisting on three
others last week. Wells, currently leading the league in
goals, is one of nine seniors on
this year's squad, all of whom
are three-time letterwinners.
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Congratufations to MI.!2l5t pfayers ~f the WeeK;
Mary Siwajek ('95 - volleyball),
i[~'1
Robin Wells ('95 - soccer), and
Chad Zollman ('96 - football).
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Dear Student,
We missed you at the Sophomore Welcome on Sunday! On the basis of the "yes, I will participate" responses, we made food reservations and both Marriott and College staff prepared for this program, giving up on a Sunday that they may have preferred to spend with
family. Many of you chose not to honor your commitment to attend, thus food and money were wasted. One aspect of begin an adult
is being honest when invitations are extended and not accepting them if you are really not going to follow through. Once a commitment
is made, however, there is an expectation that you will participate or send word early enough to allow plans to be changed. This kind
of irresponsibility will not be acceptable in the world beyond Kalamazoo College and you may find yourself being dropped from social
groups or not considered for promotion. Here it will mean that your word will be less trustworthy. The people who assumed you
would be a participant on Sunday, may be a bit more reserved when you ask them for help or a bit more reluctant to depend on you
when they have opportunities to share with students.
We think you missed an interesting opportunity on Sunday and hope that you will not miss them in the future because of an irresponsible attitude, resulting in irresponsible behavior.
Cordially,
Marilyn J. LaPlante
Dean of Students

Excuse me Dean La Plante, but won't writing condemnation letters like that all the time be not only tedious but time consuming as well?
Might I suggest a form letter such as this?
Dear (Name),
This letter is in response to the sad fact that on (Date), you
I was
(2)
. This kind of behavior will not be accepted of
(3)
let this happen again or
(4)

When Theard about your recent act of irresponsibility, I must admit
and certainly, the world outside of "K" will be equally as intolerant. Don't

(l)

.

Cordially,
(5) La Plante
(t)

A) failed to remove all napkins from your dinner tray.
B) fell asleep three more times than the maximum allowance of four at the last
LACC
C) trounced across the quad like it was some sort of grassy play pen completely
disregarding the temporary "no-no" ropeS.
D) pretended not to attend "K" college when talking to folds at a WMU party
E) referred to Marriott as the "digestive experimentation lab"
F) passed all your spades and got passed the queen in a game of hearts
G) mentioned the ludicrous "K" College schedule to friends at a state university
without following it up immediately with an in-depth explanation of the ingenious K-plan
H) failed to name the tune the change-ringers were playing
I) neglected to refer to a campus security by their official title: "Protector of all
things Just and Lawful."
J) attempted to make contact with the outside world

•

(3)

(2)
A)
B)
C)
D)

shocked
thrown for a loop-dee-loop
stricken with leprosy
knocked dear across my office
E) MAD with a capital "M"!
F) crippled for life
G) thrust into Vedder- like convulsions
H) forced to eat myself from the insideout starting with my spleen
I) so upset, I forgot to watch "Discovery"
J) extremely angry yet in a strange way,
somehow attracted to you
(4)
A) it's off to Hoben you go, mister
B) I'll make sure everyone knows about
your "invisible friend"
C) don't expect anything good from
Santa this year
D) don't expect to ever hear your name
on this campus again wi thout the words
"naughty, naughty" directly following
E) we can set up a little meeting with
Mr. Maatrnan and his steel tipped boots
F) you'll be doing radio shows for a
quarter, pal
G) don't expect my help on your next
art project
H) find out why the faculty and staff
call me "Bubba"
I) I'll make sure you never attend another "Sophomore Welcome" as long as
you live

A) K students
B) my minions
C) anyone who wears the Hornet
pride
D) the wee people
E) decency - pirates such as yourself
F) fans of the original Becky on
"Roseanne"
G) any member of the elite team of
Kalamazoo Knowledge Commandos

(5)
A) Dean

B) Commander
C) Marilyn "the Mauler"
D) Auntie
E) "Peaches"
F) Pharaoh
G) 01' Woodenhead
H) MC "BOOM"
I) Marilyn J. (the 'T' is for Jammin')
J) the ominous presence of the Exalted One - M.J.

by Matt Priest

The Vniversi~ Progr:am
From Standard fuJeial Bank
Get a no-annual-fee VISA' Classic
Card and a low·cost Regular Checking
Account including no per·check fees
(and we even buyback your old checks*)
with the University Program from
Standard Federal.
Use this financial aid to buybooks,
supplies, trips home and other essentials.
Then obtain a Personal Identification
Number (PIN) for your University
ProgramVISA Card. It will help you
access your account, without transaction

fees, through more than 200 Standard
Federal Cash Machine ATMs and
Standard Federal's TeleBanking services.
You can also use your card at thousands
of CIRRUS~ NelWorkOne~ MoneyMover"
and Magicline' ATM machines!
Call or visit Standard Federal Bank
today for more infonnation about how
you can enjoy the financial aid of the
University Program.
"A5I<, IordtuJ1s.. tThat tS no Itt lor J VlSAa5h Jd-."akt
1~.lhm~~modrsI.fttfot'OIhrrl~complrttd
tS 001 ov.'OOI 1I1d optr.olrd by ~m Ftdmi

"an AN thai

Helping You Along The Way."
Standard Federal Bank
Savings/Financial Services
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01994 Slandal1l federal Bank

Kalamazoo:
220 N. Drake Rd.
across froHl
W MaIO Mall
6161344-4290
5810 Gull Rd
10 froOl of MeIjer
6161344·0895
346 W MichIgan
Ave. at Park 51.
6161342·7200

4203 Ponage Rd.
Nonh of 1-94
6161342-2212
6338 Stadium Dr.
at Sunset
6161372-9420
1912 WhItes Rd
behind
Oakwood Plaza
6161344·2395

Parchment:
116 S. Riverview Dr.
a l Parchmoum
6 t6l344-2 t98

Ponage:
6660 S. Wesmcdge Ave.
at Crossroads Mall
6161327·1084

Paw Paw:
118 N. Kalamazoo
51 at Michigan
6161657·5548

Vicksburg:
no W Prallie
6161649-1563
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Students, Faculty: On the road to change
Keyla Pearlman and Erin Miller

News Editors
. Last night, approximately 20 students met with
faculty members to figure out
exactly where these changes
are going and what their future
roles will be in decision making.
According to Dr. Ellen
Caldwell, who is serving as the
bculty coordinator during her
sabbatical, the process of
changing the calendar will be
unsuccessful if the student
body and faculty are not
equally involved.
'1 want students as involved as faculty," said
Caldwell.
Caldwell c:.c-.lcnowledged
that standing committet'$ do
include students, ho\'. ever, st,,!
said, "this is not enough." She
recommended holding student forums every hvo weeks
?.nd sugges~ed the idea of students participating in smaller
focus groups.
The students must work
with the faculty to help "enhance and modify" the recent
recommendations to the K
Plan.
On October 3, the facul;y reconunilc,j itself to the
fc; ,(lwing ideas (as taken from

an open memorandum from
President Lawrence Bryan) :
-The College's undergraduate program will continue to include the unique
combination of features
known as the K Plan: excellence in the liberal arts and sciences, professional and service
internships, study abroad, and
individualized study.
- The components of the
K Plan must remain available
to and be expected of students
of all academic majors.
Furthermure,
they
vot~:

-To adapt a triquarter
calendar, with summer primarily set aside for internships,
research and creative work,
oth"r experiential learning opportunities, or work.
-To integrate within
that calendar the key features
of the K Plan: on-campu!J
study, Professional Development Internship, Study
Abroad, and the Senior Individualized Project.
-To develop in detail
during the 1994-1995 acade'n:c
year our new calendar and CU!"
riculum using the calend:u
Task Ioree recommendatio:1S
as a starting point.
11 i!l with these resolil '

lions that students are encouraged to participate.
At last night's first Calender Co-Curricular Committee student forum of the quarter, students voiced their opinions and concerns about the
impending changes.
'1 came to K because of
the flexibility of the K-plan. If
they (the administration) knew
that the calender was causing
problems, why do they use it
to bring in prospective students?"
asked
Sharyl
Eisenstein, K'97.
Along with Caldwell,
Instructor of Psyc".ology Beth
Jordan, Dr. Paul Sotherland,
Associa te Professor of Biology,
and Dr. John Fink . Professor of
Mathematics moderated the
meeting.
Some students expressed concern that the K
Plan would be "killed."
Jordan emphasized, tha~
we have to improve curriculum elements so that they are
available and viable :0 students. She said that we need to
maintain if not enhance the
quality of education while also
maintaining the distincti\~
traits of K.
Other students questioned whether the calender

Hackers tap 'K' resouces
Kyle Secrist
Index Staff
A high percentage of new
students are discovering the
vast resources available to
them through the Internet.
However, students are not the
only ones with new resources.
Hackers, persons who make
active measures to obtain illegal entry into other computer
systems and or accounts, have
also begun to exploit their resources.
According to Janet Price,
Director of Computer Services,
when accounts are made, passwords are encrypted and appended to a password file in
the system. Encryption is
nearly instan taneous, forming
an encoded form of your password. Though no methods exist for reversing this process, it
is possible for a hacker with
access to the system to obtain
a copy of the system password
file.
'1f they can find someone
who has a real simple password, like their first name, or
someone who used password
as a password, which is a common one, they have their in,"
said Price.
Once the password file is
obtained, the hacker may run
a cracking program on his or
her Personal Computer. This

program will quickly encrypt
many word lists. Any listing of
words from complete dictionaries, to lists of science fiction
characters can be used. In comparing these encrypted words
or phrases to the stolen password file, matches result in
success.
"Any systematic kind of
thing that people start doing to
words can be dangerous to security," said Price. Until then,

the best way of insuring security method called Shadow
Passwords, which method
gives the user added security
while still allowing them to
change their password. Other
security measures fail to allow
the changing of passwords.
Currently, the Computer
Services Department is investigating a new security system.

Sdk' D . C
L b
tu ents wor In ewmg .omputer a

changes were the only way to
:lOlve existing problems.
Fink responded, "Yes,
the calander change is the only
way (to solve problems)."
Sotherland agreed.
While faculty members
tried to explain the ins and
outs of the changes, students
overwhelmingly expressed
confusion as to the future of
their academic careers. Among

Although only 20 students attended the forum, it
was suggested that the combination of last nights Ani
DiFranco concert and a lack of
advertisement, masked the
number of students concerned.
According to Pa tel, he
receives numerous phone calls
daily from confused students.
Caldwell reassured students that their voices will be

"] want students
as involved as
falculty" -Ellen
Caldwell
the issues of concern were:
-Study abroad
-SIP options for educa-ion majors
-Housing
-SurnmerCareer Devel·
opment options
-Triquarter burnout
Ashish Patel K'97, Edu·
cational Policies Committee
;.:!presentative, furthered thl'
idea of student meetings ever')'
two weeks to keep student:
infonned of the progress of th';!
Calendar Co-Curricular Committee.

heard throughout the process
of developing a revised calendar.
"I'm on campus and not
teaching, so that I can be available," said Caldwell.
Caldwell encourages direct student input and calls her
office a clearing house .Jr
ideas.
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Peace Corps
comes to 'K'
:: .
"
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In the news

AnneLoesh
Index Staff

Molly Wilks
For those considering a posIndex Staff
sible future commitment to the
Students interested in learn- Corps, volunteers trained in
ing abou t the Peace corps will such fields as education, health
ha ve the opportunity next science, business, engineering,
week to speak with
~-science and natural reStephen J. lssa of
sources are highly
Detroit.
desirable.
Issa will be
In return for
supplying littheir services,
erature at an involunteers will
formation table
receive a $5,400
in the HicksCenend-of-service
ter from 9 a.m. to
bonus, hands-on
5 p.m. Monday and
work experience,
Tuesday. Students are
free travel and paid livencouraged to attend a brir
mg expenses. Also included
meeting and film which will be are deferral and possible parshown at 6p.m. Tuesday in the tial forgiveness of Perkins Stucareer Development Center. dent Loans (if borrowed after
The film will outline the work 1987), special graduate proof three Peace Corps volun- grams for returned Peace
teers providing students with Corps volunteers at over 70
an up-close and personal look schools nationwide and job
at life in the Peace Corps.
opportunities upon return.

• • •
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36,000 u.s. Troops Being Sent to Persian Gulf
The first 18,<XXJ troops of the 36,000 countering Iraqi buildup
along the border of Kuwait left Sunday for the Persian Gulf. In.
1990 conditions set by the United Nations on Iraq insisted on
Iraqi termination of their weapons for mass destruction; Iraq
feels that it is time the economic sanctions were lifted; however,
the U.s. contends that Iraq has not yet compiled. The CIA says
Iraq has not turned over crucial information to the UN concerning their weapon suppliers, and the Administration believes Iraq
to be hiding further Scud missiles.
Iraq has several military options: they could make small raids
on the disputed areas of the'border and dare U.s. forces to respond, maintain military pressure on Kuwait, or launch a major attack. By attacking the American unit, Iraq would commit
itself to war with the U.S. Although Baghdad has not made all
the necessary preparations as of yet, they could be in position to
strike as early as Wednesday, October 12th. The U.S. military
force intended to make clear that Saddam Hussein should not
miscalculate American intent; the Administration will fight to
protectKuw

48 Cult Members Bum in Swiss Chalet
The Order of the Solar Temple cult is now thought to have
been involved in money-laundering in Switzerland and Canada.
Both countries have reports from bankers of suspiciously large
amounts of money passing through cult member's bank accounts. After the death of 48 cult members in Switzerland last
week. international warrants for ringleaders Joseph di Mambro
and Luc Jourel were issued by police. However, Mr. Mambro,
the financial mastermind, was recently identified among the
other burned bodies found in the Swiss chalet. The motive of
the cult and procedure for the crime are still unclear at this time.

Yourself
in Africa
Or in one of over 90 countries
Find out more about our international
opportunities when we visit campus,
on October 17 & 18.
Come to our Information Table
all day--both days,
located in Hicks Center.
Attend our Film & Information Session
October 18 at 6:00 p.m.
in the Career Develpment Center

The King Remembered in Memphis
Last weekend's Memphis tribute to Elvis Presley brought in
17,000 people. Comedians, impersonators, as well as Jon Bon
Jovi, tilly Ray Cyrus, Jerry Lee Lewis, the guitarist of Cheap
Trick, and Aaron Neville played tribute to the King. Michael
Jackson was seen seated sheepishly and embarrassed of his popstardom next to wife Usa Marie Presley and sister Janet Jackson.

For more information
call (800) 424-8580
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New faces include
eleven faculty
members
Karen Carpenter
sor, Dr. Alyce Faulstich-Brady.
Index Staff
First year students aren't
the only new faces on campus
this fall.
According to Associate Provost Dr. Lonnie Supnick, each
year the college finds itself in
need of new professors to replace those who have retired
or have taken leavl!. In the
search for new professors, the
college looks for individuals
who can make unique contributions to their field and
thereby enrich the community
as a whole.
Dr. Supnick commented
that there are usually three areas considered when hiring
new faculty. The administration first determines what
qualifications the candidate
must have and what subjects
they teach. The administrators then come up with a "wish
list" of subjects or areas of specialty that are not absolutely
necessary but which they feel
would add to the program as
a whole.
Finally, they look at each individual candidate and consider their professional interests and how these might enhance the offerings of the particular department. Essentially, the goal is to get the most
for their money and offer the
students a better variety of
courses. "The ideal thing is to
have a mix," remarked Dr.
Supnick. '1deallywewillhave
some senior people, some in
the middle, and some new. "
In the area of administration, Julian Kunnie was recently hired as the director of
t1)e African Studies program.
Dr. Kunnie obtained his theology degree from Berkeley
and will also serve as a professor in the religion department.
Dr. Joyce V. Bock has joined
the K faculty as an assistant
professor of chemistry, specializing in biochemistry. She
will permanently fill a void in
this department. The computer science department has
also added a full-time profes-

Dr. Brady is already involving

students in her research, collaborating this quarter with a
senior for a SIP project.
Eight professors were hired
to fill temporary voids in departments where the permanent professors took a leave of
absence. Ms. Patricia M.
Daniels joins the Kalamazoo
faculty as a visiting assistant
professor of theater. Dr. Darin
R. Stephenson visits 'K' as an
assistant professor of mathematics.
Dr. Mary D.
Lagerway is a visiting assistant
professor of sociology and anthropology, replacing faculty
members currently doing administrative work.
Dr. Edward J. Hartford,
who received his Ph.D. from
the University of Maine, will
serve as a visiting assistant
professor of physics. Returning professor of economics Dr.
Miloslav Bemasek has previously taught at the University
of Michigan, and Albion College. Temporarily replacing
Dr. Madeline Chu, who is on
sabbatical, is Dr. Sheng-Kuang
Francis Lee. He teaches Chinese language and literature as
well as Asian history.
The final two visiting professors have local connections.
Dr. Alan F. Strautman, visiting
assistant professor of biology
previously worked as :I research scientist at the
Kalamazoo based Upjohn
Company. K graduate and 10cal resident Mr. TImothy E.
Moffit brings his business ex·
perience to the classroom a~
visiting assistant professor of
economics and business.
Though their knowledge
and interests cover a wide
spectrum of areas,the new professors share one common belief: the importance of a broadbased liberal arts education.
"We really try to stress teaching excellence and commitment to undergraduate liberal
arts," concluded Dr. Supnick.
''We have hired people who
want to be here."
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New African Studies Director
strives for education, illumination
Jacqueline Chevalier
Index Staff
Africa, the oldest continent
in the world, is the birthplace
of the first civilizations. It has
also been an important source
for mathematics, sciences, and
medicines. Unfortunately,
much of the world still remains
quite ignorant about Africa.
Dr. Julian Kunnie, the new
African Studies director, says
that it is extremely important
for students to learn more
about Africa. As he starts his
first quarter at 'K,' Kunnie
states that some of goals for
the department are to "illuminate the complexity of Africa,"
and to help give Africa proper
recognition as "an integral part

of the global community."
Kunnie, who is from South
Africa, also hopes he will suc- • "'.""""."""
ceed in raising an interest in
among students to playa role
in Africa's upliftment.
Some of the courses being
taught in African Studies involve economics, politics, literature, religion, gender issues, history, and trade.
Dr. Kunnie is here to give KCollege's program in African
Studies a strong African focus,
and the availability of resources, both academic and
personal.
Hopefully a great number
of us will be able to take advantage of that in some form
or other.
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New calendar responsibility of
students, faculty, and administration
The faculty has voted to adopt a new calendar, which contains all of the current K-Plan
components: Career Development, Study Abroad, and Senior Individualized Project. We
recognize the fact that there are many pertinent details that need to be worked out regarding
the cO<UJTicular calendar change. With the earliest possible implementation occuring Fall
quarter 1996, there are ample times and opportunities left for students to voice and discuss
their concerns and ideas.
The change is a done deal. Whether we as students are in favor of the new tri-quarter
calendar or not, what was voted on has been passed. It is now our responsibility, whether
we are content with the past decision or not, to ensure that faculty and administrators know
what the student body wants in the K plan to-be. It is the administrators role to make sure
that they keep the entire student body (this includes persons "off") informed of decisions
they and the students "on" are making.
1be faculty needs to restore the student's faith in them as far as issues regarding the calendar change are concerned. Generally speaking, students are leery of faculty and administration in this area. They feel their voices were not heard or taken into consideration leading up
to the faculty and adll'inistrator vote on October 3. Many students are asking why decisions
and opinions are being assessed now rather than before the vote was taken and approved.
The .student body needs to be reassured that their voice will be heard and will have an im-

~
,.By the same token, the students need to give the faculty feedback.

Faculty are genUinely
interested in student's input, but it is the responsibility of the students to make their opinions known. This means getting involved. The poor showing at last night's co-rurricular
forum is far from reassuring. Yes, there may have been other campus events or meetings to
attend, but if people opt to attend those instead of the forums they have little room to gripe
when they feel decisions are less that favorable. Tune management, as every K student is
learning or has experienced, becomes a key factor. Conversely, student's 00 NOT have
time and energy to waste, and feel that if they put in the time and energy to make their
opinions heard, either ata forum, toa faculty member, or through a chat with an admin istrative figure, they should see results.
Whether the calendar change is for the better or the worse in your opinion, what has been
done is done. It is important to pick up and run with what we have. We cannot go back, but
the future lies in our handS. It is our time to speak up.

Wednesday, October 12, 1994

!?B~~ be Sh~p~!y.;,!:,~~::
in different ways. For exIndex Staff
ample,
I said "hi" to a faciliHow often do you go out of
management
dude yesterties
your way to say "hey" to
someone? It makes everyone day. He looked up from raka little more pleasant; and I've ing and just kind of nodded.
been trying to do it more of- That's cool-it's just his way of
saying "hey." I respect tha t.
ten.
So what if you don't know
Everyone's included: freshmen, seniors, faculty, Dean the person. "He's a football
Laplante, Big Mike and physi- player," "1 heard she was a
cal plant employees. Almost bitch," "That kid sits in the
Smoking
everyone
at
will respond If they don't say "what's Room
So
warmIyafter up" back, give them a Saga."
what.
Just
say
hearing a couple of tries-they're
"hey." If they
nice "hi."
probably
just
scared.
don't
say
I try to say
"what's
up"
"hi" to as
many people as I can. This back, give them a couple of
morning I said howdy to Dr. tries-they're probably just
Cummings when he was walk- scared.
Finally, if someone says "hi"
ing his dog .. He said, "Good
morning". I always try to say to you, acknowledge him/her
"hi" to Fern, Bibet and Betty; back. You really don't even
and they're usually pretty cool have to be sincere. Example: I
about it. Even when it looks just said "Hey, how's it goin'?"
like Betty is having a bad day, to you right after you stubbed
she still smiles and says, "Your your toe. You can simply say,
welcome." Often Betty seems "Awesome!"(with as much
a little shocked when I act sarcasm as you feel necessary),
pleasantly towards her. I be- or you can be a li ttIe more honlieve it's because she simply est and say, "Pretty bad, dude.
I just stubbed my damn toe."
isn't used to it.
Saying "hi" Ipakes going to
It's easy to make excuses for
K
a
little easier and who knows
not saying "hi" -I used to
you
might even make
make them, too. Now I kind
of look forward to the chance someone's day. So try it a
of saying "hi" to a couple new couple times today. Remempeople each day. Different ber, just say "hi!"

I mpre SSIOnS
·
0n
AmerI·can LI·terature

Tatjana Rabus
Index Staff
What is the American literature class all about? After the
first lesson, I had the impression that at least half of the students attended it only because they had to, because of some
requirement, not because they were so fond of reading. Anyway, a lot of them didn't seem to be too enthusiastic about it.
Maybe they already saw themselves spending endless hours
reading books they weren't interested in.
L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...:..._.-:;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...J
What we probably didn't expect - at least I didn't - was that
we were going to do a role-play, '''The Trial of Anne Hutchinson,"
to become familiar with the circumstances in the Plymouth Plantation back in the 17th century. We had authentic and prose texts
at hand. I had never done such a project before, but I think it's a
good idea to "replay history." (Although the "jury" of the 20th
century came up with a somewhat different verdict than the
17th century court.) It was certainly a good way to make history
come alive, although it is hard to identify with a character that
had a totally different world view.
Reading the material provided gave me an idea of what life
must have been like in the early years of American colonization. The United States is such a young country compared to
European countries, but Americans still think that the age of
colonization was a very long time ago. The attitude toward history is so. much di~erent. Replaying a trial of the 17th century
must be like replaymg an event of the Medieval Ages in a European school.
I fould this project very interesting. It was a good way to
learn more about history, and later on in class we will find out
how the important role that the Puritans played is reflected in
American literature. So, I think each of us can find at least one
interesting aspect of the American literature class.

.I

need the

FReedOm

wherever I
whenever I want.

to call
want,

I

need to spend time

TaLkinG

with people
who matter to me without .
spending my life savings.

I

need customer

SupPort

that keeps the same
hours I do.
I

•

That's why I need the
convenience and VAlue
of my ACUS Service and the
crisp clear quality of AT8eT.
.
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Releases
Electrical
Monster
Jennifer Goodlander
Index Staff
I was really excited to hear
that R.E.M. had a new tape
out, so I went over to Boogie
and bought it.
This tape, called Monster, is
much more instrumental than
the others. The songs really
focus on the use of the electric
guitar, drums, piano, and other
instruments.
This tape is also more intense. Instead of the haunting
or funny music and lyrics I associate with R.E.M, this one
highlights the music. When listening to it, the words blend in
instead of sticking out.
I'm not sure I like Monster
as much as some of R.E.M's
other albums, but it is growing
on me. I like the acoustic guitar, as opposed to the electric
one.

And my biggest criticism of
the tape, is that sometimes
there are so many layers to the
music that it becomes muddied. An example of this is in
the song Let Me In, where the
heavy electric guitar almost
covers up the sensitive lyrics.
Although you could argue
that it gives the lyrics a good
counterpoint. If, that is, one
was actually able to understand what Michael Stipe is
saying.
But in Tongue the electric
guitar contributes to, rather
than dominates, the song. I
also love the melodic piano, a
continuous force in the beginning and throughout the piece.
I think this is one of my favorite selections on the tape.
The songs on this tape are
very different from each other
and from the songs on previoustapes.
So, even though the old
acoustic R.E.M. will remain
my favorite, this is an excellent
tape. I would recommend it to
anyone, but with a word of
caution since it is so different.
It will be interesting to hear
what their next one sounds
like!

Wednesday, October 12, 1994

Indigo Girls enchant Kalamazoo Audience

Emily Saliers (left) and Amy Ray
Shannon Coleman
sleep.
A&E Editor
Since the Indigo Girls deEmily Saliers and Amy Ray buted with their first major LP
emerge from the hidden dark- (''Indigo Girls") in 1988, a cult
ness, guitars in hand, and, in a of devoted, diversified fans
way that only the Indigo Girls have followed, absorbed and
can do, make magic.
enjoyed the unique sound.
The State Theater. October
Rock? Folk? Country? Now,
7. I try to catch glimpse of the six albums and six years later,
individuals behind the words fans and critics still struggle to
that pacify, invite, badger, de- place the powerful, soulful mix
light and challenge. Lyrics I of challenge and comfort. But
Ray and Saliers, resistant to
know so well I sometimes quite literally - sing in my categorizingtheirprofessional
and personal lives, when
asked, usually respond, quite
simply, that their music is
acoustic.
Melinda Harris, a writer for
Atlanta magazine put it this
way: "(The Indigo Girls are)
rare among musical acts in that
their work overshadows their
personalities," and not the
other way around.
Very true. And yet as one
watches Saliers and Ray perform, it becomes obvious that

Miln's Hill started out as a song
about rebelling during childhood. Going to a secret place
where kids could build forts
and escape from the world of
adults. Smoking vines like
cigarettes. Looking through
dirty mags.
''But in the middle of writing it, I was reminded of something else and that's why it
turned out so weird. But that's
whathappensat5 in the moming, I guess."
Saliers, the duet's soprano
and the more soft-spoken of
the two, reminisces that
thoughts of school days, a first
love and dodging the draft inspired the popular Least Complicated.
''We're into education. Our
goal is to help other people
have self esteem·. ... It's the
whole ideal ... tht t the individual can make a difference
and really try," Ray told news
correspondent Oay McNear in
an interview last year.
Ray and Saliers most succommitments
they- believe
in
their personalities
and the
and work for - make the In- cessfully educate by sharing
digo Girls' music what it is. their own thoughts and expeIntimate. Sensual. Spiritual. riences. The concert, for example, included a revised verPolitical.
Following two opening acts sion of This Train Revised. In(Georgia-based Sean Mullins spired by a visit to Washington D.C.'s Holocaust Center,
and BAND de SOLEIL both worthy listens), the In- this song reminds listeners of
~Hjt~0gH digo Girls rouse the audience persecution's atrocities with its
with two unknown selections. haunting lyrics: "Piss and
Then they concentrate on their blood/in a railroad car/1OO
classics, particularly focusing people/Gypsies, Queers and
on releases from newest al- David's Star."
This has been a busy year
bum, "Swamp Ophelia".
for
the Indigo Girls. Besides
''This place is so ... funky,"
releasing
a new album and
Ray tells the State Theater autouring,
they
also made their
dience.
film
debut,
joining star
And it is. The stale scent of
Whoopi
Goldberg
- as what
beer and cigarettes drifts
butfolk-rocksingers-in
else
through the auditorium. Neon
and pastel spotlights flicker an upcoming movie about
upon balding men, little girls AIDS. (Watch for it next
in pigtails, and college stu- spring.)
They additionally dedicate
dents wearing Birkenstocks.
People shriek, listen in awe a lot of time to organizations
and occasionally sing along. such as Greenpeace and HabiVery few people dance. Too tat for Humanity.
As the beautiful music echcrowded.
There isn't enough
3.75 GPA and up=$1,500 Scholanhlp
3.50 GPA and up=$1,000 Scholarship
oed,
filling the theater with
room.
Study abroad ~nts baaed on need also available.
Land of Canaan. Virginia shivers, tears and energy, it
Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites In
Woolf. Galileo. Chickenman. was obvious that both the perFlorence, Italy
London, England
Harare, Zimbabwe
Least Complicated. Power of Two. formers and the fans really
Madrid, Spain
Strasbourg, France
Touch Me Fall. The Wood Song. wanted to be there.
On stage, their voices
Mystery. Deadman's Hill. Closer
SU credit _ Field trips/Traveling seminars - Internships - Study for a semester, year or summer
blending
together in breathto
Fine
.
...
Saliers
and
Ray
sing,
Courses taught In English and In host country language
strum, interact with fans, and taking harmony, the Indigo
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Girls are, as they have put it,
share a piece of themselves.
DIVISION OF INTERHATlONAl. PRooRAMS ABROAD - 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 132444170
Ray explains that Dead nothing less than insatiable.

llllllllill
i

Looking for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?

1-800-23&-3472 - 315443-3471
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Wooden shoes head to Holl~nd
Kelly Pollock
Index Staff
At a school where football is
not traditionally the claim to fame,
there still exists a need to win; a
drive to do the very best. The need
is even greater when the game is
the annual Michigan Interscholastic Athletic League contest for the
coveted Wooden shoes. "From
your first year here you are taught
to hate Hope .. .I'm sure I hate them
more now than I did as a freshman," said Bob Brown ('96). Hope
College is located in Holland,
Michigan and is the most well
known rival of 'K' in many sports.
The Wooden Shoes are a travelling trophy that goes up for
grabs between Kalamazoo and
Hope each year. The tradition began in 1931 and still adds a sense
of pride to the game today. If 'K'

triumphs, the shoes, one with a
Hornet painted on it ad one with
a Flying Dutchman painted on it,
stay at Kalamazoo for a year. In
the event of a tie, each team gets a
shoe.
Why the rivalry? Adam Green
('96) said, "A lot of the players are
people we played on a team with
or were rivals with in high school
It makes it a very intense game."
Green went on to say. '1t was the
most important game of the
young season because we came in
at number two in the conference
while Hope was sitting just below
us."
The outcome of the intense
game was not what 'K' fans had
hoped for. "Losing was something we didn't expect to happen.
It will be in the back of my mind
for the rest of the year," revealed

Jeff Sokol ('%). The final score was
20-16, with Hope emerging victorious, scoring the winning points
in the last 11 seconds of the game.
It was impossible to fault the loss
to anyone. The match was well
balanced as Doug Dammann
pointed out, "It all pretty much
depended on who was luck)!
enough to have the ball last and if
they were able to do something
with it." The Hornets won the
game on paper, racking up better
statistics than the Flying Dutchmen, rolling up nearly 400 yards
of total offense, while limiting
Hope to only 230 yards.
So, the shoes will rest in HoIland for the next year. However,
you can bet that for next year's
clash, a bitter Hornet squad will
be looking to send hope walking
home barefoot.

Hornet Harriers running for the top
Christine Perry
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo College Mens'
and Womens' Cross Country
Teams are making consistent improvements in their performances. Both teams appear ready
to obtain their conference standing goals as the second MIA A
Jamboree approaches, a~ the men
are shooting for second, and the
women going for third.
On Saturday. October 8, the
harriers appeared at the Michigan
Intercollegiate Championships at

.
the Elks Golf Club here In
Kalamaz?o. Co~l~~ from across
the state In all dlVlSIOns were rep~ent~. ~th squads gav~ .an

Imp~Slvedlsplayofcompetltive

runrung, wome~ placed 10th out
of 22 teams, whIle the men came
in 11th out of 21.
Leading the women's team was
Karen Reed ('97), who came in
withatimeof20:04fortheSkilometer run. Not far behind was
Julie Klinman ('98), who clocked
in with a personal best of 20:18.

K1iman said, '1 was fired up for
the run because the I3ig :en teams
were there." Keegan Keef·)ver
('98), Molly Mechtenberg ('97),
and Stephanie Gorman ('96)
evened out the top scorer's list for
the Hornets.
Depite losing many senior
leaders and key runners to illness
and injury, the team managed an
impressive finish.
Jeremy
Myersieck(,97) led the way for the
Hornets, placing thirtieth individually, with a time of 26:39 over

~ f1rIIotrBooi'

tho: SK course. "Jeremy is becomir.;; the surprise of the season,"
_".Id coach Gathje. Freshman
3;'_nt Luchies ran an equally imp~sive race, coming in at 26:~7
while Haans Mulder ('97) and Ben
SeIDen ('97), along with Jeff Pierce
('96) rounded out the men's top
five.

This weekend, the groups will
appear in Kenosha, Wis. for the
Parkside Invitational. 'ntis highquality meet features schools form
across the Midwest and is extended to all divisions, and the
Hornets will be once again looking to better their personal record ~
in preparation for Regionals.

15(} 4!12d Only $1,262.00.

With Apple's special Iowstudent pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh;
the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the affordable Macintosh Perfortna; which comes complete with lois of powerful software to help
get you through coItge. You can ~ choose the portable Applt fuwerBook" or the Power

Macintosli-theworld'sflNestMac:' And becauseMadntosh is still theeasiestpersooalamputeJ; you won't have to dig through complex manuals. Pius, with k1.v student pricing, a Mac
is as east to afford as it is to use. All of which makes it the ideal time to
J.
discover the power all college studen~ need. 1be power to be yoor best:

Appl
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For more information, contact Thmmy Thornton in Computer Services at 337-7237.
Th order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products
at special student prices, call 1-800-877-4433 ext.713

Recommended for Computer Science Majors
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I'taIImIn Individualized
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10 find
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Recommended for Education Majors
Fall

Winter
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.
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CD - Fill in for
Dean La Plante
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~tudy
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Realize \he Japmcse
mow IoU more about
computers ond decide
10 stay.

Study Abroad (Japan)

~

educational system

Japan
p::

Japan

Japan

Japan

Japan*

iSIP - Sit back and reflect on all
",e Icnow\edge Kalamazoo
FoUege has given 10 you and
~eel\he wannlh IhI1 oem..
rom knowing someday youll
pus IhI1 on.
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CJ'l

~
CJ'l

Abroad (Western Michigan University) -

spend full year trying to get a feel for life in a functioning

ON

.RecaYe I coiled call from \he school asking why you weren\ present It \he sernor brunch.

Recommended for Theater Majors
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-

~=~ ON

Wmter

Spring

ON
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Summer
OFF

Recommended for Psychology or EconOlnics Majors
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swgery
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Hell Happened to All Mv Money?"

Recommended for Anthropology Majors
F~

fees, through more than 200 Standard
Federal Cash Machine ATMs and
Standard Federal's TeleBanking services.
You can also use your card at thousands
of CI RRUS~ NetworkOne~ MoneyMover'
and MagicUne' ATM machines.'
Call or visit Standard Federal Bank
today for more information about how
you can enjoy the financial aid of the
University Program.
.A!Jt~"dt1aJl
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S)pnng
.

ON

ON

c:

ON

55

ON

ON

adapted tu harsh surroundings by spending quarter in
Hoben equiped only widt a
stick and Maniot tray.

~

IStudy Abroad
(Egypt)
"Mummies!"

"More
Mummies!"

'No Such Thing As ,,\
[roo Many Mummies!"

Summer
OFF

CD - Learn how man fJrSt

~

Get a no-annual-fee VISA' Classic
Card and a low-cost Regular Checking
Account mcluding no per-check fees
(and we even buy back your old checks')
with the University Program from
Standard Federal.
Use this financial aid to buy books,
supplies, tnps home and other essentials.
Then obtain a Personal Identification
l\umber (PIN) for your University
Program VISA Card. It will help you
access your account, without transaction

W·mter

ON

SIP - Try and fmd out why people insist on
using hum-drum term "Prehistoric Man," and
remain unaware of fun that comes from
saying "Cro-Magnon Man_"
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ON

ON

Recommended for English Majors
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Winter
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ON

o

Spring

ON

ON
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Summer
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CD - Regardless of job, environment should be that 0
any midwestern state other than Michigan where
English is spoken correctly_(e.g. It's Taco Bell not
Taco Bell_)
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Helping You Along The Way."
Standard Federat Bank
Savings/Financial Services

Study Abroad ~ Ummm_._England, I
guess...

ON

ON

~Q

ON

ON

SIP - Create a clever poem utilizing the
names of all departmental professors_**

lillEJ :'r.:

o!.l994 Standard Federal Bank

Kalamazoo:
220" Drake Rd
ac:ros~ from

W '-lam '-Iall
616fl44-4290
5HIO Gull Rd
10

front of \I"J"

616fl44-0895

'orth of 1-94

al Parch mount

Portage:
6660 S Weslnedge Ave.
al Cro",roads Mall

616fl42-22t2

6 16fl44-219B

616fl27- IOB4

6)) 8 StadIum Dr.

Paw Paw:
IIH
Kalamazoo
5! at Mlthlgan

Vicksburg:
now Prame

Parchme nl.
420) Ponage Rd.

al Sunset
6 16fl72-9420
1912 Wh ,tes Ru

)46 W '-Ilchlgan
Ave. al Park ~t

behind
Oakwood Plaza

616fl42-7200

616fl44-J'o'

116 S. R,verVieW Dr

6161657-554H

6161649-1561
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He eats them on Wednesday,
With his pal Professor Prigg . _.
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Last spring, Dean of Students, Marilyn LaPlante, invited all seniors to participate
in the ACT Student Opinion
Survey. Students ranked several college services on a scale
of one to five, five being the
highest.
The Upjohn Ubrary's ser-

highest at 4.17. Other services
that ranked high were: campus
employment at 4.11, computer
services at 4.08, and recreational and intramural programs at 4.01.
Services such as academic
advising, career planning, financial aid, and college-sponsored social activities, received

Have 1uneh

Kezia Pearlman
News Editor
Fuchsia paper triangles emblazoned with Calendar/Curricular Committee (C-cubed)
information recently appeared
on Marriott tables and elsewhere around campus.
The fliers are part of Ccubed's effort to engage more
students in the decision making process regarding the calendar changes.
'We would like to take a
more pro-active position
rather than sitting back and
fielding and answering questions," said Assistant Professor
of Biology and C-<:ubed member Paul SotherlaJ)g.

while food services scored of
3.16.
Responses to "College Environment" items were compared to survey responses
from other similar private colleges.
K seniors gave out-of-class
availability of instructors a
score of 4.75 while other pri-
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This Friday at 12 pm in the
President's Lounge in the
Hicks Center students will
have the opportunity to meet
and brainstorm with C-<:ubed
members, Ellen Caldwell, EngUsh; Beth Jordan, Psychology;
Tom Rice, Art; Jan Solberg,
French; Paul Sotherland, Biology; Bob Stauffer, Sociology;
Vaughn Maatrnan, Residential
Life.
At press time committee
members had not decided
what specific areas the meetingwould concentrate on. According to Sotherland, the
meeting's main purpose is for
students to meet the C-<:ubed
mernbers.

AI though future lunchtime
meetings are not set in stone,
the committee thinks that they
maybe the best time to involve
students.
"We all need to eat," said
Sotherland.
Sotherland also said that because of students' and faculty's
schedules, evening and night
time dates might dictate less
people at the meetings.
"We need to go beyond being angry about not being informed and move into how we
can do better," Sotherlandsaid.
He added that in this and in
future meetings "we need to
get on with it in the best way
..

difference of .73 lower. K students gave laboratory facilities
a score of 3.99, while other colleges scored .40 lower than K.
La Plante is concerned
about the areas that K did not
score well in, such as the availability of religious activities.
According to Peter Gathje,
Professor of Religion and new
AssociateChaplain of Stetson
h!s
is to address
spmtuallife lSSUes on campus.
Gathje runs weekly discussion
groups and takes students to
various area churches.
La Plante also cited racial
harmony as an issue that
scored low at 2.91, .68 lower
than other colleges.
"We are in a societal position, where whites are not very
interested in understanding
people who are different from
themselves," said LaPlante. As
a general whole, many people
are ignorant and ignore cultural differences."

~pel,

~

recently finished a two year review on cultural diversity. La
Plan te added tha t the
President's Cultural Diversity
Advisory Board is working to
improve racial harmony.
The role of students' voices
in college policies ranked lowest at 2.49, while other similar
colleges scored about 3.1t.
La Plante believes that
some things cannot .change
such as rules govenung student conduct and general reg_
istration procedures. She also
said that the billing and fee
payment procedures are not
subject to change.
"The bills alone are not the
problem, but how much they
are, the money is the real problem with students," said La
Plante.
The survey had a 34% response rate, which surprised
La Plante. 'We'll do it again
next year at the beginning of
the spring qwirter."

Benefit raises monev,
awareness
J
J

for people of Bosnia-Herzegovina

Kezia Pearlman
~~~~~~--------News Editor

Last Tuesday's Ani
DiFranco benefit concert
raised both money and awareness of the atrocities in BosniaHerzegovina and Croatia.
Ivana Ivkovic, K'95, who
spoke to the audience about
the Serbian-run rape/death
camps in Bosnia-Herzegovina
and Croatia urged audiencemembers to write a post card
to President Bill Clinton protesting United States policy in
the former Yugoslavia. Post
cards were available before,
during, and aftel" the concert at
an information table.
"I would like to see more
political action on the part of
the U.s. government. I do not
see the logic in lifting sanctions
on Serbia while they refuse to
recognize Bosnia-Herzogovina
and Croatia as independent
states," said Ivkovic.
Most of the over 100 postcards collected urged Clinton
to lift the arms embargo on
Bosnia-Herzogovina and
Croatia. "Our government is
involved because it has an
arms embargo on two countries under attack," said
Ivkovic.
According to Elizabeth
Stands, K'95, who cooniinated
the concert in conjunction with
the Women's Resource Center
(WRC), the Women's Equity
Coalition (WEC) and the Gay,
Lesbian, and Bisexual Support
Group (GLSBG), ticket sales
brought in $1,350. Stands said
260 tickets were sold.
Not all of the money raised
by the concert will go directly
into the benefit funds due to

performance, advertising and
overhead costs. Acconiing to
Stands, the majority of the benefit funds will come from
money already set aside by
WRC, WEC and GLSBG.
Ivkovic and Stands plan to
directly contact KARETA and
NONA, two Zagreb, Croatiabased feminist groups that
work with rape-camp survivors, to find out the most efficient way to send them money.
Though Stands said that the

Ani Difranco
concert turnout was impressive for a Tuesday night, she
"fully expected a full house,
because of her (DiFranco's)
reputation." LastTuesdaywas
National Coming Out Day and
many Michigan schools had
their own "Coming Out" activities planned, which competed with the concert, added
Stands.
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Peace Corps provides post-grad possibilities
Molly Wilkes

Index Staff
As students hurried on their
way to Marriott Monday and
Tuesday, they probably noticedthePeaceCorpsinformationtablesetupneartheunion
desk. Corps representatives
Stephen Issa and JoAnn
Baldwin were available for
questioning and held a twohour information session held
in the Career Development
Center Monday night.
Issa, a graduate of DeBryan
Institute of Technology, completed his volunteer work in
Guatemala approximately
three years ago. While in the
country, he taught people how
to construct efficient woodburning stoves for use in their
homes. His time overseas, Issa

said, allowed him to "experience another culture, learn another language and develop a
different perspective on his
own country."
Since then, he has been
sharing his experiences with
studentsfromcollegesaround
the state and encburaging
them "to open their hearts,
eyes and ears to the world
around them."
Baldwin, on the other hand,
earned a degree in History
from Northern Michigan University, with minors in English
and political science. She had
been interested in education
and overseas travel for years,
and in July of 1992, JoAnn finally launched her career as an
English teacher in Antigua, an
island in the Caribbean.

There she enjoyed an outdoor classroom on a hilltop
overlooking the ocean, and
learned to deal with such minor inconveniences as small
"[ want

to experience a

place I've been before
and helps its people in
whatever way [ can."
-Sara Frier '95
dust storms and visits from
local barnyard ''buddies.''
''You just get a different perspective of the world,"
Baldwin said. "You're no
longer allowed to have a narrow focus."
During the evening session,
the two discredited many com-

mon misconceptions about the
Peace Corps, such as, all volunteers are doomed to live in
a mud hut for 27 months, and
provided their audience with
a down-to-earth look at the
program.
According to Issa and
Baldwin, prospective volunteersmustdemonstratestrong
leadership qualities, a sincere
interest in foreign cultures and
peoples, and should preferably
have a history of community
service. Knowledge of a foreign language and teaching
certification are also consideredhighlymarketableskills.
Since 1988,34 Kalamazoo
College graduates have been
accepted into the Peace Corps,
with 19 having actually gone
abroad with the program.

In 1993 alone, five positions
were offered, three of which
were accepted; this year, five
of six offers were accepted .
These statistics are encouraging,consideringonlylO%ofall
applicants are offered a position.
Currently, senior Sara Frier
is applying for a job with the
Corps-she spent her foreign
study in Madrid, Spain and is
now student teaching Spanish
at Kalamazoo Central High
School for her Senior Individualized Project. After graduation, Frier hopes to offer her
services to the people of either
Central or South America.
''1 want to experience a
place I've never been before
and help its people in whatever way I can," said Frier.

"Foreign study"="study abroad"
Andrea Gilman
Index Staff
As of October 10th,
Kalamazoo College Office of
Foreign Study is now referred
to as the Center for International Programs.
"Our function is not
only foreign study, sending
students to other counbies, we
also bring international students in to be students at
Kalamazoo College and we are
bringing students from other
colleges and universities na-

tionwide to go on our study
abroad program," said Holly
Smith, Assistant to the Director of the Center for International Programs.
"We are a lot more encompassing than foreign
study," said Smith.
According to Smith,
other activities include arranging institutions abroad and
promoting internationalism on
campus.
In conjunction with its
new title, the Center for Inter-

national Programs will change
the terminology from foreign
study to study abroad. "It's
more encompassing of what
we do," said Smith. "Foreign
study makes it sound as
though it's abnormal." Smith
said, study abroad is more of
an educational experience.
"Our biggest emphasis
is on studying while they're
there- to learn the language
and to learn how to adapt to
the different environment,"
Smith said.

Project BRAVE: Adopt a pumpkin
While Kalamazoo College
students enjoy donuts and cider on the Quad Friday, October 21, they'll also be carving
pumpkins that they've
"adopted" for children at the
domestic assault Shelter and
Vine Street neighborhood.
It's part of the Oktoberfest
at Kalamazoo College, which
takes place from 4-7 p.m. on
Friday. Oktoberfest is sponsored by the volunteerorganization Project BRAVE at
Kalamazoo College.
"The whole thrust is for
Project BRAVE to do some-

thing for the neighborhood
and the campus," said sophomore co-leader Kristin Betts.
Organized three years ago,
Project BRAVE arranges a variety of individual and group
projects, including tutoring
and child care, at locations
throughout the city. The organization also provides transportation, to such locations as
the Humane Society, the Domestic Assault Shelter, the
Gospel Mission, and Gryphon
Place.
Project BRAVE advisor
Jackie Srodes, a career intern-

ship coordinator, said, ''Project
BRAVE has taken the initiative
to make the difference in the
lives of many residents and
organizations
in
the
Kalamazoo community. Over
the past two years over 26 organizations have received assistance from our students."
"The enthusiasm shared by
Project BRAVE students is incredible. They want to make
contributions and to share
their time and talents, and I
think they are doing a fantastic job," said Srodes.
- Public Relations

'K' student at nash Bash
shows-off her pumpkin.

Homecoming
Previews
~F1&k

dent Activities Committee, the
shuttle service is a privilege to
K students provided by faculty. Students who are "disruptively intoxicated" will not
be permitted to board the
shuttle, nor allowed to enter
the dance.
According to the
Radisson staff, they will have
their own security present and
reserve the right to prevent a
student from entering because
of his/her behavior.

A&E
The Happy Phantom Strikes Again
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Matt Priest &: Elizabeth Undau
Index Staff
Tori Amos rocked the State
Theater last Wednesday
evening. Yes, I said rocked and
that's what I meant.
She has the stylistic accuracy and execution of a classical pianist, the free fom of a
great jazz musician, an electrifying soprano's ability to hold
the audience sitting fully attentive, the subject matter range
of a stereotypical country song
(Sex, God, and the Self, not
necessarily in that order), but
there was no question - her
intensity and energy ·could
only be described as rock 'n'
roll.
The 40 minutes before her
set were filled with the music
of Led Zeppelin's debut album, the same stuff that you
might expect to hear at just
about any rock show.
But where :;he takes it from
there is what has made us pay
good money to see this banshee and her Bosendorfer
Grand four times.

She never disappoints, always surprises... and this
show was no exception.
To the surprise of the audience, she opened with the discordant echoes of "Sugar", a bside from the "China" single
import.
With only two full albums
under her belt, the addition of
her b-sides as well cut a strange
array of covers increases her
concert arsenal to almost 60
songs.. I
Leaving the orchestra at
home, she then recounted the
9 1/2 minute epic of "Yes,
Anastasia", the finishing touch
to this year's platinum gem
Under the Pink.
The next half hour was
filled with some of Amos' most
upbeat and well-known melodies. This included the bar
room bawdiness of "Leather",
the unsettling tension of "Precious Things", and the crowdpleasing bounce of "Happy
Phar.tom" all from her 1991
gold debut, Uttle Earthquakes.
The first half of the concert

showcased a Tori in the highest spirits v/e've seen her yet,
teasing the audience and inviting us to jump inside her head
and swim with her and her
thoughts.
She qu!eted one overly-excited fan with a threat of coming out into the seats to "wee
on his head" and showed her
appreciation for the extremely
gracious crowd with a promise of "40 busses" to the reaming dates of her tour where we
would be encouraged to "sit
on the laps" of those already
planning to attend.
But her mood changed
quickly when she began the
second half with the biting satirical duo of "Amazing
Grace" and "Icicle", her ode
to that art of masturbation perfected while her mother and
father (the Methodist minister)
held church meetings downstairs.
Closely following was
"Bells for Her" complete with
the sound of a broken music
box ringing through the pre-

L...;=,--""==';;;......;;;_ _

Tori Amos rocked Kalamazoo State Theater last Wednesday.
pared piano she had waiting in ing Home" surrounding the
the shadows of stage left.
rhythmic drive of "Cornflake
This darker side of Tori cli- Girl", one of only two songs
maxed with the single-spot- ("God" being the other) to use
lighted, accapella vividness of backing tracks and a well ora women's' rape in "Me and A chestrated light progression.
Gun."
The concert ended with Tori
Anyone who's never heard in highest form performing
the song before realizes two of her most beloved and
quickly its first-person point of beautiful songs, ''Tear in Your
view while watching the dis- Hand" and "Winter."
tant expression on her face. No
If Ms. Amos ever graces the
one moved, no one spoke, and stage here in Kalamazoo again,
!veryone knew that until this do yourself a favor and check
.>Omt, we hadn't seen the com- out a woman who uses little
)lete "'ori Amos.
more than a piano and some
to
Tweedledum
and
Tori also did splendid and stories to let you know, "It's
Tweedledee.
rery earnest rendition of your turn now to stand where
Costumes are allowed and ,pringsteen's "I'm on Fire" I stand." ("Silent All These
tend to be a lot more creative md the Beatle's "She's Leav- Years")

Hints for a happening HomeKoming
Angela Jousma
and queen! Wow! The susIndex Staff
pense!
Remember the old days of
And, of course, after the
dance there are the usual parhigh school Homecoming?
Most of us would probably ties until parents want the car
rather forget ,but just to refresh home or your date's curfew is
coming up and you are cutting
your memory ...
The day of the big game, the it close.
Here at K, if you hadn't noclass floats, painted and bedecked in flowers roll out onto ticed already, things are different. Pre-Homecoming festivithe field.
But most people aren't in- ties do not include floats and
pep rallies with asinine cheers.
terested.
Instead, each residence hall
. The main topic generally revolves around the night still to and the combined forces of the
come. Dinner reservations are language houses and commutmade by parents who insist on ers compete in the banner coma nice meal beforehand. Ago- petition. This is a tradition
nizing through the dinner chat where each hall or house decoseems impossible, but just wait rates a banner with either a
till you enter the balloon-and- theme or a K spirit motif.
These banners, displayed at
crepe infested ballroom that
unfortunately resembles (quite the game, are judged at halfaccurately) the gym where time of the football game.
Another difference that K
you just played dodgeball that
has over high schools and
morning.
The guys in their fathers' many other colleges, is the fact
navy suit jackets, looking ex- that there are no kings and
tremely uncomfortable, usu- queens picked out of the
ally paying more attention to "beautiful people."
Of course, if you want to
their computer buddies than to
have the traditional beauty,
their dates.
Then there are the girls. magic, and romance of a
Usually dressed to impress- homecoming dance you can
with hand dyed shoes that per- have that too.
There are many excellent
fectly match the shiny teal blue
color of their dress. The neck- restaurants you can go to belace that matches the earrings fore the dance such as Mounthat matches the bracelet that tain Jack's, Great Lakes Shipmatches the shoe clips that ping Co., University Roadhouse, and Demetri's.
matches the hair pins.
You can also get dressed up
The girls too, often found
if
that's
what you want to do.
their little clique of friends,
Wear old prom dresses or
huddled into a less crowded
corner to "ooh and aah" over suit jackets (even your dad's if
each other and the enormous necessary!) and then dance the
corsages our gender is forced night away in style.
But this elaborance is not reto wear.
And then! The moment ev- quired. "Dressing up" here at
eryone is waiting for! The ex- K's Homecoming can be anything from taffeta and tuxedos
citi~ proclamation of king

and fun.
fillelil~
Some other things you have
to know before the dance:
[y'tt]}·tt.u/
,. There will be no tickets
sold at the Radisson. TIckets
will be sold at mealtimes in
Hicks Lobby and in Harmon
Lounge the night of the dance.

IPiti'.~m·ii-!;~~;IIIi~

price and
is $2$3inthe
advance
(perThe
person)
night
of the dance.
SAC suggests buying the
tickets early. Because of the [F@'l'fuI~tltl'
popularity and the fact that
800-900+ people crowded the Ht©\@n z.
hotel last year, tickets are lim-

ited~emuSicwillbePlaYed Blue Windows opens halfway
by a DJ who knows K's style.
But all are encouraged to make
requests on a sign up sheet that
will be posted in Hicks prior
to the dance.
,. Shuttles will also be provided to go back and forth to
the Radisson. This is for all of
us who do not have the good
fortune to own one of those
shiny red parking permits and
also for your safety and convenience.
.. A point to stress about this
event is that it is a nonalcoholic
dance. Due to problems last
year - a woman was taken to
the hospital because of alcohol
poisoning - the Radisson indicated that they will shut
down the dance if there are any
related inddents.
,. The Student Activities
Committee encourages all students to come! You don't have
to have a date - come with
friends, roomma tes, study
groups, anything! Just go and
have a good time!

;:D:..:a:;::v..:e~In~g1wn~=-______

Index Staff
"A challenge to the audience," is how Ed Menta, Professor of Theater and director,
describes the upcoming play,

Blue Winduws.
Playwright Craig Lucas, author of works including Reckless and Prelude to a Kiss,
ventures in a new direction
with Blue Windows. Set at a
New York dinner party, the
play started out as an abstract
idea that involved simultaneous dialogue and action, according to Menta.
''You can only figure out the
lines by doing it," said Jeff
Daly, K '95, who plays the part
of Griver. Daly said that the
play can be difficult for both
the audience and performers
to understand.
According to Menta, Blue
Windows explores how individuals fit into the jigsaw
puzzle of life.

Other themes include loneliness, truth, honesty and how
people try to cover up these
things.
Three internal acts - getting ready for the dinner party,
the party itself and the aftermath - bring forth issues involving high society and how
to communicate with strangers.
The play shows how languages get in the way of really
meeting people, said Menta.
Menta describes the playas
an art mood piece. An interchangeable set, designed by
Tim Fuller, and other visuals
accentuate the play's meaning.
Blue Windows opens November 17, at the Nelda K.
Balch Playhouse. An audience
discussion, focusing on the
play's themes and a critique of
actors, will follow the first performance.
Call 337-7333 for further information.
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Whether you hold John F. Kennedy in high regards or have little respect for our
35th president, one of the greatest contributions of his presidency is the Peace Corps
program he established to help peoples of underdeveloped countries expand with the
rapidly changing 20th century world.
With a 2 a.m. impromptu speech at the University of Michigan, Kennedy launched
a campaign which blossomed into a full fledged program that still exists and is growing
today. He challenged students to give two years of their lives to help people in countries
of the developing world in exchange for an intangible but rewarding experience. The
students responded immediately, and within a year Peace Corps was founded and on it's
way to 33 years of success (and still counting.)
What is it about the Peace Corps that makes people want to volunteer? Why are
people still volunteering for the program, with an unwaining enthusiasm, almost four
decades later? Despite the American trend to look inward rather than outward, the Peace
C.orps continues to survive and prevail. In an era when the emphasis is on "self' rather
than on others, people are making a conscious effort to give. The Peace Corps is one
instance where Americans demonstrate a ~.llingness to share their time, energy, and
knowledge with people who lack the benefits of a technology oriented country, in hopes
that they too may prosper someday. It is an opportunity to share knowledge we, as an
industrial country, have acquired with the rest of the world.
The Peace Corps can be seen as a travel opportunity. A once-in-a-llfetime chance
to experience and immerse oneself in a different culture, meet new people, learn an
additional language and be challenged in ways that are not possible here in the Untied
States.
'K' students are among the 10% of Peace Corps appli cants offered assignments and
taking a lead in the developing role. Since 1988, 34 K college students have been offered a
position in the Peace Corps after graduation and 19 have chosen to continue their post
uaduate education with the o!"2anization. J. Eric Tomuen_and Kieran Joshi are two ~t
K graduates who are participating in the program. Tongren: K'93, is currently stationed in
Ivory Coast, ¥kst Africa and Joshi, K'94, has been sent to Gabon, West Africa. Joshi is
teaching math in French. the native language, in the Gabonese public schools.
In a time when hope seems sparse and disparity is all encompassing it is reassuring to know there are people in the world doing their best to make a difference.

Pass the Ajax
Imagine this, you walk into
the hallways of your home and
it's just filthy. Well, that's exactly what you get here in
Kalamazoo's luxurious residential system. I really enjoy
the stairways of Trow where
there are dustbunnies that
have been collecting since the
first week and have now
moved into the hallways and
people's rooms. Another b0nus is the unvaccuumed dirty
lounges. I ask myself, 'Wasn't
it just four short weeks ago that
this place was supposedly
new?" Well, I don't know
about you, but I'm a little bit
tired of living in dorms where
nothing seems to get cleaned
until someone complains.
An example of this happened just a short while ago in
the men's first floor bathroom.
The toilet became clogged with
feces and remained this way
for a week. Someone tried to
flush it to see if it would clear
out and it overflowed. 'That
night the custodian had to
come and clean up an inch of
water that covered the floor.
This problem wouldn't have
happened if it had been taken
care of in the first place.
.
Trow isn't the only residential hall not being kept clean.
Hoben and Harmon are having the same problem. I think
that these dorms and their
deIInliness, rather Jack there of,
need to be looked at These are
community baths that we are
talking about here. The hair
balls in the drains that just sit
there for a week (or maybe two
if the custodian is on vacation)
are enough to make anyone

sick. But the problem I enjoyed most last week was
when I went to the bathroom
and low and behold there was
no toilet paper. I really enjoy
drip drying. I know that one
of the men's major complaints
is the lack of toilet paper by the
end of the weekend. I don't
think light cleaning will do
here. Some sanitation is necessary and it would help if it
were cleaned more than once
a week.
I was really surprised when
I went to the Business Office on
Friday and saw the custodian
there dusting the coat racks. I
then returned to my beloved
home where it hadn't been
cleaned in two weeks. We are
the ones living here 24 hours a
day, not the administration
who just happen to sign the
checks that pay the custodians.
Hicks and Dewing also seem
to have constant care because
of these little tours that try and
win over perspectives and
their parents. Let me tell you,
my parents were not very impressed with my supposedly
newly renovated dorm this
weekend when they visited.
I understand that there is not
enough custodial staff here on
campus, but their list of priorities seems to be misplaced.
The dorms need constant attention too. Not just once a
week or once every two weeks.
We are the ones paying more
to live here than it costs to live
in an apartment Idon'texpect
a maid to pick up everything
after me but just someone to
keep it clean.
- Lisa Walter K '97

Letter to the Editor

Meeting leaves student with unanswered questions
However, the answer to that
Laat week I attended the
calendar change forum with question is completely irrelthe hope that somehow the evant The changes have been
changes had been reversed made and ugWngover details
and the issue was dead. Fat is counterproductive to makchance - I partook in a very ing effective change. And, beheated and emotional discus-- cause the only things etched in
sion that lasted over two stone are that the calendar will
change and that all elements of
hours.
Even though I walked out the K-Plan will be retained, we
of the meeting with a good"un- need to make sure that the
derstanding of why the faculty changes that are made are ones
wants to change the calendar, that will keep this school at the
I felt that several of the ques- level of uniqueness and qualtions I asked were left unan- ity that it is at currently. And
swered. Primarily, I still do not now we have an opportunity
understand how they can say to be a part of the restructurone of the primary motivators ing. The announcements for
for change is retention rate and the next meeting are allover
then deny (actually, the que!Y Marriott, and at least one protion I posed was virtually ig- fessor who is on the commitnored and the subject was tee has invited her students to
quickly changed) that the talk with her one on one. It
college's financial situation, would be a great opportunity
revenue in particular, is an to ensure they keep the things
equal if not greater motivator you like and trash the aspects
for change.
you dislike.

IT'S ABOUT TIME! The
thing that pisses me off the
most, even more than the fact
that change is on it's way, is the
methods the administration
and faculty have used to enact
this change.
Who knows what will keep
students at 'K' better than the
students? Sure, admissions
has a file on everyone who
transfers, but the transferee's
roommate and friends are g0ing to know their reasons for
leaving far better than admissions will after only a short interview.
So why were we bypassed?
At the fonun, Dr. Fink said that
after a period of time under
any system, there must be a
time of reflection and change.
He left the meeting before I
could ask him why we
changed before we reflected.
Sure, there was a small committee to reflect, and I agree

that it had to be small to be effective, but the same could be
said for the process of making
a strong effort to involve us. H
one, why not the other? Similarly, I felt that the changes
were snuck by us.
It was almost as if the administration knew that the student body would be in an uproar if they knew that it was
not a committee to Hinvestigate" calendar changes but in
fact a committee to promote
theenactment of change. Now,
the vast resourcefulness of our
minds will be tapped when it
is productive to their cause
rather than against it.
But anyway, I am still
pissed off at their methods.
Before voting on a calendar
change they should have explored other changes equally
(of course with student involvement). Now that a
change has been made, it is

impossible to fully develop alternate solutions. Even if they
are developed it will be nearly
impossible to reverse the decision. Why? Because it is hard
to change people's minds on
personal issues.
The faculty feels just as
strong about what they did as
many of us do about reversing
it. At one point Dr. Sotherland
exclaimed rather emotionally,
"We are not trying to screw
you over!" H the faculty is constantlyrequired to defend their
positions, they will never be
able to understand ours.
It is human nature not to
want to reverse a decision that
you have put so much time,
effort, and emotion into. So,
members of the f4culty who
read this, please remember
that I respect your position and
reasoning, and that this is only
my opinion.

- James Pfluecke K '97
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"We need to get ourselves
educated first and then we can
educate other people," said
senior, Onna Bradford, about
the philosophy behind the
newly opened Umoja House.

"unity" in Swahili. And that's
exactly what the house promotes. With only 29 black students on a campus of over
1,200, the feeling of isolation
can be immense.
The house was set up "to

tern for Africans and AfricanAmericans in the community,"
said Bradford. "When students are in the dorm environment, sometimes it's a littie uncomfortable,"
Umoja House will serve to

Residents of Umoja House for the fall quarter: (clockwis~ from top left) Julius Moore,
Drma Bradford, Tangella Jackson. Jahmal Green, Tarnala Evans, and April Keaton

•

educate the African-American
community as well as the
Kalamazoo College community on African and AfricanAmerican culture. Because
this is the first quarter for the
house, there is only one
planned event. On Monday,
November 14, the eight students currently living in the
house, located. on the first floor
of Trowbridge, will host an
Open House. According to
Bradford, everyone is welcome
and by that time the halls will
be decorated .
The house has the capacity
for eleven students and will be
filled winter quarter. To live
in Umoja House, a student
must meet the following criteria:
- be an active member of the
Black Student Organization
-participate in other programs and activities that serve
the purpose of supporting and
educating othersaboutAfrican and African-American is. sues
-be at least a second quarter

freshman, however preference
is given to foreign students
from Africa and upperclassmen.
African students in the
House serve as "cultural informants" for the residents,
Bradford said. First hand
knowledge of the culture is an
important basis of the house.
A student who wants to live
in the Umoja house must submit a letter of intent to the
Umoja House Comnlittee. After the committee reviews the
letters, they forward their recommendations to the house
advisors, Vaughn Maatman,
dean of residential life, and Dr.
Jeanne Baraka-Love, director
of multi-cultural affairs.
Although the advisors have
some say in who will become
a resident, Bradford stresses
the house is wholly student
governed. The Umoja House
is currently under a probationary/ trial period. If everything
runs smoothly this quarter, the
house should soon be freestanding.

Worship tour: an'
exploration of faith
Writing Center: always there to help
Louise Dunderdale
Illdex staff
"They're really great:" said
freshman Becky Klinepeter of
the Writing Center. "'They
found the mistakes in my paper and gave me an info sheet
so I don't have to go back the
next time."
Brainchild of Professor
Ellen Caldwell of the English
Department, and currently su-

pervised by Professor Joe Baird
of the Russian Department, the
Writing Center can help with
any paper problem from initial
brainstorming for ideas and
angles to sorting out grammar
on finished papers.
Running for some years
now, the center hires workstudy students selected on
merit, most of them majoring
in English. Best of all, their ser-

vices are totally free!
"We've helped people who
have a paper due next day,"
said senior Erica Pulling, a tutor at the Writing Center.
Later in the quarter, Erica
said tutors will put together
workshops to take to the
Freshman seminar classes.
The Writing Center operatesfromDewing206,Sunday
through Thursday, 8 till 11 p.m

Swe~'~§itepay?
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H you happen to be one of

those people who are running
a black market greeting card
gig from your room. I'm sure
Sweetest Day was quite a
blessing. For the rest of us it is
the encroachment of commercialization on what might be
interpreted as true affection.
This past Saturday was
Sweetest Day. For those of you
looking guilty right now and
striving to remember if you got
something for your own significant other-, try to remember
what spedaI thing you did for
your partner on Columbus
Day last, since really it is just
as significant.
Sweetest Day doesn't even
have the filigree of integrity
thatValentine'sDaydoes. No
Roman saints were martyred
on October 15th, nor did an-

cient virgins run through the
streets to be pelted with
bloody strips of wolf hide that
would ensure fertility. October
15th is significant because it is
just far enough away from the
"eal" holidays to ensure a
good cash crop for the greeting card and floral industries.
I witnessed. several people
at work getting dozens of
roses, candies, cards and other
symbols of devotion one may
buy in utter convenience.
Though I did not become
physically ill at the sight of the
pablum of idiocracy paraded
before me on that day, I did
wonder if becoming a psychologist was really worth it if
this was typical "normal" behavior.
This is the part where I'm
supposed to say that you
should make every day Sweetest Day, and that you should

let your love encompass you
every moment. Yeah right, and
then do your two hours of
homework forevery class hour
while you're still having such
a wonderful dream.
The trick is to be chaotic in
your devotions. This, of
course, does not mean being
promiscuous, what it means is
being spontaneous, that is the
essence of romance. Give
weird presents, write a poem,
leave balloons in their car or a
note on their door and never
let them forget they are special
to you.
Forget October 15th. It was
not the time of year when ancient druids would bless the
fertility of young couples, it
was not the day when
Pyramus fell on his sword.
Above all, remember that
it's not how long the stem of
the rose is, it's how you use it.

nity to explore their own faith
and to see how others express
their beliefs by observing a
number of different religious
settings.
"College is a perfect time to
explore religion. just like
you're exploring all other areas of life during college. You
have the opportunity to talk
with other people who are gaing through the same search.
It' a great time."
The new group has already observed the activities of
one local church. On October
9, five students and a faculty
member joined Gathje for a
service at the Skyridge Church
of the Brethren. Having its
roots in the Radical Reformation, its principle of nonviolence makes the Church of the
Brethren unique in Christianity .
Based on student interest. Gathje has planned the
next visit for this Sunday at the
Church of Jesus Christ of latter Day Saints (Mormons).
Tentative plans for future visits include an area synagogue
and the Islamic Center. Though he expects
the group to remain relatively
small, Gathje welcomes the
participation of any interested
members of the community.
He stresses that their is no
commitment and participation
is variable on a week-by-week
basis.
Students interested. in attending this Sunday, or those
who would like to observe a
specific service may contact
Gathje in his office at 106
Humphrey House or by phone
at 7405.
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Oktolxrlest:
one of

mRnx
B VE
projects
Louise Dunderdale

Index staff
YOUR ATTENTION
PLEASE: Project BRAVE is
holding an Oktoberfest pumpkin carving party this Friday,
October 21, on the quad. Proceeds from the pumpkin sales
will go to charity. Go join in
and have some fun ...and possiblya pumpkin-innards fight,
if you feel so inclined!
So, what is Project BRAVE?
Karen Reed, a sophomore who
is helping coordinate the organization this fall, says it is
made up of many different activities of which Oktoberfest is
a part. '1(' students make up
the volunteers of the organization.
Individual projects are
available, as well as many
group projects. Volunteers are
being trained to play with children at the domestic assault
shelter of the YWCA. Other
students help out with the children at the Kalamazoo homeless shelter, while yet other~
are Big Brothers and Big Sisters.
Project BRAVE, however, is
not just about playing with
children. Individual projects
include volunteer work at the
hospital, tutoring, and serving
at a soup kitchen.
Individual projects are encouraged, and where no
project is set up, volunteers can
work on setting up a project
that interests them personally.
Travel is not restricted for
those without their own transport - school cars are available
for use.
Further information and a
list of contact numbers can be
found on the wall beside the
Mail Hut in Hicks Center.

Wellslen. We explain.
We're priyate. We're affordable.
WIURl
We're here lor Kalamazoo (ollege
students and stall, with
affordable, caring services.
Just have a question? Ask lor
Education and you'll get answers.
We offer all methods 01 birth
control, including emergency
contraception (the morning after
pill), and routine exams,
STD tests, and state·required
premarital education.

PLANNED tCJ
PARENTHOOD.
Of South Central Michigan

4201 W. Midligaa. 372-1200
I,twln Drake Rd. & WMU
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Denied!! Lively Hornets shut out Albion, Calvin
Hamza Suria &: Garth Miller
Index Staff
Within the last week, the
Kalamazoo Men's soccer team
played Eastern Michigan University, Albion College, and Calvin
College, coming away with two
wins and a draw. Eastern Michigan was able to challenge the
Hornet's defense, while neither
Albion nor Calvin were able to
score.
Kalamazoo traveled to
Ypsilanti last Wednesday to take
on the Eastern Michigan Eagles,
who displayed a very aggressive
style of play. The Hornet's defense

was able to hold them, though,
and despite efforts by both teams
to score late in the game and overtime, the game remained a 1-1 tie.
Defender Dana Orsucci (K'95)
noted Eastern's physical tactics,
saying, "This was one of the most
physically challenging games of
the season." Orsucci also complained of the referee's incompetence. Apparently, the referee
lacked fluency in English.
On Saturday, the Hornets
blanked Albion College, 2-0, with
an easy win for Kalamazoo. Erik
Vick (K'97) and Kip Adrian (K'97)
each had a goal, both coming in

the first half. "We could have
scored more goals," said Orsucci,
"had we remained strong through
the second half." According to
Orsucci, subpar second-half performances have been a continual
problem, going back to the early
part of the season.
The Hornets were also victorious last night, defeating the
Calvin College Knights, 2-0. Mike
Arends (K'95) scored both of the
Kalamazoo's goals, with Orsucci
assisting on one. The shutout
went to John Lively (K'95), bringing his total to seven and one-half
for the season.

Hornet gridders snatch first MIAA victory
Garth Miller
Sports Hditor
It was almost as though
Kalamazoo's football program,
now in their l00th season, had
something to prove to the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MlAA). The Hornets went
on the road and shut down
Adrian,. 21-8. Kalamazoo is now
back to .500, as they improved
their record to 3-3 (1-1 in the
MlAA).
The victory on Saturday was
the Hornets' first win at Maple
Stadium in 20 years. Their last
victory there was in 1974, by a
score of 24-7. Saturday's game
was no indication, however, of
Kalamazoo's luck in the past at
Adrian.
The Hornet offense did the job,
scoring all 21 points via Clint
Wagner ('95), who carried for 113
yards on 25 carries. Saturday
marked the eight time in his career that Wagner rushed in excess
of 100 yards. Quarterback Greg
McDonald ('97) also looked good,

throwing only one interception
and connecting on 16 of 22 attempts, while the Hornets' offense
racked up 357 total yards.
The defense also came up big,
giving up only 201 total yards of
offense to Adrian. Defensive back
Kenny Henderson ('98) had a big
game, causing two turnovers in
the first half, both of which led to
Hornet touchdowns. In the fourth
quarter, Henderson caused a third
turnover, his second interception
of the day and third of his career.
Other defensive stars were defensive back Chad Zollman ('96),
who nabbed his sixth interception
of the season and linebacker Bob
Holloway ('95), who led the Hornet defense with eight tackles.
Holloway leads the Hornets in
tackles with 48, 26 of which were
solo.
Kalamazoo's next challenge
will be the unbeaten Alma Scots,
this Saturday (HomeKoming) at
Angell Field. Alma College, also
celebrating their l00th season, will
surely be .tough. The Scots have

been racking up big offensive
numbers: 433.5 total yards of offense per game, 2585 of which are
through the air.
Head Coach Dave Warmack
called Alma "a scary team" with
regards to their versatility on offense. According to Warmack,
Alma has the ability "to throw the
football often and effectively, and
they are doing a good job running
the ball as well."
"With that being said,"
Warmack continued, "it is their
defense that has been winning
games lately. They have excellent
speed on defense and are doing a
good job of keeping their opponents from scoring."
Alma, now 6-0 (2-0 in the
MlAA), is by far the most surprising team in the MIAA this season.
Last year, the Scots finished 2-7,
including a 21-14 loss to
Kalamazoo. The series between
the two schools, which dates back
to 1895, is led by Alma, 45-33-5,
with the Hornets winning three of
the last four contests.

'K' Volleyball: ready to serve up MIAA title
Garth Miller
Sports Editor
Kalamazoo College's volleyball .
program, perhaps in its finest year,
is DOW ranked among the top ten
teams in National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division
Ill. The Hornet spikers are dominating the competition and are
seemingly unstoppable.
One of the main reasons for the
program's success is the coaching
ability of Jeanne Hess, now in her
11th year. Hess has led the Hornets to three NCAA post-season
appearances in the past four years.
Kalamazoo has also had three
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MlAA championships in the in the
past four seasons.
Another reason for the Hornet's
winning ways is the leadership of
Mary Siwajek ('95), Anita
Grinbergs ('96), and Jennifer West
('95). West was named MIAA
Player of the Week after leading
Kalamazoo to two big wins. West
had eight aces and seven kills in
the Hornet's 15-4, 15-2, 15-2
whoopin' of league rivals Albion
College, and made 10 kills with
two aces in a 15-1, 10-15, 15-8, 157 victory over Saint Mary's.
In eight Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MlAA)
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outings, all wins, Kalamazoo has
lost just two games (.923).
Throughout their active ll-match
winning streak, the Hornets have
only lost three games (.917).
For the season, Kalamazoo has
won 64 of 82 games (.781). With
numbers like that, it's not hard to
see that thee MlAA championship
is all but wrapped up, if it isn't already. Last year, the Hornets
shared the league championship
with co-champions Calvin College. Should Kalamazoo win tonight against the Lady Knights,
an outright title is nearly inevitable.
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Looking for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?

3.75 GPA and up=$1,500 Scholarship
3.50 GPA and up=$1,000 Scholarship
Study abroad grants based on need also available.
Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites In
Florence, Italy
London, England
Harare, Zimbabwe
MadrId, Spain
Strasbourg, France
SU credit . Field trips/Traveling seminars. Internships. Study for a semester, year or summer
Courses taught in English and in host country language

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD .119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 132444170
1-800-235-3472. 31544~3471

Calvin upsets ·Lady Homets ... again
Hamza Suria &: Garth Miller
Index Staff
When it comes to women's soccer, it seems as though Calvin College has something that no other
teams in the Michigan Interscholastic Athletic Association (MlAA)
have: the secret to beating
Kalamazoo College. Yes, the Lady
Knights have once again upset the
Hornets, winning by a score of 2oin Grand Rapids last night.
This is the second time this season that Calvin has shutout
Kalamazoo, which is something
that no one else has been able to
do this year. Earlier in the season,
Calvin shocked the Hornets at
home,3-0.
Kalamazoo's previous three
games showed just why they are
still in contention for the league
championship. The Hornets have
displayed their formidable
strength and team unity, coming
up with big wins over Hope, Saint
Mary's, and Albion. The game
versus Hope went to overtime,
but Kalamazoo's dedication and
determination made the difference in their 3-2 win.
The Hope game left a little bit
bigger of an impression on Missy
Stucki ('96), who suffered a sternum injury that left her sidelined
for the next two games. Even
without the leadership of Stucki,
the Hornets were tough, shutting
out Saint Mary's 3-0 and Albion

2-0. Midfielder Julie Quigley ('97)
attributed the team's success to its
"strong playing style and positive
attitude."
Forward Jill WOjewuczki ('96),
who led the MlAA in goals scored
(12) and total points (25) at the end
of the weekend, scored in both
shutouts. Goalkeeper Carrie
Sheets ('98), with the support of a
tough defense and an even
tougher midfield, picked up her
tenth and eleventh shutouts of the
season.
Prior to last night's contest,
Kalamazoo not only sat alone atop
the MlAA standings, but was also
ranked third in the region and
20th in the Intercollegiate Soccer
Association of America's National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Division III poll. With
Calvin handing them their fourth
loss of the season, however, the
Hornets' chances for NCAA postseason play are looking pretty
grim .
In the race for the MlAA crown,
however, Kalamazoo is sitting
pretty with just two games left.
Neither Alma nor Olivet should
give the Hornets any trouble in
their efforts to secure at least a
share of the MlAAchampionship.
Calvin can guarantee a tie for the
league championship by winning
both of their last two MIAA contests, but a strong team from Hope
College waits around the corner.

THE BACKPAGE: DRIVE THROUGH PLEASE!
TOP FIFTEEN REJECTED KALAMAZOO COLLEGE SLOGANS FOR 1995
15. 'K' College - the 'K' is for Kooky!
14. Kalamazoo College - Now with space-age polymers!
13. K College - Exciting! Educational! Yet Small! Kinda like Travel Scrabble!
12. Kalamazoo College - We're not quite sure, but we think that Bill Clinton was planning
to go here if he didn't get into Yale.
11. Kalamazoo College - Just 1500 miles from sunny Myrtle Beach!
10. Kalamazoo College - Only $22,000 plus shipping and handling!
9. K College - Where every Thursday is Naked Day!
8. Kalamazoo College - Sounds kinda like "Camel Zoo Collage"
7. K College - Less than half of our students have chlamydia!
6. Kalamazoo College - Well I guess there's always Western ... Anybody? ..
Anybody? .. We didn't think so.
s. K College - The school 2 out of 3 Matts prefer!
4. K College - More fun than a bag of wet squirrels!
3. Kalamazoo College - A little like Harvard only without all that stuffy prestige to get
in the way
2. Ever had a dream where you're in this isolated bubble and everyone around you just
sits there in complete silence, reading books and ignoring you while you cry out
desperately for your lost childhood and friends? Welcome to 'K'!
1. Kalamazoo College - Where a kick in the groin spells DISCIPLINE!
TOP TEN THINGS OVERHEARD AT FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
10. "Hmmm ... I can probably get all the bolts in before lunch and I'll just throw on
nuts afterwards."
9. "O.K. Three times around the Racquet Center and then the hand-off. Careful on that
fourth turn, I lost a whole bag 0' leaves off the back yesterday."
8. "Hey Mort, remember when we hid all that meat in that one kid's room in Trow last
summer?"
7. "So now I say, "I'm goin' to fIx the bells." 'cause you can only pretend to fIx the
pews so many times before they hear the bells ringing and start asking questions."
6. "So I've got this dream, right? The tape measure's like 3 miles long but I swear the
beams are like - at least twice that!"
s. "O.K. Now if this wrench here is "time" and thi~ sander comin' this way is "space",
then obviously death is quite inevitable."
"Wait. Hold on a sec - now I'm the sabre saw?
4. "Hal. Hal, put down that plunger and give me a hug, Mr. Rainy Face."
3. "Oh sure, I'm right on that ... I'll take care of that as soon as we finish up
Trowbridge! (workers laugh heartily)
2. "Gee (concerned), Tom never has more than two cups of coffee in the morning.
This week's been busy ... but 2 cups?!
1. " "For the last time! Righty Tighty, Lefty Loosey!"
(Editors note: I've worked at FAC. MAN. before and they were good guys and they knew
what they were doing. So don't anybody get "up in a huff' over this list. It's all in
the name of comedy. O.K. Can I go now?)

TOP TEN REASONS K IS A GREAT PLACE TO HAVE A WEDDING
10. Union Desk workers enjoy sending guests down to radio station when asking for the
bathroom.
9. The chalk sidewalk messages on coming out give guests something unique to ponder.
8. Illegally parked cars won't get ticketed.
7. 'K' students can question reasoning behind waking up before noon on a Sunday.
6. The man on the quad with the metal detector can expect to fInd valuable items in the
grass.
s. Year Book photographers can capture guests all dressed up and pass them off as 'K'
students.
4. Kalamazoo College just radiates a wonderful environment for unification.
3. Easy way to meet the requirements necessary for the college to say it has an active
chapel.
2. Chance to show outsiders the fIne shape of our campus grounds, especially the
property surrounding the chapel.
1. I believe Marriott caters!
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Calendar talk continues

Kezia Pearlman &: Erin Miller
News Editors
About 20 students had
lunch with Calendar/Curriculum Committee members (Ccubed) last Friday to recommend immediate action on
components of the shifting K
Plan.
Student representatives on
standing committees, Ashish
Patel '97, Campus Life Committee (CLC) and Educational
Policies Committee (EPC) and
Kris Bennett '95 and Regina
Ingety '95 (EPC) helped to articulate student concerns and
offered plans for future meetings.
C-cubed members, Paul
Sotherland, Beth Jordan,
Vaughn Maatman, Tom Rice
and Ellen Caldwell, along with
Campus Life members, Jean
Hess and John Fink, expressed
their enthusiasm for the new
calendar and look forward to
a closer mentoring relationship
with students.
According to Professor of
Mathematics John Fink, a new
calendar would mean coherence in our on-campus pro-

grams.
longer being an option with English Ellen Caldwell, the
As an example Fink said, the implemented cilendar, stu- study abroad opportunities
that under the current calen- dents wanted to know about still need to be carefully redar, he might not see a first possible summer activities.
viewed by the Foreign Study
year math student again until
In addition to internships, Committee, but it appeared
his or her senior spring.
faculty proposed several other that most students, regardless
Assistant -~.-.;:..-----~.:..-~------------ of major or
Professor of
Psychology
Beth Jordan,
saidthatshe
came to K

~use,,,~~~
~~~~e~l::

"JUS t l·k
1 e a team, everyone

needs to make an effiort to get
their plan going and work
together to make it happen. "
-Coach Jean ne Hess

and wants
to preserve
every aspect
ofits distincti veness."
According to Volleyball
coach, Jeanne Hess, '1ust like
a team, everyone needs to
make an effort t" get this plan
going and work together to
make it happen."
After the faculty introduced
themselves and expressed
their concerns, students voiced
their fears about K loosing its
distinctiveness.
With summer classes no

Shots

alternatives:
eresearching with faculty
ementoring or teaching
younger students
erunning athletic or computercamps
eteaching in intensive language programs
Additionally. students
asked whether the one quarter
study abroad still would be an
option.
According to Professor of

• • •

• • •

Health Center Staff
College students are at risk of contracting a sexually transmitted virus, hepatitis B which is 100 times more contagious

thanHIV:
Each year approximately 300,000 people in the United
States become inEecte<iwith the hepatitis B virus (HBY). In
fact, out of 1,000 people directly exposedtoHBV, 333 will
become infeded.Out every 1,000 people exposed to H1Y, 4
people are infected. Unlike .HN. there is a vaccine that can
prevent hepatitis B.
Hepatitis B is an inflammation of the liver that may lead
to long-term complications. In the United States alone, complications associated with HBV infection,such as cirrhosis of
the Jiver and liver cancer, lead to over 5,000 deaths annually.
Like HIV, the hepatitis B virus may be .transmitted sexually through blood, semen, vaginal secretions or even saliva.
Intravenous drug users and persons with occupational exposure to these bodily fluids <e.g., workers in health care facilities) are at higher than average risk.
One of the reasons that hepatitis B poses a serious health
concern is that most HBV~infected people either display no
symptoms or experience mild, flu-like symptoms for which
they often do not seek medical attention. These relatively mild
symptoms are rarely indicative of the potential seriousness
of this disease. Although most people recover, up to 10% become chronic carriers of hepatitis B. A carrier can spread the
disease even though they do not have symptoms. They can
then spread the disease to others (lIld are themselves at risk
for liver damage and perhaps liver cancer.
Later this year, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention will Officially recommend that all adolescent and
young adults, including college students, be vaccinated to
protect against and control the spread of hepatitis B.
Students can attain information about hepatitis B and receive the vaccine at a reduced cost through the Health Center.
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athletic participation,
would be
able
to
choose to at-

~e;rd ~t~~~

guage programs.
She
pointed out
that many
wint.- study
abroad options begin after
winter sports competition is
over. Athletes could participate on a team and still join a
study abroad program in February.
As the lunch came to a close,
students recommended immediate action on the following
issues:
e new career development
options for summer
e business or financial insti-

tutions looking for summer
interns
easking departments to develop Senior Individualized
Project options for students
during summer
-more specific information
regarding study abroad
According to Caldwell, the
meeting was productive.
'1 was impressed with the
good questions students asked
at Fridays forum and the great
ideas they had about creating
more CD options and unusual
work, research, teaching, and
learning opportunities on campus in summers," Caldwell
said.
She added, 'Tm also heartened by the selfless attitude of
so many students who want to
keep K great."
Tomorrow night, C cubed
will hold another student/faculty forum at 8 p.m. in the
Olmstead room.
Next Thursday CLC members will host a student/faculty forum specifically for the
'K' athlete at 6:30 p.m. At press
time, a location was undecided.

shots and more shots

Maria Belen Garcia
Index Staff
Staff at the Kalamazoo College Health Center hope to
case the season's impact by
offering influenza, or flu, shots
to students and faculty.
The vaccination, which will
be administered this week, is
intended to protect people
from flu strains, like influenza,
that are most common during
the fall and winter months.
The vaccine is effective for 6
months.
Though a large number of
shots can be given each year
not many students or faculty
members take advantage of
them, according to health center director and nurse practi-

tiOller LuAnge1a Cervone. The
shot costs six dollars.
At 1(' illnesses vary with
the seasons, said Cervone.
During fall quarter the most
common illness is gastroenteritis, which increases at the
end of the quarter when students' immune systems are altered by the lack of sleep and
increasing stress factors.
The most frequently reported illnesses during winter
quarter are sinus infections,
asthma, bronchitis and pneumonia are reported. These illnesses are frequently caused
by viruses. Cervone stressed
that not having adequate rest
can predispose people to illnesses.

However, during spring and
summer quarters students are
commonly diagnosed with allergies brought on by pollens
and wind.
Cervone said that students
must learn to accurately describe their symptoms in order
to help the health center staff
provide positive feedback and
give the best care possible to
students and faculty.
According to Cervone, "our
main goal is to keep the students healthy."
The health center is on the
first floor of Harmon Hall and
is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
The center remains open until
2 p.m. on Wednesday.

Despite their desire to pull off a Homecoming victory, the Hornets came up short against
the Alama Scots. See related article, page 10.
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In the news . • • Lobur wins cash for SIP

Index Staff

Jnformation from the New York Tunes
• ltaq continues to sink into deeper economic disparity as it
deals with strict United Nations sanctions. According to an
Iraqi intellectual, "They are those who uphold Saddam's rule
and those who protect him. They are given food and plenty
of money. The rest of us are drifting into this surreal kind of
poverty.. ltis breaking down the very fabric of this society."
-Two million ~ls of hot oilhave spilled into the Russian
.ArCtic du~ to a pipeline that ruptu~ sey-eral days ago. The
volume is estimated to be eight times
amount of the leak
from theBxxonValdez. .The spill has reached a tributary of .
tbe.Pecltora River~which inw~ermonthsflows in,totbe.:
~Oce.1n;jt(X>IitinuestOadV3nCe.i\«Qrding 10 aD A.meri<:a!tOU indushyrep~l)tativethe.spiU is more than three
~U> Seven~les lon&~~d}4y~ ~de. .
.
-~l~presIqen!SlobOd.an Miloseyu: plans to stop supportthe Bo6riian.Serbian army in hopes of lifting sanctions
IlgaiJlst bi~tountry.
.. .
.
··.Hciitiailpresident Jean-BertTand¥stide pla~ l+? name an
A.ixleriCan-:educated~~s~n as his Prime MiNster. The ·
is~by
c()IllPr.9wi;;e I;letw~n his leftisf

t¥

Andrea Gilman
Index Staff
Looking fornlDney for your
Senior Individualized Project
(SIP)? It's out there and senior
John Lobur was one of the
lucky ones to find it.
Lobur recently was
awarded funding for his SIP
from the Oassics department.

crime
. eati
ACCOi'ding to H4d 31 Sf

"It's a new award. All I did
was ask for funding from the
Classics department because I
was doing a SIP that was related to the classics. I just applied for it and there was some
paperwork involved and that
was it," said Lobur.
Lobur is able to stay on
campus because the grant covers his cost of living.
'1£ I had stayed at home I
wouldn't have as much access
to the professors and the
school's materials," said
Lobur.
Lobur is working with Peter Corrigan, professor of classics and Chris Latiolais, professorofphilosophy,inajointSIP
on the nature of Socraticirony.
I'm looking at how Socratic
irony relates to Existentialist
philosophy, explained Lobur.
'Tm also studying the 19th
century Danish philosopher
Soren Kirkegaard, one of the
first existentialist philosophers, who wrote his dissertation on Socratic irony," said
Lobur.

curity Glenn Nevelle, on 0ctober 19th a 12xl8 slgitWas
stolen from MarriOh The
sign, valuedatapPfQxi:"
mate1y $45.00 ~d,"l<~ol~
lege dining setvice~ppe
2." Anyone with irif0~ti9n
concerning the wh~p~
of the green and wl:ritesi~
~qpportei'satidbusin~~n. ...\L. . •. •
< ...• .."
is urge<lto contact:~ty
immediately. .
..•.•.•.••'. . . . , .•. ••~....:;
ilsr¢;ili$. ~n$igna lohg~aw~te9 ~~tyW1th Jordan
this \Veek .•. . ><.. .. . •.•. . . •.•. . . .•. . . .. .. . •.
... .......
....!>: rePQrt ofvaridails~ ~as
~. BnlaliwayandHollyWoQrlactOtRaulJulia ~iedOctober
registered wit1(c.amp1,1Ssecu~
2.4,diedat theageof 54 atNorthS~re Unlvel'Sity;Hospital
rity on October20 aftE:1'ast117
.ihManbasset~ Long Island·dueto <;oiTlplicationS.of a stroke
dent found the rear leffum
had on October 16: .Raul's career illduded roles in "The
of his automobile slashed.
Ad~It.amily", 'TheThniepefuty ~ra", and "Othello."
The car was ·parked in the
Tro IPeWaters lot.at the time
of the slashing. Oamagewas
assessed at $75.00. .. . / .
Dona Bailey
A fire alarm waSpullE!l;iaf Index staff
MollyWillcs
carving.
12:20 the nightofHo~()nl,~ • In case you have not seen
According to BRAVE memIndex staff
ing. The alarm was reporteQ
the Student Commission bulAlthough fewer students ber Liz Beachy, '97, "It was a
to have been {alsey but letin board outside the Student
than were expected actually beautiful day, we all had a
participated in the Project ~ttimecarvingandlthink . Nevelle would like to remind Commission room, here is a
us that every fi.realann must look at what has been happenBRAVE pumpkin carving fest everyone really got into the
be taken seriously.
ing in the President's Lounge
last Friday, more than $150 Halloween spirit. Hopefully
"Suspicious subject alert: each Monday at 9 p.m.
was raised to benefit we'll be able to organize anOn four occasionS anAfricariBecause organizations are
Kalamazoo's Gospel Mission .. other one next year."
American
male
wearing
a
not
using all of their allotted
The money will help supHope Nguyen, '97, added,
dark
hat,
blue
jeans
and
carmoney
each quarter, Student
port disadvantaged children "This was a perfect way to
rying
a
black
bookbag
has.
Commission
is thinking of
and homeless in the have fun and celebrate Halbeen
spotted
in
Crissyl
forming a one time grant
Kalamazoo area, and the extra loween, while at the same time
Severn. He has also beenseen which all organizations would
pumpkins will be donated to helping others to enjoy the seariding a mountainbilce near be eligible for.
son a little more."
the mission.
campus.
If you spot an indiApproximately 40 pumpThe money would be used
The recipients of the fundvidual
who
fits the above deraiser's proceeds were not the kins were sold, along with
to help the organization give
only ones to benefit; all who seven dozen Sweetwater's scription, prease do not hesi- something beneficial to the
attended enjoyed a relaxing doughnuts and several gallons tate to notify security imme- campus community.
afternoon of doughnut eating of Husted's Farm Market apple diately.
After one of the largest tum~Ben Brietinger
, cider drinking and pumpkin cider.
outs for Judicial Council elections ever, Vish Bansal, '95,
David Lehman, '96, Barb
Sheehey, '95 and Laurie
Kamego, '95 were elected to

feef4eeP.
ilig

• fui>re

manYaSA
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A "smashing" pumpkin turnout

''The material I'm working
with is extremely impregnant.
I wish I had more time to work
on it. It's a very rich topiC. It
sounds kind of dry and boring
but it has a lot of relevance to
what goes on now," Lobur
said.
For students contemplating
their SIPs Lobur suggests pursuing something that especially interests them.
"It's a great chance to really
thinkaboutthingsand to come
up with something that you
really feel strongly about, or
something you want to uncover," said Lobur.
If you are looking for
money to support your SIP,
Lobur has a few suggestions:
"If you are closely affiliated
with a department, teacher-assistantships and tutoring are
available." Lobur also suggests looking in the departments to see if they have extra
money floating around. "You
can always check at the Career
Development Center," added
Lobur.

Student Commission
Minutes
the council. Greg Atkins, '97
will serve as alternate.
President Bryan planned a
preliminary ten year plan for
the campus and would appredate student input. A copy of
Bryan's proposal is on close
reserve at the library.
Organizational heads, who
have not yet turned in their
budgets need to do so soon.
Failure to do so will result in a
substantial cut for fall quarter
monies.
The Social Policies Committee is planning a cross campus
activity; suggestions are welcome. Possible activities include:
·capture the flag
• a concert
• a street party dance.
Student Commission urges
students to attend and participate in weekly meetings,
Mondays at 9:00 p.m.

Attention Students:

r

1>1

-z. ..

----..,

SPECIAL VALUE COUPON

:$1 O~'L~F:
I

L ---------'
Carry.()ut Only

Original • Sesame • Butter • Butter

Student Forum
~uesday, October 27 1994

Sp.m.
President's Lounge
Ask questions, state concerns
and offer suggestions to two
professors who are for a new
calender and two who are
against it.

Mediated by students
Infotmation provided by Ryan Flory
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Wanted dead or alive: metal detector man
Louise Dundetdale
Index Staff
You may have seen him. Or
maybe not. I have been told
that there is a man wandering
around the quad with a metal
detector. Then again, it might
not be a metal detector. No one
could tell me for sure.
Still, not one to be put off by
so small a problem as no substantial proof, this intrepid reporter set off on a quest for the
Metal Detector(?) Man.
My week went as follows:
Sunday Night: Assigned to
investigate and write a story(?)
about a metal detector(?) man.
Too late to start now. It's so
dark that even if he were
around, I certainly wouldn't
see him.
Monday: Get a note from my
page editor listing questions I
might ask this man, if I see
him. I do not.
Tuesday: See a man with a
Ghostbusters backpack hovering around the Stetson Chapel

area. He looks like the man I
am supposed to find. I cross
the (wet) grass to talk to him.
Find he is ground staff and not
metal detecting at all - just removing leaves from the paved
areas. Am sorely disappointed
further to learn that he has not
seen the Metal Detector Man
either.
Wednesday: Exam stress. No
thoughts devoted to anything
but !1'y studies.
Thursday: Procrastination
day.
Friday: Spend most of the
day looming suspiciously
around the quad . No Metal
Detector Man but lots of squirrels. Phone facilities management. Woman who answers
the phone says she has heard
of him and thinks he is a student. He is definitely not a facilities management employee.
Phone security and ask what
they're doing about him. They
say they've seen him and are
aware he is around. He is look-

ing for coins or something. He not been able to see the man
is not considered dangerous. for myself.
If you're out there, Metal
They promise they will direct
him to me next time they see
him.
Saturday: Homecoming. No
Metal Detector Man. Wonder
if he is too busy looking for the
perfect evening outfit, or at the
football game, or has gone
home for the weekend, presuming he is a student. Ask a
few peoplE":: if they have seen
him. No one has even heard of
him. Wonder if my page editor is making this up to keep
me out of her hair.
Sunday: Getting desperate
now. Complete wi th a photographer in tow, stop people in
the quad area and ask them if
they have seen this mystery
man.
So that's that. He is looking
for coins. However, I still don't
know who he is, why he is
looking for coins, or whether
he is a student here or not.
And, despite my efforts, I have

,
-

Detector Man, get in touch
with us, PLEASE! We want to
talk to you.

\ /

-\

Alumni come home to 'K'
Lizzie Kostielney
Index Staff
Homecoming weekend.
For the students of K, it means
the football game and the
Homecoming dance. But for
the many alumni of
Kalamazoo College, it is a time
to be reunited with old friends
and reminisce about the "good
old days."
Last Saturday, the alumni
gathered for the Alumni-Faculty Coffee in Old Welles Hall
sponsored by the Office of
Alumni relations and the
Alumni Association. Students
were also invited to talk about
prospective career develop.m.ent, SIP, and study

abroad opportunities. Bradley
Wilson, a transfer student, said
that he was "here to hopefully
meet someone who can get me
a job somewhere overseas."
Later on Saturday, the
alumni could be seen walking
about the campus, commenting on the things that have and
have not changed at
Kalamazoo College.
A group of 1989 graduates
who were touring through
Trowbridge stated that the
residence hall lookea better
than it ever had while they
were here. Yet they said that
the entire "dorm life atmosphere" had not changed
Many alumni came to just

catch up and see the college
one more time, while other
alumni came with a specific
purpose of showing off ~he
"old school" to their children.
After the tours, receptions,
class photos, and seminars, the
c1a3ses of 1969, 1974, 1979,
1984, and 1989 had their respective 25, 20, 15, 10, and 5
year reunion dinners.
On Saturday evening, while
current students were at the
Homecoming Dance, alumni
had their own reception and
dance in the lower level of the
Radisson Plaza Hotel. The
weekend ended with a farewell brunch on Sunday in the
Stone Room of Hicks Center.

For Griffin, fall follows
Season of the Witch
Karen Carnter
Index Sta
English department chair
Gail Griffin is back at K. She
returns after writing Season of

erything. The essays are
largely autobiographical. Their
topics range from growing up
as a white female during the
turmoil of the sixties to The

the Witch: Border Lines, Marginal Notes~ a new book of per-

Wizard of Oz.

sonal essays. The book discusses the interrelations between personal, historical, and
cultural change.
Griffin completed the book
during a year-long sabbatical.
In that time, she worked as a
research associate with the
Five College Women's Studies
Center at Mt. Holyoke College.
Griffin said the center provided her the opportunity to
work in a welcoming feminist
atmosphere.
According to Griffin, Season
of the WitchJs literally about ev-

The book is organized into
three sections. In the first section, Griffin wri tes a bou t
growing up, drawing from her
own experiences. The second
part discusses her teaching experiences at K. The final section is a collection of essays
drawn from memories and inspired by our culture.
Season of the Witch was originally the tiUe of a chapel talk
Griffin gave in the fall of 1992.
It is an extension upon the numerous allusions to witches
found throughout the book.
The subti tIe comes from

Griffin's interest in culture or
society tha t is on the edge.
"The most creative thinking
comes from the borders," she
said.
For Griffin, the most d ifficult part of writing was focusing on one topic at a time,
rather than dwelling upon the
vastness of the project. '1 knew
I had a deadline," she said. "I
was not allowed not to write."
The deadline was met and
the book was accepted for publication by Trilogy Books. Griffin says she is enjoying the fact
that the book was accepted.
She is now beginning the process of soliciting permission
for the use of quotations and
song lyrics. Griffin hopes Season of the Witch_will be available in bookstores by next fall.

ORGANIZATIONS: Any exciting, newsworthy events planned for
this quarter? Wish for greater campus visibility? The Index can
cover you. Send story ideas to S. Baumann, box 213.

llIustration by Elijah Newto

Off the Qua

ave you seen Metal Detector Man.
Lydia Revesz: "He wakes
me up. I live in Hoben. My
room faces the quad. He's
always right there when
I'm waking up. The little
beeping (from the metal
detector) is annoying."

Jose Garcia Martinez: '1've
seen him. I thought he was
looking for hidden treasure in the quad. Once in a
while I put quarters in to
cheer him up."

Jessica Keeslar: '1've seen
him. I asked him what he
was doing. He looks for
old coins. He had quite a
few he'd found .hat day."

Blake Edward and John Lancaster: "He's not
looking for anything. Dogs don't eat pancakes."
Photos by Becky Klinepeter
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Nobody around here gets enough sleep. Just the other day, I saw three people walk into
trees. Another one collapsed and got dragged off by a squirrel.
They're taking over, you know. The squirrels. They're really aliens. They want at our
13[)UJ1I(l8:ru supply of nuts. They've beenmonitoring out TV broadcasts for years and they've
gotten the impressions that we are some sort of nut wonderland. They worship Mr. Peanut
a9 a god and have decided that they are going to lightly salt and honey-roast us all! Quickly,
ptt>tectyour women and children!! To the escape pods! SAVE YOURSELVES! SAVE YOURSELVES BEFORE IT IS 100One Moment Please
...... Even I have been experiencing the effects of sleep deprivation: occasional bouts of hallucination. natt:oleptic incidennnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn.. .snort .. wha? Oh, dammi t, I
justdrooled all over my keyboard, ...
I used to wonder why everybody here seems to be tired all the time. Then I started
IIiq,fpninO' to people around campus. 1 hear them saying things like:
I studied until about 4:30 AM for myrnidterm and then I wrote a paper until about
I rn:)()n-f2~mmesome more coffee if you're getting up, wouldja'? Just fill the mild cartons, I'll
worry about the oil drum on my way out-and I have to skip all my classes today so that I can
study for my five tests tomorrow (two in two classes and one in another) and so I probably
won't sleep until, oh late Sunday afternoon of...hmm (glances at planner) next August. By
the way, does anybody else see the group of huge, pink bunnies dancing in the comer? A-haha-ha-ha-hee-hee..Jookit the cute pink bunnies.. .look at the fuzzy, fuzzy...SLAM!!" (Sound of
face hitting table at about 130 f.p.s., spraying innocent bysitters with lunch plate shrapnel as
they'scream "PLATE IN THE HOLE, PLATE IN THE HOLE!!!" and dive wildly for cover
behind the broken frozen yogurt machine-proving that it does serve a purpose after alllUlIID}:'; one cheery SAGA worker and injuring two others).
It's a campuswide thin~sleep deprivation, and we have to do something about it. The
obVious solution is artificial stimulants! Yes, Vivarin, for example. I think that Vivarin
should be included in our tuition. Considering what tuition costs, and what's expected of us
here, about 250 cubic hectares of Vivarin should be supplied to each student annually. Plus
Something niee to wash it down with. Actually, there are a lot of things that should be
included with the price of tuition around here that aren't. Here's a brief list:
. • Dictatorship of a small South Pacific \sland
• All ~ beef jerky you can eat
....•..• • One of those neato beanies with the propeller on the top
. . • AT-shirt that says "1 went $80,000 into debt at Kalamazoo College and aliI got
this stupid T-shirt; I sure as hell didn't get a job."
• Your choice of automobile >
• A Jacuzzi-tub in every roQlll
• A laxgechunk of gold bullion
. AttdtheJistgoesOfi,But,thitt's not the point. The point is that using lists is a cheap and
easrWay oUilling coillmn inCh~~ and I would continue doing it, bu t I've run ou t of ideas ...
: whO said that? I heatdsomething .,. .
'I1lesquirrelUUUUus. .•. 1hear the $quirreIlIlIs , •. they're taking over our minds, I hearrrrrr
them. Hello, Mr. SquirreL Don't thinld don't know what you're doing out there in your tree,
.
all inno<:enI. But your iittle game of world-conquest will never work, because I .
what YOU'RE UP TO YOU LITTLE RODENTIAL FASCIST AND OON'T THINK I'M
JtJsr GOINC 10 SIT BY AND LET ITOne Moment Please
1 think I read somewhere once-wait, I can't say things like that. This is a newspaper, we
deal in facts. I have to have sources, I have to have references before I make statements. Either
thatorl have to make them up. Those are the rules. Either have sources or make them up.
a tough set o£Standards to live by, but it's something in which everyone here at The Index
takes great pride.
EDITOR'S NOTE: You did not just read that.
$Oopoooo , .•• 1 re<:ently jnterviewed Dr.Jean Atkinson-Swizek of the Chicago Sleep
Deprivation/Head Trauma and Gunshot Wound E-Z In/E-Z Out Clinic (Open 24 hrs.) on the
subjtlct of sleep deprivation, (Yeah. Yeah, that's it.) According to her, getting sufficient slrep
is amatter of scheduling your day around your sleeping needs. If you need an alarm clock to
awaken in the morning, then you are getting insufficient sleep.
No, hold on, stop laughing for a second. I'm serious. I have read in more than one place
that if you need an alarm clock, it means that you aren't sleeping enough. You shoMld just
leap spontaneously out of bed every morning at the appointed time. Really. You don't
believe me, do you? Well, allow me, in a moment of unforeseen journalism, quote a real
source here. My psychology book, Psychology <Woah. Who comes up with these titles?) by
C. "Kegmeister" Myers (EDITOR'S NOTE: Not his real nickname, please don't sue
us.), says on page 195, "You can know yOU are sleep deprived if ... you need an alarm clock
to shorten your natural sleep pattem ...."
No, wait, stop laughing again, I want to take a little survey. Will everybody here who
leaps spontaneously out of bed every momingunaided by an electric cattle prod and/ or hot
irons to the soles of the feet please raise his or her hand?
I'm waiting.
,
(TIme passes.) (More time passes.) (Continents collide.) (Human beings evolve into
entities of pure conscious energy.)
I thought so.
So, basically what we are getting at here is that everybody in the entire country is sleepdeprived. It's as if it's all part of some mastet plan •.. Perhaps it is. Yes, yes, I sec it now!
It's all clear. So very clear. IT'S THE SQUIRRELS! THEY'RE THE ONES KEEPING US
FROM GETTING ENOUGH SLEEP! THEY'RE WAITING FOR US ALL 1D DROWN IN
OUR OWN CEREAL BOWLS AND THEN THEIR CONQUEST WILL BE COMPLETE! IT'S

SO SIMPLE, IT'S ALL SO SIMOne Moment Please "
THE DAY IS COMING! OON'T YOU SEE? THE DAY OFOne Moment Please
THE TIME OF OUR DESTRUCTION IS AT HAND!! WE ARE ALL DOOM .. . hey, what are
you doing? Get that mask off my face! What's that saw for? Hey! Heyyyyyyyyyyy.. ..
One Moment Please
My name is Matt and I write a column. It's about stuff. Like bunnies. A-ha-ha ... I like
btiIinies ••• ha--ha ••.
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Experience the
Ultimate Buzz
Tom Bourguignon
Index Staff
As the October sun sets on
another Thursday evening,
and as K-College football players and soccer players scamper
toward their locker rooms, finished with another afternoon
workout,the patient observer
will notice a new game in
town. Or maybe not new, just
little known. For as our other
athletes leave the playing
fields, Kalamazoo's ultimate
frisbee team takes the field for
another night of practice.
Ever since 1974, ultimate
frisbee has been a fixture in the
city of Kalamazoo, when the
now current owner of Gazelle
Sports, introduced the newlyborn sport to the Midwest.
Roughly speaking, ultimate is
similar to football with a disc
(although Ultimate players
take exception to the erroneous
term "frisbee football," often
believing their modest sport
more heroic than the latter);
points are scored by passing
the disc into the opponent's
end zone. The disc can only
be advanced up the field by
completing passes, and failure
to complete a pass results in a
turnover.
, The rules really don't get
much more complicated than
that; it's a simple game in
which sportsmanship and
spirit are emphasized over
rules and semantics. "No set
of rules can replace players'
respect for one another and the
spirit of the game," reads part
of the Declaration of Ultimate
Frisbee Spirit by the Ultimate
Players' Association. Referees
are never involved at any level;
players make their own calls,
and sportsmanship usually allows the players to celebrate
together after the matches. As
a whole, the sport of Ultimate

has the feel more of a beloved
hobby or pastime than a business-like mainstream sport.
The K College Ultimate
Frisbee Society scrirngames.
The team made an appearance.
toward the end of August at
the Cooler Classic in Milwaukee, one of the most popular
Ultimate tournaments, winning one game over the weekend.
This quarter, K COllege received a berth in Sectionals, the
first round of a national Ultimate Frisbee Championship.
The team won twice (one by
forfeiture) in a bold ou ting for
a team so small. Ohio-based
journalist Joe Boyle once wrote
about Ultimate, saying: "Remember, in sports requiring a
little panache, the smaller
schools usually dominate."
The Ultimate Buzz doesn't
perenially dominate, but it has
established a habit ot playing
ambitiously, perhaps at a
higher level than would be
warranted by its size.
The people who compose..
t.~e Ultimate Frisbee team here
in Kalamazoo are mostly 'K'
students and alumni. The
team is co-ed and welcomes
anyone who chooses to show
up to play three days a week.
Seniors Bill Ernzen, Hannah
Wells, and John Rollert (currently on a SIP) are student
mainstays, while Chris Tower,
K '85, Andrew Taylor, K '90,
and Amy Schmidt, K '94, keep
coming back to play.
This summer the sport was
offered as a P.E. class, attracting a new following among
students who had no previous
experience with the game. It
was taught by inveterate Ultimate guru Chris Nagy. The
team currently scrimmages
Tuesday, Thursday, and Sunday evenings.

COll1ing LACCs ....
October 28th - Wasps, Dalton Theater, 8
p.m.
October 29th - Kokyo Taiko, Dewing
103, 1 p.m.
October 29th - Philoctetes, Dalton Theater,8 p.m.
November 1st - David Roy, Olmstead
Room, 8 p.m.
November 2nd - Jeanne Baraka-Love,
Olmstead Room, 8 p.m.

r---------------------------~--------------------,

FReedOm
to call wherever I
want, whenever I want.

I

need the

I

need to spend time

TaLkinG

with people
who matter to me without
spending my life savings.

I

need customer

SupPort

that keeps the same
hours I do.
That's why I need the
convenience and VAlue
of my ACUS Service and the
crisp clear quality of AT&T.
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Opinions
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One nation under God
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(under "Religion")

1200 Academy Street
Kalamazoo, MI 49006

Shannon Coleman
A&EEditor
The Index is the official student newspaper of Kalamazoo College.
Father Richard John Neuhaus stands behind the chapel poIt is published periodically during fall, winter, sp~ng, and summer quarters.
dium at last Thursday's Armstrong Lecture. One nation under
Editor-in-Chief . . . .. . .... .. . . Amy Trenkle Sports Editor . . . .... . . , . , .. .. Garth Miller God, the priest mandates, is a dangerous idea. He comments
News Editor . .. . . . .. .. .... . .. . Erin Miller Backpage Editor , .... . . . .... . . Matt Priest that the First Amendment's protection of religiOUS freedom was
News Editor .... .. ........ Kezia Pearlman Layout Editor .... ...... ... . .. Beckie Craft "a political experiment," an experiment that has failed drastiOpinions Editor .. . ....... Alexandra Foley Layout Editor . .. .. . . . , . . .Douglas Gordon
Features Editor .. . .... . .Suzanne Baumann Layout Editor . . .. . .. .... . .. ,Matt Rainson cally.I furiously fill my notebook with Neflhaus' conservative
A & E ................. Shannon Coleman Photo Editor . . . .. , . , . .. .. . Diwakar Kinra
words.
Advisor. , . . Deborah Luyster
Many of his suggestions scare me. Religion - specifically
Staff: Dona Bailey, Ben Brietenger, 'Karen Carpenter, Louise Dunderdale, Ryan Flory, Eric
the Judeo-Christian religion - needs to explicitly shape our
Frederick, Maria Belen Garcia, Andrea Gilman, Rebecca Klinepeter, Lizzie Kostielney, Cliff
laws. Get rid of the "nine unelected lawyers on the Supreme
Lampe, Ed Murray, Elijah Newton, Tricia Smith, Harnza Suria, Diana Villanueva, Molly
Court... Bring the Bible into courts as much as possible."
Wilks.
Maybe I'm off, but didn't the majority of our,Founding MothEditorials represent a majority view of the Editorial Board:
ers and Fathers flee to the New World to escape religious perseEditor-in-Chief, News, Sports, Opinions, Features, and A & E Editors.
cution?
Isn't part of the beauty of this country that one can choose to
worship Goddess, God, Jesus, Yahweh, Buddha, Allah, nothing
at all, or anything at all? And in whatever manner they feel
comfortable?
Homecoming was/is/ and will always be great. As a current student I looked
"The political is moral and the moral is almost always reliforward to Homecoming '94 to see faces from the past, hear about life in the "real world"
and fill the "returnees" in on the latest gossip and happenings at K
gious," Neuhaus states. He asserts, therefore, that religion and
However, as I sat outside on the Quad Friday night I realized, heaving a sigh of
politics cannot be separated.
But how would one determine which religion or which reliregret, that the alum were coming home to a K that no longer exists from them. K, for each
class, holds different memories; different events begin and end each era. K '89 returned to
gious doctrine to follow when establishing laws? Bya majority
find the institution of the alcohol policy. I wondered what K '74 alum were thinking when
vote? Even the various sects of Christianity often perceive isthey saw Markin, the chapel patio, the renovated dorms ...DOW!! Things we now take for
sues in diverse light.
And does the government have any right to tell me what to
granted but have changed the campus dramatically for them. Twenty years can change a lot
not only on a campus, but mor.:~so for a person. Heck, K '64 has seen the K plan come and
believe or how to worship? How would Neuhaus, a Catholic
go as they know it.
priest, react if the passage of a bill suddenly prodded his manI saw alumni eager to prove to their children that it really is possible to walk up hill
datory conversion to, let's say, Neo-Paganism?
both ways to class in waist-<ieep snow here at Kalamazoo College, I saw alum pointing out
According to religion scholar Paul TIllich, religion is "that
various spots on campus to illustrate their stories and recreate a past. Alum roamed resiwhich one takes seriously without reservation." It is "found in
dence halls reminiscing their days and recounting countless roommate stories--days when
the depth of existence."
Bob did this and Jane did that, and ohmygosh do you remember when . . .?
. Faith, therefore, cannot be forced. What I choose to take seWhat is it like being a member of K '64 and returning to a much more apolitical
riously, what is meaningful to me, may not fit your spiritual
campus? What is it like to bring children to a place where you were once yourself a child?
needs. And vice versa.
can only imagine, but yet know that one day I will be in their poSition-walking the red
Example: Last year I went to an Intervarsity discussion on
brick road and regressing to a different time and place.
Cultural Relativism, Actually, it was more like a sermon than a
discussion. The underlining message was that one must read
the Bible and recognize Jesus Christ as his/her personal savior
in order to "be saved."
Ryan Flo!y
tend the Student Forum on failed to seek any input from
I went home feeling a bit frustrated. I simply didn't Index Staff
Thursday, October 27, at 8:00 the student body. Whether this couldn't - believe that some of the kindest, most moral people
The faculty, staff, and trust- p.m. in the President's Lounge. action was intentionally com- I know - who happen to be Jewish, Hindu, Moslem, Buddhist,
ees, of 'K' College recently Come and ask questions, state mitted or just overloo~ed, the Wiccan, Quaker, Atheist and Agnostic - are damned to Hell.
At the same time, however, I recognize that the IV members
sealed the fate of the 'K'-Plan concerns, and offer sugges- fact of the matter remains that
by voting to authorize changes tions to two professors who are c~nges in o~t education are not only have the rightto believe whatthey believe in, but they
te the calendar. As a student for a new calendar an~ t~o gOing on ~hlnd closed doors. also have the right to openly share their convictions.
of this college, are you famil- prof~rs who are against It. By attending the Student FoAnd, although I disagree with them, the same goes for
iar with these changes? Are Both Sides are encouraged to rum, you, as a student and Neuhaus's assertions.
you prepared for these attend.
memberofthisacademiccomIt all comes down to the universal truth, the Golden Rule.
The Calendar Task Force muni.ty, will be able voice your Do unto others as you would have them do unto to you. Treat
changes? Do you agree with
the changes? Did you realize that was set up l~t fall to ad- 0~1~10~ ~bout whether the others as you want to be treated.
We do not have to understand or personally accept the relichanges were being proposed? dress long-standmg concerns ongmal K -Plan should be preWhatever your answers of the 'K'-Plan and propose served or make changes suit- gious viewpoints of others, but it is essential that we respect
might be, you are urged to at- changes for a new calendar able to everyone's needs.
their beliefs.
(616) 337-7216

Homecoming through the ages

. Forum to b e he ld Thursday
Student

Letter to tlie f£ditor

Professor praises students' responsibility
An open letter to students:
As one of the faculty members who attended the student forum on October 11, I was pleased with the openness with which students expressed their concerns,
fears, questions, and other reactions to the calendar change. I learned many things from the questions that were asked and the suggestions made. This kind of
input is extremely important for the work that needs to be done this year. I am on the Calendar and Curriculum Committee which willlJf' doing a major portion
of the work involved in adapting the K-Plan to a triquarter calendar. Without feedback from everyone who will be affected by the new calendar, especially the
students, there is no way we can work effectively.
Students have talents that make it obvious that they can and, more importantly, should make a substantial contribution to the planning for the new calendar.
The quality of the students is what convinced me to come to Kalamawo College. I continue to be impressed by the students' keen minds and astounding arrays of
experiences. The caliber of the students in my classes has made these classes different from any that I have taught elsewhere. Student contributions to the current
work on curricular and co-<:urricular issues will help to keep the K Plan distinctive.
I encourage all students to get involved in some way. You each have different interests and opinions. Participate in the way that is best for you. Talk to a faculty
member, talk to other students, send comments and questions to people, use the phone, use e-mail, attend an inforrnation meeting, speak out at a forum. If you
-would like to meet with members of the Calendar and Curricu lum Committee, attend the forum this Friday at noon in the President's Dining Room. Whatever you
choose to do, please remember that we sincerely want all students to be included.
Please believe that we will listen to you and that your voices will affect the process of changing to a new calendar. Students have already had an impact this
quarter. At the first student forum many students talked about Career D<:velop.m.ent and mentioned concerns about the perception of it as nothing more than a
"glorified summer job." Those comments spurred us to consider possible improvements of CD so that it is a truly educational experience and that everyone sees
it as such. Please participate. We need you, and to quote Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., "Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about the things that matter:'
Sincerely,
Beth Jordan
Assistant Professor of Psychology
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Letter to tlie f£aitor

WOlllen raise questions about pornographic ads
To the Editor:
also want to let the K commuWe recently came across nity know what we wrote and
two blatant examples of sex- why. The following are exism in two Kalamazoo news- cerpts from the letters:
"Aaron Warner's cartoon
papers: The Kalamazoo Gazette
and The Western Herald. The "Adventures of Aaron" feaGazettefeaturedasociallyirre- tured October 21 in the
sponsible and pornographic Gazette's Friday insert was clascartoon and the Herald printed sic woman hating. Is the huan advertisement for a strip miliation and objectification of
club. Neither the cartoon nor women what The KJllamazoo
the advertisement are harm- Gazette finds to be entertainless, but rather are evidence of ment?
misogyny disguised as enterThe sole content of the cartainment.
toon was a pornographic sceThe members of the nario featuring a slobbering
Women's Equity Coalition young man unable to control
(WEe) decided to write to the his sexuali ty and a woma n
Gazette and Herald editors. We portrayed as an evil, sexually

insatiable temptress. What is
the target audience of the Friday insert? When rape and acquaintance rape are socially
endemic and when education
about the issue is just starting
to reach more people it is sodally irresponsible to promote
such sexist stereotypes.
By printing this cartoon, the
Gazette not only endorses social myths which lead to rape,
but it also demonstrates contempt for its women readers."
(to the Herald) "Since when
is it responsible student journalism to benefit from the
sexual exploitation of women?
We were dismayed to see the

ad for the Country Palace strip addicted (to cope with the rouclub in the October 20-23 tine sexual abuse), are freWeekend Scene insert of the quently battered, and often
Herald which hyped "amateur under age.
night." This was directly tarBy obtaining money
geted at male students, and through the printing of this adblatantlypromotedsexualvio- vertisementtheWesternHerald
lence against women with the directly financially benefits
"new dancer's torture hour."
from the abuse of women. As
Far from hannless male en- women and as members ofthe
tertainment, stripping is a community we are saddened
form of prostitution. Men pay and angered."
for sexual access to women's
We urge all members of the
bodies. Through prostitution community to speak out and
and stripping the sex industry get active when they witness
takes advantage of women's woman-hating.
poverty and unequal social Kezia Pearlman '95
status. The dancers in such Sarah Jaquish '95
clubs are often poor, often drug The Women's Equity Coalition

Coping with distance: the cultural aspect
Diana Villanueva
Index Staff
I am a very affectionate person. My Spanish culture allows
me to behave with warmth
and closeness to others. I can
touch and be touched, kissed
and be kissed without conveying my sexual preferences.
However, for at least one year
(the time I will be in the States)
I should not dare to embarrass
others with my expressiveness
nor to make myself pointed
out because of my odd behavior.
The first experience in a foreign country is always shocking. It requires adjusting to a
different daily life .far away

from that which is familiar. cases.Shewaspaleandlooked then greeting words were exPerhaps ignorance and child- tired which made me feel sorry pressed loudly.
hood are reexperienced. Or for her. Her disheveled hair,
"How are you?"
maybe one is no longer a child and the look of being eternally
"Fine but tired. I am so exbut a restless youngster deal- lost, reminded me of a cited to be here."
ing with real life. - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - Soon we faced
That was the case
each other. SupposedIy, we had to
of an American
greet each other
friendofminewho

"There is always something
remarkable in what a culture sets
as an acceptable behavior in
terms of interpersonal relations
or body language. "

came to visit me
last summer.
Julie arrived at
Barajas Airport
(Madrid) on a
sunny day of August. At first we could not find
her. She was still waiting for
her baggage, hidden within a
busy, jostling crowd, struggling to carry their heaV'j suit-

"grunge" girl strolling the
streets of Seattle.
" Over here. Julie, estamos
aqui." Julie saw us. A charming smile played on her lips,

A little advice from a

Computer Lab Slave
OiffLampe
Index Staff
In my years as a Computer
Lab Slave, I've seen practically
every psychotic, deranged,
weird, funky and, in all other
ways, nutzoid thing \hat can
happen. It is, with this in
mind, that I have compiled a
list of advice for students who
find themselves in that abysmally dreary room for any purpose.
1. It's OK to ask the assistants for help, no matter how
sarcastic, uncaring, blase and
annoyed they may seem. It's
all an act to cover up their
wounded inner child and true
desire to be liked.
2. Even if a prof schedules
a class for right before when
your HUGE paper is due, it
doesn't help to shoot them and
laugh over their cooling
corpse. Trust me, it doesn't.
Actually they post the schedule for reservations in a clear
place. Really, it's in the basement, with the door locked, in
a wall safe, which is guarded
by starving panthers.
3. Don't look at the assistant's
with those "Why Can't You Fix

This" eyes. Usually we're
barely able to figure out the
normal stuff, much less that
whacked out split you just did.
4. Never, never look Janet
Price directly in the eyes.
5. Don't read other people's
screens when you go talk with
them. It's hard to play on the
sex channels on IRC if people
keep looking over your shoulder. Not that I know, I've just
been told that this is what happens. Erk.
6. Don't bang the keyboard
if something goes wrong. I'd
hate to see how you'll treat
your kids when they do something you don't like. Be at ease
with the karma of the keys.
7. Don't print your SIP
when the whole lab is full. We
understand your strain and
tension, we just don't really
care about it at all.
8. Please learn how to put
paper in the printer. Would
you like me to help you go to
the bathroom also? We're not
talking rocket science here.
9. You shouldn't bring food
or drink into the lab. Or take
off your shoes, or break wind,
or kiss anybody. Please?

10. If you go to the lab just
to engage in pedantic e-mail,
is it really necessary to use the
biggest, fastest computers because it's neat and you can
play your cool tunes?
11. If your paper is not
printing, for the love of all that
is holy, stop hitting "print." Do
you really think that it just
didn't hear you the first time?
Like it was paying attention to
something else?
12. When using the computers that play music, please
remember to put the CD in a
carrel. Example "Hey dude,
the computer won't give me
back my disc." You are so
wrong.
13. Sign in~Ifyou don't sign
in, we can' t buy more computers for you to screw up in some
obscure way that leaves the
entire department scratching
their heads in wonder.
Of course, these are just
guidelines. Mostly it's a matter of using common sense,
and hey, the computer lab is
your friend. Wait no, it's a
room with a bunch of computers, I get confused between the
two sometimes.

but I do not think
we already had
decided how. She
offered me her
hand when I was
about to kiss her
on the cheek. Was there no
agreement between us? Why
couldn't we have a warm hug
between friends?
. Unfortunately, this was not
the first step of cultural misunderstanding between us. During the time she spent in Spain
there were similar problems. I
had to introduce her to my
family, friends and acquaintances. Therefore, she was
forced to become an expert in
Spanish ways of introducing
herself.
I remember her surprise when she was greeted by
my parents with two sweet
kisses. There was the distance
in the arms between them, ~
distance that the Spanish try to
avoid because it is regarded as
a hostile gesture. But Americans, as in other cultures, keep
this fixed distance to preserve
privacy. They have a sense of
space in interpersonal relationships that Spaniards do not
share.
There is always something remarkable in what a
culture sets as an acceptable
behavior in terms of.interpersonal relations or body language. If two Spanish men
meet, they will probably hug
without touching the other's
body but by patting (slightly)
the pal's back. When two
women meet, they most likely
will kiss each other on the
cheek and are not regarded as
a couple. Even between men
and women the exchange of
kisses is a nice greeting, a common practice in daily life. On
the contrary, Americans, no
matter what the age, shake

hands more often than we do.
This is not a common rule in a
Spain. However, this does not
mean we do not keep a sense
of manners. It is not unusual
to see men bowing to women's
hands and pretending to kiss
them as a sign of respect. Unfortunately, this practice is becoming less common in a
world that tends to homogenize everything instead of
preserving the essentials of
each culture.
I guess that Spain for
an American must represent
openness verses closeness,
warmth verses cold: two sides
of human nature that should
be balanced. Anyway, culture
makes the difference sometimes. Through these things
mentioned one becomes part
of sodety and no longer bon
sauvage, unaware of the role
each has to play in the context
of our birth. One is probably a
friendly person at home no
matter what nationality. However, when one thinks about a
certain country one cannot
help using stereotypes that
help us come to a conclusion:
the Portuguese are daydreamers, the Spanish are adventurous, the French are good lovers, the Germans are strict, etc.
In terms of body language Americans tend to be
more reserved than the Spanish. Mediterranean cultures
use the body as a rich source
of expressiven~. Meanwhile,
Anglosaxons keep themselves
away from the risk of looking
out of control. Rules are important and have to be followed.
On the other hand, it has to be
considered that one of
America's features is its openness to different cultures. This
isa "melting pot": Afro-Americans, Asian-Americans, etc.,
gathering in the same land and
enriching it. Youngsters are
looking forward, learning new
patterns of behavior. They really care when asked about the
right way to greet someone on
campus, a professor or student They help me cope with
the distance still too wide for a
Spaniard that likes people.

A&E
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Dalton Theater goes Greek

THE FRESH
APPROACH

$7.00 Minimum

[ll]c:!:a
Top Ten Reasons·Why
Pizza Chef Is Your Pizza!
10. Pork Sausage - Pure!
Not made with chicken by-products!
Sauce fresh made everyday!
Canned or pre-made at a commissary? No Way!

8.

We freshly shred our 100% real cheese, unlike
others who use pre-shredded blends of dairy
and oil based cheeses.

7.

Our large pizzas are 16" -

6.

Oh say you can't see thru our pepperoni!

5.
4.

Fresh Cut Vegetables
Never Frozen, Blanched or Canned.
Pizza Chef dough is made from scratch.
Someone else has dough shipped in premade
from out of state.

3.

Locally owned and operated!

2.

We are not the most recommended,
But we are the highest recommended!

1.

Because you deserve the best!

!

+

rock 'n roll in this snazzy en-

ergetic show."
"Pulling out all the
stops, Aquila Productions
have turned Wasps' into a rollicking slapstick comedy."
Following two tours with
Greek Comedy, Aquila returned to tragedy with
''Philoctetes.'' Set during the
Trojan Wars, "Philoctetes"
promises to be a bold and exciting production, enlivened
with haunting and stirring
Celtic music.
Early ticket purchase is suggested. Tickets went on sale
October 24, from noon to 4
p.m. at the Light Fine Arts Box
office. Cost, per ticket, is $5.
For information, call 7333.

Halloween: Coming Soon!
Tricia Smith
Index Staff
Alright, so what are YOUR
plans this Hallow.een?
Trick-or-treating in the
neighborhood sporting your
homemade "ghost" ensemble
that consists of a Batman sheet
you ripped off your bed in a
last minute frenzy to find a
costume?
Streaking the quad in an old
werewolf mask you found in
mom's attic last month? Or
will it be yet another year of
the Great Pumpkin?
If your answers are none of
the above, and you are desperately seeking some fun this
Halloween weekend, why not
check out the campus activi-

not 14"

r-------------------------,
2 - 12" 2-Traditional

I
I
I

innovative classical theater
companies. London's Independent newspaper describes the
company's work as "giving
classical drama immediacy
and freshness without making
the necessary textual concessions."
Mimi Kramer, in the New
Yorker, praised the company's
productions for "the classics
made relevant with superlative acting and clever staging."
"Wasps" has toured twice
in the United States and
Canada and played to full
houses in London, making
Aquila's most successful to
date. The Stage and Television
Today writes: "C1assical Greek
comedy meets 20th century

Public Relations
London-based Aquila Pr0ductions, which specializes in
presenting innovative productions of classical drama, will
present Aristophanes' hilarious 5th century come~y
"Wasps" at Kalamazoo College, Friday October 28.
The following .evening, Saturday October 29, Aquila Productions performs its newest
work, Sophocles' superb tragedy ''Philoctetes.'' Both performances begin at 8 p.m. in
Dalton Theatre in the Lights
Fine Arts Building.
During the past five years,
the Aquila company has
gained a reputation as one of
the United Kingdom's most

Free Delivery

9.
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Topping Pizzas

ties?
Crissey kicks off the festivities with a ''Pre-Halloween
party Thursday, October 27.
It's open to everyone, and costumes are encouraged. Activities will include a pumpkin
carving contest (sorry, residents only!) and a few Halloween movies.
Severn hosts a pumpkincarving contest for its residents
Monday, Oct. 31 at 8 p.m ..
Judging will be done by faculty and staff. There will also
be bobbing for apples, pumpkin seed roasting, and movies.
Everyone is invited.
Residents in DeWaters and
lkowbridge put on a Halloween party for the children in

the community. Parents and
children from the YWCA Domestic Assault Program, Gospel Mission, and Big Brothers/
Big Sisters are invited. Students and the children of faculty and staff are also welcome.
Residents (hopefully
dressed in costume) from both
dorms plan to hand out candy
from their rooms. A haunted
house will be set up in the
lounge of each hall. Cider,
doughnuts, games will also be
available for parents and for
the kids. In addition, residents
can participate in "Door
Wars," a door-decorating contest that will be judged sometime this weekend.

! Colull1bia cuts ll1usical costs

$11.99

I
Delivery/Dine-In/Carry-Out
I
I nefore Taxes 'Please mention coupon when ordering 'Not ,·alid with any other offer I
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leases.
Although the subscription
Index Staff
The deal offered by the disks will be at regular Club
r-------------------------,
Have you ever payed atten- company is very simple too.
prices, Columbia House is not
1
1 tiontoallthoseadvemsements
Youapplyformembership a whole lot more expensive
I
I that line Dewing's stairwells? and they give you six free CDs than a regular CD store.
I
I
Well, I sifted through all or eight new tapes, all of your
In fact, their prices are aithat junk and found a great own choice. The application most exactly the same as that
I
I deal on music. Columbia process itself costs only It, but of Boogie, or anywhere else.
:
I House, a company that sends you also have to pay for the Currently, their new releases
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Hornet sp~kers clinch share of MIAA title
Eric Frederick
Index Staff
The last week has been a
rollercoaster of emotions for
the volleyball team. Last
Wednesday, the women suffered their first loss in the
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA) to the
hands of Calvin, then rebounded strongly to win their
next two matches, clinching at
least a share of the MlAA title.
The match against the
Knights was not exactly a
pretty affair, lasting the maximum five sets. The Lady
Knights came up victorious,
13-15,15-8,3-15, 15-11, 15~. It
was a tough loss for the Hornets, butitcameata good time.
"We were fighting a dose of
overconfidence and this match
served as a good wake-up
call," said a Hornet team member who did not want to be
identified.

Friday night, the Hornets
showed no ill effects from the
marathon defeat four days before, as they bounced back in
grand style for their Homecoming contest against the
Alma Scots. The Homecoming
event began with recognition
given to players' and coaches'
parents.
At the beginning of the first
game, the Lady Hornets
quickly staked a 5-0 lead that
the Scots could not dent.
Kalamazoo steamrolled from .
there and won the first set 159. Mary Helen Diegel, '97, led
the way in the first set with
four kills, while Anita
Grinbergs, '96, and Jennifer
West, '95, contributed with
three kills each.
The Lady Hornets kept the
momentum in the second set
as they jumped out to a 6-2
lead and did not yield another
point to the Scots, winning the

second set 15-2. This set was a
classic example of teamwork
by Kalamazoo, as each player
took part in scoring and defending to win the set.
In the third set, the Scots
tried to hang tough with the
Lady Hornets, but the women
were just too powerful. After
the Scots trimmed the Hornet
lead down to just three points,
11-8, Kalamazoo slammed the
door by scoring the next four
points to close out the match.
Grinbergs and Diegel again led
the Hornets in kills.
Last night, "the Lady Hornets again took the court for
another MlAA match against
Olivet. The Lady Home;:; aiso
dominated that match, winning in straight sets, 15-4, IS5,1%.
The match started out with
Kalamazoo quickly taking a
13-0 lead. Olivet then tried to
rally, but could only get the

score to 14-4 before the Lady
Hornets put the set away.
Anita Grinbergs paced the
Hornets with three kills in the
first set, and added an ace on
serve. The first set also included a special honor for setter Cara Marker, '96, who recorded her l,OOOth assist of the
season.
In the second set,
Kalamazoo jumped out to a 9o lead before Olivet got on the
scoreboard. Olivet got to
within five points, 10-5, but
again the Lady Hornets were
just too tough and put the
game away by scoring the next
five points. Jennifer West went
on a rampage, knocking down
five shots to lead the Hornets.
The third set began with
Olivet taking a 2-0 lead.
Kalamazoo came back and tied
it at 3-3. After a lengthy exchange of serves, the Lady
Hornets gained control of the

set by reeling off seven straight
points, going on to win the set
West again led
15-6.
Kalamazoo in kills with three.
With this victory, the Lady
Hornets have clinched at least
a share of the conference title
with Calvin. Kalamazoo's
MIAArecord is now 10-1, with
their sole loss copting at the
hands of Calvin. The Lady
Hornets can win the conference title outright by defeating
Adrian College next Tuesday
on their home court at Anderson Athletic. Center.
This weekend, the Hornet
spikers will compete in the
Midwest Invitational, hosted
by Calvin. Starting times and
opponents are to be determined during the competition.
This will be the last tournament experience before the
National Championship tournament, which will begin November9th.

Lady

Homecoming· heartbreaker

Hornets
shut out
Alma

for the Hornets. Although the
through in the clutch play.
Ed Murray
However, as the game went team won't be taking the
Index Staff
Saturday was to be a day of on, the day seemed to get MIAA title this year, Jeff
celebration on the campus of bleaker for 'K.' Alma just kept Hotchkiss, '97, gave his
Kalamazoo College. Home- getting the breaks, and things thoughts on the game and the
coming was in the air, spirits seemed to start falling apart team's direction, saying,
were high, and even the for the Hornets. After an Alma "Alma had great defense. It
weather helped out, giving us touchdown was called back wasn't that we couldn't move
a crisp fall afternoon, perfect for clipping, sending the Scots the ball on them, we had over
for football. Kalamazoo was from the three-yard line all the three-hundred yards of total
preparing to avenge its rough way back to the 34. However, offense. They just played us a
season start, and get down to a few plays and lucky catch little better. Now, though,
challenging for the conference got them right back in for six. we're playing for pride, for the
After halftime, the team love of the game. That's just
Ii tIe. Unfortunately for 'K' fans
and players alike, Hornet vic- came out lookin~ to redeem what we have to ~o out there
tory was not a part of the game themselves, but 'K's' hopes and do."
The Hornets still have a
were fragile as Alma ran back
plan.
Alma came into Kalamazoo the opening kickoff 86 yards road game versus Olivet and
looking for a piece of the con- for a touchdown. Jeff Pierce, the big season finale versus
ference pie as well. The Scots '97, reflected, ''We just needed last year's champion, Albion,
.
.
were toting some ImpressIve to execute better. There were to look forward to. The connumbers, ranked as the sixth- a few times, like the kickoff ference championship isn't
best defense in the country, return, that we just broke within their reach, but you can
along with an offense tha twas down in some places. We bet that "K" will be looking to
rated fifteenth. It wouldn't be could have won, we just had a vindicate their season in a big
an easy day for 'K', but the few mental lapses here and way while there are still opponents to hit.
team was ready. Ron House, there."
Once the game was over,
'96, said, "This was different
than any other game of the the scoreboard read 28-14, Photo by Garth G. Miller
year. We came in pumped-up marking a heartbreaking loss
and more intense
than usual."
The first quarter
began on a promising note. On their
opening drive, the
Scots fumbled, as a
result of the hardhitting Hornet defense,
but
Kalamazoo was
not able to convert
the turnover into
points. The Hornets also got a
boost from a
strange play in
which Alma tried
a trick play, setting-up for a field
goal, then going
for the fa ke. The
pass was brokenup, as the Hornet
Scott Boos (55) provides Greg McDonald (3) with plenty of time to get a
defense
came
pass off to Seth Simpson (20).

HamzaSuria
Index Staff
Kalamazoo
College's
women's soccer tearn came up
with a big win last Saturday
versus Alma College, 1-0. The
Lady Hornets, now 14-4 (9-2 in
the league), earned their
twelfth shutout of the season,
all of which came with rookie
Carrie Sheets, '98, in the goal.
Forward Lisa Roschek, '97,
scored the only goal of the contest off of Susie Anderson's,
'98, comer kick. The goal was
Roschek's fifth of the season,
and the assist was Anderson's
fourth of the season.
Hornet fans, who turned
out in unusually high numbers
for the- Homecoming contest,
played an influential role in
Kalamazoo's victory, according to Julie Quigley, '97, who
said, ''Their turnout provided
great encouragement during
the low points in the game."
Quigley also expressed concern over the problems that are
continually hindering the
team, particularly the forwards' unstable and panicky
play near the opponents' goals.
"We're great a t setting up
plays," said Quigley, "but
when the ball gets to the
[opponent's] end of the field,
we just panic and lose possession."
Failure to play consistently
in the second half has also been
a problem for the Hornets, particularly in the last month or
so, according to Quigley, who
also pointed out that the team
has "pulled together" a lot
more than they had earlier in
the season. This newfound

Rookie goalkeeper Carrie
Sheets has made a big
impression on the MIAA
with twelve shutouts this
season.
Photo by Public Relations
team unity was apparent on
Saturday, as Kalamazoo was
able to hold on to their onegoal lead to secure the meaningful win.
This win guaranteed the
Hornets at least a share of the
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA)
championship. Kalamazoo
has now captured the league
championship in each of the
six seasons since 1989, when
women's soccer became an
MIAA-sponsored sport. The
Lady Hornets' all-time record
in MIAA play is now 56-3.
Calvin pulled into a tie with
Kalamazoo atop the league
standings after upsetting the
Hornets for the second time
this season, but didn't stay
there for long. Kalamazoo was
once again alone at the top, after shutting out Alma, while
Calvin lost to Albion, 1-0.
Should the Lady Hornets
beat or tie Olivet today in their
league finale, they will secure
their sixth straight outright
title. Earlier this saason,
Kalamazoo pummeled the
Comets by a score of 9-0. The
Lady Hornets' will finish their
regular season on Sunday,
when they take on Washington
University at home.

.
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Scots no match for Men's Soccer
and remained impotent for the
HarnzaSuria
rest of the match."
Index Staff
The three quick goals proHomecoming was indeed a
celebration for the men's soc- vided a great start for the }jorcer team, who shut out Michi- nets, allowing them to relax
gan Intercollegiate Athletic and have fun out-playing
Association (MIAA) foes Alma in front of a huge
Alma, 3-0. This was the sec- HomeKoming crowd.
'We still could have won if
ond win of the season against
Alma for the Hornets, now 9- the fans weren't there, but we
3-2 (8-2 in the MIAA). just wouldn't have gotten the
Kalamazoo also downed the same pleasure out of it," adScots earlier in the season in a mitted Orsucci, who also said
that the team really wanted to
4-0 shutout.
The Hornets were able to "show the alumni what we
score all three goals within a were good for."
This year's team has defi20 minute span in the first half.
Scoring for Kalamazoo were nitely been good for seasonRobin Wells, '95, Peter long, steady improvement. As
Ponatowski, '95, and Mike the season progressed, the
Arends, '95. Wells picked up Hornets really came together
his 11 th goal of the season, to playas a team. The experiwhile Arends knocked in his ence of the eight seniors on the
ninth and Poniatowski scored team this year has no doubt
helped the team to gel, as well
his first goal this year.
Dana Orsucci, '95, com- as increased the team's aspiramented that Alma "simply tions of yet another league
died after the first two goals, championshi p.

Unfortunately, Kalamazoo' f
league-championship aspirations will be denied, barring a
miracle upset, as Hope should
down Adrian this week to
clinch the outright title. The
Hornets finish their regular
season play this week with
road trips to Olivet tonight and
Adrian on Saturday, both
teams that Kalamazoo has shut
out earlier this season.
Jon Lively, '95, now has
seven and a half of the team's
eight shutouts this season.
Dave Fielder, '96, kept goal for
half of one of the shutouts. The
Hornets' incredibly strong defense, led by sweeper Tom
Anagnost, '95, has no doubt
been an incredible asset to the
keepers, who have only given
up six goals to MIAA teams.
Anagnost was instrumental in
Kalamazoo's shu tou ts of
Calvin and Alma, earning him
MIA A Player of the Week honors last week.

Kennelly, Noud advance to
National Championships
Garth G. Miller
Sports Editor
Two members of last year's
Kalamazoo College men's tennis team have already set a
standard for this spring's
squad. Christopher "Chuck"
Kennelly, '97, and Patrick
Noud, '97, have advanced to
the Rolex National Championships, which will be held this
weekend in Oklahoma Gty.
The Rolex National Championship is a preseason event
held each fall, consisting of
eight regional tournaments
held across the nation. The
singles and doubles champions from each of these regional
tournaments then advances to
the national championship
tournament.
Looking back at the Central
Regional, Paul Bozyk, '95, said
that, "Those team members
who participated had strong
showings. Chuck and Pat
played exceptionally well ,
bringing home 'the hardware'
as well a bid fQr the national
championships."
Kennelly and Noud were
the doubles champions from
the Central Regional, which
was held at DePauw on the
23th, 24th, and 25th of September. The Kalamazoo duo
downed DePauw's #1 doubles
team in the finals by a score of
7-5,6-0.
Kennelly, who hails from
Grand Forks, North Dakota,
played at #8 (singles) for the
Hornets last year. Noud, a native of Okemos, was an AllAmerican as a rookie last year,
after advancing to the
quarterfinals of the National
Collegiate Athletic Associa tion
(NCAA) championship tournament. Noud started at #4
but was moved up to
last

#3 following the team's loss of
Ryan Kaltenbach, '95, to a knee
injury.
As roommates and close
friends, Kennelly and Noud
have an advantage over their
competition which came in
very useful at the Central Regional: communication. 'We
ran into some tough competition in the early rounds," said
Kennelly, "but we were able to
communicate well and pull
together."
Kennelly also added that,
''While this was our first tournament together this fall, I feel
that we played exceptionally
well." Noud also felt good
about the pair's performance,
saying, "I was surprised by our
success. We really just wanted
to go there and play well,
while gettinr, .n c:~me tournament experience. Low and
behold, we come out winning
the whole dam thing!"
Should Kennelly and Noud
win this weekend, they will
have the opportunity to play
in the Rolex Superbowl Weekend, a round-robin tournament between the winners of
the National Junior College
Athletic Association (NJCAA),
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA),
and the NCAA Division II and
II tournaments. The winner of
the Superbowl Weekend is
then given a bid to the Rolex
Division I National Championships.
"Their performance could
set the tone for the preseason
ran kings," explained Bozyk,
speaking of the annual Intercollegiate Tennis Association
Preseason
Poll.
(ITA)
Kennelly and Noud are being
uncharacteristically humble,
""".,,'"'" to make

Sophomores Chris Kennelly
(above) and Pat Noud
(below) are off to the Rolex
National Championships
Photos
Public Relations

"We really don't know
what to expect," explained
Kennelly. "Obviously, we will
be playing against some of the
best doubles teams in the
country." Noud also commented on the quality of the
competition, saying "Every
team there is proven in
doubles competition. Chuck
and I are just one of eight
teams tha t has won a Regional
Championship."
The duo is confident in
their own abilities, however.
"Let the cards fall where they
will," said Kennelly, "We play
well under pressure. If we're
'in the zone,' we have as good
a chance as anyone to win it
all." Noud couldn't help but
to add, "Chuck and l... we
want to win ... bad."
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while the people in e elevator
scrlbmg a co.me?,y, WIll precede every.
• People that assume that you will hold
are still tryi?g to get off
stateme~t ~th And then, and then, It
the door for them
• People who sit behind you and talk at
~as so hzlarlOus, ohmygod ...':
.,
• People w~o talk about how much
movies, concerts and plays
People ~ho walk around m pubbc WIth
they're getting
(Es~ally if they say reany stupid things we~, hacking coughs and don't ever cover
• People with bum~er stickers you risk
'theIr m?uths
your rue while driVIng to read, and then
like, if the mOVIe shows a woman
• Morrung peop~e .
turn out to be some bunch of moralizing
taking her coat off, they'll say ''Isn't that a
nice coat? I wonder where she got that.")
• People who will Joke about some aspect
garbage like "One nuclear bomb can rum
• People who get on the elevator and ride of YC?~ appearance and, then call you
your whole day"
.
up or down one floor
senSItive when you don t laugh too
• Vegetarians who tell you how livestock
• -People who constantly use the phrase ''I • People who try to pronounce French
is raised and processed while you are
did a little of that in high school.'
phrases like "tete a tete" with a natty.
eating a ham~urger
• People who wear sunglasses indoors
French accent, and screw-up totally, like
• Ann Arbontes
• People who ask you a question and then ~ex Trebeck al~ays does on ''Jeopardy''
~ Whoever started the secondhand clothPeople who will tell you the name and
mg movement
argue with your answer'
• People who sing with the radio really
comp,oser of some classical music they
• Whoever invented math
loud when your favorite song is on
h.ear m the background of a TV commer• Wilford Brimley
• Complete strangers who feel it is their
oal, and be. wrong on both counts .
• Whoever invented the alarm clock
ri~ht to ask you questions about your
• peo~e WIth no proble~s.w~o whme to
• Anybody who asks you to sign a
~ou a ut ~ow hard theIr life IS .
• ~ybody who sits behind you and
inJuries such as "Oh, what happened to
People WIth probl~~s ~ho whine to you
until'y0u bac~-out so they can take your
your eye? Why is it hanging out like that?
about how hard theIr life IS
parkfug spot like some sort of circling
Does that hurt?"
• People who tailgate
• People that talk co~stantly about how
Vulture
much they love Hemmgway
• People who stare at you in public uictCe~1
• People who drive under the limit in the
left lane
• or Ibsen
• Holier-than-thou people
• People who chuck trash out of their car
• or Beckett! or any of those other hun• People that protest EVERYTHIl'JG and
windows
dreds of wrIters that everybody talks
won't do ANYTHING about it
• P~"ple wh? will go to a p~k and bring
:bout but nobody actually rea~s
.
• People w~o. complain all the tim~
theIr mdustrlal strength radio and turn it
People who, when you mention a mOVIe.
• Whoever It IS that won't let SNL Just die
up to be sure everybody gets to hear it
say as an almost reflex response, "Oh, but
• Most professional sports commentators
• People who will sit down at a piano and ~he book was. so much better,:'
• People having more fun than you
play "Heart & Soul" over and over and
People behind you at stoP.hghts who
• People young and in love
over and over and over and over
honk at you the mstant the 1lght turns
• People going through breakups who
• And over
green
about it
• People who turn and stare at you at stop • P~ple ~ho produce consistently fat..
• People rediscovering the inner-child
stupId ~hildren who ":take too much noise
who talk about it
lights and then tum to their companion
and comment on you
all the ~e and grow l~tO the people that
• People who will sing and watch to
• Mimes
~alk behmd.you at mOVIes .
sure you are listening to their great voice,
• People who, after you have moved over
People ';lIth F,h.1?s v.:~o WIll, when you
and then 9.uick say "Oh, I'm so embarinto tlle left lane to let them on the excall th~m 'Mr. or Ms. , gently correct
rassed. I dIdn't know you where there."
pressway, will immediately zoom in beyou WIth a ''That's 'Dr...."'
.
• People who try to make you guess who
hind you and force you back over into the
• Peop'l~ ~ho have n~ver been to college
they are on the phone
right lane
that crltiaze your maJor
• People who get offended when you
• People who choose a lot of really bad
• P~'ple who, when asked ''How are
don't remember the most obscure detail
songs on the jukebox in the Pizza Hut
you? actually tell y o u .
about them that they mentioned to you
• People who sit in the center of a restau: People who as~ you questIons like
once
rant and t~k and laugh hysterically at the
'What do. you think of Georg,; ~ands'
• Hell, people that get all offended when
top of theIr lungs to make sure everybody work dunng h~r early years? nght when
you ~on't remember their name
sees what a goOd time they're having
th:?l m~t Ou Just to let YOll know how
• Vam, absolutely moronic people
• People who correct you when you mis~e y bng t they are . .
• People that drive offensively
pronounce a word on purpose
P~pl~ who wear theIr high school
• People with nicer cars than you
• People who make "air quotes"
varSIty Jackets years and years after they
• People with car alarms that go off for
• People who have learned a few Latin
f,Taduate
hours on end, right outside your yvu,UU
expressions and use them a lot to try to
• People who get more than you
at three a.m.
make you think they can speak Latin
• People who address others as "You
• 1J1e people that made ''The Wizard of
• People who do the same basic thing with there...
Oz'
Shakespeare quotes
• Peopl~ who laugh at their own jokes
• People who walk down the halls of
• People who say "per se" a lot
: Espeoally when no one else is
dorm~ and hotels.at e~ly hours of the
• People who .think they're just. .. really,
Co~ples who w~lk down the center of
mo~ng who Wait until they are right
really somethmg
the SIdewalk holdmg hands so that nooutSide your door before bursting into
• People who read you their poetry
body can get. around them
huge explosions of spontaneous laughter
• People who display their own picture
• DI~ I ;nention people who talk during
~a! wake you up wIUle simultaneously
• ~eople who laugh mdulgently, at anymOVIes.
glvmg you heart failure
thmg
• Clowns . .
• People that don't realize that if you're
• People who stand behind you and give
• Whoeve: It IS th~t makes those little
making a conscious effort to be nonconHummel fIgure thmgs
formist, then you're missing the point
you advice while you are playing cards
especially solitaire
'
• And those ''Precious Moments" things,
• Whoever decided that "Catcher in the
• People who read over your shoulder
too..
Rye" should be required reading for ev• People who read everything out loud;
• ~ relahves w~o gIve you clothing for
erybody on the face of the earth even
for example, every billboard they drive b
Chnstmas and bIrthdays
though a drugged chimp with a pencil
"Spastic colon? Call: 993-2123"
y . ~ybody who.has ever kept you from
~tub could do oetter, literarily (no otlen~;e
• The people who are so stupid they make getting a goo~ rught's sleep
mtended to those of you who like that
~ "Y,hoever comed the expression "Get a
book, I have nothing but sympathy for
it necessary ~or manufacturers to put
life
you)
labels on theIr products that say things
like, ."00 not purposely concentrate vapor • People who try to t~ll a joke and always
• Same for Hemmingway, especially "A
and mhale." Or how it says, "Do Not Eat"
screw-up the punch lIne
Farewell to Arms," and don't start
.
?n ~ose little packets of things that come
• P~~le w~o, wI:en they see someo~e on
me ~hC?ut ~ow I just don't understand it
m With your shoes. Well no kidding "Do
teleVISIOn displaYI~ some sort of SkIll
don t lIke It, because let me tell you I
'
' or ''That
,
d
'
,
ot at.'' It came with your
SHOES. ,Why s. ay, "Oh,G
0d,
, I co d d 0 th
at.'
on' t want to understand
it it was a vile
N E
the HELL
you eat it?
Isn't that hard!" . .
...
vile book
'
,
• People who mVlte themselves along
• People who still thmk ElVIS IS alIve
• People who take things on the back
with you and then expect you to pay for
• People who won't let go of the JFK years
page too seriously
them
• People better-looking than me
• People who don't send newspaper
• P~ple who want you to explain the
• WJ:loever made the "Home Alone"
columnists spontaneous checks
entire plot of a TV show they just walked
mOVIes
• People that say "You mean Western?"
middle
of
•
People
that
whistle
all
the
time
inPin tne
1 h
• Peo I th t d 't h Id h d
Due to political unrest, this week's
• eople W 0 will tell you ~ery single
pea on 0 t e oor for you
back page was written by Matt Rainson.
thing that happens, start to finish, in a
• People that don't say "thank you" when
If you don't like it, tough. Wait for next

h

wo~d

week, and the triumphant return of...
Matt Priest
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Round II: The debate continues

K~i! P~arlman §Ii Erin Mill~r
News Editors
Last Thursday 50 students
and 4 faculty members met for
round two of what is becoming an increasingly heated debate: the calendar change.
Ashish Patel, '97, of the
Educational Policies Committee and Campus Life Committee, along with other members
of SICC (Student Input Calendar Committee) organized the
forum to highlight student
concerns.
Patel opened the forum by
asking students and faculty in
attendance, "How do you feel
about this decision?" Accord.ing to Paula Feddor, '97, three
full quarters "on" will increase
students burnout rate.
In response, Wayne Wright,
Professor of Physics said that
burnout should not occur if
academic expectations stay the
same.
Jennifer Case of the Philoso-

phy Department added, "we
will be more like other universities" (in relation to work
load).
A prevalent concern at the
forum was the future of the
summer quarter. The faculty
voted on October 3 to adapt a
triquarter calendar, with summer primarily set aside for internships, research and creative work, other experimental learning opportunities, or
work.
However, sophomore
Sharyl Eisenstien questioned
whether summer quarter was
the problem. "Are there more
reasons for the transfer than
we're being told?"
Ahmed Hussien, Professor
of Economics agreed, and said
that summer quarter is over
used as an excuse and that it
(summer quarter) is not the
only problem.
Case said that she is in favor of the change because of

logistical probleTl\S and a lack
of continuity among faculty
and students.
Along the same lines students wondered about the
unity between upper and
underclass students if seniors
are required to live off campus
under the new calendar.
Many faculty members said
that senior leadership should
not be geographically dependent and that off campus housing gives seniors opportuni ties
to adjust to the real world.
As the talks continued, the
perceived lack of students' role
in decision-making was addressed.
Sophomore Jeff Hotchkiss
asked, "What can we, as students, do now before the vote
in the spring to be more effective in voicing opinions and
having an important and necessary say in the vote?"
Hussein responded, "you
don't have a vote, but you have

a very important voice." He
added, ''be organized and do
something before we do."
Sophomore Sage Eastman
emphasized that "we can come
to as many meetings as we'd
like but at the end of the day
it's the faculty who will make
the vote. Is there any way we
can have this changed? We
need more than opinion, we
need a vote."
Hussein countered, "I think
you are underestimating your
ability. You have to know that
the faculty will vote in the interest of the students." Hussein
said that "C] is not representing faculty voice."
Caldwell said that elected
student officials do have a say
in their community and urged
students to participate in the
following ways:
-Talk to or e-mail C members
-Talk to a member of SICC
-Talk to other faculty mem-

bers
-Write to the Index
- Utilize student organizations and departmental clubs,
such as English and Biology.
'The planning is going on
now so the time for students
to act is now," said Caldwell.
Talks will continue
throughout the remainder of
the quarter and into winter
and spring quarters. Student
athletes have the opportunity
to talk with coaches and Study
Abroad staff this Thursday at
6:30 p.m. in the Presidents Dining Room about how the
changes will affect them.
In addition, SICC's Vice
President, Mathew Calvert, is
planning another student forum to be held during eighth
week. A "student empowerment" rally is planned for this
Sunday at 1 p.m. in Dalton theater for the entire student body.
Paul Bozyk contributed to this
article

Marriott survey results 'DOrIDSGreep int()
New Welles rates 7.36 out of10

~Y:.:;;aznu~;.;:·ne~W~atts~_____

-appearance of food: 75
-appearance of personnel:
8.43
"We need to work the most
on taste of food, variety of

Index Staff
Last month, with caramel
apples in hand, Director of
Marriott Food Services Mike
Leeuw distributed surveys to food, and the consistency of
students rating the services of the quality of the food. "
Marriott, including New
-Mike Leeuw
Welles and Quad Stop.
Director of Marriott Foods
One hundred seventy-eight
According to Leeuw, the
students filled out the survey
in front of New Welles. The overall satisfaction rate of
survey was scored on a 1-10 Marriott food services in New
Welles was 736.
basis, 10 being the highest
'We need to work the most
New Welles scored the lowest in taste of food with an av- on taste of food, variety of
erage score of 7.32 and the food, and the consistency of
highest in appearance of serv- the quality of the food," Leeuw
ing area scoring 8.45 (not in- said.
The highest scoring catcluding the dining area but the
actual area where the food is egory in rating Quad Stop was
served from). Other highs and the friendliness of service 8.87.
According to Leeuw, many
lows included:

students responded positively
to Quad Stop cook Ken Pfost.
The temperature in which hot
food was served received the
lowest rating. Other lows included:
-speed of service: 7.14
-price of foods: 7.21
The overall satisfaction rate
of Quad Stop was 7.0.
''Big surveys help more,"
said Leeuw. 'We usually conduct two or more larger surveys each year that are more
detailed and helpful; this survey just gave us some general
opinions of students."
The results of last year's
surveys helped in developing
new meal plans and also extended Marriott service hours.
Two larger surveys will be
conducted later on this year.

Committees involved in Calendar change

Halloween spl-rlet
.

Molly W'tlks

liidex staff

Thanks to the t'e$idential

staff and programming
committies of Trowbridge
~ PeWatel'$, lddSof all ages

Were able to enjoy a very
unique pre-HaUo"!een celebration last Sunday.
Coordinatersinvited K
profs and their children, as
well as youth from
Kalamazoo's local Gospel
Mission, YWCA and Big
Brothers and BigSistersorganizations to visit the dorms
between 6pmand 8pm for
tricks, treats and "uuuble"in all, approximately 50-60
mvitees attended.
Youngsters were enCOilraged to take a stroll through
the dotms' haunted houses,
in which monsters abounded
and invisible hands at-

up ahead of time to hand out
~dy to the children.
OeWatersresidential advisot Sage Eastman said this
"gave kids the opportunity to
trick-or-treat in a safel fun
environment, and students
ahd adults the opportunity to
relive their childhood."
Although many students
chose to dress up and decorate their rooms just for the
fun of it, R.A,.' s held contests
for the best costume, door
decoration and overall floor
spirit to further encourage
Te$ident participation.
In Dewaters/roomates
Elizabeth Veldman, '98, and
MichelleJanssens, '98, won
the prize for best door, and,
in honor of its outstanding
spirit, a pil.za party will be
thrown for the dorm's entire
second floor.
Trowbridge awarded
three prizes for best door to
first year students Elijah
Newton and Brent Luchies;
senior Jeannine Warrow, '95;
S
and senior Tracy tommen;.
bes~ costume went to Maria
Par ing, '98, for her ''haunting hag" attire.
uOverall," said
Trowbridge senior R.A.,
t
Sada~ Khattak, "I think the
activity was a success. A bit

Key standing committees Calendar/Curriculum Com-planning summer proat
involved in planning for the mittee: Ellen Caldwell, En- grams; developing career intempted to ste . unsuspectcalendar change have student glish
ternships
ingchildrenaway from their
representatives appointed by
-coordination of commitguardians.
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Educational Outreach Com- dents Involved in Calendar .
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mittee, employ other forms of
Change)
-student representatives:
Local businesses such as
student representation and
Vishal Bansal, Regina Injety,
the Hunan Express, Burger
John ,
Fink Ashish Patel
pa rticipation, usually in the Campus LI·fe·.
King, Taco Bell, Hungry
Howie's and Little Caesar's
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Election day is soon approaching, and anyone who has watched television lately, sees political ads telling them that one candidate is better than another,
or that one side of a proposal is obviously the best. As a voter in today's America, voting without knowledge of the facts and issues has become the norm.
But this year you can make a difference by knowing who or what you are voting for and why. listed below is nonpartisan information about each of ~e
Democratic and Republican candidates in races that affect Michigan voters. PolIs open November 8, 1994 at 7:00 a.m . and close at 8:00 p.m The closest polling
place to Kalamazoo College is at the Bernhard Student Center on the campus of Western Michigan University.
1be elections on this year's ballot are for the following positions: Governor and lieutenant Governor of Michigan, Secretary of State, Attorney General,
United States Senator, Representative in Congress, State Senator, Representative in State Legislature, State Board of Education, Kalamazoo County Commissioners,
Justice of the Supreme Court. Also, there are four proposals on the ballot: A, B, C, P.

Candicl.atn for Goycmor and U. Goycmor
Demom ts
Howard Wolpe (Gov.)
From U. S. House of Representatives '93'94. Received Ph.D. from MIT 1967.
Debbie Stabenow (Lt. Gov.)
~

School Reform: Schools need to be
changed according to the times. Because the
world is changing so quickly. schools are hardpressed to keep up. Supports strengthening
of current teachers through testing and instruction.
Violence: Believes the only way to fix
crime is to prevent it from happening in the
first place. Will implement a stronger form of
Neighborhood Watch. and stronger intervention to help families shed violent situations.
Poor: Supports expansion of current welfare system to help keep families together. The
state would cover medical costs with increased
funding to state's Medicaid program.
Youth: Sex. Drugs, and Violence are said
to have taken over the youth of America.
Would implement more teaching in schools
to help students understand destructive nature of these things.
Republican!:
John Engler (Gov.)
Governor 1990-Present. Received Bachelors Degree in Agricultural Economics from Michigan State University.
Connie Binsfield (Lt. Gov.)
Views
School Reform: Believes schools need to concentrate on the basiCS of education. Supports schools of choice to improve educational quality through competition.
Violence: Believes there is a need to instill value system in youth beginning with the
family. Supports the trying of youths as adults if violent crimes are committed. Believes
dealing with juvenile crime as other types of crime is the way to prevent it from happening.
Poor: Has cut welfare funding 40'10 over the past four years and will continue to
fight to put able bodied workers in the work force in order to remove them from welfare.
Youth: Believes the way to deal with youths is to speak their language. Has created
midnight basketball leagues with antidrug campaign in urban areas. Believes the way to
heal youth is to get them to believe in themselves and their family.
Capdldatn for Sccrctll)' of State

Richard Austin
Secretary of State 1971-Present. Received Bachelors Degree in Business Administration from the Detroit Institute of Technology.
Views
School Reform: Educational institutions playa strong role in society. Individuals
must assume more responsibility if the quality of life is to be improved.
VIOlence: Believes in cutting costs in areas such as transportation, health, and elsewhere to provide additional funds for law enforcement, education, and job training-tools
to stem violence.
Poor: Would cut welfare funding to provide voters with necessary funds for education" law enforcement, and other facets of communal life.
RqruhHpP'
Candice S. Miller
Teacher 1979-Present

:fum

School Reform: Believes in increased funding from various sources to provide schools
with m~technology. Believes in giving more money to collegiate entities so students
can continue with their education.
Violence: Society has gone awry because of lack of education, both at home and in
schools. Believes in strengthening drug resistance programs in the class1'OClT\s. Prevention is the only way to cure violence.
Poor: Believes that people who are able to work should be working and not getting a
free ride off the taxpayers dollars. Would work to reduce money given to welfare pr0grams and put it into the school system.
Youth: Today. youth is going downhill fast because of the lack of education given to
them by pan!DtI and the Iadt of quality teachers. Would get students off streets and back
into duIrooms when! they belong.
U.SSmator

Pc.em'
Bob Carr
U.s. Reprellentative 8th District
J.D. University of WISCOnsin; U.s. House of Representatives 1974-1980;
reel E:ted 1982 to present; Assistant Michigan Attorney General
VIOlence: Voted the Crime Bill which puts 3400 more police on Michigan's streets, indudes more funds for prisons and prevention and other resources to help Michigan's
aime fighters.
Poor: Has fought to provide full funding for the Women" Infants, and Children (Wlq
supplemental food program for women and children. Voted to increase funds for Head
Start,. program which helps prepare low income children for school
Youth: Supports preventative measures against gangs and supports programs that pnr
vide drug abuIe counseling. Also believes in more youth SUpervision.

Republican
Spencer Abraham
Of counsel, with the law firm
of Miller, Canfield, Paddock, and
Stone
J .D. Harvard Law School;
Deputy Chief of Staff, Vice President Dan Quayle, 1990-1991; Michigan Republican Party Chairman
1983-1990
Violence: Thinks that more p0lice, more prisons, tougher sentences equals safer streets. Wants
to try juveniles as adults.
Poor /Youth: Thinks that
children's welfare is best enhanced
by the presence of mothers and fathers. Wants to eliminate penalties
for marriage in the tax code. Supports a $500 per child tax credit for
families; supports Head Start.
Attomq General
Democrat
Frank Kelley
Attorney General 1962-Present.
Law Degree University Detroit
Mercy Law School.
Views
School Reform: The only way to improve the school system is to improve society. Every person should show greater concern for the problems of society.
Violence: Believes in keeping violent criminals in prison for the entire duration of
their terms. Society as a whole must work together to stop violence.
Youth: Better use of existing programs for at-risk youthS is the best plan for helping
to heal the problems.
RcpubliAP
John Smietanka
Attorney. Law Degree from John Marshall.
Views
School Reform: Schools are graduating too many under-roucated students. Believes
lack of discipline causes a difficulty in learning.
Violence: Believes in strengthening existing programs and getting churches, neighbors, and schools involved in developing programs to stop violence.
The following are the proposais to be on the November 8th baiioL
Proposal A:
Over the past thirty years, Michigan has changed immensely. Proposal A asks for a
Constitutional Convention to change the state's constitution. This could include minor or whole scale changes. These changes could then affect laws in future years as
cases are brought to the state supreme court. A "yes" vote on the ballot would authorize a Constitutional Convention, and a "no" vote would mean no Constitutional Convention for another sixteen years.

PropoNlB:
Proposal B asks for the limitation of criminal appeals. Currently, a defendant who
enters a no contest or guilty plea can appeal the case automatically and
request a lesser sentence. A "yes" vote on this proposal would limit the defendant's
right to an appeal to a court's decision, that is, the court would decide if an appeal
were to happen instead of the defendant, whereas a "no" vote would continue to allow
criminals the right to unlimited appeals.

PropoNlC:
Proposal C is an auto insurance proposal. A "yes" vote would:
-Reduce auto insurance rates by an average of 16'10 for six months.
-Permit Insurance Commissioner to waive the above if rate is above 1992 average.
- Place limits on medical benefits
- Limit fees paid to health care providers
-Limit the right to sue by preventing uninsured drivers and drivers at fault from

oollecting damages
- Allow rate reductions for accident free driving.
A "no" vote would keep the current insurance system in tact.

PropoulP:
Propoul Pis an attempt to establish a Parks Endowment Fund. A "yes" vote on this
proposal would authorize the following:
-Create a Michigan State Parks Endowment Fund that would be funded by certain
loyalties paid to the state for the mining of oil, gas, or minerals on state owned land.
- Require that money in the Endowment Fund be used to operate and improve
StateParb.
- Umit amount of money in Fund to 800 million dollars plus 3 percent inflation

each year.
A "no" vote would keep the current system of having one fund for the DNR and for
the allocation of funds to the State Parks. Proposal P provides more money for the
park system in Michigan, while taking it from certain special interest groups such as
the National Rifle Association.
Infonnation provided by Eric R Frederick
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An agenda for the 1994-95 academic year
After the October 22, 1994
vote of the Board of Trustees
endorsing the faculty resolution to adopt a triquarter calendar that preserves the components of the K Plan, planninghasbeguninearnest. The
following is a tentative planning agenda for the coming
academic year. All committees
will consult the Planning and
Budget Committee about financial considerations in their
deliberations. When a com"

mittee has prepared its recom- before recommending options
mendation, it will be pub- available in the study abroad
lished for community consid- program.
erationand further refinement.
November-February: DeNovember-December: The partments will conduct stuEducational Outreach Com- dent/faculty discussions
mittee and a consultant team , about the major curriculum,
will aid Career Development distributional courses SIP
Center in designing a summer- placements in the junior sumbased internship program.
mer or other individualized
Mid-January: the Foreign research or creative projects
Study Committee will consult during the senior year.
with departments, athletic proJanuary-March: Recomgrams, students and alumni mendations about housing,

FamIly weekend agenda

The following is a schedule for family weekend. This is a great opportunity to invite your
parents to come to campus. Even if you are too busy to spend time with them on Saturday,
we have organized events throughout the day to keep them busy while you study (or sleep!)
If you have questions, call Barbara Vogelsang, Associate Dean {)f Students at 7189.
Family Weekend Schedule
November 5-6, 1994
Saturday, November 5
9:00a.mRegistration Desk
5:00p.m.
Reserved tickets for ballet, lunch, dinner
& revised schedule may be picked up
9:00 a.m.-1O:00 a.m.
Coffee, tea, and rolls
9:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Pool Hours-Open Swim
11:00 a.m.-2:OO p.m.
Bookstore Open

Lobby
Hicks Center
President's Lounge
Natatorium
Hicks Center

--FACULTY/ADMINISTRATIVE SEMINARS ....

10:00 a.m.Rm.
ll:OOa.m.

Professor Allen, Library Director

AM Todd Rare Book

"Text And Context:
The History Of The Book"

Second Floor
Upjohn Library

Professor Baird, Professor of Russian
Room 200
"A Quick & Dirty Guide To Russian Literature" Dewing Hall
Dr. Edmondson, Associate Director of
Olmsted Room
Career Development Center
Mandelle Hall
"CDs: An Investment In The Future"
Health Center
Harmon Hall
Take a minute, drop by to meet director of
Main Floor
Health Center Lu Cervone
Served Luncheon
Old Welles
Hicks Center
Remarks by President Bryan
Stone Room
Question & Answer Period Following
Tailgate luncheon for parents of football players Angell Field
Football Game Parent Recognition Day
Angell Field
Kalamazoo vs Albion
Markin Tenni s
Tennis Hours
Center
Open Tennis
Children's Movie
Quadstop
''Princess Bride"
Lower Level Hicks
Foreign Study Panel
Olmsted Room
Current students will answer questions
Mandelle Hall
concerning their foreign study experience
Moderator: Dr. Hardy Fuchs

10:00 a.m.ll:OOa.m.
10:00 a.m.11:OOa.m.
ll:OOa.m.1:00 p.m.
11;30 a.m.

11:30 a.m.
LOOp.m.
1:00 p.m.6:00p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

....FACULTY/ADMINISTRATIVE SEMINARS'"
2:45p.m.3:45p.m.
2:45p.m.3:45p.m.

4:00p.m.5:00p.m.

5:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:30p.m.

Sunday, November 6
11:15a.m.

3pm

Dr. Epstein, Professor of Education
"Chinese Education: Current Trends"
Professor Hess, Assistant Professor of

Olmsted Room
Mandelic Hall
President's Lounge

Physical Education
"Happy, Healthy, & Hopeful On Kalamazoo's
Campus: Keeping The Students We])"
Parents Panel: Moderator: Dean laPlante
Parents of upperclassmen will give their
perspectives on "K" Co])ege and will address
your questions or concerns
Cafeteria Dinner or Dinner in Town
SIBS Sleepover
Evening Entertainment
Ballet: ''Pieta''
Reception Fo])owing Performance

Olmsted Room
Mandelle Hall

New Welles, Hicks
Harmon Hall Lounge
Dalton Thea tre
Light Fine Arts
Lobby

Chapel Service: Dean Dorrien
Stetson Cha pel
(Coffee, tea, & rolls in the Stone Room in Old Welles,
H icks Center following the service)
Stetson Chapel
Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra

student government, and the
strengthening of the campus
community will be made by
staff, students, and faculty.
March-April: Educational
Outreach and Campus Life
Committees will develop proposals for summer work, research, and learning opportunities on campus.
Mid-March: Departments
will present their plans for the
triquarter curriculum to be reviewed by Educational Policies Committee.

Ap,'h The Budget and

Planning Committee will offer
projections of summer revenue
and more detailed financial
analysis of the curriculum being proposed.
Mid"April: Progress report
to the Board of Trustees. Draft
of the Calendar/Curriculum
Committee report distributed
to Board members and other
constituencies.
Mid-May: A detailed report will be presented by Calendar /Curriculum Committee
for review by campus community and other constituencies.

In t.h e news . . .

Assassination Attempt
Saturday, October 29th, Francisco Duran shot 30 rounds from
a SKS semi-automatic assault rifle outside of the White House.
Neighbors described the 26 year-old Colorado man as "quiet,
and almost timid." Although the White House was hit eight
times, no one was injured. Many people saw Duran shoot and
one onlooker recorded the event on videocarnara. Sunday, Duran
was charged with illegal possession of firearms and destruction
of government property.
Because of last month's plane crash below the President's
window and this month's shooting, the Secret Service will be
implementing new reforms in mid-January.
Discrepancies in Pay Remain
In recent studies it has been found that college educated African American women tend to make more than their male counterparts, while the QPposite holds true for white men and
women. The discrepancy between African American females
and African American males may be a result of affirmative action taken in 1980s when companies hired African American
females to meet two minority requirements.
On average, college graduated African American females are
making $11.41 per hour, African American males $11.26 per hour,
white females $11.38 per hour, and white males $12.85 per hour.

. . . . i\.. ...... i

·t
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Head of Security, Glenn
NE:velle is on vacation this
week; the following security
information was provided by
Gail Simpson.
Suspicious subject alert: On
three occasions within the last
three days the following subject has been seen in the
Sevem/Crissy area during the
eatly mOrning hours: an African American tna1e wearing a
dllrkhat,blue jeans and carrying a black book bag. The subject has also been observed
riding a mountain bike and
hiding in bushes. If you spot a
suspicious man fitting the
above description, please do
nothesltate to contactsecurlty
immediat(!ly.
Secure your bicycle or risk
having it stolen! On tWo separate occasions within the last
week bikes were stolen on
campus. On October 25, a
mountain bike valued at
$550.00 was taken from the vicinity of Harmon Hall. A ten
speed was reported missing
from outside the natatorium
on October 30. Make sure your
bicycle is locked when you
leave it.
Parking alert Campus security reminds you to take care
of any and all outstanding
parking tickets. The "tow list"
currently stands at 16!
-Ben Breitinger

-Anne Loesche

We listen. We explain.
We're private. We're affordable.
WE CARE.
We're here lor Kalamazoo (ollege
students and stall, with
allordable, taring services.
Just have a question? Ask lor
Education and you'll get answers.
We oller all methods 01 birth
control, including emergency
contraception (the morning after
pill), and routine exams,
STD tests, and state·required
premarital education.

PLANNED"
PARENTHOOD.
Of South Central Michigan

4201 W. Midli.gaa. 312·1200
Betwen Drake Rd. & WMU

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
FREE OPTIONS COUNSEliNG

••••••••••••••••

Remember:
Preregistration
for winter
classes begins
Monday,
November 6,

1994
••••••••••••••••
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Secret Service vs .
the Schmucks:

who will win?

I was studying for my French test tonight, and something amazing happened: I suddenly

I understood. All of it! So, here Ilay out for you my "30 Easy Rules of French Grammar:'
j

I

OiffLam
Index Star
Uh, guys, there's someone shooting at the President. I hear
the new code name for the Secret Service is "Lollygaggers." If
you are SO ensconced with midterms that you have no idea for
what I'm talking about, then you should know that Francisco
Duran, a 24-year-old man from Colorado Springs decided last
Saturday that the White House would look better decora ted wi th
bullet holes.
The good part, the juicy bit, is that Duran was apprehended
not by the stalwart Secret Service, but by two schmucks standing on the sidewalk next to him.
Uoyd Bentsen, Secretary of Treasury, defended the actions
of his crew. I guess the Secret Service is part of the Treasury
Department. Uh, yeah. Anyway, Bentsen said that sharpshooters were correct in not firing because of the crowd and the possibility of hitting innocent bystanders. I'm certain however, that
the chaos involved with an assassinated president would be
dandy. Remember how many people claimed to be in charge
when Reagan was shot? Do we really want Bob Dole to be that
happy?
nus is not the first occasion of security incompetence. Last
month a plane crashed into the White House. Did they not notice it? "Uh, Joe, there seems to be a plane about to hit the White
House. Hmm, well that's lunch." Shucks, this assassination stuff
is beginning to look so easy that Gore might be trying it next.
Now Duran is receiving a 24 hour psychiatric exam to decide whether he is competent to be tried for the four felony accounts he received for his little tiff. Apparently, he was competent enough to buy an assault rifle, get it into a crowd, shoot a
few rounds at the President and come up with this great insanity defense ala Hinkley.
I don't care if this guy is loopier than a ball of string, he should
be tried and convicted for his crimes. The trend to let people
with mental illness get off scot-f~ is disturbing in the least.
Let's just make sure that we don't have the Secret Service watch
over him when he's in C'lstody.
It doesn't r-8lly matter whether you support Clinton or not,
an assassination attempt like this is precursor to worse screw
ups than Ointon could ever create. I say fry the bastard if he's
guilty.

Letter to tlie f£ditor

Calendar change still
under construction
I participated in a very positive discussion Sunday night with
four other students 'and some of the members of C3 (the Calendar Co<urricuiar Committee). I realize that many students on
campus are upset about the idea of changing the calendar and
feel it is something being done to them by the faculty and administration. Most who have been reading The Index know that's
not the case, but I don't think people realize that faculty are
open to, and in fact want, their help and input.
While there have been several forums, many people still do
not understand what is being pnposed and what has and has
not been passed. The calendar change is still under construc-

fum·

Simply follow aU of them and you will be speaking French!. Just like that! Really! Ha-ha!
1) If you don't know the real French word for something, just plug your nose and say the
English word! It's probably right!
2) Once you're done writing something, stick some accents in randomly. It's not like they
serve any purpose or anything, and they look cooL
3) If a words doesn't look right, add SOme extra letters on the end. Preferrably e's and s's.
4) Try to rephrase everything so that it sounds rude. For exampl~, "come in," can become,
"oh, come in if you must, but try to stand downwind:'
5) Use the word croissant all the time.
6) Same wlth "French toastl" "French fries" and "French bread."
7) If all else fails, discuss cheese.
8) The faster yoU talk, the less mistaJ<es they can hear you make,
9) If it makes sense, you're doing it wrong.
10) Wear a berretatall times.
11) If it's 1besday, and it's raining and the month contains an "R" and you lire a blue-eyed
male, remember the conjugation changes yoU must make between the hourS of 12 noon and
2:30p.m.
12) Use the phrase "stupid American tourist" to make yourself popular with the locals.
13) If you don't know the right tense, make your own!
14) Don't bother to learn the useless e~pressions that they teach you how to say in your
te~tbook. (."The Stude~er of my ~theris in the wastebasket.") Learn useful phrases that
will come m handy dunng yotn:Foretgn Study. Here are some sugges-tions:
• Wha.t is that stupid-looking dog doing in the restaurant?
• Stop making fun of out health-careplan.
• They C<U1 show that on ToV. here?? . .
• What smells like cheese?
• Which way arethe strip chi~? ·
• Do you speak English?
,
• Will you please speak it, thi;!n?
• Please?
• I'll pay you.
. ,.
· · . i . ". . ""
",
• You almOst .rart rite over With YOUrOtroelt
• No, it wasn't my fau!t-Jwas standmg on the sidewalk.
• Don't lookal me that way. And get that bread,olltof myface;
. <.
• What is your dog doing ?
• These are new shoes!
. ..
.
• You11 pay for these, you~d"liKe EuropP.lll\.
. .,.
• No, I don't want any of your goofy.looking Francs. "
• They look like Crayola prolllotlonal materi3ls.
"".
• American money is the oriIy CUITeI\Cy worth anything, anyway.
• European Economic Community; I guess that was about<ls smart as New Coke wasn't

I urge anyone unclear on this to pick up the task force report
at the union desk or look at the one in the library and become
familiar with the proposals before criticizing them. The thing
to do once you are informed, and would like to be involved in
the process, is to seek out one of the members of the task force
(listed in the report and on flyers everywhere) in person, by
phone, or by E-mail. Let he or she know you would like to get
involved in a particular committee or that you have an interest
you want to make sure is addressed when the calendar is revised.
The task force has tried to make itself available and it's up to
individuals to take advantage of that. If students are not willing to educate themselves and to put effort into what is important to them, then I feel they do not have right to complain. No
one decided to change the calendar just to make students angry,
and no decisions were made or will tV:! made overnight.
Sincerely,
Jessica Haney, K '95
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• And Euro DisneylHal1 gueSs~shOuld'venlade it JegyL.ewiSlan4.
• Don't bring my mOtberintQ~y6ub~d.tiilg .sWi~e. . .,.
.. .
• Yeah, and yotiresbfu1. ..... ,//
. .,....

• Same to you, buddy:.
.
20) Remember that, in FrenCh, everything goes in the absolute wrong order. For example,
"I threw the red ball at Jack." becomes "The Studebaker is in my mother's wastebas-ket."
21) Be sure to stick in lots of those empty syllables like "le" "la" "de" "un" and "thingy."
For example: "Le la un de les un thingy." (1 just ran uuer my mother with a $tude/xlker,)
22) It helps your pronunciation if yOU stick some Q-tips up your nose. '
23) When you do papers for yourFrench class, your best bet is to photocopy some pages
from a Victor Hugo novel and tum them in.
24) I mean, um .. .a-ha ...l didn't say that. A-ha-ha...
25) Usten to the musical Les Miserables a lot.
26) Every question on a French test can be correctly answered using one of the following
responses:
a) R.S.V.P.
b) Oui, oui!
c) Francios Mi.tterand
d) Voltaire
e) Mais, bien sur!
f) Touriste Americain stupide!
g) au est Ie cheese?
h) Le Studebaker est dans Ie wastebaskte de rna mother.
27) Find somebody who Qln actually SPEAK French (there are two), knock them unconscious with a pipe, then, get them plastic surgery at some illegal Mexican clinic to look like
you, and then, make them take the class for you.
28) Remember the difference between a direct object and an indirect object.
DIRECf OBJECf EXAMPLE SENTENCE:
The ball was thrown from the son's father's former employer's best friend's Studebaker and
hit a small child playing in his yard, knocking him fifty feet into the shrubbery and causing
him to spontaneously combust.
DIRF.Cf OBJECf IN THIS SENTENCE: the
INDIRECT OBJECT EXAMPLE SENTENCE:
The ball was thrown into the Studebaker by the bereaved parents of the little boy, and,
unbeknownst to the driver of the Studebaker, was filled with plastic explosives, which, upon
detonation, redUced the driver and Studebaker to many small, M&M-sized particles.
INDIRECT OBJECT IN THIS SENTENCE: M&M
29) Slip your French teacher a fast $20 before every test.
30) Always retain that legendary French sense of humor. ("Look! I haf put ze croissant on
my 'ced like a littel hat! Oh, la la! Where ees ze Jerry Lewis video?")
This column is dedicated to my French Professor, Dr. Collins, who has the infini te patience
to try to teach someone as dense as me the French language. And who always retains his
sense of humor. Right, Dr. Collin.;? A-ha-ha ... ha? Ha?
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CARES lecturer brings human face to AIDS
Karen~ter
Indexta
AIDS. We've all heard the
statistics. We've seen the commercials touting condom use
and abstinence. We know how
we can and cannot get the dis-

ease.

But it still doesn't seem
quite real. Until you meet
someone with the disease.
A volunteer from the Community AIDS Resource and
Education Services (CARES) of
Southwest Michigan spoke to
a group of students last week.

The talk was part of a series of
events brought to 'K' by the
Harmon Hall programming
committee.
CARES is a nonprofit, community-based HlV / AIDS service organization staffed by
professionals and trained vol-

Metal Detector Man:

the mystery is solved
Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
The ring of my telephone
woke me up on Friday. Admittedly, it was the middle of the
afternoon, but hey!
"The Metal Detector Man is
in front of Hoben."
What? It took a few minutes to process the information.
"OK. On my way."
You would think it was a
national crisis or something
the way I stampeded down to
Hoben from Trow, my scribble
paper blowing in the wind. I
feared that he would be gone
before I could get there.
He was there. The solution
to the mystery is as follows:
The Metal Detector Man is
one Jerry Chandler, a local who
metal detects for a hobby. Previously unaware of the fame
he has attracted through these
very pages, he was somewhat
flustered when an Index reporter came bounding up to
him with a barrage of questions!
So far he has found "16
thousand coins, probably" in a
span of over 20 years, using
various machines. He has

found a 1905 penny on the
Stetson Chapel hill, and an
1863 Civil War coin in the past,
as well as countless old and

Photo by Amy Thenkle
Metal Detector Man, Jerry
Chandler, and his metal
detecting machine.

new coins, rings, keys and
necklaces.
Chandler is not a student,
but has lived in Kalamazoo his
entire life. He also searches in
parks and schoolyards. He
comes to use K's grounds because "not a lot of people come
here" and he knows that it is
an old area with the right soil
condition.
He laughed when he saw
the artist's conception of him,
complete with headphones, in
lastweek'sIndex. Althoughhe
doesn't wear a pair of headphones, his machine does
"beep".
The screen of his hi-tech
metal detecting machine tells
him not only if he has found
something, but what it may be
and how deeply it is buried.
Chandler also pointed out
that he doesn't leave obvious
marks where he has been digging, and is very respectful of
thegrounos-probablymoreso
than the students.
So that's that. Mystery
solved and case closed.
Hercule Louise on to the next
case, mademoiselle. It's all in
the little gray matter, merd!
NEXT!

It was only after a bout with
unteers. As the title suggests
CARES provides resources encephalitis that Vick decided
and education for people in- to tum away from the drugs
flicted with the virus as well as and put his life in order. He
to the community as a whole. moved to Michigan to see his
Some CARES services in- mother and has become acclude educational materials, a tively involved in the CARES
monthly newsletter, support program. "CARES gives me a
groups, and a buddy system reason to live and a reason to
program. The organization fight," says Vick. ·
He now says there are two
also offers a speakers' bureau
that brings people who are important things in his ongoHIV positive or have AIDS into ing battle. Good health care is
the community to talk about the first Vick advocates maintaining a healthy life-style and
their experiences.
Vick is 23 years old, not staying away from infectious
much older than many stu- diseases as much as possible.
The second and more imdents on this campus. He has
known he was HIV positive for portant rule is believing in
seven years, meaning he con- mind over matter. Instead of
tracted the disease when he succumbing to the hopelessness of his situation, Vick sees
was sixteen.
Teenagers and young adults each day as an opportunity. He
are rapidly becoming the high- hopes that by educating othest risk group for infection. In ers, his tragedy will have some
fact, it is estimated that one in positive effect on others.
The most potent aspect of
five people who has AIDS
were infected as teenagers. Vick's speech was the fact that
People aged 20-49 stand as the his life is so similar to the avmost infected age group today. erage person's in many ways.
The effect of the disease on Change a few circumstances,
Vick's life was devastating. He and it may have been any of
was rejected by his peers and your classmates standing in
even his own father. ''People Harmon that evening, lecturmy own age didn't want to ing about the dangers of not
have anything to do with me," being safe.
The program turned the abVick said in his speech. He substract
notions ofHIV and AIDS
sequently dropped out of
school and began using a1co- into something human and
}.ol and heavy drugs.
rea\.
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An inforlllal visit to WMJD

Uzzie Kostielney
Index
So I'm sitting on this couch
in a comer room of the basement of Hicks, trying to keep
my feet off the piles of dirty
dishes on the floor. This is the
WJMD meeting quarters.
What am I doing here? I'm
talking to Bill Emzen and Rich
Utarnachitt about K's radio
station. They are, respectively,
the station manager and music director of WJMD.
(Utamachitt also has the
title "Uason to Record Companies."''Itrnakeshimsoundimportant," says Emzen.)
The big news is that the station is going to 90.1 FM.
Yup, that's right: it's going
to be FM. "In stereo, no less,"
says Emzen.
But a burning question still
nags in the minds of K students: When will we be able to
hear the station outside of
Hicks? Well, according to the
infinite wisdom of Ernzen:
"Soon."
All students have to do to
get a show is to "Come down
and ask," says Ernzen. His

staff

main goal is to organize "a
place where everyone is having a good time," says Emzen.
"Everyone can do their show
and play cool music. They
don't have to worry about being organized, or where the
money comes from."
Emzen has achieved his
goal. Lena O'Rourke, a first
time D.J., says that she loves
doing a radio program, even
though she and her partner,
Mark Hanmum, "can't really
agree on anything" to play.
The station operates from 4
p.m. to 2 a.m., seven days a
week. According to Ernzen,
the most popular show is his
own" Atrocity Exhibition"
from 10 p.m. to midnight on
Sundays.
(At this point, Utamachitt
incredulously states that he
can't believe anyone would so
shamelessly plug their own
show.)
After the informal interview, I am given an even more
informal tour of the station.
Kevin Arnold was doing his
show at the time. (Uh huh. The
guy from The Wonder Years

goes to K. Yeah, right.) Actually, Arnold is a first year student who plays rap and R&B.
Being a D.J. is "a little confusing at first," says Arnold.
The confusion is possibly
the result of the new equipment which is being introduced to the station. New mixing boards and CD players are
helping to bring WJMD into
the 21st century.
When Ernzen, now a senior,
started as a first year student,
"nothing worked." Now the
oldest college radio station in
Michigan "has come full
circle," says Ernzen, with more
D.J.s and a better broadcasting
system.
More D.J.s means there are
more shows. More shows
means more opportunities for
students to call 7218 with requests.
With the tour, my interview
ends. Before I leave the station,
Ernzen and Utarnachitt make
one request for my article:
could I possibly mention
something about the writing
on the walls? Well, here it is:
They write on the walls.

Kalamazoo College
Computer Fair
Thursday, November 3, 1994
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
President's Lounge
Hick's Center
Refreshments will be served.
Local and area computer vendors.
Apple, IBM, the Software House
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and we'll settle for nothing later"
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Too many committees?
It is now Week Six. Since the quarter has started we have seen the creation of three new
calendar-related student interest groups: Co-curricular/Calendar Committee (0), Student
Input Calendar Committee (SICC), and the Student Empowerment Group. All are focusing on
students, there needs, concerns, and. questions related to the changing calendar.
What we question is the effectiveness of these individual groups. They all have worthy
intentions. However, none of the groups coincide with each other. This is probably the ideato provide students with different viewpoints an~ answer d~erent questions pertinent to e~
ery viewpoint. However, as more and more info IS released It seems that each group has their
own interpretation of the latest news. Details become cloudy as each attempt.to clarify and
reshape the information.
Maybe these committees, with their good intentions, are really fighting themselves. Each
has their own slogans and things to offer as if they are in a competition with each other to
attract the most students. Is this becoming commercialized? Are we fighting with each other
rather than working towards a common goal?
.
Instead of coming together we continue to branch off into specialized committees. Obviously, there are conflicting views on the calendar change. Conflicting views need to be represented, but we question the way this is being done. Are all these meetings and student interest
meetings going to burn people out? Hopefully, this interest is not a one quarter splurge in
which people will later become frustrated and apathetic and abandon interest all together.
It see~ the student body is indeed becoming separated. We are no longer a unified campus looking' odt for the welfare of the college, but rather, we are so enthralled with our own
pe}'SOnal concems and well-being that we are blind to other issues, such as the future of the
coll~e and it's reputation.
Our needs caunot be addressed and met if we do not come together. We are dividing
ourselvestnd .wasting effort and energy that could be directed in a more positive and beneficial way. ••
the three groups have little if any communication with each other. We acknowledge that
they each serve a different purpose, present different viewpoint and arguments, and meet
different needs, however it seems that if they fell under an umbrella group which would tie
them together and bring reactions, info, concerns to one place, the student body would benefit
and have a stronger, clearer voice.
We need to focus on issues, not necessarily agree, but have the same ideology and express
that we are all working toward one goal, whatever we may define tha t as. We are a very
powerful group united, however, d ivided and working against each other, we a re nothing.
We need to come together and WORK together.

Make no mistake about it, I am guilty of the offenses I am about
to attribute to you. I have been here at Kalamazoo College for four
years and I have heard many of you speak. There is not a student
among us that cannot see our apathy. We gather in cloistered circles
and complain about a lack of representation.
The calendar change proposals or committees were not the first
instance of this, but they provide an excellent example. Everyone
has an opinion on issues that confront us quarter after quarter.
Thankfully, our opinions do not agree by any stretch of the imagination. However, the problem is not a lack of opinions on the issues of the day. Our problem is the common claim that no one
listens to students, and as a result of this incorrect claim, we have
made a poor showing at many of the forums that are designed
specifically to represent tlS.
It is not an acceptable form of opposition to complain about a
problem and then not act upon it. As we complain, the forums
continue with less than 8% of us turning up a t them. Is this representation? How can you stand by and continue to assert that no
, one cares about your opinions when you refuse to voice them?
It is not difficult to be involved in the "process" at Kalamazoo
College. In the past few weeks I have attended student commission meetings. As a result of my actions, I have volunteered to
assist on two important committees. I was also invited to the recent Board of Trustees meeting where I made my opinions heard.
How often do you hear about any Board of Trustees asking students to speak at their committee meetings? Does this appear to
you to be a lack of concern for student opinions? It is a remarkable thing that students can be heard before our Board.
There is much more to be done. I cannot represent you; you
must make your own voice heard. An opportunity has arisen tha t
could greatly improve your voice at Kalamazoo College. Your
Student Conunission is currently beginning the process of reviewing or revising it's Constitution. We have an opportunity to redefine the purpose of Student Commission and empower ourselves.
You can let this opportunity go by and your Commission will continue to plan parties and approve budgets. On the other hand, we
can put our heads together and create a Constitution that makes
our Commission active in the college's decision making. It is time
to empower our Commission so that we don't have to continue to
complain about a lack of voice.
Your comments are crucial to this Constitutional process. There
will be a "Student Empowerment Rally" lhis Sunday, please plan
to attend. It will be run by students for students. Your college,
Commission and Trustees are accessible to hear your opinion. Why
don't we create a body of government that can make our message
heard?
Our current Constitution does not let the excellent talents of
our elected representatives be exercised. It is time to change this.
'1{ ignorance is bliss, then knock the smile off my face."
-Steven A. Morris

Political Science Major, K '95

Abandon all hope, ye who enter here
Ryan Flory
Index Staff
After attending the Student
Forum last Thursday, I have
lost all hope for a mutual compromise between faculty and
students regarding the proposed changes in the present
calendar. The four professors
who attended the Forum to
answer questions and give
opinions did not seem to understand where we, as students, were coming from
about particular concerns,
such as those involving the
summer quarter.
At the Student Forum, the
summer quarter was a prevalent topic of discussion. On
several occasions, students expressed their opinions and
concerns about the distinctive
quality summer quarter gives
to K college, and asked questions about the effect a tri-

quarter calendar wi thout summer classes would have upon
this distinctiveness.
However, what became of
the discussion on the summer
quarter, as well as other topics, was a growing agitation
and frustration from myself as
well as other students.
Professor Hussen appears
to have the naive idea that the
student body, collectively, has
a great deal of power and influence over the school's faculty and administration. According to Hussen, it is possible for the student body to
maintain the summer quarter,
if it so desires.
While the idea of the coHective student body wielding
power and influence over the
professors may be true to a
certain extent, I must agree
with the opinion one student
brought out in the Forum:

when it finally comes down to
a face to face confrontation between students and faculty on
this issue, the students do not
stand a chance.
Professor Gates' presence
at the forum was almost nonexistent, except to state that
she agrees with the calendar
change for certain reasons, although she failed to elaborate
on those reasons. She also sarcastically commented on my
idea of incorpora tlOg more i nformation on the summer
quarter (what it's about, how
it's different from other quarters, etc.) into the ltteratuTl.'
sent out to prospective seniors
in high school
Congratulations are in order for ProfeS50r Wright who
upheld the idea of keeping the
summer quarter intact. However, I believe he reserved his
own smcere judgement and

personal opinion in the face of
the other faculty members,
and therefore, failed to
strongly emphasize the importance of the summer quarter
and its significance.
Finally, Professor Caldwell
was again there to dominate
the student's forum. Although
she was not one of the invited
professors, she took a seat next
to the three who were. I noticed a little dissension among
the students at first, as well as
later in the evening, as she
continued to make convincing
words and rebuttals in support of the elimination of the
summer quarter.
What I believe the faculty
has misconstrued is the idea
that this is our campus. As
students, we pay an extremely
large sum of money to employ
professors and their services
so that we may receive a qual-

ity education. We don't, however, employ professors and
their services so that we may
be dictated. These facultysponsored U closed door"
meetings and votmg sessions
about our education must end.
This is our campus and our institution. If there are going to
be any changes in the present
calendar and the education
derived from the use of that
calendar, students must have
the option of voting Only
then will we truly possess any
power or influence that can be
utilized to preserve the summer quarter, if the majonty dL~
sires, and make other changes
suitable to our needs. Without the power to vote, students will inevitability lose
what is prccious to them because a hopeful compromise
between students and facuIty
will never occur
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Female finds fault in feminism

need for power, to be in con- make sense is the importance
Index Staff
trol of another person. People, of words and titles. Feminists
What is wrong with being in general, fight for more con- want to remove all the mascua woman? Puritans consid- trol and recognition today, and line (neutral) pronouns from
ered practically anything en- this is a big part of the prob- our language because they are
joyable to be good, including lem.
demeaning to women. So,
most art, music, and dancing.
Feminists fight for the same these pronouns are replaced by
There are people in our soci- power. Respect for the femi- other pronouns that are deety now who are modem day nine is going down the drain, meaning to everyone. To illusPuritans, but the calI them- and most feminists blame men trate, we have changed chairselves feminists. Their name for this. What is actually to man to chairperson, and when
itself is peculiar because the blame is all the misguided, ex- that became too long, we
gender and personality traits cessive masculine energy, not changed it to chair. A chair is
they crave are naturally mas- excluding that energy which a thing. I see being referred to
culine, such as, aggressiveness, they promote.
as a thing more demeaning
assertiveness, and combative
Is chivalry demeaning to than any masculine (neutral)
women? I don't think so be- pronoun.
power.
As a woman, I naturally cause kindness, politeness,
A further example pertains
have more hormones that and basic consideration are to the assumption of a
make me more etl)otional and acts that anyone can perform. husband's last name. I am not
sensitive, not worthless, less I am very sure that every man referring to those women who
intelligent, or less successful. knows that a woman can open do not change their name for
Any logical, thoughtful person the door for herself and can business reasons, i.e. customer
confusion or money to change
knows that gender does not also put on her own coat.
Why are women complain- advertising, but to those
define worth. Some, however,
work against these natural ing about someone doing them women who want to "retain
laws, and then complain about a favor? I don't see it as pa- their individuality." If a
the results.
tronizing. And why can't person's individuality rests on
It is my understanding that women do the same for men? their last name and that's who
feminists want more respect Would that be "below" them? they are, then they shouldn't
for women than we have had It doesn't make any sense get it changed.
They are right, it's not fair
in the past, but women are when feminists say that to
more degraded today by their have men open the door for that women are primarily the
sexuality than they have ever them is degrading, but on the one' s who get to change, men
been. The frequency and in- other hand, it is subservient for should have the option of
tensity levels of pornography a woman to open the door for changing if they want, too.
Hyphens work in the case of
and rape are increasing. It is a man.
Another issue that doesn't those marriages which do not
said that rape is a result of a
Anne Loesch

hlve children; but logically,
fifty years from now, when
everyone is hyphenated let's
admit that things will be a little
ridiculous. I would simply
hope that there is more to me
than my name. Furthermore,
a woman's last name probably
came from her father, and he's
a man, right?
The biggest problem I have
with feminists relates to the
family. For some reason, many
feminists believe that they are
above staying home and raising their children. They have
the haughty attitude that any
woman not working outside of
the home is lazy, stupid, or
subservient, when in fact, a
great majority of women are at
home by choice, and happy.
I have no problem with
women working, and I realize
that in many cases women
have to work for financial reasons. Many times money is
n~ed for food and medical
attention, but others only use
the money to satisfy their need
for power. When these women
have children, I wonder if they
have ever heard of sacrifice.
Someone, wife OR husband,
needs to sacrifice some part of
themselves for their children,
as hard as that may sound.
Selfish is defined as absorbed

in oneself, somehow I see a
similarity.
No one wants to be told
how to run their life, feminists
don't, but they somehow see
it as okay to tell others. I am
going to college and graduate
school, and then I will work.
Nevertheless, if I have children
I will stay home until they are
old enough to go to school. I
fully realize that this is my
choice.
I don't question other's life
choices, so why do feminists
feel they have the right to tel1
me and other women in my
position that I am "not living
up to my potential," "not using my intelligence," and "degrading" myself because I
want to be the one to raise my
children? I could not even
count the number of times that
I have heard this from women
who were "just looking out for
my own good, so I don't regret
it later."
I do believe in equality, and
change is good when it is
thought through. There are so
many important things happening today. When acting on
issues of gender, chivalry,
titles, and a person's choice of
jobs, let's use a little more common sense, and ask if it really
matters.

Letter ta tlie t£ditor

Empowerment Group plans rally
A student empowerment
group has recently been created byconcemed members of
the student body in hopes of
developing ways in which students can become more influential in the college's administrative and faculty decisions.
The student empowerment
group consists of students who
are involved in a variety of college activities, including Student Commission. An immediate issue that the student empowerment group wants to address is the current state of student input and participation in
the new calendar.
Though there have been numerous focus groups and calendar forums run by the faculty over the past six months,
none have been organized or
run by the students themselves.
This has curtailed student
influence on the college's decisions pertaining to the calendar change. And the student
empowerment group has
taken it upon themselves to
change this.
The immediate purpose of
the group, decided in a meetmg this past Sunday, is to educate the student body of the
basic issues surrounding the
current state C'f the calender
change.
At a faculty meeting earlier
this month, the faculty passed
three resolutions laying the

groundwork for a new, three
quarter K Plan.
Depending on who you talk
to, a wide variety of interpretations have been given by informed faculty, administration, and students as to what
exactly those three resolutions
are, or what they mean.
And to complicate matters
even further, conflicting interpretations over exactly what
the Board of Trustees passed
on October 22, have skewed
the situation.
As a concerned student
who is actively searching for
the facts, I ask the faculty and
administration: What exactly
is going on here? There seems
to be no validity of anyone interpretation because one faculty member gives one interpretation while an administrative member gives a differing
interpretation, and the President gives a conflicting interpretation of everyone else's.
This is the reality here.
There has not been a united
consensus among the faculty
that has offered a common interpretation of what has been
passed and what is going to be
passed.
Student Commission members
sit in on numerous Joint faculty-student committees and
meet with faculty to discuss
ways in which students can be
more involved.
But when Student Commi<;-

sion committee members give
their reports at the weekly
meetings, conflicting interpretations from each committee
leave everyone confused and
frustrated.
The students are getting the
raw deal on this. The problem
is not necessarily the fa ult of
the facuity for not explaining
to the general student body
what is happening. Rather, it
is the faculty's failure to
present a unified explanation to
the students.
This is one of the reasons
why the student empowerment group has been created.
We feel that it is time for the
students to stand up and demand a unified consensus
from the faculty and administration over the total and complete status of the new calendar plan.
The popular student consensus, from talking with students and attending calender
forums over the past three
weeks, is strongly against any
changes to our current K Plan.
As a result, a strong anti-calendar sentiment is quickly
emerging. This IS where the
student empowerment group
wants to step in.
Before we, as a student
body, condemn and Ignore the'
new K Plan, we must first edu·
cate ourselves the best we can
about the Issue.
I have heard the arguments

for and against the new plan
from talking with many faculty members and President
Bryan. Both sides have compelling arguments.
But to say that the students
should jump to one position or
the other is ludicrous until we
become better educated about
the details of both arguments
and the current status of the
proposed plan.
This is where the student
empowerment group wants to
aid the student body. We are
tired of student-faculty forums
in which the environment is
such that students ask questions, get one-sIded answers
and feel helpless in influencing
any of the faculty's decisions.
We are tired of being fed
conflicting and overlapping interpretations on exactly what
has been passed and what has
been "tentatively" passed.
Our goal is to set up studentonly rallies in which both argumentscan beheard,debated
and rationalized in a mature
setting.
The important fact that the
student empowerment group.
wants to stress IS that we, as
students, have powerful leverage on college policy. After all,
we do pay the majority of the
money that this college operates on through our tuition and
room and board.
Therefore, we feel very
strongly about educating the

student body as to the current
status of the proposed plan
and want to offer arguments
for and against.
We do not necessarily wish
to totally obstruct the ultimate
implementation of the new
plan. Rather we wish to eventualIy work closely with the
facuIty in developing ideas
and contributing insight into
what the student body really
wants, and how they feel about
the proposed plan.
But before we can do this effectively, we need a unified interpretation from the faculty
and administration regarding
the current state of the calendar.
In the meantime, we are
holding an all-student rally
this Sunday, November 6 in the
auditorium of the Fine Arts
Building.
If you are concerned about
the current status of the' new
calendar plan, an issue that effects all underclassmen, then I
urge you to join us at thE. rally
on Sunday.
We need action now! There
are concerned students out
there who do care about the
calendar, but are not fullv informed. Join us now, and we
can begin to assert our influence.
Smcerely,
Jeffrey L. HotchkiSS (K'97')
Student Empowerment
Group

A&E
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Students "pump up the volume":
A listener's guide to K's WJMD
Information compiled by Hamza Suria

Monday

4-6
Elizabeth
Lindau

8-10
6-8
April Riker J. Warrow

Tuesday

Mamadou

Wednesday

Jessica
Gezon &
Angie
Wilson
Matt
Evans
Peter
Sanderson

Brett
Robbins
Amanda
Pustz

Thursqay
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Kevin
Barry &:Joe
Mathews
Matt &:
Zach

Anil
Mathew
Greg
Clemente

Than
Boues
Matt
Norcross
&: Kevin
Kru itzer
Denna
Evoe
Mark
Hannum
& Lena
O'Rourke

12-2
J.J. Power
& Atomic
Adams
Jerome
LeFeuvre
Joan
Winkel

Alison
Crane
Bradley
Wilson

Paul
Williams

Colin
Rich
Utarnachit Sheaff

Andy
Schleicher
Erin &
Kath

10-12
Justin Reed
& Will
Adams
Kevin
Arnold
Shannon
Haley

Josh Welch Bill Ernzen

Brett Robbins, 1('95, is poised for his 1\1esday broadcast.
Photo by Will Adams

K journeys to Asia during week of events
Drumming Group "Kokyo student and Nagai Kafu, a faTillJecke
mous Japanese novelist.
Taiko" .
Iildex
One day later, at the same
The event continued MonOver the past week
time
and place, Dr. David Roy
Kalamazoo College has taken day, October 31, at 8:00 p.m.
from
the University of Chicago
a cultural journey to the Far with a lecture entitled "Reflecrecited
a part of the Chinese
East, saying "Ni Hao" and ~ions on the Significance of
novel:"
The Plum in the
"Konnichiwa" to Asian cul- Asians in America". Guest
speaker Dr. Gary Okihiro, Pro- Golden Vase: A 16th Century
ture.
Novel of the Manners". Roy
The Asian Week started on fessor of Asian American Studtranslated this huge work from
Saturday, October 29, with a ies, came from Cornell UniverChinese
to English.
spirited performance by Chi- sity, NY. This lecture was dediDr.
Rose
Bundy, Japanese
~~based Japanese American cated to a former K College

staff

IiidexSt.aff

Shown in Chinese with English subtitles, The Blue Kite
focuses on the problematic relationship between a mother
and her son during China's
recent political upheaval. Interested students should meet
at 7:00 p.m. in the Light Fine
Arts Center Recital Hall.
Despite time constraints,
the group planned an excellent
program. K students should
take the chance and go to
tonight's movie before Asian
Week says "Sayonara" for a
whole year.

1995 SUMMER
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

..•

~Yr.t w~g. I strutm:y ~! and I'm.so strung out."

~r~g¥~ ohnind•. ~twas last night/this is today. All I can say is, what a cool
~!fut then .a~, I saythilfforjust about every roncert.
.•..
·....·l~w.Si(tsure what! was getting myself into. Ann Arbor= University of Michigan.
. . Vtiive..$it;yOf Micl)jgan=HillA,uditOl:ium.Hill Auditorium=.V iolent Femmes .
QWrworked~llege students should know that if all of that is true, then Ann
•.. . Arb6~Yi9Itt\t Ft.tlUit And thatwas last Saturday pight.
. . . . . ... lwas:quitesurprised at the size of Hill Auditorium. It was under my perception that the
Vl~lent. Feaun~l\admore filMlhan could fit into Hill Auditorium. .
. FourthoUSa.nd ~pledidn'(seem to be a sufficient number fOf a band who has been around
~racti~ romerlOr since the days when neon was the latest fashion trend and hanging out at
the mall was the best thing since Sliced bread.
. / f<?tit
enough for me, though. Four thousand dancing, screaming fans was
maybe ~ a bit exe:essjve. Was this a BeatIes reunion or was the 100 degree heat on the second
bakony dfusingme to hallucinate? Can someone pass me the 'shrooms?
In all seriousness, it was a really good concert. The music was good and the fans were relatiYely well behaved.
Drunken Boat, a New York-based group of main stream alternative wannabes, opened the
show. Their loudguitaTS, dancing bassets and Seattle native sound did not impress me.
I don't think they 'Wanfed us to get them mixed up with the Screaming 'Ii'ees, or someone
~~_that why they kept reminding the audience that they were from New York City?

. .···...!JlOfyoil

Professor, planned the event
along with the Asian Studies
Committee during the Summer quarter .
II Asian Week was changed
from Spring to the Fall quarter," said Bundy ''For that reason we haa to plan the whole
event in a single week."
Asian Week concludes tonight with the showing of Chinese film The Blue Kite.
This movie is, according to
The Village Voice, "the most politically bold movie to emerge
from China" .

es.

thot1sai'i4was

"The }temmel, however, were alive with that Milwaukee sound, that only Gordon Gano can

produce.
From Blister In the Sun to Add It Up the Femmes had the whole place on it's toes. Although
theym5e!i on songs from their current album, New Times, they also played old favorites from

ATTENTION ALL MAJORS. "QTP Inc." is hiring
motivated students to fill management positions
throughout western Michigan. Earn $8,000-$8,500
next summer while building your resume and gaining valuable experience .
GAIN EXPERIENCE IN:

employee motivation
profitability analysis
sales
marketing
production management time management
communication skills
customer relations
PosmONS ARE OPEN IN THE FOLLOWING
AREAS:

Grand Rapids
Niles
Petosky
Holland
Benton Harbor

Kalamazoo
Muskegon
St. Joseph
Battle Creek
Portage

previOUS albu.m$.. "D\etwo hour set was followed by two encores, one of which Gordon played

the eJectric violif\.
This concert was a really happening place to be.
Itwasmuch better than staying at home and watching multiple hours of infomericals, which
is a normal Saturday night activity for me.
I really enjoyed it.

Positions are filling quickly and are filled on a first
come first qualified basis. Call 1-800-356-5987 for
more information.

Etcetera
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Matt to Bill:
Let's
do
lunch?
By Matt Rainson
From: Matthew T. Rainson (k94mr02@1<,zoo.edu)
To; Bill Ointon (president@wbitehouse,gov)
Re: Some suggestions
.
I>eal:.Mr, President,
I just found out that I could e-mail you directly and I
thought to myself, "'What a wonderful step towards a more
~cipatpry govemmentl" lhave a few suggestions that I
would like to.p1.scuss with, you regarding your heal th care
. p!an'l:'TId yout daughter Chelsea (if yaknow what I mean,
nudgex nUdge). Would it be possible to meet for lunch, do . .
you think? Perhaps sometime next week.
Yours TruIYr .
Matthew T. Rainson
'from: . Whitef{ou~ Staff (president@whi(ehouse.gov)

1;9! MatthewT, Rainson (k94mrQ2@kzoo.edu)
?:

Re: ThankYou
Dear Sir,
":.

The President thanks you for your letter.We receive many
lle1pful suggestions from the citizens Of..this country through
• •.• e-rwu1 every day. While it is of course :!lot possible fpr the
. ••. :Pl'ElSident to read all the letters he receiy~s, hesfill appreciates your efforts and will always be open to your suggestions.
• ~ntc.you,
WhIte House Staff

T!~n(;4mr02@kzoo.edU) .

'fmm;Matthew
Bill Ointon (pres!dent@whitehouSe.gov)

Ti:

. Re'I.llnch1

.. .••••.. .

.•..

~~Mr. Presigtmt/ .

.

.......•.

•. . 11ll@< your staff!o~Jhe 10velY.letter tneyrecentIysent!Ile

.~n~rnail.l notict#;ho~everf that not.hirig ~as-saidabout
.myl~riChs~t1on'I'.msu~ .this wasaneasy~versightto
, ~~thyour qpViously bu~ySchedule, but I would like to
· ~~. ~soon as pOSsible when we~l be meeting so that I
. . • can.stait soalqng t~e stains off of tie. . . •
.
. J.harik YOu; ....... ..
. . Matthew T. Rainsori

my

WhHe~o~$taff

. Ffom:
(presiden;whitehouse.gov)
',lh; Matthew.T. Rainson(k94mr02@kzoo.edu)
.REi:Th3nk tdu · x .

~t$&,

i ..... . '

. . . . . . . . . •. .

.

~you fQryour letter to thepres.ident. He appreciates
~o~ suggesti0D:S' However, due to rus busy sched1,lle, and
concerns, Yfe.are afraid tl¥t.~ itwouldnot be possible
{6{.ffl1ll to meet you for lui1ch. If it w~re possible, the Presi·derifwould li~e topersoniilly discuss his plansfor America
with every citizen of this nation. sadly, it is not. If you have
any further concems,please do not hesitate to write.
Thank you,
. WhIteHouse Staff

secilrltr

Fl'Qm: Matthew T. Rainson (k94mr02@kzoo.edu)
To~ BilIOinton (president@whitehouse.gov)
Re; This letter is for the PRESIDENT, not his STAFF.
Dear Mr. President,
I am afraid that YOll need to talk to your staff aboiJt how
they keep reading your mail and answering it for you. Who
knows what kind of important things you're missing?

Please, don't take this personally. it's just a helpful suggestion. Now, how about lunch? Does next Wednesday sound
all right? How about one o'clock? You name the place, but I
may need Air Force One to come.and pick. me up if you
can't get out of Washington!h.at~y.
Thank you,
...
Matthew T. Rainson
To: Matthew T. Rainson (k9~2@kzoo,edu)
From: White House Staff (pfesident@#hitehouse.gov)
Re: Thank You
. •.•.
.....•.•.
Dear Sir,
Thank you again for your I~. If only every voter in this
coun try was so concerned abouto1;l1' nation's govertunent.
H.owever, as we said previQusly, du~to the President's busy
schedule and security c0ncetnS,it wiltnotbe possible for
him to have lunch with YO\linthe forseeable future.
Thank you,
White House Staff
•
To: Bill Oiuton (president@Whiteho.u~,gov)
From: Matthew T. Rainson(k94mx02@kzoo.edu) ..
Re: WILL YOU SlDP INTERC:EPTrNG 1HE PRESIDENT'S
MAIL??
·
.
..
Dear Mr.Prejident,
. . . ... ...•. ..
You've really got to do so~n~abot;ltyour staff·nyou
ask me, they're.taking WA..X~many libertieS•.
'em
toe the line. You ARE Presidl.m~Wter .aJ,LNow}abo~t lunch,
; don't worry about you ~!he;it,*on'ttake lontWecan
go to McDonald's if you I~Ap~security is nota probje~
I assure you 1 am a very ~periion4 oplY' shot.that one
.....

1.fake

~~;~~y~e

deserved it.
Matthew T. Rainson

.111.}i~ •.•
................... / ................

:·~:t~:~<;;ttt;::::: :;..~.:: ::::>' .-.

From: White House Staff ~~4~~hite~~.iOy)
To' Matthew T Rainson ......................... ......................
.......•..•.......
Re; Lunch
Not Be po~ble · .....;.. ..... ...., ... .. . .
·
:;(:,..... .......• ... ......... . ..
DeaT S1r,

wili

Please refrain from writing~~~anylOnget~~
inga lunch date with hirroWe~~#Y/bUtJti~~mptynot
possible to arrange and yo9tJettem~~ga ..
nusiance. If you don't stopJw~;"'ri~·~JorCedto ~. action
against you, if necessary, involVirtgtheSe<:ret Servi&.
Remember The Fugitive? R¢m¢InberrommyLee Jones in The
Fugitive? WeIl, that was notHing: eet fh~ picture?
Thank you,
.::,
White House Staff
To: Bill Clinton (president@Whitel'louse.gov)
From: Kevin Markom (kmarkom@Umich.edu)
Re: Lunch?
Dear Mr. President,
.
My friend from KalamawotolJege informed me that he
was having lunch with yOU ~xt Wednesday and told me I
might be able to come along but that I should check with
you first. Please write soon as I have to cancel some previoue; plans to play frisbee golf I made for that day if I am
going to go to lunch.
Thank you,
Kevin Markom

Maximize Your International Career Opportunities

INTERNA TIONAL
CAREERS SEMINAR
Monday, November 7 • 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
check with Career Development Center for location
Sponsored by:

MONTEREY INSTITUTE
of INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
providing professional graduate education
for international careers
MBA International Management
MA International Policy Studies
MPA International Management
MA Translation and Interpretation
MA Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
MA Teaching Foreign Language
Summer Intensive Language Program

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STU DIES
Admissions Office
425 Van Buren Street · Montere • CA • 93940

1. The Shipping News, by E Ann!£' Proutx (ToliChstone $12001
Newspaperman returns 10 his chIIct100d home alTel deaTh 01 hts wtte
2. like Water fo( Chocotale. by LaUla ESQUIVel
(Anchor~y. $5 99.) Ute and 1e0;>e5 on a MeKlCan Ranch

3. Forres t Gump, by Winston Groom (Pocket, $550) $unple
Alabama man p.m"IeYS through three decades of American HIstory
4. SmIlLl', Sense 01 Snow, by Peler Hoeg. (DeB S6 50 I
InveStlgatlOll 01 a chlkfs myslenous dea th.

New underage drinking
and driving
. .
prOVISIons
• Michigan has established a
"zero tolerance" policy for
drivers under 21, meaning
their blood alcohol concentration cannot exceed .02%. That
means even one beer is one too
many.
• Minors with no prior alcohol
convictions face a :
-30-90 day license suspension
- up to 45 days of community
service
- and/or up to $250 fine.
• The offense is a four-point
misdemeanor.
• Refusal of a preliminary
breath test is a two-point civil
infraction. Other penalties include a fine of up to $100 as
well as court costs.
• Minors will be faced with a
$125 driver license reinstatement fee when full driving
privileges are returned.
• Convicted minors must undergo screening and assessment to determine whether
they are likely to benefit from
alcohol or drug education or
treatment programs. Minors
will also be responsible for
paying for these assessments.

Security calls
waking
slumbering
students
I just want to extend a very
sarcastic "thank you very
much" to security who inconsiderately called everyone
parked in Trowbridge parking
lot at 2:00 a.m. this morning to
tell us to move our cars because the parking lot is being
repaved. Signs weren't posted
until sometime after midnight.
I find this very ironic because
if the signs had been posted
earlier they wouldn't feel the
.need to call at this obscene
hour of the morning.
Thanks to the lack of foresight by Security 30 groggy
students were dragged from
their slumber out into the
freezing cold in their pajamas.
In the future, I hope security
can be a bit more considerate
to those of us who take classes
everyday and need all the
sleep we can get.

-Alexandra Foley
Opinions Editor

5. Olaclosur&, by MIChael Cnchlon (Ballantine $6 99 )

Sexual harassrnenlll'l a West Coast MecttonICs I'tm
6 . Homic~ Ptycho Jung'" Cat. hy IWI Watterson (Andrews

& McMeel $ 1295) lalesl Catv., and Hobbes collectIon
7. Nightmwes I Dfeamacapes. by Stephen KIflQ (&gnel 56 99 I
CollectIOn Of $hOf1 SIOfles

a . Without Remorse, by Tom Clancy (Be""-Iey $6.99)
The rescue of pllsooers held In North Vtetr\am

9. All the Pretty HorIeti, by Cormac McCarthy (Vintage $ 1200 J
Ad\Ientufes of a young Tekds vaquero In !he MexICO ot 1950
10. The Cnent, by John Gnsham { l sI~rO'DeII. 56 99 I
Voungboy ISpnvy loa Iawycr'~~adysec~"I_ _ ._ _

New G Recommended
Revoluhon X. by Rob Nelson ano Jon C.nwan tpenquen 59 9S nit'
l'M>'lIy,,-,.mething genpr,11<OnS call 10 ,ltTTlS from apalhy 10 actrv."n, led by
lhe loundef:. alIne million rnembPf grtlssroots orgafllzahClflleac1 Of leavE>

No More Yletnamt. b"1 Renard N'.()(I !Avon. $4 99 J The eoouo.-.glegacy
011 Uf'IIQtIl'ly kno~,1hIe eIOe1' 'Utllesman a C:lear
revealing E'~.I:'l
'l\itllOf\ <'I1'le rTlClSl eJ.1'.lort.llnarv era on (ecent AI;}f'1 .10 tb ...,or<,

.,nO

Save trees!
Recycle
this week's

Index

ort
s
Women's soccer team snags 6th straight outright title
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Garth G. Miller
Index Staff
Kalatnazoo's women's soccer team finished alone atop
the Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (MlAA)
standings for their sixth undisputed league championship in
as many years. The Lady Hornets finished the season at .750,
with a 15-5 record (10-2 in the
MIAA).
Both league losses came at
the hands of Calvin, once at
home and once on the road.
These MIAA defeats are two of
only three league losses that
Kalamazoo has had in it's remarkable six-year, six-champ:onship, 57-3 MIAA legacy,
since women's soccer became
an MIAA-sponsored sport six
years ago.
The Lady Hornets

Best of the MIAA: Jill
Wojewuczki, '96, (left) and
Felicia Paluzzi, '97, (right) finished at number one and two,
respectively, in goals and total points in the MIAA's final
standings.
Photos by Public Relations.

outscored their league opponents45-8, with eight shutouts.
With the support of an exceptional midfield and defense,
rookie goalkeeper. Carrie
Sheets has had a total of 13
rhutouts in 19 games this season.
Kalamazoo completed this
year's MIAA campaign at
home last Wednesday versus
Olivet. The Lady Hornets

trounced the Comets, 10-0,
their largest margin of victory
this year.
Laura Whitely, '96, and
Susie Anderson, '98, each had
two goals in the game against
Olivet. "The Olivet game was
a good example of how we
playas a team," said Felicia
Paluzzi, '97. "Working together as a team was the key
to our success this season."
The Lady Hornets finished
their season Sunday with a
non-league loss to Washington

University. This game was
truly a heartbreaker, as a win
could very well have placed
Kalamazoo in third place in the
region, right behind College of
Wooster.
Although most sports writers and editors had already
counted the Lady Hornets out
of contention for post-season
play, Kalamazoo would be sitting pretty, having beaten

Wooster 2-0 in September.
While a n3tional bid would
have been a real coup for the
young team, the fact remains
that the Lady Hornets had a
highlight-filled season.
Standout Jill Wojewuczki,
'%, is a shoe-in for the MIAA
Player of the Year Award, after finishing at the top of the
MIAA standings in goals with
12 and total points with 25.
Paluzzi finished second in
both categories, with 9 goals
and 21 total points.
With the two best offensive
players in the league and a
goalkeeper tha t shu t ou t opponents in nearly 70% of the
games that she played in, it is
easy to see how this year's
Lady Hornets continued
Kalamazoo College's ownership of MIAA \'Tomen's soccer.

Men's and women's golf squads finish 6th in MIAA
Eric R. Frederick
Index Staff
Kalamazoo's men's and
women's golf teams both completed their golf seasons with
sixth place finishes in the
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA)
standings. It was a year of inexperience for each of the
squads, as each team's roster
contained several rookies.
'The men were led in scoring by senior Prashant Desai,

who finished the season tied
for sixth place in the MIAA's
individual scoring standings
with an average stroke total of
77.4 per match. Desai also
won medalist honors in the
fifth jamboree at Calvin's Forest Hills Golf Oub.
As the only senior on the
team, Desai's experience was
a tremendous asset. "He was
like another coach on the
course,H stated coach Joe.
Haklin, who wears the hat of

Head Coach for Kalamazoo's
basketball program as well.
Giving the men's program
hope for success in the future
are juniors Ketan Desai, Jeremy Cole, and Jason Gross,
and sophomores Brian Blattert
and
freshman
Jon
Eenigenberg. Ketan Desai led
the underclassmen, finishing
sixteenth in the MIAA and
averaging 80.9 strokes per
match.
Albion's men's squad won
the MIAA championship with
an average of 388.1 strokes per
match. Olivet took second
place with an average of 3%.7.
Rounding out the top five were
Hope, with 405.4, fourth place
Alma with 405.5, and Calvin
with 409.1.
Kalamazoo's average of 419
strokes was enough to hold off

Adrian, who finished last with
425.9. Kalamazoo'sbestround
earned them a fifth place finish in the sixth jamboree at
Hope's Winding Creek Golf
Club.
The Lady Hornets were
paCP.d by Demrie Wilkinson,
'97, who led the Hornets with
an average round total of 100.4
strokes. Her best finish was in
the final MIAA Jamboree at
Hope's Winding Creek Golf
Club with a round of 89.
Kalamc:.zoo's women's
squad was also fairly young,
however, the Lady Hornets
will lose seniors Michelle
Michael, Lisa Baker, Andrea
Panigay, and S~ephanie Smith
to gladuation. Returning
letterwinners
will
be
Wilkinson, Yasha Morehouse,
'96, and Leslie Dopp, '%.

The women, having completed their fourth season as a
varsity sport, are coached by
Marilyn Maurer, Kalamazoo'
College's Director of Women's
athletics and women's swimmingcoacb.
Maurer's program has
shown improvement each season, and with the talent at
hand, coupled with a good recruiting year or two, will continue to improve.
Both the men's and
season wi th their best scores
the year during the final MlAA
Jamboree.
Feeding off this
accomplishments, next
squads should have the
dence and experience to i
prove upon this year's
place finishes.

Congratu{ation5,
%ikg, .9l.rends, 1( '95 - Soccer
Setfi Simpson, 1( '96 - :Foot6a{{
%I5l.9l. Prayers of tfie weeK.

HAPP)'
BIRTHDAY
KRISTI!
,

The Big

50!
Athletic Department
Secretary .

Prashant Desai, '95, led Kalamazoo's men's golf team with an
average of "."strokes per match. Photo by Public Relations.

From,
Coaches and "Butch"
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Big weekend ahead for CC teams
John Morrison
Index staff
Sports writers often talk
about "forgotten" sports and
perhaps the most overlooked
college sport is cross country.
The men's and women's teams
have been running hard all
season and have received relatively little recognition for their
efforts. Senior harrier Dave
Barkley said, '1ts about time
we got some respect and coverage for all the hard work we
do."
A lot of action has been happening in the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association
(MIAA). In the hotly contested
MlAA standings, the men's
team is currently tied for second place with Hope and the
women's team is tied for third
with Alma.
On October 22nd, the men's
and women's cross country
teams attended the second
MIAAJamboree at Calvin College and ran hard. The men's
team, previously beaten only
by nationally ranked teams in
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division
III competition, placed third
behind Hope, and the women
(who were in fourth place before the jamboree) finished
third, placing both teams in

ties for third place.
The men's team was lead by
David Barkley, Jeremy
Meyersieck and Jasen Schrock,
who ran 26:10, 27:08 and 27:11
respectively. The men's team
was disappointed with its performance, just barely losing to
Hope. About the loss, Mark
Henson said, "We had a mediocre performance."
The women's team was
lead by Cymbre Fleming,
Molly Mechtenberg and
Keegan Keefover who ran
19:55,20:24 and 20:28, placing
12th, 16th and 17th overall.
Following were Heather
Pittman (20th), Julie Kliman
(21st), Stephanie Gorman
(22nd) and Inesa Anderson
(24th). The women's team was
only beaten by Calvin who
was ranked first in the nation,
and Hope who was ranked
fourth in the nation.
This was an incredible performance by the women's
team whose number one runner, Karen Reed, was injured
and could not run in that meet.
Cymbre Fleming said, "As a
team we were really happy we
could pull together and do it,"
speaking of their finish ahead
of Alma.
Both teams eagerly await
the MIAA Championships,

which will be held November
5th at Alma College. In both
the men's and the women's
standings, the ties will be broken at this meet. In order for
the teams to hold their current
positions, they must beat the
teams that they are tied with.
Molly Mechtenberg said,
'There is a lot of pressure [to
beat Alma], but if we run like
we did at the second MIAA
meet, we will win."
After the MIAA Championship, the teams will run at
the Regionals, at which the
men's team will face six nationallyranked teams and will
work hard to qualify for the
NCAA Championships. The
women's team will be running
against five nationally ranked
teams and will work hard to
qualify for the Championships.
In assessing the performance of the men's and
women's teams, Coach Peter
Gathje said, "Both teams are
possibly enjoying their best
seasons ever." Gathje also
commented on the team camaraderie, saying, "Both
teams have worked very hard
this season and they are enthusiastic and consistent
which, as a coach, I really appreciate."

Men's soccer shuts out Olivet and
Adrian, finishes second in MIAA
HamzaSuria
Index Staff
During the past week, the
men's soccer team scored
smashing victories against
Michigan Interscholastic Athletic Association (MIAA) foes
Olivet and Adrian. The Hornets totally dominated the
games, winning by scores of
scores of 9-0 and 10-0, respectively.
Kalamazoo dominated every facet of these two matches,
completely out-preforming
their opposition. Neither team
was skilled enough to breakup K's possession of the ball.
Defender Dana Orsucci, '95,
said, "We basically played
keep-away from them until
they made a mistake, then we
capitalized on it."
The other teams' defenses
would soon become hopelessly frustrated, and then it
would only takeonegood play
for the Hornets to get through.
Speaking of the win against
Adrian, Orsucci said, After
the second goal, their defense
collapsed and we were able to
hammer in goal after goal."
Kalamazoo, determined to
stay in the race with Hope for
the MIAA crown, shut out
their last five opponents. The
Hornets out-scored MIAA
teams 5~ for the year. Senior
goalkeeper Jon Uvely finished
his season with 8.35 shutouts.
Dave Fielder, '96, was not
M

goals, assists and total points
in the final MIAA standings.
The duo each had 15 goals, 8
assists and 38 total points.
"Part of the reason for the
fabulous performance in these
games was that we needed to
kick the lining crap out of
these two teams and top Hope
for the MIAA playoffs," explained Orsucci. However,
the sad truth for this year's seniors was that Hope did edge
them out for the MlAA title.
To Kalamazoo's disappointment, Hope finished just
was
one point ahead of K. The
MIAA player of the week af- Hornets finished with an
ter scoring 17 points in two MIAA record of 10-2 (11-3-2
games.
overall), while Hope gained
Photo by Public Relations
an extra point with a record of
scored upon in the 1.65 games 10-1-1. 'We can match-up any
team in the MIAA, but Hope
he played.
The senior leadership on gave us quite a lot of problems
the team played an important this year," Orsucci said.
While the Hornets only
role in the final two games.
away six goals to MlAA
gave
Robin Wells, '95, had a hat
trick versus Olivet and scored teams this season, five were to
four goals againts Adrian. Hope. This was the only dis-Wells had an assist in each appointment for Kalamazoo
this season, eventually costing
game as well.
In the game versus Olivet, them a bid in the national
Mike Arends, '95, rallied for a playoffs.
"Although we have has
total of ten points, which came
from a hat trick and four as-- some disappointment, the
sists. Arends also had two season in general has been a
goals and three assists at whole lot of fun," Orsucci
said. ''We all worked very
Adrian.
Arends's big week not only well as a team, and the seniors
earned him MlAA player of made sure that their last year
the week honors, but pulled of play ended with a big
him into a tie with Wells for bang."

. .':

::

.

K's Club Soccer:

~!~~I>~~d !<2~hl~i!!Eip

and Jason Gole
comes from co-capatains Bill
Index StaR
Nichols, '95, and John Lucier,
Kalamazoo College's club '95. Leading scorers Craig
soccer team, under the leader- Provenzano and Jason Gole
ship of coach Dr. Richard Car- have both played important
penter, has posted a 6-2-1 roles in the club ~ victorecord. -ihis is one of the best ries as well. Goalkeeper TIll
club teams K College has ever Jecke has come up big.on sevhad,'" saicA Coach Carpenter.
eral occasions, keepirtgDPPOSThe co-ed squad has de- ing stalkers from pulWtg the
"!I'
feated teams tmm Cornerstone ball in the net
College, Gn nd Valley State
Now nine gameStftto the
University,} illsdale, Calvin's ll-garne season, the club team
Junior Varsity squad and has out-scored its opponents,
Kellogg Community College. 25-11. Their objective in the fiA game against the local naI two games is to continue
Kalamazoo Internationals re- winning, while maintaining a
fun but competitive attitude.
suited in a 3-3 tie.
The team's only losses have The club team will play
come at the hands of ('.alvin's Kalamazoo's varsity team on
Junior Varsity team (l ~), and Thursday at MacKenzie Field,
Kellogg Community College then will head to Kalamazoo
(3-1). Both of these teams have Spring Valley Park for their filost once and been victorious nal game (versus Hillsdale) on
once versus the club team.
Sunday.

Matt Priest
Peter Sanderson

THE CAMPUS BUZZ
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Circus Boy
Andy Carra

TODAY &: TOMORROW
LAC _ Thur. Nov. 3 _ Prot. Corrigan, Olmstead Room, 7 pm. "Fish in my Pants: Lux Esto and
<:>th« latin College Mottos Trans1ated".

A1TEN11ON: ALL S'lUDENI'S OF K COLLEGE - ThIs weekend Is Parent's Weekend and you
know what that means •.. CONTAGENS AND VIRUSES from the outside world! Vaoc:lnations
are hlghly re<XlINI'Iended 8Dd aVllllabIe at the Health Center now.

SOME CAMPUS ORGANIZATION Is doing something interesting tonight at 7 pm but it's not
an LAC, so don't worry about il

A1TEN11ON: ORGANIC omMISI'RY S1UDENTS - Sign-up now for next quarter's group
therapy sessions.

CHANGE RINGERS wU1 meet Thur. at 9 pm. Come prepared with ideas for new songs.
Remember, this quarter's theme Is "Let the Funk Be Heard"

LAC _ Wed. Nov. 2 _ Stan Bolan, Olmstead Room, 8 pm. Professor of television at WMU will
speak on "What Wu the Deal with that Thing?!: A discussion of Mushmouth's Hat".

PARKING snCKERS wU1 be handed out tomorrow on the sole basis of the number of U.s.

Presidents you can name.

PH'tSICS nUB wU1 meet today at 5 pm. Don't forget to bring a friend -last time it was just
you8Ddme.

NEW'NEWS
S1UDENT ID PIC1URES wU1 be taken In a ~ cave In the Andes Mountains between 3:20 and 3:23 un this Sun. morning.
Judidal Cue: 3 students pleaded guilty to the attempted lddnapping of Badcpage Editor Matt

Pri~

When apprehended, the students were heard talking nonsense about Dean La Plante and pay-offs.

Penalty: Personal visits to the students' rooms by Vaughn Maatman and his steel-tipped boots.
LAC _ The. Nov. 8, Stetson Gapel, 8 pm _ Potato Impersonator Gitton Turkel speaks about his divine gift, the first in a four part lecture.
LAC - Frl Nov. 4, Dalton Theater, 7:30 pm - "Facilities Management on Ice"
REMEMBER! HOUSING WEEK is right around the comer. If you're trying to get a new roommate, this weekend will be your last chance to make the old one hate you. The Student HOUSing Committee suggests proud references to your extensive scab collection. DON'T FORGET to check your lottery number! Those with numbers higher than 250 can begin moving into Hoben as early as Mon.
Jan. 1,8 am.

MARRIOIT announces "'Seafood Celebration" next week. The week-long festivities will include captain's hats and harpoons for food service employees, treasure chest table centerpieces, nightly kelp
bar, and "Name the Squid Contest" _ In ooier to help finance this extravaganza, the yogurt machin~ wU1 be turned. olf.
S1UDY ABROAD (foreign Study) _ Those students hoping to study in smaller, more obscure countries such as Paraguay or Qatar should wake up and start thinking about going to France or something.
Applkatlons, essays, 8Dd "Niceness Tests" are due Monday for al students applying to the Switzerland program.
For those students who feelilnguistically unprepared to begin their study abroad. the Center for Intematiooa1 Programs Is oHerIng a class next quarter entitled "Talking Extra Loud and Pointing A
Lot".
Students studying In Great Britain - Bring a heavy coat. I heard it gets rather chilly this time of year.

ELLEN CALDWELL wU1 be holding a calendar meeting in the Olmstead Room Mon. Nov. 7 at 7 pm.
C' wU1 be holding a calendar meeting In Stetson Chapel Mon. Nov_ 7 a! 7:04 pm.
SICC will be holding a calendar meeting In the basement of Hicks Mon. Nov. 7 at 7:r:s pm.
PRESIDENT BRYAN wU1 be holding a calendar meeting at his house Mon. Nov. 7 at 7:13 pm.
JOE BAIRD wU1 be holding a calendar meeting in front of Trow. Mon. Nov. 7 at 7:17 pm.
BmBETT wU1 be holding a calendar meeting in the Dining Rm. Mon Nov. 7 at 7:23 pm.
THE SQUlRREL PEOPLE will be holding a calendar meeting on the Quad Mon. Nov. 7 at 7:V pm.
TIiAT WEIRD GUYwmI THE RACCOON HAT AND BOWIE KNIFE WHO SITS NEXT TO YOU IN LAB
wU1 be holdIng. calendar meeting In his dorm room on Mon. Nov. 7 at 7:33 pm.
YOUR MOM will be holding a calendar meeting at your house Mon. Nov. 7 at 7:38 pm.
LAC _ The. Nov. 8, Dave ClIarles, Dalton Theater, at 8 pm. Dave ClIarles, Head Puppeteer at the Kalamazoo Oilldren's Theater presents "They Called Him a Hero: The Final Days of Jim Henson".
LAC _ Wed. Nov. 9, Terry Sykes, Recital Ha1l, at 7 pm. Hollywood Cinematographer Terry Sykes prC!lel\ts "From Ewoks to Jawas: Huggables on Him".
Judidal Cue: A Student was found to have In his po!ISe5Sion, 650 Marriott spoons. Penalty: Has to apologize personally to Fern.

SCA (Society for Creative Anachronism) wU1 meet this Sat. at 12 noon. Dress casually - we will be swashbuddlng.

OLD NEWS
A WJMD OJ received a request phone call last Sal around 9 pm. It was a call from a student studying In Hicks asking him to, "Play quieter music." But it was a phone call nonetheless.
LAC _ SaL Nov. S, MidIIel SUverstetn. Dalton Theater, at 8 pm. "Shake it Up and Try Again" Etch-E-SbtdI artist Michael SIlverstein triumphantly retells the tale of how a car accident aImost put an

end to the art he loves.
LAC _ Thur. Nov. 10, Unda Krome, Olmstead Room, 9 pm. Harvard sociology professor Linda Krome dbc:u!IIIes
'1'he Collapee of the Berlln Wall and the Sociopolitical Effects of Solei! Moon Frye's portrayal of PWlky Brewster."
Judicial Cue: K SecurIty caught two students abusing alcohol on the chapel steps at approx. 9 pm la9t FrIday evening. Both students were dressed as members of Kiss and reciting lines from the movie
"Ice PIrates." Security conf!lIcated the liquor. A penalty has not yet been detemlined.
Jud1dal Cue: last FrIday evening at approx. 11:30 pm, two naked and intoxicated K Security Guards were apprehended near the French House after running what they referred to as "2-man crab

races" up 8Dd down Academy.
LAC _ Frl Nov 11, Dr. Schmeichel, Stetson Gapel, at 8 pm. "Go Ahead. Give me a Topic" K's own Dr- Schmeichel will speak inte\llgently for at least two hours on a topiC selected by one lucky
audience member.
PETER SANDERSON Is diJectlng this quarter's student run theater production. "Pudding and Me: A Theatrical Presentation of One Lonely Man's Affection for Nature's Smooth and Creamy Friend"

take the stage in the Dungeon this Friday and Saturday evening at 7 pm.
IF YOU"RE A FRESHMAN OR A SOPHMORE, you probably wish yeu were a junior or senior.
DON'T IORGET to visit the Union Desk and cast your vote either for or against the K motto change to "Kalamazoo College - Our'Mlrld Is Three Square Blodes".

THE CALENDAR COMMITTEE has asked students with logical thoughts to stay home next time they meet. TIley would \ike to aocomplish more bickering, arguing, and personal attacks at the next
meeting.

PERSONALS
LOST: 4 years of !IOdai1ife. Lost somewhere on this campus. Call Bob at 7216.
LOST: Autographed photograph of cast and aew of "Full House". Must have Back. Bul .. II's not mine. It ummm ... belongs to a friend. Call Ziggy at 7914.
L05I':Adollar. I was on my way to the candy machine in Harmon. I was gonna get myself a Snidcen or Pay Day or 1IOIIIeth!n'. I didn't even have lunch that day - Tuesday I think - so I was real
hungry. And I get to the machine and HELLO! NO DOLLAR! Can you believe it? I went to the cash machine 8Dd got more money lID I'm okay for right now. But still, 8 dollar's a dollar! Any info
would be greatly appreciated. Call Dave at 5023.
WANTED: Transportation to St. louis - ANYTIME! Contact Peter at 7459.
INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE _ Upjohn Is looking for students interested in helping with genetic mutation experiments. Job wou1d include subject treatment and data collection. We DO NOT test

anIrnais. Info Is available in the C.D. Center. Experience with children is a must!
HELP WANTED: Have you ever read Catcher in the Rve? Ever watched "3-2-1 Contact"? Do you usually do pretty good with moving the decimal point over in long division? Then K College wants
YOU! Teadrlng positions are currently available in the English, Science, and Math Departments.
JOB WANTED: Nanny looldng for full time work. Have cared for the richest boy in the world. I've got the abilities of a robot with the heart of a mother. Callirona at 337-7225.
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Volleyball heads to National Tournament
Missy Stucld
tndex staff
After winning the Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MlAA) and finishing
with a 29-7 overall record, the
Kalamazoo College women's
volleyball team earned a bid to
the national tournament.
There are 32 teams in the
national tournament, all of
which must first compete
within their region. The
KalamazooHomet's,currently
ranked number four in the region, play at Ohio Northern
University in Ada, Ohio this
Friday against number one
ranked, Ohio Northern.
The other regional semifinal
is between Bluffton (#2) and
John Carroll (#3).
The national tournament is
single elimination and Friday's
winners play Saturday for the
regional championship.
The Hornet's plan to go to
Ohio and prove they deserve
to be there.
1Ii<aptain Mary Siwajek,
'95 said, "People outside
Kalamazoo don't believe we
can win the big games. They
say we aren't a championship
team and we believe they're
wrong."
Head Coach Jeanne Hess
agreed saying, "We want respect for these girls because
they have worked so hard."
She said, "we want to gain re-

spect for the program."
This is.the fourth time in the
last
fi ve
years
that
Kalamazoo's volleyball team
has received a bid to the national tournament.
During Hess's coaching career at K, women's volleyball
has never lost to Ohio Northem and they don't plan to this
weekend. "We have beaten
this team before and can do it
again," said tri-captain Anita
Grinbergs, '96. 'We're going
to gain the respect of other
teams and coaches.".
The team is approaching
this national tournament differently than they have in the
past. Sophomore Allison
Waldenstrom said, 'We're going to be a lot more motivated
this year than we were last
year."
The Hornet's disheartening
loss to Bluffton at the Midwest
Invitational left them wondering whether they would receive a bid to the national tournament. Before this year all
league champions were assured a national bid. The
NCAA changed this policy
this season forcing the
Hornet's to sit tight and anxiously await last week's national qualifiers announcement.
Due to previous losses,
the Hornets will change their
approach to the tournament.

According to Hess, last year
the team went into their first
game ready to play, but not
specifically aware of their
opponent's strengths and
weaknesses. This year they
have received scouting reports
about Ohio Northern and are
focusing on what they specifically need to do. At this time
in the season conditioning is
not the key, but working on
details is.
'We're fine-tuning the little things that each
person has to do," said
Siwajek.
Hess commented that
they are fine-tuning because
"one little thing is a point, 15
little things is a game, and 45
little things is a match."
According to senior tricaptain Jennifer West, '1t's no
doubt it will be a complete
battle" and it will take the
whole team. West added,
"when we win a big match our
whole team is in it whether
they are on the court or on the
bench, everybody'S in it." This
team unity is going to be key
if the Hornet's want to advance in the tournament.
Grinbergs also said that the
"enthusiasm of the team members" helps a lot.
'We're looking forward to
peaking," said Hess. "I'm confident that we're going to come
out on top."
If the Hornet's return to

Volleyball captain Mary Siwajek goes in for the kilL The
volleyball team is going to Ohio for the national tournament
this weekend.
Photo by Will Adams
Kalamazoo with a regional
championship we can hope to
see them in action next weekend at our own Anderson
gymnasium.

Man carries off computer, stereo
Erin Miller
News Editor
. An estimated $1850 worth
of valuables was stolen from a
room in Crissey Hall last
Wednesday night.
According to Kalamazoo
College Head of Security,
Glenn Nevelle, on November
2, a female student living in a
room in Crissey Hall reported
seeing a black male with a
round face and a medium
build, wearing a dark colored
jogging suit and a knit cap, in
a neighboring room as she was
walking toward the suite
lounge at approximately 10:50
p.m..
Upon seeing the 5'11 - 6'0
suspect in the bedroom, the
student yelled to her friends in
the suite lounge as the man
jumped out of the window carrying a computer.
The suspect fled in an easterly direction on foot toward
the College's rental property,
Nevelle said.
According to a resident of
the suite, Kalamazoo College
security and the Kalamazoo
City Police arrived shortly after the incident was reported
and found that the man entered the room by ripping the
screen and opening the un-

locked ground floor window.
Nevelle said, an estimated
$50 damage was caused to the
screen.
Harrington said she learned
recently that a student noticed
the screen missing from the
window an hour prior to the
incident but failed to report it
to security.

"There will be extra
patrols in the area
until we get the guy
identified."
-Glenn Nevelle
Head of Security
Nevelle said he believes
that the man was in the room
stealing a portable stereo earlierthateveningandreturned
to take the computer when he
was spotted by the student.
Immediately after the incident occurred, Assistant Head
of Security Gail Simpson was
patrolling on foot the North
East side of campus. She saw
a black male wearing a dark
colored jogging suit on West
Main carrying two large duffel bags. Simpson followed the
suspect to Woodward Avenue,
where he was last seen fleeing

in a large yellow vehicle.
Simpson was unable to get
a licence plate number on the
vehicle.
Residents of the suite did
not stay in the suite Wednesday, Thursday or Friday night.
Residential Life was able to
place two of the students in a
room in Trowbridge, while the
othersstayedwithfriendselsewhere on campus.
According to Nevelle, there
is "a good possibili ty" that the
suspect is the same man seen
around campus over the last
three weeks.
However,
Nevelle also said, there is the
possibility that the incidences
are not related.
Since October 18, security
has received seven complaints
from residents of Chrissey and
Severn Halls and the Language houses, of a black male
in his mid-twenties wearing a
dark colored jogging suit seen
in the area. The man was spotted hiding in the bushes and
once climbing a wall outside of
Chrissey. He also was seen
riding a dark colored mountain bike.
A man fitting the same description was last seen yesterday morning at 6:55 am. Midnight security guard Kathy

Coach Hess put in a bid to
host the national quarter final
match. Now the Hornet's need
to win in Ohio and hope they
get the bid.
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Phillips had set up a surveillance near Severn Hall when
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Callers make a difference
Andrea Gilman & Erin Miller
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo College
Admissions Office has developed new recruiting techniques in hopes of bringing
prospective students to the
College.
Developed during summer
quarter, the Telecounseling
Program has current K students contacting high school
seniors who have expressed an
interest in Kalamazoo College.
According to the Dean of
Admissions Theresa Lahti, the
Telecounseling Program, "is
one of the best initiatives we
have undertaken in Admissions this year."
""The purpose of the program is for the calling staff to
provide information about the
school and relate their personal experiences with the K
Plan:' said senior Patty Frazer,
Co-Director
of
Fall
Telecounseling.
Frazer explained that after
acallisplaced,apackageofinformation is assembled to fit
the prospective student's interests. Telecounselors then inelude a personal note referring
to the conversation that they
held with the high school senior.
Frazer said over 600 calls
have been made so far in the
first three weeks of calling.
According to former summer Telecounselor and now
Co-Director
of
Fall
Telecounseling, Steven Morri~,
the program has been an overall success.
"The service of the students
has proved to more valuable
than Rufalo Cody," Morris
said.
Rufalo Cody, t Grand Rapids based telemarketing company was hired by the school
in the past to complete the calls
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Honorts Day Convocation Celebrates Accomplishments
'YWl\ineWatts

lndeexStaff
)tresldent tawi'eQre D. Btyanl'\!COgnized more than just award winners at last Friday's
but were unable to provide a
HMOt'$Day Convocation when he notedr "We are proud of all of ~ur students at K,. the
student perspective.
Vance Laine, a former Ad- ~~ being reco~ todity a:renotnecessarUy the be&t an~ brig~test of the school, but
missions Counselor developed they have made unique aCCQtt'IPlisbinents that should be recogniied.
.
In addition to atudents.~ with aW4irds, thetoUowmg were named in the flonors
the current program hoping to
provide a personal approach to
prospective students.
Matt Smucker, Associate
Director of Admissions, currently oversees the program.
According to sophomore
staff member Karen Reed, the
prospective student's response
to this program has been positive.
''I think the prospecti ves we
call are a little bit surprised that
the college they are interested
in is taking the time to call
them," said Reed.
The positive response to the
program has been heard outside of the campus community.
"Admissions Counselors
who have attended college
fairs have reported a positive
response from students,"
Morris said. "Furthermore,
some have even mentioned the
name of the K student who
contacted them."
Frazer said, "This program
is unique because we aren't
pounding on their door and
Developm~ and
pressing them for a decision
.
Sodalltelations
but are giving them an oppor' Oubtanding Student
tunity to ask questions about
.. Joseph Strife
the college."
Aside from making telephone calls, the Telecounseling
.'Ote ~p~eJon;~ Prize '·
Staff provides faculty and
mBiOlogy
members of C with pro specRobllrtDuM
The Marshall Hallock Brenner
tive student's comments reLuke SandrQ
. '.'
Prize
garding the K Plan.
Rhonda Brown
The program will continue
":'. Fred Lennox ._••
through winter quarter, Morris
" Alison Ogle ' ~ '
The Sherwood Prize
said. Any interested students
Amy.Houtrow
should contact Admissions after tenth week.
The Theatre and
Frazer and Morris currently
Communication Arts
manage 12 students from ~9
Depa~entAward
p.m. on Sunday, Tuesday,
Pilttick Burlingham
Wednesday and Thursday
Elitabeth Spess
nights.

n:;Human

Small turnou t
for student rally
Eric R. Frederick
Index Staff
When Student Input Calendar Committee (SICC) and
Student Commission planned
. last Sunday's "student empowerment rally'" they hoped
to attract a large number of students, due to the volume of
student anger concerning the
calendar change. However,
only a handful of students at-

tended.
SICC members Jon Voss, '95
andJeffHo~, '97, opened
the meeting by explaining Student Commission's position
regarding the calendar change.
• As you can see, the Student Commission is on the outside of all communication
lines, having a voice only after
everything is decided on" said
Voss. He added that this ereates a reactive student body
instead of an active one.

SICC and Educational Polides Committee (EPC) member
Ashish Patel, '97, agreed and
told the group, "we [the student body] need to be informed now, not merely read
about things that happened
last week in the Index.
Rally organizers said that
the meeting's goal was to instill in the student body the
ideal that if their voice is wellinformed, it will be heard.
However, that only seven students, outside of the organizers, attended may have indicated a lack of student interest.
Senior Paul Bozyk thought
that the amount of work and
activities that Kalamazoo CoIlege students are involved in
prevented a larger turnout.
"Students here are involved in
so many things that it is difficult t schedule things to fit
their schedule," said Bozyk.

. .,

FO~thCNiANGUAGE ,'.
DlVISION,

The Provostts Prize in Classics . .

.

lGrSten·RalZa. ..

Nathan Vercauteren
The LAgrand Copley Prize

btFrench
Reni!e Landers

\ ~~~~3=~~~~:

The German
Emily Department
Springfield Prize '., ;,:

TheDepartin~~~l Prlie
.mLatin
Aly$Sa.$tPne '.
The Romance Language
Department Prize .
in Spanish

Laura Campbell ,
BretOrr

HUMANITIES DIVISION
The Marion Dunsmore
Memorial Prize
Clate Mcl)Qnl'ltll
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Index Staff
It is probably hard for students to understand what it is

like to teach a class of peers
and to mark exercise books.
Instead of having the occasional presentation, teaching
assistants present labs and
meet with the teacher assigned
to oversee their work every
week.
Marla Belen Garcia is an intemationaIstudentfromEcuador who teacher Spanish. She
completes several hours of prepara tory work each week.
This insures that her lessons
increase in level of difficulty as
the students become more profio'ent
Although she is grateful for
the experience, Garcia feels it
is "a big sacrifice" to talk really
slowly to her beginner's class.
(If anyone has overheard
Marla talk in her own language among the Spanishspeaking international students, they can understand
how difficult it must be to remember to breathe between
sentences!)
However, she is enjoying

really frightened the first day,
but now it is great," she says.
Garcia also remembers a lot
of terrified looks on the stu-

Marla Bel~n Garda teaches
beginning Spanish
language students.
Photo by Becky Klinepeter

our

dents' faces in her first lab back
in September. Initially, many
of them didn't understand a
word. The students have
made a lot of progress since the
beginning of the term.
While the traditional book
work teaches grammar and
vocabulary, speech is encouraged in the labs through dialogue and the use of audiotapes. "At the beginning it is

a language, so I encourage
them to talk," Garcia says. She
also makes learning the basics
more fun - props such as a telephone also have been incorporated into class time.
All language students have
the further advantage of receiving extra help from TAs
outside of class time. For
Spanish, two international students are available on Tuesday
and Thursday evening, 7-8
p.m., in Dewing 104. Although
they are not allowed to help
with homework correction,
Olvido and Suzanna can answer questions or sort out Ianguage problems.
For those of you who still
don't know, the Spanish table
has been meeting on set days
all quarter. The table is located
in Marriott in the room across
from the Wellness Line area.
All students who speak or
are learning Spanish are invited to eat at the Spanish table
and practice their conversational skills with their peers.
This takes learning out of the
classroom and into everyday
life.

Residents, rofs ready
for riight a their lives
Lizzie Kostielney

Index staff
Your prof is going to spend
the night with you?!
Um. ..excuseme? No, this is all
legitimate. Trowbridge Resid~ce Hall will be sponsoring

A Night in the Ufe ofII K College
Student on Thursday, November 10.
According to Jacqui Otevalier, a member of Trow's programming committee, the idea
began when some professors

wanted to see what a K
student's life was really like.
The programming committee
then sent an open invitation to
the faculty to spend the night
with a student. Trowbridge
residents also were encouraged to ask their professors to
participate in the program.
The proposed schedule for
professors' night includes eating in the cafeteria with their
student hosts. Then they will
attend a social in Trow's

lounge. At that time, students
who are not hosting professors
will be able to meet and talk to
their new houseguests. There
are no structured activities after 8:30 p.m.. Students will do
what they normally do for the
rest of the night. Professors
will be able to see what really
goes on in the residential life
atK.
The only sacrifice students
must make is relinquishing
their bed to an overnight guest.

Don't forget not to vote
Cliff Lampe
Index Staff
In order to make the best
possible decision on November 8, I spent more time than
necessary looking at the facts,
listening to the opinions, and
weighing the advantages of
candidates and proposals.
The decision I made was to
not vote at all.
Their are several reasons
why I chose not to exercise my
highest right and fulfill my
largest responsibility as a citizen, but none of them are very
good.
1. It's convenient. You
don't have to get an absentee
ballot, you don't have to inform yourself or deal with the
crones of the ballot.
2 It's safer. Let's face it,
how many of us actually have
a clue? I've probably spent

more time actually looking at
the data than most, and all it
has done is confuse the issues
to such a point that it becomes
mired hopelessly. The truth is
splashed in blood and accusations across our televisions and
radios. Signs in yards tell you
the name for which to vote, but
not the stance behind that
name. H you do vote, it'll be
in most cases from a stance of
ignorance and contrariness.
3. It's nicer. Let's face it,
parties are for screwing
people. Whether you're screwing the poor or the rich is
rather insignificant in the long
run. It's still your neighbor
getting screwed.
4. Every vote makes a difference. Mmmhm. Yup. Every cloud has a silver lining,
it's an ill wind that brings no
good. TlIDe to be a little more

realistic I think.
It may sound like this is
cynical Generation X tripe, and
this would be a true supposition. I hate it that you can
break my apathy down to a
term coined by academics, but
there it is. I did not vote this
year because I am disillusioned with the government.
I'm tired of the media circus
vying for my vote and it is a
hassle to get an absentee ballot.
The true irony is that I realize that my one vote is the sole
input that means a damn to
anyone. Parties and organizations are spending a lot of
money to make sure they can
have that vote, and it is a rather
satisfying feeling to be able to
make them spend the money,
and then capriciously waste
my most valuable commodity.

WeInmmm, welllllli well. Just a few days ago.. I went
throughdass ~hereat Kalamazoo "Lux ~sto-rama"
College. Yes, I did. .
~ an experienw.'fhat's aU I c:ansay.
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8ecuase il'5 not omymyjoo to co.try aboutthings, butl
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..
.
Anyway, lib I wassayjllgll just got to ~rieru:et~joy
and excitement of Cla$$ R~istr.ti()n (ppptYJptiate [olin- Wil~ ··
I__type. musU:kre).$o, allow me to give you a bnef run, downofmyoass~tration experience, nUnute-by·xwnute.

..:ooun. - Al~rin~,remtndingme to~up for qass registtalion beCaUse I want~. talc:e/'Introduction to Cr¢atNe W,'l t..
ing" whichhau91RPt~~
. .;·i
4:01a.m.. ~ ffit "'snOOze"'biitton so hard. I drive my aIann clock
through the floor ,,(the
~Jling the person one floor below me and tuptWi.n&a bot water pipe, flooding DeWaters
(lefsjustignore thepun#sball we?) anq requiring the evacuation of1iowy Dewing and the Chapel.
4..o()2a.m. - Ignore screaming DeWilters ~idents and go back

room;

to sleep• . . .
4:03a.m. - AWaXenedby sll'aggting frisbee goJ(ers- from the
Sfa~y night FoOtball Party
6:UOa.m.. - Actua11y gefupto ~rfor ga~

6:01a.m. ~ :B,rie6y ffi~~$OweJing.
6~.r.tt*Breifly COriSi.der brtlshlli.g teeth. ..
6!OOa.m. - Breiftyconsider getting dressed.
6:04a.m. • Breifly cOnsidetiiliootingseIf.

.

6:05a.m. - Stagger out dOOr in pajaIJUlS, coat half~n,inside~utr mum.bling ..a.>ffe&_,.q>Ifee.....

..
6~m. - Aim setltowatds MandelleHan, close eyeS, begin
walldng and ttytofaU baCfasleep.
6m'a.m. - WalkintOfn'ie.Waie bade: up.
6;()8a.m.. - Stuanclfblood flow from nose.
6~aJtL -AmwatM.,~ildelte; notiCeline$tretchingol1t:ofthe

door

...i> ...........

6StOa.m. - Noti<»tme$~tdWtgdown the Quad
.6:11a.m. .. Notici!lffi6St&:tclilhd()wn'Aca~y

6:11am - ~o{j.:e~$6'etcbm~llbvs$Michigall Api. <

6:13a.m. ~ 'IlllceShutt1e bWHotl\e end oHile line ..
S:UaJri. -<'IUM_~.) Wait in tlne
,
5:13a.m.. (CSf) ;;. 8:34a.m. tFSf) • Wait in line
g:j4<t.lJL- MowWrWW apPlOxiIJUltely the distance between
the nucl~ of an attim.and its first electron shell .
8:34a.m. - Liite thi$ afternoon - Wait in line
About five minutes ago ... Anive at front of line
About three minutes ago - Ask, "lsJhere still space open in
InOO. to CreativeWrlting?"
Abouttwo-ilnd-a-half minutes ago - Recieve answer, "Ba-hawhaw-haw-haw!! Didyou hear this kid, Bev?He wants to know
if there ...snort~~.a~ha:::ha-ha .•.. snort...space left in ...hee~
hee••. snort.•.•CREATIVE WRITINGl A·HAW1·HAWI·
HAWL..no, stop~ ..ha.,ha-ha-ha...'"
Yes, yes, it's true. I didn'tgeti.nto 'lHEONE STUPID,SfU.
PlD CLASS FOR WHICH ~ GOT UP AT FOUR IN THE
MORNING lOGO AND REGISTER. NONEOFMYarHER

CLASSES fiAD CAl'S SO I COULD'VE SLEPT IN AND I
WOULDN'THAVE HAD TO STAND IN TIIATSUPIDLINE
fOR FIVE-HUNDRED YEARSBrrrr-zap.
Ahhhhhh.•.that's the stuff. 200 volts straight to the 01' head.
Well, anyway...
What was 11alking about?
I don't remember at all.
Funny.
Hey. .. where are my pants?
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Voting 101: K students
receive a failing grade
Another voting day has come and gone. Did YOU vote? Just from asking people that
meandered in and out of the Index office last night, we've come to the grim realization that not
many people excercised their freedoms yesterday. Why is this?
A good majority of students claim they have little knowledge of the issues-little, if
any, idea of what is going on, who is running, and what they stand for. A lack of infcrmation.
Being here at K, involved in our studies, oblivious to the outside world, it is difficult to hear the
everyday campaigning that goes on.
It could be the fact that not many people are registered in Kalamazoo and either could
not go home to vote or did not send for an absentee ballot. Another complaint has been that
requested absentee ballots were never received.
Of course, most of this absentee ballot issue boils down to a common factor: we have
been too busy to go out and register or call in for an absentee ballot.
But is this the right approach? We have the power to change things, to let people know
how we think. Are we ignoring this privilege? Most of us would not think twice on missing
cIass, sports practice, or extra-curriuclar activies if something were more important. Why didn't
voting taking precedence over other activities? I'm not encouraging people to miss commitments; it just seems that in the month-and-a-half that we've been here there has been at least a
few opportunities to register in Kalamazoo. An hour, at the most, is a small amount of time in
comparison to the lasting effects a vote can have.
Many gripe that they don't like way things in the government are being done but at
the same time nothing is done to change it. If you want things changed then you must put
forth lOme effort, IUcewise if you want things to remain the same. Priorities need to be set and
time needs to be made for priorities.
While this may seem like an old, repetitive issue it is nevertheless important. Important issues need to be repeated and the issue of voting bears repeating. We have heard this
before, however it obviously needs to continue being said until people react, until more people
register and participate in voting.

Necessary Power Structure to Promote
Student Voice in Calendar Change Proposal

Jeff Hotchkiss
Index Staff
This past Sunday a student
rally was held with the purpose of informing students
and planning a comprehensive
strategy to get students involved in the creative process
of structuring the new calendar.
Though there was a disappointing low student turnout,
the session was a success because a power structure, devised by seniors Paul Bozyk
and Jon Voss, was introduced
as a new means of getting students involved in the creative
stages of the calendar decision

making.
The proposed power structure was partially created to
remedy the ills of the current
power structure which severs
the student body from having
a viable and effective voice in
the planning of the new calendar.
The current disadvantages
include a total lack of student
mobilization and centralization without student checks
and balances over the faculty
and administration. Students
have been contributing only
opinions to the formulation
process. They have not had an
influence at the creationallevel
of decision making until the
final phases of minor, and often obsolete, details.
In addition, a key component of the current power
structure places Student Commission in isolation from the
calendar change decisions.
The new power structure is
designed to revamp the entire
information gathering and decision making processes so
that the students, with a centralized power, can have an
influence on the calendar

-change.
Among the advantages of

F.S.

c

Ath.C

EPC

CLC

Student
Commission

SICC
Student
Liaison

Academic Departments
(Students and Faculty)

Students

the proposed power structure
is a system of checks and baIancesin which the students are
continually informed and in a
position to contribute ideas
and suggestions to the faculty
and administration.
The two primary bodies
central to the proposed power
structure are the CalendarI
Cuniculum Committee and
Student Commission. The differeJiU!'from the current power
structure would be that Student Commission would be
one of the central powers. It
would be able to provide reinforcement when either the
standing committees or the

academic departments fail to
provide necessary information
and exclude students from the
creationallevel.
Corresponding between
the two will be a faculty liaison and SICC (Students Involved in Calendar Change),
which will provide student
checks at the intermediate
level. Both will keep close contact with C3 and Student Commission.
The current joint studentfaculty committees will give
continuous and up-to-date information on what they are
working on, with the student
representatives providing
checks at the detail level. A
student liaison between Student Commission and the Academic Departments will also
keep close correspondence
This new power structure is
the necessary and the only effective way the student body
can have an influence in shaping the new calendar.
The rally on Sunday turned
out to be a strategic planning
session, rather than being a
mass informational session.
The implementation of the
plan has yet to be worked out
in detail. The plan was proposed to Student Commission
on Monday and will be discussed at length at next week's

meeting.
It is my hope that Student
CommissIon wiii cioseiy
amine the obvious advantages
of this new power structure. I
feel the only way the student
body can be empowered is if
Student Commission adopts
the plan, presents it to the faculty and administration, and
implements it by the beginning of the winter quarter.
I have been actively gathering information over the past
four weeks, talking to President Bryan and Dr. Caldwell,
and serving as a member of the
Campus life Committee, Student COmmission, and the
temporary Student Empowerment Group. What I and othershavefoundisthatacentraIized power within the student
body, focused equally on Student Commission and the CalendarCurriculum Committee,
is the students last hope in influencing change.
I endorse the proposed
power structure and encourage all who are interested to
look into it and and get involved. The new plan is the
only way students will have an
influence on the new calendar.

ex:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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•
•
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Letters to the Editor

Students respond to opinion on feminism
Mistaken gender terms show ignorance
To the editor:
gender-neutral terms is that
As a feminist and as a "masculine" does not equal
woman, I feel compelled to re- "neutral." A 1966 version of
spond to Anne Loesch's No- Webster's third edition devember 2 article about femi- scribes "masculine" as "benism. Although I could devote longing to ... the class of words
pages upon pages to her inac- or grammatical forms characcurate descriptions of male teristically referring to males"
and female biological makeup and it defines the word ''he''
and of feminism in general, I as "1) that male one, 2) that one
only have the time to respond regarded as masculine." AIto the question of language Ms. though some may feel it is apLoesch raises.
propriate to define something
Ms. Loesch claims that "the with undefined or mixed genimportance of words and der as masculine, others, intitles" is "another issue that cludingmanyfeminists, feel it
doesn't make sense" but fails is sexist to assign a masculine
to say to whom. This journal- description to anything that is
istic inappropriateness turns not explicitly female. Thinkof
into a display of ignorance the outcry if "woman" or
about the English language. "she" were used everywhere
Ms. Loesch refers to "mascu- unless it was certain a male
line (neutral) pronouns." Ap- was the subject. When male is
parently, she must be unaware accepted as the norm, female
that the reason for creating is relegated to the inferior po-

sition of "other." With the persistence and prevalence of sexistIanguage,equalitybetween
the sexes is not possible. Thus,
sexism in language must be
removed by using gender-neutral terms.
Ms. Loesch's next point is
that gender-neutral terms like
"chair" are "demeaning to everyone." She refers to a progression from "chairman" to
"chairperson," which "became
too long" and so "we changed
it to chair." I would like to
point out to Ms. Loesch that
chair was included in the same
1966 dictionary and defined as
"an official seat of authority"
and "to act as a presiding officer." Neither the noun nor
the verb form of this word
seems demeaning to me just
because one of its other forms
refers to "a thing," as Ms.

Loesch puts it. H using "chair"
is a degradation of the English
language, I would expect Ms.
Loesch to be equally offended
by the word ''head'' in its noun
and verb forms which have
many of the same meanings as
"chair." Was the initial use of
this word also the "fault" of
feminists?
I am concerned that a
woman who would not be at
college, would not have the
opportunity to go to graduate
school, and would not be able
to write in a public place ''I will
work" without the efforts of
early feminists takes such offense to contemporary efforts
to increase her choices. Perhaps she doesn't realize that,
due to persistent opposition to
feminism and women's rights,
she will likely not be paid as
much as a man for the same

work in whatever field she
chooses to enter. To say "this
is my choice" regarding staying home to raise children until they are school-age represents an acceptance of her role
as a person who has the right
to live her life as she will find
it most fulfilling; she obviously
feels that others should not attempt to tell her she does not
have that choice. Many
women would say that being
able to choose their role rather
than having it defined by others is one of the central issues
of feminism.
I would urge Ms. Loesch to
take the time to read some
feminist literature before making generalizations concerning
a subject about which she is
obviously unfamiliar.
Sincerely,
Jessica Haney, K'95

Loesch had courage to show opinion
To the editor:
I would like to commend
Anne Loesch on her article
"Female finds fault in feminism" from last week's Index.
My admiration is not only
caused by her suggesting that
militancy at any level is conflicting to the common sense
question, ''Does it really matter?" but also because I value
the courage it took for her to
write such an article on our
campus. Because of our extreme commitment here at

Kalamazoo College to glorify
all politically correct ideas, the
freedom to be not PC is taken
away from us as students. Any
attempt to express personal
values in a non-liberal fashion
is denounced and brings the
threat of harassment by any
and all special interest groups.
Is this how it is in the real
world? Do the rumored Rape
Suspicion lists exist anywhere
else outside of our "free thinking" college? I thought people
were ... oh, I don't know .... in-

nocent until proven guilty. I
realize that this supposed list
would exist to protect the
women on our campus, but
who protects the integrity of
the men whose names appear
on this list?
Don't get me wrong, everyone has a right to practice feminism, but anything that is
taken to an extreme is dangerous. Dangerous to people like
those who didn't see any harm
in the friendly dorm activity
"Stripping On The Quad" last

Psychology vs. Health Science

OiffLamtaF
h\dex ~

I have a confession to make
to the readers of the Index. I
go to Kalamazoo College, and
I'm not a Health Science ma.
)Or.
I've always respected the
hard science majors, always
known that the courses they've
taken are both valuable and
difficult. it's just too bad they
haven't always felt the same
about the rest of us. I know it
would be inaccurateto say that
all the science majors feel superior, and certainly I don't
have anything that might be
called hard evidence to support my claims, but in my own
experiences recently, hard sciencemajorsaregettingtoobig
for their britches.
I was recently told of a
panel discussion where a psychology mapr had to sit and
listen while three health science majors basically trashed
her choices, her major and a
large part of what she holds
val uable. I was told they
claimed that hard scienceshad
the only prognms that were
competitive, and that they
made a lot of assertions that
I'm afraid many of us would
find insulting.

One of the things that distressed me most was the em'p hasis on money. I'm not saying that money is not important, but when I choose my
doctor someday, I'm going to
make very sure that she or he
did not attend Kalamazoo College. A healer should care first
for the help they give, but from
what I've been hearing lately,
the students in our program
care more for success than for
human. It is not hard to understand the mindset of accomplishment that people in the
hard sciences feel, the courses
they take and the work they do
is very hard. But, it is hard to
understand how they feel the
difficulty of their classes belittlethedifficultyofrnine.
Once I was talking with a
biology major about classes,
complaining, as is my wont,
about the difficulty level of my
finance class. Had I known I
was in for an half an hour lecture about Orgo, Inorgo, diffy
Q and a thousand other "real"
classes, I would have just given
a polite nod and kept my
thoughts to myself.
Another question the sciencemajors1iketoas1cis"Why
on earth would you want to
major in that." Here's a hint

guys, that's one of the most
damned insulting questions
you can ask a person. It
depersonalizes them, diminishes them, and places you on
a superior plateau all in one
question, often accompanied
with a sneer.
The shame of the situation
is the way it prevents a benefidal campus community. It
might be a subtle rip, but it is
there, with social science students put into the ro1e of secand class citizens and the
physical scientists as kings ~f
the roost. As long as there IS
implidt acceptance of this situation by the staff and administration, there will never be a
true community at K no matter how many calendar
changes they
Yo~ cannot have commuruty WIthout
respect..
As I satd, these blanket generalizations I've been making
are not universal truths, but
the emotion is still there.
Kalamazoo does not offer useless ~jors, and if you are so
hung up on yourself to think
that the decisions you have
made are the only sensible
ones, then the problems you
face are much greater than
those on an organic quiz.

rnak:.

spring quarter, but were rebuked because the game was
thought of as a life threatening
injustice to women everywhere. Because of this outrage, a good friend of mine
was labelled as a woman hater
in some circles on this campus.
This is silly, unfair, and totally
unnecessary!
People on this campus are
going to have to realize that K
College is not the real world.
In the real world, if you keep
telling someone that their actions make you feel inferior ,
then they are going to probably begin thinking you are
indeed inferior and treating
you as such. What difference
does a word make that was not
intended to be demeaning in
any way? Instead of whining
about not being treated
equally, try proving to people
that you are worthy of equal
treatment.
In reference to an article in
an earlier issue of the Index, I

feel that taking an advertisement for a strip club out of a
newspaperis not going to stop
the people that go there from
doing so.
I agree that the male entertainment business is demeaning to women in every way,
but I cannot make people accept my morals. I especially
cannot tell the women that
work there to stop or judge
them because they do. I don't
have that right and neither
does anyone else.
I realize that this letter is going to cause many people to be
upset with me and that my
ideas may be offensive to all
liberal thinkers, but many liberal views are offensive to others and I still have a right to
express mine even if they are
not politically correct. This
campus and many oHt's organizations need to q\llt taking
themselves so serio~sly. .
Thank YOU, J
April Riker.J<'97

Apology to Security
I want to apologize for
making security the scapegoat
in my complaint in last week's
Indtx("'Security calls ...'1. The
signs in Dewaters were not
posted until sometime after
midnight, but I realize now
that it was not security's responsibility to post them. I
spoke to a Resident Assistant
in Dewaters who said that the
signs were down in the RA's
lounge, but were probably just
overlooked.
I still don't understand the
lad of communication, however. Facilities Management
must have known at least a
few weeb in advance that the
parking lot was going to berepewel and when this was g0ing to happen. And security
has a list of all the students

who have parking j)!lsses. Together, with a little~mmuni
cation and the use 'Of campus
mail, a short flyer cOuld have
been distributed to those of us
who would be affected by the
renovations. With flyers and
the posted signs, everyone
would have known and not
parked in Trow Lot and the 2
a.m. phone calls would not
have been necessary.
Anyway, it's all irrelevant
now, Trow Lot is almost finished. H the situation arises
again, though, I hope we .as
students will be better informed and in advance.
Again, I am sorry to havehastily blamed.security, they could
have just towed all of us.

-Alemndm Foley
Opinions Editor

A&E
Sensual, diverse Pieta "moves" audience
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success offering dances for audience members with all interests. The choreography by
Sher Farrell Cook, Joelluin
Masters, and Bill Boettcher
was beautiful and diverse.
And the lighting design of
Kristen Olesalc really added to
the mood of each piece.
The concert began with a
lively version of an old fash-

Jennifer GoodIander
IDdexStlff
1be beautiful imagery of
classical ballet met with the
sexual intensity of jazz and
modern dance in the Dalton
Theater last Friday and Saturday night when the Ballet Theater at Kalamazoo College presented PietJJ.
1be concert was an artistic

ioned Hoe Down, choreographed by ]oelluin Masters
and Sher Farrell Cook. The
dancers' bright blue costumes
and cowboy hats looked great!
One of the most tantalizing
numbers was Without Fear I
Love Thee, an original dance
choreographed and perfonned
by Joelluin Masters. The instrumental music from West
Side Story by Leonard
Bernstein fit well withherchoreography. This sensual dance
was perfonned upon bright
red toe shoes.... What fun!
Tympanum, set to the music
of Enigma, was an intense
modem dance about religion
and sex. The imagery focused
on a monk struggling against
the sexual demons dancing

around his mind. Combined were very good.
with Enigma's enchanting
The Ballet Theater will perchant, this was the company's form again in June, and I
best dance. The lighting was would highly recommend g0especially effective in this ing. It's not only cultural; it
piece, portraying the dancers counts as an LACC too!
The concert 'was a benefit
in a burning silhouette of red.
The company's traditional for the Children of War life.ballet numbers were also excel- line, which supports the orlent. I especiallyenpyed a pas phans in central Bosnia. The
de deaux called CoppeJia, La program dedicated the perforPaix. The dancers, Gary mance to Maura Elizabeth
Genson and Nelleke Strayers, Johnson (1985-1994), whose
had an incredible energy to- last words were "Help
gether.
people...".
Overall, the concert was
If you were unable to go to
very entertaining! I also would the concert but would still like
like to men~on how nice the to donate money for the orflute music was when the au- phans of war in Bosnia, you
dience came into the theater. may contact Sher Farrell Cook
The two flutists were not men- at the Anderson Athletic Centioned in the program, but ter.

"Cooper Blew":
Sugar tastes best in studio
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Sugar, from left Malcolm navis, Davd Barbe, and Bob Mould.
Matt Priest
£ongs in just over an hour -AN ing the record company (after
Badcpage Editor
HOUR!
all, his years touring with punk
Ya know- I'll bet Bob Mould
Perhaps the reason this was gurus "Husker Du", combined
knows how to put on a good the shortest concert I've ever with his solo tours and recent
show; he's certainly been seenwasbecausetheyspedup showswithSugarputapproxiaround the rock block enough every song to a constant, ludi- mately a decade under his
times.
crous velocity that clocked belt.).
"Disappointment" was
But Saturday night at St. eachonetonomorethanthree
Andrew's Hall in Detroit, he minutes.
definitely the catch-phrase SatThis fact combined with urday night, but please don't
played with the enthusiasm of
someone who seemed more Mould's insistence on com- let that stop you from checkworried about missing his fa- plete avoidance of the song's ing out Sugar on compact disc
vorite'IV show than justly rec- original vocal melodies made if you haven't already.
Circus Boy would like to
reating the incredible music he some of my favorite songs unhad once spawned in the stu- recognizable without intense add this note: Opening act the
dio.
inspection.
Washington-based Velocity
In 1992, Mould and Sugar
I didn't think it possible, but Girl was incredibly tough.
defined the term "powerpop" tunes such as "If I Can't Other opener Magnapop was
wi th
the
noise-laden Change Your Mind", "Hoover also tough in its own rite.
catchinessoftheirdebut"Cop- Dam", "Gee Angel", and ~an
per Blue." They proceeded to on the Moon" were somehow
W. hsf•• W. 1Ip1a1L
perfect the sound even further transformed into unenjoyable
W.'r. prlvatL We'r. afforclablL
on 1992's ''Deaster'' and the ones.
WE CARL
recently released treasure "File
Besides the fact at they left
We're here for Kalamazoo College
Under: Easy Listening."
out a surprisingly large numstudents and slaff, with
It pains me to say this (Be- ber of their best songs, exactly
affordable,
caring services.
lieveme,Iwasquiteexcitedon half of all songs performed
Jusl
have
a
question?
Ask for
the way to Detroit), but the were foreign to just about evEducation and you'll gel answers.
brilliance of Mould's studio eryone there and don't appear
We offer all methods of birth
and solo performances on any of their three albums.
control, includiog emergency
Drummer Malcom Travis
must've been left in the tour
contraception (the moming aher
and Bassit Dave Barbe played
van.
pillJ, and routine exams,
The moment they hit the excellently (with perhaps the
SID lesls, and stale-required
stage, Mould seemed to forget exception of Barbe's unexpremarital education .
he was fronting a great rock 'n plained attempt at lead vocals
rollbandandappearedinstead on about four songs). But
PLANNED
to be wading through a 9 to 5 without the energy of a
PARENTHOOD.
job.
frontman who seemed to wish
Without a single word to he were elsewhere, the weren't
the audience or a connective enough to carry this studio
glance to this bandmates, band though a concert.
Mould
proceeded
to
Maybe Mould is tired of tQrrobotically plow through 2- turing and was merely humor-

I:J
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Gridders fall·34-7, finish 4-5
~~t~~

__ .

Index Staff
Albion College wrapped up
its sixth straight MIAA football
crown with a solid 34-7 victory
over Kalamazoo College last
Saturday in the season finale
for the Hornets. The loss
dropped the Hornets' league
record to 2-3 and left K in a
three-way deadlock with
Hope and Adrian at third place
in the MIAA standings.
Kalamazoo kept things relatively close for the majority of
the first half in the misty, soggy
conditions at Angell Field.
Down 14-<l, the Hornets engineered a 10-play drive and
looked to trim its deficit to 11
points by halftime with a late
second quarter field goal.
Placekicker Brad Honnan,
'95 missed the kick , and then
Albion quarterback Kyle Klein
efficiently drove his team deep
into K territory in the last 3:06
of the first half. Michael Zacha
capped off the drive with a 33yard field goal to put the Britonsup 17-0.
Thmovers killed any chance
of a Hornet comebadas an interception and a fumble in the
first seven minutes of the third
quarter led to 10 more points
for Albion. One play after the
Britons scooped up a K coughup, Jeff Robinson of Albion

powered his way into the end
zone from 8 yards out at 10:52
in the third period to make the
score 24-0. Zacha then added
three more points for Albion
after a Kalamazoo pass was
picked off around the K 40yard line.
The one highlight of the
game for the Hornets came
early in the fourth quarter
when Clint Wagner found the
end zone on a two-yard run
which finally put the Hornets
on the scoreboard.
Greg McDonald began to
find his mark on that drive as
he routinely hit K receivers
whom he found open in the
middle of Albion's sagging
zone defense. A key defensive
pass interference penalty
against Albion on fourth-andten from the fifteen gave the
Hornets the first down and set
the stage for Wagner's TD
score.
Kalamazoo finished the season with an overall record of
4-5, which was somewhat of a
disappointment, considering
the that the Hornets were
picked to finish 15th nationally
in Division 1lI by Street and
Smith's College Football magazine. Kenny Metcalfe, '95,
cited inexperience as a possible
explanation for the team's setbacks, as he stated,"Yes, we

returned some people fr~)ln
last year, but not necessarily at
all the key poSitions."
'1 think this led to a little bit
of a breakdown in the team's
overall chemistry which was
hard to overcome," Metcalfe
continued, adding that the
prospects for next year's team
look good because a large portion of players who started
games at some point this season will be returning for at
least another year of action.
Kalamazoo's four victories
this season came against the
College of Wooster, Uni versity
of Chicago, and MlAA foes
Adrian and Olivet.
Notable season statistics
concerning the K offense include Seth Simpson's secondplace league finish in pass receptions (37) and third-place
finish in reception yards (377).
Clint Wagner's 8 touchdowns
were good enough for a thirdplace spot in the league scoringrace.
On the other side of the ball,
defensive back Chad Zollman
led the league with a schoolrecord 8 interceptions. Josh
Howie headed up the defensive effort with 62 tackles, 36
of which were unassisted.
Watch for these and other
Hornets to recei ve MlAA honors for the 1994 season.

Volleyball downs Adrian
Lady Hornets claim 4th MIAA title, 4th NCAA bid in five years
Eric R. Frederick
Index Staff
The women's volleyball
team earned an outright claim
on the Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (MIAA)
championship and a bid to the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association's Championship
(NCAA) post-season tournament with an impressive win
in their only match last week.
The Hornets downed the
Adrian Bulldogs 15-11, 1%,
15-4 in a straight set match.
The win improved the
women's regular season
record to 29-7, with a 11-1
record in the MIAA.
In the first set, the Hornets
quickley jumped out to a 4-1
lead. The Bulldogs tried to
pull back into the match, scoring the next two points to close
to within one point.
Jennifer West, '95, then
slammed down a set from
Cara Marker, '96, starting a
nine point streak for the Hornets. After an Adrian timeout,
however, the Lady Bulldogs
rallied to pull within three.
The Lady Hornets then
scored three of the next five

points to close out the set.
Leading the way for
Kalamazoo were West and
Anita Grinbergs, '96, who each
had five kills.
In the second set, Adrian
put a scare into the Hornet
spikers by building a 5-2 lead.
Mary Siwajek , '95, then got
Kalamazoo started by killing
another Marker set into the
ground, starting a ten point
streak.

" ... Kalamazoo
finished off the
match and secured its first
outright MIAA
championship in
filve years. "
Allowing only one point for
the rest of the set, the Lady
Hornets won the second set,
1%. Siwajekled the way in the

set wi th five kills.
The final set was emotionally charged, as the team realized that this could be the final set that the seniors, West
and Siwajek, would play in
their collegiate careers.
Kalamazoo posted a 9-2 lead,
but then gave up two more
points before going on their final run.
With the score 14-4 and the
home crowd on their feet, applauding the efforts of the
Lady Hornets, Kalamazoo finished off the match and secured its first outright MlAA
championship in five years.
Fittingly, Siwajek led the way
with another five kills.
With cymbals clashing, the
postgame celebration got underway. The hugs and tears
flowed, as each player understood the significance of the
conference championship.
The Hornets next match
will be against the number
one team in the region, Ohio
Northern, in the opening
round of the NCAA tournament at Ohio Norhtern (See
related story, page 1) .
Kalamazoo defeated the Pioneers in a close match earlier
this season.
The game begins at 7:30
p.rn. Maps are available in the
Athletic Department Office on
the second floor of Anderson
Athletic Center.

CC teams fall short of goals
at MIAA Championships
John Morrison
Index Staff
Last weekend the men's
and women's cross country
teams ran in the MIAA Ownpionships and were dealt
tough losses. Both teams had
injuries to key runners which
contributed to their losses. The
course was wet and sloppy,
which also impaired ~ teams'
performance..
The women's team ran
hard, but could not overcome
the injuries to their number
one and number two runners,
Karen Reed, '97, and Cymbre
Fleming, '98. These injuries
prevented the wOmen's team
from beating Alma and c1aiming uncontested rights to third
place in the MIAA.
The women's team was
lead by the solid running of
Julie Kliman. '98, with a time
of 20:17, Molly Mechtenberg,
'97, at 20:29, and Stephanie
Gorman, '96, who ran a 20-.30.
Keegan Keefover, '98, and
Inesa Anderson, '96, also had
strong showings, running
21:05 and 21:14 respectively.
About the teams performance, Reed stated, "They did
a great job, they pulled to-

gether and ran hard, considering the obstacles they faced."
The men's team had a disappointing loss to Hope. Ben
Seinen, '97, their number six
runner was injured and could
not run. Jasen Schrock, '95,
who has been injured aU season, has ''been running tough
all season, despite his injury,"
accl)rding to David Barkley,
'95. Schrock's injury, however,
severely hampered his performance, causing a disappointing finish for Jasen, who usuaUy runs with Barkley.
Barkley placed second overall with a time of 25:56. Jeremy
Meyersieck, '97, was not far
behind at 26:38, which was
good for ninth place. Next for
Kalamazoo were Brent
Luchies, '98, at 26:46, John
Maclean, '95, with a time of
27:40, and Dan Lam, '98, at
2758. Commenting about the
loss, Mark Henson, '95, said,
"Everyone ran their hearts out,
but because of injures Hope
managed to slip by."
Both tearns are anticipating
Regionals where they will
have the chance to avenge
their losses and qualify for
Nationals.

THE AFTERLIFE TEST

BATTERY
A. T. B.
(1'0 be taken upon demise to

qualify for entrance into the
Kingdom of Heaven.)
The Educational Testing Setvia!
PERSONAL INFORMATION:
Name at time of death:
Middle
Last
Address at time of death:

Favorite Hobbies:
GPA:_._
TEST 1: SECTION 1
OBJECTIVE SECTION
Number of Questions: 20
Tune: Meaningless
Please answer the following
questions as honestly as possible.
SAMPLE:
1) What is considered the worst
of the Big Seven?
A. Lust B. Pride C. Gluttony D.
Hypocrisy

St. Name House #I City State

ZlPCDde
(Please use ZIP CDdes whenever
possible. It makes things much
easier for us, so much paperwork to do, you know.)
Age at time of death: __I

-'-'-'-'-'
yrs. mos. wks. days hrs.
mins.secs.
(Please be aa:urate.)
Shoe Size:_ Social Security
No. _ _ __

Marital Status at time of death:
Married_ Single_
(If you have to ask about
divorce. you may already be in
trouble.)
Were you ever convicted or did
you have pending convictions
on/for a felony? Yes_ No_
Were you ever excommunicated?
Yes_No_
Please list here any referena!S
available, and where we can get
, in touch with them. (Relatives
do not count.)
NAAE~

_ _ _ _ ___

RELATlONSlDP:_ _ _ _ __
PHONENUMB~.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

~~--------------

RELATlON~rnP:

Silmce.(Slight echo.)
1) Did you ever have fun?
Yes_· No_
2) If so, state reason.

(Acceptable reasons include:
Moved to jubilation by particularly powerful sermon, Church
picruc sack race, reading Bible.)
(Unacceptable reasons include:
Everything else.)
3) Wereyou chaste? A) No B)
No ONo
4) Why weren't you chaste?
5) If male, did you ever covet
your neighbors wife? Yes_
No_
6) If yes, please list measurements. _ / _ / _
(Special allowana!S can be
made.)
7) Did you make it a point to feel
REALLY, REALLY guilty daily?
Yes_No_
8) If yes, what factors do you feel
contributed most to your guilt?
(The first one has been done for
you.)
1. LUSTFUL THOUGHTS
2. ___________

3. _ _ _ __
9) Please sum up, in fifty words
or less, your feelings on sex. .

___________

PHONENUM_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
B~.

(Please include area code.)
Were you a member of the
clergy? Yes_ No_
(If yes, add 10 additional points
to your score.)
Can you play the harp? Yes_
No_
Coyoulikesin~?Yes_

No_
The color white? Yes_ No
Multitudes of Heavenly Hosts?
Yes_No_
Co you know all the words to
joy to the World"? (This
includes every one of the six
verses. And remember, it PAYS
to be honest.)
Yes_No_
Were you a citium of the Uruted
States at the time of death?
Yes_No_
In no, did you possess a Green
Card or other work permit?
Yes_No_
PLEASE STAPLE YOUR W-4

FORM HERE:
STAPLE ONLY ONCE. 00 Nor
FOLD, SPlNDLE, OR MUTILATE.
YOUR ANI1CIPATED COOPERATION IS APPRECIATED.

What was the date of your last
confession? ---.1---.1_

A. A Golden Horde
B. A False Prophet
C. A Moses Impersonator
D. A Golden Calf
12) What was their punishment
for this sin?
A. A stiff fine
B. Incarceration
C. A stem lecture
D. They were blown into ~
bits .
13) In what were the original Ten
Commandments stored?
A. A safe deposit box
B. A hidden cave
C. A secret garden
D. The Ark of the Covenant
14) What was to be placed on th
door of one's home at PaSsover?
A.AWreath
TEST 3: SECTION 3
B. A sign saying "No Soliciting"
GENERAL RELIGIOUS
C.Nothing
KNOWLEDGE
D. A large "X" made with the
1) Please list, in order, the Ten
blood of a sacrificial lamb.
Commandments.
15) Where is the Holy Grail
now?
1. Thou shalt
__________________ A. F. A. O. Schwartz's
B. National Bank of Helsinki
2. Thou shalt
not,____________________ C. The Smithsoruan Institution
D. Nobody knows
3. Thou shalt

My Feelings on Original Sin
The Importance of TIthes and
Offerings
Just Punishments and Their
Relationship to Me
(or: "Should I Have Worn
Shorts? 'Cause it looks like I'm
going somewhere ruce and
warm.")
My Lack of Worthiness
My Life and Shortcomings
What the Big Seven Mean to Me
Why I Shalt~ When I Should
Have Shalt Not~
or
My Interpretation of the "Valley
of the Shadow of Death" Line in
Psalm 23

10) Did you find it difficult to
keep it under fifty words?
Yes_No_
ll) Co you now regret that you
did not devote more of your
time and thought to God's
Work?
A. No B. Yes C. Oh boy, do I
regret it. I mean I ~ ~
regret it sir, (gulp) ...l mean Sir.
You would not BELIEVE how
very, very much I regret it,
Sir...(whimper)
12) Did you like Mother
Theresa? Yes_ No_
13) Please list the top five sins
you feel you have committed
during your life. (The first one
has been done for you.)
1. LUSTFUL THOUGHTS

nm~

~-------------------

4. Thou shalt

THIS COMPLETES THIS TESf

~,-------------------

PLEASE CLOSE TEST BOOKLET NOW.
NOW.
RIGHT NOW. (Slight echo.)
THANK YOU AGAIN FOR
YOUR ANI1CIPATED COOP-

5. Thou shalt
not,____________________

6. Thou shalt

~------------------7. Thou shalt

~~-----------------

4.
5.
14) (Complete the following
phrase.)
Iwasa
. A.
Creatiorust B. Evolutionist
TEST 2: SECTION 2
ESSAY SECTION
Please choose from the following
list of topics, and write about in
proper essay form:

ERATION

8. Thou shalt

~.-------------------9. Thou shalt

Graduate degree programs
(MA, Ph.D) in International
Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy-relevant
issues.

Area and
Functional Fields:

o Interamerican Studies

(including U.S.-Latin
American Relations)
o European Studies
o Post-Soviet Studies
oComparative Development
o International Business
o International Economics
o International Health Policy
o International Relations
Theory
o International Security
and Conflict
o Foreign Policy Analysis
Apply by February 1
for assistantships and other
fmancial aid.

North-Southo.Center
IINIY'ISI'f

MliMI

Students who are interested
in Interamerican issues are
particularly encouraged to
apply for North-South Center
Graduate Assistantships,

~------------------

10. Thou shalt

~-------------------

2) Please list the books of the Old
Testament, in order.
(Yes, al139. HINT: #35 is spelled
H-A-B-A-K-K-U-K.)

3) Which Religious Figure is
properly matched with his
accomplishment?
A. St. John the Baptist/Invention
of the Cotton Gin
B. The Apostle Luke/Wrote:
"Jesus Christ, ,Superstar"
C. St. Francis of Assisi/Robbed
from the rich and gave to the

poor
D. Noah/Built ark
4) Please sum up, in fifty words
or less, the events precipitating
the Feeding of the 5000.
5) List all the Popes in order.
(During times of Papal duality,
please list both.)

r
~~~

,

Open House
Sales Representative ~~~

~

TUesday, November 15, lpm - 7pm
Residence Inn (Grand Rapids)
(616)957.8111

6) Which famous movie with

definite religious overtones
starred Mr. Charleton Heston?
(One of the two.)

2.
3.

nnx

EDUCATI N
FORTIffi
REAL WORLD

7) Which of the Seas was parted?
A. Mediterranean B. Black C.
Baltic D. Red
8) Who were the bad guys
during this incident?
A. Iraqis B. Hessians C.
Philistines D. Egyptians
9) Who was going to sacrifice his
son on a mountain top?
A. Mark B. Brian C. Noah D.
Abraham
10) Who was found among the
rushes?
A. Matthew B. Mary C. Joseph
D.Moses
11) What did Moses's followers
wrongly worship during his
absence?

The Opportunity
You're a talented, ambitious professional. You're looking for an environment where you can ~rn what you're worth. You're ready to step
up to new ,challenges With Kar Products, a national supplier of over
20,000 mam!enance products serving the industrial, fleet, institutional
and automotive markets throughout the United States.

The Position
:ou'li take ~ponsibility. for successfully penetrating the MRO market
m,a local tern tory ~o.verlng a 45 mile radius. This is a heavily serviceoriented role, requiring demonstrations and rapport building ability.
No overnight travel is required.

The Qualifications
Your success will be built on 2 years of college (degree preferred) and
at I~ast 5 years proven successful work experience. Strong communi~tIOn ~nd service skills are essential, as is the ability to penetrate an
industrial market. The ability to work cost effectively is key.
Kar will reward your quality contributions with excellent training, performance based compensation (commission and
bonus) plus a benefits package available. To find out

more about this opportunity, attend the Kar
Sales Representative Open House, or call John
Ozburn at 1-800-837·8391. EOE.

~--------~~--------------
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SICC sponsors forum; Bryan relates history
Erin Miller &: Kezia Pearlman
News Editors
About 25 students and four
faculty members met last night
to talk about the historical aspects of the K Plan as well as
to make suggestions about the
summer pre-term and core
curriculum.
SICC (Students Interested
in the Calendar Change) member and forum moderator Sage
Eastman, '97, opened by saying. "we do not have the turnout tonight that we've had in
the past." Eastman attributed
the small turnout to an 8
o'clock LACC and high 8th
week stress levels among students.
Eastman reminded the audience that "nothing had been
set in stone" regarding the
summer pre-term.
SICC invited Kalamazoo
College president Lawrence D.
Bryan to discuss the K-plan
and the impending calendar
change in a historical context.
The K-plan was conceived
in the early 60s; the intention
was to blend a rigorous traditional course load in the arts

and sciences with experiential
off-campus learning. according to Bryan.
Bryan said that the originators (of the K-Plan) could have
picked from any number of
calendars. The year round calendar was chosen for three reasons:
- the desire to increase enrollment without building up
the physical plant. This was to
achieved by circulating students off campus.
"From the history books,
you might remember that college enrollment was burgeoning during this time. A lot
more students were available,"
said Bryan.
-a more effective use of the
physical plant
-the end of the agrarian
school calendar
Bryan said, the older system
that dictated when students
could be in school was "antiquated."
However, Bryan pointed
out that although K shifted its
calendar to meet societal needs
other colleges and universities
did not respond similarly. For

example, many schools
adapted an eight month calendar including breaks that was
shortened from a pre-6O's nine
and a half month calendar.
Bryan said that he is aware
that over the years there have
been "repeated efforts to correct problems associated with
the K Plan."
As early as 1967, six years
after the implementation of the
K Plan, faculty member conducted the first calendar
change study.
According to Bryan, one of
the problems with the K Plan
was "the lack of a sense of a
central academic mission and
community."
Bryan noted that four subsequent studies, not including
the one that he recently commissioned, were "spearheaded" by interested faculty
and provosts. The studies were
conducted during the followingyears:
-1972-1973
-1974-1975
-1983-1984
-1988-1989
Overwhelmingly, said

Crim.e increases on cam.pus
ErinMmer
News Editor
The influx of crime reported
around campus corresponds to
. the increased criminal activity
in the greater Kalamazoo area,
according to the Head of Security at Kalamazoo College
Glenn Nevelle.
The amount of vandalism
that has occurred over the last
month was on a definite increase compared to other
months, Nevelle said. But according to Nevelle, this is reflective of the entire county of
Kalamazoo.
Two weeks ago, an estimated $1850 worth of valuables was stolen from a room
in Chrissey Hall. A black man
allegedly entered the room
through an unlocked ground
floor window and stole a computer and a portable stereo.
Since October 14, six cars
have been vandalized.
-October 14 - A battery was
taken from a car parked in the
Chrissey /Sevem parking lot.
Nevelle said the hood of the
vehicle was not properly secured. $80 damage.
-October 20 - Two slashes
were discovered in a car tire
parked in the Trowbridge
parking lot. $75 damage.
-November 2 - A radar detector was stolen from a car
parked in Chrissey /Severn
parking lot. A rock was thrown
through the car window. $355
damage.
-November 6 - Two attempted
auto thefts from the Facilities

Management parking lot. The work on a Friday night from 8
cars, College owned, had p.m to 2 a.m patrolling the
smashed windows and an at- campus, Morris said. They
tempt was made to hot wire could carry a walkie talkie, so
that in the event that they
them. $1500 damage .
-November 6 - Bricks thrown obsontact security. Our secuat the roof and passenger side rity department cannot be evdoor of a car parked in the erywhere."
According to Morris, with
Chrissey /Sevem parking lot.
students
working as "silent ob$450 damage.
servers,"
security could be
Nevelle said most of these
more
efficient
and effective.
incidences were, "crimes of opother
incidences,
both the
In
portunity."
security
car
and
college
owned
According to Nevelle, there
are no immediate plans to houses on Catherine Street
change the current parking have been the target of recent
situation on campus. Because shootings of pellet guns.
Nevelle said extra patrols
there are three separate entrances to the Chrissey/Sevem have been added, especially in
parking lot, putting some type the area of Chrissey and
of fence or protective guard Severn.
Students are reminded to
around the lot would prove
keep the valuables in their cars
ineffective, Nevelle said.
Senior Steve Morris, who out of sight and residents of
recently had his car vandalized rooms with ground level winsuggested a student patrol of dows are advised to lock them
at night and to report any susthe campus.
"Students might sign up to picious activity to security.

Student vehicles have been the recent victims of
area vandalism
Photo by Jamie Kozma

Bryan the study results focused on the summer quarter.
Additionally, The National
Central Association, which accredits colleges and universities, cited the same weaknesses each time they reviewedK.
According to NCA, the college had a "problem with coherence in academic prograInS."
Today, these concerns are
still present.
Bryan said that now more
than 80% of students do not
follow the traditional A or B
calendar.
"The College does not share
the sense of community that
ought to characterize small
residential liberal arts colleges," Bryan said.
Bryan commissioned the
Calendar Task Force in fall of
1991.
According to Sociology Pr0fessor and member of (:3 Bob
Stauffer, ''The effort to attract
students to a small liberal arts
college is difficult." He added,
"numbers and other complicated dynamics are making the
market share smaller."
Stauffer said that his primary interest has been general
education. Stauffer would like
to change what he calls the
"laissez-faire" attitude toward
... stributional requirements.
According to Irving Epstein
of the Education Department,
"Having an Education Department is central to a liberal arts
school. Good teaching involves critical thinking and
critical reflection.
Epstein said that he doesn't

think the calendar change will
have a negative effect on the
Education Deparbnent.
The forum ended with
questions about the summer
pre-term.
Eastman asked what the
pre-term would be centered
around. Continuing he asked
if course work could be done
for credit and whether the four
weeks would be too short.
Dean of Residential Life,
Vaugn Maatman, said that it
was too early to have answers
for these questions.
Bryan said that he would
like to see the pre-term have a
community involvement component. He also suggested an
integration of academic and
physical learning through the
Land Sea program.
Stauffer would like to see a
greater sense of intellectual
community fostered.
Students had mixed feelings about the pre-term. liAs
a student, I'm excited about a
pre-term," said Elizabeth
Veldman, '98. She added that
a pre-term might help solve
problems associated with the
traditional orientation week.
Shonda Krugh, '98, asked,
"is there a substantial reason
that a course be four weeks
long? She continued that a
nonacademic pre-term concentrating on social skills "overlooks that students have [already] had experiences."
It is not clear whether the
pre-term will be academic or
social in scope. A clearer conception of the pre-term will be
articulated later this week in
C3's newsletter.

D.W.1. causes student injury
Kezia Pearlman
News Editor
Two Kalamazoo College
students were struck by a
driver last Friday morning at
1 a.m. when crossing Academy Street at Catherine Street.
Police later charged the operator of the vehicle with driving under the influence.
According to Bert Reiheld,
'98, "we were walking back
from Burger King at a perfectly
reasonable hour when a car
went around the comer fast
enough for the tires to squeal."
Reiheld said that when the
van struck him, he bounced
onto the vehicle and was then
flung off it, knocking his friend
Colin Sheaff, '98, to the
ground.
Sheaff subsequently fell underneath the car and was run
over.
Reiheld and Sheaff sustained minor injuries; Sheaff
was treated at Bronson Hospital and released at 3 a.m.
According to Head of Security, Glenn Nevelle, "the stu-

dents were very lucky individuals."
Nevelle said, Kalamazoo
police arrested the driver and
charged him with driving under the influence of alcohol.
Director of Marriott Food
Services, Mike Leeuw, confirmed that the driver was offduty Marriott employee, Carl
W. Forrest.
According to Leeuw,
Forrest has the option of returning to work. However, because he [Forrest] worries
about negative student sentiment he is reluctant to return
to campus, Leeuw said.
According to Reiheld,
Forrest stopped immediately
to see if they were alright. "He
was most apologetic," said
Reiheld.
Reiheld added that "this
school is so small that you even
know the person who runs yc,.l
over."
Nevelle said, Forrest, who
was driving with a suspended
license, awaits arraignment at
the ninth district court.
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Africa Week '95 Schedule of Events
Wednesday, November 16
Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Films from Africa:
''Wend Kwai
[God's Gift]"
"Generations of
Resistance"
Thursday, November 17
Old Welles, 8:00 p.m.
Pashami Dance Troupe
. Friday, november 18
Old Welles, 7:30 p.m.
West African Dance Performance
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cantraception (the marning after
pilll, and routine exams,
SID tests, and state·required
premarital education.

PLANNED"
PARENTHOOD.
Of South C~tral Michigan

4201 W.Mldaip.372-1200
..tw•• Dnl:e III. & WMU
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Rape prevention at K
Index
Luckily, reports of rape are
not common at Kalamazoo College. No rapes have been reported to campus security in the
past five years.
Still, as members of the college community, students need
to be informed about the facts
surrounding this controversial
issue. For this reason, the Dewaters hall programming committee invited Cecily Kagel to speak
to interested students about rape
and rape-prevention techniques
last Thursday.
Kagel has worked for fifteen
years as a detective for the
Kalamazoo Department of Public Safety, investigating sexual assaults. She reported that there
are many myths surrounding the
issue of rape.
One is the preconceived notionabout what rape is and how
it is supposed to feel. When they
hear the word "rape," many
people imagine an attack by a
stranger in a dark alley. In actuality, said Kagel, more than half
of all rape victims know their assailants. Most rapes take place in
the home of either the victim or
the assailant
Another common myth is that
forced sex in a dating situation,
or even in marriage, is not considered rape. Even if sexual encounters have occurred between
two people in the past, a rape can
occur at any point during a relationship.
The belief that a victim provokes rape is another commonly

Lizzie Kostielney
talking about making this event
a yearly or quarterly tradition in
hldex staff
A group professors and ad- the dorm. Shannon said that the
ministrative staff spent last coordination committee plans to
T.hursday night in Trowbridge to do a few things differently next
learn what living at college re- time, such as more advertising
and more student hosts. The
ally means.
According to Chris Shannon, committee received about fifty
'98, coordinator for the "sleep- responses from the faculty, but
over," the response was excel- because of scheduling conflicts,
lent. Dean LaPlante and Susan many were unable to attend.
Allen from the library partici'1 think that there were some
pated. Professors Peter Gathje, things that we could have done
Beth Jordan, and Bruce Mills also to make (the professors) more
ventured into the hallowed halls comfortable," Shannon said.
of Trow. Mills even brought his There were times when the studaughter along for the ride.
dents and faculty had nothing to
"I think that it went really talk about. Despite the few difwell," said Shannon. More than ficultieswith the event, Shannon
thirty students attended the so- said that both the guests and
cial in the lounge of Trow.
hosts "really got something ou t
The planning committee is of it"

ISO is an active
force on campus
Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
Last week was International
Food Week. Members of the International Students Organization (ISO) prepared foods from
eight different countries. Then,
the International students
served the food at Marriott for
dinner.
The menu for the week was:
Tuesday-coconut rice from Ecuador and stuffed peppers from
France. Wednesday-chicken
curry from Pakistan and two varieties of shortbreads from Scot-

land. Thursday-potato omelets
from Spain and a crab/rice dish
from Japan. Friday-borscht
from Russia and apfelkiichen
(apple pie) from Germany.
The crowds around the specialty bar last week indicate that
International Food Week was a
success. It also made a change
from regular Marriott meals!
The ISO plans to repeat the food
experience in the future.
This weekend, the ISO are
going to visit Chicago. All 30
places on the bus have been
taken.
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Talk show gives K student
new outlook on abortions

In el(
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Recent 'events should not effect
a community's compassion
Crime in the city of Kalamazoo and nationwide is reportedly on the rise. Vandalism ha

Jncreased on campus as well. A Letter to the Editor on this week's opinion page argues commu
'ty service is one way to help combat campus crime through a sort of campus patrol. The ide
s to take a stand against crime and have the community rise to the occasion. The people of
uth Carolina city did exactly that when they rallied together to help a woman of the commu
'ty find her 1ddnapped" children. Later, to their horror they learned the woman confessed t
crime. The community that had provided so much support has every reason to withdra
to their shell. The deceiet and abuse of trust, understandably, could lead to apathy in thei
ommunity.
Unfortunately, it is this attitude of feeling cheated and robbed of trust that could poten
.ally keep us from helping others and ultimately and indirectly helping ourselves. While thing
other parts of the country do affect our thoughts and actions, we cannot allow the recen
'dent in South Carolina to prevent us from helping others. That does not by any means w
hould sacrifice our safety with unsafe measures of prevention. We need to follow the advi
direction of campus security to make oursleves and our property safe.
The bottom line i£ that we cannot be apathetic to community service and helping others
'cu1arly Wheil it helps to prevent crime and make it a better place to live.

Upcoming LACC's.
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November 17,1994 - John B. Cobb Jr., Olmsted Room, 8:00 p. m.
John B. Cobb, eminent process theologian and author of numerous books
on theology, ethics and ecology, will present the 1994 William Weber Lecture titled "When Economic Growth Must End: What Next?"
November 18, 1994 - John B. Cobb, Jr., Stetson Chapel, 10:00 a.m.
Developing a theme from his heralded recent work, For the Common Good,
Professor Cobb will speak on "Economic Theory at roday's Theology."
November 11-19,1994 - Blue Window, Balch Playhouse, 8:00 p.m.
Kalamazoo College Festival Playhouse will present Craig Lucas' Blue Window, an intriguing and searing comedy set during a Manhattan dinner
party. Lucas is the winner of the prestigious George and Elisabeth Marton
Award for Playwriting.
November 20, 1994 - A Celebration of American Music, Recital Hall,
3:00p.m.

Members of the music department at Kalamazoo College will perform a
concert of music by American composers such as Copland, Gershwin, and
others. The concert features the premier of a piece by Lawrence Rackley for
guitar trio.
November 22, 1994 - Carlso Parodi, Olmsted Room, 8:00 p.m.
Professor of Political Science at illinois State University, Carlos Parodi will
present a lecture titled "peru: Democracy or DictatorshiF?"

Cliff Lampe
Index Staff
Watching Channel 64 is, for
me, the same as watching a
traffic accident, except the difference is that the traffic accident only harms a few people
and Channel 64 potentially
rots the brains of anyone stuck
watching it.
The particular program
which held me so enraptured
was a talk show on abortion,
where the host asked leading
questions and the guests followed the lead into new abstracts of truth. As a rule I stay
away from the abortion issue,
preferring to vent myopinions
on things that don't matter to
other people. However the
way the topic was covered in
this show angered me to the
point where I called their 800
number and argued for over
an hour with some idiotic oJr
erator.
In the past I felt that abortion was a woman's issue, that
my right to have an opinion on
the subject was abridged by
my gender, but the slanderous
half truths I saw on this program have given me an entirely new outlook on the subject. For instance, the show
proclaimed that women suffer
several traumatic emotional
effects from abortion, according to their survey. According
to researchers at Duke, U of M
and Stanford, there is not a
dreadful emotional downfall
in the majority of abortions,
but there is trauma associated
with the war waged on abortionists by pro-lifers.
The other day, still incensed

by the topic, I stopped in front
of the Crisis Pregnancy Center
here in town to chat with some
people bearing a crucifix and
screaming at cars that drove
into the center. After talking
to these good Christian folk for
several minutes I was seized
with the desire to retch like
never before. I wonder if it
would be any less right for me
to beat the hell out of these
people than it is for them to
subject every person near them
to the emotional torture they
prefer?
It would be kinder for me
to beat them, because their
bruises would heal, and they
would be justified in their selfrighteousness, but what they
do to young women and their
supporters who enter these
clinics does not heal, does not
go away or fuel their beliefs.
There is no mistaking the
right of these people to hold
the values wltich they do, but
to spread erroneous facts on
the air and to subject people to
really terrible experiences is
criminal. They have abandoned their right to an opinion by disregarding the rights
of others.
H you are a thinking person, I charge you to take these
people to task; challenge them
and make them realize the
harm they might be doing.
This is true whether you are
pro life or choice, since the
spreading of lies does no one
any good. I have abandoned
my neutral stance on this topic,
and hope that other men will
do the same. And never watch
Channel 64.

Whatever happened
to K Christmas spirit?
Tatjana Rabus
rei," and so forth. Indeed,
Index Staff
these balloons were pretty
For a change, I'd like to neat, and I also enjoyed seewrite about an event from the ing the different bands from
"outside world," from an high schools.
event going on off campus.
Students from Western
I'm talking about the annual marched in the parade, also,
Christmas parade.
so I expected to see a group
On a sunny SatunJay mom- from "1<.." but no way... Well,
ing I went downtown with a the world is our campus, so
couple of friends to see the far, so good. But what is g0parade. Not that the weather ing en around the campus,
reminded us of Christmas - it what's
going
on
in
was much too warm for that Kalamazoo?
time of the year, and I wonCertainly, our campus is
dered how long it will be until just lovely, I don't deny that,
we finally see snow.
and I really enjoy being on
Well, we actually saw a . such a comparatively small
snowflake - a balloon shaped campus. Thus, I really,
't
rather like a star than like a believe that it is just a matter
snowflake accompanied the of size why the College did
parade. There was Santa not take part in the parade. It
Oaus,~balloonOoating would have been nice to see a
over the street, a "flying squir- group from K, too!
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International student poses question of racism

Kelly M~Lellan
IntemationaI staff
Racism. What is it?
Are you racist? Me? I'd say
''FO** Off!" to anyone who
accuses me of being racist.
But think again.
Racism isn't just about skin
color. It is about how you
group an individual who
seems to be different from you
and how you react to the racists around you.
How would you group me?
I grew up in Aberdeen. My
family has lived there since I
was eight. I wear a kilt, sing
'Oh Flower of Scotland,' and
like Haggis. Sound Scottish?
Nope, I sound Canadian. In
fact I'm seventh generation Canadian. On hearing my voice
people assume that I am
American (I am, but in modem English the word"Ameri-

can" is not used for someone
from the Americas, butforthe
people from only one of the
nations f~und ther~in). Because of this assumption I have
en.countered much hatred in
this coun~ an~ abroad.
A case m POint: In the late
7O'sandea1ry8O'stheoilboom

intheNo~Seab~ughtaninflux of foreign nations to Aberdeen. Manypeopleresented
the flood of "Americans" taking the oil jobs that .they assumed would be theIrs. The
reality was that there was not
enough expertise in Scotland/
Aberdeen to meet the demand.
People had to be brought in.
They came from places as far
away as Cornwall and
Signapore. Most only stayed
a few years; long enough for
local expertise to be created
and to allow the oil companies

to send their eXIJensive expatriates home. At one point 15%
or more of the Aberdeen populati?n were. non-Scottish
(maInly EnglIsh). In Europe
this is only beaten ~y Bru~sels
where 20% ~ foreIgn ~atio~s.
In the last SIX years a 'While
Settler Watch" group has
started in the ~orth East (of
Scotland). BaSIcally, they put
up posters; a Gaelic telling the
English to go home.
The point is: H0:-V do you
react when you notice someone is different from you? Do
you categorize themordoyou
treat them as individuals?
Being 80's and 90's adults
we have been brought up
(hopefully) with "equalopportunity." But does this encourage the belief that people belong to groups ra ther than being individuals? It is essential

that we all recognize racism
and the fact that it is wide
spread. It is hatred, at its
worst, ~nd ~ger, at is least,
which IS pomted at people
who 'you do not know, and
who are groupable. Once "7ognized, withinourselvesorm
others, something MUST be
done. !fyou hate.racism y~u
have to do something about It
Right then and there. It
doesn't' go away if you only
takey~ur anti-nazi league sign
and stickers where ever you
go. Racists aren't fooled by
this. They know that you are
just a teenager wanting to
rebel. There is nothing to fear
fromyou. When you leave this
university you'll drop your
trendy ''Wadham'' image and
become 'conservative' (read
complacent) jU!flike your parents.

Insulting? Perhaps there is
truth in it then.
Stickers and signs are not
enough. When you encounter
a racist remark tell the person
who said it they are wrong.
Tell them your point of view.
Don'tlecture. You hate it when
someonelecturesyou. Beadamant and unswaying. There
are no prisoners in this war.
If you realize that you've
made a racist remark then
apologize. It doesn't matter if
you did it years ago, there is
no statute of limitation for racism.
The majority of us in this
college ar not just British anymore but European as well.
WithrisingNazisminEurope
weallhavetorealizethateven
non-nazis can hate Germans.
We all have to do something
about it too.

A few explanations from a science major
Harnza Suria
Index Staff
I would like to agree with
Cliff Lampe's thoughts in the
last issue about the "arrogance" that Science majors at
K show towards their non-science counterparts. Being a Science major myself I would like
to apologize for the undeserved attitudes of many other
classmates. Although these
thoughts about non-science
majors are by no means legitimate, I would like to shed light
on what may be the cause for
them.

Undoubtedly the "arrogance" I am referring to is wellknown to many of the students
on campus. It is not uncommon for science majors to believe that Biology, Chemistry
and/or Physics are the only
major branches oflearning that
will receive any credit in the
world. In addition, some believe that non-science classes at
K do not require much studying outside the classroom.
These two aspects of non-science majors combine to invite
a superficial sense of merit to
science majors. Often, this feel-

ing emerges in conversation
with Science majors who regard their non-science friends
as "taking the easy way in life."
Although I agree with Oiff
that this attitude is not at all
worthwhile, I would still like
to explain it through my understanding. The one prime
reason for this arrogance is that
generally non-science majors
do not have the pressures and
anxiety associa ted with science
classes. Although there are
many non-science classes th.l '
are just as challenging, it is the
mistake of many "hard-work-

ing science students" to assume credit for themselves.
You will be hard-pressed to
find any Health Science, Biology or ChemistrY student who
does not compl¢n about the
Organic Chemistry workload
this quarter. Similarly, Physics majors will also advise you
about the difficulty of Physics
m. These continuously long
sequences of stress and competition are not seen by science
majors to be present in the lives

WINTER
is just
around
the
quarter!

Letter to the Editor

Possible peace proposal:
community service at K
Some genius decided to sponded by stepping up pa- might sign }lP to work on a
amuse his or herself over trols and monitoring the lots Friday night from 8 p.m. to 2
parent's weekend by being more often. I think this is ex- a.m. patrolling the campus.
deviant. Not following the cellent but I wonder if more They could carry a walkie
standard maxims of fun and could be done?
talkie, so that in the event that
fair play, this person decided
I think it would be an excel- they observed anything unto throw bricks at my car. The lent endeavor for our College usual, they could contact Secumotive is unclear, but the dam- to take up a community service rity and have them respond.
age are more than evident. As program. My high school con- Our Security department canthe exposed metaI on my au- ducted a similar program in not be everywhere. With stutomobile begins to rust and the which community service was dents working as silent observpaint slowly recedes, I am left part of the graduation require- ers, the Security department
with little or no recourse other ments. Our school for instance could be both more efficient
than to ask "WHY?"
could reduce the number of and effective.
It appears that I am not the required LACC's to twenty. In
A program such as this
only victim of this automotive tum, they could require five could improve the lives of
terrorism. Apparently, many credits of service to the com- those of us on campus as well
cars have been vandalized or munity. Earning these credits as those off campus. The Colbroken into over the past would be the source of much lege would gain more respect
weeks. It has become more debate but the value of them throughout the community,
and more evident to me that would be of benefit to stu- and students would be able to
the parking lots are not a safe dents, the College and the use the program to increase
place to leave our property.
Kalamazoo community. Stu- their personal growth. Adding
When I spoke with the Se- dents might, for instance, work a community service program
curity department about my at shelters, crisis centers, to the Liberal Arts Colloquium
incident, as well as the other schools, college offices or Fa- Credit would be of benefit to
incidents on campus I came cilities Management.
all of us. As the College conaway feeling slightly more asIn the case of these recent .tinues to review the curricusured. Apparently, there has criminal incidents, I think one lum and calendar, I hope that
been a rash of these incidents facet of this community service this is taken into consideration.
throughout the area. Our se- program could be student paSincerely,
curit de artment has re- trols of the cam us. Students
Steven A. Morris K'95

of non-science majors.
In essence, I am trying to
make excuses for an attitude
that is totally dysfunctional as
well as unfair. But I also realize that it will be very hard to
educate the science-major
about the ''harder'' classes they
have to take while at K. Once
again, I sympathize with the
non-science majors and would
kindly request them to set the
record straight whenever they
feel discredited.

The Index needs people for winter quarter.
Positions available:
Editor-in-chi~
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News Editor
Features Editor '.
OpiniOIls Editor
A&EEditot
Sports Editor
Backpage Editor
Layout Editor
Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Staffwriters

One-fourth English credit received per quarter for editors
and writers that meet practicurn requirements.
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Album Review: 4 hot releases

The Blue Window cast prepares for this week's upcoming performance. The show opens tomorrow and runs until Saturday. Call 337-7333 for further information. Look for review in next
week's Index.
Photo by Heather Bouton
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Cilifotnii ddrih

Matt Priest
Backpage Editor

Amorica
(American)
The Black Crowes
Funky... from the syncopated groove of the opening
Latin percussion in "Gone" to
the gospel beauty of the solo piano that closes "Descending"
as well as the album.
With each album the
Crowes come a little closer to
defining their own style of rock
n' roll. They seem to be finding that maybe radio-friendly
jingles aren't their thing as
much as instrumentally-deep
blues jams with that Southern
tinge they're nailing better than
any other major rock artists
around.
As outstanding (and singalongable) as "Shake Your
Moneymaker" and "The
Southern Harmony and Musical Companion" are, on
Amorica, they've reached a
level of sound where members
are in tune with their own instruments and playing off the
rest the bandmates.
It was reported that Chris
and Rich Robinson were not on
speaking terms throughout the
entire making of this record,
but track after track, their musical interaction remains a constant.
Chris' voice is as terrific as
ever in the naked melody of
tracks like "Ballad in Urgency"
and "Wiser Tune" .
Rich's newest guitar stomps
on songs such as "High Head
Blues" and "P. 25 London" easily match the brilliance of earlier Crown tunes like 'Thick
N' Thin" and "Black Moon
Creeping".
In "Nonfiction", Chris croons:

Blowout Comb
(Pendulum! EMU
Digable Planets
Often credited with heading the critically-labeled hip
hop/ jazz "revolution",
Digable Planets' debut ReacJzin'

(A refutation of time and space)

was hard to ignore.
Somehow, the Ym. laidback sound of three hipsters
reading their mental poetry
over remastered samples of
Curtis Mayfield, Sonny
Rollins, and Kool and the Gang
grabbed my attention quicker
than most of the "in your face"
musk I listen to.
So I was very anxious to
hear their new album. On
Blowout _Comb, the Planets
have evolved in a direction
that would have been difficult
to predict. The subject matter
on ReacJzin' rarely strayed from
the appraisal of the original
masters and the joys of
"sippin' on a Snapple" with
friends.
Blowout finds the Planets
using a vocal and musical approach mellowed out even beyond that of their debut, yet
the message they're carrying is
much stronger. Now that we
know where their music comes
from, they're determined to let
us know where they come
from.
This is an excellent album but I like it for reasons very
different than those for which
I loved Reachin'. Butterfly's
smooth-rolling
vocals,
Ladybug's subtle intensities,
and Doodlebug's rhythmic
dynamics have all returned to
jam.
But, whereas Reachin' made
me want to move my feet and
hands to the beat, Blowout
longs
to be enjoyed sitting on
The clouds conspire
the
floor,
eyes closed, head
Above my haul
nodding
to
the rhythm.
I overhalrd them
It may sound silly, but a few
say I wish he was dead.
Oh sure, this self abuse is defi- listens would show you what
nitely the blues, but I can't re- I mean.
Highlights of the album inmember the last time blues
cludethe
of
were so much fun.

"Black Ego", the bass showcase of "Jettin"', the hesitant
funk of "Dial 7", the self-explana tory "Art of Easin'" as
well as the very fitting cameos
by Gangstarr's Guru and the
trombonist on "KB" s Alley." It
may take more than one or two
listens to find out exactly how
this albem works on you. But
I like it because it finds and
then grooves on a part of my
mind that doesn't get tapped
too often here at non-stop K
College.
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. lrieled frt. hea-vy combat. Enjoy
J1tese .countries and: the dancing, enjoy the . food,
cities are traruiwrmed into fan- enjoyt~e merchants.
tasy worldswheregrea~teasts.
. . But the best part of all
are held year round.. .
are tll(:! ~ple. .SCA members

the '.

.t\va.rietyofeve~sare

here and intbe otherkingheld at these all day or even all doms have aJl\azing stories
Crossroad - 14 Classic weekend parties. There is ai- and.they love to share them.
ways mass amounts ofde1i~
$0 rome one, corne all.
Grooves (Mercury)
dous foodWhich,a.s all SCA
r.e.arn,tofight, dance,
Bon Jovi
rrkmbeiS agree, is a nice week-andifyou ~ lucky you rnigh t
erid~k from Sagi!/Mamot. even learn a HtUeswashbuckI don't care how many years
"' Thereis
............
,'. also dandn g lin
. . g~......
before Green you were into
These songs are a fine Bon Everybody Else.
REM. I don't care how many Jovi effort, but I'm afraid they But aside from those wishes,
Pearl Jam imports you have. detract from the nostalgia of what I found myself listening
And I don' t care if your head the whole thing. My only to was a band who, in two
is bare excluding the Dead other complaint is this, album's time, may have develKennedy's tattoo on your fron- "Where, may I ask, is 'Born to oped one distinct style, but is
tal lobe.
be my Baby'?"
good at what it does.
I will not listen to you try
I don't care if you like doDelores O'Riordan continand convince me Bon Jovi was ing those c1osed-eyes-amcen- ues to define the word "ethetrating-real-hard Richie air so- real" and her "chilly
not cool.
I didn't previously own any los,orenjoylaughlngattheJon mountaintop" voice still
Bon Jovi asides accompanied sounds very beautiful to me.
Bon Jovi C.Do's but c'rnon.
And Noel Hogan's clean
Would ya look at this list of by civil war snare drum, or just
classics . . . "Keep the Fai th" like thinking back to the good guitar echoing in the distance
and "Bed of Roses" ('92), ole' days of forgetting your and Feargal Lawler's stifled
"Blaze of Glory" ('90), "I'll be permission slip upon arrival to drums still do the trick. But I
There for You", "Bad Medi- the sixth grade dance... these especially like such songs as
cine" (this alone makes the al- classics cannot and will not be "Zombie" and "Yeat's Grave"
which allow other elements
bum worth buying), and "Lay ignored!
(distorted guitar and a hauntYour Hands on Me" ('88),
ing monotone recitation, re"Wanted Dead or Alive", "You No Need to Argue
spectively) to overshadow
Give Love a Bad Name", and,
their usual habits.
"Uvin' on a Prayer" (Ooh- ay- (Island)
I guess the Cranberries
ooh-ay-ooh-ooh-ooh-ay) ('86), the Cranberries
could
be compared to Green
and (if you can remember back
Day
in
that both bands don't
On
the
heels
of
the
great
this far) "Runaway" ('84) and
venture
too far from a single
success
of
1993's
Everybody
'1n and Out of Love" ('85).
formula
- but if what they're
Else
is
Doing
it,
so
Why
Can't
Man, those were the days:
doing
is
your
cup 0' tea, then
We?,
this
quick
follow-up
when songs were written
it's
easy
to
see
that they do it
might
seem
a
bit
hasty.
Alaround the bass drum, a chowell.
though
not
a
huge
step
in
the
rus of 100 was always on hand
Although this music may
in the studio for a chorus of band's evolutionary process,
not
have
much depth to it, if
"hey"s, and Alec John Such's anyone who has enjoyed their
one
can
avoid
stylistic critidebut can be pretty sure of engoatee was "avant-garde".
cisms
and
listening
too hard
The album also includes joying this as well.
and
just
sit
back
and
let
it flow
I would've liked to have
three new songs which of
over
oneself,
then
he/she
will
course, follow the same win- seen a bit more straying from
most
Iikel);
find
this
ning formula (including a new the musical formula they incorporated on every track of
version of "Uvin"').

ort
Kalamazoo's Best have

Wednesday, November 16, 1994

an "excellent" Regional
John Morrison
lndexStaff
This weekend, Kalamazoo's
men's and women's cross
country teams sent their seven
fastest runners to Regionals for
the chance to qualify for the
National COllegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Championships. The Hornet harriers
seemed to be flying, as the top
five men and top three women
all had personal best times and
several runners ran their best
times this season.
Unfortunately, neither team
qualified for nationals, although David Barkley, '95,
qualified as an individual.
Barkley is Kalamazoo's first
runner ever to qualify for the
National Championships. The
Nationals will be held at
LeHigh University, in Pennsylvania on November 19th.
Barkley led the men, running 25:30, taking 13th place
overall, and securing the fifth
of six positions available for individuals. Barkley was also
named to the All-Regional Second Team.
Jeremy Meyersieck, '97, followed, running 26:10, which
was good for 31st. The next
runners for the men's team
were Brent Luchies, '98, at
26:15, Dan Lam, '98, at 27:14,
Haans Mulder, '98, at 27:24,
Brian Heinz, '95, at 27:28, and
John Maclean, '95, at 28:20.
The Hornets captured the
13th, 31st, 35th, 76th, 83rd,
l04th and 123rd places to finish 7th out of 23 teams, beat-

ing Anderson University, a
team that was ranked 21st in
the nation. This is the men's
team's best finish ever, as they
even managed to avenge their
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA)
losses to, Hope, beating Hope
by 14 points.
The Hornets, who finished
third in the MlAA behind
Calvin and Hope, fulfilled
their goals of beating Hope,
improving on last year's
standings and beating one nationally-ranked team.
The women's team claimed
the 39th, 57th, 58th, 67th, 82nd,
93rd and 103rd spots to finish
10th out of 19 teams, which
was their best-ever finish as
well. Molly Mechtenberg, '97,
led the women, running a
19:36, followed by Julie
Kliman, '98, and Keegan
Keefover, '98, who finished at
19:51 and 19:52, respectively.
Rounding out the Lady
Hornets' contingent were
Stephanie Gorman, '96, at
20:08, Amber VanderKlok, '95,
at 20:33, Theresa Dennany, '95,
at 20:50 and Inesa Anderson,
'96, at 21:19.
The Lady Hornets, who finished fourth in the MIAA,
achieved their season goal of
placing 10th or lower at nationals, improving on last year's
12th place performance. "We
were prepared to run well and
all of us had a good day/'said
Mechtenberg.
Looking back over the season both the coaches and run-

Congratulations, Hornet Standouts!
Men'a CroSS CgJIDIU
All-MIAA First Team:
David Barkley, K'95
All-MIAA Second Team:
Jeremey Meyersieck, K'97
Brent Lunchles, K'98
Football
All-MIAA First Team:
Scott Boos (0, K'95
Thm Siwajek (DE), K'95
Chad Zollman (DB), K'96
All-MIAA Second Team:
Scott French (QG), K'95
Matt Dube (TE), K'97
Seth Simpson (WR), K'96
Greg McDonald (QB), K'97
Clint Wagner (RB), K'95
Bob Holloway (LB), K'95
Doug Dammann (DB), K'96
All-MIAA Honorable
Mention:
John Morgan (01'), K'95
Rob Hunt (LB), K'96
Derek Adams (DT), K'97
Mm'sGgU
All-MIAA Fint Team:
Prashant Desai, 1<'95
Men's Soc;cer
Tom Anllgnost, K '95
1994 MIAA Most
Vlllfl4ble Pillyer
All-MIAA Fint Team:
Tom Anagnost (DB)
Mike Arends (MF), K'95
Robin Wells (F), K'95
Jon Uvely (GK), K'95
All-MIAA Second Team:

Dana Orsucci (DB), K'95
Rene "Kip" Adrian (MF), K'97
Tun Streeter (F), K'95
All-MIAA Honorable
Mention:
Blake Lancaster (DB), K'97
Pete Knight (MF), K'95
Pete Poniatowski (DB), K'95
Wgml:n'S Sgl:tl:l
All-MIAA First Team:
Jill Wojewuczki (F), K'96
Felicia Paluzzi (F), K'97
Erin Ascherman (DB), K'98
All-MIAA Second Team:
Susie Anderson (MF), K'98
Melissa Stucki (DB), K'96
Laura Whiteley (MF), K'96
All-MIAA Honorable
Mention:
Erin Bagozzi (F), K'96

YQIII:Xhill
Milry Siwlljek, K'95
1994 MlAA. Most ,
Vlllfl4ble Pillyer
American Volleyball Coaches
Association Great Lakes
All-Regional Team and
All-MIAA First Team:
Mary Siwajek (MH)
Anita Grinbergs (OH), K'96
Cara Marker (S), K'96
All-MIAA Second Team:
Jennifer West (OH), K'95
All-MIAA Honorable
Mention:
Allison Waldenstrom (OH),
K'97

David Barkley, '95, is the first
runner from Kalamazoo ever
to qualify for the NCAA Cross
Country Championships.
Photo by Public Relations
ners alike were eager to sing
each others' praises. John
Maclean described Assistant
Men's Coach Dade Dimcheff
as "an important factor in the
men's teams success this year."
Head Coach Pete Gathje reflected upon both teams' seasons saying, "Excellent. There
is not much more to say. Both
teams had their best finishes
ever." Dimcheff added, "The
Regional meet was one of our
best. It was a great way to end
the season, wi th everyone
coming through for us."
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Lady Hornets upset early
in NCAA tournament "
Eric R. Frederick
lndexStaff
After giving it everything
they could, Kalamazoo's volleyball squad came up on the
short end of an intense fiveset match in the opening
round of the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Division m volleyball championship toumament, which was held this
past weekend in Ada, Ohio.
The Hornets lost in an exciting match, 4-15, 15-8, 13-15,
15-13,15-10 to the Polar Bears
of Ohio Northern University.
The first set of the match
began by giving all indications that the match was goingtobetight. The"Bearsand
Lady Hornets traded points
until the score reached 4-4.
Kalamazoo took off after
that, scoring the next eleven
points to win the first set 154. Anita Grlnbergs, '96, led the
way with six kills.
Ohio Northern quickly
took a 5-2 lead in the second
set. Kalamazoo bounced back
to even the set at 5-5 but tile
Bears counter-punched, scoring the next five points to pull
ahead, 10-5.
The Lady Hornets then
fought their way back to 8-10
before the Polar Bears put the

set away with the next five while Siwajek added five.
points The set was a team efWith the crowds from both
fort for Kalamazoo, with sides applauding the women's
Grinbergs, Mary Siwajek, '95, efforts, the teams geared up for
and Mary Helen Diegel, '97, the final set. The winner was
putting down three kills each. to play in the regional chamIn the third set, Ohio North- pionship game the next day,
em, riding the momentum of while the season was over for
the previous set, established a the losing team.
7-1 lead. The Lady Hornets,
Ohio Northern jumped out
much to the delight of the to a 5-3 lead, but Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo crowd, scrapped battled to close the deficit to
back into the set to pull within one point, 5-6. The Polar Bears
two points, 5-7, after Head reeled off four straight points,
Coach Jeanne Hess called a and the Lady Hornets couldn't
time-out.
make the gap any smaller than
The two teams then traded three points the rest of the way.
points until the score was 9-11.
Although Kalamazoo lost
The Lady Hornets scored the the match, the season as a
next four points and went on whole was a triumph. The
to hold off the Polar Bears, 15- Hornets finished the season
13. Siwajek led Kalamazoo with an overall record of 29-8
with six kills, wbile setter Can and an outright Michigan InMarker, '96, added three kills tercollegiate Athletic Associaof her own.
tion (MIAA) championship,
The fourth set was much chalking up an 11-1 league
like the third, but this time the record.
roles were reversed. The Lady
The Hornets also gained
Hornets pulled in front, 7-1, valuable tournament experionly to see Ohio Northern ence, and while the loss of secome back to even the score at niors Siwajek and West will
7-7. The teams traded points hurt the Lady Hornets, the
until the score was tied at 13.
team is young and will conThe Polar Bears scored the tinue to enjoy success in the
next two points to win the seasol"S to come. Congratulafourth set, 15-13. Jennifer tions Kalamazoo College VolWest, '95, had a monster set, leyball on an outstanding sealmoclcing down seven kills, son!

The Lastpage (not much different, just sounds funnier)

Circus Boy

Matt Priest

THE K COLLEGE BOOKSTORE ANNOUNCES
Betty Childs
WINTER SPECIALS
Joe Strife
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HATS! HATS!! HATS!!!·15% OFF!

OON'T BE TIlE ONLY ONE
CAUGHT WITHOUT YOUR
''KALAMAZOO SPIRIT
HELMET' TIllS SPORTS
SEASON!

THE ANTHROPOLOGISTS HAT
TIlEK
COLLEGE

PLATFORM
HEEL

TIlE CLASSICS HAT

TIlE ORGO. HAT

TIlE GAKI'H MILLER AUTOGRAPHED
, SERIES FRISBEE GOLF FRISBEE

"Dean LaPlante Meets the
Wild West" 1995 Calendar
only $10.95

AT $9.95, WATUI 'EM FLY

•••

The K Faculty
Quad-Streaking Deck of
Playing Cards

AT $120.00
THEY'RE
GOING

FAST!

featuring Mike Leeuw as
the ace of spades

$3.49

•••
2CDSet
Bibett and Cherie
Sing TV's Greatest Hits
featuring "The Unkown Stuntrnan"
(theme from "FaIl Guy")

CA NA\\A-, GODS
V

RiH

just $29.95

Gt'::,

To
IG-A!

•••
Never Be Late Again
with the Facilities Management
Stylized Chronometer
• plays ''Everybody's Working for the
Weekend" by Loverboy

$39.95

•••

1H~ NoR,ON ANrHOLOGf0s~~~~

ll~ PHILQ';of'~IC.AL \j;,l~-~R~:r,,~

Start your own campus
,activist group with
1.001 Things on Campus Not
Already Being Fought
$12.95

•••
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Swimming, basketball teams take beatings
CauhltE. Jock
Index Staff
I<alamazooCollege'sMen's
swimming and diving team
used to be a perennial power
in the Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (MlAA).
The men's basketball team
challenged Hope and Calvin

every year in the regular season and post-season tournament alike. But there have
been significant changes since
talk of changing Kalamazoo's
academic calendar has begun.
The men's swimming team
finished in third place in the
final MlAA standings last year,

the only year in the team's history that they haven't finished
among the MIAA's top two
teams, but tha t may have been
the start of a downward slide
for the program. The swimmers are all in poor spiri IS,
coming off a humiliating loss
to Calvin on Tuesday, Novcm-

Other unrelated sports briefs
SIMPSON CASE DEVELOPMENT: Judge Ito, who presides over the O.J. Simpson case, surprised members of the media and legal teams alike, as he banged his gavel f~riously, then told
the entire courtroom,. "Go home, there's no reason to continue here. We all know tha t Juice isn't
going get the chair. H he's going to walk out of here sooner or later, we all might as well all go
home now._ I mean, we all know that Los Angeles's D.A.'s office can't win the big case ... just
ask Rodney King or the Menendez brothers. Just go home .. all of you!!"
NFL LIFTS STEROID BAN: In a joint decision made by the National Football League (NFL)
owners and commissioner, it was announced yesterday that, effective immediately, anabolic
steroid use would be permitted throughout the NFL. 'We just came to the realiza tion tha t these
idiots were going to get juiced up no matter what we did about it. Besides, now everyone will
be On even ground... if the two percent of the players that didn't use steroids before choose to,
they can now take just as many steroids as the other 98 percent of the players that already do,"
~da IIpOkesman for the owners.
MIAA SUS WEIGHT LtMIT FOR SPRINGBOARD DIVING: All but one of the Michigan
Ir:lte~lIegi~teAthletkAssociation (MIAA) swimming and diving coaches voted in favor of a
~wMIAANIer which will go into effect for the 1995-1996 swimming and diving season. The
n.t!e.l~ teSulfofextensive dar,nage to diving boards and stands at facilities around the league,
set,a~ighf)imit of ~75 pounds fo:r the one and three meter competitions. The only coach to
6pp<>~the~ was Keith Havens,of Albion, who said, ''Diving isn't about appearances,
!~!Po~tgivUi~fl:1eswimmecsso~ m:Uch-Ileed~ rest duri~g the meet, while allowing the
di\1rigroa.cli&to~~.roi.Useofthe meet thr.ough th~rpoliticaI judging."
~Q~~~.Jft.1NTSFORJ~Y~terdaY, G<rry.Moeller ~~~tpe coach of the best football propihi::Oll~ fOOtball's Dlustrio~ ltistory. TOday, he's ~employed. Upon the insistence of
~J.1i\iv~ty of Michitan'salumrii aSsQciation, Moeller was fired from his posi tion this mornIDk;~W'~inoneseasOni'sinE!XcUsableat the Uru.versityof Michlgan," said a spokesman
f~rthe alurimi associlltiOn. HAnd the loss that cost.that bum his job was at the hands of Ohio
State. 'Ibat'san embattassmentto olltinstitution and we won't stand for it." In his own de1er said, "Yes,! did lead a team that should have been the national champions to
fuuqlisapPQinliJig losses, but no matter how.bad we played this year, we will still have the
~~sfactiOnoflcnowing that we are a better football team than Notre Dame... we proved that on
the field}!'· ... . . . .
...

fense,¥OeI

~~,()UVE!T()r:MIAAA1'HLimC RANKS: Th: ¥JAA All-Sports Award standings

~~~~~j~~Y¥.fl4.t~g hea!:l at!dshc:>utd~above the rest of the teams in the

~PyeleAdrWtCOl1.aI)dOlivetColIege.'J!le ~llmher one and two positions were no
sUrprise; a$ these t\VO sChools domi:pated the tall sPortS inthe MlAA. Olivet has won the AllSpOrts Award in fi"e of the lastseien yearsl while Adnanhas captured the title in three of the
lasteigbt years; Ironically, Adrian and Olivet were also number one and two in the Detroit Free
~sannuaI acadenUcranking of MIAAconeges~ and were the only two schools to receive

1U$hly selectiVe" ratings..

WIN

. ..

...

.•.•.•.... . . . ..

~DYHORNETS
CRAMMY: FoI1ow~g their witt that cIinch~ their bid to the NCAA
P9~11 tgjlrnament, Kalamazoo's volleyball sqUad jumped around, shou ted, hugged each

9ther;il:rid crasbed <:ymbalstogethet It was the later that has now won them the adoration of

jnn~able tans ryt.tionwide. Intact, the spikers won a Grammy for "Best Cymbal Collaboration irl ~ Postgame celebration" in the NCAA Division lIT category.

I

1-____________________________-~Jac=q:!.:u=es::..E=.:..:S:.:c::ho:.:..r~t
z

After successfully brealdrtg into the natatorium the volleyball team has a cymbalic moment.
Photo taken by Metal Detector Mat> with 1856 Kodak camera found on Quad.

ber 22
"Calvin just had too many
soldiers, and we just couldn't
keep up with them, having lost
all of those valuable underclassmen:' commented Head
Coach Bob Kent, "but we have
to regroup now and try to
'squeak out' a victory against
the eight-member Adrian this
weekend." When asked about
Adrian's lineup, Kent said, '1
think that we are almost as
good as they are, in terms of
team depth, but we will have
to have some amazing swims
in order to beat them"
The men's basketball program is seeing similar troubles,
as they lost several outstanding underclassmen, as well as
all of their top recruits. As a
result, the junior varsity team
has been dropped, and the assistant coaches have launched
a major recruiting campaign.
Hornet coaches have gone
to all of the popular gyms, recreation centers and outdoor
courts in Southwestern Michigan. Even Head Coach Joe
Haklin was seen driving
around the downtown area,
looking for players off of the
street. An unnamed assistant
coach said, '1 don't know how
we'll get through our MlAA
schedule this year."
Sources in the Athletic Department close to both teams
also attribute the mass exodus
of underclassmen (and the
coaches' inability to secure the
top recruits) to the ongoing
Calendar Change Committee
(C-cubed) ramblings. One
first-year student, formerly a K
student, but now studying at
Hope, explained, "I chose
Kalamazoo and the K-pIan because I li~ what they had to
offer me."
"But I feel like the
Kalamazoo College that I
chose to go to isn't going to be
around much longer," the
former student continued,
"Kalamazoo was different

Abroad program as an attraction to this school," said an .
sistant swimming coach
wished to remain anonymous.
"We had to admit to Prospec_,1
tive students that they·
bers of the C-cubed) are
to eliminate the ten-week program."
''The changes that the Ccubed have campaigned for
would force winter-quarter
athletes to make a very hard
choice between athletics and
Study Abroad opportunities,"
explained the coach. "If the
student-athlete chooses to participate in a Study Abroad program in the fall, they would
have to miss a year of athletic
competition."
''Besides hindering team
continuity and reducing the
student-athlete's collegiate career to three years, taking a
year off is very detrimental to
the student's progression," explained a senior who chose to
take a year off of basketball
and go on a six-month program last year. "It's hard to
come back after a year off and
feel like you can still improve
during your senior year."
"Students would have the
option of going on a program
following their season," said a
representative of the C-cubed.
The representative failed to
mention, however, that athletes would arrive a week late
to their program, missing their
orientation. The representative also neglected to address
post-season competition, such
as the National CollegiateAthleticAssociation (NCAA) postseason basketball tournament,
or the NCAA Swimming and
Diving Championships, which
are held a full month after the
MlAA Championships.
''When we explain what the
C-cubed wants to do, the prospective students realize tha t
their options are limited," continued the coach, "and today's
students are not stupid, nor do

from the other MlAA schools.
Yes, taking classes in the summer made K unique, not to
mention the advantage that it
gave to the students when applying for their CD's during
quarters that most other eligible interns were taking
classes."
The student also implied
thatK'sdistinctivenesswould
have made its tough classes
worth the effort.
"If a
Kalamazoo diploma isn't going to be any more valuable
than one from Albion or Hope,
why go through that
workload," asked the student,
adding ''here at Hope, I have a
lot of time to concentrate on
my sport, and I don't have all
of that stress that my friends
that were foolish enough to
wait out this calendar change
hogwash are dealing with on
a daily basis."
"Our recruiting has been a
complete drought, because we
can no longer use the Study

they want to feel limited."
'1t's also hard to convince
the top students to come to our
school when they come to visit
the campus and talk to students who tell them that the
administration is deaf to student voices," said the unnamed coach. "The current
students tell the prospective
students how much they
didn't want a calendar change,
and how much they didn't
want tile in Trowbridge, and
how much the administration
didn't want to hear it and
chose to ignore them."
With tough seasons ahead,
the coaching staffs of the men's
winter sports are going to have
to figure out something to get
the top recruits to come to
Kalamazoo, as alumni cash
donations have fallen off considerably, however dozens of
boxes of earplugs and blindfolds have been delivered to
Anderson Athletic Center in
the past two months.
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Somewhere Near Western's Campus
Kalamazoo, MI 49006-9595-43422-911-21322
"Caldendar Change Capitol of the Midwest"
The Windex is the natural result of ten weeks straight up until four a.m., not to mentaion
inbreeding, LSD flashbacks and the New York Times Best Seller Fun with Hot Wax.
Supreme Court Justice ....... Amy Trenkle Ineffectua\ President ......... Garth Miller
Speaker of the House .......... Erin Miller Invisible Vice President. ....... Matt Priest
Minority Leader .......... Kezia Pearlman Postmaster General . . . . . . . . .. Beckie Craft
Requisite Kennedy ....... Alexandra Foley Loud Liberal Lobbyist .... Douglas Gordon
Old' Guy from Texas .... Suzanne Baumann Fat, Rich Republican ........ Matt Rainson
Requisite Alcoholic ..... Shannon Coleman Requisite Blackmailer ...... Diwakar Kinra
Chief of Staff ....... Deborah Luyster
UpJohn Experiment Subjects: Secret Agent Anne, Metal Detector Man, The Guy Who
Can't Spell "Caendar" Right, Some Other Dorks, Cauhk E. Jock, The "I don't want to be the
bad guy here" guy, The "Computers have feelings too" lady, The "'The' is our friend" clan,
Superfluous People, and the notorius "Space Fillers"
Editorials come right out of our ass. We couldn't care less if they offend you.
Chill out. Just don't read it then.

Tentative winter quarter LACes
• January 5th - The Calen- sented by Dr. Baraka-Love. her white-water rafting trip to
dar Change Dancers will per- Olmsted Room, 8 p.m.
the Grand Canyon in 1987.
• January 14th-Celebration Olmsted Room, 7:30 p.m.
form in SAGA, 8 p.m.
• January 6th - Vaughn of Matthew Rainson's birth• January 24th - Vaughn
Maatman will read his favor- day. Bring gifts. SAGA, 8 p.m. Maatman will give a dramatic
• January 15th - The French reading of "The Snuggaite works of feminist poets
from the late 19th century, Department will host a Jerry Wumps Christmas" and the
Lewis film festival, beginning entire Leo Buscaglia collection,
Olmsted Room, 8 p.m.
as well as "Ufe's Uttle Instruc• January 8th - Dean at 6 p.m., Olmsted Room.
• January 18th - ''The Cal- tion Book" and "All I Ever
LaPlante performs interpretive dance on the theme ''The endar C'hange!" An IMAX Needed to Know I Learned in
Joy of RSVPing." Recital Hall, wraparound film presented in Kindergarten." Recital Hall, 8
Surround Sound will be pre- p.m.
7:30p.m.
• January 11 th - Ellen sented. Dalton Theater, 8 p.m.
• January 28th - The French
• January 19th - Vaughn Department will speak French
Caldwell wi11 arm-wrestle
with President Bryan. Who- Maatman will tray the Quad in for your entertainment. Bring
ever wins will have their cal- his skivvies. 8 p.m.
marshmallows to throw.
endar change plan imple• January 20th - Upjohn li- Olmsted Room, 8 p.m.
mented. Whoever loses will be brary will unveil it's plan to
• February 2nd - Presentadropped into a pit of vipers. construct a water park on its tion of the film "Calendar
Anderson Gymnasium, 8 p.m. lower level. Upjohn Ubrary, 8 Change Park". Olmsted Room,
• January 12th - ''The Cal- p.m.
8p.m.
• January 22nd - "The Calendar Change!" Laser-light
• February 3rd - Grand
and sound show will be pre- endar Change!" A pep-rally opening of the "Calendar
sented, with special guest with special guest The Dallas Change" roller coaster at CeGarth Brooks. Olmsted Room, Cowboy Cheerleaders will be dar Point. Bus leaves at 3 p.m.
presented in the Olmsted
• February 4th - Pr~sident
8p.m.
Room,8p.rn.
Clinton's
address on the Cal• January 13th - "More Rea•
January
23rdDean
endar
Change
will be telesons the Western World Really
LaPlante
will
show
slides
from
vised.
Dow
Science
226, 8 p.m.
Sucks and Stuff" will be pre• February 10th - The
Vaughn Maatman singers will
present "Favorites from
Rogers and Hammerstein".
The fOlloWlng probie!l\S werereportea to campus security
Recital Hall, 8 p .m.
• February 12th - Dr.
during the week:
A man reportedlybroke into the vegetarian co-op in Crissey
Schmeichel's victorious deba te
Hall and stole 23 Yanni CD's, a large power crystal collection,
with His Holiness, The Pope
two bumper stickers reading "One Nuclear Bomb Can Ruin
on "Resolved: I Know More
Your Whole Day," and two top sirloin steaks hidden behind a
About the Gospels Than You
tofu container in the refrigerator. This stolen items have a reDo" will be televised . Dow Sciported value of $250.
ence 226, 7 p.m.
An intoxicated SAGA worker hijacked the 2: 15 Detroit-Chl• February 15th - Dean
cago Amtrak. He derailed it close to campus and ran it fullL"Plante will demonstra te
speed. into Hoben, killing 98 and injuring 2. The train was
how to properly respond to an
carrying two murder convicts from the Illinois State Peniteninvitation. Olmsted Room, 8
tiary, one 01 who is still at large. His name is Doctor Richard
p.m.
Kimble.
. • February 19th - The "60
A student was reportedly seen changing the inscription
Minutes" interview with Dr.
on the side of Trowbridge from ''The End of Learning is Gra- Henry Kissinger regarding the
cious Uving" to 'The End 01 Leaming is Unemployment"
Calendar Change will be teleSomeone reportedly attempted to detonate a Breakfast
vised. Dow Science 226, 8:30
Tastie in Upjohn Ubrary. However, it was disarmed before
p .m.
anyd~ge~uned.
.
• February 23rd - The
A student WaS reported trying to have fUn on a week night.
French Department will try to
He was quickly subdued with a tranquilizer dart and is now
conjugate an irregular verb.
undergoing intensive therapy_
Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
President Bryan was found trying to play liThe .E ntertainer"
• February 28th - Vaughn
on the Stcs<>u pipe organ at 2 am in his footie pajama:;_ He
Maatman will lecture on his
was awakened gently and led back home to bed.
lifelong study of needlepoint
Dean LaPlante was found wandering the Quad aimlessly
and show us some of the
wearing scuba flippers and a tutu, She was reported to say
works from his "Precious Mothat she was "waiting for the Venusians to come back for her."
men ts" period. Dalton Thea ler,
She has been given Vaughn Maatrnan's job.
8p.m.
-compl1ed by Mac Mobius
• March 3rd - The Vienna

Chewin' chaw style
Cod,lAk
l(

lex staff

It's called many different
things in many different
piaces. Up here in Michigan
it's called "chew." In my
homestate, it's called "chaw,"
at least by the less civilized
Hoosiers like myself. Chaw is
an art form. One friend joked
that the only reason I knew
how to spit was because chewing chaw is a prerequisite of
living in Indiana. I responded
with the truth: "In fourth
grade, we are required to take
Indiana history. In fifth grade,
it's chaw time."
In order to chew-"chaw"
is the noun; "chew" is the
verb-you must have a
tongue. In time the tongue will
become cancerous and have to
be amputated, but don't worry
about that while you're practicing the spit.
The spit is the most important thing. You must be able
to release all of the built up saliva while maintaining an air
of dignity. The rule is: spit often and spit accurately. If the
chaw-spit dribbles out of your
mouth and runs down your
chin, staining your shirt, you
are definitely not spitting correctly. Spitting in public is
rude, so be sure to have something resembling a spittoon
nearby. Fifth grade ceramics
class in Indiana covers how to
make spitt?<>ns your grandfa-

ther would be proud of. Spittoons can resemble any number of things, ranging from
pop cans to coffee mugs to an
enemy's shoe.
Another thing to remember:
don't swallow it. For God's
sake, and the sake of your beloved stomach, don't swallow
it. If you do swallow a little,
don't try to induce vomiting;
it'll soon happen by itself.
Once you get really good at
chewing, feel free to try talking. Talking with chaw in your
mouth is always embarrassing
at first. You'll get used to it.
When talking, it is important
to spit often to keep from accidently spitting on the unlucky
person with whom you happen to be conversing. People
don't, for the most part, enjoy
brown icky ooze dripping
down their faces to stain their
shirts. Besides, you never
know who's got chaw, and
they might just spit back. At
first and until you spit, it will
sound like you just got your
wisdom teeth pulled, but after
practice and proper chaw-hiding techniques, your speech
will become as clear as a peat
bog.
The art of chaw is a difficult
concept to grasp for most. I
must admit it took me three
tries to pass fifth grade. I
graduated with honors. Now
all I need is to find someone I
can share my spittoon with.

.-.-

crimebeat

HELP BURN DOWN A RAINFOREST;
THROW THIS NEWSPAPER AWAY
Boys Choir will present "Hallelujah! Calendar Change!" a
choral concert. Stetson Chapel,
8p.m.
• March 7th - The smash
Broadway musical "Miss Calendar Change" will be presented in a special engagement
of the touring company.
Dalton Theater, 8 p.rn.
• March 15th - The Bach
Festival Chorus will present
"The Calendar Change Oratio
in B Minor". Stetson Chapel, 8
p.m.
• March 20th - The French
Department will lecture on
"Cheese For Every Occasion".
Recital Hall. 8 P.rn.

• March 23rd - "Oh, Calendar!", mature adult entertainment, will be presented,
Dalton Theater, 8 p.m. 18 and
over only, please.
• March 25th Mummenschanz mime troop,
with special guests Dean
LaPlante
and
Vaughn
Maatman appearing as "A
Large, Walking Nose" will perform their own brand of mime
and puppet entertainment.
Dalton Theater, 8 p.rn.
• March 30th - The NCAA
Maatman-Tossing Finals will
be held. Anderson Gymnasium,2 p.m.

-comviled

C. Kreddit
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Paul (2) combination rocks Broadway
FrankN. Stine
been awarded the highest deWmdexStaff
gree in his field. Despite his
In the latest of their efforts achievements, Frankenstein
to create a liberal arts educa- could not hide the evil being
tion, two members of the Biol- inside him and continued his
ogy faculty at Kalamazoo Col- dangerous experiments on
lege have starred in Franken- human life. The situation was
stei... The movie has made made somewhat more relaxing
reconI box-office sales and has by the role of Igor,
beencalled the best example of Frankenstein's hard-working
"Evolutionary Science" today. hunchback assistant. Together
The main plot of the movie these two made the most exreflected a mad scientist Fran- plosive mixtures to mutilate
kenstein (Paul Olexia), his as- their human victims. The filmsistant Igor (Dave Evans) and strip has grueling scenes of
their creation "Monster" (Paul Igor raising the dead from the
Sotherland). Frankenstein had cemetery
next
to
been schooled in the best Frankenstein's laboratory, 10schools of the world and had cated at the top-of West Main

Hill.
All was well in the world
until Frankenstein one day discovered the formula for producing invincible human flesh.
Using the teachings of Stephen
Jay Gould, Frankenstein created the "Monster." All was
havoc in West Main after that
day. The "Monster," created
with the best dead body parts
that Igor could lay his hands
on, soon became capable of
amazing strength. Because
neither Igor nor Frankenstein
were interested in creating an
intellectual monster, they left
the "Monster's" head filled
with clumpy macaroni.

A trip to the toilet: the unending saga
Con Stir;ted
Wmdex talf

The following is a personal account of one Windex writer's
visit across the hall to the women's
restroom, in the basement of
Hicks.
First of all, I really didn't
have to go to the bathroom.
But hey, if your choices were
limited to that or correcting
other people's grammar, what
would you do?
After warning my fellow
staff members against touching my computer, I went out
the door. The first thing that hit
me was the little fire extinguisher on the wall, directly
across from the Winde:c office.
"What's the deal with that
thing? Why is it SO little?" I
thought.
I took six paces and the
smell hit me: It was the sme))
of Marriott food, I thought, but
something was different. Perhaps it was what Marriott food
smells like after being digested, passed out of the body,
and allowed to go stale.
The door was the same kind
used in the library bathrooms.
Unfortunately, it didn't have
that same soft welcoming
moan. The Hicks bathroom
door just kind of squeaks.
The first thing that struck
me about this bathroom was

flies. There were these fruit
flies that came out at me when
I opened the door. Honest.
There more flies, dead ones, in.
the buzzing light over the mirror.
The tile was nice. It had
checkers and stripes on it. It's
blue, or gray, or green. I
couldn't tell the color for sure,
the floor was kind of dingy. I
could tell the color of the spots
under the toilets, though. They
were yellow.
The restroom has two toilets. I explored the one closest
to the wall first. The toilet inside was tall and important
looking; a throne in every
sense of the word. The seat was
:!ven sort of padded, with
these little curly hairs. If it
weren't for the brown
smudges on the wa)) and the
trap door above, I may have
spent more time in that cubicle.
Instead, I moved on to the
second toilet. It was crooked.
It was mounted to the wa)) at
a slant. The edge of the seat
was five inches from the metal
partition. I used this one. I still
have the bruises from banging
my knees on the napkin disposal box to prove it.
Having done my duty, I
washed my hands with the
free Dermapro enriched lotion
soap. I reached for a paper

FREE
FAKE
INDIANA
IDs
with your paid

Science critics have argued
that his accurately represents
what could be the "evolutionary possibilities" for future
mankind. They argue that
both Frankenstein and "The
Monster" should be employed
in researching and teaching
their evolutionary discoveries

These heWili~ems have .recently reached Clirnpus from the out.
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Compllt-dbyBuck Nayki~ ·
.•.•••.. 4! The-tTnion (orces have defeated the Rebels in the War
the States! Surrender js·Jni.minent at Appomatox
Cou.r thouse!
..
ttMo$es has reportedly parted the Red Sea. Details are
~b:hy at1IDs time.
. -GeolOgical evidence indicates. that large, reptilian animals
(:a11ed "dinosaurs" may have once populated the earth.
.• .•.• • • We hav:e received word of a posSible plague in Europe. It
looks pretty dark, folks.
-Anew play by William Shakespeare has been published.
We hav~ not yet found out what the title is, but it concerns a
king or something.
• A cunHor rabies haS been discovered byMonsieur Pasteur
of Paris, France.
• The aforementioned news leads us to believe that there
may be.a cOuntry somewhere known as "France."
• We ltave been told that saIt may help preserve meats and
other perishable foods.
• The Roman Empire is currently experiencing some political u.nrest. This may have been caused by the recen t eruption of a certain Mountain known as "Vesuvius."
• There is a new religion arising SOme"" here in the Middle
East It may center on the teachings of a man named "Jesse,"
but details are soarse at this time.
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Between

towel in the silver dispenser
next to the sink. It was empty.
I tried the white dispenser next
to it. It was empty. I took a
towel from the stack on the
shelf behind me.
It was time to go. On my
way out, something on the
wall caught my eye. It was a
wooden panel, bolted to the
bricks, painted off white to
match the wall. I pried it off.
Know what's behind it? A
hole. Know what's behind
that? The Marriott office.
Something to think about,
isn't it?
AT\yway, it was an all
around pleasurable trip. I may
even come back some day,
when it's all lit up for Christmas.

NrH</MIOJOI....-J) •

to create more great scientists
like them.
However, Igor was found to
be more "entomolOgically Oriented" due to his infatuation
with horseflies. His favorite in
the movie was Migrating L0cUsts, originally said to have
come from Botswana.
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The Marriott Food Service family: More organized than you think
M~Ott

WmdexStaff
As I'm sure most of you
were already aware, at 1 a.m.
on Friday November 11,
Kalamazoo students Colin
Sheaff and Bert Reiheld n were
struck by a mini-van while
crossing Catherine Street. The
driver of the vehicle was confirmed to be Carl W. Forrest, an
off-duty employee of campus'
own Marriott Food Service. At
first glance, this entire occurrence seems to be rather insignificant. However, other disturbing developments that are
only now being made public,
are implying otherwise.
The disturbance lies within
the fact that this "unfortunate"
incident was not the only one
of its in the last couple of
weeks. For example, about 7
p.m. Sunday of that same
weekend, a very nervous

Cherrie was found hiding in
the closet belonging to
DeWaters residents Mat
Calvert and Matt Lango. She
was holding on tightly to an
aluminum baseball bat and
mumbling something about"a
two-run homer" and"All-Star
Game, here I come." The
would-be-assailant was detected when she was heard
whispering angrily at herself
for unintentionally locking
herself inside the closet.
On Monday evening of the
same week, Marriott employee
Will Dixon was apprehended
while fidgeting with the back
of the T.V. set in the basement
of Severn Hall just moments
before ''Melrose Place" was to
start. He was caught installing a device police are calling
"the menacing result of an extremely knowledgeable demolitions expert, hard at work

with malicious intentions" but
Dixon swears was nothing
more than "a bomb".
Finally, on Thursday of that
week, a rehearsal for this fall's
theater production of "Blue
Window" was abruptly
brought to a halt when the cast
and crew realized they were
being bombarded with heavy
lighting equipment from the
catwalks of Balch Theater. For-.
tunately, no one was injured
but when cast member Brian
Tallerico rushed up to the catwalks to locate the attacker, he
caught a short glimpse of a
fleeing subject dressed in a
phantom's mask and cape
with a height and build that
could be described only as
"very Bibett."
One can't help but wonder
what the motives behind these
planned attacks might be. But
perhaps our biggest clue might

have arrived this Monday
morning when authorities finally released the longawaited tapes recorded directly from the private phone
lines of Food Services Director,
Mike Leeuw. The following is
a shocking excerpt from a
phone conversation on the
morning following the minivan incident that took place
between Leeuw and employee
Forrest, who at the time, was
being held at County Prison.
Leeuw: So what you're telling
me, Private Forrest, is that you
have failed.
Forrest: But lieutenant, I hit
one and ran directly over the
other!
Leeuw: But they got away,
didn't they?
Forrest: Well ... yes, but due
to no fault of mine, sir. You
should have seen these freaks.
I squealed to a halt, got out of
the car, and the two of them
were getting up and brushing
themselves off. The one under
the tires must have been a subut tell us the gossip, the REAL perhero or somethin'. No one
story behind this book. Who should've survived the fury of
you lusted after, that sort of my Ford Aerostar - he was
thing - that's what my editor
REALLY wants to hear........ .
Ted E. Bear: "Well, Miss Piggy
is sort of cool."
Lou: "And what about the traditional marmalade sand- Circusboy
wiches and Paddington and wiJ\dex
Last Thursday evening an
what not, you know - sharing
ft~sassin was wrestled to the
your surname
and all
~;l'Ound after pelting President
that?.. ...... .
Ted: ''Well, I suppose marma- Bryan's mansion with somelade sandwiches are OK but where between five and seven
I'm more of a peanut butter fan hundred spitballs. The man
myself. Urn, these are not re- was carted off screaming
ally the kind of questions I something about how argo
thought you were going to ask, sucks.
According to Glenn
so I haven't given them much
Nevelle,
'The president owes
thought. You've sort of floored
his
life
to
this loyal student.
me, there. You're not going to
would
have opened
Security
print the thing about Miss
fire,
but
we
didn't
want to inPiggy, are you?????"
jure
any
innocent
bystanders."
Lou: "No, of COURSE not."
This attempt on the
president's
life is appalling to
So there you have it, dear readme
considering
that just last
ers. Ted E Bear is having an
man
was appreweek
another
affair with Princess Di AND
hended
after
throwing
a paper
Prince Charles. And that's the
airplane
at
what
he
thought
truth. Read all abo~t it in his
was the presidents bedroom.
book.

Ted E. Bear is not square
''When You Go Down To
The Woods Today" is the latest book written by Ted E. Bear
and the subject of Monday's
exciting, riveting, fascinating,
inspiring LACC lecture.
A visiting professor from
Western Michigan University,
Bear believes his latest offering
is particularly irrelevant to
todays up and coming generating,
Generation
Y.
Kalamazoo College students
should particularly note the
central free thoughts which
make up the guide to life section, especially the subsection
on eating goldfish in initiation
ceremonies.
The following interview
took place on Tuesday in
Kalamazoo's hi-tech, International Airport, as Bear was
awaiting his flight to NeverNeverland:
Lou: "So Ted, tell us about
your book. Why is it titled

''When You Go Down To The
Woods Today?"
Ted E . Bear: ''Well, Lou, it's
like this ... People just don't un-

derstand life, man. I mean,
they really don't. You·try and
tell them but they don't listen.
~ mean, what's up with that?
This book sets out to explore
the time and space theorem ...
Lou: (interrupting) .... Yes, yes,

Caldwell awakes from
dream: Calendar change
figment of imagination
Calendar Bandits
Windex Staff
After awaking frQm an extended slumber, Dr. Ellen
Caldwell, who thought she
was a member of C cubed, formallyannounced that she was
under the influence of Dr.
Faustus and therefore could
not be held accountable for
anything she had said or done
regarding the calendar change.
However, faculty and administration decided it would still

Assassination attempt
foiled by loyal K student
staff

Today," and Louise .
Photo by Becky Klinepeter

be best to modify the calendar.
In a surprise move, the Educational Policies Committee,
President Larry Bryan, Provost
Richard Cook and all the
people that they were in C
Cubed, granted students the
right to design the new KPlan.
Although the student body
is divided concerning many
issues, they unanimously
agreed to adopt the new K
Plan.

wearing a cape, sir.
Leeuw:Acape? Well,that'sno
excuse. You have one job,
Forrest, and one job only. The
blond kid's startin' to tell stories about the whole thing already.
Forrest: But sir ...
Leeuw: Look, I'm still faced
with a problem Forrest. Would
you like to try and explain to
the student body why, for the
third week in a row, there
won't be any "chicken" nuggets . .. would you Forrest?!
Forrest: No sir.
Leeuw: I want you to spend a
few days in jail reflecting on
the importance of your job,
Private. For the time being, I'm
handing your duties over to
Cherrie.
Despite these outrageous
examples, the school administration has failed to conduct
any sort of investigation yet. A
spokesperson for Dean La
Plante has said, "It's not like
anyone's died yet." AI though
she did promise that the moment that someone did die,
Marriott would definitely receive a serious looking-into.
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The NEW K Plan!

Luckily the assassin in this first
attempt threw the airplane at
the wrong room of the
President's mansion. The
president was asleep in the
downstairs bedroom.
In a press conference following Thursday's homicide
attempt on the president, the
president was asked abou t the
welfare of the two assailants.
The president replied, " We're
getting facilities management
down here with a pair of pliers and a blowtorch and we're
going to get medieval on their

asses."
In the press conference the
president was also quoted as
saying," I only hope that all
Kalamazoo college students
could follow so true to the
honor code as this student who
saved my life" .
----
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Sierra Leone study abroad program suspended
Erin Miller
was a difficult one, Vande Berg oped by Kalamazoo College
News Editor
said. He was told, however, by for all programs in Third
Students participating in various officials that as long as World countries in case probthe six and nine month study the students were in Freetown lemsoccur.
abroad programs in Freetown, they would be safe.
The University has since reSierra Leone will be cutting
Despite this, shortly after opened. Vande Berg believes
their stay there short due to the beginning of the academic that the University is still open
political unrest.
school year the government of but "it wouldn't be a surprise
AcCording to the Director of Sierra Leone decided to close if it closed again soon, due to
the Center for International the university.
strikes," he said.
Programs, Dr. Michael Vande
Vande Berg traveled to
The seven students, five
Berg, the seven students study- Freetown in early October and from Kalamazoo, one from
ing in Sierra Leone will remain met with both the Coordinator Harvard and one from Vassar,
in Freetown until December of International Activities and did not return to the Univer18.
the Resident Director of the sity but continued with the al"The situation in Sierra program. Together, they de- ternate program.
Leone is not politically stable cided to implement an alterna"I believe that the situation
at this point, " said Vande Berg. tive education program out- in Freetown is not critical and
With a rebel war in progress side of the university for the that the student's lives are not
in Sierra Leone, the original study abroad students.
in danger," said Vande Berg.
decision to send students to
According to Vande Berg, "It would not be prudent howFreetown back in September alternate programs are devel- ever, to keep them there past

Kezia Pearlman
News Editor
When facuIty initially
passed the resolution to authorize calendar changes at the
beginning of the quarter, many
Kalamazoo College students
responded with dismay and
anger at the perceived lack of
student voice and input in the
decision.
Cl members, Ellen
Caldwell, Paul Sotherland,
Beth
Jordan,
Vaughn
Maatman, Tom Rice and Bob
Stauffer were quick to express
their desire for a closer
mentoring relationship with
students.
The development of Student Input CalenderCommittee (SICC), led by representatives Ashish Patel, '97, James
Pflueke, '97, and Sage

Eastman, '97, provided students with the opportunity to
meet with faculty to give their
input and voice their concerns.
Additionally, the Educational Policies Committee
(EPC) has mobilized to develop new K general education
guidelines. According to EPC
member Regina Injety, '95,
"EPC's main goal is general
education which deals with
the curriculum, specifically
distributional requirements"
EPC members would like to
see a more focused system of
distributionais, said Injety.
On November 9, the EPC
met with department chairs to
begin departmental reviews of
all general education requirements. During the next few
months, faculty and students
will meet to discuss what spe-

cific types of knowledge students should receive from their
majors and from the college.
According to the newsletter
put out by e 3, the Foreign
Study Committee "has also
considered the advantages of
offering the short-term program." This is due to the comments from the student forum
which addressed concerns of K
athletes. AIso, the recommendation to divide the junior
class by major into equal
groups for study abroad·op-'
portunities was thought to be
"inflexible."
New recommendations for
the short-term program will be
announced next quarter and
changes in the orienta tion program will be implemented in
the new calendar, according to
the Foreign Study Committee.

December."
In order to receive four
units of credit, students will be

"It would not be prudent, however, to keep
them there (in Freetown)
past December."
-Dr. Michael Vande Berg
Director of the Center for
International Programs

sent to Kenya to finish their
study abroad.
AIl but one student agreed
to travel to Kenya to study
with the other 17 students currently participating in the
Nairobi program.
Vande Berg said that the
seven students expressed disappointment in not being able

Of the surveys pertaining to
the "pre-term" that C distributed to faculty and administrative staff last November 2, twothirds came back. Respondents
were asked to rate the feasibility of the pre-term on a scale
of one of five. A rating of five
indicates strong support; a rate
of one indicates strong disagreement with the pre-term
idea. The following represents
the breakdowns from the survey.
-56% four or five

-26% one or two
-18% three
In addition, the survey indicated strong support for beginning and ending first-year
seminars earlier.
All committees plan to continue their work next quarter
and hope to include students
who are "off" this quarter in
the decision making process.
Remember, information regarding the calender-related
issues can be accessed by email.

arId AIDS Day focuses on family
LuCervone
Health Center Director
December 1 is recognized
worldwide as World AIDS
day. The World Health Organization has set its
theme this year as
AIDS and the family.
The theme is consistent with the international community, since
1994 has been
established the
International
Year of the Family.
The American
Association for
World
Health
(AAWH) promotes
World AIDS Day as

vices of Southwest Michigan)
is a local agency committed to
providing emotional support,

AIDS and Families: Protect
and Care for the Ones We Love!
The AAWH stresses that it is
particularly important to acknowledge the broad meaning of the concept of family.
CARES (Community AIDS
Resource and Education Ser-

financial assistance, care coordination, and community education to any person or group
of persons seeking assistance
or information.

Anonymous testing is
available through the
Kalamazoo County Health
Department and is free of
charge. Call for an appointment at 383-8881. For more
information regarding
World AIDS Day, call
the American Associa tion for World
Health at 202-4665883.
Upcoming
events related to
AIDS include:
-Lecture by infectious disease ph ysician, Dr. Donald
Batts, Tuesday, January 10 at 7:30 p.m. in
Balch Playhouse.
-Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt will come to
Western Michigan University
March 22-25,1995.
The event is sponsored by
the Southwcst Michigan AIDS
Quilt Project.
For more information, call
Beth Gregory at 7207.

Senior Corinne Minton (right) and freshman Alyssa
Thomas (left), both members of Student Activities
Committee, decorate Hicks Center lobby for the holiday season. Monday night students hung festive
decor for both Hannukkah and Christmas.
Photo by Amy 1lenkle
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Townsend retninds students to precycle, recycle
MollyWllks

Index staff

As the end of fall quarter
draws near and thoughts of
Christmas dinners, carolling,
and mistletoe fill student's
heads, Kalamazoo College Recycling Coordinator Rob
Townsend encourages students not to forget the true
spirit of the season - giving
back.
According to Townsend,
students can donate unwanted
clothing, lx?oks, small appliances, games and furniture in

bins set up in the Hicks Center
and various resident hall
lounges from December 4-10.
Donated items will benefit
the YMCA Domestic Assault
Program, Deacons Conference,
Salvation Army, Loaves and
Fishes, and the Kalamazoo
Gospel Mission.
Townsend said, any and all
interested student organizations are invited to help distribute the various items to the
shelters.
The program, though relatively new, has yielded quite

Rob Townsend
Photo by Index Staff

~Ktuprkian Chmge4AgldnortNovember 11 teenager

· OtfFrlday,.72yeMoldMat..
garet Garrish of Royal oak,
:MI committed suicide by:inhaling carbon monoxide in
her garage. She bad wanted.
Jelief from rheumatoid arthritis,advancedosteopotosis,~

vere colon disorders, and
other ailments, So, in the
presence of ha"hllSband and
other family members, she
took her own life.
She had contacted Or;
J<evorltian asking him tohelp .
her1buthewouIdnotbeapart
of the suicide. He did, how~er;8ive her advi~andin~
Jol1l)herofdifferentwaysshe
could.k.ill. herself.
The trials of Dr.
Kevoridan'sinvolvementwill
.be next month.

EddiePolec was beaten ina
riot Py 20 youths swinging
baseball bats. He died the next
day in the hospital withafrac~
tured skull.
.The night of the riotJ 20 calls
were made to the emergency
hotline, 911. However, it was
not until 40 minutes later that
police were contacted. Five
minutes after police were contacted they arrived on the

scene.

The seven operators who
answered the calls that night
are now being investigated,
.s uspended, transferred, or
even dismissed for unacceptable handling of the calls. Mtet reviewing tapes of the
phone calls, the operators were
said to have been impatient
~kM.m~· . . ·
. . . . . •. .• andl'11de to ·the callers. The
. .. . 't6months agor~yeaM>ld . oPeratbl'$ claim they are being
loeephfa1.1l1enigan was ~ .. made scapegoats ofinsuffi.ecuted for ·Ii\urder in Texas. cienttraining.
·~~he died he donated his Dahmer Blugeoned in Prison
body to science.
..
OnNovember 28, Jeffery
fl'iaDodywillbeavaila1?leDahmerwasbeatentodeathin
.tree oYer ,Internet as the fitst .. a WISconsin prison between
threedimensionaJ;ccimpulerf . 7;5()am, and 8:10a.m. Hesuf~
ized.atlasofthe:liUmanbody . iered. massiVe head injuries
jnsuCh detail. 1becadaverisangwas found lying in a pool
made up of thousands of X- of blood in the bathroom. Be
Ray, magnet and photo iItl- Was pr6n6.~nced dead and 9:00
ageS of cross sections of his a.m.
bodjr.Afterbeingsentenced to 15
9n
life ~ iri1992 for murder,

necrophilia, and dismemberment, 34 year-old Dahmer
had no chance of parole until
2024. All 17 of his victims
were between the ages of 14
and 33, and were African
American, Hispanic, or Asian
men and boys.
Mr. Jesse Anderson is a target for the murder. He,
Dahmer, and another inmate
routinely cleaned the bathrooms without incident. A
bloody broomstick was found
on the scene, and evidence is
being investigated.
Dahmer would lure the
victims to his Milwaukee
apartment promising them
beer and food, in exchange for
taking nude pictures. He
would then drug their drinks,
and when they were uncon·
scious he would strangle and
stab them. He a te part of a
boy's arm, and stored the remains of the others in his rCfrigerator.
Relatives of some of his
victims are involved in another lawsuit against Dahmer
for rights to some of his
possesions. The possesions
include a 55 gallon vat, whici I
he used to decompose the
bodies, to his toothbrush. The
312 item auction is anticipatjng proceeds up to $100,000.
.
by ~nne Loesch

an enthusiastic response so far.
According to Townsend,
'1've tried the approach for a
few years now, and it seems to
be working very well. I'd like
to continue doing it."
Aside from this type of holiday "recycling", however,
Townsend is also in charge of
all campus-wide waste recycling projects.
He commends students, in
general, for their recycling efforts, and said that he is "very
pleased with the efforts from
the residence halls, although
still more can be done."
For example, Townsend
suggests "precycling."
Precycling can often cut
down on waste before it ever
has a chance to become waste.
By taking a canvas bag to the
grocery store, people need not
consume either paper or plastic, and may receive 3-5 cents
credit off their grocery bill.
Also, buying in bulk quantities reduces the amount of

containers purchased and
amount of money spent on a
product over the long run.
A few additional recycling
requests from Townsend and
his staff incl ude:
erecycling the tops of pizza
boxes (because the bottoms inevitably become soaked with
food and grease)
ethrowing paper bags into
the paper bins along with their
contents to speed the sorting
process
Anyone interested in learning more about recycling techniques and environmentally
safe commercial products can
pick up a copy of ENVORG's
"A Campus Guide to Environmentally Sound Living" or
contact Townsend directly in
the Facilities Management office.
Those who wish to get more
directly involved with the program are strongly encouraged
to apply for winter positions
on Townsend's staff.

1yearo/d, 1991

2yearso/d,1992

Stevie Ace Flores.
Killed by a drunk driver on March 23,1993,
on Pacific Coast Highway in Wilmington, Calif

If you don't SlOp your friend from driving drunk, who wim
Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
U S Dopanmentc<T,..,,_

HORNET PIZZA
NOVEMBER29-DECEMBER7
r---------------~----------,

Buy one plZza
get the second pizza for 1/2price
IL __________________________
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I
Class of 1998
I
ILfree
2 liter of Pepsi with any pizza purchase I
__________________________
~

--------------------------,
Small 10" cheese pizza
I
IL. __________________________
only $3.00
I
~

REMEMBER IT'S HOT!! r---------;'The STINGER;;--------,
One coupon per order.
Munch money prohibited.

I
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IL __________________________
pnce all SlZes!
I
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Fall Review
"Foreign study" =
"study abroad~'

~,:::....;..-

Dorms creep into
Halloween spirit

~--~~=-

Callers make a difference

Metal Detector Man

WJMD
Women's soccer team
snags 6th straight
outright title
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STRESSED?!: Meditation opens a door to "innerpeace"
Shannon Coleman
The moments of being in love.
A & E Editor
The moments of orgasm. The
Tenth week tension builds moments when the ocean is a
faster than suburban mini- wave and we are part of the
maIls. Papers to write. Finals flow. Meditation is a way to
to study for. Can't take it any- connect with these instances.
more, need to get out of here, I It is a time of going within.
think to myself. I wander the
For most, meditation is a
corridors of my mind until I foreign - indeed a strange reach a familiar place ....
concept. It used to be for me.
August 27, 1992. I spend the (Meditation? That's someentire afternoon alone, on the thing monks do, right?) Now
top of a bluff, completely en- I can't imagine my life without
tranced by one of the most pic- it.
Initially most people choose
turesque settings I have ever
laid eyes on. The sky is an to meditate out of curiosity or
amazing pale blue, there are to release psychological pain,
cascades of trees everywhere, increase pleasure, or enhance
and I am able to see five glim- power. In other words, to
mering lakes from where I am strengthen the ego. I did it to
relieve stress. Meditation
sitting.
There is nothing like listen- makes you calm and quiet. It's
ingtoSineadandfillinganote- relaxing.
book with meaningless little
Often times, after one has
thoughts when an eagle is fly- meditated for a while, new
ing overhead and the wind is motives begin to emerge.
These deeper motives someblowing in your hair.·
lam soaring, at one with the times prod questions such as
universe. Never have I felt so "Who I am?" or "Who is
whole- totally at peace with God?" They may help you to
myself and the world around reach a higher consciousness,
me. It is like being in paradise. to gain more compassion, or to
We all have moments like find truth.
this in our lives. Moments of HOW DO YOU MEDITATE?
pure awareness. Oneness.
Last week I was sitting in
Times when we "lose our- class when a friend asked me
selves." There are no thoughts this very question. My answer,
or worries, just a sense of though vague, was the truth.
There are as many ways to medipeace, harmony, and joy.
We spend our entire lives tate as there are people on this
waiting for these moments. earth.

Hindu class visits the monastery
Jennifer GoodIander
Index Staff
"1 he following is a personal account of a trip taken by Carol
Anderson's Hinduism class.

"What are you?" the monk
asked her.
"Urn.. Nonreligious... an
agnostic."
"No, now you are labeling
yourself. What are you? You
are a mind, a body, and a soul,"
said the monk dressed in traditional robes. He went on to
explain the importance the
soul or spirit. H we use only the
mind or the body, he said, we
do not achieve our full potential or live up to our inheritance.
On Friday, November 11,
we visited a Hindu monastery
in Ganges, Michigan. We
toured the building. It included a museum, lecture hall,
dining haIl, and a sanctuary, or
place of worship.
The museum was very impressive. It contained exhibits
that recreated events from
Hindu history. The tapestries
on the wall depicted such gods
and goddesses as Ganesa, the
elephant headed son of Shiva;
and Kali, the goddess of destruction. There were also
many artifacts from India and
smaIl figurines of the gods and
goddesses used in puga, or
worship.
After a general tour, we
went into the sanctuary. We
had to take off our shoes be-

fore entering this sacred place.
The room had wooden floors
with rugs laid down on them.
It smelled of incense.
In the front, hung to the
sides, were the symbols of
Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, and Islam. In the center, sitting on a raised platform,
were the pictures of Jesus, the
Buddha, and two important
figures from Hindu history.
The reason for the diversity
in the symbolism, explained
the monk, was that Hinduism
does not claim to be the one
way, as many religions do. He
told us that the most important
thing about religion is not the
name of the god you worship,
but your earnestness in worship.
The monk gave us the impression that the only real sin
was hypocrisy in one's beliefs,
no matter what those beliefs
were. He challenged us to
think about who we were and
about our purpose in life. He
said once we found that purpose, we should pursue it to
the best of our ability.
He talked and responded to
our questions for about an
hour and a half. At the end,
we asked how we should
show our appreciation. The
monk didn't ask for thanks or
applause. Rather, he said, the
best thing we could do was
put his words into practice.
His mission wasn't to convert
us, but to challenge us to become better human beings.

Almost anything will do: name of God, or a spiritual
music, a quiet walk, candle- phrase that is repe~ted over
light, or holding hands with a and over. Select something
loved one. Whatever it is that that is meaningful to you. Ofcauses you to disregard the fer all your thoughts, doubts,
clamoring of your intellect and discomforts, and even (as
just be.
spiritual leader Ram Dass
It is best to meditate at the jokes) your sore throat to this
same time and the place each word. Your personal mantra
day. Get into a rhythm; allot a should connect you with
time where you can tempo- something that you find sararily forget about any con- credo The purpose of this is to
cernsorresponsibilities.
get to a point where you no
The necessary duration of ionger think about you are saythis practice varies from indi- ing.
vidual to individual. Do it for
How fast this happens, deas long as you can, bu t no pends on how ready and open
longer than you're ready for. you are. I personally have a
Try a fifteen or twenty minute difficult time with mantras.
session at first. It may take Whenever I attempt to recite
awhile to get into the swing of fUch a phrase, I get frustrated
things. (When I first started, I and stop. This doesn't mean
couldn't make it through an . that it won't work for you,
exercise without falling however. Lots of people conasleep.)
sider this method to be highly
Listed below are a few tra- successful and rewarding.
ditional forms of meditation.
VISualization is a form of
Experiment with them. Find meditation where you use
out what works for you.
your imagination to create
My favorite meditative what you want in your life.
technique is contemplation Your goal may be on any level
Reading, praying, and com- -- physical, emotional, mental,
muning with nature are forms or spiritual.
of contemplation. You just let
First, think of something
your mind float around an you v';l.>uld like, something
idea or image in a relaxed, but that you're longing for. Get
focused way. Often, messages, into a comfortable position, eior new thoughts and ideas will ther sitting up or lying down.
come back to you. You can co'11- Relax your body. When you
template while lying down, feel deeply relaxed, picture or
sitting, walking, running, think about the thing you
whatever or wherever. I love want. Imagine yourself havto take long, solitary walks and ing the object, situation, or
reflect or. the on-gOings of my event You may add details to
life.
make it more real to you.
Affirm that this is only one
Some people use mantras to
meditate. A mantrc: is a word, of the many positive things

that are coming into your life.
If negative thoughts arise, just
let them flow through your
consciousness then release
them and return to your positive statements. Do this for as
longasitfeelscomfortableand
interesting.
I reaIly enjoy this technique.
Not only is it fun, it also helps
me to gain a new perspective
on what is important in my
life.
Some forms of meditation
are movement-oriented. The
flov: of energy in your body,
the way you breathe and move
can all be meditation. Inhatha
yoga, for example, there is a
specific set of postures that one
follows. This helps to connect
thoughts with the body.
Mudra, t'ai chi, and certain
forms of dancing are other
highly used techniques.
I have only begun to touch
upon the different forms of
meditation that people can
practice. In addition, there are
numerous tapes, books, and
classes available.
Be open to whatever experiences come to you during
meditation. Don't have a set
definition of what it is supposed to feel like. The less you
expect, the less you judge, the
less you cling to experiences,
the further you will progress.
Meditation cleanses my
body, mind, and soul. It refreshes me during times of
chaos and reminds me of the
important things. This practice
has, in essence, become as imperative to me as fresh air and
water.

President Bryan's office hours
Karen Carpenter
Index Staff
Every once in a while I read
the announcement in the Campus Buzz: "President Bryan
will have open office hours on
Wednesday from 3 p.m. to 4
p.m. Come discuss your problems and concerns." I always
wondered if anyone ever went.
Then 1 was assigned to
write a story about it. I felt nervousas I walked into his office.
After all, this was the president
of the college, and r was only a
freshman . I was worried that
my questions were too trivial
and I would be wasting his
time. I soon found out I had
nothing to be nervous about.
President Bryan began posting open office hours during
his second year at the college
as a way to facilitate communication between the students
and the administration . He
said he sees the time as helpful to himscl f and the students.
"It's both the opportunity for
students to simply drop in and
share thoughts with me and
one more avenue for me to better understand the students'
concerns," he said.
I asked him what kinds of
things people usually came to
talk with him about. He stated

that his discussions have relatively good, considering
ranged from the curriculum to the erratic on/off patterns of
the calendar to the cafeteria the students. "It can always
food. Usually, to the credit of stand close monitoring and
the students, these are con- improvement," he said.
cerns that affect the larger colThe number of students vislege community and
not just individual
problems.
He
also
stated that
there are a
couple of
students
who come
in
each
quarter just
to chat.
'This is
not really President Bryan opens his office to students
my agenda who want to share their thoughts with him.
at all," he Photo by Will Adams
said. "It is simply a time for iting the president varies from
quarter to quarter. Most stuthe students."
When a student brings him dents take advantage of the
a concern, Bryan makes every office hours during the middle
effort to follow up on it and weeks of the quarter. Bryan,
contact the student afterward however, is not particularly
unless asked not to do so. concerned with numbers.
Many times students come to
"I'm not discouraged if
him with specific suggestions there's a Wednesday afternoon
for improving the situation.
and nobody comes," said
President Bryan feels that Bryan. "I just think it's imporcommunication between ad- tant that the opportunity is
ministration and students is there."
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Blowing about the windy city
Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff

The folluwing is a personal account ofa cultural trip to Chicago,
taken by the International Students Organization.
On November 19, we took
off for the weekend to experience Chicago, one of America's
famous cities. Leaving early
Saturday morning, thirty of us,
Americans and international
students, traveled the three
hour trip by two school minibuses and two private cars.
On the way there we saw how
different American towns are
from cities.
We stayed on the 28th floor
of the Days Inn Hotel on Lake
Shore Drive. From our eight
rooms we could see the cit.y
center; from the elevator waiting area we could look out
over Lake Michigan.
We were given all day Saturday to explore the city. We
split up, seeing that a group of
thirty could never manage to
stay together. My group went
to the Museum of Science and
Industry, where we saw the
Christmas trees representative
of the world, a famous submarine, and 10 foot high moving
lego sculptures.

We then went shopping in
the city center. There were
huge department stores like
Marshall Fields (which should
have supplied tour guides)
and specialist shops like Nike
and FAO Schwartz.
We
bought freshly baked pretzels
from pretzel stands, just like in
Am~rican movies. We found a
coffee shop (another American
invention) called Au Bon Pain
whlch served REAL French
chocolate croissants.
We also marveled at the
train which runs ABOVE the
traffic and danced to the street
musicians playing Christmas
carols.
In the evening we saw a
street parade and laser show
where Christmas lights on the
trees were turned on in time to
the floats that went down the
street.
By night we were exhausted
and hungry. Because of the
crowds that turned out to
watch the parade, we had to
wait over t\o'.'O hours to be fed
at a city center Mexican restaurant (the lines to Gino's famous
pizza ~lOuse were far longer).
Others in the group used
the day to visit ~he Sears Tower,
the Hancock Building, and the

Art Institute. They ate at
Planet Hollywood and Hard
Rock Cafe. Some people even
found the world's largest
McDonald's.
Sunday was spent seeing a
little more of the city and writing postcards. Greg's "lost"
car turned up, but only after a
small group of us had checked
all eleven floors of the carpark
twice! Somehow, we managed
to return to Kalamazoo without losing any group members.
Two things that really
struck me about my short visit
to Chicago were the immensity
of the place and the amazing
skyline. Never before have I
seen so many tall buildings,
some made totally of glass facings. The roofs are not even
regular shapes - they have triangles, and points.
The Windy City is very well
named - the whole time we
were there it was about 35 degrees but it felt much, much
,colder: I really needed a second pair of gloves and some
thermals! I would love to return, however, especially
when it sno\';~, and see the
Christmas lights shining their
best.

The 'world' is on campus
lizzie Kostielney
Index S~(\ff
A new map is on display
in the library foyer. It's much
smaller than the old one. In
some cases, however, smaller
is bo:!Her.
According to library director Susan Allen, the map had
not been changed since the
erection of the Upjohn library
in 1967. The world has
changed quite a bit since then.
Twenty seven years ago, there
was a S0viet Union and two
Germanies. Numerous Asian
and African countries were
still under colonial rule. "It had
places like Rhodesia," 'said
Allen of the old map. "That's
ancient history now."
The search began last year.
However, the first map the library ordered was too big for

the space where it was to be
mounted, between the two display cases adjacent to the circulation desk.
This map was trimmed and
hUrriedly installed for Commencement in the spring of
1994. In trimming, the map
lost major portions of Asia.
The library staff decided to
buy a new map to get a more
accurate perspective of the
world. When a smaller map
arrived, the staff found that the
latitude lines did not match up.
They exchanged it for the map
currently displayed in the library.
Unlike the previous three,
present map is not topographical. It is, however, more
balanced. No country is
shown as enlarged or diminished . The map uses a

Robinson projection. The
world is shaped like a
squashed cylinder, with
straight parallels and curved
meridians. A main advantage
of the Robinson projection is its
ability to show the continents
in proportionate size to one
another.
The library staff used multicolored stickers on the old
map to indicate the location of
students in their off campus
experiences, like career development and study abroad .
Allen said she would like to
continue this practice, but the
stickers are too large for the
new map. She is uncertain
what will be used in place of
the stickers. "If any readers
have suggestions, we'd be
happy to hear them," Allen
said.

we

The new Robinson projection world map housed in Vpjohn Library.
photo by Amy lrenkle
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Is finals week stressing you out? Finding it hard to cope?

Well, here are $Ome things you can do without leaving cam-

pus (in Some cases, in your dorm!) which can help you to
relieve some stress for you and everybody else suffering
through tenth week with you, Here is a shott list:
• Rl,ln naked through the halls.
• Put up- signs around the dorminviling everybody to an
oxgy in your room.
..
.
• Put a sign on your~oor that sayS' "Big Bob's Taxidermy 'n'
Bait Shop: Puppies Oul;)bed, I<itten.sDropped in.to Rivers in
Sacks, Inquire Within" . .
•.•.
• Throw thin.ISS at people as th~.y walk. b)"the room. Then say
"011. sony, lthoughtyou were one ot the aliens."
• Put some pantS on your head and wellk around campus
saying "My mom made this hat forme, but it doesn't fit very
well. Do you like it?""
. . . •. .. •. .
• Swi~ ~ sign from the Athletic BtiildJT1g that says "Women's
~r Room.~ putit onyour door alldhope for the best.
~ Put 9n goggleS and a swim cap,'waIk around !lJld have
yoUr tOorntnl;lte sp!ay your ~~e ~th asquirt gun.Tell everybody you're In trauung for the bIg water polo game.
• Put SOme dry ice in your coat pocket. Tell people that spontaneous combustion runs in your family. Then look down at
the smoke coming out of your pocketand say "Oh, God, it's
starting already.." Then run away screaming.
• Weal' a little sign that says ''I'll bet mine is bigger than
yours."
• Wear a bra on the outside ot your shirt (This is effective for
both men and women, but usually more effective for men.)
• Put a list of names on your door. Every day, cross one off
with ketchup. See if anybody says anything.
- Then, on trash day, put out a plastic bag filled with mannequin parts splattered with red paint. Leave the top open just
a little.
'
• Then, go out onto the Quad in the middle of the night and
dig two nice, rectangular six-foot holes, Drop some more plastic bags in them and bury them, leaving an apparent mound.
• Then, repottyour roommates missing.
• Sitjn the library reading out loud from your Natural Science textbook, hold it upside down, and hit your forehead
every once in a while and yell "Will you be quiet up there??"
• Go to every class one day with a straw up your nose. Tell
people you use it to talk to God.
• Any time anybody asks you a question, tell them "I'll have
to Consult the little man that lives in my pants about that."
• Tell your lab partner "You know, the thing I really miss
about liV'iJ.!g at home is the breast-feeding." When they stare
atyougo;/lWhat??"
. .•
• start grooming the person in front of you in lecture like a

chimp.

..

..•.

• raint the back of your jE!ans silver, teU everyone you are in

rot.

• Get your roommate to stand inlront of your door with a
head on a stick arid announce to everybody that walks by
that "Herein resides Lord/Lady (Your Name}, Master of the
Universe andDIsembowler of theNon-Believers... ON YOUR

KNEES, PEASANT! ON YOUR KNEES!!"
• Wander at9.Hndlvith your hands over your face moaning

"MyeyesJ My'ejies! TheY've TAKEN theml They TOOK them

while I sIeptl" ..
• Walk into an Organic Chemistry lab when it's reallllly quiet
andscrearn "HEXANE, FOR GOD'S SAKE QUICKLY! SOME
HEXANE! BEFDRE
TOO LATE!"
• Go up to a complete stranger in the cafeteria Who's sitting
with friends and ask "So, has that nasty rash gone away?"
Thke a can from door to door and tell people you're coUecting to send your socks to the Mayo ainic for a vital operation. Have photos of your socks with you for added effect.
• Thke a knife and fork from the cafeteria, carry them around
campus with you as you stop people to ask ''Excuse me, which
way is the cadaver lab?"
• Stop everyone you see and tell them, "Alright, this charade
is ridiculous. We can't let it continue (orever, gazing at each
other across the c:-feteria, days and nights filled with longing. It can't go on! No more! It's over! Over! Do you understand? But know that 1 will always remember what we had.
(Grasp their hand tightly here.> Always." Then walk away.
• Put some fe\l-O in your hat. Take it off in front of someone
and let the JelJ-Ofall out. Look down atit and say "Oh, great,
the stitches came loose. So much for that lobotomy."
• Ask someone what time it is. When they tell you, say "Foolish, foolish child." Then chuckle to yourselfquietIy and walk
away shaking your ~d.
• Ask someone to borrow their pen. When they give it to
yo~ clean your ears with it and then give it back.
• Go into the library with a gun and wave it aronnd, screaming "GIVE ME THE DECEMBER 1993 CROCHET MONTHLY
AND NOBODY GETS HURT!"
• Streak the quad.
Feel free to work along these lines and create some variations of your own.
'That should be enough to keep you stress-free for at least
a few days. Good luck on finals, everybody. See you all next
quarter if this column doesn't get me canned.
Peace on earth, goodwill towards every living thing.
Happy Holidays.

Irs
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Bits and pieces. Tick-tock.
This is it. This is my last editorial. And I've decided not to
go by the books for this last
one-I'm going to make this
Amy's last hurrahs, final notes,
and mini memos column, so to
speak.
This quarter as Editor-inchief has been a lot of ups and
downs, unexpected curves,
and always a hurdle or two
thrown in, a one-of-a-kind experience, if you will.
The position itself was
pretty unexpected and quite a
jump from the former positions I held (layout editor and
ads and business manager). I
remember writing e-mail to a
fonner Index editor, Matt, last
spring and tellmg him that I
didn't ever want to be page
editor, never, not anytime during my Index career-too
much controversy I said, I
didn't want people to dislike
me. He reassured me that nobody would hate me if I wrote
features or arts. He came back
for Homecoming this year and
before he left, he wrote me an
e-mail message, "thought you
said you didn't even wanna be
a SECTION editor...." Funny
how time changes things, isn't
it?
For the freshmen, your first
quarter as a college student is
a week from being over. Time
flies doesn't it? A good majority of the seniors that are here
now are leaving for their SIP,
the final "stage" in their K plan
career and when they return,
they have a meager 10 weeks
left of their college days-the
best years of our lives. Sophomores have one more quarter
until the roller coaster of activities begin, either leaving for
CD or Study Abroad. TlIllC has
just taken me by the seat of my
pants and keeps picking up
and each time it whirls me
around, another quarter or
year of my life is gone--and
I'm only a sophomore. I guess
this is the harsh wake-up call
that adults have been warning
me about my entire life.
Last spring I was writing
Matt, when I mentioned to him
that I always seem to feel like

a freshman, young and naive,
like I was the same Amy just
moving around from place to
place, never quite feeling like
I was old enough to be where I
was, doing what I was doing.
He said he couldn't relate to
that exact feeling, but not to
worry because I'll overcome
that in time, I just needed to
settle in and find my niche, get
used to my surroundings. End
of topic, we moved on to other
points of conversation.
However, when I checked
my e-mail one day in August
there was another message
from him, this time a quick
"hello" before he left for
graduate school. Funny thing
is that he remembered me talking about that perpetual freshman feeling and he wrote that
he finally understood what I
meant
Our life has been a series of
building blocks---we build
up our achievements and then,
just when we get comfortable
or think we start to have a
good grip on things or life in
general, we lose it all-the
June afternoons of high school
and college graduations seem
to a shining example. Maybe
'10se it all" presents the wrong
connotation, rather we must
start all over again from
scratch, at a different level,
building our name, so that
people recognize us and know
who we are and what we stand
for. Maybe this is why I hadn't
anticipated being Editor-inchief, that block seemed too
big to tackle and there was no
way I could add it to the collection without it toppling all
the others, worse yet, me.
So here I sit, typing away at
the computer thinking that a
year ago today I would have
never expected this. I think
back to "Index war stories" yes,
I'm starting my very own collection now Matt, and reflect
on all that I've learned, the
friends I've made, and the
problems I've experienced and
tackled.
It's kind of scary the way
this time thing works, but we'll
all manage. Last June I didn't

know how the Index was going to go on without the leadership of the K'94 Index staff. I
miss them as mentors, as storytellers, but most of all as
friends. Numerous times this
quarter when I've run into a
jam I've thought how one of
them would assess and handle
the situation, in a way I guess
I've tried to pattern myself after them.
I knew we would be OK
though and the Index would
carry on (even though I would
miss everyone terribly) because of the remaining staff,
the eager first year students,
but primarily this year's seniors. Even though I only met
them in the spring, I grew to
associate their names with the
(now graduated) seniors, the
only difference was that I
didn't have to say good-bye to
them, they were here to work
with and for me to learn from
for the next few quarters.
Now, after having them for a
quarter as my news editors
and constant resources, I know
I'm going to miss them. The
worst part about this issue is
knowing that I won't ever
work with them on the Index
again. Which seems to bring
me full circle to where I stood
last June, in a puddle of tears
as things once again change
around me.
But at the same time, there
is something very reassuring
and comforting about it all.
I've grown from the experience
and, in a way, I've tried to carry
on the Index legacy. And above
all I'll always have the memories. I know that I'm not the
first to go through this and
most definitely not the last- I
think I'm just a little more sentimental about it all than most.
Earlier this quarter a friend
gave me a reflective poem entitled "Bits and Pieces" which
talks about the many people
that come in and out of our
lives-some have a positive
impact and play key roles, others you're not quite sure why
you have come in contact with
them, but yet, all have influenced your life one way or an-

CIiffLam

tndexStaF
You walk the deserted pathways, your heartbeat echoing
off the desolate edifices that so
recently pulsed with the fervor
of life, but now lie dormant
and bleak, whispering of cobwebs and loneliness. The barren landscape is pregnant with
the howling of the wind, a
scene directly from a Russian
novel. Yes, this is Kalamazoo
College on the weekend.
Will somebody please explain to me the mass exodus
that occurs here every Friday
night as the children run home
to suckle at their mother's
breast? I assume that they are
prescribed by their doctors to
have a dose of meatloaf at least
once a week in order to prevent
terminal homesickness, for
why else why would they pile
into anything that will crawl
down the road laden with
more piles of laundry than the
quad has squirrels.
Then, like the mighty robin,
they return on Sunday night
and life springs anew in the
wearied veins of the college as
people flood the library and
computer labs. I think they
have people who can cut the
umbilical cord for you when
you leave for college.
I understand a certain
amount of fondness that remains for those places where
we grew up, but what we need
to do is redefine home. Is
home that place where you are
treated like the child you
refuse to relinquish, or is it this
place where you came to become an adult? It's a couched
question, but an important one
for doing the calculation
needed to become a complete
person.
Researchers actually suggest

that you not return to your
erstwhile home for the first six
months of their college experience. Hmmm, I think most
of us miss that by a little bit.
Of course, once the kids
come back to K, they immediately wrap themselves into our
two blocks of academic paradise, leaving the outside world
as an aftertaste of mom's mac
and cheese.
It's an easy thing to do,
what with all the tests and papers and e-mail to be done, but
while we ensconce ourselves
into this Eden, a real world
goes by us. Even in this small
city of Kalamazoo there are
things happening that are exciting and intriguing at the
same time.
Ah, but Oiff, what can we
do? I'm glad you asked. I
think that Kalamazoo College
should offer credit for volunteer work in the community.
Hell, myoid high school is requiring students to volunteer
in the community, but besides
the good work of some organizations like Project Brave
and Habitat for Humanity, K
College students are remarkably short-sighted. There is no
reason why we should not be
required to do some work in
the community as part of our
graduation requirements.
lAany of us already do, so it
would be no burden, and for
those who don't there might be
something to learn.
So stay at K for a weekend
or two, walk around the community (not at night) and get
to know it, and please consider
volunteering. You can call the
Voluntary Action Center or
contact Project Brave for details on what to do. But for
God's sake, cut the apron
strings!

other. The more I read it the tor that much easier and enjoymore I realize how true this is. able, and the whole role a lot
Not only is time flying by, but less frightening.
each day that I come in contact
What had seemed like a
with someone else they influ- monumental undertaking
ence my life, whether I realize back in August has turned out
it at the time or forget about to be a fabulous experience. As
them and figure there is no sig- Matt reminded me earlier this
nificance to my meeting them. quarter, no matter what you do
Everyone has a significant role and no matter how grandiose
to each other at this college; and overwhelming the task
whether we see a person's im- seems, keep plugging away,
mediate effects or not until sev- keep surprising yourself and
eral days, weeks, months, others (even though there will
maybe even years later, it's be some who will have exthere. That's how I feel about pected this all along and poslast year's staff and I know that sibly seen in corning far before
my staff this quarter has pro- you could even imagine it).
vided the same thing-I have Time is not something tha t will
learned many things from stick around and wait for you
them, be it layout, grammar, to make something happen.
writing techniques, computer People are the same way, begraphics, or about the different fore you know they will have
facets of people's personalities. come and gone from your life
Each person has brought and you will have been influsomething to this staff that has enced. Bits and pieces. Bits
made it unique. Each person and pieces. Tick-tack. TIckhas made my position as edi- tock.
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Letter to the Editor

Study abroad students respond to attack on feminism
In response to the article "Fe- assertiveness, and combative
male finds fault in feminism" by power." If women tend to be
Anne Loesch in the Wednesday, more emotional and sensitive
November 2, 1994 issue of one that is because that is how they
Index:
are encouraged to be. AggresEven though we are thousands of miles and several time
zones away, we couldn't help
but be really disturbed by your
letter. We don't know you, but
from your letter, you seemed
to be confused and a little bitter about what feminism is
about We'll try not to make
assurnptionsaboutyou,asyou
did about us and the millions
of different women who call
themselves feminists.
We'll have to admit, we
were confused withyourdefinition of feminists as "Modem
Day Puritans." What does this
mean? It contradicts what you
said feminists crave: the
"naturally masculine traits"
such as "aggressiveness,

Anne Loesch
Index Staff
First, I would like to thank
both Ms. Calderwood and Ms.
lalonde for their response to
my article on feminism, especially since they took time off
their foreign study to relay
their insight. I do appreciate
any feedback I can get, and it
is great to hear both sides of the
. story.
OK, I took your a~vite,
talkedtoafewfeminists,and
now I'm publishing again.
You are right, I don't know everything there is to know about
feminism, and maybe I am a
littleconfused. However, I will
humbly attempt to address the
questions you have raised.
You are correct in saying
that many traits are encouraged by environment, and it
does playa huge part in human development, however, I
think we need to look at both
sides of that coin. I may be

siveness and assertiveness are
not exclusively masculine
traits, nor is sensitivity exclusively feminine. These are all
human traits which have been
used to define gender roles.
Many feminists are trying to
break down these stereotypes
of what are "natural laws."
Also, how can you insinuate
. that felninists believe that "being a woman" is wrong? Inherent in feminism is women
celebrating being women. By
the way, what is combative
power? Women in annor?
Another thing that particularly bothered us is how
women can be degraded by
their own sexuality ("Women
are more degraded today by

wrong again on this point, as I
am not a health science major,
but I do believe that men and
women have different hormones, and whether we like it
or not these affect our personality traits. Forgive me if I implied that aggressiveness,
assertiveness, and sensitivity
were exclusive traits, you are
right again in saying that they
are not. Maybe I should have
said men have more testosteroneandwomenhavemoreestrogen, because as I understand it, these hormones influence our personality and the
way we approach situations.
Nature does have laws
whether we like it or not.
Again, you are right that
sexuality is inside us, not
something we do, however,
pornography does make
money using sexuality in degrading ways. Also, I cannot
be sure about this because I'm
notin the business, but I would

their sexuality than they have
ever been.") A person cannot
be degraded by their sexuality,
it's something inside of them,
not something they do externally. Women who fall victim
to believing that pornography
and prostitution are their only
options are told this by the
people who "recruit" them,
mainly men, but especially not
by feminists. Don't you know
that there is a large number of
feminists protesting prosti tution, pornography and rape?
How can you say that feminists want the same kind of
power that a rapist has over its
victim?
So, is chivalry demeaning to
women? Yes, it is. Chivalry
does not exclusively promote
"kindness, politeness, and basic conSideration," which are
admirable qualities in their
own right, but it promotes a

tend to agree that a majority of
those recruiting and supporting pornography are men, just
as I would imagine that many
feminists oppose it. However,
that was not my point. I am
stating that pornography's
power and the ideals are
wrong. This power is the one
in which an aggressor has control over his or her victim. In
most of the feminist literature
I've read, and the people with
whom I have talked about
feminism, power always becomes the issue. Power in and
of itself is notbad,but when it
is used the wrong way, by
feminists or pimps, it can be
very dangerous.
Thank you for your opinion
on chivalry, maybe we can discuss the whole issue later because I am still a little "confused" about Why you think it
is demeaning. Is it condescending for me to open a door
for a man, too? Should I just

condescending air toward
women, which is demeaning.
Excuse me, what world are
you living in, where words are
void of meaning? Language is
important. Identity is important. WOlds define existence,
without language there is no
communication as we know it.
In regards to surnames, why is
customer confusion more important than retaining your individuality? So it is okay for
men to reproduce, to carry on
the family name and lineage,
but for a woman to do the
same is irrational?
Why is it that if a woman
works it is to fulfill her need
for power, but a man works
because of necessity? Women
don't work because they have
power hungry urges, but because some women, believe it
or not, like to work. Many
women are at work "by choice

let the door slam behind me or
let my friends stand outside
the car while I get in first ifI'm
driving? Is that the way to
make sure no one gets offended?
You are also right that
words contain meaning, at
least I would hope so. I will
try to make my point more
clear about surnames. I am all
for retaining one's identity, but
changing my name does not
change who lam.. My name,
in reality, is arbitrary. My personality was not established
because I was named Anne,
and because my dad's last
name happened to be Loesch.
Also, it is not in the least bit
irrational for a man to change
his last name. How corne everyone just assumes that he
does not wantto? Wouldn't it
be fair if he had that option,
too? I believe this change
should be left up to each individual coupl~.

and happy." If the most advantageous position were in
the horne, wouldn't men be
there? Men work because of
their need to fulfill their power
role over women. The role of
provider over dependent. This
ego equals the power that is
constantly going unchecked.
Feminism is about checking
the unbalance of powers by
realizing what has been taught
to you, regarding values, roles,
and identity. When you learn
that feminists don't "think
through" their arguments, you
are showing your ignorance of
what feminism is really about.
Perhaps you should think
through your opinions and
talk to some feminists before
you publish again.
Adrienne K. Calderwood,
K'95, and Andrea laLonde,
K'95

You do make a good point
in saying that many working
women are happy, I have not
taken a poll recently, but that
could be an assumption. I am
not really sure why men work,
if it is, in fact, "to fulfill their
power role over women." And
we definitely shouldn't let the
secret out that slaying home is
such a great position, because
I'm sure we'd have an incredible rush of men becoming
househusbands. But, I'm not
making assumptions and stereotypes here.
In a nutshell, this is my
opinion: Women and men are
different. I like those differences, and I am happy with
who I am. I would rather
spend my time enjoying the
good things that we have,
rather than focusing on bitterness between the sexes.
Adrienne and Andrea,
thank you for writing. I think
everyone has a lot to learn.

Similar by nature, different by culture
Marieme Polel Toure
Index Staff
There are two sisters. They
are both women and mothers.
They are similar in their
struggle for respect. However,
their definitions of respect can
seem different, even contradictory.
I am talking about the African woman and the American
woman. What increases dignity for the first one is seen as
a sign of baseness for the second one. It's amazing how two
persons with a common goal
can be so radically different in
their ways to achieve it.
The African woman believes that, in order to acquire
respect and consideration, she
should have as many children
as she can. The actions of her
children are seen indirectly as

hers. Thus, it is not unusual for
an African to congratulate his
mother for his own achievements (''Thanks, Mum, for allowing me to succeed.")
It is absolutely normal to
see an African woman with ten
or fifteen kids. Such a woman
is sure to be rewarded by their
exploits. She is treated with
respect and dignity in African

society.
Her modern American
compatriot, who has been
brainwashed by Western culture, follows birth control and
only has one or two kids. This
woman brings very little manpower to the edification of her

society.
For an African woman,
community is more important
than individuality. Her sense
of self results from her identi-

fication with her community.
For the American woman,
having a flock of fifteen children is absolutely out of the
question. "I am not a laying
hen," she says, "I should earn
a living, not devote my life to
giving birth." Unlike the African woman, she promotes her
individuality at the expense of
the community.
What do these two women
think of feminism? The American woman thinks she should
improve her condition in society. She struggles for equality
of gender. She compares men
and women in terms of superiority and inferiority.
The American woman
doesn't see that the two sexes
complement one another. She
competes with men. As a result, she occupies some profes-

sions which were only open to
men in the past.
Her African counterpart, on
the other hand, does not grant
rights to women at all. "Why
should I increase my status?"
she says, '1s it low?" In fact, for
an African woman, competing
with a man is admitting that he
is superior to her.
Yet posing the problem in
terms of superiority and inferiority is distorting the facts.
Men and women are each cut
out to perform their specific
duties. Beinga housewife does
not mean submission or exploitation. On the contrary,
women feel nature has been
unfair to men.
Entrusted with the household, a woman naturally has
the most important responsibility of all. Without her, the

household can't work and affect the social system. The
household is not negligible; it
is the place where character
and personality are developed.
For instance, when speaking of
an ill behaved child, an African will say "His mother is
probably not alive."
Business and executive
women are seen by African
women as "collaborators" in
the perjorative sense. Their
claims for men's jobs make
men believe that, since their
places are badly wanted, they
are superior. From an American point of view, professional
women are worthy, since they
are proving to men that they
can do what men can do.
One can say that it's all relative and that there is nothing
to choose between cultures.

THE MIDDLEPAGE
BY MATT PRIEST AND CIRCUS BOY

THE OFFICIAL RULES FOR "K"ANDYLAND: THE KOOKY "K" COLLEGE BOARDGAME
The Object: Be the first to make it through a hectic day of "K" College craziness and reach "BEDTIME".
The rules are simple:
The game is designed for 2-6 players ages 18-22.
Each player must first choose one of the six characters below (Hal & Mort count as a single character.) Will you choose the stem and mysterious Dean La Plante,
the brilliant and lovable Dr. Craig, the always helpful Bibett, the unpredictable nuttiness of Colin Sheaff, the offbeat antics of toolhandlers Hal and Mort, or the
~ticd~rof~sBoy7

The character of Bibett gets to move first, followed by Dr. Craig, then Colin Sheaf£, then Dean La PLante, then Greus Boy, and finally Hal & Mort straggle
along because they notice everyone else is going somewhere.
On his/her tum a player rolls a single die and then moves that number of spaces. The player must then immediately follow the directions printed on that
space.
If the space a player lands upon is covered with cobblestone, then that player should draw the top card from the deck of "COBBLESTONE CARDS" (This is a
deck of good things that can happen to someone on campus.)
If the space a player lands on instructs the drawing of a "SECURITY CARD", then "uh-oh", you'd better do what it says and hope for a small punishment.
The first to reach the "BEDTIME" bed at the end of the path is not only the winner but also the uncontested conqueror of the liberal Arts Universe.
(For those who truly wish to play, the cards as well as a die can be checked-out with an J.D. at the Union Desk. We're not foolin')

DEAN LA PLANTE

arnETT

DR RHODA CRAIG

COLIN SHEAFF

CHARACTER
ART BY
JOE STRIFE

HAL &t MORT (FROM FACILITIES MANAGEMENT)

CIRCUS BOY

(If we had the space to include the cards, this is what they would read)

COBBLESTONE CARDS

Move ahead 3 spaces after the realization that the "K" Calendar

Changes mean that from now on, summertime is wet banana time!

SECURITY CARDS

"Okay buster, now that's not allowed!" Move back 4 spaces!
"Mess with the bull, you're gonna get the horns!" Move back 3 spaces!

After realizing that you spent $250 on classes today, you then realize
that you probably received almost $300 in knowledge! Roll again!

"Oh, so now you think you're a funny guy!" Lose a turn!

The realization that today is "nude model day" in art class lifts your
spirits! Roll again!

Your sloppy fighting skills are no match for Kung-fu Master Gail
Simpson. Go back to start!

Didn't ofiend any campus organizations today! Move ahead 4 spaces!

Glenn Nevelle gets you in a "figure 4 leg lock". Lose a turn!

Just read the backpage and decided that life is good! Roll again!

Security's too busy playing "CHiPS" on their walkie-talkies and
arguing about who gets to be Ponch to notice anything you've done.
No penalty!

As you're passing by, President Bryan gives you the Arsenio Hall,
'Whoop, whoop" sound followed by, "Go (your name here), go (your
name here)!" Roll again!
Bryn at the Union Desk feels compelled to say, "Hi." This little warm
fuzzy creates an unstoppable drive to make the best of today! Move
ahead 2 spaces!

It's been a hard day of parking tickets. Security is sleepy. No penalty!
Security falls for the ole' 'Wait, I dropped my pen" gag and is
befuddled to find their shoe laces tied together as you begin to run
away. No penalty!

"K"AnDYLAnD
Ol-DS - ll.P-rON
1--_ _

~--------'~"~1oN~ JAS~
1t,(~N

1

-(Rjill/Ii 10

~...........--r-~--' ~;Ci(A.U OIL.

wltA,

l'Ii~. ~lAjL-l7iNU
IS
\=0 fl..

CKf~~~~ S1'(¢J
WAlot OLtf

f~~

c.,A iZ.. ~ •

COl.-iN
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Here comes Junior: a new perspective on pregnancy
HamzaSuria
Index Staff
Well folks, in our rapidly
changing world of technology
and standards, another milestone has been achieved. It is
now possible for men to become directly involved in the
joys and pleasures of childbirth.
The latest in Arnold
Schwarznegger's movie~
shows an earth-shattering instance of these and other scientific developments. Although Schwarznegger has
been one of the most masculine figures of the 1990s, his
femininity surfaces in this hilarious drama.
It all starts when Arnold
tries to solve the problem of
infertility. He portrays, Alex
Hess, a smart, yuppie Austrian
scientist researching a new
drug, Expectane. This drug essentially boosts a female's (or
male's) chances of fertility.
Unfortunately, Arnold's ex-

gests that Schwarznegger test

perimentation on chimpanzees
doesn't earn him enough
creditwiththeFoodandDrug
Administration to test on a

Upcoming concerts
• John Hammond, Dec. 1, The
Ark, $12.50.
• The Young Messiah Tour
featuring Sandi Patty,
Carman. 4 Him, Twila Paris,
Steve Green, Wayne Watson,
Ron Kenoly, Point of Grace,
Clay Crosse, Babbie Mason.
First Call, Wes King and a 200
voice mass choir, Dec. 2, 8
p.m., Palace of Auburn Hills,
$16.50, $14.50.
• Jesse Richards, Dec. 3, The
Ark,$8.75.
• Aerosmith with Jackyl, Dec.
4, Palace of Auburn Hills, $25.
• Bill Miller, Dec. 4, The Ark,
$12.
• Jay Ansill and Anne Hills,
Dec. 7, The Ark, $10.
• Eileen Myles, Dec. 8, The
Ark,$10.
• Maura O'Connel, Dec. 9,
The Ark, $12.50.
• RID Boys, Dec. 10, The Ark,
$8.75.
• Lorn Morgan Enchanted
Christmas Tour. Dec. 10, Palace of Auburn Hills, $22.50.
• Lost liibe and Medeski,
Martin at Wood, Dec. 10, The
Majestic, $5.
• Gemini, Dec. 11, The Ark, $5.
• Frank Alison. Dec. 13, The
Ark,$7.75.
• Raisin Picken, Dec. 15, The

Ark, $8.75.
• Madcat & Kane, Dec. 16, The
Ark, $9.
• Jay Stielstra, Dec. 17, The
Ark, $10.
• Juila Gardener, Dec. 18, The
Ark, $7.75.
• Nine Inch Nails, Dec. 31, 8
p.m., Palace of Auburn Hills,
$27.50.
• Brooks & Dunn with lJ"acy
Lawrence, Dec 31, Joe Louis
Arena, $27.50.
• The Amazing Johnathon,
Dec. 31, State Theater, $17.
• Red Clay Ramblers, Jan. 21,
State Theater, $14.50.
• 1964 ._. The n-ibute, Feb. 18,
State Theater, $12.50.
• Amy Grant with Gary
Chapman. Mar. 11, Palace of
Auburn Hills, $19.50.
LOCATIONS
The Ark, 6371/2 S. Main, Ann
Arbor. 1-313-761-1451.
Joe Louis Arena, 600 Civic
Center Drive, Detroit, 1313567-7444.
Majestic, 4140 Woodward,
Detroit, 1-313-833-9700.
Palace of Auburn Hills, 1
Championship Drive, Auburn
Hills, 1-313-377-8200.
State Theater, 404 S. Burdick
Ave., Kalamazoo, 1-616-345-

6500.

HOW TO USE
THE BATHROOM.
f.0o you know rhat you use up to 55 gallons
of water a day In the bathroom? Its true. So here's
some SImple bathroom !r.Unmg to h.lr conscrvr
warer. Tum off the faucet wh.l. brush'ng your

t..m. Take shorter showers. Pur a w<tghloo J'~ In

(

human.
The movie's other two key
characters decide to help him
overcome his restrictions in a
very unique way. Danny
DeVito (Larry Arbogast) and
Emma Thompson (Dr. Diana
Reddin) are not only friends of
Schwarznegger but also research colleagues.
Obstetrician DeVito sug-

." :...-="..

dition to anyone, he shares
many funny moments with
DeVito's ex-wife (Pamela
Reed), who also is going
through pregnancy. However,
she was not impregnated by
DeVito but a member of the
Aerosmith band instead.
Schwarznegger continues beyond the first trimester to a
very risky and painful experience.
Eventually the FDA authorities realize that their restrictions have been overridden and that Expectane is a
successful drug. While DeVito
markets the product in
~ada,Schwarzneggerfakes

womanhood at a posh maternity facility.
Finally, Schwarznegger
undergoes a Caesarian section
to remove his new daughter.
Within minutes, DeVito's exwife also delivers.
Despite its humor, this
movie is somewhat disturbing.
Had this been real life, mankind would be one step closer
towards the vision of a genderneutral society. I do not mean
to defame this model, but if seriously considered, both this
movie and androgyny are extremely SCARY!!!!!!!!!!!

at's happening?
compUed by Shannon Coleman. Aat E Editor

TODAY

Musk '

<;henery Auditorium. 714 S.
WesiDedge. $6, $5 seniors, or

• Harpers ~ Honors

$1 studentf ~ 18. ChiI-

Choir, 12:30 p.m., McCamIy
.Place Main Staget down~
town Battle Creek. 961-6257.
Clubs
• Bilbo's-OPENMIC

WI1HJEFPMUEllERAND
DAVE TRANQUILLA ~

2628 W.Michigan, campus
Pointe Mall. 382..s5(4,

• Cub Soda-NOCTllR"
NALNIGHr - 340B.
Michigan, 34~..s067,
• FoUrth Coast Cafe"""!'
OPEN'MlC, POETRY ANn
F1CI10N - 816. S.
WeShledge. 383-0202.
• Ric)(sAlnerican CafeUQUID BRlClC- 2Q2O
Michigan, Campus Pointe
Mall. 345-9333.
• The WarehouseKALAMAZOOCOMPILA-

w.

nON CD RELEASEPARlY
- 402 Eo Michigan. ~
5200.
.'.
Thea~

• "A Olristmas to
Remember,"noon dinner
and ZJ!.m. sho~ ConnweU
Dinner Theater, 18935 15 1/
2 Mile Rd. Marshall. 781·
4315.

1 THURSDAY

M\1Sic
• Collegium MusicumWMU'$
old mUSic ensembl~,
And ,f you can'1 remember these tips. L1k. Ih,s
8 p.m., Dalton Center Recital
paper with you th. next tlmt YOll go. 1-~I}()-MY-51 iARE.
Hall. WMtJ. Free.
IT'S A CONNECTED WORLD. 00 '!OOR SHARE.
• Hand~rsMessiah~
Presented by the Kalamazoo
1:;;;;;~~~____________;;;;;;;;;II;;;.iiiiEaii;;rt;,;h;i;;;Sha;,;_~r~e________;;;;i.L_ Oratorio Society, 8 p.m.,
your to,let t:lflk. It'll cut water loss hy 15%.

the effectiveness of the new
drug on himself.
For the sake of science and
earlier scientists who had
tested
on
themselves,
Schwarznegger takes a large
dose of Expectane, spiked with
female honnones, to prepare
his body for pregnancy.
All is achieved by DeVito in
preparation for this historical
experiment, except for a mature ovum (female egg).
Fortunately, DeVito manages to steal one out of
Thompson's cryogenic storage
facility. Of course, this is done
without Thompson's permission, and DeVito is unaware
that she actually produced the
egg. The glass vial containing
the ovum is marked 'Junior' by
her, hence the name of the
movie.
For the next 12 weeks, after
having been implanted with
this
fertilized
egg,
Schwarznegger presents a
comical representation of pregnancy. His abdomen soon expands out several inches and
his appetite grows by many
more.
Although Schwarznegger is
not allowed to reveal his con-

d.renunderl0 free. 337-Q440.

ClubS

• BiJbp's -BREIT AND
ANNE-2628 W. Michigan,
Campus P~te MalL 382·

Clubs

5544.

• Back Alley SaloonKARAOKE - 8:30 p.m.,
Contiental Lanes, 3645
VanRIck. 343-2456-

• Club Soda -THE VERVE
PIPE - 340 E.Michigan.
342-8067.
• DaisyMae's-HlGH
SIERRA - Wayland. 792-

• Bilbo's - JIaZ EXPRESS
- 2628 W. Michigan, cam-

pus Pointe Mall. 382-5544.
• Cub $Qda- I<ARMlC

WflH SUBLlMJNAL UMO

. -340 If¥icfUgan. 342-8067.
It

The Watehouse-COL-

LECBNIGHrWITHmE
PRIME MINISTER- 402 B.
Michigan: 345-5200.
Theater

• "A Ouistmas to.
Remember,"'noon dinner and
2 p.m.. show, Cornwell
Dinner 11t.eater, 18935 151/2
Mile Rd.. MatshalL 781-4315.

2FIUDAY
Music
.. I<alamazoo College
Traditional and Service of
Lessons and Carols - 8 p.m.,
Stetson Chapel, I<alamazoo
Conege.
• 12th Annual1n.bute to the
Great Swing BandsUniversity Jazz Orchestra
and Jazz Lab Band, 8 p.m.,
Dalton Center Recital Hall,
WMU. $7 or $5 students and
seniors, at the door. 3874678.
• "Christmas at the Roc;k"
featuring Olamber - 7 p.m.,
The Rock Coffee House, 5045
E. Michigan. $3. 343-4343.

.

9426.
• Peppel:"s";" DMOfA1336 Ravine. 345-2304.
Theater
• ""Christmas on Mars"AbsUrdist comedy on
n,unance, ~ and love in the
'905,8 p.1ll.,Actors Playwrights' Initiative, 240 W.
Michigan, second SIOtry.
Tickets in advance, at
Athena BQok Shop, $9 or $7
seniors and students. At the
door, $11, or $9 seniors and
students. 343-8090.
• "A Christmas to
Rernembertnoon dinner
and Zp.m.,6p.m.,and 8
p.m. shows, Cornwell
Dinner Theater, 18935 151/
2 Mile Rd. Marshall. 7814315.
• "She Loves Me" Romantic musical comedy
presented by Kalamazoo
Civic Players, 8 p.m., Civic
AuditoriuDlt329 S. Park.
$15, $7, children 12 and
under. DIscount performance Dec. 7, all seats $9.
343-1313.
3 SATURDAY and 4 SUNDAY
• Study for FINALS, silly!
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Sinead returns as a folksy,
gutsy "Universal Mother"
Shannon Coleman
A&E Editor
Two years ago, Sinead
O'Connor, tired of popularity
and its cruel politics, swore
that she'd never release another album.
Now, fortunately for us, the
beautiful, spirited, fuzzy-head
woman is back. And her voice,
though somehow different,
echoes stronger than ever.
An aura of feminism, political activism, spirituality and
motherly love underline
O'Connor's folksy - and
gutsy-new Universal Mother.
The album opens with a
powerful
quote
from
Germaine Greer. '1 do think
that women will make politics

irrelevant ...... with a subtle rap-like quali ty, the Irish singer
form of interrelations ... ," criticizes the government for
Greer begins. O'Connor fol- lying about the nation's role in
lows this theme - woman as the fictitious "LA7."
a nurturer, as a powerful cataA true healing, O'Connor
lyst for social change _
implies, will only result if
throughout the recording.
people remember, grieve and,
"Fire On Babylon", the first finally, forgive and undersong on the track, screams of stand. Background music
pain and despair.
from Fiddler on the Roof and
"Life's backwards, Life's back- "Eleanor Rigby" add to this
wards/People tum around/ plea.
The house is burned, The
Other songs like "My Darhouse is burned/ The children ling Child" and "In this Heart"
are gone," O'Connor cries.
contrast, incorporating a softer,
Aggressive, empowering lullaby-like quality and a spirilyrics resound in "Red Foot- tual undertone. O'Connor
balJ.": "I am not no red foot- continually refers to Goddess,
ball/To be kicked around the to God as a mother.
garden/No No."
The album also includes a
In "Famine", a chant with a worthy remake of Kirk

Don't be left out in the cold;
Join The Index staff.
We still need:
Edi tor-in-chief
News Editor
Features Editor
Opinions Editor
A & E Editor
Sports Editor
Backpage Editor
Layout Editor
Photography Editor
Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Staffwriters

One-fourth English credit
received per quarter for
editors and writers that
meet practicum
requirements.

Cobain's "All Apologies" .
Distinctly different from
O'Connor's past efforts, those
who loved her in The Lion and
the Cobra and am i not your girl?
may not particularly care for

Universal Mother. But I see this
transformation as a positive.
No longer a "girl", O'Connor
continues to evolve both as a
powerful woman and as a
powerful artist.

Carols at K
K-Handbells of Kalamazoo College
presents
An International Christmas Fest
performed by
the full choir,
a quintet, a quartet, a trio, a duet, and a solo
with special guests
the quartet from The Kalamazoo Ringers
featuring
American, Austrian, Burgundain, English,
French, German, Irish, Polish, Russina,
and Ukrainian carols
Saturday, December 3,1994
Kalamazoo College
Stetson Chapel
4:00 p.m.
free
On behalf of the Music Department,
Allegro, and the students of Kalamazoo
College,
. You are cordially invited
to a series of ensemble concerts
presented by Kalamazoo College
students, faculty,
and community members.
Iazz Band
Quadstop
Thursday, Decemberl, 1994
8:00 p.m.

[~~] 1'4N~'E
J ~Ize
•
(one

NEW!

on ly)

• your chOice oi two topping~
• your choice oi ilavored crust

$7~,,~

tlrlfiltlonr'll
pIII.I'

it4 {III

('.I(

h

Lessons and Carols (College Singers)
Stetson Chapel
Friday, December 2,1994
8:00 p.m .
College and Community Orchestra
Dalton Recital Hall
Saturday, December 3, 1994
8:00 p.m.
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Siwajek, Simpson lead

Hornet
Scoreboard

~TI~ spO~!~"Y~o!~~~8ga?a!'~dT'=~

players ever here and deserves see, is voted on by the CoIlege
Sports Infonnation Directors
any recognition she gets."
Siwajek
led
the
Lady HorM.e.. ..n. . .iSBasketball:. Won at conro
......'.
Co. .U
.. .·.e ge, 87-65, ...
on5afurc,lay, November 19th. . } I
..•.
nets' attack
.WOl\at <.;otnerstone College, ~~84, on Tuesday, Nothis season
v~~ 22nd.
{.
..,. ,.,.
.
.
with 374
kills, a .389
WQnafhome vs.t1lliversity o~ Cllicago, 9S"~7, on
~furday; November. 26th.
. ..
. ..... .
attack percentage,
ball:tost td~etta College, 65-52,
and played
mth~}i9rp.et TIpoffToumey
Fpday, November
great de18th. · , ..' . . . . . . .
.
fense
as
LO~t to Uniyersity ofWlSConsin-Lactosse, 63-55, in the
well, chalkHometllpoff Tourney on Satwday, November 19th.
ing up 444
Lostathome to Cornerstone College, 60-58, on Tuesdigs. In the
day, November 22nd.
November
Lost at Concordia College, 80-36, on Saturday, Novem6th NCAA
Division III
'OOr26th.
statistics,
Men's SWimming and Diving: Won at home vs.
Siwajek
Calvin, 143-91, on Tuesday, November 22nd.,'"
ranked
Women's Swimming and Diving: Won at home vs.
fourth in
Calvin,
124-110, on Tuesday, November 22nd."
hitting per- Mary Siwajek, K '95, is a 1994 Second Team
..
These
meets versus Calvin were non-MIA A. The
centage.
All-American selection.
meets versus Calvin that will count towards MIAA
Siwajek Photo by Public Relations
standings will be held on Saturday, January 7th, 1995
has been a member of three of America (CoSIDA) . The
MIAAChampionshipteamsat College Division team inKalamazoo, in addition to eludes athletes from NCAA
playing in three NCAA Divi- Division II and III schools, in Men's Basketbal4 at North Park College at 8;30 p.m.
sion III tournaments. During addition to National Associa- tonight.
.
her four seasons as a Lady tion ofintercollegiate Athletics Va. Franklin College at 3:00 p.Ol.on Saturday, DecemHornet, Kalamazoo had an (NAIA) players.
bet3rd in. the Anderson Athletic Center.
Simpson, who carries a cuoverall record of 114-40, inVs:Sprlng Arbor College at 3:00 p.m. on Saturday,
eluding an impressive 40-8 mulative grade point average
December
10th in the Anderson AthleticCenter. •
MIAA record.
of 3.47 at Kalamazoo College,
At
lake
Forest
College at 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday, DeSimpson, a 5' 10", 170 will now have his name placed
pound wide receiver/tailback, on the ballot for Academic AII- cember 13th.
was one of just 22 players to American. An environmental Vs.~ 9race College at3:()() p.m. on Saturday/December
be named to the Academic AIl- engineering major, Simpson
17th in the Anderson Athletic Center.
District IV Football team. In was named the MIAA Offen- At"the Mus'idngum Tourney at~:oo or 8:OOp'Ill' on
o~er to be nominated for this sive Player of the Week for his
Wednesday; becember f 1st, and at}:oo or 3:00 p.m on
honor, players must be a exceptional effort versus '!'hursqay, December 22nd. .
starterorimportantreserve,in Olivet on October 29. In theWQSN Holiday Oassicat 6:00 or 8:00 p.ol. on
addition to carrying at least a Kalamazoo downed the ComFriday, DeCember 30th, and at 1:00 or 3:00 p,ol. on
3.20 cumulative grade point ets, 29-24, as Simpson scored
avergage.
three touchdowns and gained Saturday, December 31st in the Anderson Athletic
Center.
.
The Academic AIl-District 205 yards in total offense.
Women's
Basketball:
a~
Bethel
College at 7:00 p.m.
IV Team, including students
Simpson led the Hornets
from Alabama, Kentucky, this season in all-pu rpose tonight.
yards (870 total Va. Concordia College at 8:00 p.m. on Thursday,
yards), pass re- December 8th in the Anderson Athletic Center.
ceptions (37 re- Vs. Franklin College at 5:00 p.m. on Saturda» Decemceptions for 377
ber 10th in the Anderson Athletic Center.
yards and two
touchdowns) At St. MarYs College at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Decemand kickoff re- ber 13th.
turns (13 re- At Spring Arbor College at 1;00 p.m. on Saturday,
turns for 246 December 17th.
yards). He was At Madonna College at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
also second on December 21st.
the team in At Aquinas College at 6:00 p.rn. on Thursday, Decemrushing, with ber29nd.
239 yards and Men/s and Women's Swimming and Diving: at the
two
touch - Eastern Michigan University Invitational (selected
downs.
An AII- swimmers) at 6:00p.m. On Friday, December 2nd, and
MIAA Second at 9:00a.m. and 5:00p.m. on Saturday, December 3rd.
Team selection, Vs. Adrian at l:00p.Ol. on Saturday, December 3rd in
Simpson fin- the I<alamazoo College Natatorium.
ished the sea- At the Grand Valley State University Diving InvitaSeth Simpson, K '96, shown weaving through flying players has been
son ncar the top tional (timeTBA) on Sunday, December 4th.
named to the 1994 GTE Academic All-District IV College Division Football team.
Photo by Public Relations of the MIAA At Emory University at 5;00 p.ol. on Friday, December
rankings in three categories, 9th.
even though he missed part of Vs. Carleton College at 1:00 p.m. on Tuesday, DecemCongratulations to David Barkley, K'95,
the early scsason because of an ber 13th at the C.T. Bray Aquatic Center in Bradenton,
injury.
He finished second in
who finished 123rd at the
pass receptions and kickoff re- Florida.
NCAA Cross Country Championships
turns and third in all-purpose
running and pass-receiving
with a time of 27:05.
yards.

Sports Editor
The 1994 fall sports season
seemed disappointing at best
to most of Kalamazoo's athletic programs, as only two
Hornet teams were able to capture Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (MIAA)
tiUes. Even so, nearly forty individual Kalamazoo athletes
were named to All-MIAA first,
second, and honorable men. tion teams and two Hornet
stars have gone one step further this season.
Mary Siwajek, '95, was
named to the American Volleyball Coaches Association
(AVCA) All-America Second
Team for National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division III, and Seth Simpson,
'96, has been selected to the
1994 GTE Academic All-District IV College Division Football team. Siwajek is only the
second volleyball player in
Kalamazoo history to capture
All-American honors, and
Simpson is joined by only four
other MIAA players on the
Academic all-District team.
Siwajek, a 5'10 middle hitter, is a two-time MIAA Most
Valuable Player. Siwajek and
men's soccer standout Tom
Anagnost,
'95,
were
Kalamazoo's only MIAA Most
Valuable Players this fall. A
three-time All-MIAA first team
selection, Siwajek was also
joined by Anita Grinbergs, '96,
Cara Marker, '96, on the AVCA
Great Lakes All-Regional
Team. This was the second
time that Siwajek was named
to the All-Regional team.
According to Hornet volleyball coach Jeanne Hess,
Siwajek "always plays with
tremendous heart." Hess also

Hornet winter sports thus far:

;ma.·. .

1

WODttn's Basbt

on

Upcoming Hornet sports events: '

Go show your support for
'K' Athletics!
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